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*Anouſſop.: a Gaa coucaya'03.5 as As Gaſ & LQirº.a. Lusº-c.
£)tº Lº GaAsopºri 3.5essoa Gaºguousa L.f. G-tra – 19Jud9-0
* Gºud GaAsopºrt 3G As a famir as QA55A; GA usAsra ray & La
-qaang Gag LOasis.ou. Surucs-rower.º Q ºr dºwa ruń. A 3.2
aGuº'Ass & air ud flyº, Lu &é scº flewa ſtrº of a stropaºré
awawilar GaAs sºad ºr 19, Lé Asº sefa GaAs frºgſflater J .9
wice r &isoerº.aºub &Aff sedan-u GCŞăsary & L & East, so is
Luº few grº Leuf stºr &#45-7 19 Jrudawn as Carsº a 4, -gºº & La
gº-àsºft SaGurstbus sºa50489?. gº 3.5 is + A44 CŞā
•As ºiás flurucâ 1941 Loew Ques sºlo LA 3.5/55& JJ to saf
agan-u aude’AA ſtors a Luº-0A;&a firsº, jºu-º- ºf
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# = n a £33,04.5 aſ Gurses sat uſ' Cyåſ a "swaffeejiejº, 197"|2 = , eºrg Gum tº 4 goşeşpra or 3.5 -ašAs e-A*** 83 Lāt-à
tº aris&#65th cºat sopcºre-T 1905.545 loss. A £34m w ś8 ºut ºf L." -ēj-, 74-e Lūlā, 4Qe7&d, -aš s toº stra's ºe-A*As
$62, f.º.º. ar as 3.5 air & & Cº. # 6544A, Lusmãojt-ºut-ºut 47 -ºš Garaya); so an arº, sº F. Guce tº ºf Lerº → p *ěºw 19
Q = & # Q.F. &al ºf35 ºt-opaº (9.
-7 & sº ºut 9 agrusº das &Gaſ & sºn 3s 15 °C–?& vs. r
*GA #2 &c.; a ral ºr fl. 4:15C as was G4 re's #& # &air ºr
cGilorg'afalfarā, Gäſijmū.
***ues ºff-Q+104 go 3.5 flaggº ºut @ afra rapefa, ºr
The arrival of Beschi in India.
wał -pa -ăsees rulº go sirua; sº Garfºste's scºsº sir?.
£543, it tº L&afia; sun Liat 1965 # 5 *śAfter tº 4 ºf guarde ºf
# 3.5 a.Cur; sº of a cºu-affes & co., L Stru; fºrA 9s 3 L * and test HA 9 onQs 3.0 & #2,54.s. 5* Gues -e ss ºf a
tº Li logs sºng. A 5 & Lyºtº #2,9–15234 (9.5 s ºn tPC-7C;
3u, L T tº 17 craſh ºpG 77 tº L. m # 4 & 1-A 3.9% ºar £4.5m ºuca ur2 ºw(545 flood 5 ºf 3 flura ºr 3.0 9–11 fºll-rº. 9 so
-arºº. Lt coaxiſ Gay & poés” # sº. 59.549A
+A9A L9/05.5 acrº 3.5 e-Gſ, rud Lifi ucu-48& Gaº Fraňº J. Gp us;0.5&L4
LGP3.5/pa,0ſ as a LLs Qasſ &gth. Gray A 94 rift ºf A-5435
As ºua, ſº cºp sº colº sfº.o sºríº Áº afruomopefa Gºd ºr oth suh
*—4454 Bc5+aq m ºud ºf 4 Gºlcan LA GefäA e-à ses?, off
Hāen uu-Qi, cº-wº; Q = 7&a ºut-º- ºoja aer; GA flä.E 95 & *#,-wiejº, scº.orf srs sº st cºs Garudº *e, sº Q. Qaos,
GAE F.396 still Lºuilt- Faouaoua L9ſ 9-1 rasruhu sºr ºf 54–
tº Sãojir QLTCŞe 6 s armiń º 4-6 a.º.dl3e?.. suf ºf soul
Q7& Laif G=g sº in Gu wºuffer;&#&# Ofs; a u ºvuraº
•ouc.9.20% ºf flu.4% ºth uraºrs. A 81'opiirara, rmui -e ā, ºr f35&

a C5–A.E #352, Leº ºff a ſyrus cºund a 34&th. §§s strºes
87 run is ºr liſh -eſ agen- u Qre assé, “Caucraft ulcº sé
Q= 104.5 -ealaegA ss ºf LA 96 a £urs a sea. A £40s rair

t–rº. 5) at 9–1 s e-AAEGurs; saïdjéco says Qalsº.96a, ºr
or eswā sexie, -a.ja Q& res.A.&#9-17CŞet(9 -23s s 19truśā à-la
ºut--, so QA GA 1.3.6. C. Sira's #4-5 # ssise:s
fi star crop; g, sº couplyrºº A & Qoşºw se-tº-93.5.30am

&ro-CŞāa mir.

aſ guoropshag rm suº strº-tº-3 ozºa fåågºr a gaff ºff
A *-Ala-Lº succe&G soa5 Audaptă Brawlcrº e-cº.º. §§
(; sº 4.5 tº goalsWoj4.5m $544 ºuth Lºua sºváčuſ ºriº

zo, uſua ºr Fijã ºffs. -º/Gs s GaAsa'aigar 9a L & Asia” us;
Q = 3.5 ± up is cou, 3As ºf souturojić5 cºugault–ss Guſ $3.5
424 reºr(S -ºji Gas a red; Q = Lºs #. -e,a fle-A 869 are Gur
.5 lb 93.5 s 5.0494 revº s ºr 965.5—1ſtirs &. ware efā) is reja
ir payrum Qū La city-& sº on-aou ºr Gaelty-Oscºs un, A alsº -º
a fäso/p+ Grifă.5 tº 44; 33& stop.º. airs.g.Qarafs' -º/au: Lir
63.0 also rajãº 4,544 ºr s 5(5a, a stops é º –T458& 5 Gem
• sº 9 glº-soué Gasºl- 5205s ºn stopsops arth -a adjäGAGAs."

5–3.5 a.CŞ&p 6,0542.0 L tra $3.5 # 8.3°Asaf sºap-u G
Gºurg L afraſt gº affação Gº & ºftcº&A, 8,00-44Germ{8 stres
Qalāraft, sº-éist gotá, Cºpe L & & Saor Gº Gºalscºth, eja
ap, Geº-fi stral A sm 5& gopus ºa (; d.o.8/n 55 Galsº ºn 4 & 5
*aujº, 5'5 s.a. C. Hà & ficoſ uſuo & T SysVAur Tº flá, sº ga.ss: gps; Gar sº-éau, J. Geod re--- A 5-5 Gas, sº Jºsh
£ºf sº-c-ºs-à Guo's so *.*.*Targe opºp 5 saw LoAGoºd fºr.
4-4.5.3. Gud-ø e; so * Lsºrs. A 55 Ga sºrg-u acrºſsr-. Tº say,
* & L alsº.54-sea eſp., Qo-ºn-J - Gues +--" Jéº exts to
£40 # fructs; soºth acºb-º- + T fºur at #. §af2#354–5 s
ºf sºup, sur - a 4G ºf 15 sui Ha'AGAſ a rºw As- Gºa, e-cº.
su Gºa, ſr.
(To be Continued.)
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§ai Gă.E. G.E.L.; galajá so su% -236A. Frºm ſº. £ºré
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* - Sé ºr star Hub soa'i A, 5059-17694 unt A&gth Gurº LóL
aw ºfA. AušjāGA = 1 ºr a alsº #7 m ºverråster; a flá440s."
cºry-CŞ2-ſtr. -º ºuth ºar to-4530 åGjubøurops Qs 5
15.5 Ga, a 3.5s ºr 64G4s rew G -ºs.ogić ºries rajã G =rueg,
to £ojQssi Gaayi st: 94 Gen wo. G-Trºnagy is 10:3–640sr
cºs (8 is ºf uſ ºf GjøGlåG L T -6405 reºrw-05:1–77. Safoe,
of .96a, *I fºur & AGL 70p ºf , E is rejus gujº & Tešš03 s.l.
(Sub Qadrºn 4 ºved uſ so suſta Østô, Fraşºa féopâs a Quº cos
19.5 stay e-wºot-ºut ºf ge) CPA.E # 5654 & 5 Qs ºut tº G
* *(84s ºf sºld a Geo Album escº Gior &gapud an is 19Cs, scºr(S
13 **a*A G ºn Quecºfié.5. Lºcº 49-3. Quo;soa5Gucaſ city-C5435th 4
a 4G 457 ºr few £9.2 Glcs) g\cº 3.5' Qal&ºrldºr sº aid ºr

cost as Tāās;-ar Sº uſco-199-009A ºut--& 90-19-tucº.
Q.5 aſ a 44.5 + 4*As Low-rºo-urs à 85–1924 GPA 3 &
affa, as QsAG so-º-oh, -º- tº-Qu-GPAA fºr ºth -eſ
.5 -a afts&#45.5 cº-soº, guſt as 19, sº a to sºuru sueſ tº crées;
tº aſsº & 3.94 m ºr 4-05;&A L9-L1 tº G & Too?ar •r&#s sºojº,
L15%of -ºr SJ LTao-sout! LP-44 Ga sºrº-u 5. -gºrºur
co, coul, a ré,3.5 cºsri sã a-º-L sui + arº if ºğAs &sºaps 3 g

& © Lay, 5GOs, & 3G sm cºg º Lejue ºf fi sães a Fub aſ a 5.5 streWºl

Laºrºſios iſ droj9,0.5udsºv.
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syth -ºs.ºut-Lº-0 Geore-A.º. ºoſpaleºAnt Gaye-sºdºvous, Li
Æ,5454.5% wº-Gum as -º aſsºr sº dus); sucLSéso sepuéQés reirº-CŞ
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Q giraruom 19653 stºu it losthua.s.o.) Asif sex36&Gar

£3.5 ºuch cºpé suu tº-4-0533.p-tº-urs -pairs ºld -gã
so, sºar & Gá945 it ºr ºr -sya'Galges armaSajásoſt 4 &. G* foes
cub gait sejºot-u uſ so-195/ºcy!!MSQu-QPACL-audé”. -sy
airs & -2.jsp&é sºspañºla Galeºrtºu a Salºos was #4 º' tº
Q.5) is iſ flu,553 uo is thin.º.e.'s C,

AsışāsūL-4,5ésàr-9054&srA.A. §§45 is & Asé scº–Aseo
2.Éelessories wagº. LaGA3eejée tºeſ#A e-uéra is | sire:Gagop sºr Q–ss.ºw L & Lubus rººfed Q-Cºuduſtrº-tº-3
Cyß &rarăgºeş soº; Q = Lº Qanes (9th -ečāśāš G4 Taº Q sm circºs of ser. -a duº-1955.5 th āşAs ºff ºn GaAsopus e
Life cyá354 AEGuoff ºr e-AAEGuire à Q45 a 0-1945.640 straºrºud
(5th- it. §º-º- ºgéoé 4% afutoropºſa'ſ GPA;&##" tº
***60 m u_L ºr -sm g.º. co-u LCŞg;35éjà Gefää Géreo
*32-QuéA ºffu.ºr fled 95 Géſ saw 4–0sº.º. c. 19s. Huo
n} own degå Ö as ºf Gudggum swium cog ºf 4 sº @ Guº gusof,
a Lºew Qua was gifty crºsſflejuloſ s 5(5 loſs m in ul-Quoapá

£oré. ººr-aſsº OsmóAA, Auruºguº “A*** **
Jºã9éré's hug- Guom G =Quº Lºir àeºn Geºfºº “e;ésé
sell-ºr-9L-1 ff. -ºº Lip Gu Quñu sºur&uu 8Aa).5 stra
“GaAsaréguée afe Gw £48 u 9alsº a #4 e5535 ºr e-re;
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65–Gºlf, coe awa, 50 wºº agº.5, a 19&rard, Saudit swud Gus strait

#4 &, -samaleej Guo arºsé Gºdā.54

*e-GP3 Qeº2 -ºss cºwrºoëssegº as

per,” are a Gerº eff. §és, fºrer unsuite fººt *rē.
sé, an 84 sée-P-u Lºosººg Gatoes taºueces ºut—rural
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.

Lió Gueſ fä4 °2362,6-traysºvo Lºaf ºr s alsº so, º Chap. vi.]
Sympathy and Fascination.
[PART II.
|
We
have
considered
now
the most important appear
Lefebud 45 ºr ºr ºf Tifle dr £484.5 acºlò cAAA*-* *śGA TA,”
A sea 4.5 -ass 9-0-4A cºui eAA.E. uré true..jºu’s staff & ances both of organized and unorganized nature, and have
a rulé@@*Jari e Qa’s Qasºn ºf Jaffa ºr s.99s. * f 4& J & traced out something of the laws by which these appear
GAru GAA Girº at sagué sta. A 57 g º say, Swea ºf Q&tº ances are produced and regulated. Many of these facts
e5-Sée à tº 4-1-A, 11905é5th.

&Q538Goth & sº is up a stu cost $3.65 ºr sna.A 605 cºusif are curious, and some appear truly wonderful, and their
asir -0.5 ºf # 4 alsº wºrse # * r * wreath at £4.5 Gum & #65th causes are “past finding out.”
Ly- structºr alsodeſtà eſcºth-69oth. -grºup. Gaº sºlº Sara
2. We find different bodies operating on each other,
&Q fºcjéAn exts º-' sº -ºudaeºs; sevås & ré iſ us; when, so far as we are able to trace them,
they have no
Gºugh Quirójet.09: G = nos) sucăşağ5.4 & a Gudeviſer Lé
**C. Guuſ, CAGP3A ºff a • *193 L&#35thug. a cºrsaila!CŞā8 medium of communication. The sun is perpetually act
Qoth. Øautº-tºu-4– HAA “gºopas": uſe Asus5J uſ sol-um & ing upon and influencing the earth; the earth influences
Quoſº Q-u-#A full Saº J&#94 ºf at ##4 & Ls 0.965é3A 5. the moon; the moon, the ocean; the magnet operates upon
sºs FCŞaff-As4uth -º-º-º-º-º- 197&sºrã94, 1944, -º iron, whatever be the substance between them.
Asºº arae! Läsa, a CŞā Larua's stºr -a/54%Q-1 rºjº.6A
3. We find, too, by the aid of chemistry, that almost
As #4 & 4 a swut Opogasoa with £5.6 G.F.e.:AGa., aru/40545.h. every substance has some peculiar inclination or affinity
uſ arouot C5 HäA445.sp. sº so-cap u Guo,594 rais 6 -º/A 1 a.5

for some kind of material, and a dislike or repulsion to

-cA so, a 64, a vil-cºresai, osteº (9 -94 cog+ fire. Aſ sw lom id
ai & C – 25 saw Aeëlºw-adu-AA rºyd;3.:GA uſes ºf 48 u wards some other kind, even before they are brought into
won 3G so -ø.5 foal awajevº 64* -u e; tara) – 1946 a fºss).5 contact. Thus lime attracts carbonic acid, drawing it from

the atmosphere, and hence purifying the air. But lime
has a stronger affinity still ſor sulphuric acid.
4. The same sympathy is found among vegetables, the
Aº.5) sa & sºr of sa, raja résé Garcos sucA.E #35 B &A's).5udson) male and female plants attracting each other; and hence it
Ass -oſ.ºf/ ºr Laº ºf a CŞū GaAs iſ a u A.&éðydrar 5,3-0 has been pretended there was the preference of love be
co-au-ri—tº 4 m fu-ā) is tº 4.5, 94 &r-m a 5, 9,542 co-c Lur tween them; but it has been shown plants have no nerves,
ly-coars is a fl.1 & 4 tº 415, eyes Oa. As Leo & J cº-º- ºr siſ flui és
and cannot have feeling; therefore the story of their loves
zo, with 1974, reş24 tº a fluosi. A -a-A Lºº &a usu e; ass
is an idle dream; it is the sympathy of attraction, modified
wujº u,5A – 19, 64.5+ Law &Q'a tub. -wei Lip-tº-airs hºa
tº sys -ºjada at 8–Laf- ºr -º, sºfarºicºſairs, asA&un * by the instinct of the plant, and hence appearing more like
Q sm (Sãº Luº G is rā scº sº swear Gºrée à écº gº duala s.j.5/5

Lao—és tºL-G-n Ques-sºulf at #4e5:35 Qajaf u-(8.34 saw

4 soa5.3 QA; faloa A *.*Q***Gºld Quſ CŞ–04 Garcos s.c.A.
gags. GułAQA GPºu GP =ejºu aréâu a sº Quña few st
GPAA ºud sm is & -5°A – Lºuek said sºuré sum º ºsº

#8AA, a sw sigp4 gale tº su đâ0°ujº an ur.
§–9-top.º is rās & eyew-cºséQ* r *Q-op.5 tº Géros)

sus4°As ºften pād; ºr 4 adjº A.f435 GA - ºg 3.5-C5.5, ºw

animal love than the attraction between substances of

mere matter, such as that between drops of quick-silver,
or between sugar and water.
5. When we come to the animal system, we find the
same curious sympathy between different parts of the bo
dy; for instance, a small wound on one of the fingers will

& saw sy-visu ºw.vma &G Lt. Gººd a sºcºs & Fit 4 + Gees ar. A 5)
gºals, 4 soau, sº (Geo. Sale, Esq.) ºf saysłaj Quary&Ouu. produce the disease of the locked jaw; and a disease of the
*A.A. f. §aff -ga Sºº Liren –au -95.5 ºuatuº sº.péQ** | liver causes a severe pain in the left shoulder. We do
ev &uess. Aſ -s a Sacº ºr AA affº á 65,944 a 5A drewA*As | not know any reason why the finger and the jaw, or the
* c -s; air scº º-sol set- un alºa ºuijth Quo AA, 29.0" u & liver and the shoulder should thus sympathize.
(To be continued.)
g tº 64; Liſt Asirir. 9.4% As a 1848,0-féeriod so sayih -gu
3- urº Leo L-adé8,54A rid sri seº-u Quorº Quatre -14
2äee so-Ley well.99949am-º wºº's twº-w Guascru%&Gar
[Translation of the foregoing]
Øas a $1-Luot tº *Liſt ºf 4.5 L uffirée, c. (Sun. G = roweve to
3.1.GLårt laui G3 iſ; 131L1535Tsū.
A&G so (urde) -2.84 m giºcyan (8. -º-; GPA, so run -ºssuſ, i.
*. -alſº as "a th.-a-th. CŞāaf.
uſe J4-2.Éd – º Oe’ſ co-ºs-i: A ºld sº A desuſ cºjº/vá As
45-ciſ-95és-A.º. ººo-u • -94 at Gaº sirés & Quºuſ. A
a-Lejswth 48—coºl-tº-ucº.
©e Q94 & Q.5r-ri Kºś A38 ursºr uraja toma!,535th.
s. Qart & sº Quirósfc.jsph, 9surăslošA Q-rojøføege
& Li u Syars, GA 'AAA-Aujº -a 3G Asſº.rop ºw-u sā →
in Eğuşı âlou 51& —AL-KORAN.
guajLQa's 5&# * * iſ rew up" aſ géA 9 Jucrew A*A*-* L Tââ
as. -gã4 truth.
|Gerth. £)&aans uſ ºr “-ºrder #4 º'a -2.6 wº ***g, *
aris a 1905égérºu º Aº 8wajeopºl L iſ #AA's) O-2A 45 -**
Lirº ath-Preſace.
ea &Q's drar & Le-àAé*At 1905:54 Arºr
-qJuly-19C §.e. <
* Eigre A sma waſ 33th pºre-asſº studiº 49aſ cº-0
-**-of sucºs 3.e3e is ºw-ave Gu *AA rajã G = 484e ºr -ganas ºr e-ºr-tºr stra “wº sºar ºldie5A QA; fl-ſºº.
a. 9&copCursº.o. al-Jāāopéé2 cº, 84-7 fuel ºf Q- c.
******—Sut 148# cºstſey; e.g. gun 1905á&A figſ, ºr -º
***rēsons area nºse;i&oir-e-issola céâ.34 4.5489&th. &a ºn 3 strº Gºod. -gans, sº a LAAS & rid ºut 34-4-4***&
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one of the other boys, but he thought he would carry it
away alone, and eat it after school. Just then the master
called the boys to go in. Tarmu went in, and sat down,
with the plantain in his cloth.
All the remainder of that afternoon, Tarmu was restless

and uneasy. There was something in his heart which seem
ed to say, “Tarmu that plantain is not yours, you must
not keep it. You must not eat it after school.” This was
conscience, warning Tarmu not to do wrong. For Tarmu

had not yet actually done any thing wrong, he had only

sci-Q = & © soiré G. -o- L9-49erevalujia garðse,435 sw

thought of doing wrong. The plantain was safe in his cloth.
He had had no opportunity yet to give it to the boy that it
belonged to. He had not yet begun to carry it away to a
secret place to eat it. But conscience looked forward to,
and warned him against, the dishonest act which he was
going to do.
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Thus conscience often warns persons even before they
have begun to do the wrong thing which they are thinking
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of doing. It will not let them enjoy any peace or happi
ness until they determine that they will not do it. Tarmu
felt uneasy and unhappy all the afternoon. He tried to
amuse his mind by thinking of something else; but con
science would not let him rest, until, at last, just before
school was done, he resolved that he would go and carry
the plantain to the boy that it belonged to. Then his mind
was relieved, and he gradually became quiet in spirit aud
happy again.
QUEstions on Lesson I.

Repeat the general principle stated at the beginning of the Lesson.
What does conscience do when we are meditating or intending to do
wrong?

What is warning?
Do you remember the story of Tarmn and the plantain?
Was the plantain Tarmu's?

If a boy finds any thing which some body else has lost, is it his because
he has ſound it?

ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.

[Adapted to Hindu Readers.]
Lesson I.-CoNscue NCE.

When we are doing, or have done, what is right, our
hearts are peaceful and happy. When we are doing, or
have done, what is wrong, we feel guilty, and anxious, and
Liserable. God has made us so, because he wishes us al

ways to do right, and never to do wrong.
This feeling, which makes us peaceful and happy when
we do our duty, and which condemns us when we sin, is
conscience.

Conscience is very faithful; it is always ready in our

hearts, to tell us what we ought to do and what we ought
not to do. This lesson will explain several ways in which
conscience is very faithful to us.
1. Conscience warns us, before we begin to do wrong.
Do you know what warning means? If a man were to see
a little girl going towards a deep well, with nothing around
it, to keep her from falling in, and should tell her to take
care and not to go there, —that would be warning her.
Now, conscience warns us. When we are going to do

What ought Tarmu to have done with the plantain?
What ought a boy or a girl to do whenever they find anything?
Why was Tarmu unhappy at school that day?
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One day, Tarmu was playing in the yard, and he found
by the side of the fence, a large yellow plantain. He took
it up and hid it in his cloth. He knew that it belonged to
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1. To give you an expression of my remembrance of you, and of my
continued interest in your welfare.

2. To aid you in understanding the novel and peculiar position, in which
you are placed in society, and to turn your attention to some of the more

important duties which thence devolve upon you.
3. To invite a reciprocation of views and feelings on your part, that I
may become acquainted with your present circumstances, and know some

thing of the results of your experience and observation, thus far on the jour
ney of life.

It is my design, in this letter, to explain what I mean by “the novel and
peculiar position in which you are placed in society.”
1. You are a class of educated Hindus or “JYatires.” On this account
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you will be regarded as the representatives of your countrymen. The na
tional intellect will, to some extent, be estimated by what may be the de
velopements of your literary character. It was formerly the prevailing opin
ion among Europeans, and the opinion is still entertained by many, that the
Hindus are comparatively defective even in intellect, and incapable of mak
ing creditable attainments in the higher branches of learning. Your future
course in life will, doubtless, do something towards solving this problem. The
problem to be solved, is two-fold; first, whether there be any natural or phy
sical defect in the Hindu mind; or, secondly, whether there be such adverse
influences in the climate, or in the domestic, civil, political, or moral state of
the Hindus, as must necessarily stamp upon them a character of inferiority.
2. Your position in society is such, as will subject you to close inspection.
You are a spectacle to many. Many will narrowly watch your conduct,
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—some, from one motive and some from another.
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They will, though for

Though it be granted, that there is no physical defect in the Hindu mind, it
is questionable, to what extent it is expedient, in the present state of soci
ety, to impart education. It is even objectionable, in the minds of some,
that the higher grades of education should be extended to a considerable por
tion of the native population. Doubtful opinions on this subject will, to
some extent, be settled, either more decidedly in favor of native education
or more decidedly against it, by what may be seen as the results of
your education. You will be regarded as the representatives, not only or
your countrymen generally, as before observed, but of those natives es
pecially, who are in a course of education and are candidates for office.
3. You must be regarded as a class of intruders.-You are intruding
upon grounds already occupied—and occupied by those who can ill afford

to give place to you.

You are a race of unwelcome competitors for place

and office, unexpectedly sprung up. It cannot be denied that you have
certain advantages, which must give force to your claims, and enable you
to prevail, to some extent, to the disadvantage of those with whom you
are called to compete. Whatever may be your comparative attainments,
you can well afford, other things being equal, to serve at a lower rate than
your competitors of European descent.

In this connexion, I may take occasion to say, that almost the only fea
ture in mission Boarding School establishments for natives, which I have
noticed with regret, is its unfavorable bearings upon a portion of the Eu
ropean community, who have not been favored with corresponding literary
advantages, to enable thein to maintain their relative standing in society.

This feeling of regret is in some measure relieved, by the additional pro
vision, made of late years in Jaffna. both by the missionaries and by the

Qad ever?

Government, for the education of children of European descent.
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only to imagine my own children to form a part of this community, and an
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But although in proffering your services you may be able to underbid this class
of persons of whom I am speaking, alas! for you, if you are unduly de
pending upon this circumstance. For it is even now well understood, that
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I have

interest is at once excited, and my sympathies sufficiently awakened in be
half of European parents who have to provide for children in this country.
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4. Your position is novel and peculiar, in relation to the Government. It
is peculiarly important, and in some respects, critically interesting. You
have fallen upon auspicious times. The liberal policy, both of General and
Social Governments, is such as to open the widest field and the fairest pros

• L. Gºws a sw Qū-9-550-2 (94 -aar soar as Qa’alu Ga.

pects to every native aspirant to office and influence, in the island. It was
not so in former times. The recent introduction of “Trial by (native) Ju
ry” the appointinent of Assessors—the opening, to suitably educated na
tives, of important places of power and trust, in the civil, medical and oth
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er departments of Government service, hold out every encouragement to
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MR. POOR'S LETTERS TO HIS LATE PUPILS.
NO.

2.

My You NG FRIENDs,

In my introductory letter, I observed, that my object in addressing you
through the medium of the press is,

honest effort and laudable ambition. It is indeed difficult to conceive what

more, on this head, could be reasonably desired. Your position however
in relation to this subject is critically interesting. For if you, who, as re
presentatives take precedence in point of time, fail in your official duties,
and prove yourselves to be unworthy to fill places of power and trust, you
will not only fall from the eminence on which you now stand in a state of
trial and probation, but you will also fall a prey to those who inay have en

vied you in your promotion, and who may profit by your downfall.
(To be continued )
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Principles of English Grammar.
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(By William LEN NIE.)
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English Grammar is the art of speaking and writing the English language
with propriety.

it is divided into four parts; namely. Orthography, Etymology, Syntax,
and Prosody.
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ORTHog RAPHY.

Orthography teaches the nature and powers of Letters, and the just meth
od of spelling words.

eles, so sura réºu-Qasrº eſca ºne-Carrà,2a, 3 ºr ºu?us. but
ter-fly srss. LaGº iſ ºw.
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A letter is the least part of a word.
There are twenty-six Letters in English.
Letters are either Vowels or Consonants.

A vowel is a letter, the name of which makes a full open sound—The

(Brief descriptions of the most remarkable birds, illustrated by cuts
on a compurative scale.)

vowels are, a, e, i, o, u, w, y, The Consonants are b,c,d, f, g, h, j, k,

THE Ostkich.-## 5525.

l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, V, x, Z.
A Consonant is a letter that

has a sound less distinct than that of a vow

el: as l, m, p.

A Diphthong is the union of two vowels; as ou in out.
A proper Diphthong is one in which both the vowels are sounded;

as,

oy in boy.

An improper Diphthong is one in which only one of

the two vowels
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is sounded; as, o in boat.

A Tiphthong is the union of three vowels, as ean in beauty.
A syllable is a part of a word, or as much as can be sounded at once;
as far in farmer.

A Monosyllable is a word of one syllable, as fat.

A Dissyllable is a word of two syllables; as, Peter
A Trissyllable is a word of three syllables; as but ter fly.
A Polysyllable is a word of many syllables.
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Scriptural proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
CONCER N1 NG THE BEING AND ATTRIBUTES OF GOD.
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1. There is but one God,—no other like him.
“Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.” Deut. vi. 4.
“The Lord he is God, there is none else.” Deut. iv. 35.
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“Thou art God, alone.” 2 Kings xix. 15.
“Beside me there is no God, I know not any.” Isaiah xliv. 6, 8.
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“There is none like unto the Lord our God.” Exod. viii. 10.
“Who is like unto thee, O Lord, amongst the gods, who is like thee,
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“I am He, and there is no God with me.” Deut. xxxii. 39.
“Before me there was no God formed.” Isaiah xliii. 10.

glorious in holiness, fearful in praises, doing wonders.” Ex. xv. 11.
“Lord God of Israel there is no God like thee, in heaven above, or on

earth beneath, who keepest, covenant and mercy with thy servants that
walk before thee with all their heart.” I Kings viii. 28.
“Thou shalt know no God but me.” Hos. xiii. 4.
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Rules For THE conduct of A CHRISTIAN Life.
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(Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.)
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I. On rising from Bed in the Morning —As soon as thou
Gaaff 505a-Gº. 2-. §rrºr. Jae. G.
awakest from sleep dedicate thy first thoughts to God, whose
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providence has preserved you from the dangers of the past
night; adore his goodness, and express your thankfulness in *G-7, 5°CŞalºa, alth -a.jQuirº. waſ ur. **, *, -oſ.
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some short ejaculations; exercise your love and affection to
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wards him, or any other virtue your thoughts shall suggest
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bed no longer than you have offered up your first thoughts
to God: this will prevent laziness, and hinder vain, loose,
and extravagant thoughts, which will be ready to rise in our
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minds, when we amuse ourselves in bed long awake. In
dressing yourself, reflect upon the true end of clothing,
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which is, to preserve modesty and health, to distinguish
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quality and sex; which will be useful to guard you from van
ity and pride: and in all those actions that relate to dressing
let no lightness or immodesty ever appear. Remember to
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reverence yourself.

A few words about the Bible.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
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If his wife be eminent (in virtue) what does (that man)
*Possess? If she be without excellence, what does (he)
possess?
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What is deficient with a virtuous wife
If in the wife defect, then what is all
This world can give?
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of speech to do the same office. Is the office of qualifying a noun or pro

e-A us r as a 19- QP = soad #45 aswés;

*un the exclusive prerogative of the adjective? If so, what propriety is
there in having the prepositions and the active verbs to govern a noun or

(On the impropriety of attending heathen dances.)

-go;sounum sw8317 Ga.
gº a rºao Lue&u sº 6.3-04 as 19653.5 tº sells. EQ = 7
sºr, 5'opé.8s. A cos-94-0 sº toer:#Gaujºr-rar Q=1&sº.
LTA ºffe wispsuth toº so ºr Liao ºuth -ºs) & thuº-Qu

GPAs &GAD.s. aš s isºtº ºf 3 saw-affaejº

G & Cº., aſ if

sey orgu Şās; few her £655&CŞeo-u u aráa. §sº
a, Geo/p3 =sum ºr at air ºr § GAs I - OA-4-365 £).< * T fluºans
tº 1944, 16594 Luſºp & st-m gº sº, u.5&flap is 1969 (30) *@Aré +
* -aaſ segå & sºr is 97-750+ kujū-y- are a Los - Hºb
19-

Gas cº-0=Qasu & ©3 Apºr.

£65 acºubulº- aſ is 2a, §6 air G = -0.404 raºr-tiras ºr. & rest

Pronoun? Be this reason however, futile as it may, I grant for argument's
sake, that an adverb never qualifies a noun or pronoun as he alleges.

I

would, then, ask what he means in his concluding remarks. He says, “I
conclude therefore that Lennie, Lindley JMurray, and others are

right in stating the general rule for adverbs as they have done.” Here,
mark the expression “general rule,” which shows there are rules of ex
*Ption. I now challenge him to show what these exceptions are. No doubt,

he will say that adverbs qualify other parts of speech than a verb, an ad
Jºlive, or another adverb. I think, therefore, that he must admit the pro
Priety and necessity of employing the adverb to qualify a noun or pro
noun. . The examples he has given are in my view, entirely irrelevent to
the point under consideration.

-

-a 3.5 crºss Qalafº, al-GA = AE #e333.5 §diaWu-th a $53
£20 al-āAst 4-4 & Guſ swoes ºf369 a clºur; £f a sit aft: 94.
& CŞast sº *-ā-āsºuri– 3055 Autº-LTs sºuth -assº-4.5

£o

Lºru 59.5 re-Garº sºr Jafaejāj: sºr&As, ºils, gafé &#3
& arre Aeº º-Lº-º-º-º-efºre re-84 e5535- 9A 3 is a u "
, is saeco surcº -ø/3Gº & cº-e āºrºuſ paleº-VCŞāGAsº. 2)
ass, sle so-c Lºgº a ru-ſi “Jakºë is Gue-- Qajar. GG ºr

gacy is # QAsfalăólnourcº-0 a. A sº-485 Gurº 5 tº
Lºl. Asº A LegA duº- 5°C féGAs ex4&A -gseo.º. 1940 uſ ºf
aw jaº -gau-ui lòuº-us0°.

IVol. III. No. 1.

MA Nigavasagam did admit the general rule given by the author re
ºrred to, but his question was simply whether adverbs do or do not qual
ify other parts of speech than a verb, an adjective and an adverb. In an
swer to this, I say, it does and may properly and necessarily do so. In proof
of this, I shall offer the following reasons. 1st. From the close affinity

which adverbs have to nouns. It is a fact, that the greater number of ad
verbs have nouns for their basis, being evidently derived from number, order,
place, time, manners, quality, quantity, interrogation, affirmation,
comparison, doubt, negation, &c. It cannot therefore be strange, if ad

verbs should qualify nouns, 2nd. From the respective affinities which
erist between adjectives on one side, and adverbs on the other. Nouns
are qualified by adjectives which again are qualified by adverbs, most of

which are derived from adjectives. It cannot therefore be strange, if the

º

-a is CŞºw A35 Gurău G54-seº diar Quaw Pºrã is dº -ød,

adverbs derived from adjectives should sometimes qualify nouns in the place

aş-; $69 a $5,558A'Ast sº uſ" & " Quor (5-9 a.ºros' ºr futh s—

of those adjectives; as the one boy—the only boy, where one is an adjec

an Qasi Qasir-fluid, -986 waſ sºlº Gloſt ºut ºut Geºrs: . 2, so is

tive, and only is an adverb. 3rd. From the sameness of expressions found

una, GAşada a C* sº a sa LeAcoa A & 8,345 -ºº ºv.5 Fei Lº ris

in some words used as nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, as much little,
enough, &c. 4th. From the nature of adverbs themselves. An adverb

jøa ascºth=3GOO.cº in Qeſ ºs. An 83° a Lºuius 35.59
-sºo. §égga SG5& 5)&uly-u- ~ *-*" fluidsey #35–- Ga.; G5/5/09-dº-w s' sº cer Q-paw & also Asujā sojša Ajay isGA)

is a contraction of language and generally expresses by a single word what
would otherwise require two or more; one of these two or more words upon
examination, is always a noun. It is not therefore strange, that an adverb
should qualify a noun when one noun may qualify another, as, wine-ves

&. Guesy b -gluy-tº-º-º- 940° “** - a rugs, so-u ics
coacá35 @ cruor salub *&a=5°–1. sºv A.Põ 3 G*-**** -gy
**As ult, sº c. cºrers & Cº. #35 -ºsoev.& Qe Law • *@#35 67.5 ºutſ ºr
A re alb s & Eso-sou- ~ 197443,9.5" said, “as a Jud L.-è, is

gº-,-4A 44, a few $45+ -ašeljó *—#4,#5 is coase air
Go suſ, ed

2.s 24,935 QP, Cºu', sovº • *-*** a swº-u is.

Quºu, ; alsº on ºf 509,0sº, a & #4 –"A st-àso a 19-33
A sº Lu ruv sº scº Sºusſº'AºA *-*-*****, *, *-ā
-gaga Lu &A. J. & sºr -ºs.ºu.A. ºrejºiâ4 g) law a jºs
A sm & alun -ºs is ºn Jur

*** - Lºs 2 a. A *7tly-u-QPA will aſ

sºrs a fl. i. ºfa, º f * 1940 u-ucºs ÁA (5*** 20-w- ſo - &raw &
** -º affe & Leºše),5*.* GP200 -ºs.º.º. "A š + i ºr a 9 a.
...Ca2u, sº a Quix, sº sGA - .
LCŞă ă ă.tº'A'
g-omrºpºsa （, , ºf uţ, *&^ -

sel, meadow-ground, head-ache, &c. 5th. From the indiscriminate use

of adjectives for adverbs and vice versa, observable in prose as well as in
poetry. If an adverb may with propriety and necessity be used for an ad
jective, why may it not properly and necessarily do its office in qualifying
a noun? 6th. Modern improvements in grammar since the time of Murray
have settled the point, that adverbs qualify other parts of speech than the
three established ones. In “Hall's Grammatical Assistant,” page 26th, we
have this rule; “The adverb qualifies nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs,

participles, and other adverbs:” and in page 33, “adverbs sometimes quali
ſy prepositions,” meaning this to be a rule of exception to the general rule
given above. Pond's Murray, page 73, is a corroboration of the fact. He is of
opinion that an adverb qualifies an article also, as in the example, “I have
not even a dollar.”

In conclusion, I have to observe that as the grammar follows the language
and not the language the grammar, anomalies in language, as, Murray just
3)-Lº-ée,
95 & 2 g iſ tº cou ut sº.

To the Editors of the “..Morning Star.”
GENT LEMEN,

A question on English Grammar, proposed by S. MANIGAv asa GAM,
appeared in No. 17th,Vol. II. demanding whether adverbs do or do not qual
iſ
nouns, pronouns, and prepositions. An answer to this; by “a student of
H. H. Rajah's Free School, Trevandrum,” appeared in No. 21st. It is not
my purpose to criticise his answer so much as to elucidate the point at is

ly remarks, every where encounter us, and as there can be no general rules
without exceptions, freedom, with latitude and not unbending inflexibility,
is to be had access to in securing the end desired. I therefore conclude that
the adverb in the main qualifies a verb, an adjective or another adverb,
but sometimes it qualifies a noun, a pronoun, a preposition or an article.
I am your most obedient,
Batticotta, Seminary,

;

26th JNovember, 1843.

H. P. BR Ewst ER.

On Tamil Grammar.

sue. That his answer is totally unsatisfactory can be proved both ſrom his
own statements and from the authorities of established grammarians.

“I

e-Aula Tø ºf 8–CŞās sº GA: "A ša E.
*...* a 5 gſ & a 94.5 Lon ºva! ºr Guy iſ sº a

conclude,” says he in a part of his communication “that an adverb never
qualifies a noun or pronoun, because these two parts of speech have

Tsº sº sºu a's a
#35 e_2 th: *&#8& 4 193 “e 5A # 2.0 GP = a- "aſsº ê sa sour

adjectives especially appropriated to that office; and therefore there is
neither propriety nor necessity for so employing the adverb.”

CLub ana, A.E. Leº Quoſº atop 5 staff ºvºv se flag & ºvºss o

He states that a noun or pronoun has the adjective to qualify it, mean

ing thereby that it is improper and unnecessary to employ two or inore parts

a waya als) was a Gul A. A. sisi º wºn said ºw0a • Lana
* ** a Guº Adu-š s - a fi : *.

a guaragºnés.-MORNING STAR.
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To the Editor of the Morning Star.

Sir,
The following table contains accurate particulars of the English ver
sion of the Bible, which will probably be interesting to most of your read
ers.

In the Old Testament.
Books
39

Chapters
Verses

Words

929

23,214
592,493

In the Neto Testament.
Books

Chapters

**é Gé4, a CŞevºr ºr r *.

66

Chapters

7,959
181,253

Verses

Words

Words

1,189
31,173
773,746

Letters

838,380

Letters

3,566,480

Verses

Letters 2,728,100

Total.

|Books

27
260

The middle chapter and the shortest in the Bible is the hundred and seven

sa.g. “Gs rà.3.5" ºr sº Lósº ugſ, uroAssº a ursºs.We
al, -a aft asso-Osir-r.f. Gai's pºsir e-Lº so, Orº d'Aºof.
ŞāG& drº G is triº G-1'.5 + š, sif º-wop saw ºr un-wountry& Qasr
* a Gaswo cº-ºw GAAGA e? §sºn,641, 9-3 ºr ſºarif A &
easuar, sm fuášéA Asºvº.G.274–Geiswº-uºsº ºw? a-Asu
A twens ;) -áOsm *-moss a LušGAs -s, ºr sº unfurº ºu
suáGºdº, -aša'.5 -º/8 storiº & Our Acºus; da;94& Qe

teenth Psalm; the middle verse is the eighth of the hundred and eighteenth
Psalm. The twenty first verse of the seventh chapter of Ezra in the Eng
lish version, has all the letters of the alphabet in it. The nineteenth chap
ter of the second book of Kings and the thirty seventh chapter of Isaiah
are alike.

[Explanation of a verse in Paradam requested.]
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A Fauße 4&5 GP35s 1834. A Quºcºa - 9ar.0 sºurces:

*#60 Gº is a sº.

Qafi'i.5uosº G = t4-Qarirser a r.sº used Gus f.

(Explanation of a verse requested.)
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(Explanation of a verse in Agastyer Gnanam requested.)
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o Austrays.-MORNING STAR.
To the Editors of the Morning Star.

aSet #659&A §§aea. Lit garaju laaggerſ arissés a ##sw
| 65 Qa’irº 3 ºf Answer.

£) tº L 4-#65

GENT LEMEN,

gºff Auð94.

||

In answer to the question proposed by Mr J. W. of the
Seminary in the last No. of the “Star” I beg tº exact from

|

i

gju, Gauſſusgå54 sibl lºšš Haº-ſh.
50 gºals ºr sys A & Ques ºf guita Lºš.540s rºº
agger-sº swapsids -a; e.g. #86-93° atops ºf Quals ºf 8

an eminent aather the following statement on the disadvant
ages of the use of tobacco Chewing or snuffing is in the | &ris & Lºri A.F. - wavºr *QP 38° àgéAs Asra)* Lé 2:2.
highest degree injurious to health It is a poison, and by its C. a.o.A.&#9s new Q Qāgā sesaº 94 sºa frååå
-

-

-

action upon the nerves and stomach it destroys the appetite, *@ £ge 64 ºf "tº • 382 flºwis *gs sº alſº
prevents the perfect concoction of the food creates an unnat || Cagos
ºr users & sºr 0 °CŞ gas ºrºgº-siºlºgs
ºral thirst, and renders the individual, who uses it, nervous | A rºs. Gová 65 ºr ºf unsºp #4, 19+ H_*A* ****** Gºd
and otherwise diseased. Besides it destroys the sense of Gaſ LGºgoşşa 50 alsº sºft.*.*.* *@tº Lºí.819,554 & 9. a.

smell and causes a very disagreeable alteration in the tone

.# ana.S. snºoen AGA rºl. 34 sºasp

ear-A

A

d L'
ºf the voice And also, from the great thirst and alteration sº ga Odº. 83 p 394.44 arºué,a L&#49-73
&
in the sense of taste, occasioned by the use of tobacco, * | Qāgā Qares 6 ºil-dºº-Asir sº. 59-uº -alater; GA, T
avidity for inebriating liquors is very liable to be contracted; ##4 aw aro is 99.4 h -a atº & 194-#4 on tit-rubs -a.e.;
whole,

but on the
from the habitual use of tobacco, in either | scºut ºkr) cafés à As-A afé-05&A Foºtb-9 a.s.f, QAG3
of its forms of snuff, cud, or cigar, the following symptoms sae sºflá; 8,23534-seasº. Lº ſº.5 cars is ºvá's 3GA TG4
may arise; a sense of weakness; sinking or pain at the Pit af, Gäsä Gar Aja º f – it féºn sº, aftº-pºsalis & År
of the stomach; dizziness or pain in the head; occasional | *** Qe ºf Lir.º. 445and Lewa al-As4& ©strº-Gueeºogé.5 &
limness or temporary loss of sight; Pºlene" and sallowness of ºffee; h, 93 °º &Que-4-4* 595 2-10-0 **** ***
the countenance; and sometimes swelling of the feet; an en sei sareº-1-905-----|-- uſt tº 45.4 & A ,sea. A #405.5 sna
volunta
feeble

d state of the
ry muscles, manifesting itself some |A sers g).Eaſth A ºr cºal ºf A * Lit -Qudsº.o. ºn A.E. s.a.sº
times by tremors of the hands, sometimes by weakness, trem | al-L car #4 re-2 -ga º & AEA'A*As Qalafi-3A&s & G – a

ulousness, squeaking, or hoarseness, disturbed sleep, starting was As is Qe ºf Gºjº,p 5*As * Q-swer & Särås so is Qalsº
from the early slumbers with a sense of suffocation, or the & LGA 8 swear ºu. --GPA Qes
“40
# * ºr G4 & awe – it.0 º
feeling of alarm; incubus, or nightmare; epileptic or contul day, sors shopael L GA 1483 & &
4-Qadaan, Qazi- Cºli
sion fils; confusion or weakness of the mental jaculties; pee Lástºre, Liri i.e. “Searc-93Gor.
ºnes, and irritability of temper; instability ºf purpose; ºr
QLC5& só, a fl-' s sel-GANG Robbery.

sons of great depression ofthe spirits; long fits of unbroken
£airy-4s & An es' sº cºeffuſ Scé&A af. aftly-Gao
melanchºly and despondency, and in some cases, entire and
8.0
s wars& Cº. º Gº Asa G = 0 854 it ºr sº sº. # * *arif us $.5-aſ
permaneni mental derangement. .
afteşuso-u e ºr i < *.s. 5 &alsová is a Lºu-648. L&tar
In opposition to the foregoing list of evils it is thought by tºga
"some tº there are some advantages to the system from the unawa un (0&A) 65–1 rescº a) ºvo-.pth -a Gs is cºvejuñé As &.
ise of tobacco to counterbalance in some degree its injuri ant-aoud star 4 al Q = ſā tº L 4-#94 reºrb G – a ud-y--fir soar ºr
(-e 5 ea - d. a-a-ic. - 45 fee s.)
ous effects, but there are none not even the least, and its a Gé drew urgeºus
use is to be attributed entirely to a deprayed appetite .
By the above reasons it appears evident that there is no
SUMIMIARY OF NEWS.
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advantage whatever in smoking chewing or snufting this pow
Yours &c.

erful narcotic.

|

JAFFNA.

Supreme Court.—The sessions of the Supreme Court for the 1st Nurth

S TAMPIAHPULLAY.

|ern Circuit of 1848, are to be held
at Chilaw, on or about the 28th January.
|
Aripoe

1.4 g as # * * * g = & .

|

unitt'll nºrth.

zºº sº.6.—sº tºº. a--as #" -ºws% fºr LA 849
if, aſ a 4-, * * *. -ºf-1949 tº, o is #". ºf gº-ſºº is
& 5 ºf #6 s 18 a-º-º-,00.cs.v. G4 & sº-0s Gole.
Geºrer Qassaur- uséGuttº GefäA Afrº raise is
&Gar GQ was La Têu Lost saw th9–1 to $842 - tº £aºu u : *
ał, Lº-º-erage is a sºrer Lºw-9.sºut, sº thºs" Vás ºf

4 ge. Lé ºf s. -ă ==FC a sº-c 19: “* Guo ſºup-
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Died at Manaar on the 7th January 1848–Anna Johana Helena,
wife of Mr. John Fredrick Honter, Post Office Clerk at that place, leav
jing behind a disconsolate husband, an infant, and a circle of Relations and
| Friends to bemoan her irreparable loss.-Communicated.

|

Overland Packets.-The Jaffna Packets for the Overland Mail are no
| tified to close on the 16th and 19th instant at 4 P. M.

The Express Packet to close on the 21st instant at 8 P.M.

Exports and imports of Ceylon.—A late Government Gazette pub
| lished a Return of the Exports and Imports of the island for the last five

was reº

| years. The imports of arms and ammunition show the extraordinary in
#Jai, ºr 1945 Qee y-A QA5(5sº L&afé ºw-480 a G-1" ºr “ſ | crease of from £800 to £ 6000 per annum.–Cotton goods of Britisk

# sy, ur. a. m. É Gº& Qalātehåstſ souriya-i w ºf a f** ** manufacture hawe increased from £ 48,400 to £89,500 per annum.—
A&#5uo GaAs & Quº ºvºi, H&Guà- 16, e-" Loewſ & sº 0. | The aggregate of the Imports are for 1838, £547,500, for 1842,42794,700,
being an increase of 50 per cent on the import trade of the island in 5
glºsse Jºsés eſſesses—, #case affºod Gºseiu_***) years.
Aaj Lêq rigA4 -a afé sº us; stoyevka & sway 4, 82.48
Erports, Coffee skews the large increase, from £116,000 in 1833,
a lºpsis ºf ºu.age an ascăAsa'sé sei-Q tearices;&# -e. to In
£270,000 in 1842–The aggregate of exports is for 1838, £892,300–
* –3.5 -º-fºs, sé2argºCŞāsū 542a1705 aſ awaa ib Lif | for 1842, £463,400 being an increase of about 60 per cent.
*g så QenéAA'ſ #. ſº maré si sãr GA, LA-A sº-0 ºA
Registration of Slaves —By the Goverument Ordinanee No. 7, of
Gaujº rešeň,44; sº sº Øese is a lith Gs a jºa A& 1842, it is enacted “that ewery propriet
or or person in charge of a slave
Qe segå4 sºad. Sé tº sexie 505 Qungpath -sºurce | registered under the provisions of the Regulation No. 9. of 1818, or of any
alari sº ºn icºlaea. A scº à ºðalsoué sº.9;...&# *racºs; }| subsequent enactment relative to slavery in the maratime provinces,—“who
+ayº's sº-aſsée -mad A Poetic-à sºul-- Lºw a-sºaf : | may wish to retain such slave, shall, on or before the first day of Janua
|ry 1848,” “appear before the District Court in which such slave was last
*** *egºes &#a seaf ºf seriº #Gaº
crºss

&

A&

rſ s registered,” “and shall there apply for a renewal of such registry”—it

12

2–45ugmm 65)4.-MORNING
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STAR.

failure of which “the slave in respect of which such omission shall have
been made, shall be, and is hereby declared to be absolutely free.”

£ s. d. f. s. d

*

16. Every unloaded cart drawn by two bullocks, buffa
loes, or any other beast of burden (elephant ex

We are happy to learn that there have been few, if any applications,
at the District Courts in this Province for the renewal of the registry of
slaves, and consequently those formerly held in bondage are now free. The

neglect of proprietors to attend to the registration of their slaves shews
that they have little or no desire for the continuance of slavery.

0 0 44 00 24

cepted) driver inclusive.

17. Every additional horse, bullock, buffaloe or other
beast of burden (elephant excepted) belonging there

4.

0 0 1 0 0 }

to.

AFHANISTAN.

18. Every loaded elephant waggon drawn by two ele
phants, with their drivers and leaf cutters included. 02 0 0 1 0
19. Every unloaded elephant waggon drawn by two ele
phants, with their drivers and leaf cutters included. 0 1 0 0 0 6
20. Every loaded elephant cart drawn by one elephant,

The following extract is from the Calcutta Englishman of the 17th De
Mahomed Meerza Khan, the rival of the Persian chief and friend of the

ce mber.

Barakzaees has gained possession of Bamian, where he is collecting men
and grain te support Mahomed Akbar Khan, who is said to have reached
within the distance of 20 coss of that place He will stop here for a few
days to find how the people of Cabul are disposed towards him.

with its driver and leaf cutters included.

0 1 6

0 0 9

21. Every unloaded elephant cart drawn by one elephant,
0 0 9

with its driver and leaſ cutters included.

0 0 11

CHINA.

22. Every loaded elephant with its driver and leaf cut

Diplomatic matters are progressing as satisfactorily as could be desired

0 0 9 0 0 1,

ters.

The whole of the first instalment of six millions had been paid. His ex
cellency the plenipotentiary had visited Shanghai; his reception there, and
the manifest satisfaction that was diffused among the merchants of that in
portant emporium, at the prospect of commercial intercourse with the Eng

23. Every unloaded elephant with its driver and leaf cut-

-

ters.

0 0 6

0 0 3
0 0 3

24. Every palenqueen with four bearers.

0 0 6

lish, was especially gratifying, and leads to the belief that a vast amount of

25. Every additional bearer.

0 0 & 0 0 +

foreign business will be transacted at that consular port.
A proclamation has been issued by the plenipotentiary prohibiting Brit
ish subjects from visiting for commercial purposes the northern ports till the
seale of duties and tariff has been adjusted. The Chinese manifest the most
amicable feeling towards the British.

26 Every animal (dog excepted) not enumerated herein. 0 0 1 0 1-16
27. Every leaguer or cask not empty and not carried in
0 0 2

a cart.

0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 1
28. Every leaguer or cask empty.
29. Allgoods not carried in a vehicle or by men per load. 00 2 0 0 1

Prize for the best Essay in refutation of Hinduism.—This prize of
£200 proposed in 1840 by some unknown benefactor through the Bishop
of Calcutta has been decided in favor of the Rev. J. B. Morris of Exeter.

30. Every vehicle not enumerated above.

0 0 3

31. Every log of wood, piece of stone, or other heavy
article not being carried in a vehicle or by men.

0 0 14

0 1 6 0 0 9

FERRY AND RoAD Toll STAT10 Ns.
-

* :

ºu tº

5.x:

is 's

| S&
- S

Rates of Toll chargeable at the different
Toll Stations in Jaffna.

1. Pannetorre Ferry.
2. Araly Ferry.
* 3. Kolombogam and Kalmonai Ferry, and at a branch station on the
road between Kolombogam and Jaffna.

§

Sº

§

§

S.

S.

4. On the Road from Jaffna to Point Pedro.

5. On the Road from Jaffna to Chavagacherry.
6. On the Road from Jaffna to Mallagam.
7. On the Road from Jaffna to Sanganey.

tº s. d. £ s. d.

1. Every passenger carrying not more than fifteen pounds
0 & 0 0 +
children under twelve years excepted
2. Every passenger carrying more than fifteen pounds, 0 0 1 0 0 3
3. Every vehicle for passengers, drawn by one horse,
0 1 0 0 0 6
pony or mule, driver and passengers inclusive.
4. Every vehicle for passengers, drawn by two horses,
ponies, or mules, driver and passengers inclusive. 0 1 6

|

* The Road Toll is payable for every person. &c. embarked at Colombogam,
no matter for what place. The ferry Toli is only payable for persons, &c. crossed
from Colombogam to Kalinonai and vice versa in the Renter's boats.
NOTICE.

0 0 9

Notice is hereby given that Mr. Philip Pul

5. Every additional horse, pony or mule, belonging to
0 3 0 0 14

LE BASTIAMPULLE of Jaffna intends to make

6. Every vehicle for passengers, drawn by one bullock. 0 0 9 0 0 4}
0 0 13 0 0 }
7. Every additional bullock belonging thereto.
8. Every horse and keeper, with or without rider, loaded

application to the Honourable the Supreme Court,

any of the above vehicles.

0 4

or unloaded.

9. Every other loaded beast of burden (elephant except
ed) with its driver or keeper.
10. Every other unloaded beast of burden (elephant ex-

cepted) with its driver or keeper.

0 0 2

2

0 0 1

1

0 0

P. BAst IAMPULle.

CONTENTS.–2|LLajºr.
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pages. I
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0 0 3
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Selections from the Korans
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Good's Book of Nature
Abbott's Lessons on Morals

-

3
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-

Mr. Poor's Letters

-

-

13. Every loaded cart drawn by three horses, bullocks,

The Ostrich

buffaloes, or any other beast of burden, (elephant
excepted) driver inclusive
14. Every additional horse, bullock, buffaloe, or other

Rules for Christian Conduct
0 1 0

0 0 6

Gefu & Sºu

& 4.gr sº

6 º'cs ºn was Qs ſº

-

Scriptural Proof

-

Cural-Panchangam
3 0 0 13

15. Every unloaded cart drawn by one horse, bullock,

buffaloe, or any other beast of burden (elephant
0 0 3 0 0 14

.

-

-
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Pancha-Tantra-Katei -

beast of burden (elephant excepted) belonging

excepted) driver inclusive.
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0 9 0 04;
Principels of English Grammar

thereto.
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Life of Beschi

12. Every loaded cart drawn by two horses, bullocks,
buffaloes, or any other beast of burden (elephant
excepted) driver inclusive.

of the Islands.
15th Dec. 1842.

}

11. Every loaded cart drawn by one horse, bullock, buſ
faloe, or any other beast of burden (elephant ex
cepted) driver inclusive.

to be appointed a Proctor of the District Court

9

11 -iss F =# = s.scir

Printed and Published at the American Mission Press, Jaffna, by Eastman Strong Minor.

8

ib
9.
-

-

Published on the 2d and 4th Thursday of every Month at one shilling a Quarter payable in advance.
in L15. F#3'anā a-.]

3:2 ra's. GIS). Goñ. 2-ºx, Găuş ºuripiſſiºn, Thursday, January 26, 1843.

[Vol. III. No. 2.
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[Translation of the foregoing.]

-ºš an As eſpół-tº- ??a's ºr at 63.5 Å so a 4&T #4 dr.

*-i-GLärl ali Galilä 131Lé 357&.

<ſ. L J C L 1-3 cºur* ºr £urus; ºr wºré g—r #9; Garð;&#

*

* * * * ºr a Ló (, alº G = }<5 a GAA & Leió was sº 9-3 ºpädjuh
4. £f tº -2, L & crifles)?.
-2 Le 1 & #& # ºf ruth adjQuo & wood & sºut’ e-.5.

-ºº ºf gub.-a-lº. 9 fa.

*-Lejºriº 3–Leóe-tº-sued.

**, *, * r * isſue warejéjus see T is a loſs ºf LA 97%

* Lººrzu wi&#65* GA rº--if a.º.o Qarda º Gº gºal
84 sºa.ºeg's ºr fia's 94-Qasr arcão; eWar: s r...as
salºº & #24 ºf dojº is ºn 3 s 24&e Gw -esa. 5°C As4-4 )

9.jp 5 ºn J.
(2) ºf sº flu A cog tº Lº Å ºf a rubu Tºor LºuGa sºró, &c.),

sºCoºlhoun Qp.º. -pºuy-A CA' cº-º-e.g. ºn Lu * g.: so a 4-3
-aa-e A* * 4th sºluéQs rºsſ tº Leº asſº Ortsa-GLºs

Guo TG =

a q95 ºr e-fil-A sum “Taº Lib QPAs a rue gºd ºr e-tub -s;

# = n gº dºw aſ a 93.5 tº Lſ 0 & 4 & .)
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|

-qºse ºf easy flºwoul...of £fé sº Lærsø.E.
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-º-0-76; a -a 3.
***65** 565 sea. A £us as £oses 19 e.gwu, -aš, tº Srir
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.

CHAP. vi.]

Sympathy and Fascination.

[PART II.

*******
--e-Gº -a.e. -geºgéº smoºn-gassº saw
ir uſ ºf eſop 5.5 £390 s.a. al-Qa’s sri sco-gu, º, -eage;

6. The power possessed by some of the class of fishes, | Gj ******. ..-aff -*** to wisp 94-4A Slº-su-A Asaº ºf
particularly the torpedo and electric eels is also inexpli | geºrge, 194-#4 -º-º-ºaden-u- ~ *en- ºr GeºGreath-sº
cable to us. These animals have the power, on being touch | * *** -º-º-uºvééé “-l-mu’āºur-VA.D. -assoa is ºr
Qee-ſwages < * uloſa!CŞāAsſ #. -ese: ISA, 35 ºf $CAs sud
ed with the hand, or even with a stick, of rendering the | sºevrudº
-ø/duº-tº Lill- GaGooj ud-set a cavian sé *74&e
hand and limb of the person who touches them numb, and, | 20098,9.5,504 sºrewsWajive, GLn ºur.
as it were, lifeless.
-* *(5-ui sºujë Gävle tº uſub Logº-º-AA # s ſºus-Samui
7. An electric eel was lately exhibited at Paris; a doc- | *—u & evage" AA affaejºº. §ssy, a 4 gagãalso rel
tor present, was foolish enough to seize the creature with ºw-ſer.& Gaº Pevojé54. 8wuwsWAuo" aw geºG acjésà
both hands. It gave him such severe shocks that he leap- | | *ě (99.617°4825& a dis's ºus soulso-é.50am & ex8
ed about and screamed violently, and then fell into con of ***, 3,195 is nes.pdrs La Lºu Sº-Egº agº Aaſife ºff
vulsions. He could not shake the eel from his grasp, till *—m tº £ala's stºut-- sejº & ºr ess i =&#35 Glevu as sala,
his hands were plunged into water, when it dropped off. ****śQ** **-CŞā&oi=&... alſºore's area., arros
*Laſt fleweiso sum ºr Loaf ºff cº, opé ºr Liruch sºar tº Sy-A 5 &
The doctor was ill for a long time, and doubtless resolved Gº
Gog GA.; Ap £5 fiºsº cºopé655,041. Law an evo, a 0.53,
never to touch another electric eel.
* **u-stelief a-ayºr, G-AE-sloeºsofas. -as, Geº-.
8. There are tribes of men, who possess a power of fas • **** * (5uuä's ºf Léaud's Ajā &Lé.5 sq-âa ayus,Sasur
cinating serpents and scorpions. Some have this power *** * sus' AAAs sºld & #4 ºri & ré4 &Qeſ dº sº a sea soulaya evar
naturally, others acquire it by means of using certain herbs. utiºn ºcés “A”. gºslavău.484 stus" in Li Qasr sudésé
The race of serpent-catchers in Africa have, naturally, Qest & FQ.cº. Gené QAsful.º.

power over the most venomous of these reptiles. Bruce,

the traveller, asserts that he has seen these men seize poi
sonous serpents, and eat them up alive, from tail to head
like a carrot; while the snakes seemed torpid and unable
to bite or defend themselves in any way. This charm or
fascination is to us entirely unaccountable.
9. But snakes can fascinate in their turn.

The rattle

snake, in particular, is famous for this power. It is said
the rattlesnake will fix its eyes intently on a bird or squir
rel, and the poor little animals thus charmed have no pow
er to move away, but keep drawing nearer and nearer the

serpent, and at last enter into his mouth, which has all the
time been open to receive them, and are instantly devoured.
10. Some philosophers account for this fascinating pow
er, by supposing the serpents secrete a vapor or peculiar
ordor, which they can throw around them to a certain

distance at pleasure. This vapor acts on the nerves of
animals which approach within its range, and renders them
stupid, or rather intoxicated; just as men can charm trout
and other fresh water fishes by rubbing the hand with
assafoetida, and holding it in the water.
11. But after all our attempts to examine the Book of
Nature, we must not expect to understand its mysteries.

*. º Sºlo - Tibuto assaults urgeº-e-à-4-ust 1934 &
*A.fl. 19, Americſ u, s, *@*-*.0 ºf AA 40% ofAğa, a = 2
*G5–uth fluuy- upuecº dualSG-4 AEAAA iſ 190es. A £. a.
sualso sum swum acud ºr u-ſi QA5m C L cº-&sou -ºsoev.t. -a ºr ºve

cº-ps'A.f4 & aeruan da —” face LQuigº.º. as Asº, Lºs -ºw
•wº -º-ºne ºčejudicºli -As4u a ca, -g- uy- Louviejº —ſuc
*&# * ~~< *-i- -s, so * * Q4-4-0 a so-sun & *** - Aşeş
*& th an ués ºrgs GLn ulºu -9.5 s.asſau.

u); Le the seir s 5 sojäge--dº sº Gaº Qasſº; f.i.5, ºváč, 5P
C; eWaleſ - geº-Lua - 49,9&eº w śāsya Lºcº-º-º-ºw Jº
** - c.54&5* – GQA cº-w &ew ºr ºvir à &G. in r Qafirswal-SCŞās
Oreº. Pau 4-Luc-e- ºgs) fºreQ4 ––AA34 jºuráše, sº
•r 1905 &A sea squalsº wea es -auciduº s, analošAs-dres -º also
* + 10" ºil—i.9ers arº – as sº s. 2.f. -a-Lº-Gu Lester

•–C5 is useº ºne JGw As-ay, a sº sº?Jéðir set Sºº-ºº:
A},Deià.0 GPAsau 8- alsº sea" uCŞe-º-Ley-isoff a sº.
to “... º Sºuc L90 – 654 ſºrºv sirée ºr aſ als, an air, Irujë.5 L Tă
Áºsſ ºud -gãº Gº swój el-fi soa ayers as Qesſ dº Gala Quasir-us
sm & = & esſ A &Q;4 - Auluuya w; Leo-is-L-- La QAs r

CŞ Qug C5afeguša Asea un cºe sº -ºssº & Lºad-A Life Asa Lo
era” -a, -e e--.... as ºwu, sº- * ***e-2 s.c., -a.
LLy-4 say *@54-0 at a-vue-u-ul-o -ºg-f-wº-u159-ºw is a
u-way Gal(20-0 copujub toº"A• -i,0–Ga-au l--a -, -w ºr -a Lou Asa Gºd -ºtes A*Ashuo -a º 14-0-c.
ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS,

Man cannot know either the beginning or the end or the
final destination of any thing that is created; he can only

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson I.-CoNscience. (Continued.)

observe what exists, and the conditions under which it ex

ists, and the order and regularity of its nature and life
God only can know all things.

Conscience remonstrates while we are doing wrong.

Do you know what remonstrates means? Suppose soue

upér
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children, playing in a garden, were to go to a tree, and get of that, he went and bought cakes with the money. Some
some mango fruits which were not ripe, and which their
father had forbidden them to take; and suppose that one of
the children, more obedient than the rest, should stand by
and say, “You had better not to take these mangoes: it
is wrong; you ought not to do it; you ought not to disobey
father.” This would be remonstrating. Now, conscience

of the cakes he ate himself, and the rest he gave to the

boys. Thus he fixed the feelings of guilt and wretchedness
in his mind; he made conscience his enemy, and prepared
himself to commit greater crimes.
Questions on LEsson 1.

always remonstrates when we are doing any thing wrong.
We feel uneasy and unhappy while we are doing it; and
we cannot help thinking, all the time, that it is wrong, and

Does conscience reprove children while they are doing what is wrong?
Does it continue to reprove them after they have done what is wrong’
Is there any way of regaining peace of mind after we have thus lost

that we ought not to do it. This is conscience, remonstrat

What is the way?
elate the story of Ramalingam?

ing with us, and endeavouring to keep us from sin.

it?

and makes us anxious, unhappy, and afraid. We are a

Did he at first intend to tell an absolute falsehood?
Did he intend to deceive his father?
Did he in the end tell an absolute falsehood?

fraid that some body saw us, or will, in some way, find

what did he gain by these sins?

Conscience reproaches us after we have done wrong,

out the wrong we have done. We are unhappy. We
cannot help thinking of the sin, though we try to forget it.
When we are alone, conscience reproaches us; it reminds

What did he lose?

How might he have recovered his peace and happiness?
Did he do so?

us of our guilt, and we feel ashamed and wretched. We
are afraid, too. We dare not be alone. We know that
we have offended God, and committed wickedness, and
our hearts sink with fear. O, how much better would it

53ruptiáāGFſ).

Gaga º ſº, -9%aw.e. upas àertà.

be for us always to do right, than thus to wound conscience 9a fire ºut sw.5 s ris & Asº.9 s or ºr coasterå Q4 ºut:0-7
and load our hearts with anxiety and suffering. But there GPA, AGA.E & Luºy, a 4 a.o. 34,354. As *.*.*.*, *@P-2 A-4'
is one thing more to be said of conscience.

It is this:

*AAQa' & A.A.; 40.3.5 e-ässjäe Gausflás GA

GA '+*-*

sºr LT 4-#Qasraºré à 53A aco Sárºs, 5 Gr 55 toJ.A.: #654
Conscience becomes quiet again when we confess the 96
84-1–ČG-Tü4 As sº sº. 905 &Galoºr-m Guo cº-w Q = r s ºr sco

wrong that we have done, and resolve to do so no more.

It is probable that the principal reason why God has given Loſt #4 ºf sout’ (90 & 8s" soar ºrja analº.º. #9 ºff show & scº, -º
tº Sãº º sºga fåGA &gº, Lºu & Geº.36% Wºot-u 52
us conscience, is to prevent our doing wrong; and so when #A
(5 Sãº 1 metals; 84-4- $.5.0 “g is # 25 A toruñupA ºf
we cease to do wrong, it generally ceases to give us pain.

If a person is only intending to do something wrong, but

sº A-, 1964 struoso a 6 a.5 sevu, a C. Lo-tº 935,35a14, A Lºtt
-º-, Lip-4 Qe ºuse--r.f. ºff, s ºr 1945 ré Q& (93.5 sett &

has not yet begun to do it, and his conscience is warning • L 18AD # *-i-r.f.”<res a Q&t sº GoGsor º.o. Lö aw a 3.5 #23 ºr
him, and making him feel restless and uneasy, he can very &c & sº. § tº L 4-4 Qers ºf Q = rs9 = a a 64.5 tº Lu-QP-2.É.º.
easily quiet its warnings, and obtain peace of mind again. .nºaavº 1904?& 2.5. sti, sº sº. 9A tomºso a ste & Cº Luſh

And how? why, simply by giving up his design of doing QL map.º. ºf a fire ºut sº ºf Luop.m.; f.p.3465.5,576.4 ° -sh
wrong, and determining to do right. If he has already tº Lip-4 Qe tº 1152–17 op.º. ºf 65° swops of air ºf arm u15 Los Gisu alsº
done wrong, and injured any one by it, —then if he will • aſ serſ 4th ºasièGoGuoes., a CŞāGolf. -94. Ast-1945, T
determine to do so no more, and confess his fault, and

Qasr-º.g. Lº -ø/A coA is rā as Q= u → - L.

Q.5 c.i.aud ºffer

QPQ?

make reparation for the injury, if he can,—then he will be Fellº e-ex, a ſucC, a QCŞā séa-l-r.f. seeſ tº a # sº cºw
happy again.

se: L 4-05.p.38, un sej94 du" & 544 – ~ & & 5.5.

Asº,945 Q4 ºf e-Gs, ºa F. c.6 aſ i < * * * ºr ;A boy named Ramalingam found a small piece of money A.f.is 1 &s=is&ster
-a – 1 #840ſ as a Lo as a wuji aſ a fearſ 4 alº –,
in his mother's chest. He took it, and determined to u-Lo ſºap/ps A affa
streal ºn ala Lucºrº's .35. 5.7 lb a tº 9,5 A coa
keep it himself. He thought that, if his father should ask * Qedu/ſh9LT&p., & wif a $4 a £ 4 & Lſ if a Qar...wº; Q.”
him where he got it, he could tell him that he found it. ºf AE = ** isos arºulº-Gut ºf sºr Life Qarsi.oO 2* ºff A §3

“For,” said he to himself, “I did find it in the chest.” His
father did ask him, when he saw him playing with the

money; and he told him, according to the plan which he
had formed, that he found it. He felt guilty when he took
the money. He felt still more guilty when he told his
father that he found it. Then his father asked him where

he found it. Ramalingam had not expected this question.
He was confounded. He answered suddenly,"in the street.”
His father wondered who could have lost it, but he said

no more, and so Ramalingain escaped detection.

But, though he was pleased to find that he was not de

a so-é.5 a-ſă ºud º 1,05489 oth. Bºth Oru, u' sº sea lep
5.5 eV—; QAsaºruſ-A Ast ºud -º/A*A A's unucGov 2)Q533:03 r
& aréa--a < , sº tº As ºf Gu gºu,0–17494 favº 7 c.3 sh
co-pi * * *-āo;45. -e.g. ***, 3,524 º’sº Lº e-ºra º –
• swä2 s. -a-Qurope ºf th Celti-sºº. 54 -a-, 484 at
1954&Goub. s.1 & sói & savant-860%. 5 rub & aftºul ºojša st
sº sº. 3,05s ºv. 5 T in Lºriſ Luzoré Gén Lu– 849 -ga (54.65 sº
GJ 1 & or sea Qi. Taco tº co-, * Q+ iº.srClas. An e-cºroj4.9— r
G9.5 ºr 5.4 & 2.5 Lé £sa, sº -ø/-395 & us – a 3-3.0 ºr gºes
Asen tº a his air us" & fire-&aoué is a u- ~ LGA. &# salºv Qā’e &
are: syô tº soul ºr si è 4 ºr a ful AAF, G – a taleoA & L iſ a 9.6:
tº £45, f4 elow ºn a jeep* Qelīja, a was stel &#GA iſ sº Q4 ºf

tected, his sense of guilt made him miserable. Every time

#& Luc'

that he felt the money, the touch of it seemed to arouse

st sº an aſ Sew,

& a fit –ssou-u

Lº Ga., Qloſ J ºff fluid e-ca b.

conscience to reproach him. Now, if he had gone at once

sº a Geula un a jee, -edicosa!-0 àed 5°C #sſ sºlº 2

and returned the money to his father, and confessed that
he did not find it in the street, but that he took it from his

&sºund ulº Q4 ºGun Quosº.o. a. ió ÁAA fuel was sº Li QLſ, GPAs
a & seriºuſ sw.fi ud-wup-quº awo-sum Lå 4 sºvºsºvº a

mother's chest he would have been happy again. Instead

& ſºcjés. A 5. 505 Gate, ur. L J is si-cis Lwºw iſ tºº

1S
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Principles of English Grammar.
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s; A is= rée,
22, Lº-fºur-tQurāa -a
Tè3**@*#
=>. 24.2%
L4-#57.905-65%.
tº Lº-ſº a sº Q_i Tsº cor

(BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.)

Ea., Jožgºoºnga, a.º. ougliº" ºf ºries, esº a
GAA : *** A cººp.º. 50s. Quirºušo, Lu e

Ery Molo G Y.

Etymology treats of the different sorts of words, their various modifica

;G, a 3.5 -e Āso, 4 Q4 ºu 37 39117.09 sº-0 -a as sould

tions, and their derivation.

cer P =re a -o alºar at ####49 -º a S.p.A ºv/j/pa/Sº suºjtěu%-

-

-

There are nine parts of speech: Article, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb

Leºrgyf 2-rap.º. calº -ašāti Häää”é (25 c6+ + 67.57

Adverb, Preposition, Interjection and Conjunction.

&rAEcoAs to a jº-ui, co-3 &Q#7 dra," ºf. Grºup, -º co, 3.5257
& a rººf arº, 19-Quaifa), -º a si Q4 u’i u e-cº affew ºr cºrcor & co;

or the A. Rti C Les.

An Article is a word put before a noun, to show the extent of its mean

cº, Gaº Gags Gavuth 3)sºund ºdº's # orgula" e.g-Qs,
sº.g., flag ºrLlë-site.iará, 93.91;± =le "ars #so,5 -o-o-º-º:
Q = 1 & arº. -o alsº ºut 9.5 is A & Q =w& **********.
zº, LGA. Seá), -o-º:Quiróð.5 g) ºff? ca 52(5*** 59.5 dºu?-4

ing; as, a man.
There are two articles, a or an and the A is used before a consonant. --

Caul Lºrd G. Garcº.uy a ré 35.5.5 ºf 16- ºr sºft,5 A ºr ºf sº, 9.5

* A is used before the long sound of u and before w and y; as, a unit,

A so, -ojšcos 19-93.5 reº Ofus E 41954 as # •-02's 5
a fläst-9-39s 1 & 1-1 Garurº -ga º ud-2-15-45 - Tóðus)

a euphony, a ewe, a week, a year, such a one.—An is used before words

An is used beſore a vowel, or silent h; as, an age, an hour.
OB's ER v At 1o Ns.

beginning with h sounded, when the accent is on the second syllable; as,
an heroic action; an historical account.
A is called the indefinite article, because it does not point out a partica

Gu T & .

3) J runs & #2 cºv/p 52(5 Q-Tip-user A sºr ºf to Tarasol LQL

lar person of thing; as, a king; that is any king.
The is called the definite article, because it refers to a particular

... s 35.5 as Tājāsē = <1% o żana at 95.2 ºf Jajú -º/A
1 r lead coal,525,404 rairst Gaſ & 9.0 & 92 & ºffs) ~. -ø/-y-4G.L.S.5m alſo gº.9A 5 & 7 Ga, ºr “...o G = <-5ucQuº G9.5 -e ºst
G 27, 233 – 5 & arº.4G 5 2***

A noun without an article to limit it, is taken in its widest sense; as, Man

Qe reº #2 is iſ circrajud flººr

is mortal; namely all mankind.
A is used before nouns in singular number only.

A stºr. & Qars, Cº, -ga º Aº arºsjö, aſ Gajrā 3 f.º. 2-4-as A.E #e3 Gar Guº –%ise É A.F. -º alsº user icos coal.º.º.
224. Taró, alºa L' 629–1709 & 1945'ſ sº G4 & also Lé G = <--r
ir. G = -l, Quiróp.3, a sº Q2 ºf Qweºrai Jºjº. A si <rear, cos Á
A T G sur Q.Fires. Sea. &T ºr LearGuo(9,54.4 & 5,529.0 ºr QA) ºr
aſso.3
-ºs.o.º.º. Gur -934–5945°46A's --ow Q4 raysºn
Q– Top ºf Æ" ºf & J & G.5.pa iſ ºf Quear-old •rºsis-- 3. Go As

Gur ºcoa ºr '45% G-1 re-u-95. QParasil -a is fuel,--r

&.

ºd ſcaffº = s. 3 & C. Qi G's ſcº Gu Qar-º 2,3922 -º as #

gå fåGA = *** *** 1955*" ºr ºf “ ºps ºf 21-Q2

It is used before

plural in nouns preceded by such phrases, as, a few, a great

the

many; as a

few books; a great many apples.
The is used before nouns in both numbers; and sometimes before adverbs

in the comparative and superlative degree; as, the more I study granmar
the better l like it.

Gälä-S#1 naranahºui ài Lúl 13, 1013) ##5% 5LGur
dinºſi,GL15t(b alſº ####ift sºlutá Gunnſ,
Guuiñā'il nºt of cºunt Gaafsm) arário 5.

crg, Gºs GL re-Qā3–59.50.5.5" Ou-º-o: 1945, 5 G = <--" fr; 23

G = &ºal, ſº CŞA ré G = <!-- 107*.p. 97 recal i. 38 ºp sº get at
sºrceful33 = 3,69&v. ºr 4.3G, ºpt-0-1l--GA “QA, (53. Gay &
1–3 Q.5G/3GA Qarsi.o’’ ºn- & 34 ºf glaſ &# C++ - ©º. 3

person

or thing; as, the king; that is, the king of our own country.

|

cºi (3 filä-Sā'i G3 liſh Gºvá 3&n ##1jº.
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CoNCER NING THE BEING AND A TTR 1 BU TEs of

GQ D.

2. The Eternity of God.
“Before the mountains were brought ſcrth, or ever thou

hadst formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting
to everlasting thou art God’” Psalm xc 2.
“Thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eterni
ty.” Isaiah Ivii 15
“For I liſt up my hand to heaven and say, I live for ever.”

-

sºuri–CHRISTIAN.

-

RULES FOR THE CONDUCT OF A CHRISTIAN LIFE.

-

Deut xxxii. 40.

(Abridged from “the practice of true Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.)
2. Morning Prayer.—Wou must be sure never to omit your
morning devotions, however pressing and urgent your busi

“Thy throne is established of old; thou art from ererlast
ing.” Ps. xciii. 2

''Thy kingdom is an ererlasting kingdom, and thy dominion
ness may be. We cannot reasonably expect the blessing of endureth
throughout all generations "Ps. cxlv. 13.
God upon our temporal affairs, if we do not beg it of him with

“Thus saith the Lord, the king of Israel, and his Redeem

entire submission to his will and pleasure; neither can our
spiritual affairs succeed, without the assistance and direction
of his grace, which we must always implore by ſervent and
diligent prayer. When we are retired for our devotions, we
should entertain ourselves with reading some portion of the
Holy Scriptures; and besides, if we feed our minds with pe
rusing some good books, though for a quarter of an hour, we

er the Lord of hosts: I am the first and I am the last; and
besides me there is no God.” Isài. xliv. 6.
-

“I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending,
saith the Lord, which is, and which was and which is to
come, the Almighty.” Rev. i. 8.

“Unto the king eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise
God, be honour and glory for ever and ever.” I. Tim i. 17.

shall receive great profit and advantage from it; the subject.
will be apt to occur to our thoughts in those minutes of the
day when we are most at leisure, especially if we have di

a 24-isiºu Gºvi-Fºrd.

gested what we read by serious meditation. It will be also
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very proper to consider with thyself, what opportunities may
present of serving God that day, and what temptations may
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offer to offend him; that you may be prepared, by a fixed
resolution, to embrace the one, and to avoid and shun the

other. They who govern a family must charge themselves
with it as their duty, to call them together every morning to
worship God. They are answerable for the souls of those
that are under their care, either children or servants; and
this practice is the best method to make them dutiful and o
bedient, and serviceable in their different stations.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
(Continued from page 8.)
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the feet of God, and
O Sir, of benevolent spirit—who worships
shining

JMorning Star, in the
who, with good desire, publishes the
.Northern Province—which is calculated to remove the intrard
darkness in order that the eye of knowledge may increase.
Let the eternal and holy God who created all the universe and upholds it *
praised for his having condescended to the people of this land, and sent them.
ionaries from a far country—from America, where civilization and Christiaº
prevail, and for employing means to elevate the people.Though what I undertal:
to write is a subject of great extent, yet hoping that the editors will consider"

Q_{i-

2 Apu,ºrmatos.-MORNING STAR.
an important means for promoting the interest of souls, and give room for it in the
.Morning Star, I venture upon it.
For a length of time I professed Sivaism, but now, partly because I have heard
the sermons which the charitable and benevolent missionaries have preached to
the people of this country, and partly because I have read the books printed at
Manepy, my mind is convinced of the error and convicted of the truth, and hav
ing had a desire to examine the Bible, upon my reading it regularly, some doubts
have arisen in my mind, and I write this in order to have them removed.
1. It is said in Exodus 25th Chap. “This is the offering which ye shall take of
them, gold and silver, and brass,” “oil for the light, spices for anointing oil, and for
sweet incense, onyx stones and stones to be set in the ephod, and in the breastplate.
And let them make me a sanctuary that I may dwell among them.” “And thou shalt
make a candlestick of pure gold;" and in the 37th chapter it is said, that all the a
bove mentioned articles were made. —Leviticus 17th chap., it is said that an ox,
lamb, and goat were killed as an offering—and in the 24th chap., it is said they
should bake some cakes and put them before the Lord and they will be a purifica
tion for sin—and in Numbers 19th chap. 9th verse “A man that is clean shall gather
up the ashes of the heifer and lay them up without the camp in a clean place, and
it shall be kept for the congregation of the children of Israel, it is a purification
for sin." and in Psalm 80th cnap. 1st verse “thou that dwellest between the Cheru
bims, shine forth,” 2d. Samuel 6th Chap. 2d. verse “Lord of hosts that dwelleth be
tween the cherubims"—and in Psalm, 99th chap. 1st verse “he sitteth between the
cherubims; let the earth be moved." In Numbers 16, 19, 21st chap. it is said, when
the Israelites, for their heinous sins, were under the influence of a plague, Aaron
took a censel, and put fire therein from off the altar, and put incense, and went
quickly unto the congregation and made an atonement for them—in Joshua 3rd.
Chap. it is said—when the priests carried the ark of covenant, the water of Jordan
was divided and gave them way to pass by—in Joshua 6th chap, it is said—when
the Israelites compassed the city ofJericho, the wall of that city fell down-in Josh
na 7th chap. it is said when the 1sraelites and their leader Joshua waged a war
against a certain people and having been vanquished by them, they (the lsraelites,
with Joshua) complained of it to the Lord, and they were told by the Lord
that they will conquer the enemy—in 20 Samuel 6th chap. it is said, David and all
the house of Israel played before the Lord on all manner of instruments made of
fir wood, even on harps, and on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on cornets, and
on cymbals, and it is also said in this chapter, that oxen and sheep were killed be
fore the ark of covenant—in Numbers 21st chap. it is said-Moses made a serpent
of brass, and put it upon a pole, and that if a serpent had bitten any man, when
he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.
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mandments through ignorance and foolishness. Perhaps we may say that the kil
ling of a Lamb is an emblem of the suffering of Jesus Christ; but why did God
say that the touching of the Carcase and of the woman who is in the menstruous
state, and of the woman when delivered a child will be unclean? If you say that

the observance of such uncleanness is foolish and unmeaning, cannot we say that
the commandment, given by God in the time of old in order to observe it, is fool
ish and unmeaning?
Tho' the Christians of this time acknowledge that the Christians of the old time
worshipped the Lord with pomp and parade, yet why do they say that our Siva
worship attended with pomp and parade is a principal impediment to our ador

ation: Moreover, when we spread fruits and other offerings in the temple as an
oblation to God, you the Christians ask us—Does God get bribery? Does God eat
them up? From these two questions, we may draw an inference, that in the time of

old, the Israelites put wines and shew bread before God; he, being in an indigent
state, has eaten them up. If the Christians say that the rites and ceremonies of
the Sivas are ridiculous even in the sight of children, they (the Christians) and

their Bible are credible witnesses that those ceremonies were agreeable to those
Christians who were in the time of old.

When I heard the doctrines of the Christian missionaries, my heart was moved

and having entertained a thought that Sivaism is false and probably Christianity
is true, I examined the Bible—but alas! it is as if a goblin came from a well, and

fearing the country of the tiger, went to the country of the jackal-and the coun
try of the Jackal became the country of the tiger.

3. The rites and ceremonies performed by the Israelites should be continued for
ever and ever; for an example.—
Leviticus, xvii. 7 —iii. 17.—-vii. 36.-xxiii. 14.

Numbers, Yviii. 23,

In all these verses and in some other, it is said. It shall be a perpetual
statute for your generations, throughout all your dwellings, that ye eat neither
fat nor blood. Ye shall eat neither bread, nor parched corn, nor green ears, un
til the self same day that ye have brought an offering unto God: it shall be a sta
tute for ever throughout your generations in all your dwellings, &c, but if you
say that those ceremonies are not necessary after Christ was born, it is said inder
initely in the verses quoted above (without fixing a time) “thro'your generations.”
What is the meaning of thro your generations?" If you again say that the birth
of Christ supercedes the necessity of performing those rites and ceremonies, are
not those ceremonies performed even aſter he was born? Why was he then cir
cumcised? After he was born, why were offerings performed in accordance with
the Mosaic law? Why was he carried to the temple? After Christ healed a man ot
leprosy, why did he order that man to go to the priest and show himself, and make
offerings according to the Mosaic law? (See Luke 2d and 5th Chapter.)
Moreover, if you say that these ceremonies should be performed till the death
of Christ, were not these ceremonies performed after his death. They were. To
prove this—see Acts xviii. 18. “Paul after this, tarried there yet a good while, and

In reference to all these verses, I do not understand what is the difference between
the rites and the ceremonies of Sivas and those of the Bible. The Israelites who

were chosen by God as his own children believed that the Lord who dwelt in the ark
made of wood, and who lived between the cherubims had bestowed grace upon
them. The Sivas believe that God dwells in the idols. They (the Israelites) made
a sanctuary for the worship of God. The Sivas build temples, and worship the i
dols made of gold, and silver. The Israelites had shew.bread and wine in their

then took his leave of the brethren, and sailed thence into Syria, and with him

Priscilla and Aquilla; having shorn his head in Cenchrea: for he had a vow,”

sanctuaries. The Sivas have fruits for their idols. The Israelites took incense. The

and in xxi. 26 “Then Paul took the men; and the next day purifying himself with

Sivas also do so. The Israelites burnt heifer and took its ashes for their use.

them, entered into the temple, to signify the accomplishment of the days of pur
ification, until that an offering should be offered for every one of them.” More
over, was not Timothy circumcised by Paul? Is it found any where in the Bible

2. About the Purification. Leviticus 12th chap. It is said, iſ a woman have con
ceived seed, and borne a man-child, then she shall be unclean seven days, accord

that Christ has ever said that, these ceremonies should not be performed while he
was living? If it be found in the Bible, will it not be at variance with what God

ing to the days of the separation for her infirmity shall she be unclean, and in the
8th day the flesh of his foreskin shall be circumcised, &c. —and in Numbers
19th chap. it is said–He that toucheth the dead body of any woman shall be un
clean seven days and on the seventh day he shall purify himself and wash his cloths
and bathe himself in water and shall be clean at even—in Leviticus 11th chap.–

said to Moses—“It shall be a perpetual statute?" What is the ineaning of “It shalt
be a perpetual statute?”

Therefore, we should judge, that God who is in the idol is able to vouchsafe
grace to all—that the ceremonies which the Sivas perform now are not ridiculous
(as the Christians say) even in the sight of children-that it is a duty incumbent up
on every Christian to observe those ceremonies pointed out in the Bible—that it

it is said-Who-oever toucheth the carcase of them shall be unclean until the even.

In many other places God has commanded to perform such ceremonies as are
directly analogous to those of the Sivas; but those who are acquainted with the
Hindu Scriptures called the “Lamp of Purification" and the “Doubt of Erpia
tion,” do know very well that the rites and ceremonies observed by the children
of God (Israel) are similar to those of Sivas. Strictly speaking, the israelites more
punctually attended the ceremonies than the Sivas.
Upon investigating these matters, the Christian missionaries do protest against
the idol worship, rubbing ashes,observing the immemorial custom and usage, and
other similar rites, and say that these ceremonies are not in the way to please
God, and God will never command or order such kind of unmeaning ceremonies,
and they are against our own understandings, and also ridiculous even to chil
dren. Then how did those who performed these rites and ceremonies, please God
in the time of old, and why were they called the children of God? In answer to
this query, if you say that their (Israelites') rites and ceremonies are not the idol

is also found in the Bible itself that Christ and his disciples performed those cere
monies—and that therefore it is unreasonable for Christians to scout all those

ceremonies and rites as ridiculous. Your's &c.
Jaffna, 10th. Oct. 1842.
The son of a worshipper of Siva, and
A LovER or Good RELIG 10 N.

[This Article is so long as to preclude from this No. the remarks which
we have prepared in answer to the questions and observations of our Cor
respondent. We shall hope to find place for them in our next No.

worship, but as God is an invisible Being they performed these ceremonies in
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order that the thoughts of God may be more
impressed upon their hearts
—will not this answer be agreeable to the Sivas? or in other words will not the
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Sivas have the same reason to answer so? Why do the Christians who believe—
that God at one time was pleased with the timbrels, cymbals, cornets, and also with
purification or cleanliness, and ordered the ark of covenant and shew-bread to be kept
in the sanctuary, &c. say that our (Sivas,) blowing the musical instruments, (such
as cymbals, cornets. &c.) building temples for the idols and transfusing the di
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those (Christians) who deride and abhor the doings of the Tamiſ people who per
form services similar to those which the (Jews) performed according to the com
mand of God in order to go to heaven, must then admit that according to these
“wmmandments given by God, that God in the time of old gave all those com.
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or goods,” returning through “any place at which he, it or they shall have
paid toll on the same day (to be computed from 12 o'clock at night, to
12 o'clock of the succeeding night.”) One half only of the appointed toll
shall be leived, on a party's passing any place the 2d time, in the like di.
rection, on the same day, with the same load.
5. “Every party having once paid toll at any station, payment at which
shall have been declared by the Governor by advertisement in the Gazette
to clear any other station, shall on the production at such other station of
a Ticket denoting such payment to have been made, pass through the same
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without any additional payment of Toll.”
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6. “Every person appointed to collect Tolls at any station, shall be pro
vided with Tickets consecutively numbered denoting the payment of the
Toll, and mentioning the stations cleared by the payment of Tolls at such
station, one of which Tickets, duly signed by him, shall be delivered gratis
to the person paying the Toll, and which also shall have printed or written
thereon the day on which the same is delivered; and every such Ticket
shall be in the English and in the JVative languages, and in the form
hereunto annexed.”

“And there shall be suspended in the front, or some other conspicuous place
at every Toll station, so as to be distinctly legible from the road a table in

the English and in the native languages, containing the name of the Toll
station with the List of the Tolls payable at such station, and the name of
every other station cleared by the payment of Toll at such station.”

7. “If any person appointed to collect Tolls as aforesaid, shall at any time
omit to suspend such Table or shall wilfully remove, conceal, alter or deface
the same, or permit it to become illegible,
“Or shall demand or take a greater or less Toll than he shall be authorized
to do by virtue of the provisions of this Ordinance, or shall fail to grant to
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to unreasonable delay or detention, such person shall be guilty of an offence
and be liable on conviction thereof, to a fine, not exceeding five pounds,

one-half whereof shall be paid to the informer, and in default of payment,
to itſ prisonment, with or without hard labour for a period not exceeding
five months.”

8. “If any person liable to payment of Toll on any road, shall pass from such

road over any land near or adjoining thereto (not being a public high way)
with intent to evade such payment,
“Or shall fraudulently, or forcibly pass by or through any Toll bar, station,
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or place duly appointed for the collection of Tolls,
“Or shall resist or make forcible opposition against any person, duly ap
pointed to collect Tolls, in the execution of his office,

“Or if any person shall maliciously damage any bar, boat, bridge, or oth.
er thing employed for the purpose of collecting Tolls, or shall maliciously
remove, deface, or alter, or damage any table of Tolls, suspended as here
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We have on hand communications

enough to fill 2 or 3 entire Nos. of the

“Or if any person shall do any other act whatsoever in order to evade the
payment of any Toll, and whereby the same shall be evaded,
“Every such person shall be guilty of an offence, and shall be liable to such
punishment as the Court, before whom such person shall be convicted, shall
deem proportionate thereunto in addition to any civil action which may be
brought against him by any party injured.”

Star. It is of course entirely out of the question to publish then all.
We do not know what better we can do than to make the best selections
from them wo can and reserve the rest till we have room for them. We
wish out Wannerponna friends would cause their promised “Moon” to rise
and thus afford space for a portion of our Correspondents favors.

Life of Beschi
Selections from the Koran
Good’s Book of Nature
Abbot's Lessons on Morals
-

Tolls and Toll Collectors.-We have heard lately of several instances

of Toll Collectors in this vicinity enfringing on the Government ordinance
by demanding of foot passengers when Pussing with a load, a halfpence
instead of a pice as required by the Ordinance.
We trust the publication of the following abstract of the 4th, 5th, 6th,
7th and 8th sections of the Ordinance respecting Tolls will have the effect to
put

both Toll Collectors and passengers on their guard against violating its
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Beschi's Instructions to Catechists.-Introductory.
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15%usou are 63,09sº e-aºr LT 83 p 3. 5) ºn-to-º-º-, A # 9
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Sleep, Dreaming, Sleep-Walking, and Sleep
Gºruhuº fl;3aor. gºdſ'; aſ ºr 1959 ~".9 ft (5+ (5.3/sº; sº GT ºr
CHAP. vii.]
Talking.
[PART II. serior35,559 e-sºrſ)— — T-51. 2a13 as 339 s # ºn T4 & 1 & As š + ºr Q4:
1. The earth is a scene of busy action; all is change, and ideo sºlso flºw;A93538.* Apºr.
( 3)s swº adj}.)
everything and every creature has a part to perform. But
the Creator is not a hard task-master; he has kindly provi
I

-

ded a season of rest for the living world.

-

ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.

2. Plants in general, and many animals, chiefly the two
lowest orders and the amphibials, rest during the winter.
A few animals sleep through the day and roam abroad du
ring the night, like the tiger, the lion, and indeed all the
cat kind. ". most of the animals take their rest during

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)

Lesson I-Conscience. (Continued.)

A boy named Teruvampalam suffered, for a great many
months, from the reproaches of Conscience, and he at last
quieted her voice, and regained his peace of mind, by con
fessing his sin and making reparation. The case was this:
He one night climbed over into a gentleman's garden, which
was situated in a pleasant lane, not far from the village
where he lived in order to get some oranges from an orange
tree. He got his cloth full of very sweet oranges and then

the night.

3. The night is the proper time for man to enjoy repose.
How different are the two states of wakefulness and sleep!

—Now the senses are in full vigor and activity, alive to ev

ery pursuit, and eager for exertion; then we sleep, and the

senses are all suspended, and the helpless body seems sunk
in a death-like torpor. Yet the mind is not always quiet came back safely. Conscience warned him not to go;
and torpid like the body. Every one knows what is meant | conscience remonstrated with him while he was going, and
by dreaming; but the causes of dreams are more difficult | while he was upon the tree: and conscience bitterly reproa

ched him after the deed was done. The poor boy ſound

to understand.

that, for the sake of a cloth full of oranges, he had almost
entirely destroyed his peace of mind. He often thought

4. Sleep may be either natural or morbid. Natural sleep

is caused by whatever exhausts the principle of life, as great of his transgression at night, and when he
fatigue of body or mind, pain, or excitement of the senses.

was alone.

He

dreaming, | was always afraid when he met the gentleman in the street

This sleep consists of three stages—slumber,
and lethargy or dead sleep, without thought or idea of any
kind; the vital organs only continuing their action.
(To be continued.)

to whom the garden belonged; and the little lane, where,

before, he always used to like to walk and play, now made
| him feel so melancholy and wretched, that he kept away
from it entirely.
|

Atlast, one day, he went and told the gentleman what

(Translation of the foregoing.)

he had done. He said that he had no money to pay for

3. "GLörliami Gºlf; 131L153 ºffé.

the oranges, but that, if the gentleman would let him work
for him, bringing in wood or doing errands, enough to make
reparation he should be glad to do it.
The gentleman said that he was very glad he had come,
and confessed his fault; that he would willingly forgive him,

*ub. -a 34 ruth. a- b. 19 fa.
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and that he need not come and work for him, for he did

not wish to have him make any reparation. But the boy
replied that he wanted to pay him for the oranges very
much, and that, if the gentleman had any work for him to
do, he wished very much that he would let him do it. So
the gentleman let him pile wood for him two hours one af.
ternoon in the wood-shed. By this means, the boy's peace

of mind was entirely restored, and he loved to play in the
green lane again as well as ever.

*. 2), a servéAſ Gar unafia is ºr "A-45 -e.g. a' =&ps A35

Thus conscience utters her warnings, remonstrances, and

A *@55A, Gaºut 1905 is-à,p.m. eSºº-juo & Assog uſ orºr ºr
*@ 6 ºveejun a suaera sºjäur ºut! ;-).26–2 r + n, sº soarsosom.

reproaches to deter us from doing wrong. And, if we will
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cease to do wrong, and be faithful in fulfilling our duty, she
will restore our peace of mind, and cheer, and encourage

us by her smile of approval. Peace of mind and a quiet
conscience are of inestimable value. Without these, all
other means of enjoyment will fail of making us happy, and

with them, whatever other privation we may suffer, ife may
pass pleasantly away.
Questions on Lesson i.

Relate the story of Teruvampalam and the oranges.
What is this story intended to illustrate?

Do you recollect what is said at the close of the lesson, of the import.
ance of peace of mind?
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MR. POOR'S LETTERS TO HIS LATE PUPILS.
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Subject of the last letter continued.

*a*ſ, *.9s ºw-ſº

My You N G FR 1 EN P's,

Your position in society is novel and peculiar, on account of your rela
tive standing among your own countrymen. You are not the sons of
nobles, nor were you educated with the proceeds of your father's estates.

23.22, 2,225.642; 27& Cº - sº-º-º:**

You were not the favoured selection from the mass of your country men,

.g., -a ºf 32 s is ar.” A fra ºf 448 sº º ſº avº” º

nor were you nourished and brought forward by the Queen's bounty and
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patronage; and, least of all, are you the persons who were recommended

<!-- -a aſ ºr Q = u + 2 + 7&r- as it if LQ o 'º ºr a r &

to us by the head-men of the province as suitable persons to receive the
boon that has been conferred upon you. A single illustration will explain
my meaning. It will do more: it will also show, that while Christinnity is
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eminently elevating in its tendencies, it is also levelling and modifying,
so that “the first shall be last, and the last first.” On opening the Charity
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Boarding school for natives at Tillipal'y in 1810, I invited the head-man
of the parish, to my house, and explained to him, at length, the object of
the projected school, and its probable bearings upon the state of things in
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the community.

I then informed him, that as we had no object in disturb

ing the present arrangement of society, or in changing the relative standing
of individuals and families, we were desirous of making him the first offers of
assistance, and thereupon proposed that he enter one or more of his sons,
as unembers of the recently established Boarding school. To induce him
to do this, and thus set a salutary example to his countrymen, I stated some
of the advantages which night accrue, both to himself and to his children.
I needed not a knowledge of the Tamil language, to understand his pointed
and indignant refusal. This was sufficiently indicated by a peculiar smile
of countenance, and the shake of his head. I then told him that very likely
some of those whom he now regarded as being beneath his notice, might,

by means of the education which we were desirous of imparting, become
his children's superiors.
It is now in point, to observe, and to record, that the first lad, formally
received into the school, was I. W. P. He was given up for the purposes
of board and education, by his father, who was willing to be relieved from
the burden of supporting his son, and who had courage enough at that ear

ly period of the mission, to sign the required bond, written upon a govern
ment stamp. This lad, then six or seven years of age, passed through a
preparatory course of study in the Boarding school at Tillipally; —was a
member of the Batticotta Seminary at its commencement, in 1823, and a
member of a class consisting of 15 individuals, who first finished the ap
pointed course of study in that Institution, and received an honorable dis
mission in 1828. In the ensuing year, I. W. P. was employed as a wri
ter in the Cutchery, in Jaffna, where he has remained to the present time

in a course of promotion under the immediate superintendance of the prin.
cipal Government Agent in the province.

Were the headman to whom I

have referred, now aive, he might see, with deep regret, that rank and
wealth are not to be relied upon, when brought into competition with the
superior advantages of education, in the case of those who are cast upon
their own resources. It is, you are aware according to the common course
of events, that sons should succeed their fathers in office and in standing
in society, and that those should be educated, whose fathers are able to meet
the requisite expence. But it has not thus happened with you; and this
is the peculiarity to which I have here referred.
6 You will be regarded as fair specimens of moral and religious culture
upon the soil of Hinduism. It is a novelty in the land, for children, born
-

of Hindu parents and fully initiated into the practices of idolatry, to be sud.
denly transplanted into Christian families, and for eight or ten years to en
joy the advantages of an extended course of moral and religious training.
it must be a matter of curiosity at least, even to otherwise uninterested
spectators, to notice the results of such an experiment.
What characters will be formed under influences so powerful, so diverse,

and so mutually counteracting? The principal points of inquiry in this con
nexion will be (1) What proportion of persons under such influences, will

* Q_n is as aſ 1905=s* pew. 2 sº a 3 ºfevºwſ 19, ºr i = * Lºſ

give credible and continued evidence of a cordial and a saving reception of
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brought forward under such a course of training?
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of popular favor, continue the adherents of idolatry, in its more gross and
G sº a 9.
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the Gospel of Christ, and what will be the character of Native converts
2, What preportion will, either from conviction, or custom, or the love
vulgar forms?
3. What number, being driven from the monstrous system of Hinduism,
will take refuge in some of the Gndless forms of infidelity? and

4. Whether the moral principles of Christianity will effect a lodgement,
for any important practical purposes, in the minds of those who reject the

system of Christian doctrine, as a rule of faith and practice?

will a bare

knowledge of the morality of divine revelation produce such effects upon
their character and moral habits, as will render them more trust worthy,

more public spirited, or in any respects, better members of society?
The religious influences of Gospel truth, as already developed, present

Q_{n
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a clear and most instructive illustration of the view given of this subject by
pecially with the three classes fitly represent ed by, the seed sown “in sto
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my places.” “among thorns.” and, we have pleasing evidence to believe.
“in good ground,” also. A due attention to this parable will greatly assist
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us in our anticipations of the effects of divine truth upon the human heart.
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our Lord in the parable of the “sower.” We have had much to do, es
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7. Finally, your position in society is novel and peculiar, on account of
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the relation you sustain to foreigners, to foreigners who have in an im

– aſ as Lºr (; La Go.

portant sense adopted you, as their children—and who cannot be indiffer
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ent spectators to what may befall you in life. The missionaries, who have
spent much of their best time and strength in the immediate superintendence

of your education,-your liberal benefactors, on the other side of the globe,
who have made annual remittances for your maintenance,—and the Ainer
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign missions under whose auspices
the mission in Jaffna was established, are deeply interested in your welfare,
and they must ever be desirous of knowing the results of what they have
done for you. That you may the better understand the relation you sustain
to your benefactors, and know what is requisite on your part, in order to
meet their reasonable expectations, I purpose to give you in subsequent
letters a brief sketch of the origin of the American Board of Missions, and

its 42,5 A ºf 5c) * (53. sº Gº, sº is sº — area sº G-ray.
. Peº. fife *GP 5.3 ± =eſ ſco Gipº-uth Q-uff.sºr -e ā2a119A.E.
* * * res & 4.5 & fiew - E ſº Leº coura, iſ A. Gs 7 & solo -º-, -uń,

to narrate a few of the circumstances which led to the establishment of an

tº 2-uſe 6° tº see Écolºur m, 62 i.e., c6 as 16 -s; sº to a sºr
–",356. gºod Caou, º cog tº coue cº-ars ºf G-ſev,

American mission in north Ceylon.
Tillipally,
January 17th, 1843.

;

Yours very truly,
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Principles of English Grammar,
(BY WILLIAM L E N N 1 E.)
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ETYMology.
Of Nouns.

A Noun is the name of any person, place, or thing, as John, London,

-** * * * ***.G. & G = 7, co. Gues = 3 ; aſ-a (...a 19 gºal 5.2,
*) staff (G = *) • * sº Qaſ a slo, , , … solº staves sist fl

Book.

Nouns are varied by Number, Gender, and Case.

**

Of Numbers.
Number is the distinction of one from more.

Nouns have two numbers; the Singular and the Plural. The singular
denotes one, the plural more than one.
b

us sold soul, is Q & 245 A.

.

Dwarf ºsſº, scarf 97” as a , ºf sº, wharf & régs ºp
***—ºr, brief +55-4, chief FG 9 ---, grief 2.; als, kerchief
A*-****, handkerchief & wº, mischief 2:3,8wlſº r
* *-*, turf -24.5~2, surf -aº, fife gaſ g., strife =
**-, proof #5–– said, hoof a sº-, roof - cog, reproof
“ -ºº-ºº ºld Q crº safe #356 5,354 f. fe siapº sº.

'. The plural is generally formed by adding s to the singular; as, book,

Coºs.

2. Nouns in s, sh, ch, r, or o, form the plural by adding es; as Miss,
misses; brush, brushes; match, matches; fox, foxes; hero, heroes.

* tes ºs. A fur aſſu. ves 34. A £fujº, Q., ºa & -āCººr
65ur, Asſiuſ & Q =r.º. 4 of Ju 49.5a, wo

3. Nouns in y change y into ies in the plural; as, Lady, Ladies;–Y

f LD.

with a vowel before it, is not changed into ies; as, Day, Days.

4. Nouns in for fe, change for fe into ves in the plural; as, Loaf, loaves;
life, lites.

[Brieſ descriptions of the most remarkable birds, illustrated by cuts
Obs E R v At 1o Ns.

on a comparative scale. }

Nouns ending in ch sounding k, form the plural by adding s only; as,

THE CAssow ARY. —Blºojigikā.

storm ach, stomachs.

Nouns in io, with junto, canto, tyro, grotto, portico, solo, and quar
sometimes has stares

aſ a FA gaºlor, Ø gö, sº ºf 49.3 p =geoc"ap 2 uſer.: to
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Ducarf, scarf, wharf; brief, chief, grief, kerchief, handkerchief,
mischief; gulf, turf, surf; fife, strife; proof, hoof, roof, and reproof,
never change for fe into ves—14 change for fe into ves, 27 do not

-ºss ºf Leºpºgs. Lo w = 'sur 6,534 Q5'ſ Gru, Tâf uſ 145 -º
AE.g. co-u egg.º.º. 44 °.e. Quo w w =Q+ irº.o. a' = 5-1.Q.: Teór

to have s only in the plural; as, folio, folios; canto, cantos.

Nouns in f have their plural in s, as, muff, muffs; except staff, which
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Rules For The conduct of A Christian life.

(Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.)

III. Business or calling.—Take care to discharge all
the particular duties of that estate and condition wherein the

providence of God has placed you, with justice and industry,
and wisely to manage your time, of which you must one day

§§A - L.-è a-i Qasm ºran-3G+Gar Gur séAés ºréalºs

give a strict account.

Lº–c.- La riſ AA #4 ºr ºld --8435th. um as GA =432 &ar
If you are under a necessity of working for your living,
e-ºut 5.5 rés iſ aſ Q+" sº #2-4- ; ).5, af.scº isºq “, 2)Q5th bless God that he has by this means secured you from idleness,
****, *,352.4% u-så32G, Lºwrudº -ºstoevºča Pºul the root of all evil, and of what nature so ever your employ
La G-crº liquj92-#/55* runs at64.54543 aşapºas'Gº' Gº-so ment is, exercise it with justice and fidelity. If a plentiful
cou-1,2-c64.5 eVapá is tº 192353 -a < *-oſ Sfur tº #4 rººt *-*— fortune has set you above any calling, remember it is your
–– c. Qe ºf 93* =&a Gäes p.º. Q. m … LT #0s re-co-opsa” business to manage your estate to the best advantage; to
ºf sºapa a CŞāsā sely a G = 7.5, souc + cjù waſ as #54 *-du-" govern your family with prudence and piety; to administer
** G - Tw, gº duels, Lººs &A -oº-sue ºf 42 see & Fº justice diligently and impartially, and to attend to public af
-º-º; #35Lo-eus -a 34-et &fºu Gausf.3 Laudjº.º.
fairs, with a firm resolution, in all your procedings, to aim at
§ºut-º.J.;
Qat-so-air L*a**śa al-iris, *t oute sº swi

... =354 *ful 7-905;&#A0s. -ganeus & gióð319 - Q2-ºn-s
* ~9–7 a -gãasa,0–f4 d5 at-e-Qparsena is sºw. -athy,
c. *-* Qaravsoruń use 5A L & so ºf £Alun Qs (5 & Gu Quor air-ºffs

the good and welfare of the church and state. You must not
consume your time in impertinent visits, and in trifling con

versations, and in continual diversions, or in unaccounta

sloth; for mirth and doing nothing was never designed for
ºf sº ºf £52–1585éés Alar. ºf e-º-JGs 79** Quo AAA ble
business of life. Unhappy is that man whose whole en
the
Afty-– Lºeu, u’95 to ests sojº asr Fa – As as #As a Qalsº s
ºf, fºrfá9. A £43535s's dº Assau Tarua'ſ 193548,2.5 Los A ployment is gaming and debauchery, and who studies only for
some new diversion.

4,545A ºne-É safagääa rā841-fl-d Lewiń Lawsºfaga º Aoar

In whatever condition you are, some employment may be
& ©ews; fºré #e3+ry-4 f654 flig
found
useful either to yourself or your neighbour. And
9awayapāāQu
•: A gºt & safe'i ºffsp &
º sºlº – c. 8 as ºr a gala. in the out,
either of body or mind, prescribe to yourself a
labour
#35°2' 3.5 -º-º-G-1 sea pººr. aſ Ju 4-Quaſso, fºr # = Garā,
a waii#35 area -º, sº Clue-Qu-sºº, Qugs scoreGarr -ºsia, distribution of your time, for everything you have to do every
****As sucrº sºw-43* isogº wrag ºf 5.0–~A #4 Guis-à day, and observe exactly the regulation you have pitched
Qas wej Q+ tºwards.

upon; by this means time will never lieupon your hands, and
you will be delivered from many temptations of offending

ºpsor.

God.

Before you begin your work, or any other of your actions
offer them to God, if you design they should be acceptable to
*** *** * ~ 0-rºw, ºr 14.539-sº-º-º: 94-#4,#4 #-G#1 * him. “O my God! it is to comply with the order of thy pro
*-*.*, * 5,5uá Galian-sful, Gur sugar? (575,354 ºf a fäsäul vidence, and to obey thy holy will, that I engage in my
****** - Life; **** *-*āsā or rôāsā a-9 art ºf CL worldly affairs; make them serviceable to my subsistence and
++ 1) & 5, e.g. ºff-ſis; H.; fl.Jaw.r.º.ºu.' Sº £1! Jä9A ºr thy glory, and to the salvation of my own soul.”
* - Lºs f
During your work frequently raise up your mind to God,
tarº's r.s sejaws&sº, G-1 -ºº was

e-era sºr sār & CŞū
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“How unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past
to renew the intention you have of pleasing him; and take
care that vanity and curiosity, that self-love, and a regard to finding out.” Rom. xi. 33.

men only, or some other evil intention, does not slide into
corrupt your actions.

“He doeth great things and unsearchable, marvellous
things without number,” Job. v. 9.

“Canst thou by searching find out God?

Canst thou

find out the Almighty unto perfection?” Job. xi. 7.

majæl. Guu?6.

“Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints, is this
Lºruñº-isºgº. soa. A 2-#4 & #5
given, that I should preach among the gentiles the
grace
•-eleº-sº
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Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
conce RNING THE BEING AND ATTRIBUTEs or God,

God is unsearchable.

th Gaº rºuc.º.º is #fff run uº -ºſ.ºw Gas & evafä & Put-i-Q.5
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Renarks on the pretended Resemblance between the rites and ceremo

nies of the Mosaic dispensation and those of the Sivas, being a Re
ply to the communication in the last No. of the Star on this subject.
In offering a reply to the communication of “A Lover of good Religion”
on the points of resemblance between the rites of the Jews under the
-Mosaic dispensation and those of the Siras in this country (which was
published in our last) we shall first notice the principal points of inquiry
presented by our correspondent, and then offer some general remarks in il
Justration of our views on the subject in question. As the subject is one of
great interest and importance to all classes in this country, we hope our

Vol. III. No.

3.

alogue. Then it was, that the supreme Being of the universe condescend
ed to proclaim from the midst of the flaming mount, “I am the Lord thy
God”—“Thou shalt have no other Gods before me.”
We next refer to the vengeance of the Almighty, executed upon those

who were guilty of the sin of idolatry, in connexion with the golden calf.
See Ex. 32d. chapter throughout. It was for the abomination of their idol
atries, that the Lord rooted out the seren great nations from the land of

Canaan, and gave the land to his own people. Israel, for an inheritance.

See Deuteronomy vii. 1–20, xviii. 9-14, and xx. 10-18.-Concerning this
sin of idolatry, the Lord himself proclaimed in the ears of his people by tho

readers will give close and patient attention to the remarks we shall offer,

mouth of a prophet, “Oh do not this abominable thing that I hate!” Jere

though they be protracted to considerable length.
We believe there are a great many individuals in this country who stand
in the precise position of our correspondent, and entertaining similar views

miah xliv. 4.

one grand design of the Mosaic Law to guard the Israelites against it, we

with regard to the probable falsity of Sivaism and the probable truth of
Christianity, are yet deterred from renouncing the former and embracing
the latter, by the plausible but unfounded objection, that Christianity is as

refer to that remarkable statute recorded in Deut. xiii. 6-11, “If thy broth
er, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy
bosom, or thy friend which is as thine own soul, entice thee, secretly say

inconsistent in its various parts, and as difficult to be understood as Sivaism

ing, let us go and serve other gods which thou hast not known, thou nor

is. We assure our readers that it is not so—and that to the humble and

thy fathers; namely, of the gods of the people which are round about you,

candid inquirer, instead of presenting a doubtful and forbidding aspect, as
if it were the “country of the jackal” and tiger—it rather presents
“ways of pleasantness and peace,” as thousands can testify from ex
perience. Many an opponent of Christianity has sat down to the study

nigh unto thee, or far off from thee, from the one end of the earth, even

of the Bible with a firm belief that he should bring forth objections power
ful enough to overthrow its adherents, and in the progress of his examina.
tion and study has become convinced of his erroneous opposition, and been

him to death, and aſterwards the hand of all the people.

converted to the faith he once despised. There is an interesting article in

this No. of our paper, page 31, illustrating the truth of this remark.
We hopetherefore, our readers will ponder the subject, not as opponents,

from the house of bondage. And all Israel shall hear, and fear, and shall
do no more any such wickedness as this is among you.”
There is nothing in either the doctrines or practices of the Sivas that we

Further to shew how abominable this sin is, in his sight, and that it was

unto the other end of the earth, thou shalt not consent unto him, nor heark

en unto him; neither shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou conceal him.
But thou shalt surely kill him; thine hand shall be first upon him to put
And thou shalt

stone him with stones, that he die; because he hath sought to thrust thee

away from the Lord thy God, which brought thee out of the land of Egypt

but as inquirers, and if they will duly consider what we have to o'er, we

have ever seen or heard of, that bears any analogy to the above sentiments

shall be much mistaken, ifthey do not obtain a new and better understand
ing of the matter before we get through with it.
We will now turn our attention to the principal points of inquiry present
ed by our correspondent.
1. After enumerating various particulars, respecting the building of the
Tabernacle in the wilderness, and the splendid religious rites and ceremo

uttered under the Mosaic dispensation against idolatry. On the contral y,
the experience of every age of its history so far as it is known, testifies that
the Siva System originates and upholds idolatry.
Here then is a wide difference,—a total opposition between the ob
ject and principles of the Mosaic dispensation and those of the Sivas:–the one

nies, appointed

dency of the other is to exclude and overthrow idolatry. It is therefore
manifest that Judaism and Sivaisin are diametrically opposed to each other
in their grand object and ſundamental principles, and must, necessarily, to

by God to be observed by the children of Israel, he says “in

*nce to these things, I do not understand what is the difference between
*rites and ceremonies of the Sivas and those of the Israelites.”
* He states that the rites and ceremonies, appointed by God for the pur

Pºes of “purification,” are very similar to those contained in the “Lamp
*Purification,” and other standard books of the Sivas
To have a full view of these two points for the sake of comparison, we,
should attentively read the two books of Exodus and Leviticus, and compare
* contents with what we read in the Shasters of the Sivas and with what
we witness at the festivals at Nellore, Madura or Juggernaut. On doing
this we shall find, that although some of the religious rites and ceremonies
"the Sivas are, in their form, as if they were copied from those instituted
by Moses under the divine direction, yet in their grand object and funda

"*Principles they are totally pirrrr, Nr.
The grand object and fundamental principles of the Mosaic dis
*ation were, to teach the wnity of God, the perfections of his
"**, and that he alone is to be worshipped by his creatures;

º: " ****Envie the people from polytheism and idolatry. That
"...º. object of the Mosaic dispensation, must maniſed
be

i.

to

de: of the Pentateuch. In elucidation of this point, we
Two mi. o the terrific scene on Mountsinai, in the presence of more than

refer

reu

-

** trembling and affrighted witnesses at the giving of the dec.

is a practical system of polytheism and idolatry; the wholedesign and ten

the extent of their influence, be destructive the one of the other. It is also
shewn by the remarks and quotations we have made on the subject,
how entirely unfounded is the claim to any essential agreement between the

laws and institutions of Moses and those of the Sivas on the ground of a
general resemblance in some of the ſorins and ceremonies of their worship.
In our next we propose to shew a further difference between the laws

and institutions of Moses and those of the Sivas in respect to their origin
and specific design.

(To be continued.)
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SUWIMIARY OF NEWS.
CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.

-

His Excellency the GOVERNOR is pleased to make the following appointments
in the Civil service of this Island.

J. N. Mooyart, Esq. to be Acting Treasurer.

-

C. R. Buller, Esq. to be Acting Government Agent for the Central Province.
P. E. Wodehouse, Esq. to be Acting Government Agent for the Western
Province.
Mr. J. G. Layard, Assistant Government Agent at Kandy, will take charge of
the Government Agent's Office until the arrival of Mr. Buller.

Mr. W. C. Gibson, Assistant Colonial Secretary, will remain in charge of the
Government
at Colombo
until
arrival of Mr.
Wodehºuse
P. A. DykeAgent's
Esq. toOffice
be Acting
Auditor
andtheAccountant
General
and Control
ler of Revenue.

-

J. Price Esq. to be Acting Government Agent and Acting Fiscal for the North

dical change in their mode of life, habits and conduct. The chief opponents
they have to encounter are ignorant relations, brahmins, and go-sains.
The opposition of the former emanates from their unmitigated bigotry or
envy, and of the latter principally from mercenary motives.”
Accordingly the primary objects of the society are laid down to be, first,

“to defend themselves against the three classes of people mentioned above,
secondly, “to carry out a liberal reform as far as practicable, on the exist
ing state of Hindu life and conduct.” Besides these, the members propose
to renounce their hindu faith and idolatrous worship, and in substitution to
adopt the deistical creed, and ſor their religious worship, they intend com.
piling a set of prayers from English books, consistent with their pecala:
views and belieſ.—Bengal Hurkaru. Dec. 16, 1842.
JMiscellaneous Intelligence.
It is said and the fact is much to be deplored that habits of drinking are

ern Province and Acting Collector of Customs for the Northern and Eastern Pro

becoming rapidly prevalent in the upper classes of native Society in Cal.

winces.

cutta.

-

-

-

C. P. Walker, Esq. to be Acting District Judge of the District Court of Col

The Doorga Poojah festivals have this year passed off in Bengal without
ombo No. 2 (Negombo.)

P. w. Braybrooke. Esq, to be Acting Assistant to the Government Agent for
the Southern Province and Acting District Judge of the District Court of Ham

any of those splendors that formerly attracted so many thoughtiess Europe
ans to the presence of the idol.

-

There are 379, 165 children in the Wesleyan schools in Great Britaia,

bantotte.

The Hon'ble G. C. Talbot, to be Assistant at Matura to the Government Agent
H. Templer, Esq. to be Assistant at Galle to the Government Agent for the

for the Southern Province.
Southern Province.

-

-

K. Mackenzie, Esq. to be Acting Assistant at Kandy to the Government A
gent for the Central Province.

-

-

-

E. H. Smedley Esq. to be Acting Assistant at Trincomalie to the Government
Agent for the Eastern Province.
Mr. Mackenzie will continue to do duty as Assistant Colonial Secretary and
-

-

-

position is arising against her.

The Egyptians have invaded Abyssinia. , Were the civil wars and tº
interesting people to be arrested, it is probable that pure Christianity wood

-

Clerk to the Councils until relieved by Mr. Gibson.

Mr. T. C. Power will act for Mr. Mackenzie at Kandy.
By His Excellency's Command,
P. ANSTRUTHER.
Colonial Secretary's Office,

A wide and effectual door has been opened by divine providence on the

western coast of Madagascar where the local and district chiefs are willing
that their people should be taught. The cruelty of the persecuting Queen
has exasperated her subjects to an enormous degree and a formidable of:

spread rapidly among them.
It has been recommended that oxide of nitrogen be inhaled as a reme.

dy for cholera, that scourge which in 14 years has carried off 50 millions
of human beings.

:

OVERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

Colonial Secretary.

Colombo, 28th Jan. 1843.

The last Overland mail arrived at Colombo from Bombay on the 21st
January. The Jaffna packets were received on the 26th ult.

JAFFNA.

Removal of the Government Agent to Colombo—Among the recent new
civil appointinents of the Government is that of Mr. Dyke, late Government

Agent of the Northern Province, to be “Acting Auditor, and Accountant
General and Controller of Revenue.” We understand that Mr. Dyke left
Jaffna yesterday morning for Colombo, to assume the duties of his new

appointinent.—Mr. Dyke has held the othce of Government Agent of the
Northern Province for about 15 years, and has, we believe, given universal
satisfaction by the zealous, impartial, and efficient manner in which he has
discharged the duties of his office. His removal is felt by all classes to be a

serious loss to the Province, and is we think, sincerly regretted by all. We
understand that there is a possibility that he may return to Jaffna and re

surne the duties of Government Agent; which we hope may, ere long, be
realised.

Supreme Court.—Simon John Boilau, Esq. Barrister at law, of the Junior
Temple and an advocate of the Supreme Court. is expected with the officers of
the Northern Circuit, having, it is said, been eugaged for the Prisoners in the
forthcoming abduction case
Obituary.—Died at Jaffna on the 26th January last, Mr. John Alexander
Maartenez.-He was of very respectable connections in life, aud of the family of
-

The news brought by this mail from Europe is generally of an unimpºr

tant character. There were great rejoicings in Eng and on the receipt of the
intelligence of the ratification of peace with China and of the recapture”
Cabui by the ſorces in Afghanistan. The Park and Tower guns were fire"

and the bells of the principal cities rung in celebration of the event. It hº
also been proposed to observe a general holyday ard illumination. The tº
ceipt of this news had had a most inspiring effect on the couton and mone,
market causing an inmediate advance of one-eigntil of a penny per pound
0n Cotton.
Sir Hugh Gough has been created a Baron, and admiral Parker, Sir
-

Henry Pottinger, Major General Pollock and Major General Nott, Knig"
Grand Cross of the most honorable military order of the Bath.

-

Religious Intelligence.—There has been a great revival of religion."
tha island of Skye on the coast of Scotland, affecting persons of all age"
from the child of 6 years, to the old man of gray hairs.-The non-int".

sionist Presbyterian Clergymen were in session at Edinburgh, consider";
“the with
necessity
of resigning
theiroftemporalities
and thus
dissolving
nion
the state
"The issue
the meeting was
looked
forwardtheir
to with.
great anxiety.

the late Dutch commodore of Jaffna.

CONTENTS.—sil Lauðr.

CAL CUT'PA.

Society of Hindu Reformers—A number of Hindu young men have
formed themselves into a society, their object being to support each other
against the superstitions, prejudices and persecutions of relations and priests
—to originate plans for resisting the baleſul influences of caste—to carry out
enlightened reforms and improvements in their conduct, both public and
private, as far as practicable—to resign their ancestorial faith and worship
—and finally to adopt a form of prayers and religious devotion. more con
sonant with their present state of advancement in knowledge and civiliza
tion. A native friend has handed to us the leading principle on which this
society is to be based, und the objects which it is to have constantly in view.
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These are laid down in these words.—“The members of this association

feel, that without a solemn union among themselves and without mutual sup
port, they expose themselves to ridicule and contempt, and not unfrequently
run the risk of being outcasted by orthordox relatives by the practice oſconduct

Pancha-Tantra-Katei

attempt to pursue a liberal course of action they feel chillingly discouraged
from the dread of being proscribed from hone and disowned by family and
friends. This potent apprehension of excommunication operates fatally on
their desire to shake off the doininion of a degrading custon; extinguishes
their laudable thirst for a reſormed course of action both in private and pub
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The Excellence of the Catechists’ work.
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As a sº-u ºn AAA*As *-* internal senses, as those of memory, imagination and con
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ing upon one another, with about an equal degree of regu
larity and confusion. Such ideas can scarcely ever be re
called after we are roused from slumber.

6. The external sense and the will are always inclined
to concur together, and hence if slumber be long continu
ed, the will grows more and more drowsy, and finally
sleeps with the external senses, while the internal organs,

&.p. Gur-e-Irºr. 3&A
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this partial or particular state of activity, constitute dream
ing. These dreams are more or less complicated accord
Asm &régé ºf
Ga reg
ing to the number of the organs active.
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means we shall learn that our waking conduct influences

our sleeping ideas, and that if we wish to have pleasant
dreams, we must keep the temper calm, the mind pure,
and the “conscience void of offence.”

8. There is still a deeper sleep; when the internal senses
or organs concur in the common torpor, then lethargy, or
a dead, senseless sleep, without thoughts or ideas of any
kind, falls upon us. The vital organs, the heart and lungs
circulation of the blood and breathing, still
**** ºr Gs 749As ºf sui GAs r which include
When these too sleep or become
their
continue
action.
AAFA ej4-1905 Ast -s.
living principle ceases, the spirit
death
the
ensues,
torpid,
u) ºr -º/Quiróp.5 struş ºr Af
ºr Laws)aduu. Ayº Afrº , -a adir separates from the body. Sleep is the torpitude of the
*CŞLua suº & #5G&#Qs-à L voluntary organs, while the involuntary still continue to
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act; DEATH is the sleep or torpitude of the whole.
(To be continued.)
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(Translation of the foregoing.)
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.

Sleep, Dreaming, Sleep-Walking, and Sleep
CHAP. vii.]
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5. Sleep in its first and simplest shape, slumber, is
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wrong, but it would not be that particular kind of wrong
which is called injustice, because the boy, in this last cast.

would not have any particular rights on board the captain's
ship. There would have been no agreement made with him
or his father; and therefore the captain, in treating him as
he did all the other sailors would not violate any of his
rights.

s

*AGA Qesh wº, -r, waſ is was # ºf 995 G = <!-- " Qo-º

In the same manner if Sittampalam, a small boy, is play.

-out $8w 3.5 ºut #4 sº, SJ ure J__G aſsºr º-Lº. 3) iſ wºn sur
a strub ej & = SG5 isos 19.9 se -ă = Q sºr ºr – is so-ura.r.s is ºr 8

ing with his ball in his field, and it
gets lodged
in a tree, and he asks Parampalas, a large boy, to climb

A flang unar wraºrsº ºn 5 -a 3-flás tº u &rs, 395.3, a s 2445.5
9.5 flu alºjue' s' & “sº fé G.5 as a sºr 2 = 1 - ºr a sº, 3 s ear J

up, and get it for him, it would not be unjust for Parampa.
lam to refuse to go. He did not lose the ball, and Sittam.

19 fl-Qp & L7 cºs), ſº º ASQ) – 1 + y & sº air is wriſ & a tº unar && 3.5 la
& ara, fearſ & spi Gº,” 1,540 Less #&t cº-6so LáQ is razºr Lars arr
& auf à)(554, Gaucºr 4-u.f.

palam has no positive right to call upon him to go, and ge

-2' gºao ea' – 4:45 A.333-07432 &&. -a <1% aliv 5 wo.cº.ua
ºr -ºs) ºv.& e-º- *(5*$4 & Fiſ ºr a seruo' sur #45. Q& 3.0 a 5

º

it. It might be that he ought to go, from a feeling of kind.
ness and good will; still he would violate none of Sittan.
palam's rights in refusing; and therefore he could not be

º, Jºss Q–1055 & 65 -gão.4 e-sºr a 5A -a, -3.5 ºf Bar
*-* -r is, ut 94 TC5s's on ºf ºrasarate a so as Aswa L & sa,

said to be unjust. .
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had lost it in the tree, then he would be unjust in refusing

1--is s.a. Guſ G54.

ſº Æ is so a ut ºf 25, 19 fluop 5 ſo * (52) & sº -ø/
ºv.& Hovº • cº-o-u sā ºr 1905 is a păsă şi Logo & Cº, sº *

But, if he had been playing with the ball himself, and
to climb up and get it, for, Sittampalam would have a right
to require that whoever lost his ball, should 5. it for him
again. If, therefore, Parampalam had lodged the ball up.

on the tree himself, and should go away, and leave it there.
he would be guilty of injustice.

• * is & 94 Law #19s flºwſ2= 1 & 2-3 is ...,par. LJ. ... en s :
QUEstions on Lesson 2.
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ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS,

(Adapted to Hindu Readers)
Lesson II—Justice.

We ought to desire that every one with whom we are
connected in any way, should enjoy all the rights, and pri
vileges, and advantages, of every kind, which they are

fairly entitled to; and we ought to avoid doing ourselves,
and to discourage others from doing, any wrong whatever
to any one, especially to the weak and defenceless. This
is justice.

Injuring any person, is not always being unjust to him;

for injustice is that particular kind of injury to any one
which consists in violating his rights; for example, if the
captain of a ship were to engage a boy to go with him to
sea, to be his cabin-boy, and were to promise him that he
would take good care of him, and that he should not have

any severe or dangerous duties to perform, and if, then,
after they were far out to sea, and the poor boy was en
tirely in the captain's power, he should send him away
from the cabin into the forecastle, with wicked sailors, and
neglect him, and make him go aloft, and out to the extre

Inities of the spars; in the dark and stormy nights, he would
be unjust to him, for the boy would have a right to differ
ent treatment;-and the captain, in treating him in such a
way, would violate his rights; so he would be unjust.

But, on the other hand, if, instead of taking the boy from
the shore, and agreeing to take care of him, he had found
him at sea, upon a wrecked vessel, just ready to perish,

Are all kinds of injuries to be considered as injustice?
Relate the case of a sea-captain and the cabin-boy.
Would this be injustice? Why?
Relate the other part of the supposition.
Wonld this be a case of injustice, strictly speaking? Why?

How is this illustrated by the story of Sittampalam and Parampalam:
fºr Garº.
gºrsº -ma is — $50s, 9.
• * * rifluA £Gs, sº s.69% ars, sº sº Q =ſrupt sºr or 1934 sºul’.
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and had not taken him on board his own ship, then such a trucew 5.5 gluon Eos3.
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a kind of treatment would not be strictly called injustice.
it might be harshness or cruelty, -and it might be very **g wºu &Q-04.5 ea gºe Gwaivº u 5;Asrºofs wº
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bounty, army, duty, knife, echo, loss, cargo, wife, story.

church, table,

tº sº. 2, 17 º Aaº' ºf 32 = 7&asºn a $355 -ga t < *@3s
aža º cº -3.5 & 6.5 °4 – 8 - G - r = u + v 19354 sé sº als
-as º gº 5 # **** @ -ºs.ºw #4 ºw.5, e -, -, sº evers sº Gºt L-r

glass, study, calf, branch, streets, potatºe, peach, sheaf, booby, rock,
stone, house, glory, hope, flower, city, difficulty, distress.
Day, boy, relay, chimney,t Journey. valley, needles, enemy, an army,

#3 & 4. & Tss -aº -a alsº is a 3A off tºpº-luſ.º. -e.

a vale, an ant, a sheep, the hills, a valley, the sea, key, toy.

.5 Å i & ºrdpå As a 4 &res, a 1965-ele. -aº - tº-4 Qau al.& A

Correct the following errors.
A end, a army, an heart, an horn, an bed, a hour, a adder, a honour,
an horse, an house, an pen, a ox, vallies, chimmies, journies, attornies, a
eel, a ant, a inch, a eye.

tº S.A. f. 2 ºut-ê'94 is a -2.É.- 2c - p & co., 19.5 G. A. A tº
-** -ee. J Garº of -eče º Quº 4-4--, -ašA = ** 9. As sº
•o-L * Qua's ºr f**** -o a sº-A §a w_i, ºw. -º alsº
*— essa -º a “* Lºſ e <-º ºut 35As -ºs, a 2 –/5A u : QA rº
Q-1ſ J.; e^* +1.5 use ºf 34 iſ sº swajišºv. e. e5 2.e. ºw-Le

-, *ā-932-

-ºš A * * - Laº & or trººp arra 2-r is *śer

Erercises on the Obsertations.

Monarch, tyro, grotto, nuncio, punctilio, ruff, muff, reproof, portico,
handkerchief, gulf, hoof, fife, multitude, people, meeting, John, Lucy,
meekness, charity, folly, France, Matthew, James, wisdom, reading.

ºu

9 *** **, °–74--sºº & Q-4.5 &s Gºv was a “d e-f
A *As šésé = 5.93 A sº 9404.5 - Gur-cººv.
-º-º-º-º- £32,0-sºudew- G_i Q = q ºr 3, 5 & 3 ar:Q-7

h, r, or o form the plural by adding es—What is the plural of book?

tº-us& Qal‘f-J - a 3-3-29s, as @ Lé a cos ÁQ&A 3.5 sºn L"

why? Because the plural is generally formed by adding s to the singular.

Geo-ſopº, -eča — Lº-fi so “Go each uſ, 55 cu A&Gºv QA; f
£8ar? ~ * 1939, Guſ fuevºccur LGL? Q = 7& sº Quñuu 2-1
tº-uº Lºſ A.EA 2.5" & & Jººs,” cºcos w is a QAAA Eq;

what is the plural of leaf2 Leaves.

Why? Because nouns in forfe

change
fe intonouns
ves the
of army? 4rmies.
why? for
Because
in yplural.
change yWhat
into isiesthein plural
the plural—What
is the
plural of day? Days. Spell it., d a ys. Why not d, a, i, e, s? Because y

tà-4- Getº-4-79, -ºº Guvic- a 5 or cº-G-1 Quech.a Qe 1 - &
ºw -gãea -e sº -a 3.2 Gay & A, Q = dº so tº - - E. J. Qarºo

.

Books.

with a powei before it is not changed into ies:—it takes s only.--What is
the difference between adding and changing?

º *****-*. –3.542.sº as G uſe of Satº, -º a sº G-1 glºu ºv
**** LT #3.5 Å QA iſ fºr ué so a JA ºr63.2 Å fºr La-5
e= G* -822.55 -es ºff-A is 5 º'A'. & sºu, Gurău, e. f.;
sºv. -Aasha) sº idºw ºf A Lºt-e QPQpair, rea, sº sº. 4

thus—

Q = 79** a 7 Lc. Loſſ tº G – 2 ºr -, -o Qe we floº a £5,032, w śā
ºr e-fº so.A: -ºs, 3 Q493 seſsºv. * * *19&G ºw GLJ 2- a C+.

The society of Procurators or Attornies. Boswell.
This mode of spelling these and similar words is highly improper. How

« La -

inconsistent is, “.1ttornied,” “journied.”

# Many eminent authors change ey in the singular into ies in the plural,

-a 3.5 swº so.

Chimnies with scorn rejecting the smoke. Swift.
Still as thou dost thy radiant journies run. Prior.
But rattling nonsense in full vallies breaks. Pope.

G-1 tºu-3 aſ G ºr -ašAst Léans coal; £ as ºr La y-e Q-11
Ge.: un Āsº CA is a Guº &a -e- G- r -> a.s. was 91.3;

aſ tº −70°-9 a vſ. ºw

cº

****

—e a •w -0.5.5 ea -

G #353 hºurs abºut 451ſt 19, 1073);45; 3 ºut
au,151GL15.0 alſº jºiâttº ºiluſã Gunrº

w (~~ * @so,

uff & As – G – f – su -, 4 m Gar #54 –aud cº, a tº a “s (9
&A, buevº Q = c-à.” A & 5 e-f.º.º. as Q. ºed a ut,5 G

Guujiāº nil ºvačiuli Govafon Grórm

92°.”
a --~42 º' -- *** **** ca, ag-Jø, a £-sow i.e.; so,

alºng ilāsēśGºlij Govādºn 4311th.

Lo–ºub • 3.i.e. <^* ! (bes a

G-72 to - 2, a? clºsers – G – m a.
**—ree *** -a º Aº 2- as p 3.2.pdº" t-bes J.; a 1 1905

G#1&aºël Jib.
GLumié G+1&Suð.
Q_u? A Q = 15 # & ºpt-in Qut seG-day &G also sº-95.
£A tºur, Q_Life arm as ºr, ºt-lè, *-s ºs opA cºus...}.3 ºr

—- ſº *.

ğu cºrt-" tº Lt A & 2, # ºr G = ºrc' 4 +.
[*11?
c is's crew 2.0 as sº * 1 a -a,3,59 cer...a Q = n &al_º 4.3.3
-

sº 2.4 Garu, B. GA, aſ
• *A***** Quº 4--a wºup – #2 * *-d L =f33. A sº s
24, -ºg-ſº aſsº awr ºu%g of wº?
2.34° ºf flººsa i G.50 – 84A. leg out is so sa Qars ºf
**-**** *—-a sa, -º-º/ .*.*.*.*.eu/ was 2
*A*L*A**** 9-1 alley, “a qua Lºzè a-AJ ºf 45

cº-a-, 2-0 #0s, A.&aſ 3.5 °4

ultº, ºgo. 53 * ºr sº Lew Gurew.

* Q-, ev.sw?

|

QL as tº Q- LT as a rast, Fa Loſt ºf 1. alsº sº.4 sºak studiº Gar
urūf, a 1/5 sta), G eco ºf , ar—a.
ga, QL.Li & arrass, -sſós a Ques -aft # Aſſº's rººth QLuf
& Garu A. Lair-I-QLali sard alar, Guº Cº. ºº e swré, sº
afts a Ge.p. ecºlºur-e- © = **** QLu Gu urlo. 5 tº sº,

JAAF& sº aſ Savās Qu... ºn
|

Principles of English Grammar.
(BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.)
The subject of JWowns continued.
Nouns are either proper

or common.—Proper nouns are the names of

Peºus, places, seas and rivers, &c.

as, Thomas, Scotland, Forth.*

9°ºmon nouns are the names of things in general; as chair, table.

; nouns arethe
nouns that signify many; as, multitude, crowd.
names of qualities abstracted from their sub

… stract nouns are

stances;

tö, aſ £4,569, a -acraft.ºx. £65 flu -a tº 917. § 44.

Gºsſ, LA 4: ... b. p. ºOur GPs A 9, Qariº, Garasºudući–

º, 3053-4, 23, ºvgº-gºai is tº Jºãº, 2)" ºr -ºš35°o
º,
a rif, guita in G = *, * –sou,< **, -w-s.""º", "H"-".
sº a logº, udºarº, a coa, G4 iſ sº, Guoco f, saw & 9-> up-tº-1, L-1
as a s.v., Qarie-, QA, G, 9" alsº “4 ºf 565. gºt also sºutput,

as, wisdom, wickedness.

Verbal or participal

F

QL'ſoA
so at
#35, ºr ev.
iſ 3,59—Juifs
ºr ſaleſ, aş3a Señ.s.o. §§As Quajira Garur

nouns are nouns derived from verbs; as, reading.

# 5A Leº,0,...,n- & wº. A sea" +** &@*-āso a Gusai

Ex ERC Ises on Nu M BER.

& ASás, 4–4 cºs(; a sulb 9 GJ sºutſºº-" t-ºwson i Gjø4&54–

write, or tell, or spelt the plural of

*AGL sº us eulea-CQu-dº. The Campbells a sa A sº

oºf book, leaf, candle, hat, loaf, wish, fish, sex, kiss, coach, inch, sky,

Cº. # Co. Henrys; aſsº & Mr. Bells; 2), º& Miss
Browns (-awa.s. QAd -** Gºe, Sea ºf Qed was es',) the

il

. Prºper nouns have the plural only when they refer to a race or fam

#".
he Campbells; or to several persons of the same name; as, The
º º
the two Mr. Bells; the two Miss Browns; (or without the
e

. ) the Miss Roys; but in addressing letters in which both or all are

º ti y concerned, and

Miss Roys—as Lºw Guº. 48° ageoige sº usciº*
syub e-flu is ſks flö a op.ºuse-à-ºut, Qualifº G-ALcru, aloud
-4.5 lb, Mr. Miss ar. A – ºil—iº 4 º' tº Leº colu, ä& Misses

also when the names are different, we pluralize

Brown as als, Misses Roy a s.loºk (19&ºº-ººººº."

**te, (Mr. or Miss) and write Misses Brown; Misses Roy; Messrs.
(ºr Messieurs, Fr.) Guthrio and Tait,
f What is the plural of For? Foxes, Why? Because nouns in s, sh,

sº. Messieurs-el-ºwra, Messrs. Guthrie and Tait
a sº oth Graağair. EGL10860tt.

-
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3P2.

2-&lust 1654. MoRNING STAR.
-afés tº 0,

*ual *, & as up?ºv, sº, af®, ud Gaoud, sub-Sisos, utilu

ºwnesſ-CHRISTIAN.

15, Ltº ºrth, ºwn flº-. §64 ses.
st &, 2.0 alsº, -ºº ºf £359sog, wºo & #25 am gº, 195 um ºrth,

L& ºrgarāoj, est?, fiscº, Gºar, Geº Qāse-sº, ar.” Ali,

3 #1 & # # 5 ºr ú.

º

6, & 3.0, 4 -ā, śApaGa mº, sºuritóLQurg&, (filt: QLuji
**sº us eucanu ºrgan is nºw.& Cºrcºs, -aša'.5 * QPā

Praise to God.

50.96a rāAssou-Seraeſ ÄGuº & As rejº
Geº-C55GA aſ ºvé Qaflets, #95 --rāG s - alº
As tº Lºpul—ff 3,565 revº, e 4 soleue G Lujue m tº an a tº
-ºu? ºr ºey wit -ºº ºf duQua" wºuld soli.

-54*-e-0 s.)
L9sº a QSLs, º/āº LSao 9 st-A 8054.5 s.
opy-aſ, G =?ar, Şojaſ uté, Gériº H, Fusº h. Leafºoum op.5,
aSf Lºs La B-, * swib, Géºg, aº, ºradº, aro.5, L&erAA rig,
Laos 4.5 airſ tº, CŞgure ºré's a fusirºs, town #65, arouku, a

&alºud tº ruco LG&T suit—86, L

&fºus-ºs-u GAsa'ſG3-55ur
*... eparoarrorugº-op #91805souéQ, rej9–9ad-z.
a-, *CŞG alsº a r *Ayalisure F-805urs grafuocº&#51sº

#& wº, saºr,(200Lurseſ 3 op-à ºðs; firflºorſ gagé
Gj

Quor AQLuff & Lasa ºutask.a.)
H/parºt

-º) tº Surf tºurl-lb.

&#Gevrºld'età Juan ºf Ours"Al-Asguan Quodalmer a rººfs
CŞLa-9 a.º.

w = 78–8, sale'sſºuri 48,0s-9, ºr sº, sºrewrºot-, -e, 5
Joësº, so sGuder, *&rt-ºw, ulcºrt-Luh, Gać58, cº-réé t–sº, Gjer

*. *Gºss sºr is 8,505 is #AT-Lågree-aguſa 4A r—urº.

90&st ºf LA aſ firew-4-ša rē =arous arº s 50
thu, Ganjāeºpé, égé, esºth, a tie-th, Guº arº, sº Laº, *ºr
La-9 a.
ºr 8 arº Leº, *rēAlfi, south, lºgºstih, Sočº Gauls, upg
Gºº arº Laº, wudº arº Laver, ºn swif, and 6.54 a.
Fox sº ſo, Qarā alsº us; soleCuº wº Foxes, -ºº ºr
duº 2 s, sh, ch, x, o sº gº sop;...&#4 arms, Qpiº-uſh Guffs
Gerſ Ó es escºedué a-e Qasrº Jº ºwlſº majºrs; peºg
wºup. Book a º Ao Qemsºa's Lºss sou, sº sw? books, -96, wºu
19-? 5°CŞºu, Guſ G s sº #sou-š + c (a sm & Fm As a reºror is tº
L sº couſ wºre-TGº = & A, sº * tº Lø.. leaf ºr sº nº ºr Lºrena at

sº w? leaves, -e GA ºr & L 4-? f, fe crop; 5,3 sera & Geº-ulth Gu
f** -e ājQalopä.54 * * ves g + 3 Bflºus n & Lsº solourth
***A esse L4. Army, s = Pºs – s; sea arº ºf armies, a
Gaº Cup.” y “GPAA" & Gºº-ult:Guires -96.9aap; so, ies
** A fifluusſiº Lº ºr uſe Lo are A sº-Lº. day ars p

* -ašušGuwäus s r.s"--age lºud "A šuſsalar- uns;
*T***śu-G LTA. T., &-ºr ºff scº Lir p-u ségur GCŞLa-5 at.
@, -ºubuq m sum ºr aſ G is a Gau. 5PCA: LALS a new Queuil,5GA Ga
e-Gott L-M #4 #34. Sam Gaº geº-sur-SGela GajamäA sºft

ÆðCŞLa & alcº.

º

*. 5’ → 5’ eur-ºut 9.Quc sº-uotasaruo & A.f.a.CAs ºs sº
* -wa. Gevarur #f Gus r & ‘ops & 8 is sº toº ºf sº sº-3
-

Rules for The conduct of A CHRistian Life.

(Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.)

Business or calling.—In all your actions equally avoid twº
£º us • Guº ºf days, -a.e.; sop;&#a ºf Qe was: d, dangerous extremes—negligence and over earnestness.
a, y, s -º coa wº d, a, i, e, s sº a Qersall, 1.5% y stop Every thing we do, should be done to the utmost of our abil.
A siegpº e-19" &ºod -as y a GPA4 ies ºs 4 &num. ity and capacity. God and men expect this from us.
st sº peºgº. L4, sa's 5 an uGu QL-vib.
Never suffer yourself to be opprest by the multitude º

-

affairs: and though diligence is necessary and commendable

*-i-4-4-0 #653 &#44 ºn 4&50p&srCLA, Guccº sº?
Gră şQL 5.0 -º/Gss arºuſ ºf Life & 905-old Øos slºth
ey stop;4&st= — us soleu's ies & FA A fli got sº. 2-ara.

yet too great concern and eagerness must be avoided. When
you grasp at too much at a time, the mind is distracted and

ºr 13,

entirely dissipated, or is fixed so strongly upon what you are
about, that you have no leisure, even for a moment, to raisº

**S*.*, *, * sºurſ ºf wº, Lºs A4, a rais & #5 ºn Asura, u
• * * Lé sée, sº A'59° chimnies are out, Wour ars; gº
-#&#uſt 9-5 gulf & e-cº Susoa un ºf 19trum ºr 455 Qza, ey
£ps. Guº a si sã pgs: journies area wº, GLn cus sº swordfil,
# gee Le-L0-es. A – Asſra G-#4, 5-C544 sºul,08. A.; a sir

A 8w vollies area oth, as as aſ “A gafiuir sº flu is a giffs;
*-i-º-Lo area ºffs attornies ºf sº-out stop.º.Gof sº.
Şub Quorºs tº 4th gº a G-liſ “ Arseasoulih £5.5& 9a st
rth wopf &p.º. 164 alo sq9. “Attornied” “journied” are:
-a sigº.º. a.º. uddeur 5 jam sounum alcº #&ei, A.E.

§§§ cºevº, Sosłęk, elevré, r, GPA, a rºw um coe} 3)
cuses ºf fi & Gojº 5*A**- 5** 25.54 Quqºun ºut 5,5504
grºſſ-

up your mind to God. Besides, if one undertakes too much
one cannot perform it as one ought, and with the success
that is required; which creates trouble and uneasiness.

In all bodily labour, avoid all provoking, angry, or impº,
tient words, which weariness and painfulness that procee

from working are apt to incline men to. As to this respect,
be upon your guard, for what can be greater folly than tº
vent ourselves upon animate or inanimato things, when ou'
work does not succeed as we desire.

If your employment confines you to the more agreeab"
labour of the mind, shun negligence and curiosity, propº

not vanity as the end of your studies, and never read book"

that may endanger the purity of your mind or shake the fir"
©s; 2. Guº 449, ºf Luº, Qaaſics, aā as a dºzara, ness of your precious resolutions. It is much better to knº"
Lin soa5 gºa'é+ ºr fiscº - Gouë 5’s ſpew an
5** A A&E Q-105th less than to deface the beauty of your morals by such studies
Lira, th 52.5805535 tou-ºº º -ø/- Listeşā afé, 5° sº Q& u £)& Gº
+ gºevgas ºr sent-é & 9tu-ſi sce; sºfa, 5 sºo&al * 165 gºal is
er sco-scº 49ers age fa *A** 69-26, Jevāsaw Á.54& flu,0L

as may be apt to corrupt them.

Life awath sº *que *-*" der & sºuth -ašA G-#g.; plº
Quorº-Qualifº-" -º/A" so- Eidopégeria iſ sº Wes;5.5 it
Geo/p +45, of Ag545. $2554th u val" → G was due (Saôth. *}

sure not to neglect it. How many men and women Pasº
their time in gaming, visits, and diversions, without concer"
ing themselves in the least with their children or servant"

a 9&th -º- iſ 4 & gºggé@*# 4& CŞū usagen/p3 AGpayáQasr
sºr(Suh 5 dualſ & sº a 5,3,565th pleaſes agº/āgh ğuzº Ajaraj

Qurgeoietà-44 feud ºf 4-0+799–1173 sºlº agº,

-

If the management of a family is made your province, bº
If these perish everlastingly through your neglect, and for
want of that Christian education and care which you o'
them; how great will be your condemnation at the day."
judgment?

43

gºbi.

6 guarſ, gº.-MORNING STAR.
sires sº-é, revº L9395ésirab arºe #&#85****.

GLuu?(8.

-asºs
errs L → • Beugº ags agº,L'Assué Assºciº-ºº:
&. strum Q = diu1940ſ & Qaras so/outh stud.º. geopærrierżāşu

*#. missa. s.

= 5 & 49*º so sa & -aºs; 63, whº rais (SGuo" fuerº"

A.E. L.sy & Q+ui, LG aſsºrólf. §al jºid 3.5 rºar ug run &º tº
of AGoulbude-Å83 s r. 805380% sé.
- ºua Leaflajaol-servé, OsCŞés ºut-cºl th eaſtess,
º, sº.

42 s.a. º. LiáGA drao alum ºr faub - #9 ºut—35*****

1965;ar selfi -age 83 ºn an Luyth -a aſ coal-Iš *&##4&ºuſ
(95 sº. 5 Gwepºorly so -ø/Gs is 3•A #Q =uºué cos Jet-tº-(5*@ith

Quray & caré's ph9. Hºws; sºvá & Gum 84 p.m. -ºsº" SC

e-ſhopsne-u geºgaso pairs a #6 sº-TGaſ &. n-thopºl-u
ops;&#5easo, pair is at #,G s 56Gas. sº ºr L’AsrºwāśGeo -9
ico sG-1 tº Lm sº b £6As, GA;afficºș8,5%. strº -º-º-º:
Aşā Qee ºn La ºr Qu(SA &# * –alsº was co-8-96 wCurtis
A #8s.º.B, -ašG slugpºopºol—u • *Quéºarse-à8, e-th&P
•e-u a was s a Qasiºn tº 194-4355. F# misè. st-w) s.

sirth ºrg/geºgázuri #8A – giru're-ºrrupå *ē-ăşeşg
**uriº &pilgrugs; aros s.a. sir. Asroen & pºor. v Gaud.
*-*. e-m

Laucairl—a is ºr 11th HGam sáº sucé Geoff st th; a tº 1942

£3,5 Ju tug's A Gam;£fié32A 56 stir flºaxopuşani-al-run
& Qpap.sh #Qasraºru Gaºv.9%uGu Gs ruñG-1744. Gajºriº-lus"
1905é94 A.A. -ºſ.ºe Los A Lotº-QāGude:58 gaº-o-º: •º

*Orº.a sh;Asir Qaraºgo?, a Gauſſ, e-m. *-*.
-galora aragao puſh sºon a joala Ére 182af, ºrC-4-

seas & Q4 ºut ul-Gawairº-u 1974 Taunt ºath *a*-w848

* : *-ºs.

as adºp-urº. -e.g. ºeur fly-counta, Qa'Gºº solosauqui, a CŞā

serib Quiro5594, aft: QL& Lagºo-lu underth.

.5eVésub.
sli sã ºf Far-Saurº is era A &ºth Gaºwu'ſ sº is rastructºsaur

w.far-Söästä ºrdan–49A, 7 c.0% ag,3,5A**ś9A, 7-0
dº uosºsana GLºsurie;92 Ger Lepc-Gas, Garub, Qur-w8
LAAD at ##sea sºr arss Larajan/Jaye 0 & #&#4 &. 9a/5335A

aft fºré sexicº LGun sucſółGL roºt.0 Guraroarafºa saw

at #4 & Gajºws arm a

Garaš Ā co, § 5 Gaº so u (5 sºu *rē.g. ºr Lºradaşur s Guom $2–1

..a sa Oudºreñascºthº's Ly- so sa-i-r&CŞāsūGur. *-19C ºr
or a tº e-1975AD.5uoſ ºr even) & sef sº Gufi ſã Geopºu%alsº sºur
##s Galaga, L1935 uęAsswoudes sw!

uñé82.ÉGa age frégases uſ 1905&A rà. §agan L-L sea
*u al-'AA' -wal fle-A £a'GéAs GašfQarcja & Q = 7& e9.p2A,
**Qaefs, “AAAEso gujajásuº sº.Aſ a Gare gropop.5 lb Qel A&
* * *a*śa, b G squhºurégalos an it. -gauß ºrée isoge).0
*GPuhl-EAGL" QA;&evré a surgos gº so;uſi, GeºGAGA $3.5
tº Larunaw Gs 748; £49 uſhueir sw828Go -øair gººd

As ºf sterå straßL@A&#95 rarejásár.

e-às drupº 8& Ly- e-à és Galºv star st-CŞās Galeºrg-Lºr

Gò -e ‘Āsoluth, srasråsoa º Asºo is dr. *-*** -º-ººf Ceois to Lomuław & Quew Qasis ºwn a-i sãr unariº; A isºsé s

anac, LGAA e-à4 & Lau–A3+, fºr £5aruā, a stºr,ico; a + As
**04-Aué-4-1. -a-Lº-Luc-i- Ha'Ass # * * at 8am GA 1.
***. a-i sexicº ºsºev. Jai staré Ost (84.54 *-4-1, -º/ö, aſsº,
-ºš is La ' wº -a,048048.paea tº Li fés-cºurs *Aja is “àQasr
& Fºot was sºjºu.4 saw 2.
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God is present every where.

-

“Behold the heaven, and heaven of heavens cannot contain
thee.” I. Kings viii. 27.

“Thou compassest my path and my lying down.” Psalm
cxxxix. 3.

“Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or whither shall I
flee from thy presence? If I ascend up into heaven, thou art
there; if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there. If I
take the wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost
parts of the sea; even there shall thy hand lead me, and thy
right hand shall hold me.” Ps. cxxxix. 7-10.

“Am I a God at hand, saith the Lord, and not a God afar
off.” Jer. xxiii. 23.

“Do not I fill heaven and earth? saith the Lord.” Jer.

xxiii. 24.—"He filleth all in all.” Eph. i. 23.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
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The man whose wife seeks not the praise of chastit;
cannot walk with lion-like stately step, before those whº
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Before their scornful foes,
Bold as a lion those dare never walk
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Remarks on the pretended Resemblance between the rites and ceremo
nies of the Mosaic dispensation and those of the Sivas, being a con

were designed to shew the awful pollution and wickedness of sin, and the
spotless and holy nature of Jesus Christ—the great sin-offering for mankind.

tinuation of the Reply to the communication of a “Lover of good

Religion, in No. 2 of the present Vol.

Hence we see that the whole design of the ceremonial law was to set forth
the Lord Jesus Christ, who gave his life a ransom for sinners, and who of
God is made unto us, on condition of our faith and obedience “wisdom,

In our last No. we attempted to shew by quotations from the Bible, that

lighteousness, sanctification and redemption.”

the Laws and Institutions of Moses were aimed directly to exclude and
overthrow idolatry, while the whole tendency of the Siva System is, to
uphold and propagate idolatry; and therefore, “that Judaism and Sivaism
are diametrically opposed to each other in their grand object and funda
mental principles, and must necessarily to the extent of their influence, be
destructive the one of the other.”

more excellent sacrifice than Cain.”

to shew a further difference between the Laws and institutions of Moses

and those of the Sivas in respect to their origin and specific design.
In the first place we will inquire what was the origin of those religious
rites and ceremonies which the Sivas observe, and to which our correspondent
refers who instituted them; or sanctioned them? It is a self evident propo
sition that man, by his own reasonings, can never discover what mode of
worship will be acceptable to God, or what rites and ceremonies it is proper
Unless God reveals to us his will on these

subjects, we must for ever grope in darkness. we therefore pointedly ask,
who instituted that mode of worship which the Sivas practice? who appoint
ed for them those rites and ceremonies? When were

they appointed? In

what country and among what people? Who first recorded them? Where

are the original records? or correct and authentic copies of them? And what
evidence have they to adduce in support of the answers they will give to
these inquiries? We ask answers to these questions with proper referen
ces in evidence.

In regard to Judaism there is abundant evidence, in reference to
the above questions, that the Tabernacle service was instituted by God
himself, - “that Moses prescribed a ceremonial Law by divine ap

“And the Lord had respect to Abel

and to his offering; but to Cain and to his offering he had not respect.” See
also Isaiah i. 10-15.

We proceed now according to the intention expressed in our last No.

to observe in worshipping Him.

And without faith in Christ whose death was thus prefigured, the rites
and ceremonies of the Mosaic dispensation were entirely useless and even
odious in the sight of God. It was by faith that “Abel offered to God a

So it is said of Abraham, John viii. 56 that he “re

joiced to see” Christ’s “day; and he saw it, and was glad,” i.e. he saw it
by faith. The whole round of sacrifices prescribed by the ceremonial Law
pointed distinctly to Christ, who hath since “appeared to put away sin by
the sacrifice of himself.” Heb. ix. 26. Their whole design was, to set
forth to the eye of faith, the “Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of
the world.”

-

We now ask what is the specific design of the rites and ceremonies of
Sivaism?

This is a question which we wish our correspondent distinctly to answer,
for we apprehend that on inquiry he will find that his whole system of rites
and ceremonies, so far as they resemble those of Moses, is nothing more
nor less than a lifeless carcase, that had been thrown away by others,
but which the Sivas and many other sects have picked up, and are vain
ly endeavouring to preserve from putrefaction. Though some of them are
similar in form to those of the Israelites, they are wholiy dissimilar in

their design—ſor, instead of pointing us to Christ, the Saviour of the
world, they are made subservient to the promotion of polytheism and idol
atry. Instead of being regarded as types and shadows of eternal salvation,
which is by Jesus Christ, they are confided in by the Sivas, as the proper
method of making expiation for sin and of obtaining the favor of a holy

pointinent, — that this Law was given 1491 years before the birth of
Christ,--that it was given in the wilderness of Arabia, –to the Isra

and righteous God.

elites and to their descendants—that these Laws were immediately re

cellence and glory of the Mosaic ceremonial Law, we earnestly recom
mend then to read, in connexion with the Pentateuch, Paul’s Epistles to

corded in the Hebrew Language by Moses himself-that correct and

If the Sivas would have a full view of the nature and design, +-the er

authentic copies of those original records may easily be obtained by all

the Hebrews, giving special attention to the 8th, 9th, and 10th Chapters.

who wish to examine them—that they were translated into the Tamil lan

They will there find, that the Law was a shadow of good things to come,

guage one hundred and twenty three years ago; and, that within ſorty years,
they have been published, by the British and Foreign Bible Society alone,

but that Christ crucified, and Christ glorified, is the substance.

in more than 150 languages.”

Unless therefore a satisfactory answer can

be given to the foregoing inquiries respecting the origin of Sivaism, we

In our next No. we shall offer some remarks on the 3d point of our cor

respondent's inquiries, respecting the supposed perpetuity of the rites and
ceremonies of the Mosaic dispensation.
(To be continued.)

must conclude, that there is no similarity, whatever, between it and the

origin and sanctions of the Temple service.—While the rites and ceremo
nies of the latter, evidently originated in the appointment of God, those of

(3.5.3,

the former must be regarded as self-imposed, and enforced by no authority.
As our correspondent appears to attach much importance to the rites

“Gosalár gloručr hairudgiC tº 33r” cióry, cºſsu, it’

and ceremonies of the Sivas relating to offerings and sacrifice,—“the ashes
of a heifer slain,”—“purification” &c. we will in the next place institute

Lääl-ār Licoreviat à la 34503,4Gä 15++t it "if G

a comparison between the specific design, of the ceremonial Law of the

1&n Liii, L155.
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Israelites and that of the Sivas. This is a subject of high and holy import,
to which we invite very special attention. What then was the specific de
sign of the ceremonial Law, which God gave to Israel by Moses? On this
point we are fully instructed by the Lawgiver himself.
The rites and ceremonies of purification, which were almost endless,
pointed out the necessity of the regeneration and sanctification of the hearts
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To the Editors of the Morning Star.
GENT LEM EN,

The 1st number of the 3d Vol. of your excellent paper reached me yesterday;
when my attention was of course arrested by H. P. Brewster's letter, stating that
my answer to S. Manicavasagam's question on English Grammar, which appeared
in No. 17 of last year's Vol., could be proved, “totally unsatisfactory both from
my own statements and from the authorities of established Grammarians;"—that
the reason offered for my opinion was futile"—and that the examples I had giv
en were “entirely irrelevant to the point under consideration.”—I confess I was at
first somewhat startled at these assertions and the appearance of a series of argu
ments, numbered from 1 to 6, in confutation of my opinion; but on a second per:
usal, I felt more at ease, and not a little amused at the pounce my opponent had
made on an inadvertent expression of mine; “general rule"—as also at his gravely
challenging me to produce the exceptions; and at his so confidently anticipating
that these exceptions would include the noun and pronoun, though I had written,
and he had but the moment before copied, and conceded ‘‘ſor arguments sake"
that an adverb never qualifies a noun or pronoun. Also on considering his six
arguments, I find that they render little or no support to his opinion, and are, to
use an expression of his own, “totally unsatisfactory.”—The word “general” in
the last line but one of my former letter, had certainly better have been omitted;

-

Now to the 6th–"Modern improvements, &c. have settled the point." It is a
pity that this was not told and proved to us at first, as it would have prevetºed
further discussion, and saved me the trouble of writing so long a letter. S. Man
icavasagam seems however to have thought the point unsettled, or not settled to
his satisfaction, when he started his “query.”—Brewster does not think that my
reply settled it—and I think his attempt is also a perfect failure so that notwith
standing all the “modern improvements,” something yet seems wanting. I never
heard before of Hall's Grammatical Assistant," nor of “Pond's Murray;" but of the

latter, who, to support the opinion that an adverb sometimes qualifies an article:
adduces for example, “I have not even a dollar." I think he is not likely to get,
either dollars or applause by the publication of such improvements.
In conclusion, I still maintain my opinion, as stated in the 2d, para. of my re

ply to S. Manicavasagam, because no proof has yet appeared of its being errone
ous. Let there be produced a rightly framed sentence in which an adverb qual
ifies a noun or pronoun, and I will recant, with due apologies to my friends S.

Manicavasagam and Brewster. They are already due to you, Gentlemen, for the
length of this letter.

Your's most obedient,

;

H. H. the Rajah's Free School,
Trivandrum 28th January 1843.

A. STUDENT.
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since Murray makes no exceptions, nor yet Lennie, as far as I can recollect, not
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having his grammar at hand. If ever errata or corrigenda are published for the
2d. Wol perhaps you will do me the favour of directing that unhappy word to be

GL1s stºo ºdiac 5 – 356 o' un Āº 17 ºf ico; # = ſāAs ºf as
Life” with zer fl. 5.5 ºvsoldier a few; A & sº iss3 –f4 tº us; G =
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struck out.

Brewster asks in his second para. “Is the office of qualifying a noun or pro
noun the exclusive prerogative of an adjective " I said before and I still think,
that it is: and as no proof appears to the contrary, I ask in my turn, where is the
propriety of his next question; and is not the querist most seriously astray in as
suming, that to qualify a noun or pronoun and to gorern a paticular case of a noun
or pronoun, are one and the same thing? His ridiculous challenge, I have sufficient
ly noticed above.—The para, concludes by saying that the examples I gave are
“entirely irrelevant to the point under consideration," to which, I need only say
that my opponent has not exposed their irrelevancy. and he appears not to have
noticed, that they were proposed by S. M. in support of his own opinion and not
by me in support of mine; though I examined them and showed as I think, that
they did not effect what was intended.

I must now briefly notice the six arguments which Brewster has adduced to
prove that "an adverb does, and may properly and necessarily, qualify other parts
of speech than a verb." To save space and the trouble of transcribing, allow me
to refer to the numbers in his letter.—Pray read the 1st and 2d.—from each of
which he concludes, “It cannot be strange, if adverbs should qualify nouns"—If he
had proved the fact, I should make no objection to its strangeness: tot many things
are no less strange than true. But I have seldom met with any thing so strange
and erroneous as to argue from the affinities of words (that is from their being
similarly derived) that they have no appropriate and peculiar functions, as parts
of speech, or if they have, that the adverb may nevertheless be employed for any
purpose, and made a kind of factotum. Are all the words of a language formed
into 8 or 9 classes, each having its peculiar and appropriate character and fund
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tions, and yet may the distinctions on which this classification is founded, be set

aside on the ground of there being (as there must frequently be) some affinity be
**19,536." "6 –$3.4 wº. 0n 5. 3- 9 g : * ~ * ſpan a wr
tween the words! Grammar is reckoned a science and I am taught that the beauty § 2 - “A #5 ºff &G sº 0 +, ºr ; a > ,ss, 9,
Jerr
and excellency of science are chiefly manifest in distinctions accurately marked zºré Gis -º an * - 5.5 # G# 1 tº Sãº J ~7 a C-93 s.1953.5 suspi,
and carefully preserved; it must therefore be an injury to science to confound these
distinctions or to set them aside whenever a seeming difficulty occurs. The ex G4 & 54 C. - A4. L48&v=T.s a “s said s&##Gun -- so a ºn
amples annexed to the 2d argument are very unhappily chosen; and the comment Lº Å #655G-57 ºf Loºvlyakº i.e. a s alº - (52. LāQs, cº
on them, which tells us that in the phrase “the only boy"-the word “only" is an
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adverb is astonishing.
Now please to read the 3d argument–Fortunately it is as short as it is errone & cAulºs Twº 3.5/5 aſ cºurs 3 s sº Quñ.a.s.º. ; sra Sarter
ous. It seems to say that the same word may in different connexions be a different 4th -a < *" flºº &#_2++ 43-19-45 gºa as a 243,545 a 5 sa,
part of speech, and be treated accordingly, unless it should become an unfortu
nate adverb, when it is immediately liable to persecution, may be suspended from &= -- *@*****0s -a 3A s & so e-Guº (2.Lº. 35.0L r
the exercise of its proper functions, and made to do extra duty in another capa *-uº we sº--seºus ºf of r-el-sh;3 - £º cººd &a.
example for illustration is annexed, because I suppose one could not be Gº Tºti-"f A *** 2 isºar & Jr.;510 we rej, ºr swº-y-G =
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Now to the 4th-from which is drawn the old conclusion “It is not strange.”
&c. After what has passed, 1 shall think nothing more strange than this attempt
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to persuade the readers of the “Morning Star" that because a noun sometimes
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comes a noun adjective) an adverb may sometimes do the same. His examples CŞt-th losio.ºurs" ºf flºodiós if sº-335 “...a Ge sº fas’’ ºr
apply to the case of one noun qualifying another which required no exemplifica • sºld £199,2465 y, ºr a 3 sarº gºša Lºſ Air O = 3 & #5 Qadr
qualifies a noun (in which case it should have been noticed that the former be

tion; but not in the least to the point in question.

. Now to the 5th–where we are told that because poets are allowed some liber
ties in their poetry and because some prose writes have taken unauthorized lib
*ties, all are at liberty to confound the distinction between an adverb and an ad
*tive. The concluding question under this head has little or no meaning in it.
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ses. The superintendent of Police had used his best endeavors, but we
out effect, to prevent the two processions from meeting. They met abº

3 o'clock, when a regular engagement took place. Seven Moor men we
cut down and others were slightly wounded—but the Moors subseque:
drove the soldiers back by pelting them with tiles from the tops of tº
houses—and then tore their pagoda to pieces. One Gun Lascar had
hand nearly severed by a cut from a sword of one of the opposite par.
Of the seven Moors who were cut down all were severely, and it is ſea
some were fatally wounded.

-

MA DURA.

JMissionary.—A friend, connected with the American Mission at M.
ura writes under date of Feb. 11.—“The Girl's Boarding School is gº
on very nicely. Two or three girls have come in within a few days. h.

we have been made very sad by the removal of one of them who had tº
in the school only a few days. Her parents took her away and sold be:
the dancing girls, who will put her in training for a life of vice. Tº
same man has also sold to the dancing girls a female infant not yet a fºr
night old. One child was sold for 14 Rups.-the other for 34 Rups. I tº

heard any thing which shocked me more.”
CALCUTTA.

.Action for libel—The Editor of the Rusoraj, a native Paper, has be
found guilty of a libel on Rajah Kishennath Roy, and sentenced to pº

& Té sº safl.ºyº –" ºr * a stt. – 02:3-4- to 12 or Æth ºf 5
& 5 G.W.s, 3.9 °3– tº e-alsº a 4-h’’ar. A v-cºsº.º. # or 3-9 &vr
* = r s (5335-c, s m & Asº F is fia).5% + or Gala stew ºw(5:35.5 saw

fine of 500 Rupees, to be imprisoned 6 months and to give securities

= tº sº-5,59–1709.3 °s 2&35a, a G54.5 &@ 9-5 Aso,5 of a
Geºru ºf ºr 9 ºu 34. Gºv., –991, JG – so Ju13 As &

Riot at Canton—On the 7th of December a collision took place tº
tween some lascars of the ship Fort William and some Chinese at Cant
when a China man was stabbed. This enraged the Chinese, who increas
to 10,000 men fell upon the lascars and defeated them, and meeting wº

G. Let =b -ºſ.º.º. #2 * r *@ Q.Fºrsva, ºut-- ea tº stro flºo

eq934 -a aſ * * * Gºua-º,+ ºr 35, ºwn rºº gºalſ as
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2000 Rupees.
CHINA.

no check from the Chinese authorities proceeded to attack the Englist fº
tories which they burnt and plundered.
.Aerial Ship —“Mr. J. Miles, in a Letter to the editor of the Lºnd
Atlas says, “It is perſectly true that such an invention” (the aerialsº
Carriage) “is in existence, totally distinct from the principle of ballows
—“a working model has been shown me which by its action appears'
establish the perfect practicability of travelling through the air.”

JAFFNA.

Supreme Court-The sessions of the Supreme Court opened at Jaffna
on Monday the 13th instant before Mr. Justice Carr.—There were 10 cases

in the Calendar for trial, one half of which were of a very serious nature.
The Honourable Arthur Buller Esq Queen's Advocate, and C. G. Kock

..Monies received for the Star not before acknowledged.
Nov. 12 Mr. S. TAMBIAHPULLAY, Wannarponna
“ 29 Mr. J. Poovi RAY. AsINGEM, Chundicoly
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Rev. Mr. Kohloff, Tanjore (thro' Rev. R. O. Dwight,) .
-
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-
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Esq. Proctor for prisoners; Simon John Boileau Esq., and S. C. Wanderstraa

tan Esq. from the Colombo Bar, were also present.
A Case of poisoning which occupied the time of the Court the whole of
Saturday terminated in the conviction of the prisoner, who was, however,
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Dec. 26 G. C. Rob ERTs, Esq., Trirandrum
“ 26 F. C. GR ENIER, Esq., Jaffna
“ Mr. C. A. Good Rich, Manepy
“ Mr. W. Wolk, Batticotta
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recommended by the Jury to the mercy of the Court, considering his ex.
treme youth, and his having been incited to commit the act by the son-in
law of the Prosecutor who was hostile to the family.

Jan.
1843
A. Holmes,
Caytes (thro’ Dr. WARD)
Rev.
“ 27
J. J.Mr.LAwa
Ence. Dindigul
-

-

-

The sessions, it is expected, will be closed by Saturday, when the Court
TAMIL

will proceed with the hearing of the appeal cases.
M

..Judge was accompanied on the circuit by his private Secretary, Mr.

PROVERBS

with their translation in English

itford.

BY REv. P. PERc1 v AL.

Light house at Galle.—The Observer of the 19th inst. recommends, in
view ºf the increasing importance of Point-de-Galle as a place of resort for

ships, and especially as being one of the ports at which the coinprehensive

Published by the Jaffna Book Society

steamers must touch on their voyages to and from Suez, that the Oriental

For sale at the Depository—Jaffna.

Steam Company should at once apply to the Home authorities to have an

contents.-2: Laiºt.

efficient light house established there.
-Vegombo.-Frequent complaints are made in the Colombo papers of

The Excellence of the Catechists’

dºing robberies being committed at this place and of there being no civil

Al

officer present armed with sufficient authority to take the robbers into custo.
dy. Mr. Walker the judge, is absent on sick leave and the person appoint
ed to supply his place is also ill and unable to assume the duties of the Čourt.
Paumban Channel.—Sir Jarºsetje Jejeboy and Dwarkanauth Tagore,
it is said, intend to present the captain of the Sir James Carnac with a

Piece of plate, in consideration of his being the first person to take a steam
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er through the Paumban Channel.

Riot at Colombo amongst the Mohammedans—We learn from the Obs.
that on Friday the 11th inst during the procession of the annual Moham.
medan festival of “Hussain and

Hassain.” a

fearful quarrel took place be-

Death of the venerable Bede

ib.

co-urs sº a

43

tween the two sects who take their designation from these Mohammedan he. Pancha-Tantra-Katei
44 . . .”.
& E J & sco
44
ºs-One,party consisted of Moors—the other of Gun Lascars and | Cural and Panchangam
ib. Leº Assº-ººse
ih.
*alays. It appears that both parties have a violent hatred of each other 'Remarks on the pretended Re65, p. -- ~54°F tº 5 Lo
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and that quarrels have annually taken place between them at the celebra.
semblance between the rites
co Fae. Q3 ºr gº sº ta. *
tion of this festival. This year, both parties had provided themselves for
and ceremonies of the Mosaic
-* : * ~ *s, *QL P-4.
the expected conflict with particular care. The Moors had collected large
dispensation, &c
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quantities of sticks and stones, and the Gun Lascars and Malays, knowing
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Sleep, Dreaming, Sleep-Walking, and Sleep
CHAP. vii.]
Talking.
[PART II.
Besides dreams or ideas in sleep, there are sometimes
words spoken, and actions performed. During a dream,
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the muscles of the body may be excited, either by the
dream itself or by disease, or some other cause, and
become active. The muscles usually excited are those of
speech; many persons talk in their sleep, and sometimes
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in places where they would not have ventured to walk in
broad day-light with all their senses about them. The rea

son is this: the functions of the active organs, walking
sight, for instance, are more perfect and energetic
when they engross all the sensorial power, as they must
do if awake while the other organs are torpid. Persons
and

who walk in their sleep ought never to be awakened when
seen in dangerous places.
-

11. We find, then, that every part of the animal system
may safely sleep or become torpid except the vital organs;
when these become torpid, the principle of life ceases.
This is a general rule; but there are exceptions. We have
all heard or read accounts of persons who have appeared
to be dead for some hours or days, and even buried, and
then reviving, and becoming alive again. In such cases
it is evident, the principle of life is only suspended; it is
so in cases of apparent death by drowning and hanging—
sometimes such persons have been recovered after seem
ing dead some hours.

12. In many animals, and in most vegetables, the living
principle often continues to reside in the organic frame
through the winter season, while the vital functions, and all

the other functions of the system, remain inactive. More
than this, -many animals remain torpid for a long time;

snails have been revived after being dried fifteen or twenty
years; and a worm which had been apparently dead five
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years, and was dry as a stick, was revived merely by soak
ing it in warm water.
13. These curious facts, while they lead us to acknow
ledge our ignorance of the manner in which the principle
of life is united with the organic frame, should also assure

us to trust in the promise of the Most High, that the sleep
of the grave will be terminated. In the revival of the dead
and withered insect, we may see a type of the revival of
the dry bones of the tomb; and in the bright butterfly that
comes forth from the blind and torpid worm, we may be
hold the image of that great change when “this mortal
shall put on immortality, and death shall be swallowed up
in victory.”
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ABBOTT’S LESSONS ON MORALS.

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson II.-Justice.
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Persons have a great variety of rights; and there are it.
numerable ways by which they may be violated. Of cours
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yery few of these ways can now be particularly explained
We ought to have a strong sense of justice firmly establish.
ed in our hearts, as a settled principle; and then whateve
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...'. circumstances may be, we shall always be
ready and willing to act justly. Those who have not such
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a settled principle are continually encroaching upon the
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rights of those who are smaller or weaker than themselve
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or who are in any way in their power. There are many
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modes in which this injustice may appear.
Children may be unjust in what they do. They may
by some act deprive a brother, or sister, or play maſt,
of a right or an enjoyment which was properly his, or
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impose upon him some duty or labour which is more

than his share. A boy, named Tilliampalam was once
sent by his father to carry a heavy basket to another
house. His little brother named Ponnampalam was to gº
with him to help him. They tied the basket to a pole
and then they took hold of the pole one at each end. While
they were getting it ready, Tilliampalam said to himself
“My little brother does not understand about placing the
pole. If the handle of the basket comes just across the

middle of it, then it will be just as heavy for him as for
me: , But if I slip the basket over nearer to him, his side

will be heavy and mine will be light; he will not know tha.
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there is any difference; for he does not undersand abou
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placing the pole. But yet I will not do so. I should be un
just if I were to do so, and I will not be unjust.” Then
Tilliampalam slipped the basket over near to his side of
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the pole; and so he had to carry more than half. Thus
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ing that he was not unjust; and that more than made him
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compensation.
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he had a heavier load; and he had the satisfaction of ſeek

, If one boy takes a plaything from another, and will nºt
give
it to him when he asks for it, he is unjust. He violates
his rights. Every one has a right to his own property,’”

all times. If a boy knocks another's ball over into the
field, or trundles his hoop off down the street, or sets his

º
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Gh

little boat adrift upon the water he is unjust. He is violat
ing rights. It is the same spirit which makes men oppres
sors and tyrants. ...And yet such cases are very common.
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Are there a great many ways of doing injustice?
Is it possible to describe them all, and make rules against them?
what is the only way by which a person can be preserved from doing
ce?
injusti
is the first of the ways mentioned in which children may be un
What
just?—the second?—the third?—the fourth?

Relate the story of Tilliampalam and the heavy basket.
Did Tilliampalam act wisely?
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Missionary Societies for the conversion of the lindians—the aborigines of 2.
country; but previously to the year 1810, there had been no movement in a

section of the church. for the purpose of raising funds, and sending forth missa
aries to the heathen in foreign countries. It was therefore a most difficult prº
lem for those !". men to solve, to ascertain by what ways and means tº
resolutions could be carried into effect, and the object of their desires reals
Such was their firmness of purpose on this subject, at least in regard to somes
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them, that they had deliberately resolved, in the event of failure in their atter:
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to secure the aid of the churches, to work their passage onshipboard to some tº
eign country, rather than to relinquish the object of preaching Christ to the te

Gjø-G is a so

This strength of purpose, under the guidance of that wisdom which they la
long sought from above, was made the means, by the special blessing of God
opening a door of entrance to the heathen nations of the earth, far surpass:

then abroad.
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their most sanguine expectations.

For some years, several of these young ar.

used special means for obtaining, and adopted systematic measures for imparis
information on the subject of Foreign missions. Of set purpose, they held 7
vate intercourse extensively, in their individual capacity, with a certain clas.
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the most influential members of the community, both in church and state, forts

purpose of awakening their attention to the subject of missions, and of thus F.
paring the way for a public movement in aid of their favourite object. The
plans were matured at the “Divinity College" now called the “
ogical Sº
inary" in Andover, the state of Massachusetts, New England. On the 27th,

1974 Loucº-så-ul-à écois
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June
1810, after a day of special prayer, in reference to the object, they presew
a communication, expressive of their views and wishes, to the {j}:

1045ublicjù-º-op sº shºw

tical Association of Massachusetts—then in session at Bradford.
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resolutions of six young men. at that time students in Theology, to consera
themselves to the service of God, in preaching the gospel of Christ in heat.
lands. At that period, the subject of Foreign missions was almost unknown toº
American churches. Something had indeed been done, by individuals and º
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From the ample materials they at that time possessed on the subject of Missiºn
and from the overplowings of their hearts, in joyful hope of seeing the object
their wishes advanced, they might, with propricty, have prepared an article form
posing effect; but the following is a copy of the concise statement they made ºf
this occasion. It was drawn up by Mr. Adoniram Judson, now Dr. Judson, whos,
since spent nearly thirty years, as a missionary in the Birman Empire, and hu
translated,almost single handed, the entire Scriptures into the Birmese Languº
“The undersigned, members of the Divinity College, respectfully request the wº
tention of their Rev. Fathers, convened in the General Association at Bradford, tº

the following statement and inquiries.
“They beg leave to state, that their minds have been long impressed with tº
duty and importance of personally attempting a mission to the heathen; that tº
impressions on their minds have induced a serious, and they trust, a prayerſ
consideration of the subject in its various attitudes,
in relation to thº
probable success, and the difficulties attending such an attempt; and that, aſiº
examining all the information which they can obtain, they consider themselves *
devoted to this work for life, whenever God, in his providence, shall open the waſ
They now offer the following inquiries, on which they solicit the opinion and
advice of this Association. Whether, with their present views and feelings, tº
ought to renounce the object of missions as either visionary or impracticable iſ
not, whether they ought to direct their attention to the eastern or western woºd.
whether they may expect patronage and support from a missionary Society in the

ſº.

country, or must commit themselves to the direction of a European Society; and
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what preparatory measures they ought to take previous to actual e
ment.
The undersigned, feeling their youth and inexperience, look up to their father
in the church, and respectfully solicit their advice, direction and prayer."
Signed
ADon rRAN Judson, J.R.
SAMUEL Nott, JR.
SA MUF L J. Mills,
SAMUEL NEw ELL.

(To be continuod.)
Tillipaſſy, March 2d. 1843.
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Praise to God.
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The “American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,” under whose
auspices the American Mission in north Ceylon was established, was organised on
the 29th of June 1810. It originated in the long-cherished desires and matured
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§§4.
Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity
CoNCERNING THE BEING AND A TTRIBUTES OF GOD.

Rules for The conduct of A CHRistiAN LIF.

Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.

JMeals—Let the times of your necessary eating be con
stantly regulated, and never so far sacrifice to your appe
tite, as to be guilty of any excess. By this means God's
good creatures will not be abused, and your own health will

be preserved firm and vigorous, which suffers very much
when nature is frequently overloaded.

Never sit down to the table till you have begged God's
blessing upon those good creatures provided for your use,
since it is by the word of God and prayer that they are sanc

God’s greatness.
“The Lord your God is God of gods, and Lord of lords, a great God, a migh
| ty, a terrible, which regardeth not persons, nor taketh reward." Deut. x. 17.
“Ascribe ye greatness to our God." Deut. xxxii. 3.
“Thou art great, O Lord God, for there is none like thee,” 2. Sam. vii. 22.
“Great is the Lord and greatly to be praised; he also is to be feared above
all gods." 1. Chron. xvi. 25.
“Who is so great a god as our God.” Psalms lzxvii. 13.
“The Lord is a great God, and a great King, above all gods." Psalms xcv. 3.
“O Lord my God, thou art very great, thou art clothed with honour and ma
jesty." Psalms civ. 1.
“Great is the Lord and greatly to be praised, and his greatness is unsearcha
ble. Psalms czlv. 3.

“Praise him according to his excellent greatness." Psalms cl. 2.
“The great, the mighty God, the Lord of hosts, is his name. Jer. xxxii. 18.

tified to us; if you happen to be at a table where this Chris

tian practice is neglected, reproof by your example, and
silently perform what the master of the family ought to have
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* discharged after a public manner.
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Remarks on the pretended Resemblance between the rites and ceremo
nies of the Mosaic dispensation and those of the Sivas, being a con

t

|

tinuation of the Reply to the communication of a “Lover of good
Religion, in .No. 2. of the present Vol.

º:

March, 9, 1843. Ivol. iii. No. 5.

of the temple which he had built: “I have hallowed this house which thou
hast built, to put my name there for ever;” which is, of necessity, limited to
the term of the temple's duration. See also Ezek. xxxv. 5, where the hatred
of the Edomites to the children of Israel is denominated a “perpetual ha
tred.” There are many other texts of similar import. But these are suffi

(Continued from page 45.)
In the last two Nos. of the Morning Star we attempted to show that there
is a wide and an important difference-yea, a total opposition,-between the

cient to show that it was not uncommon to use the words “for ever” and

system of worship delivered to the Jews and that professed and practiced

of usage.
Now, if the words in question have a limited signification in the texts

by the Sivas, in these important respects; viz, the one system is aimed at
the exclusion and overthrow of idolatry; the other at upholding and

propagating it. The one is without any credible evidence of its having
originated elsewhere than in the craft of deceitful men; the other has cred
ible evidence of its having originated in the divine appointment. The

one system teaches its unhappy votaries nothing respecting its rites, but tha'
are in themselves meritorious to procure the expiation of sin and ob

they

tain the favour of a holy God:—the other insists that the observance of its
:

rites and ceremonies are utterly worthless and abominable in the sight of

God, unless they are observed in a spirit of repentance for sin and obedi.

“perpetual” with a limited signification. The term “through your gen
erations” being of similar import, would of course fall under the same rule

we have quoted, as they plainly and necessarily must have, then it follows
that the same words also may have a limited signification in the texts quot
ed by our correspondent; and therefore, that these texts in themselves furnish
no valid objection to the abrogation of the Jewish rites and ceremonies.
In other words, it shows that the use of language was such as to allow, with

perfect propriety, of the words “for ever,” “perpetual,” &c. being used
to signify a very long time, or through the period of a man’s life, or through
the period of a particular dispensation. Now the question is, were they
used in this sense in the texts referred to by our correspondent? That they
were used in this sense in the verses referred to may be inferred from the

ence towards God, and with faith in Christ as “the Lamb of God which ta.
keth away the sin of the world,” of whom the sacrifices mentioned in the

nature of the subject; i.e. if the rites and ceremonies were merely types and

Books of Moses, are declared to be a type. Heb. ix. 9-15.

shadows of better things to come, as we have shewn in our last two num

we ubw coine to the third and most important point of our correspond
ent's inquiries—What is the meaning of those texts that declare that the

bers, then they could exist only to the time of the appearance of their an
titype, for the antitype does of necessity do away with the type.
rites and ceremonies performed by the Israelites should be perpetual or
It may beinferred secondly, from the fact that they are actually done away;
that they should be continued for ever?
and that Christians universally acknowledge their obligation to lie only in
There can be no question but that the words “for ever” and “perpet offering spiritual worship, the incense of pure affections and the offering of
wal” in their prinary signification mean, “never ceasing,” “continuing for holy desires. For it cannot be supposed that God would allow that which
ever,” &c. Therefore, if it cannot be shown that they were sometimes used he had designed to exist for ever, and which he had declared should exist
in a finited sense, to mean merely a “lung period” or the “whole period for ever, (using the word in its primary sense) to be done away by any
-

of a particular dispensation,” it must be admitted—in the absence of

cause whatever.

other sufficient proof to the contrary—that the rites and ceremonies alluded
to are of perpetual obligation, and that it is the duty of Christians to ob

and be could no longer be regarded as a God of Truth. If then it be ad

serve them.

But we shall now proceed to show that these words were ſrequently used
in a limited sense. In proof of this, see Exodus xix. 9. “And the Lord

said unto Moses, Lo I come unto thee in a thick cloud, that the people may
hear when I speak with thee and believe thee for ever.” This appears to be
linited to the term of Moses’ life. If the cbjector urges that reference is
here made to the code of laws which Moses delivered, which remained in

force among the people after his death, we answer, It possibly is so, but in
our view, the comstruction which we have given of the passage is the more
natural and probable. But we are not dependent on this text alone for

proof. See Ex. xxi. 6, where it is said in regard to a servant who should
not wish to be freed from his master—“then his mastershall bring him un
to the judges, he shall also bring him to the door or unto the door-post; and
his inaster shall bore his car through with an awl; and he shall serve him
for ever.” Here it is plainly limited to the term of the servant's life.

º

His character for veracity would thereby be impeached,

mitted that God is a God of Truth (a point which we trust, our correspon

dent is not disposed to question) and it is found that he has declared con
cerning certain institutions and things, that they shall be observed by his peo

ple “for ever,” “through all their generations,” and it is ascertained
that these institutions and observances are not now regarded, and that the
temple itself, has been utterly overthrown, the natural and necessary infer
ence is, that the words in this connection had a linited signification. And
further, when it is seen that the words in question had not unfrequently, in

common usage, a limited signification, (which we have also shewn) the
candid inquirer will at once admit the propriety and force of this inference.
But here it may be asked, how shall the student of the Bible know when
the words in question are used in a limited sense and when in their prima
ry signification? We answer, the nature of the subject spoken of, and its
connections will almost always determine this.

But we will leave inferences and resort to the direct testimony of Scrip
ture in confirmation of our views.

See Chron. xxiii. 13: “And Aaron was separated that he should sanctify the
most holy things he and his sons for ever.” Here it means that the priest

1. Is there any intimation in the Old Testament that the ceremonial wor
ship of the Jews was to be annulled and another method of worship insti

hood should be established in Aaron's family, and that he and his sons should
devote themselves to its service while they lived. See Jonah ii. 6, where
Jonah describing the hopelessness of his condition in the belly of the whale
says “the earth with her bars was about me for eter.” See also John viii.
35. “And the servant abideth not in the house for ever, but the son abi.

tuted? See Jeremiah iii. 16. “In those days saith the Lord, they shall say
no more, the ark of the covenant of the Lord, neither shall it come to mind.
neither shall they remember it, neither shall they visit it, neither shall that
be done any more.” Look also at Jeremiah xxxi. 31–33. “Behold the

deth ever;” which means, that a servant may, by the master's will, at any
period, be ejected from the family, but the son has a permanent interest in
* See also lst Kings is, 3, where God speaks to Solomon at the dedication

days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with the house
of Israel, and with the house of Judah, not according to the covenant that
I made with their fathers in the day that I took them by the hand to bring

them out of the land of Egypt (which my covenant they brake although 1
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was an husband unto them saith the Lord;) but this shall be the covenant
that I will make with the house of Israel; after those days, saith the Lord,

eternal redemption for us. For if the blood of bulls and of goat, and it,
ashes of an heiſer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the
flesh; how much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the eterm

I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and
will be their God and they shall be my people.” These verses are quoted
in the epistle to the Hebrews chap. viii. as having particular reference to

spirit offered himself without spot to God: purge your conscience from de
works to serve the living God? And for this cause he is the Mediator of it.
New Testament, that by means of death, for the redemption of transgress.
ions that were under the first Testament, they which are called might re.
ceive the promise of eternal inheritance.”—Chap. ix. 8 –15.
It has been clearly shewn by the foregoing quotations and reman,
1st. That the words “for eter,” “perpetual,” &c. were sometime, use:
to signify the term of a man's life, and sometimes the duration of a particut.

the “better covenant” of which Christ was the “mediator.” “In that he

saith a new covenant he hath made the first, old.”

See the 13th verse.

2. Did Christ teach any thing on this point. See John iv. 19–21; 23–26.
“The woman saith unto him, Sir, I perceive that thou art a prophet.
Our fathers worshipped in this mountain, and ye say that in Jerusalem is
the place where men ought to worship. Jesus saith unto her, Woman, be
lieve me, the hour cometh, when ye shall neither in this mountain nor yet

period or dispensation.

at Jerusalem worship the Father.” “But the hour cometh and now is, when
the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth; for the

Father seeketh such to worship him. God is a spirit, and they that worship
him must worship him in spirit and in truth. The woman saith unto him,

2dly. That it is appropriately and necessarily inferred from the natur,
of the subject spoken of, that the words had this limited signification it
the texts refererred to by our correspondent.
3dly. That it is further necessarily inferred that they had this signific.

I know that Messias cometh, which is called Christ: when he is come, he
will tell us all things. Jesus saith unto her I that speak unto thee am he-”

tion, from the fact that the things spoken of have actually ceased to be ot.
served, and have, as it were, passed out of existence.

Here is a plain intimation that the hour was near, when the old form of
worship was to be abolished, and a new and more spiritual worship in

4thly. That it was foretold by the prophets and by Jesus Christ that tº
old covenant of ceremonies and offerings was to be abolished and a re.

stituted.

spiritual worship introduced; and,

5thly. That the apostles of Christ after his death;-(i.e. after he hº
3. What did the apostles of Christ teach respecting it? See Acts xv.
which contains a discussion of the question whether the Jewish rites were. | offered himself as a sacrifice for us,)—assiduously taught, that the old ritu
obligatory on gentile converts, some Jews having insisted that they were. worship was no longer of any value—that its design had been fully accom
The decision of the apostles is thus expressed in an epistle addressed to plished by the death of Christ, and that it was no longer obligatory aſ
their gentile brethren: “Forasmuch as we have heard that certain which illen.
We conclude our remarks on this point by quoting the following scripts.
went out from us have troubled you, with words subverting your souls, say
ing, Ye must be circumcised and keep the Law, to whom we gave no such al exhortation for the warning and advice of our Siva friends:—“Havin;
commandment. It seemed good unto us, being assembled with one accord, to therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus,
send chosen men unto you with our beloved Barnabas and Paul.” “For it by a new and living way which he hath consecrated for us through the vel
seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us to lay upon you no greater bur that is to say his flesh, and having an high priest over the house of Gº:
den than these necessary things. That ye abstain from meats offered to idols, let us draw near with a true heart, in full assurance of faith, having our heart
and from blood, and from things strangled, and from ſornication; from which

sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water."

if ye shall keep yourselves ye shall do well. Fare ye well.” verses 24, 25;

—“For if we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the

28, 29. See also Colossians ii. particularly verses 13–17. “And you,

truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins,—but a certain fearſ.

being dead in your sins and the uncircumcision of your flesh, hath

looking for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the ad.

he quickened together with him, having forgiven you all trespasses; blot

versaries—He that despised Moses' law died without mercy under two o'
three witnesses.—Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall hete

*g out the hand-writing of ordinances that was against us, which
Was contrary to us, and took it out of the way, nailing it to his cross; and
having spoiled principalities and powers, he made a show of them openly
triumphing over them in it. I.et no man therefore judge you in meat, or
in drink, or in respect of an holyday, or of the new moon, or of the sab

bath days, which are a shadow of things to come, but the body

(or

|

thought worthy who hath trodden under foot the Son of God, and hit
counted the blood of the covenant, where with he was sanctified, an unha;

thing, and hath done despite unto the spirit of grace?” Heb. x. 19-23
26–29.

In our next No. we propose to reply to the remarks of our correspond.
ent touching the circumcision of Christ—Paul's visit to the temple, -the

substance,) is of Christ.

The Epistle to the Hebrews—being addressed particularly to Jewish
Christians, who were strongly attached to the Jewish ceremonial worship,
is almost wholly devoted to this subject; and should be carefully studied by
every one who is desirous of understanding the nature and relations of the

circumcision of Timothy; and also to the assumption, that God inhabit,
the idol—which, with a few concluding remarks, will finish what we have

to say on this subject at present.
'92.3,

old and new Testament dispensations.
See chapters viii., ix., x., where it is plainly shown that the old dis

“**a*r 510 radir Hiruna Ginº 33r” crºra) and Guit'

worship was done away, and that

***31–3, disºn wran ºu 335i,3,463,103.3.LL(91. 2.

pensation of ceremonial and sacrificial

Christ had opened a new and living way of access to God by the offering
of himself, by the which offering “he hath perfected for ever them that are
sanctified.” x 14. “The Holy Ghost this signifying, that the way into the

holiest of all was not yet made manifest, while as the first tabernacle

was
yet standing; which was a figure for the time then present, in which were
offered both gifts and sacrifices, that could not make him that did the ser.

vice perfect, as pertaining to the conscience; which stood only in meats and
drinks, and divers washings, and carnal ordinances, imposed on them until
the time of reformation. But Christ being come, an high priest of good things
to come, by a greater or more perſect tabernacle, not made with hands, that

is to say, not of this building; neither by the blood of goats and calves, but
by his own blood, he entered in once into the holy place, having obtained

-
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be about 6 years and three quarters; accordingly its return, in 1832, was
looked for with much interest; and it appeared at the expected time. This

&#5##1.
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comet is hence called Biela's Comet. Professor Encke determined the di
mensions of the orbit of the comet of 1818, and its revolution round the

sun to be about 8 years and 4 months. This is called Encke's Comet.
We would here remark to our native readers, that admitting the science
of astrology to be true, it follows that all the calculations of astrologers in
this country are false, from the fact that the influence of at least 97 heav
enly bodies connected with the solar system are left out of their calculations.
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demand of your astrologers that they first make themselves acquainted with

the character aad influence of these comets, before they present you with
their calculations as the true results of astrological science.

Comets have always been considered by the ignorant and superstitious
When Halley's Comet
appeared in 1456, the Turks had extended their victorious arms into Eu
rope, and seemed destined to overrun the country. The Romish religion

-

as the harbingers of war, pestilence, and famine.
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offerings to the Pope. Pope Calixtus III. ordered the Ave Maria to be re
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peated three times a day insted of two. He ordered the church bells
to be rung at noon, and added to the Ave Maria the following prayer:

prehension that the earth was destined to speedy destruction, and flocked in
crowds to the churches and convents to conſess their sins, and make

“Lord save us from the devil, the Turk, and the Comet.” It is the general
belief of the natives of this country that the appearance of the Coinet now
in sight, is portentous of cholera or some other approaching evil. The

(****** 25.3802, s_o -e ºs esses tº Geçois.
-

(-4.9% sº. e-, -ā, e- 2 was a }

discoveries of science have, however, robbed them of their terrific as:

pect to the minds of the well-informed.
THE COMET –Our readers will have had their attention attracted

Apprehensions have indeed been

in Culged of the possible collision between a comet and the earth, which, if
it were to occur, would probably effect their mutual destruction. But the

by the appearance of the comet with its long lustrous tail, that now adorns

the western heavens after the sun has retired. This heavenly visitor has

saine divine hand, which first set thein in motion and determined the bounds

come upon us unexpectedly, and must therefore be considered one of whose
ways we know but little. The attention of astronomers will of course be
3irected to it with interest, and we shall learn in due time the result of their

of their habitation, will hold them in their places till the end of their crea
tion is accomplished.
“Nothing can be more sublime, or better calculated to fill the mind
-

with

observations. It has been remarked by all whom we have heard speak on
the subject, that this comet surpasses any they have ever seen, in the length
and Justre of its train. The length of its train as observed by the naked eye
is 35 or 40 degrees.—we shall be glad, if it may be recognised as an old

profound astonishment, than to contemplate the revolution of coinets, while
in that part of their orbits which comes within the sphere of the telescope.”
“Some seem to come up from the immeasurable depths below the ecliptio

acquaintance by any of the knowing ones. For the instruction of our read
ers we subjoin a brief notice of some of the most remarkable coinets,
whose appearance has been recorded by astronomers.

their fiery train; others appear to come down from the zenith of the universe

and having doubled the heaven's mighty Cape, again plunge downward with
to double round the sun, and then reascend far above all human vision.
Others are dashing through the solar system in all possible directions—each

According to the testimony of the early writers a Comet made its appear.
ance 43 years before the birth of Jesus Christ, which could be seen in day
light with the naked eye. This Comet is again mentioned as appearing in
1106, and then resembling the sun in brightness, being of great size and

pursuing the path prescribed by Him who guides and sustains then all.”
“What regions these vast bodies visit when they pass beyond the limits
of our view; upon what errands they coine when they again revisit the cen.
tral parts of our system; what is the difference between their physical con
stitution and that of the sun and planets; and what important ends they are
destined to accomplish in the economy of the universe, are enquiries which

having an immense tail.–In the year 1402 a Comet was seen, so brilliant,

as to be discerned at noon day. In 1456 a large Comet made its appear.
ance, which returned after regular intervals in 1531, 1607, 1682, 1758 and

naturally arise in the mind, but which surpass the limited powers of the

1835. A Comet appeared in 1689 with a tail curved like a Turkish sabre.
A large coulet appeared in 1680 whose train reached from the horizon to
the zenith and was estimated to be 96,000,000 of miles in length. A Comet

human understanding at present to determine.”
The Christian sees in the movements of these mysterious unknown heav
enly bodies a wonderful display of the power and wisdom of his heavenly
Father aud admires His condescension who regards with equal care,
his own, and the affairs of mighty worlds like these.
-

appeared in 1744, which had at one time, 6 tails, each 6,000,000 of miles
long, and another which appeared soon after had a tail of 40,000,000 of
miles in length.

--

The appearances of Comets vary according to their positions in regard to

S UNIMHARY OF NEWS.

, the sun und eurth. If the Comet be eastward of the sun, and move from it,

JA FFN A.

the bright train precedes the body, after the fashion of a beard, and hence
arises the popular name of a “bearded Comet.”

The Criminal Sessions of the Supreme Court were closed on Friday the 24th

If the Comet be west.

ward of the sun, and move towards it, the tail then follows the body, and it
is termed a “tailed Comet;” and lastly, if the Coulet and sun be diametri.

sally opposite-that is, iſ the earth be between these two bodies, the tail is
then behind the body, and appears around it in a misty hairy form, hence
called a “hairy Comet.” About 500 comets have been observed since the

February last, and his Lordship cominenced hearing appeal cases on Saturday.
|

Ratnam Winasy of the Wanny was indicted and convicted of the murder of his
brother-in-law, Suppen Wally, and sentenced to suffer death on the 7th April next.
| The prisoner protested his innocence to the last.
The abduction case has been allowed to traverse till the next Sessions, and will

in all probability be tried at Trincomalie, in consequence of the disagreement be.
tween the two Counsels in regard to a Jury.
The sessions of the Supreme Court were finally closed on the 6th inst... and Mr.

beginning of the Christian era. The orbits of 97 have been calculated by
astronomiers Of these 24 passed between the sun and the orbit of Mercury;

Justice. Carr, accompanied by Mr Advocate Boileau, immediately after left

33 between the orbits of Mercury and Venus; 21 between the orbits of Ve.

Jatina for Colombo.

of these comets move from east to west, and 45 of them from west to east.

The Queen's Advocate and lady Buller started from this on Friday last.
Rumorº-it is currently reported that C. P. Layard Esq. will be district Judge

Up to the beginning of the 17th century no correct notions had been en

of Jaffna No. 1, and W. K. Burleigh Esq. of No 2 on the introduction of the new

nus and the earth; 15 between the orbits of Ceres and Jupiter. Forty-nine
tertained in respect to the paths of comets. There was nothing in the ob.
servations of the earlier astronomers to fix their identity, or to lead then to

suspect that any one of them had ever been seen before; much less that they
formed part of the Solar System, revolving about the sun in elliptical orbits.
Dr. Halley the contemporary and friend of Sir Isaac Newton, first discov.
ered that the comet of 1682, was the same that had appeared in 1607, 1531

and 1456, performing its circuit round the sun in a period varying a lit.
tle from 76 years. This is therefore called Halley's comet. M. Biela, of
Josephstadt, determined the period of the revolution of the comet of 1826 to

Charter of Justice.

Deaths at Manaar with fever.—On the 8th February 1843 the infant child of
Mr. John Fredric Honter, Post Office Clerk at that place.
On the 8th February 1843 Susan, daughter of Mr. Nicholas Cornelius Theide.
man, Fiscal's Clerk of that place.
On the 8th February 1843 William Alfred son of William DeNies Esq. Proctor
and Deputy to the Queen's Advocate of that place.
•Mohammedan Processions forbidden to the Military.—His Excellency the
Governor, has issued an order forbidding the Military in any part of the Island
forming similar processions to that in which they were engaged in the recent fight
| at Colombo between them and the Moors.

-
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Steamers at Galle.—The India and Viren Steamers arrived at Calle on the 21st

and took their departure on the 22d—the former on her way from Calcutta to
Suez; the latter from Bombay to China, bearing Col. Malcolm, with her Majes
ty's ratification of the treaty with the celestial Emperor.—Obs. 27th Feb.
The Pawnban Channel.-The Madras Atheneum of the 25th of Feb. states

equal rights in law, effectually does away the relation of master c
./ln .1ct, &c.

slave.

“I. It is hereby enacted and declared, that no public officer shall in
cution of any decree or order of court, or for the enforcement of any

that since the operations commenced for opening this channel in 1828, the ton

mand of rent or revenue, sell, or cause to be sold, any person, or the rº"

nage of the coasting trade had increased from 20,000 to nearly 100,000 tons.
The channel is now so deep as to admit the passage of barques of 260 tons.
By

the compulsory labor or services of any person, on the ground that such:

a thoroughly competent judge, it is thought the coasting trade may increase to

son is in a state of slavery.
“II. And it is hereby declared and enacted that no rights arising as

750,000 tons per year when the channel is cut down to 10 feet at low water. For

an alleged property in the person and services of another as a slave.

steamers this passage would be invaluable, as timber-built ones of 500 tons

be enforced by any civil or criminal Court or Magistrate within the T

and iron ones of 1000 tons could navigate the channel with ease and safety, and

there being such an excellent harbºur on the south side of Paumban it could with
great advantage be the entrepot for steam communication with Suez. The first
class steamers might run from Suez to Paumbrn, where one or more iron steam
ers could be in readiness to run along side, receive passengers and goods, pass
through the channel, and thence for their destination, saving at least 500 miles in
distance and three days in time.
The Governor General desecrating the Sabbath. – The Governor General made

his public entree into Delhi on the Sabbath. He was attended by a cortege of
troops, native princes, elephants, &c. making a show of great magnificence. Ma
ny European ladies and gentlemen abstained from witnessing the pageant on ac
count of its being on the Sabbath. We think this wanton desecration of the sanc

tity of the Sabbath on the part of his Lordship more reprehensible than even his
proclamation ebout the idolatrous gates of Somnauth. That act was probably the
fruit of a good intention misdirected, through his ignorance of the facts of the
case—this can afford no Justifying plea, and must be viewed—by those who
admit the divine obligation of the Sabbath—as an inexcusably wanton and wick

ed violation of the divine command, “Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.”
Respect for the Sabbath.-The Bombay Government have issued an order pro
hibiting all labour in the public offices on the Sabbath.
.Anti-Idolatry Society. — A Society is about to be formed at Madras with the ob
ject of exerting an influence to disconnect the Government from all participation
in the idolatrous usages of the natives.
The Somnauth Gates.—The rotten old gates are detained until the 14th Feb.

tories of the India Company.

“III. And it is hereby declared and enacted, that no person who:
have acquired property by his own industry or by the exercise of anyº
calling or profession, or by inheritance, assignment, gift or bequest, she
dispossessed of such property or prevented from taking possession the

on the ground that such person or that the person from whom the propº
may have been derived was a slave.

“IV. And it is hereby enacted, that any act which would be a pen:
fence if done to a free man, shall be equally an offence if done to any º

son on the pretext of his being in a condition of slavery.”
The Act, though it renders the existence of slavery impossible, yetrº
no violent change in the internal economy of Society. It is simple, cº
unobtrusive, and just. It disturbs no existing arrangement between us"
and slave, when the slave has no cause of complaint against his mir

but it gives every man the privilege of claiming his liberty by an appe.
the public tribunals. By simply declaring that no rights arising out of as
of slavery shall be enforced by the Courts, it cuts the bonds which bound"
slave but does not remove him from his master, and it excites no undue t

pectations in his boson. It is scarcely possible to fancy any method tº
simple, more judicious, and more entirely unobjectionable for getting tº
this great national evil, with which India has been afflicted for twenty ºr

when they make their public entree into Delhi. It is said they will accompany the
Governor General to Agra, and remain there until further notice. We suspect
his Lordship is heartily sick of his most foolish bargain.—Delhi Gaz. Feb. 11.

ries, than that which has now been proposed.--Friend of India.
NOTICE.-As the last form of the Morning Star was going to Pº

.4nother fracas connected with the celebration of the JMohammedan festival
.Mohurru.-At the celebration of the Mohurru by the Mohammedans of Bellary,

uncommon delay of this No.

they interfered to prevent a company of Hindus carrying out their idol—on the
ground that it was dishonourable to the name of the prophet. The Magistrate
and General of the forces endeavoured to quell the excitement, but in vain; and a

arty of military was called out, when the inob commenced an attack upon them,
The soldiers were ordered to charge, which they did,—when several musslemen

were wounded and the rest dispersed.
Death of the Maharajah of Gwalior.—His Highness the Maharajah of Gwali
or died on the 7th of Feb. Bhageerut Rao the person nearest in blood to the late
Maharajah has been chosen his successor.
(From the Friend of India.)

Letters from Bundlekund state. that Government have proclaimed rewards to
the awount of 70,000 Rupees for the apprehension of the refractory Bundlekund
chiefs.

a part of it fell into pi and had to be set up anew, which occasioud."

%
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trepot for every sort of merchandise, and enable merchants to ship direct for Eu
ropean markets by way of the Mediteranean.
The Hurkaru of Feb. mentions two instances of the infliction of the most

The Delhi Gazette states, that intelligence had reached Lahore, of
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brought home to the offenders, and that they have been subjected to the

with the unſortunate Poles under his yoke with a severer hand than ever.

c

£ =lf affayî, #393 a 3–1 lºº.º. cºal star cº

barbarous tortures by the native officers of l'olice in the interior of the
country. We are happy to find, that in both instances the crime has been
severest punishment.
The Englishman of the same date states, on the authority of a letter
from Constantinople of the 1st of December, received at Bombay, that two
Regiments of Poles, who had been sent against the Circassians, joined their
standard, and that the Czar, enraged at this defection, had resolved to deal

ºr-

,

-

Canal bettreen Cairo and Suez—It is said the Pasha of Egypt has determined
on constructing a Canal between Cairo and Suez, and that the work is to be con
inenced forthwith.--A Canal through the desert would make Suez the great en
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Akbar Khan's having hoisted the green flag, and proclaimed a religious
war against the infidels. He has sent to the Mohannedan princes of Central
Asia, and invited them to attack the seiks of Pesha wur.

It is said that fif.

ty thousand fanatics are ready to join his standard and pour down on the
Mºuniab.
The Nemesis brings news from China to the last day of the year. The
traffic in opium was openly conducted in the rivers, without any attempt at

sinuggling the drug. The conduct of some of the merchants is represented
as being highly disgraceful. The cargo of not ſewer than six vessels have
been smuggled in or out, under favor of the night, without paying the usual
dues or port charges. What right have we to charge the Chinese with a

lax morality when Britains are found ready to evade the laws, and to dis
grace their national character.
..Abolition of Slavery throughout India. —The Supreme Govern.
ment of India has promulgated the following act in relation to slavery in
lnda—which, by the simple process of regarding every person as possessing

.
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1. Language, in the fullest scope of the term, is of two
kinds; natural, which belongs to animals, and articular
or artificial, which is peculiar to man. This articulate
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We will now consider the first division.

2. The organ of the voice is the larynx, so called, being
the upper part of the windpipe or tube through which we
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breathe. This larynx is formed of five distinct cartilages;
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the largest of which produces the acute projection or knot,
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in the fore part of the neck or throat. This is often very
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in the necks of men.
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voice itself is the sound of the air propelled through the
larynx, and striking against the sides of its glottis, or open
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ing to the mouth. Speech is the modification of the voice
into distinct articulations, in the cavity of the glottis itself,
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or in that of the mouth, or of the nostrils.
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4. Those animals only that possess lungs have a larynx;
none but the first three classes in the Linnaean system

have a larynx. Even some species of these are dumb: the
cetaceous tribes; also the tortoise, lizards and serpents.
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The classes or animals having the larynx most perfect,
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voice also more varied and perfect.
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gans; one placed at the bottom of the windpipe, and di

viding into two branches, one for each of the lungs; the
other larynx is at the upper part of the windpipe.
6. The lungs, windpipe and larynx of birds may be re
garded
as forming a complete bagpipe, capable of framing a
9–0–1 Top
great
variety
of distinct notes. The trachea or windpipe
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windpipe is straight in the tame swan, which is dumb:
while
the musical swan has a windpipe much longer, and
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7. Some of the bird kind are possessed of wonderful
powers of voice. The note of the tuneful manakin is very
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sweet, and forms a complete octave; one note succeeding
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another in ascending and measured intervals through the

whole range of its scale. Several species of birds can imi
tate the human voice, and learn to speak: some will sing
popular tunes. Colonel O'Kelly had a parrot which
could repeat twenty songs, and sing them to their proper
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ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson II.-Justice.
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Children may be unjust in what they say. When wei:
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fault with and condemn the absent, without hearing:
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considering what they might say in defence of themselve
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we are unjust; when we are offended with a play-mate, a
with angry words, tell other persons of the wrong he hº
done, while we conceal, or pass over slightly the wrº
which we did ourselves we are unjust. When we compli.
to a parent or teacher of some injury, which a play-mº

has done us, and endeavour to make his conduct appº
very wrong, while we say nothing about the provocalſ,

sy & Li Qur'C § 5 L & so * is a fl oz & sº cººf so-un av -alsº a 45 to

we gave him or the angry words we used, we are unſus.
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He has a right to claim that, if we tell the story at all, w
shall tell it as it was, and not exaggerate his guilt, and ps
over our own.

If, therefore, we do not state the case far.

ly and impartially, we violate his rights and do him iyº
tuce.

We may be unjust in what we say to others, as well:
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to hold his kite for him till the breeze should come, aſ

then toss it up, while he stood at a little distance with tº

string. . His play-mate accordingly took the kite, aſ
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edit up. But the tail got whirled, somehow or other &
round his body and was broken off, and the kite rose
little way, and then, having lost its counterpoise, dived"

the ground and broke its backbone. The boy who ow:
kite was very angry, and reproached the other tº
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He was unjust. The breaking of the kite was
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to blame.

He did as well as he could; and the other, ſº

wounding his feelings by his harsh and opprobrious lar
guage was guilty of great injustice. It is exceedingly coº

mon both among men and boys, for persons to be vexed
and irritated by an accident, and then to do great infº
tice to those who were innocently the cause of it, by assºr
ing them in violent and angry language.
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How may we be unjust in what we say?
Do you recollect the story told to illustrate this?
Was the boy who tossed it up the kite in fault?
What is the meaning of “counterpoise?”

*

-->

Do you think it is common for boys to do each other injustice in “”
ways as this?
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Singular

Plural

Singular

Man”
Tooth
Woman
Goose
Child
Mouse
Foot
Ox

Men
Teeth
Women
Geese
Children
Mice
Feet
Oxen
Lice

Brother
Sow or swine

Brothers or brethrent

Die (for gaming)
Die (for coining)

Dice
Dies

ºr Garº.
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Louse

Penny

Plural

Sows or swine

Aide-de-camp

Aides-de-camp

Court-martial

Courts-martial

Cousin-german
Father-in-law, &c.

Cousins-german
athers-in-Flaw, &c.

Pence
Observations.

Names of metals, virtues, vices, and things that are weighed or meas
ured, &c. are in general singular; as, gold, meekness, drunkenness,
bread, beer, beef, &c. except when the different sorts are meant, as,
wines, teas.

Some nouns are used only in the plural; such as, Antipodes, literati,
credenda, minutiae, banditti, data, folk.

The singular of literati, &c. is made by saying one of the literati.—
Bandit, the singular of banditti is often used in newspapers.
The words Apparatus, hiatus, series, brace, dozen, means, and spe
cies, are alike in both numbers.—Some pluralize series into serieses.—
Brace, dozen, &c. sometimes admit of the plural form; thus, He brought
partridges in braces and books in dozens, &c.
..Wews and clims are generally used in the singular number; but some
times in the plural.—Pains is generally plural.
Pease and fish are used when we mean the species; as, peas are dear;

fish is cheap; but when we refer to the number, we say, peas, fishes; as,
Ten peas, two fishes.

2 exis = can a 2°2°A- H32-H4 -ee," 4 º'º -3A sº

Horse and foot, meaning cavalry and infantry are used in the singular
form with a plural verb; as, A thousand horse were ready; ten thousand
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foot were there.— Men is understood.
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+ Brethren is generally applied to the members of the same society or
church, and Brothers to the sons of the same parents.

# The singular of some nouns is distinguished from the plural by the
article a: us, .1 sheep, a swine.

surcº)

4-4*.

-

* The compounds of man form the plural like the simple, namely, by
changing a of the singular, into e of the plural.—Musselman, not being a
compound of man, is musselmans, it is said, in the plural; I think it should
always be musselmen in the plural.
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Principles of English Grammar.

(BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.)

The subject of Mouns continued.
Some nouns are irregular in the formation of their plural; such as,
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RULEs for THE CoNDUCT of A CHRISTIAN LIFE.
|

Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.
Conversation.—Carefully avoid the two extremities which

are apt to make conversation criminal, viz. melancholy,
and too great mirth. The first, whether it proceeds from
ill-humour, or from any thing that troubles us, inclines
us to passion and provoking words: in this temper we can
bear nothing, nor be pleased with anythings others do or say.
The other, which proceeds from a gay, facetious temper, puts
us upon too free, light, and immodest words and actions;
makes us rally too much, talk too much, and exposes us to
many other imperfections.
Never give way to transports of passion, under any pre
tence whatsoever: offer your reasons with strength and mild
ness; and if they are not relished, nevertrouble yourself upon
that account, because by any indecent warmth you get no
ground; if you could this way push your reasons farther, yet
you ought not to do it at the expense of peace and charity,
which is much preſerable to anything else. If you are pro
voked by sly reflections or any biting raillery, let modesty
and silence serve instead of an answer: do not fear that your
silence should be interpreted to your disadvantage. It much
more raises your character to turn a deaf ear to any provok
ing reflections, than by returning them in their kinds.
-

It is not sufficient to be innocent in conversation, but we

must endeavor to make it useful and advantageous to one
another. It is surprising that Christians, whose main busi

•
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ness is the care of their souls, should be so ready and eloquent
to speak upon any subject that relates to this world, and yet
so cold and indifferent when the matters of God and eternity
are started. Religious discourse in its season is very profita
ble, and proves an admirable incitement to piety in those
that speak, and those that hear.
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“His eyes are upon the ways of man and he seeth all his goings” Job. xxxiv. 21.
O Lord, thou hast

º and known me. Thou knowest

my down sitting

and mine uprising, thou understandest my thoughts aſar off. Thou compassest
my path, and my lying down, and art acquainted with all my ways. For there is not
a word in my tongue, but lo, O Lord, thou knowest it altogether. Such knowledge
is too wonderful for me; it is high, I cannot attain unto it. If I say, surely the
shall cover me, even the night shall be light about me." Ps. cxxxix. 1,

º
* **

* *.

“The eyes of the Lord are in every place, beholding the evil and the good.”
Proverbs ºv. 3.
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“Thou only knowest the hearts of all the children of men." 1 Kings viii. 39.
“The Lord searcheth all hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations of the

thoughts.” 1. Chron. xxviii 9.
“The proud he knoweth afar off." Ps. cxxxviii. 6.
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scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity
Go NCER NING THE BE in G AND ATT RIBUTES OF GOD.

God’s knowledge is perfect.
“The Lord is a God of knowledge, and by him actions are weighed" 1 Sam. ii. 3
“He is perfect in knowledge.” Job. xxxvii. 16.
“His understanding is perfect." Ps. cxlvii. 5.
“There is no searching of his understanding." Isai xl. 23.

“He that planted the ear shall he not hear? he that formed the eye shall he not
see? He that teacheth man knowledge, shall not he know." Ps. Xciv. 9, 10.
“The darkness hideth not from thee, but the night shineth as the day, the dark
ness and the light are both alike to thee." Ps. cxxxix. 12.
“He knoweth what is in the darkness and the light dwelleth with him." Danii. 22.
“Known unto God are all his works from the beginning of the world.” Acts xv. 18.
“Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his sight; but all things.
are naked and opened unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do.” Heb. iv. 13.
“God knoweth all things." 1 John iii. 20.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
(Continued from page 56.]

Men will call their sons their wealth, because it flows:

t

them
through the deeds which they perform on their
b.
half.
Drew.
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Children are offspring called, and justly so,
For from their parents' deeds, or good or ill,
Their disposition springs.
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The touch of children gives pleasure to the body, i.
sound of their voice is pleasure to the ear.
Sweet sensation to the parent's breast

Drew,
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His child's soft touch imparts, 'tis real bliss,
Which others hear of fathers only know.
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the Holy Ghost was given to teach them what requirements it was lawful
Religion,” in No. 2 of the present Vol. “On the resemblance between to make of gentile converts. These rircumstances should be duly con
|
the Rite, and ceremonies of the Mosaic dispensation and those ºf sidered in order that we may understand the principle on which Paul act

conclusion of the Reply to the communication of a “Lorer of good

ed in the cases referred to by our correspondent.
In regard to the first mentioned instance, recorded in Acts xviii. 18,

the Sivas.”

Having in our last three Nos. met the three principal points of inquiry
presented by our correspondent, by shewing that there is an essential op
position between the system of worship professed and practised by our Siva

'* friends and that delivered by God to the Jews, in regard 1st. To idolatry;

– 2d. To their respective origin; 3d. To the specific design of their respec
tive ceremonies, and 4thly, by adducing full and satisfactory evidence that the
rites and ceremonies of the Jews were never designed to exist beyond the
* time of the death of christ, we now proceed to offersome explanation of the
tº apparent incongruity between the points we have established and the facts

the text does not inform us

what were the particular circumstances

in which the vow was made and performed.

We are only told that

he had shaven “his head in Cenchrea for he had a vow.” Anything that
is said on this instance in regard to the apostle's motives must be conjecta
ral and ancertain. We will therefore leave it for the present and turn to that
related in Acts xxi. 26. It appears by the pruvious narrative that Paul hadjust
returned to Jerusalem from a missionary tour in Macedonia and Greece

It was reported amongst the Jews at Jerusalem that he had taught all the

... 1. why was Christ circumcised? Why were offering" made at lis cir
Tº rumcision according to the Mosaic Law?—Why did Christ order the man

Jews in the gentile cities “to forsake Moses, saying that they ought not
to circumcise their children neither to walk after their customs.” The
Jews were infuriated on hearing of this,-and James and the elders, in or
der to conciliate them and avoid a tumult, advised Paul to join himself with
four men who were about to perform certain ceremonies of purification in

35 he had healed of leprosy to go and shew himself to the Priest

and offer the

fulfilment of a vow, that “all may know that those things whereof they were

In regard to these questions, put by our correspondent, it is a sufficient

informed concerning thee, are nothing, and that thou thyself walkest order
ly and keepest the law.” Paul consented to this proposal.

of Christ's circumcision —Paul's visit to the temple, and the

circumci

sion of Timothy.

---.

&;

things which Moses had commanded?

* answer to say—that the ceremonial Laws of Moses were in force till the
§ 3, death of Christ and therefore they were obligatory on the Jews till his
death. And it became Christ in ſulfilling the great ends of his incarnation,
to render perfect obedience to the Law, “Being found in fashion as a

The principle on which he and his advisors acted in this case seems to
be, that of temporarily conforming to customs which they themselves re
garded with indifference, in order to avoid a threatened tumult. The case
of the circumcision of Timothy recorded in Acts xvi. 3, is one of a similar

tº ran he humbled himself and became obedient unto death.” Phil. ii. 8.
And when John objected to baptizing him, saying —“I have need to be

character. “Him would Paul have to go forth with him; and took and circum

baptized of thee and comest thou to me?” “Jesus answering, said unto
s him, Suffer it to be so now: for thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness.”

useful rite; but “because of the Jews which were in those quarters.”

Matt. iii. 14. 15.

But onr correspondent anticipating this answer, further inquires “were not
these ceremonies performed after his death?” and quotes in evidence that
they were, Paul's fulfilment of a vow, recorded in Acts xviii. 18; his ob.

.# * *erving certain rites of purification, Acts xxi, 26; and his circumcision of
:

Timothy, Acts xvi. 3.

. . . . We admit the facts as recorded in the sacred narrative -Now the question

s, do they militate against the point which we have established, viz. that the
_ ceremonial Law ceased to be obligatory at the death of Christ: We an
| * swer, not at all. Why? Because an institution of this kind may cease to be
º obligatory, and yet for a considerable time afterwards be observed by its

alous adherents—either on the ground of their attachment to it—or by
| * their ignorance of the fact of its having been abolished; or, because their cir.
* *umstances may render it expedient. We do not contend that the observance

of these ceremonies after the death of Christ was sinful, but only that then

cised him;” not because Paul thought circumcision was a necessary and
Paul in 1st Cor. ix 19, 20, explains the principle on which he acted in

these cases. “For though I be free from all men, yet have I made myself
servant unto all, that I might gain the more—and unto the Jew I became
as a Jew that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under the law, as
under the law that I might gain them under the law” see also verse 22.
“I am made all things to all men that I might by all means save some.”
See Gal. ii. 16 “knowing that a man is not justifled by the works of the

law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ” “for by the works of the law shall
no flesh be justifled.” see also Gal. v. 1-2 and vi 15. “Stand fast therefore
in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us free, and be not entangled a

gain with the yoke of bondage.

Behold, 1 Paul say unto you, that if ye

be circumcised, Christ shall profityou nothing.” “For in Jesus Christ neither

circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.”
Here is a plain declaration of Paul's sentiments as to the value of circum
cision, and other works of the law. They are declared to be a “yoke of
bondage” from which Christ had made his people free. These sentiments

they ceased to be obligatory. It is not to be supposed that the first converts
to Christianity from among the Jews would relinquish without a struggle the
institutions which they had been taught to hold sacred, and which were asso.
ºciated in their minds with their prosperity and glory, as being the peculiar
and chosen people of God. Hence, after they had believed in Christ they still
retired a strong attachment to circumcision and other ritual observances pre

are in accordance with the views of the other Apostles—for at the time
James and the elders of the church advised Paul to unite himself with the
four men who had a vow to fulfil, they said, “as touching the Gentiles that

*cribed by the Mosaic Law. They did not clearly comprehend the nature of
*he “new covenant” of which Christ is the Mediator, and were ever ready
* take offence at any supposed contempt or neglect shown to their temple or
W
***rvices. So inveterate was this feeling among them that it seeins that
*
*hing
short of the destruction of the temple and the consequent dispersion
.”

the great doctrine of “faith in Jesus Christ” as the only way of salvation,
avoided all mention of matters touching the rites and ceremonies of the
law lest their prejudices should be excited, and the Gospel be preached to
them in vain. But in preaching to the Gentiles he unhesitatingly declared
that they were under no obligation to regard circumcision or any other cer
emonies of the law, “for ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ

º

<
*.**
- *

of the Jews was sufficient to remove it. Even the apostles did not at once

believe, we have written and concluded that they observe no such thing.”
Acts xxi. 25.

It would appear from these quotations that Paul in preaching to the Jews

ſº understand this matter. Peter needed a vision from heaven to prepare

Jesus.” Gal. iii. 26.

* tº go at the call of the centurion and preach Christ to the Gentiles, and

as to whether Paul's conduct in the casc mentioned in Acts xxi. 26, was

There is a difference of opinion amongst good men
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nature of things, and the reciprocal relations in which God and man star.
the result which they had hoped to avoid, was rather hastened in consequence towards each other, and are consequently unchangeable, since the priº:
of this step, for “the Jews which were of Asia, when they saw him in the ples on which they are founded are capable of no alteration. The two ſº.
temple, stirred up all the people and laid hands on him”—“and all the city |mer sorts of laws are not obligatory upon Christians. They have ware
was moved, and the people ran together, and they took Paul and drew him old, decayed and passed away. But the third sort are still in force, s.
out of the temple.”—“and as they went about to kill him, tidings came | will remain the unalterable standard of right and wrong, throughout all x.
unto the chief captain of the band, that all Jerusalem was in an uproar.” |riods of time. The Ten Commandments or the “Ten Words,” as the el
Paul, like other good men, was liable to fall into error, and he may have pression is in the original, uttered by God, in an audible voice, from Mer
taken an unwise and an unjustifiable course at this time. We do not feel Sinai. belong to the third class. They are a transcript of the law of:
bound to defend all of his conduct any more than we do all of David's. The ture, which prescribes the inherent and essential duties which spring fºr
former may have fallen into some mistakes of conduct as well as the latter. the relation which mankind bear to God, and to each other. The tº
The doctrines they taught, which were divinely unspired, Christians con four respect the duty we owe to God, and the last six that which we as
sider themselves bound to receive and defend; but their actions are to be
to our fellow creatures. These ten rules, in order to mark their pº
judged of by their conformity to the rules and principles laid down in the eminent importance and obligation, were inscribed by the finger of Gº

altogether justifiable; and it would seem from the subsequent narrative, that

on two tables of stóne which Moses was commanded to prepare for tº:

Bible, and so far as they are found to exemplify these rules and principles we

unay safely follow them and no further. We consider no character recorded | purpose.”
in the Scriptures as a perfect exemplar of Christian duty but that of Jesus | Christians receive these Ten Commandments as their rule of condu:
Christ; consequently the Christian doctrines and rules are no wise invalid while they look for justification before God, not to “works of righteouste
| which” they “have done,” but—to Jesus Christ, “who is the end of tº
ated by the imperfect faith and obedience of Christians.
This then is the sum of what we would offer on these instances of Paul's
law for righteousness, to every one that believeth;” (Rom. x. 4.) “w:
was delivered for our offences, and was raised again for our justificatiº.
supposed conformity to the Jewish ceremonial law.
1. That he had repeatedly declared in his writings that these ceremonies | Therefore, being justified by faith, we have peace with God, through ºr

|

had no value in themselves, that they were not obligatory on converts to

Lord Jesus Christ.” (Rom. iv. 25: v. 1.)

-

Christianity—that Christ was the Mediator of a better covenant; and that men | We now close our remarks on this important and interesting subjec.
were justified not by the works of the law, but by ſuith; and these, there | which have been protracted to greater length than we at first in ºr
would be necessary. We hope our readers have not been so much wear.
fore, are the true doctrines of Scripture on this subject.
2. That in the instances quoted by our correspondent, Paul conformed ed as to refuse their attention to what we have said, in reply to the inquire
to the custons of the Jews merely to avoid exciting their prejudices against of our correspondent; and if so, we think they must be convinced that:
t have treated the subject fairly, and have ſully established the various poºl
the Gospel, and not because he considered them obligatory on him.
3. If we admit that Paul’s conduct in these instances was unjustifiable, of our argument, which we here re-capitulate.
it militates nothing against the points we have established, inasmuch as
Paul's example is not binding on Christians except so far as it is ſound to

In No. 8, of our paper, we attempted to show that the object and prº
ciples of the Mosaic dispensation were aimed directly to exclude and are

exemplify the doctrines and precepts of Scripture; which were given by

throw idolatry,

divine inspiration, and in which therefore there can be ne error.
We now turn the attention of our readers for a moment to the remark

of our correspondent, “that God, who is in the idol is able to vouch-safe

In No. 4, we attempted to show that the Mosaic dispensation original:
in the divine appointinent, and that the specific design of its rites and ce.
emonies was to pre figure the essential truths and blessings of the new

In answer to this, we remark in the first place, That it is

eovenant of faith, of which Christ is the Mediator, and that the St.

a preposterous assumption, destitute of all proof, that God inhabits the

system, in respect to its object and principles, its origin and specific desig

idol, or that any grace is obtainable by idol worship; and we challenge our

is totally different,

grace to all.”

correspondent to produce proºf on which a reasonable man can believe

In No. 5, we shewed that both Jeremiah and Jesus Christ foretold th:

any such thing. When this is done, we will believe the doctrine, and unile

the rites and ceremonies of worship, prescribed by Moses, were to give plate

with him in advocating it.

to another mode of worship, more holy and more spiritual than the forme

fn the second place, the more enlightened and respectable part of the

native community with whom we have ever conversed on the subject,
freely admit, that idol worship is vain and fruitless; and they are con
vinced it is so, by their own experience and observation.
We are
therefore surprised that a person possessed of so much information and

judgment as our correspondent, should have published such a declamation,
for we cannot think that he sincerely believes it.
That our readers may have a clear understanding of the views of Chris

tians in respect to the nature, object, and obligation of the laws given by
• rod to the Israelites, we call their attention to the following remarks on
the subject.

“The laws given to the Israelites were of three kinds—ceremonial, judi
cial, and moral. The ceremonial consisted of those religious observances
and rites which were partly intended to separate the peculiar people of God
from surrounding nations, and partly to prefigure the most essential truths
and blessings which were to be communicated to mankind at the advent of
the Messiah.
These being in their nature typical, necessarily ceased

when the great personage to whom they pointed made his appearance. The
judicial laws respected the distribution of property, the rites of rulers and
subjects, and the node of deciding coutroversies, together with a variety
of other particulars relating to civil polity, which is always of a variable
and mutable nature The third sort are moral. These are founded in the

and by quotations from the Acts, and from the Epistles to the Colossians an:
to the Hebrews, we shewed that the death of Christ was the period whº
the old dispensation of works was abrogated and the “new and better cove.
nant” instituted; and we further shewed that the use of the words “ſº:

ever,” “perpetual,” &c. furnished no valid objection to this view, because
they were ſrequently used with a limited signification.
In this No. we have shown that the example of Paul in Acts xvi. 3; vi.

18; xxi. 26, referred to by our correspondent, does not militate agains
the points beſore established.
If our correspondent thinks we have not treated the subject fairly, or that st
have failed to establish the points we have attempted to maintain, we sha.
thank him to point it out to us. We would encourage him and all of our
readers to study the Bible, and to continue their inquiries after the Truth
The Bible was given to man for the purpose of being studied; it is open
to the investigation of all, and challenges the closest scrutiny of the greates:
minds. But our readers should remember, that on those who receive the

knowledge of the truth there rests a fearful responsibility, iſ they treat it with
contempt.—The word of God will assuredly be verified in the case of ever,
one who hears its truths—To those who receive and obey it, it is a “savº

of life unto life,” and to those who reject it, it is a “savor of death uniº
death.” Jesus Christ was “to the Jews a stumbling block, and unto the
Greeks foolishness; but unto them who are called, both Jews and Greek"

crg
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he is “the power of God and the wisdom of God.” (1 Cor. i. 23–24. |
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“Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under

sº sº, º f – an * -e.g. *f, **** unit, ºr gydh -eſ a sº -øy, G - - -

heaven given among men whereby we must be saved.” (Acts iv. 12 )
He “being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God;
but made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a ser
vant, and was made in the likeness of men: and being ſound in fash

|
|

ion as a man, he humbled himself and became obedient unto death,

even the denth of the cross. Wherefore, God also hath highly exalted him,
and given him a name, which is above every name; that at the name of
Jesus every knee should bow. of things in heaven and things in earth, and |
things under the earth, and that every tongue should confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord to the glory of God the Father.” (Phil. ii. 6-11.) “For
to this end, Christ both died and rose and revived, that he might be Lord
both of the dead and living.” (Rom. xiv. 9.) “For he must reign till
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he hath put all enemies under his feet.” (1 Cor. xv. 25.) Therefore, “see
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that ye refuse not him that speaketh; for if they escaped not who refused
him that spake on earth, much more shall not” ye “escape if" ye “turn a
way from him that speaketh from heaven.” (Heb. xii. 25.)
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least one of the fixed stars. It is stated that since the autumnal equinox the
obliquity in the earth's course has sensibly diminished, and there is now a
nearer approach to a coincidence of the equator and the ecliptic, than has ev

er before been known. This change is stated to be already so great, that
many intricate calculations for the present year will be found inaccurate; and
should they continue, they will cause a variation in the latitude of the north
star, and of the usual agreement between chronometers and the sun, on April

15, June 16, August 28, and Dec. 24. The planet Venus is said to be chang
there appears as if waves of fire were rolling over her disc. It also seems to
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traction.—Herschel is said to have diminished greatly in size, and has failed
to reach a given point of its orbit at the usual time. And there appears as
iſ a mighty conflagration were going on in the hitherto dark line which di.
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attention had ſor some time been directed to rapidly developing phenotnena,

which indicate that the Solar System is now undergoing some extraordinary.
change; and that the subject was beginning to excite intense interest .#
the scientific men of Europe. These phenomena appear not to be confined
to the earth nor to the planetary system, but are observable in regard to at

ing from her former clear radiance to a colour approaching that of Mars, and
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Bangalore, said to be the production of an eminent scientific gentleman con.
nected with Yale College, U.S. and to have been first published in the .Vew
York Daily Mail, of Dec. which will be read with no common interest. It is
headed “a Change in the Ecliptic of the Earth,” and states that the writer's

vides the rings of Saturn—the whole breadth in one or two places assum
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SUMIMARY OF NEWS.
JAFF N.A.

Obituary.—Died at Jaffna on Saturday, the 28th March Mrs. Catharine
Elizabeth, widow of the late Daniel Bartholomeusz, aged 80, highly res.
pected by all who knew her. She has left several children, and other rela
tives to lament her Ivss.

I)ied.—At Jaffna, on the 21st inst, after a short illness of 4 days, G. W. Daw.
son, Esq. on of Mr. Dawson, Ordinance Store keeper, at Colombo. The deceased
had recently arrived in Jaffna on duty as Government Surveyor.

..Appointments.-The following civil appointments connected with the
Northern Province are gazetted, viz.

C. Webster Esq. to be acting District Judge of Jaffaa.
E. Smedley Esq. to be acting Assistant Agent at Jaffna.
11. O'Grady Esq. to be acting District Judge of Manuar and Nuwar
akalavay a

J. G. Layard Esq. to be acting Assistant Agent for the same places.
Budhist Priests from Burmah. —Several Budhist Priests have lately ar.
rived at Colombo from the Burman Empire bringing with them offerings
from the emperor to some of the Budhist temples in Ceylon.
CHANGES IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM.–The Madras Atheneum

wf the 14th inst contains an article, communicated by a correspondent at

of the Solar Systeum.

-

Similar wonderful phenomena have been observed in regard to some of
the heavenly bodies and have been recorded by astronomers, but we are

not aware that any thing of the kind has before been observed in relation to
the planets of our system; though it is conjectured that the asteriods are
the fragments of some exploded planet, which had its orbit between Mars
and Jupiter.

“It is a fact,” says Dr. Mason Good “that within the last century not
less than thirteen stars seen totally to have perished; forty to have chang
ed their magnitude,-becoming either much larger or much sinaller, and ten
new stars have appeared. What has thus befallen other systems will as
suredly befall our own. We know not of the time or the manner, but the
fact is one which cannot be doubted. It js ſoretold in the Bible, it is inscrib.
ed in the heavens, it is felt throughout the earth.”
We would commend to the attention of our readers, in connection with

these sublimely interesting and solemnly impressive statements, the passages
of Scripture found in Luke xxi. 25–28; 2. Peter iii. 10–12.
cALCUTTA.
Conversion and Baptism of a Hindu Pouth.-A student of the Hindu

College, named Moodosoodum Dutt, lately presented himself before a clergy
man in Calcutta and stated, that having been in the habit of reading books
and Tracts by himself, he had determined to renounce the religion of his
fathers and embrace Christianity. His relations did all they could to turn him

from his purpose but in vain, They at last offered him a thousand rupees it'
he would take passage to England and get baptized there, in order that the
family might be relieved from the obloquy of his embracing Christianity
here. He reſused to accept the money ou such conditions and was baptized
by the venerable Archdeacon Dealtry on the 2d of February.
JVew College for the education of Hindus.--Baboo Muttyloll Seaſ,
a wealthy native of Calcutta, has founded a College for the education of
Hindu youth, which was formally opened on the 2d inst. It is to be called
Seat Cotlege; Mr. Johnson, of St. Xavier's college is to be tho Superinten.
dent

Cruelty punished.—A Mrs. Smith, in the neighborhood of Calcutta has
been sentenced to a fine of 200 Rupees and to six month's imprisonment,
for cruel treatment of a female servant.
BELLARY.

Robbery.—The collector of Bellary was lately robbed of plate to the value
of 3,000 Rupees.

Post Office Fraud, and its punishment.—The late Gooty Post Office
Writer, has been ſound guilty of several charges of fraud preferred against
him by the Post Master, and has been sentenced to seven year's imprison
ment with hard labor.— Record March 14.
LUCKNOW.

Arrival of Sir W. Wott, the new envoy.—His Excellency Sir W. Nort
G. C. B. Envoy to the Court of Oude, made his grand entree into Lucknow
on the 21st February. He was met some distance from the city by the king
und his court, who were dressed with great magnificence. His Majesty',
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head-dress was a mass of splendid diamonds, and his shoulders and chest

were covered with enormous penrs. The envoy on meeting His Majesty
stepped into his howdah, and after the usual embrace, the whole procession
returned to the palace, where a sumptuous breakfast was prepared.
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SCINDE.

Battle with the Amerrs of Hyderabad–Pictory of the English.A complete and signal victory was gained on the 17th February by the Eu
ropean and Native troops under the command of Sir Charles Napier, over

Cys arºun awoºth, alsº club ºrg ºut edgås

the combined armies of the Ameers of upper and lower Scinde. The force

43544 & 5 &cu ØAsay (94.2 a.Cººp &#3ao, Lers?,

of the enemy was 22,000 men with 15 guns, while that of the English was
less than 3,000 men with 12 guns. The contest was resolute and desper
ate, lasting upwards of three hours, when the enemy was completely defeat

@ th: flagum Gu Lººsexºlo Lºursºri sã?,
fl-Sā; eWAEatºuſ Glucº Ásgré, -ºffsealt-65.5.
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ed and put to flight, with the estimated loss of 1000 killed and 4,000

wounded. The loss of the English was 62 killed and 194 wounded. On
the following day the six principal chiefs delivered themselves up as prison
ers of war, and the British colours were hoisted over the city of Hyderabad

***Gºlf &aas (B.A. ºscººp 648and Lorado,a Gi.
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on the 20th

Prospect of renewed hostilities.—By a steamer which arrived at Bom.
bay on the 14th inst. intelligence was brought that the cornmunication be
tween Kuratchie and Hyderabad, had been cut off. and that 20,000 Beloo
chistans were about to make another attack on General Napier's ſorce

º
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Three steamers had been despatched from Bombay with 800 additional troops
for Scinde.
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Dost Mahomed.—Dost Mahomed, the ex-king of Afghanistan has left
ſahore for Cabul. He has been treated in a very princely manner by Shere
Sing, the king of Lahore, who allotted him 700 Rupees a day till he should

leave the Seikh territories, and on his departure presented him with 10,000

NOTICE.

Rupees in money, and jewels to the amount of 30,000 Rup.

Notice is hereby given that the Arrack and Toddy ren
OVERLAND INTELLIGENCE .

of Jaffna and Vanny Division of the Province for the year
commencing from the 1st July 1843 and ending with 30th
June 1844 will be exposed for sale at the Jaffna Cutcher,

The steamer Hindustan arrived at Galle on the evening of the 14th inst bring
ing the overland mail from London to the 6th ult.—being 36 days from London
Ceylon.—
Parliament opened its sessions on the 2d of February—the governmental speech
being read ºy the Lord Chancellor. After alluding to the friendly disposition tow
ards England of all princes and states, it proceeds to mention the ratification of the
treaty with the United States and expresses the hope that the amicable relations
tu

on Wednesday the 5th April next.
|

of the two countries have thereby been confirmed.—The peace with China is

The Arrack and Toddy rent of Manaar and Nowen
be exposed to sale a
25th day of the same

then alluded to, and a high compliment paid to the naval and military forces by Calave Division of the Province will
whose agency it was induced, and much satisfaction is expressed at the prospect
of wide openings for the commercial enterprize of her Majesty's subjects in con the Manaar Cutchery on Tuesday the
nection with that vast empire.—The establishment of a system of administration | month.
for the Christian population of Syria—the acceptance by the Turkish and Persian
Governments of the joint-mediation of Great Britain and Russia, for the settlement

It is to be clearly understood that the renter is to sup.

of 1heir differences—the conclusion of a treaty of commerce and navigation with

ply himself with the Arrack.
Jaffna Cutchery, Q

Russia—the success of the recent military operations in Afghanistan—and the
liberation of the prisoners, are successively alluded to as causes of gratulation.
The decrease of the revenues is regretted, and is supposed to be attributable to
the depression of the manufactures aud the consequent reduced consumption of
many articles-and to the reductions of the import duties made at the last
The confidence is however expressed that the future produce of the revenues will
be equal to every exigency of the public service. Much satisfaction is expressed
at the loyalty and affection manifested on the occasion of her Majesty's late visit
to Scotland—and regret, at the disturbances that had occurred in the manufac
1 uring districts. The only measures alluded to as forthcoming, for the consider
ation of Parliament, are "measures connected with the improvement of the Law,
and with various questions of domestic policy."
We have been able to glean but few items of general intelligence but such as

March 17, 1843. 5
TAMIL CALENDARS for 1843-4 for sale at this Of.

fice. Price, 15 shillings for 100 copies: less than 100 cop.
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life and property.—The Conqueror a fine ship of 800 tons, bound from Calcutta to
London, was driven on the French coast end every soul on board was lost except
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Her Majesty's accouchment is expected to take place in the latter end of March
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or beginning of April.
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Sir Charles Metcalf has been appointed Governor General of Canada.

it is said to be the intention of her Majesty and Prince Albert to visit Ireland
in tº course of the season.
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The Peninsular and Oriental Company's Steam-ship Benfinck, of 2,020 tons,
designed, we believe for the east India station, was launched on the 19th January.
it is said there is no intention of establishing a bi-monthly mail to lndia for the
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Sir Hugh Gough, is said to be appointed to the Commander-in-chiefship of
India, provisionally on the retirement of Sir J. Nicholls.
.Assassination of Sir R. Peel's private Secretary—Mr. Drummond, private
Secretary of Sir Robert Peel, was assassinated on the 20th January, by a man
natmed M'Naghten, a native of Glascow, who approaching close behind Mr. Drum
mond, put the muzzle of a pistol to his back, and fired. He was immediately seiz.
ed by a police man and confined. It appeared on examination that he had intend
ed to hrve shot Sir R. Peel, and mistook Mr. Drummond for him. Mr. Drummond
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lingered till the 25th, when he expired.
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Printed and Published at the American Mission Press, Jaffna, by Eastman Strong Minor.
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&A.E. ºr sº Qs, sº G-cºuis Oués'levoe.9 sucéjaïgreen2 = | the Board for a period of more than ten years, has greatly endeared his
tºurenuouſe,940s osterºſpousewn ºutb-u. º.º.º.Buevoa. memory to all in his native land, who are interested in the cause of Missions
• A ses' se Aérºss--4-issio9s aré sa, A.A.oy A, e-sº, 3.so and in the conversion of the Tamil people. I cannot perhaps at present, more
•; -e-Ajºse,9erswäe waſ reducato, ayarā354 sº tº 2-54, # = sºr appropriately introduce him to your acquaintance, than by filling the re
mainder of my sheet with an extract from an address to the Christian put
cºre—Qas 9 & p?srs".9–7 cº-o flºorecaſt;-Ger; a pºpäär lic
in America, drawn up by Dr. Worcester, agreeably to the directions of
A*-40 & 0 & T ſie, a cºre-fººtp:* Gºº Guv" iſ #4,#5,3,5, pyardar the Board of Commissioners, at their first session, and published in several
§§ 57 Cerate opé at 5a-2a9%as Ju & LGA sº-Qs 5Layi Qaisr of the periodicals of that day. In the course of his address Dr. Worcester
A *-ºw apaopſ; Laºri ša, ºr 5 a.o. aS**º 5 y.º. Gu losop 19.5
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frontier settlements. But for the millions on our own continent and in oth

er parts of the world, to whom the Gospel has never been preached we
have yet those exertions to make, which comport with the Savior's emphat.
ical directions, and our distinguished advantages for promoting the great ob.
ject for which he came down from heaven and labored and suffered. A new
scene, with us is now opening. It is ascertained that several young men,
of good reputation for piety and talents, under sacred and deep impressions,
hold themselves devoted for life to the service of God, in the Gospel of his
Son, among the destitute, and are ready to go into any part of the unevan.
world, where providence shall open the door for their missionary
abors. Is not this a divine intimation of some thing great and good? And

f.

Op.54 ****Q+ reºrge; Audjam sºrt star

does it not call, with impressive emphasis, for general attention and exer
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tion? In the present state of the world, Christian missions cannot be executed
without pecuniary support. Shall this support be wanting? When millions
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nations. In our own country, the missionary spirit is excited, and much has
already been done for imparting the Gospel to the destitute in our new and

-

*** gay 5, sº say ritur & Lord ºr

remarks—“The Lord is shaking the nations—his friends in different parts
of christendom are roused from their slumbers; and unprecedented exertions,
are making for the spread of divine knowledge, and the conversion of the

#4–4–45.

are perishing for lack of knowledge, and young disciples of the Lord are
waiting, with ardent desire, to carry the Gospel of salvation to them; shall
those millions be left to perish, and that ardent desire be disappointed? Is
there, then, in those who are favored with the Gospel, the same mind that

was in Christ, when he freely gave his own blood for the redemption of
men? Should not this reflection come home to the hearts of the rich, and

of all who, by the bounty of the Savior, have it in their power to contribute
even their mites, for the salvation of those for whom he died?”

(To be continued.)

Tillipally, March 30, 1843.

Your's very truly,

D. Poor.

(Explanation of a verse requested.)
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MR. POOR'S LETTER TO HIS LATE PUPILS-No, W.
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The Communication
, addressed to the general Association of Massachu
and which gave rise the appointment

Q& fissiºjº Lly-urs QPQ; co-cultà e-w sum tº sub-Sayo5é &Gas.
afe.g. #35 coupé £elo Gala sºjº-Gas &#& souré seis

9t, two of them James Richards and Luther Rice, had been withdrawn.
This was done at the suggestion of a discerning, influential member of the
Association who had been previously consulted on the subject. The reason
assigned for this suggestion was, “lest the Association should be alarmed at
the probable expence of supporting six missionaries in a foreign land, and
should shrink in discouragement from the undertaking.” After hearing from
the applicants a more particular account of their views, the Association re

& res” #35°-5A Stafuosº Fºº-så Assuéºjës” to ef-r
Liſtle.g. #3530 & Ecolou-3 ; is tºus; sº a s—seau'sAssis

to
of the “American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions,” was signed, when presented, but by
four of the sir young men, to whom Ireferred in my last letter. The names
setts

ferred the subject for further and more special consideration to a Committee
of three individuals of their body. On the following day this Cominittee
presented a Report which was fully in accordance with the views and wishes

expressed

in the communication that had been referred to them.

Where

ºpon it was voted, that there be instituted by this general Association a

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, for the purpose of devising
ways and means, and adopting and prosecuting measures, for promoting the
spread of the Gospel in heathen lands. The Association then proceeded to
elect nine individuals, of whom five belonged to the state of Massachusetts
and four to the state of Connecticut, to constitute the contemplated Board
ot Commissioners—with the understanding that they adopt their own form of
organization and their own rules and regulations.” These gentlemen ac
cepted the appointment, and met for the first time on the 5th of the ensuing
September 1810, at which time a constitution was adopted and the requisite

officers appointed. At this first meeting the Rev. Samuel Worcester was e
lected a member of the prudential Committee, and also the corresponding

Secretary of the Board. This two-fold office he continued to hold till the
day of his decease on the 7th of June 1821. The important part which Dr.

Worcester performed in giving character and efficiency to the operations of
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“o the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God!”

Answer to an Arithmetical query proposed in No. 1. Vol. III.

Rom. xi. 33.

-

“To God only wise be glory through Jesus Christ for ever.” Rom, xvi. 27

5&nrá53593355 cºanu.

“O Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made them

to sºr *** Ourgé.3 u a-A Largs "9–84 affe & roas;

all.” Ps. civ. 24.
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he established the heavens. By his knowledge the depths are broken up
and the clouds drop down the dew.” Prov. iii. 19–20.
--
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“The Lord by wisdom hath founded the earth; by understanding hath
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Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson Esq.
Dirersions.—In diversions we must consider the end and de

sign of them, which is, to refresh our wearied spirits, to un
bend ourselves from the constant application to business, and

thereby to fit and prepare us the better to discharge our du
ties in our several staticns. Whatever contradicts this end,

(A Question on English Grammar.)
To the Editors of the “Morning Star.”

must be avoided; for we were not sent into life only to sport

GENTLEMEN,

I beg you will kindly insert the following in your popular Periodical.
In the course of my study of the English Grammar, I have observed a
few phrases, in which the word it is prefixed, without any reference to a

noun; as for instance, It appears John is laboring under insanity. It seems
I was mistaken in my conjecture—whether it, in these sentences, is to be
termed a pronoun, or otherwise, I am unable to decide upon, but if it is a
pro-noun in the above instances, I wish to know what noun it bears re
lation to; as Grammarians assert, that a pronoun is a word used instead of
a noun, and I do not find it has any other appellation in the Grammar, than

that of a pronoun. What part of speech is, it to be called in parsing the
sentences alluded to, is then my question; which I trust the students at Jaff.
na, or Trevandrum, or any body else, who takes an interest in it, will be

pleased to answer, through the medium of the “Star.”
I am Your Obedient Servant,
Mr. DEwAstud INADEN's Student.

and please ourselves. We must also have regard to the na
ture of them, that they be such as tend to promote our health,
and at the same time no ways impair the vigour of our minds;
that they do not expose us to any dangerous temptations, and
become the occasion of offending God: those pleasures that
are unlawful, are not so much as to be named among Chris
tians; and those that are lawful must be used with modern
tion, and at seasonable hours, and such chose as most com

port with the gravity of our Christian profession.
–T"
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Trichinopoly, Private School, 31st March, 1843.
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Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity
CoNCERNING THE BEING AND ATTRIBUTES OF GOD.
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“God is mighty in strength and wisdom.” Job. xxxvi. 5.

the AAGsgåås, to gº an is ºf £3 13.5 sat 3 ºf Asſººi"

“Blessed be God, for twisdom and strength are his.” Dan. ii. 20.
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The following Article was prepared for the Hindu Calendar of 1843–4,

but was excluded for want of room. It is here given, as the basis of tive
promised “monthly view of the heavens” beginning, with the Tamil new
year. In this “View” constant reference will be made to the Ephemeris of the
planets contained in the last two pages of the Hindu Calendar, now on sale.
,

ON THE HEAVENLY BODIES.

KER.7 K.4–S.A.R.R.4— VE L.A.K.A.M, or Directions for identifying, by
actual observation, the Planets and Constellations, as they will ap
jear in the heavens, at the commencement of the Hindu year, i. e.
the 12th of April.
Introductory.
A frequent observation of the movements of the heavenly bodies cannot
fail to be a fruitful source of amusement and rational enjoyment to every
intelligent observer. In the heavens, we have spread out before us, as a splen
did volume of three hundred and sirty five pages, which it is the privilege
of every one to read and study at pleasure who has eyes to see, and com
mon sense to understand. A few plain directions will therefore be given,
which will enable every attentive reader to identify both the twelve con
stellations and the five planets, which are visible to the naked eye. It is
recommended that parents and school teachers interest their children in this

STAR

35.
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Direction 1st. Understand that the Zodiac through which the Sun, Moon,
and Planets, perform their appointed revolutions, is a broad circle or belt, 16
degrees wide, encompassing the whole heavens, from west to east, both the

*-*.*... ºut £4 & Gr,354 g4s; of 7–43; 29.33 = 2;
G5 a cováčº Césle. -a-, 24.5 -as a G-2.5G s Q.5 – is: 3

heavens above, and the heavens below. This circle is divided into twelve

9é*** * * *well-04. are Lº-Qu, afts, 2 s.54 eeae, L =

Portions, called constellations, and designated by the ſanciful names of Aries,

Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagitarius, Capri
cornus, Aquarius, and Pisces. The sun passes through one of these constel
iations, or portions of the Zodiac, in a month, and thus completing its ap
parent revolution among the fixed stars, in one year, or twelve months.
Six of the twelve constellations will at all times, be above the horizon, and
may be distinctly seen in the evening, when the weather is favorable.
Direction 2d. The constellations are situated and counted from west to

east. e. g. At sun set, on the evening of the Tamil new year, the constellation
Aries will be in the western horizon. We shall then have in regular order
from west to east, the six constellations, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer,
Leo, and Virgo At this time Cancer will be near the meridian about 20

degrees north of us, and Virgo in the eastern horizon. In the course of two
hours, (i. e.) at 8 o’clock, Aries will have descended below the western
horizon, and Libra will have arisen in the East

-

1/irection 3rd. Request some person acquainted with the subject to point
out to you the principal stars in each of the Constellations, and observe them

from time to time, till you become familiar wºn them. If there be no per
son at hand to render you this assistance, then carefully attend to tho direc
ons that will be given in the ensuing No. of the “Morning Star.”
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Festival at Pulliar's Temple at Manepy.—The annual festival at this
temple is now being held. Great numbers of people attend every night to
witness the ceremonies and to —let them say what. We question whether it is

L7a is is ºf 3,4,515 s, zºº “.. • 35". Area-tº- #3+ F-3

lawful for them to continue their noise and dis' urbance to such unseasonable

£ J – #2 = dº sº. Lo, to 5 T J ºf -a affe ºr -as ºn 3.4 ré+ T ce) **

hours, as they usually continue till 12 o'clock and after, but we are well a
ware that the darkness of night rather than the light of day befits such occa
sions. We will thank any who have been foolish enough to spend their inon
ey at this festival, to report to us after two weeks—the moral and spiritual
benefit they have derived from their offerings.
Cock Fighting —We are credibly informed that there are several par
ties in Manipy who are engaged in supporting the cruel and unlawful gaine
of cock fighting. The meetings are held, we believe, in Navaly, and we are
told that as many as 400 persons are sometimes present, and that the vidahms
are cognizant of the affair and take no measures to suppress it.
Public spirit of public men.—A company of travelling Comedians from
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the continent, have lately been performing in this vicinity some of the scanda
lous scenes related in the Scanda-purana—for the entertainment and de
moralization of the native community. The chief pations of these Actors

were public officers—the Vidans, Oodiyars, and . Votaries of the vil
lage. It is well known to these men that the performance of such plays is
calculated to lead their sons and daughters into all manuer of iniquity—of the
truth of which there are inelancholy examples in Manepy—and yet though
guardians of the public welfare they are found pandering to the vices they
ought to seek to reform. It is matter of sincere regret that the respected
Maneyugar Superamaniar, of this village, who, we believe, is not often found
engaged in such transactions, should have lent his encourageinent to them
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which ineans they were warned out of Jaffna.
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It should also be stated to the credit of Vidahn Wiramootoo,

that he refused, when strongly urged by some of his friends,--to render them
any support, but as in duty bound, reported them to the District Court, by
TR i N COM: A Li F.

JMarried at Trincomalie on the 3d Feb. 1843 Mr. Ratnasinga Mudeliar

e-co-0+" ºf

Valoepu'ly to Miss Valoepully both respectable natives. The ceremonies,

urg-Li was a raº

which were conducted with great splendor, continued several days, present
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ing a delightful scene, which drew together a large concourse of people, he
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sides those who were invited. As the married couple are possessed of good
dispositions and virtuous character, it is hoped they may live in harmony,
love, and peace, and in the fear of God. May the Almighty grant them happy
and long lives and all manner of blessings.
“She is a wife who unweariedly guards herself, takes cure of her hus
band, and preserves unsullied fame.” – Communicated.
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Hurricane,—A severe hurricane was experienced at Ahmednugger on
the 16th ult, which caused considerable damage, by tearing up trees, lev
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Legſ. A tº 19.5 Scºuti G = u ajaya, a 5–m & GA iſ #e alſº ºr ºf £2.
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elling houses, &c. It lasted only 5 minutes.
“Dnyanodaya "-This is the title of a monthly publication of 16pp
simall 4 to. published at Ahmednugger, in the Maratna language, with oc
casional translations into English. The object of the work is similar to

******* **** - ex-fia ºs of a 3. g.º.º.e, Lt.-- #s, i. that of the .Morning Star. It is stated by the Editor to be the first and
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only religious (Christian) paper published in any native language on that
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side of India. The Morning Star is the first and only paper in the Tamil
language published in Ceylon. The Ceylon Treasure published at Colom
bo, in the Cingalese lauguage, was commenced 5 or 6 months before the
Morning Star.
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It was from such small beginnings as these, that the present ocean of
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news-paper and periodical literature in Europe and America, with its im
measurable weight of influence upon society, took its rise. Though the in
fluence of these humble periodicals, may for a time to come, be circumserib
ed by the opposing prejudices of the people they are designed to benefit, yet
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there are causes at work upon society in India, which will gradually open
the way for their mere extensive usefulness. Every good man is under
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obligation to give a friendly liſt to these undertakings that the burden of
their support may not fall too heavily on those charitable institutions, by
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whose patronage they have been originated.
The “Dnyanodaya” for February, contains an interesting notice of the
conversion to Christianity of two young Brahmins, who persevered in spite
of the reinonstrances and persuasions of their parents, to maintain their
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Consequent on the recent victory of Sir Charles Napier over the Ameers
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faith in Christ.
SCINDE.

of Hyderabad—it is announced by Government, that Scinde is henceforth
to be a province of the British empire.—Sir Charles Napier is appointed
Governor. Slavery is at once abolished; also all transit duties; and the
navigation of the Indus is declared to be free to all nations.
It is said that the Treasure found in Hyderabad is upwards of £1,000,000,
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ADVERTISEWIENT.
Mr. WILLIAM De Rooy most respectfully begs to inform the Ladies
and Gentlemen of this place and the public that he has this day commenc.
ed business as a Merchant and Shop-keeper, and that he will expose for
sale on JMonday the 3d. April next, between 11 and 12 o'clock in the
morning, at his house situated in the 1st Division Cross Street, Pettah
following goods from the latest arrival. Wiz.
Palmereen dresses, Flowered Muslin, Cambric, Muslin Srallopping, Flow
-

ered Net, Cambric handkerchiefs, Prints and Gingham, Muslin de Lane
Dresses, Ladies' silk Stockings and Gloves, Silk handkerchiefs, Coloured
Sattin Ribbon (narrow,) Black shoe Ribbon and Galloon, Bonnet Ribbon,
Black silk Velvet, do waist Bands, Broad and narrow Lace, Quilling, Col

oured Braiding and Bobbin, Willow Squares, Spring Garters, Bonnet wire,
Lapets, Muslin Shawls, Cuffs, Collars, Tippets, Gauze veils, do Scarffs, do
Shawls, Baby's Lace Cups, Fancy and Siraw Bonnets, Cloth and Horse
Hair Caps, Cap Picks, Men's and Boy's Straw hats, Youth and Men's
beaver hats.

4 tº a .

NOTRCES.

Notice is hereby given that the Arrack and Toddy rent
of Jaffna and Vanny Division of the Province for the year

commencing from the 1st July 1843 and ending with 30th
June 1844 will be exposed for sale at the Jaffna Cutchery
on Wednesday the 5th April next.

Superfine Black and Blue cloth, Waist Coatings, white Moul Skin,
Blue, Black, Puse, and Crape Lasting, Brown and Black Holland, Black
Cotton Velvet, Black Cambric, white Sattin Jean, Long cloths, welch
Flannels, Military Stocks, Silk Purses, Couch Chintz, Whale bone Busks,

Ready made coloured Shirts, Shooting Coats, Silk and Cotton Umbrellas.
Patey's and Cos. Best Lavander water, Spirit De Rose, Essence De Rose,
Pomatum, Rowland's Kallador, Essence of Tyr, Alsamoe Extracts, Essence
of Ginger, do Peppermint, Cream of Tartar, Essence of Marcella, Smelling
Salts, Boxes of Odontoo dentiſrice, Brown Windsor Soap, Hair Powder

Powder Puffs, Best Eau de Cologne, Tooth, Nail, Coat, Shaving and
The Arrack and Toddy rent of Manaar and Nowera and
hat Brushes, Ivory tooth Combs.
Calave Division of the Province will be exposed to sale at
Gilted Buckles, Bracelets, Bangles, Earrings, Bracelet Snaps, Broaches,
Gilt and Diamond Studds, Chains, Gilt Buttons, Snaps, Gilt Beads, Hait
the Manaar Cutchery on Tuesday the 25th day of the same Pins,
Silver Thimbles and Needles.
month.

-

Albums' Bibles, Johnson's Dictionary, Euclids, Teacher's Questions, Po

It is to be clearly understood that the renter is to sup
ply himself with the Arrack.
Jaffna Cutchery, March 27, 1843.

etical Chronology, Natural History with plates, Port folio, Drawing paper,

waiſers, Pen holders, Steel Pens, Drawing Pencils, Indian Rubber, Seal
ing wax, Glazed Crayons, Spectacles, Eyeglasses, Complete colour Boxes,
Maps.

Scissors, Penknives, Pocket and Shoe knives, Ivory handle Balancing

Notice is hereby given that the following Delft
horses will be sold by auction at the Jaffna Espla
made * Saturday the 15th instant at 8 o’clock
2 horses aged
4 4.

.2 mares
1

Dog chains, Files, Snuff Boxes, Powder Flasks, and Shot Belts, Gun Caps,
Glass Gunpowder, Shot, Brass Cannons.
Tumblers, Decanºers, Custard, Jelly, Wine and Liquor glasses.
-

Dressed and undressed Dolls, some with moving eyes, and Toys, &c.

A. M.
7

Kalves and Forks in setts, Spurs, Prass Padlocks, do Cocks, Cork Screws,

do

4 &

“
& C.

Indian Rubber, oil blacking in cakes, do in stone Jars, do in Tin boxes.
German silver, Table, Dessert and Tea spoons, and Forks, do ladle, do
Watch Guards, Metal Inkstands, do Table, Dessert and Yea spoons, Cruet

5. )
6

}

6.
5. J

These ages are not known
with certainty.

Stands, Table shades, Coffee, Tea, and Mustard pots and Milk Jugs.
Currents, Jams, and Jellies Mustard, Sallad oil, White wine vinegar, Cho
colate, Loaf cheese, Crushed loaf sugar, White soft do, Black and green
Tea.

The terms of sale will be made known on the

spot, previous to the commencement of the sale.
@#& S&G)} @*recº LG&p QB Bāgaśā G53

Superior Sherry. Sherry Rateſia, Brandy, Port wine, do in Pints, Coun
try Bottled Beer and Porter, Madeira and Cider, Holland Gin and a varie
ty of other Articles,

&nd soft Qā; Loſ A316 dG. §§gurðu gºssypæup

N.B. Mr. W1 LLIAM DE Rooy in thus announcing of his having established
himself in business begs at the same time to solicit the support and patron
age of the public in this his new undertaking, and it would be necessary
perhaps for him to assure them that he will always be ready and willing to

asſrooGuo 2. Loafié&5 um ºutrawlſo QPää0aai4Sãº

attend to all the orders and requisitions ofany of his customers at out-stations
Jaffna, 29th March 1843.
who may require any goods, &c.

Printed and Published at the American Mission Press, Jaffna, by Eastman Strong Minor.
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ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.
(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
L. “on II.-Justice.

utt (3–rth. -ga gºol-u

Children can do in astice by their thoughts. When we
hear
complaints or accusations against any person, and
(£19,73rio) cºveSuzºu
readily
believe them, without knowing what the accused
era raft -0.058&flaš º Aº might say
in self-defence, we are generally unjust. Even
&P 535téir. Ismālā ºr ge, when a person is very much to blame, he will generally
éðsljº, sysgåScº uré appear less to blame when we understand the case fully,
Geneouluda e-owé&já &O than he did after we had only heard what was said against
him. We must therefore be careful, and not judge hastily;
GenOudº a -ºs.ojäg and
we must not, even in our own minds, condemn the ab
auré654&#&@Lºw awfoot sent unheard.
We should not like, ourselves, to be judged and condemn
QHTCP2, 3Gunſ sºa54
grºugºu pré, 52(U) LA ed thus; it is unjust for us to form opinions in this way in
Affazariº, QuaGa Gº?ar respect to others.
Thus there are many ways by which we may be unjust;
** -oješ goth au_g, and in all these cases the injustice may be deliberate and
GPāīāga girlºº Gur&) wilful, or it may arise from some error or bias of mind
(3.ar wełCyår. Quotilure that we are unconscious of. If two boys named Sinnatam
Gaſ ØØeroj

gºeful or by and Pariatamby had determined to make a bower in
the garden, but could not agree upon the place to build it,

&—G.

erfluºloºla -syadi

and should then conclude to refer it to their sister and let

@*rºss Quropa Lar

her decide which was the best place,—and if the older boy
were to tell her secretly that he would give a plantain if
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site ºar-SG) she would decide in his favour and she should do it, while
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yet the place chosen by the other brother was the best– uruce 5'C5 urº-04&5 unsºrs. As A Prºtº-13 sº a réa-Gº e-àshe would be guilty of deliberate, intentional injustice. She ſaw Lore, & sº AA, th9 QL flu stºº crº p ºdels (9 S&* =e:
would know very well that, in deciding in favour of one As #4& Garciº-A, 3Geo 5,05 #99 a r.ſ icos.; sº-0 lbuq- ~ *
brother, for the sake of the plantain, she was doing injus | *Hºh -a 3 sci-du-Gh 9–Gu QA; sº Laos : LA 3 -a affe,
tice to the other, so that she would be doing wilful wrong. | *-* Tsºraw; 95 (9-5 sº-8sº -gafa & 206-Gº e
But now, if, on the other hand, no bribe was offered to

** S5am –L =G4'ſ A flag – #65 & 1-62/n 4 Å945.5 gºal-lä siis,

her, and yet if the older boy had been generally more kind °As a Q=ré ºf Lig. G4 & 2-CŞāae s.93, -ašAs ºf AA our
to her, so that she loved him best, her partiality to him usã As a cit aſ ºr ºf sºr ºl-A&G so ºr Gar ºf $ £90 ar.E #~ ** =
might blind her judgment, so that she might decide in his tº-03-19-Qaſr-e Sºº Luresøe-ºrios TC, a ran 90–915 AC3s.
favour, without being conscious of any intentional unjustice Qarº, a -sa ºr ; ; 4 ºu dº Lá a-tº-9-39s rešº Gutié Car
towards the other. Our feelings and wishes do thus in a *a* -galogº -a al-ā Lt-e Āzā5AA TGs ºf 3.5 §º us & =
Galsº Queen.w of rºar 2-lb -gºes #8 ºth a-ĀAlaaſ-Jö:
thousand ways blind our minds, and lead us to be unjust. eit
54.25 Tsirar -a a guis; a'Grrãuom s -a alsº gº soué, Qaz
This is wrong, though it is not deliberate and wilful wrong. eGoruſ Gºd -wavār losurgiſ a flººr;...&# of u LGalaº (32Lo sº.2
We ought to watch ourselves more carefully, and be on * afé94°. As a $3,500 sº gº 35,244 re.945° at 1934–
our guard so as not to be led astray by our own prejudices, * 2° sº a ſcospºuse th at Ées &sjää fºr.: *(******
or by the representations of our friends. This kind of injus Ø(5afs ºaf Lete;...&#35* Qe T-3 - 5 & 3 -a alsº Asſº tº
tice is therefore wrong, though deliberate and intentional in £2a's 535 -aš ĀA&Q = L& spoºrº.o. aſ Aé.A. -gluº-Gu tº
justice is much more criminal; and conscience is generally * #0 is raw (9 arsºrssºn 4 A tº 9AA co,5& Q = Lºok. :)--sºus A*
ready to make it known to us, more or less distinctly, when * -s; A, eſp; A =G stag off-35° ur ºf Quaſcº easi-a) ºr
we are about to treat our companions in an unjust or op **Tºoey Lo, -ga ºr Astée of Aalef.ow a Lº-FGPérs alsº £5
*=Aged ºr ºr eater ºs guits Ge 84.5 acºem Gera-rée,
pressive manner, in either of these ways.
-ºcusor urº-G#35 -a aſ ār Qasſ cºrº-G#Gjúñ argue-FA SSé -ºs.
tempta
tion to be unjust; but
We are often under a great
s à 5 sºr's
we shall always promote our happiness, as well as do our & Asº suave-u £for sºap Asé 35–Téa Leºpa
$3,53
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duty, by resisting it. It is true, that we can often gain Qºrº.nsorſ, rurº epāāa ś Lt C (84G4 &###03. -a 04:3
G = <scri

something by violating the rights of our companions, by

Juha'auatu, aſ E. sar cºoje, Lă safe.eys crew caré safe.sº a

taking away some of their enjoyments, or imposing upon

** LawsoA & Gjøe-rés assº stud -gã 3.5g rà Foua. S.; a

them more than their share of inconvenience or labour.

& sºft wers r1,&Q.FºuGas, Guo & a Q&A Qurayev rºl-last

But those who will make the experiment will find, that the
satisfaction and happiness of being just, are far greater than
any gain we can possibly derive from encroachments up
on the rights of others.
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Questions on Lesson II.

&Qas Qºsis ºf HQ Fideº -ø/3.5A, Lºud is alº 3.5.pdf&srA, T =JC

How can we be unjust in our thoughts?

Is all injustice deliberate and wilful?
Can a person be unjust and yet not be sensible of it?
Relate the case of the two boys, who referred a question to their sister.
What is this intended to show?

#CŞāAst ºf -adulº & Q & Law.5 h Qu'AAA sº-Jati. 5* =lſ
Qasm as @ stud.º.º. ºOLeºrewſ;5&& Lº -øsa.s. suc.º. ºGsésairs
exº-u is tº La ºr ul-Fāşesºu, sri sãaſ sºevsº, Gursa
L9- Håsutu º La rés Galaxrº-ul.º. 505 a sió4 Qes. Lºa.
#Aſ ºth stub Guc,50°raja's(5ud -aššAGP3 su-SAGy's craſ CŞā&-ºn... sºlº gº.G.Lir Qºm waſ a 3A ºres –39Arcºs'Aurº
ud stud45 &G 59.5sor -º/A As or *e in QsCŞāsal-urasajua sº-à
alb Quſq945. Laté fire-à QugjLºur.ºud smus Q4 ºuth Quiſ
com Caou • Loë.5é as a tº 0a 45,5354 Fréâa ºut 4th, Fra Asſº
Lot 4.5, ºr 4.5 ºr an uºis-à 2.5.

sº is -ºff garayóē &ADA jūsā,” Quñu G*A*éejé £5

EditGr ).

Lº-º-CŞāsūOth. -qJuly--L-- Gerster argrad sº ÆGésa

§a sºrt—t al.g., á šQsº.

Sãºrs & Asús & are rewrā8.95 -aššAss; Qaſſiuéº-0th
grºup-Queñº, ur Asmodrosaic.jãs, a Garaudſ tº # Q& Tºtòals
As ºpérrelso--sºso.º. Sirra's stià Geº-Gaea's Elé94 rºw

G 575 atā. Ass Lº-Fā4 ist sé Qerdºsyth stiflu BaºséGa
arruccº aſ 65ér unráðrúñ Qarsº a sm flu; an As unt A&Juh uſ"

As roard; Gääºw-Wajarlos sú4th Qurop.f. sm th Quojºur
ºth-e āfāº; Q =d&Gouë.5°CŞajºr &AE 3.53G+.sºaru905éðth
Gut F& T.s, h is a swice; sº Gaſ & or sº Qarābaduct-i- st
fugao; # Geº-L-8 ºr 1940s unſ;&ſruh strº Q fºal flºud -º-º:

as riflu-icos stub sºuriñuquorº -ø/duagh9Lirop45 as ºr
QLCŞāur ºth ºf 56A, GA:Anuoft/paleºli straºrdlu0am sº.
2;
so surgº struń sióA sº-Lo-ész ulı flurus £irées athul-T.45, -º/

devoa, sº a -º/AAsgarāśso -gã marºojša Assºr ult-fººliG4
ce Tsºsora ºrfuái sººth Géarruddº -ø/airs ºré GjøA or LA;

8&G so cruc.º is a coucsouluţă, ºr c.45, unº *śGAstraßssaulº
st is dº -algº flás Lusº ºr w.ºsuſ isé95 m sº arº-Guo. “I wº
GG saaifa &#65&G-régalºriºu a-flavaš Q=0&L&sº
-s air seco-L ºr strº Guit *šºf sºul sesſin, asso~ *
aff sease:G-rage ºrg.u un *4.5 is 64 urs -a ai = < **

A run.i.e. ags sº ºw's Lissa siru -ºs-3.59° nº sº *air soup; it ca. 124 Gucºso-su a-flicºséQ404.5's Asālselºº'ſ
&siosa dress/psejº acjù Latare unities, tº sº tº £54*
araja arm yoga &GoGuds. A caré fěGºsſ aggpú, as Huſſés

opº 465&nda Quisa SCŞā8*69*.*.* gº.º is a flu-šºa & Lſ
Grºsław LawsºftwauarêGs Qāīluth.
gasºl-mih ur-à829&s, Geºrsºsé.
aru.QA straw; 8& stº -ºš is a rºgāstāsya Olcººt

$#é4, althut–7.5.
Leśasui seguš -º/-autº-Gu and GºverQQuo cº-ºw stub eVojibulºu
1-tº. Lo-wºuaora Lºð ºãus'Auºrº stairs, aſ a -s, şaub. -s;

-ºš sucas 44th crºreſ toward 40°dHºh -ºšAsolois &lº
#aaa WA Geffé sº sa?
*CŞalsº -géAsesºcºşāth mºst Lää 5& ºth s-waſs

LLP.Gu stub ºf saraşcăsâââssrs -aºss agaejº (9.
§ana sGareja'ſ sugg; gºlfi is rib e-º-º: swif 5.5, Qarº, LG alsº

gºs4.sºs QLſus is a 32 fireº. ººrs”

struń flum Lå &##4 ºut 0.3 G.5Anaraſsarirº aga.ºura)

Ques; QA’sºrs? Lew &Q's raºrº -a Fasā Qaflºuša-Qū.
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*** **ath urgrCaroj Garfă ără, Aswa aris ºr ºld ||
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Principles on English Grammar.

arºº G-dº -ø/º353, -aša'.3 -a --alºr, Q.E.9 aſſu & 39, -eſ
&ev.& L. Lath, Lääge," & syrus: @5,354, e-Gº cºole, fºod,
GA TAA's ºrd tº, -º-ows'--tä ºš.57.5, ºff also 4 + fth cers,

BY WILLIAM LENNIE.
Of Mouns.

-ecºlºs? C. Lºoe, Lao L, L1 arº, Lºvé à 5 JA, e-48, 59967,
£4.3 day 345 ra ºr.
at #4 & Lſ cocł2 unt ºffs arrêu snuffers (£fiCale-tº-) scissars,

As the following words, from foreign languages, seldom occur, except
a few, the pupil may very properly be allowed to omit them, till he be far
ther advanced.

Singular
Animalculum
Antithesis
Apex

Plural
Animalcula
Antitheses

Apices
Appendixes or
appendices

Singular

Plural

Focus
Genius
Genus

Foci

Hypothesis
Ignisſatuus

Hypotheses
Ignesſatui
Indexes, or
indices f
Laminae

Effluvium

Ellipsis
Emphasis

Ellipses
Emphases

Encomium

Encomia or

Erratum

Errata

\Sherub
Crisis

Criterion
MDatum
Desideratum

Diaeresis

encomiums

Lamina

LLT = crap.5454 -era e Lučºv,

2 & 3 Mathematics (+ sed

Genera

Index

Automalon
Axis "
Basis
Calx

(a 4&fé so a tongs(326) ºf 5 aſ sº Q_ryºs sº ºf coru sa,9 it
GAs, Jr.; £ut-reſ 19553.3 peoLeu a -alsº a + ºr 5.05 gº-r

Genii t

Arcana
Automata
Axes
Bases
Calces
Cherubim or
cherubs
Crises
Criteria
Data
Desiderata
Diaereses
1 filuvia

Appendix
Arcanum *
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Magus

Magi

Memorandum

Memoranda, or

Metamorphosis

Metamorphoses

Monsieur
Phenomenon
Radius
Stamen

Messieurs
Phenomena
Radii
Stamina

Seraph

Seraphim, or
seraphs

Stimulus
Stratum
Vertex
Vortex
Wirtuoso

Stimuli
Strata
Vertices
Vortices
Virtuosi

A priº) Metaphysics (AE 3.5 a.ºrs) Politics (£5.ers) Athics
(ACLo-ºrso) Pneumatics (air ui-ºrd) ºpaalu Qucrºss ºf Air
gerupt 4 & Leº & Lour 1955,57.5 E 8,0.5, Gator 52(5coucº o-r
C5* + Gaſ &#3 & ſpºr. 5 ºf 5-stº ºff from £4 loſt 190548.3 pºs
tº L.E.G-rev--Leº, psoa, with 2.É.5-5 couc Lawſ th:

* *@ Um, on aſap 4.5 # 4 arm to apº uſer QLuiſa ºr L* coucayao
(-gā,2slap 3.544 &Q = −) a sºa5&could Cu-95. 55*Loºyeo
is grap; so; 150* alsº Lu Qua-fé & Lº so-ca's es sjöäcou

memorandums

uţanu-ust Guſ Lº.

t genii ariº L.E. 24 ru-385 a 3435th ºf #leoarº-wºº geni
uses arºus eiga, 349ar tº ºth Quiſ CŞār-1915.-L. Murray,

Elphinston, Oulton gºalf sexiæ log-odeºs ºf sº Genius,
Rebus (c.984 sea) are: A 2&also a 5-C5°toº,9–uire ºr geni
uses, rebuses arº.o. Leº coupurée rurº -ºjºa, TC5 sount QLu
iſ scºrn Ge ses sº sºle-p-geniusses, rebusses ºr sº., Lºr
counuſ’; £arāś35 Åur u-3- sº ºp. Wu" ºf ~LA, fl.e. saſ' s

grap; sm & apº-45 Quuſ scº ºpen fºº 935Q r. 15 - 0

It was thought unnecessary to give a list of such words of our own; as,
snuffers, scissars, tongs, &c. because they are evidently to be used as

AG wires 19-3 co-cu-ſº es as 53.35 op sº ºff.5ejh s ºr GPA ºf 3)
ºos unº
a -4-0-4,565; A354 &urutº:5é*** --7+.
st A Lás A.; 5) gº -7.5 s.3 s ºf GP #A "* Gºº-ººh Guja Gar
& 4. Q.5 re-fi &A.o. --GA2.5 ºffs, s a G93A Tº gp4-4* QLu
is Garº Oa, ss a ºn 99.7GPAA re. QP 4-4th Q-L7 sejo sours

plural; but it may be proper to observe, that such words as, Mathematics,
Metaphysics, Politics, Ethics, Pneumatics, &c. though generally plu
ral, are sometimes construed as singular, as, Mathematics is a science;
and so of the rest.

**.

• Rule. Nouns in um or on have a in the plural, and those which have

1 Index crºsº; Q = 7& -5,354 -ºa º -e-...-a ºr arsº

is in the singular have es in the plural.

#Azios récº,0–17694, Indexes a cº-wu, º f is ºfA -gs coal
& sº #35th Gurº Indices a cº-wºº (L& sociº's) slºth.

+ Genii, aerial spirits; but Geniuses, persons of Genius–For what
reason L. Mur Ray, ELPHIN ston, OU Lto N, and others pluralize such

words as genius and rebus, by adding ses to the singular, making them

-

geniusses, rebusses, instead of geniuses, rebuses, it is not easy to guess, as

-

comMUNICATIONs—sº-Asils ar.

words ending with a singles are never accented on the last syllable, there
can be no good reason for doubling the s before es. Hence Rule 2nd.,
page 7th, begins with “nouns in s,” because those in s include those in ss.

(Answer to an Arithmetical Query, and another one proposed.)

# Indexes, when it signifies pºinters, or tables of contents. Indices,
when it refers to algebraic quantities.

Q4 Feygºfiº Q4 & a if Gun Qaja
Assa'Geº-GGuo'ſ gojà * &Qirew Gaſ
e-Austra coe fºr e-alt L1-s3 c56égé
*Á9–4 ºurs. A fºod rope.º.º is,

Gä12333; it irºnahanuš +jētil 15 in 19555# 35i Gur

sini sã GL15.0 allºutit Fºol-u13. Gudrift
GLuíšā’il it’l- ºuth Govºad grárm

£ud Gay,

Aisº 1928–e loſſ aré, Ag3 8.74 re; Q = ** races a 5.

31aouQiālā-3&#,Gºlfº GovāāGoré+11th.
G#1&2033,11th.

BăAs “th to th: Läsä34 sear-olds tº avā £ujra gruff a cº
Lair seaſu GPA.ºund ºvá saw #54&5 uſafiºsºrº *IQ2.5 lb gº
so-souá ára ºs-Jä 190 ºré, Q = dug Assou-flafriras.
Guºuſ- 8 uſ ºn muir w ś Lair eſses L sewag stagrajans.
seafººsejér GPA ºff seafºor&uu e º say, 4.5 & Lavalans & 9
fia is tº uſed u ***** -Oscowrey waſ du *A*ā-sa's #seas

Jºach 9puramas Quorºsºft 8aa &A &AW tºpsoaſ ſº
Gay & tº urspañaVá agèGjæ ºf Arcosum & Loſſeo is cº-ºrg leg
a.ºrgia L9-#5uceras -º/-a < * #49–1794 -14-4 truce, sº
ºup. Q rural.s idéalop;#45uauh.

gºň Limorºnt-

* * ºojth

92-figs ºf -gau'un Fºur LGucuss ſº Lof Gogoş

Goubu-JIT ºr

*****@ps QA’s a 85/PAlejóA Gar sº.º.º.o

|

L5-15a piºus arº Gu-ºº--ºf-n + sufi sºjäster 905eous
-ºséºé83e CPºpurse's sºrása, jag äQarsin
& GLCŞāejā a-e-QaşeGº us solesław – rej9Los A'Aé.E.2er 4.
GL- a-pºalaº (Saoudum sys Šum's a ru94 & Lair *A*ś is aſ A,B,
dreja.s idée-h stafa wºojé8&A utº-urd, ſºmewb -a; sé
sºgºne, QLuff safer Lºudºu a 34-55 sq.--runº sº. *Assam sºund:#89 ſaw a rurgºº, 33 sº a cºrósolour.giº.sy
# ************, *-i- sº *-jogelsº p-1905: Gº Aſsocur
Gajó gºoth.
a duºuſ.* *-au-sº des'ía.º.o.º. A log20s a cºils
&
Gºzºvo-rant
-96.5
şAstö,
r
-ºu
Jºaº,
-,
5°C; and Gogud,
ºf eſſ AA.gie Guese rejº, gº sun sº, -ºsiasos
aQaº
sº,” Asr S.1915&65 & 487th, sº nº ºth * 5Arruń, -us0-c.5,
#
graises 3 fibuosº, -ser, Suðºrth, Gerstart: 9 rursºrſh,
grar -a/AA re-8, -ºg Gjaluors' sº e-1952*r-sºº is flag, sº
als, sºjºsºft, alajula; sº, arº;45, -9440-9sop, & wearis &
9-17Gs fºunuſh, ºf 15, cºGas, Gwº ºGs fü, Qasiré ºf

s'84* 59,545 -ºº ºG4 & cº-ºwner ºr eſſee Lé & re-p- -eſ
&a"&aºGu -944 wi&sº asso sougé £ursa ruff clerig.:

Q4 rºcytar.psoirégé, GA. &.

sº dualso a Qusſair,

-ºublaſt ºva's 505 eaſt sº Gºat 811 CPA, sº op;...&th, LB&
177th awſrºº Gºñārā'u sºi-Gºâ4th gºélajaawú QPéââas
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eath 5 & Go2–rº.a. 96 gira rºut ºne, QL 105.5uor.wouTC)
A £ -e ºssº S + -athlon ºved u+ ºf flu.99 sºrt-ºut low-4A19 & art 2)
&sº a sºró, Lº Q4 ºf exº; sº fur tº a 64-5 re Gay 9&Qaſrº Sérºer

19 sº QA rew sun &al ºr oap 3.54 so;2104.5, 49ers arGasw
QucsºrãQ* a sºró -º jiaº Jeró Lt.0 s sº.sysºp & crop;...&#4 ºr 80%
Languºus r & C Sfa, sr ºr- Let Q-res a $35 -ºr-a-groes ºQ5

-Era ºf a sojº. 42.5ºv rej 96,0s, ſcº Sãº º żºjuh -º-Sfas
efs) gearly-wºrſº Sfa, is arras flap gu03 s m = Gaſ 55 L tº 4-dº Qp
**Sãaſt Gul GPA ºwn th of 5.50p 5& 89 KLA T Lº Qp.A.& also a #3539
dº ºr Cyå.5 ** h-sºuth, up 5/03, Lt-tº-dº QP 5519 fam ºu Lºs

e19 Judrop #25GPAs& 5’ → ~99.9 g,349;QA; first may 7.5 ºn Asthu
AQAt a Tu, Cp3.5 asp? §§ops arop;4, 34 ºth-sºus; G = f;
As ºs.gr.º. op 3.5 #4%, GPA 3

Jártar45th £6,294 acré Aaor

*-Qās regal gºgº & Leº (84 safe, A 53194,705 ($fairs ºsal
a sº, G Sãa sºr 5 i Gann Quiró, Garð 1945 to sojéºjé

Qas a Gás

-º-Warter secº 56,9s. TCŞaféðiss L-3As op;&#4 ºr Qar
so is uth sºa'ulº 53805452-0. Ap & s.
§3.5 Åges, **A*.*& 835 &n a sm &u ajº s 5.5 ºr urs ºf £2
it cleanal sys" -ºs. 64-QAAEACŞū-Aſs -º/A sea lith ºf 19
s: Qarapasº G2s--es" a.º.,
£urs a fur ºn-Ajulug- 505 ºrt ºf rajãº ºr...a 19 stor & Sº Lå

Lge.91023.54&532&sr scº GAA = Loſºvºgºsº Q. -subleſ' "
sy & it ºr

Cyå.54 eaf- cºv6 un-ºp sº op;...&#94 m &QarCŞegr

assº ºpew-7th GPA.E #35 stºga ar...sº keesothopā445
ss. Lºairn-slºt º a daa-Gu -athan ºvaya ºr 5 soa'ſ
o op;...&#6th a 5+ 4****Asopºp up 4 Ga. sºvº LA 1945é&juh.
—a sastrº sº,05.5 s),--Iriſ.

-gait Série, scº -ºr a Guðlo -º

Earºv. 9.2i; sº Lás Jaqp;&#4 º' ugpo 49.5m so * * ***
Qaſ so suits 54.8055&tom QA G-lº-c ºf 54.394 riºrs wº Quo ºr
-4 tº, -º/Asp65-996 LQA sº Lº tº aſ sº 6,540 ºasiºs, A Garº Co
counturº Cyß,0,5as ºr scaff ºff s ºf A £6 stir ayācou; ; To so *

agºn Aganu Qeda Assis & Sarāśā&GA's. , -acu” “A
asso; up as suffs.fi uſagib aſsrå65uor-wºrd ºr 3.5 --ºcº&s
Gaº Qū; Jae-Héºn-Aya & sºlo-C5335-era wired aſsau-Gº
Galºrº-fi & G2- .
glū-y-icº;

ul ſpºuſ sº tº go, alsº ºr s = # coag &ge; G =rsſ& Guo
g-wop suº-Sºº.

•ves co-airso-Jalgä35-2 G sº asus,

*+

|ar 9-flººrººººº slaſ wº

ge;...&#45 ºut S*** -as cº

Guº Liº. 5) rair-ribušAs ºf Lºefgeº-" thrº58** Aréa
sir ſº AA "oth-144, 496 aşeusepit #92-13 Apaloº ºdes 3–1
cºal-e Sºra ºOeſſ & -a 3- *CŞā-AA As is "A-" ºf
GLT w, aſſº aſ a 5-3 sojºso, e-A-4 to “a” a gºurd -ºid

35; a Gaº.6 i2=" ºr a #4 &. -suu-Guau" ºr see -ass
sos; so, Lºayºuth a Qars.w º-seºud-'8th ºf 48,554. 5
carra º -e.g., scºso s ºf ºper, see Gº?”***º& Loray; sº Quñue m & Sºº Gueſ a “ QP 5.5 is G5dur-Sãº
-a aſ a guıth aº's L4 epiº A&QLsº pason with 4's 444-striars:
(; sº G &Q sm &Cº. 8/09 sº sº Qa' & Cº -ø/afssºr A tº *w- 84 sº

A sea ºf 44 e5 so a Guſ $A

Lisa is “egºura-Ajajás--

4--aſsif.sºr Gaswº- $586.2 °.
Q = q app.93 + 4, 49A65sº

As-on ess?) of 84* *-w:5”

Sºulp-se,
Ga ºlians sºoth.9

aſſum ££ Gāranāº).
(Catalogue of diseases mentioned in native medical works.)

Lev sºvular its As LA 90 m £ułursſºul/A&As, as Asari.
***Ga*48a a devaſſ=Ger, -ate agéejš Garāśa tº 4
so pºataruun "A ša E—-sy.9As- ºroa afé, ºwth ºr, figue
@, ucai is cº-08 G, ºuth

s.

QA57 & soulé shºcº

sº.

**

A § 6, §03.5Gareth G, e-l-thºuffvu @, estrº & 53
Ash r, e.p {4, 3, epwº ºr -2.5°º gº ºr -ºº ºrth P. 3
at sºft r, sº ºf G, eſp;5&a=&###16 e-º), LeAgrih to, sî-3
Gº -ø/, Gjº Leth -o), Gºa ºr, 15a)** -oſ, uſraw & G, saruda ºw a

aşäes, sº, sºa5ur sub ºr, Gjell–th D-2, Qa'adi is, e--ºf 4
Gº a-w), aſ A5th -o/ö, -9A gun to, So Låsoud a-n), Geº-Quous als), 5
sful sy, sº “GurešGar sub sº, Here,4-ath -o, saºri-ucraw &
*GPA4 alum 8 to sº, sa's 4- to-º: HQ;Guctºrs to, Gaels:-º-º/, 1945s'aºh sa- uſ thusiasts w-al, srs HuáAus?--g
de, feeſ J. Lºuvayur & st-o. a-ša Asosº. LAAusºurg •,
torudfarat. Lºu sºuré ºr, Asºv-Veda'. Tº -ø, epwiss J
um & G, wers, lºssWavn 8 sa, sº ºr 486 aſſuſ 8 -aſ, sº s.js
sºul & Deº, eſpéâssºuffé -e, -'ſ 5&sºut'? 'd-o, Láse, Jarasa
D, 15 ºf fib “, £a #8 Deº, 5–4-authºr d-a, sirºus sel, alsº

e-Asus r a so is cle, 33.7A & sº wº–f5/04 afée, Écº,

649- G&r, 9.7m & sº- Q3, Gºula, uj-º, sGés & DG, * 84*s
a- ºr, HGPOa cº-0 to-º, s = 4&valuſ à wº, scºrers; also is also, ºr

-a duº Qal,
Q&crº-19 & utº stop.5 &Anco AEA Asā scº 4A unus&#so sºft

ises alsº ºn e-º-º:54, e-w, -sanauruu wa-. §§asful Gsr

#4th a-º, "Gººd sº Lóalsº we-, GPLA saw J, sfar sº o, sº

is gº &#94 left soares a slº Sly jan, A * * *e is sº L4&GA)

tº -ºu), toºvºº'ſ sub toº-ergaan & sº, L0 as to-off, -ašas rufi J3,

* , -a. A 1 a.º."

* - in G. 3-war Asia G. & e-à ées” ºr, easaru @, ...,

e;# stra'Garh wr, 8.5 s sºre-La A Gură8–Gal-Asri GGu

G-: * ca. 455.258G L., Lt £35 – “-4 is wºo GAA's opé
4tuu’à ºn 4–519--fúsūlāāa śagºrjãº.
&é.5,

*ě as thatrº 965 Clue ºf H = i subatº,

8& scºug:946 Leº Gove ºf Qu iſ © G4 C5Losswucco, Gs Jºur
Gºſfudao.24,

Qalº, Liº, Lirirana, @, 19Aeº-air & ,
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$º cºungú.—CHRISTIAN.
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Rules for the Conduct of A CHRistiAN Life.

Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson Esq.
Reading.—Food is not more necessary to our bodies, than reading the
Holy Scriptures and spiritual books is for the nourishment of our souls. It
is unaccountable to see how many men amuse themselves with trifies for
hours together, and how few find leisure to peruse practical treatises of re
ligion. As bad books are very pernicious, so good ones are very useful and
Profitable; they enlighten our understandings, and teach us the practice of
piety and holiness, they stir up our wills, and inflame our affections, and
make us readily choose and pursue the service of God; they are preachers
ready at hand, that we may consult with when we have a mind to it.
It is better to read a little with attention, than to read a great deal, and

a #94 reºrºlogicsº. -********* **@iaso, a .45 a.34
*~ & Hºvan to sº ºth at €4.5 -e £eso (***Oreº QA’ararº, ,
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- *** -- pieżawa J. Gºals ****Hää-62 wift Qem.
Gºº G s ºr a resº.

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity

be never the better for it. Let not curiosity, and a thirst of knowledge only,
be the motive of your reading; but let your chief aim be, to become there
by more holy and sanctified. Sometimes in reading, raise up your mind to

God and beg his grace to make it profitable to you; dwell a little upon any
passage that sensibly affects you, and consider of the best means whereby
may put in practice what you have read.
you
Never suffer bud books to be your entertainment, such as undermine the
principles of the Christian, religion, or corrupt the purity of morality, by
-

93-is isºs arraz, J.;

*A*L****A* a 1934 Gaya Gozerº, 1954 &Q's rére, AL
*** Qºrºup. -wºup at 94.5 gees **śsºa5, a 50-or
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God's Power.

"Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory,
and the majesty; for

all that is in the heaven, and in the earth, is thine; thine is the
kingdom, O Lord, and thou art exalted as head above all.”—1. Chron. xxix. 11.

...hine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory for ever"—Matt. vi. 13.
“How great are his signs, and how mighty are his wonders! His kingdom is an
everlasting kingdom, and his dominion from generation to generation!"~Dan. iv.3.
...? Ford ºf hosts, who is a strong Lord, like unto thee." Psalmºxxi.
“Both riches and honour come of thee, and thon reignest over all:'and in thy

putting fair colours upon the worst of crimes, by stirring up our passions to
forbidden objects, and by filling our heads with romantic notions of love and

handiº power and might, ande in thinehanditi, to mai. great,and to give strength

honour. Never pretend that in such discourses you will pick out the good,

unto all."—1. Chron. xxix. 12.

and leave the bad; the reading of one side will

insensibly draw you on to

another, and those trifles will so fix themselves in your imagination, that
when you would get rid of them, you will not be able: besides, they who
give themselves up to the reading of romances and amorous poetry, which
generally insinuate the grossest concupiscence under the notion of love, are

frequently so betwitched by them, that it takes up a great deal of their time,
and no arguments can prevail upon them to quit such an unjustifiable prac

“What God is there in heaven, or in earth, that can do according to thy works
and according to thy might.”—Deut. iii. 24.
The Lord said, I am the Almighty God."—Rev. i. 8.
"Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heav
en with the span, and comprehended the dust of the earthin a measure, and weigh
“d the nountains in scales, and the hills in a balance ºis. ... i.
“I have made the earth, the man, and the beast that are upon the ground, by
my great power, and by my outstretched arm, and have given it unto whom it
seemed meet unto ine."—Jer. xxvii. 5.

lice.

“Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour, and power, for thou

hast created all things, and for thy Pleasure, they are, and were created” .
Rev. iv. 11.
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VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–NO–2.

(Regulus) tº ser, grº 3,355.

Directions for identifying five of the Constellations, on the 27th of
.April, 7 o'clock P. JM. and four of the planets on the 28th of April,

º.º. 2 # 4 grass; 91s rer

**-*āāºr 84 sºn 3 geez, lºgº £65ée (b. -º,+,294.5 g)
*.*.*.*. e-º-; GA = & fills Ge. *-19-4,535-5. Les sº

5 o'clock, A. JM.

*#874 & G al-āG = 25. Lira, a GA T L-à è C. Léºn à &LT
At 7 o'clock in the evening, look for the Pleiades, or “seven stars”
which you will find a few degrees above the north-western horizon. Fourteen

** ºr "A š6 a 6 is grºs & critz a dº sº.

Aſ a loſſ ºf Lºcº

.4ldebaran. This star together with four smaller ones forms the cluster,
called the Hyades which has the appearance of the letter V, Aldebaran
being in the south-east point. Let it be distinctly remembered, that the
Pleiades and Hyades, are the principal stars in the Constellation Taurus.

******
*****:24 gº i.e. -2 and suit— es—unſ u: ; GA 7.5
-02, LD. ********A*Ag: £93G = *A*-a A GAAE4 co-au 2-8**** *Ass GPA ºpa Loſt ºr -650 jºujan–L (Spica)*
**** **** 5.Q5 °4–ºgue fºsſi. . º.º.G. s. aftara

About 50 degrees east of the seven stars, are two large stars, near to each
other, called Castor and Pollur. These are the principal stars in the Con
stellation Gemini; Castor, the larger, being four degrees north-west of

"'Fºº. GPA sº-3,433

Pollux. About 20 degrees south-east of Castor and Pollux, are two small
stars, three degrees distant from each, other joined together by a nebula

*****-w; gº sº Quñés, 94 Tch arºuet-sº-Scy is 5.
e--- Gag G *****}~9.5. Gaja ºlars so sº, is ;

or white appearance. These two stars, though small, are the most pro
minent ones in the Constellation of Cancer, and may be seen about 15
degrees west of the meridian. The more southern of the two stars in Can:

***śāść5 aao! is tº an ºn 8 18655A, -ºws sº a GP = --A 7
** GA'ſ f.p.A. -a-Q-7G2.5 -Elev" it, cºcº # = 3, 4.sº, a sy

cer is situated in the Ecliptic, and will be in conjunction with the sun on
the 29th of July. Twenty-two degrees east of Cancer is a star of the first

Gºiá, 18& E, a cºsº, 2. dial flºw ºwn & scº à é º sºr ºu%
# *@****, *s, L = i, crºsº g)0 m **&#3523 e55
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degrees southeast of the seven stars, is a star of the first magnitude called

*5 Juan a sº-rººglá. **** 693 sº are 3.535 Gear
& ſº ſº) H*** **A gºal stewarts.
£5.5 sºlº is a tº Guo
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magnitude called Regulus. This is the principal star in Leo, situated also in
the Ecliptic, and will be in conjunction with the sun on the 22d of August.

From 5 to 15 degrees north of Regulus, but within the Constellation Leo,

***** ******* Qalšafujº e Aegsa, Jé.g. alsº

are five stars of the second and third magnitude, forming nearly a semi-cir

** * * *ſus.g. 5 Ga ºwg º afºgº.

cle. Fifty degrees east of Regulus, a little southward, is another star of
the first magnitude, called Spica; this is the principal star in the Constell
ation Virgo, and may be seen thirty degrees above the eastern horizon.

Grih. PiñāTJú.

This star is well known in the Hindu sphere, as being almost direct

t-läävalanatº GL1913&—On obtaining children.

Jy opposite the first point in Aries. At 5 o'clock in the morning of the
28th, the heavens will present a splendid appearance to every intelligent
beholder. Beginning at the south-western horizon, and proceeding east

Grár. Gººdſºury:Sailºé Li gºldé saw
Leºpºlé@eſ & G serra aſ;.

ward, we shall have a view of the six southern Constellations Libra, Scor

pio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, and Pisces. In almost the
extreme eastern points of the Constellations Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri
cornus, and in the western point of Pisces, we shall have a rare sight of the

L. G5926535.9% ºft.gº cººr Sº 5.93&#.5 was
-wºré's) aff, Æto LH&º adjº Lu Logač2) ºr £s

four planets Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, and Venus, nearly in a straight
line inclining from the zenith toward the north eastern horizon.

£at #35 at a gaff.
The pipe is sweet, the lute is sweet, say those who have
not heard the prattle of their own children.
Drew.

£ g + 3 m J as at # 3 (b.-Keraka-Sarra-Velakkum.

Sweet is the pipe and sweet the lute they say
They who have never heard their children's tongues
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SUMIMARY OF NEWS.

To the Editor of the “Jºſorning Star.”

JAFFNA,

SIR,

proposed by Mr. Dewastudinaden's student"
sell

“A question on English Grammar,
appeared in No. 7th Vol. 3, inquiring whether the word it in the following
tences is a pronoun or not.” “It appears John is laboring under insauity.
seems I was mistaken in my conjecture.”

“it

“Symetry” Capt. Mackwood, which left Colombo, on the 15th inst. The

-

in answer to this, I have to observe that the word it is a pronoun and in th:
above sentences, it refers to each clause or distinct member of the sentences.

Return of a Missionary.—Rev. Mr. Eckard of the American Ceylon
Mission, with his family, took passage for America via England on the
ilt health of Mrs. Ecka RD is the cause of his return.

"

Here it represents the clause of the sentence—John is laboring under insanity. '

Errata.-There being a few errors in the notice of the death of the late
Mrs. Bartholomeusz of Jaffna, published in No. 5, of our paper, by request
of a relative of the deceased a corrected notice is here given.

the order of the sentence is inverted, the use of it is superseded. John is laboring
under insanity; that appears.

Died.—At Jaffna, on Saturday the 18th March 1843 after a short illness
of 9 days, Mrs. Cornelia Elizabeth, widow of the late Mr. Daniel Bartho

appears John is laboring under insanity. If you were to ask the question, What
appears? The answer will show John is laboring under insanity. It (that) appear:

It like that, is often a substitute for a sentence or clause of a sentence.

lomeusz, aged 73 years, 10 months, and 5 days, highly respected by all who

For the general good of my friends, I add some thing more of the use of the

knew her. She has leſt behind several children and other relatives to lament

word it.

her loss.

1. A substitute or pronoun of the neuter gender sometimes called demonstra:
tive.and standing for any thing except males and females, as Get wisdom, get
understanding. Forget it not.

2. It is much used as the nominative case or word to verbs called impersonal;
as tt rains; it snows;-ln this case, there is no deterinitiate thing to which it

Ecclesiastical.Appointment.—The Rev. J. C. ARN pr; late Portuguese

Chaplain of St. Paul's Church, Colombo, has been appointed Colonial
Chaplain at Jaffna. Date 1st May 1843.

can

be referred.

-

In other cases it may be referred to matters, affairs, or some other word. Is it

Civil Appointment.—Soopi RAMANIA AM ha Law ANAN, Esq. late
Proctor, and Deputy to the Queen's Advocate of the District Court of Wal

come to this?

ligammo, has been appointed acting District Judge of the District Court of

3. It often begins a sentence, when a personal pronoun or the name of a person
or a masculine noun follows. It is I, be not afraid. It was Judas who botrayed

the Islands. Date 1st April 1843.
The appointment of Soop 1 RAMAN IA AM BALAw AN AN, Esq. to the

Christ.

a question is asked, it follows the verb–as
c."
rist?

District Judgeship of the islands is an event of no ordinary interest to the
Who was it that betrayed

4. It is used also for the state of a person, or affair, “How is it with our general?"
5. It is used after intransitive verbs very indefinitely and sometimes iudicrous
ly, but rarely in an elevated style—as “If Abraham brought all things with him,
it is not probable he meant to walk it back for his pleasure.” “The Lacedominians
at the straits of Thermopolae, when their arms failed there, fought it out with their

native coinmunity.—Descended from the most respectable parentage—pos

sessed of more wealth perhaps than any other native in the District, being
sole inheritor of the large family estate of his late father—with good native
talents, improved by an English Education, having been from 1530 to 1834
a member of Batticotta Seminary—then engaging in the study of Law, and
for the last 4 years having been a licensed proctor, and for about 18 months

nails and teeth." Whether the charmer sinner it or saint it."

Deputy to the Queen's Advocate in the Uistrict Court of Walligammo;-these

Here the general rule for pronoun is not without exceptions. As the Grammar
follows the language and not the language the Grammar, anomalies in language
I am, Dear Sir Yours truly,
every where encounter us.
19th of April 1843.
John WHITE.
Batticotta Seminary.

circumstances, added to his good reputation for virtue and integrity, are
well regarded, as entitling him to the patronage and favor of the Govern

Editorial Remarks.-We perceive that the above communication is
chiefly made up of extracts from “Lennie,” Murray” and “Webster,”
without any acknowledgement of the sources from whence they are deriv
ed. Perhaps all of our correspondents are not aware that in honourable
and Christian Society literary pilfering is considered nearly as great a
dereliction from virtue, as to steal money from one's purse.

.Acknowledgements to Correspondents.-4: 2 Received from P. Can'
jamanadan.

His letter will receive early attention.

-

Letter from C. Perera, received; will meet with early attention.
Communications received as follows:

ment. His promotion to this responsible office is hailed by the native com
munity with unmingled satisfaction, unless it be on the part of a few disap

pointed expectants of public favor, who may look with envy and dislike at
the success of their competitor. The mass of the natives have known him

to be upright and honest in his management of cases in Court, and they have
the confidence that he will act on similar principles in the more important

and responsible capacity of judge. Young men of education and talent, who
are seeking to qualify themselves for places of honour and responsibility, re
gard it as a substantial testimony of the disposition of Government to confer
such offices upon those who shall render themselves worthy to receive them.

We hope, in his new capacity, Mr. S. AM BALaw AN AN will meet the best
wishes of his friends, and prove by his diligence, ability and uprightness,
that the interests of justice may be wisely administered in, and therefore

safely entrusted to native hands. Such a sudden accession of power and

From “Soondranardan,” Combaconum. We do not think the subject
he proposes to write on, would interest or profit our readers.

responsibility as he has net with, is enough to upset inen of more age and

From “Covindappanaodoo,” Negapatam. The want of room and the

enable him to cope successfully with the trials attendant on his new situa

fact that before we could publish them the Madras Civil Appointments
would be generally known, render it inexpedient to comply with his request.
From ºf: B.A.” Lennie's definition of a noun is not sufficiently compre:
hensive. Murray says, “A noun is the name of any thing that exists or of

tion. His failure will be the failure, not of himself alone, but of the whole

which we have any notion: as London, man, virtue.”

jects of its patronage from their ranks.
Hindu Miracle—Native credulity.—Not many days ago, the story was wide
ly circulated in Batticotta, and its vicinity that a most wonderful miracle was to
be observed at an unfinished heathen temple in this neightorhood. It was stated
that a person who stopped to look at the building, on going into the inner sacred

From “a Lover of History.” When it is established by good evidence that
Zavier's body is incorruptibie, then the fact may be admitted in evidence of
the truth of the Catholic faith, before it is proved, we should not believe its
From “a Student” Madura. He should defer writing in Eugish till he
is better acquainted with the language.
from “the Truth-tellers” Colombo. The subject is unsuitable to the
columns of our paper. The civil courts have jurisdiction over such cases;
any thing that we could say on the subject would be unavailing.
From 5's & su.ey spié.” In Vol. II. p. 94 of the Star we gave a sum.
mary view of the arguments in favor of, and of the objections urged against;
the doctrine of Purgatory, and announced to our readers that we should
publish nothing further on the subject.
From “A Subscriber of the Star” Point Pedro. The subject does not

appear to us of sufficient importance to have so much room in our columns
as is required for the publication of the Documents communicated. The
case referred to is this—The judge of one of the District Courts di
rected the drawer of a pleading to return the fee he had received and to
pay for the Stamp, as the pleading was void, by the imperfect manner
in which it was executed.

From “George W. Coe” Batticotta. The sentiments of his communi
cation are good-butthe article as a whole is imperfect, and therefore inad
missible.

experience than himself, and nothing but tried principles of integrity will
class of educated and enterprising natives who are seeking to follow him in
the path of honour and promotion;–his success, will encourage their zeal,
and assure the Governinent of the propriety and safety of increasing the ob

apartment, and looking up through an opening left in the cupola, distinctly saw
the top, which is built of brick or stone and chunam, move, as if shaken by the

wind. People who heard the story, visited the temple, and saw the same won
derful phenomena, and spread the fame of it abroad. Many believed the depart
ing glory of Hinduism was about to return, and be invested with its original
splendor and power in this new shrine. Batticotta Seminary boys, even some of
the church members and teachers, who, we should think ought to have had sense

and reason enough to have discredited the pretended miracle, and to have traced
the effect to its natural cause, were ready to believe it some divine manifestation.
One of the gentlemen connected with the Seminary, on hearing of the catensive ex
citement produced amongst the people by the circulation of this story, visited the

temple, for the purpose of unravelling the cause of what appeared tº the too credu
lous natives to be a most marvellous affair. He found a punthall built over the
cupola, which was movable by the force of a light wind. To one looking from
the inside, through the opening in the cupola, to this punthall-whenever the pun
thall was shaken by the wind, the cupola appeared to nove. Thiw, explanation

was satisfactory, and the boasted miracle was resolved into a simple illustration
of the effect of a law of vision.
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ing the directions there given and which will be given hereafter in subse.

Superfine Black and Blue cloth, waist Coatings, white Moul Skin, Blºe,

quent Numbers of the Star, they may make themselves familiar with the

Black, Puse, and Crape Lasting, Brown and Black Holland, Black Cotton
Velvet, Black Cambric, White Sattin Jean, Long cloths, Welch Flandels,
Military Stocks, Silk Purses, Conch Chintz, whale bone Busks, Ready
made coloured Shirts, Shooting Coats, Silk and Cotton Umbrellas.
Patey's and Cos, Best Lavander water, Spirit De Rose, Essence De
Rose, Pomatum, Rowland's Kallador, Essence of Tyr, Alsanoe Extracts,
Essence of Ginger, do Peppermint, Cream of Tartar, Essence of Marcela,
Smelling Salts, Boxes of Ödontoo dentifice, brown windsor Soap, Hair

constellations that mark the sun's progress in the ecliptic, and the pheno.
mena connected with the revolution of the planets round the sun, and learn

Inore useful lessons concerning the laws that govern the heavenly bodies,
and their supposed influence on human affairs, than can be obtained from
the professed Astrologers of this country.
-

The writer of these articles would esteem it a favour iſ missionaries and
teachers of native youth, would kindly interest themselves to direct the at.
tention of those under their influence, to the article, and aid them in their

observations of the heavenly bodies.
Overland Mail.—The Overland mail was received in Jaffna yesterday
morning. We are disappointed at the non-receipt of either letters or papers
by this mail, and consequently have no intelligence of European affairs to
present to our readers,

Powder and Powder Puffs, Best Eau de Cologne, Tooth, Nail, Coat, Shaw.
ing and hat Brushes, Ivory tooth Combs.
Gilted Buckles, Bracelets, Bangles, Earrings, Bracelet Snaps, Broaches,
Gilt and Diamond Studds, Chains, Gilt Buttons, Snaps, Gilt Beads, Hair
Pins, Silver Thimbles and Needles.
Albums Bibles, Johnson's Dictionary, Euclids, Teacher's Questions, Pa.

etical Chronology, Natural History with plates, Port folio, Drawing paper,
NEGOMBO,

Waſers, Pen holders, Steel Pens, Drawing Pencils, Indian Rubber, Sea.

Interesting fact-preference of the JWitives for education in the vernacular
language.—At Negombo, there is a Government school, with two attentive and

intelligent masters, and the lessons of one class are almost daily heard by an Eu
ropean The boys are taught exclusively in English; the average attendance is
about 60, and they pay a fee of 3d each per month. In the same place there is a
private school conducted by a native, on his own account, in which Tamil alone
is taught, and the children pay a fee of from 3d to 6d each per month. The aver.
age attendance is about 130. This is a striking proof of the preference paid by
the people to education in their own language.—Friend of March.
SCINDE,

..Another Battle near Hyderabad.—The Government of Bombay has given offi
cial information of another battle between the British forces in Scinde and the

Beloochees. The latter 20,000 in number, commanded by Armeer Shere Ma

hommed, the chief of Meerpoor;-the British force consisting of about 5,000
men, commanded by Sir Charles Napier.

The battle lasted inore than three

;aps.wax, Glazed Crayons, Spectacles, Eyeglasses, Complete colour Boxes,
Scissors, Penknives, Pocket and Shoe knives, Ivory handle Balancing
and Forks in setts, Spurs, Brass Padlocks, do Cocks, Cork Screw.

Knives

Dog chains, Files, Snuff Boxes, Powder Flasks, and Shot Belts, Gun Caps,
Glass Gunpowder, Shot, Brass cannons.
Tumblers, Decanters, Custard, Jelly, Wine and Liquor glasses.

Pressed and undressed Dolls, some with moving eyes, and Toys, &c.
Indian Rubber, oil blacking in cakes, do in stone jars, do in Tin boxes.
German silver, Table Dessert and Tea spoons, and Forks, do ladle, do
Watch Guards, Metallnkstands, do Table, Dessert and Tea spoons, Crget
Stands, Table shades, Coffee, Tea, and Mustard pots and Milk Jugs.
Currents, Jams, and Jellies, Mustard, Sallad oil, White wine vinegar, Cho.
jº, Loaf cheese, Crushed loaf sugar, White soft do, Black and green
ea.

hours when the Beloochees were defeated with great loss. The English troops
also suffered severely, having 39 killed, and 228 wounded.

Superior Sherry, Sherry Rateſia, Brandy, Port wine, do in Pints, Cour.
try Bottled Beer and Porter, Madeira and Cider, Holland Ginand a varie.

Fire at Surat-A most destructive fire lately broke out in this ancient
city destroying about 400 houses and property to the amount of 300,000
Rupees.

ty of other Articles.

Colonel Stoddart and Captain Conolly.—The ruinor that these two
gentlemen had been publicly executed by the king of Bokhara is nºw con
tradicted by the statement of a travelling Jew at Loodianah, who declares
that they are still alive.

N. B. Mr. Wilhia” Dr Rooy in thus announcing of his having est:blished himself in business begs at the same time to solicit the support and

Patronage of the public in this his new undertaking, and it would be necess.
ary Perhaps for him to assure them that he will always be ready and will.

ing to attend to all the orders and requisitiens of any of his customers at
out-stations who may require any goods, &c. Jaffna, 29th March 1843.
*-

Christian Martyrs in Madagascar.—Within a few years past many
native Christians on the island of Madagascar have suffered martyrdom for
the cause of Christ. Intelligenee has been received that two more were
put to death in June last, by command of the Queen.
Singular Coincidences.—In the Colombo Friend for April, it is stat
ed, that the engravings of ancient edifices in Central America have a strik
ing Budhistical appearance; so much so that they were at first supposed to

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given that the 6 Delft horses
not sold on the 15th instant in consequence of their
not having been brought over here, will be sold by

have been representations of architectural remains at Anaradhapura. They
have characteristics in common with those presented in the monument of
Sarmath near Benares, as well as in those of Ceylon and Afghanistan.

auction at the Jaffna Esplanade on Friday the 28th
instant at 8 o'clock, A. M.

Cure for Hydrophobia.-A physician in an European hospital having
administered by mistake a draught of vinegar to a patient attacked with

E. H. SMEDLey.

hydrophobia, found to his great surprise, that it occasioned almost immedi
ate relief.

It was afterwards administered in other cases of the same na

Jaffna Cutchery, April 24, 1843.

ture, with the same salutary effect.–Eng. Paper.
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ed business as a Merchant and Shop-keeper, and that he will expose for
sale on JMonday the 3d. April next, between 11 and 12 o'clock in the
morning, at his house situated in the 1st Division Cross Street, Pettah
the following goods from the latest arrival. Viz.

*****
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Palinereen dresses, Flowered Muslin, Cambric, Muslin Scallopping, Flow
ered Net, Cambric handkerchiefs, Prints and Gingham, Muslin de Lane
Dresses, Ladies' silk Stockings and Gloves, Silk handkerchiefs, Coloured
Sattin Ribbon (narrow,) Black shoe &ibbon and Galloon, Bonnet Ribbon,

& 19-A is ºr
9/5 a.suda is
Luiſ La sº sent-lºsoa sºu

Black silk Welvet, do waist Bands, Broad and narrow Lace, Quilling, Col
oured Braiding and Bobbin, Willow Squares, Spring Garters, Bonnet wire,

8a seraa) ºr 44 ºf

96 || View of the Heavens No. 2.

99
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it.

Mr. W11, L1AM De Rooy most respectſully begs to inform the Ladies
and Gentlemen of this place and the public that he has this day cominenc.

Lapets, Muslin Shawls, Cuffs, Collars, Tippets, Gauze veils, do Scarffs, do
Shawls, Baby's Lace Caps, Fancy and straw Bonnets, Cloth and Horse

Hair Caps, Cap Picks, Men's and Boy's Straw hats, Youth and Men's
beaver hats.

-

-
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-
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| Abbott's Lessons on Morals
Principles of English grammar
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tian Life
95
Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines

and Duties of Christianity

ib. Summary of News

Printed and Published at the American Mission Press, Jaffna, by Eastman Strong Minor,

ib.
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.

CHAP. viii.] Voice and Language; Vocal im- [PART II.
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itation and Ventriloquism.
The mocking bird has the most extraordinary musical
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talent of any of the bird kind. Its own natural song is
charming, and besides this, it can imitate the note of every

-
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lively creature and seems to enjoy the sport of quizzing the
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imitating their notes, and them frighten then half to death
by screaming like a hawk or eagle.
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other kind of bird, and even the domestic fowls.
other birds.

He is a

He will call the little birds around him by

9. The mocking bird has its scientific name, polyglottis

from its very peculiar power of moving the larynx, and
thus imitating any note or sound it chooses. There hate
been instances of this wonderful power among men. A

| few persons have, by long practice, been able to imilate
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the notes of birds, and the different voices of people with

ary exertions, more than to those of any other individual, the Board owes

whom they were acquainted.
10. The imitation of the human voice in a particular
manner is called ventriloquism; an art that has caused
much astonishment in the world. The ventriloquist has

the earth, there is it meet to be told what this man hath done, as a memo

the power of modifying his voice in such a manner as to
imitate the tones of different persons conversing at a con
siderable distance from each other. What seems stranger

still, the expert ventriloquist does not open his mouth, nor
use his tongue when speaking; the tones are formed in the
larynx, and emitted through the nose; the performer look

ing all the while as mute as a fish.

(To be continued.)

Wherever the Missions of the Board are established, in all

rial of him.

Samuel J. Mills, the son of a country clergyman, in the state of Connecti
cut, was born the 21st of April 1783. At the age of eighteen, he left his

father's house for a neighboring town, to take charge of a farm that had
been bequeathed to him by his maternal grandmother. The year following,
after a severe and long protracted mental struggle on the subject of personal
religion, he became, in the judgment of charity, the subject of that radical
change of moral character which the word of God declares to be essential
to salvation. From this memorable period in his history, his mind was
touched with deep compassion for the spiritual miseries of those who had
never heard the glad tidings of salvation, and who were necessarily exclud.
ed from those substantial joys of faith and hope which he himself had be

gun to know by his own experience. The following observation, which
may be regarded as an index to his subsequent life, contains the first dis
closure of his thoughts and feelings on the subject of Missions. In conver
sation with his father, “I cannot,” said he, “conceive of a course of life in

[Translation of the foregoing.]

* "GLär Liai Găii; 131L155 ºiáº.
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its existence.

which to pass the rest of my days, that would prove so pleasant, as to go
and communicate the Gospel salvation to the poor heathen.” In accordan e

a-- LGºjº
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with the sentiment here expressed, he came gradually to the determination
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for acquiring a collegrite education, with a view to the Gospel ministry.
In the autumn of 1806 he became a member of William's College, being
then in the 24th year of his age. His standing, as a scholar, while at col

to transfer his secular concerns to other hands, and to make arrangements

lege, was respectable; but the point in which he far excelled his fellows
was, in rendering his scientific course of study subordinate to the higher
claims of personal piety, and active usefulness in the sphere in which he

* Jeff-Agé

moved. “While he was a member of College,” says his biographer, “there
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was a revival of religion in that institution, of which he was the chief in
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who owe their hopes of heaven and their usefulness on earth, to his instru
mentality.” But whatever of present duty engaged his attention, he never
for a moment lost sight of the favorite object, for which he had left his farm

and entered upon a collegiate course of study. His manner of wooing the
attention of his fellow students to the subject of Missions, and of awakening
in their minds an interest of personal responsibility, was altogether peculiar,
and peculiarly successful.

The flame that had been kindled in his own

breast, he fed and guarded with a trembling solicitude, lest by any premature
exposure of it, he inight in any wise thwart his own matured purposes of
devoting his life to mission labors in a foreign land.

It was therefore an

-ºvalso sº

important object with him to find some individuals of a kindred spirit, to
whom he night safely confide the secrets of his heart, and who might ere

grºss pºst-lºgous a sºvisºrºris sº. As a Ga**

long become his companions in mission labors. Believing that he had suc

s: -gãa.
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ceeded in finding two or three individuals of this character, he proposed
that they unite with him in the observance of a day of fasting and prayer,
in reference to their future course in life, and that God would qualify them
for the work to which he, by his spirit and providence, might call them. At
the close of this day, and in a hallowed retreat at a distance from the col
lege, he made to them a disclosure of his whole heart on the subject of Mis

sions; and more especially the consecration he had made of himself to spend
his days among the heathen, iſ God would grant him the privilege. What
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must have been his surprise and joy, on finding that the persons to whom he
had made this disclosure were cherishing purposes of a similar nature, which
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they had never made known even to their dearest friends. From that hour
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a secret league was formed by this little company, for the purposes of mu
tual support, and for devising ways and means for carrying forward the ob
ject on which they had resolved by mutual pledges before the Lord. This
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MR. Poor’s LETTER TO HIS LATE PUPILS No. VI.
- My You Ng FRIENDs,

In giving a sketch of the origin of the “American Board of Commission
I cannot do justice to the subject without ap
ers for foreign Missions,”
of the late Samuel J. Mills, to whose extraordina
pending a few notices

league, the existence of which was for many years unknown to all, but to
those immediately concerned, was to a great extent the main spring of a train

of energetic, though very quiet measures that ensued.” In the latter part of
1809, Mr. Mills entered the Theological Seminary at Andover. “Here he
ſound several of his former companions who had dedicated themselves to
the cause of Missions, while together at William’s College; and the frater
nity in all its concealed energies renewed its operations here.” The prin

cipal motive for continued concealment, was an apprehension that the kind
ling flame for foreign missions might be entirely quenched by the rude blasts
of opposition that were anticipated on the first discussion of the subject in

public, and subsequent events showed that these anticipations were not with
out ſoundation. At Andover Mr. Mills became acquainted and associated
with Mr. Judson and with several other individuals of a kindred spirit from

different parts of the country, whose hearts the Lord had previously stirred
up to investigate the subject of Foreign Missions with reference to a person
aſ enlistment. “Almost with his earliest acts of faith in the Lord Jesus,” in
1808 “Mr. Judson was inspired with the desire to communicate the know.

ledge of salvation through his blood to those who sit in darkness and the
shadow of death.”

-
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From the foregoing remarks it will be seen that at the Theological Sem
inary at Andover, then but recently established, there was a concurrence
of circumstances, which naturally gave rise to the proceedings narrated in
my two preceding letters, proceedings which resulted in the establish
nent of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
Tillipally,
Your's truly,
D. Poort.
.May 4th 1843.
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MEssRs. EDITors,
If Mr. DEwAstudin ADEN’s student will carefully search in Pinnock's

Murray he will find the following, which, if I mistake not, will answer all
his queries, viz.
The neuter pronoun it is sometimes employed to express the subject of

To the Editors of the Morning Star.
Batticaloe, 24th December 1842.
A few months ago about 30 Roman Catholics, besides children here at
Batticaloe renounced Popery and embraced the faith of Protestantism. The

any discourse or inquiry: as, “It happened on a suinner's day;” “Who is
it that calls on me?”

See under Rule V.

Respectfully yours,
JMadura, 22d April 1843.

GAA = ** 4.

Roman Catholic Priests at Colombo hearing of this sent here one of their

Priests about two months ago. Now from the domineering of this Priest
we the new converts and other Protestants of this place suffer much per
secution, which persecution arises from his strictly enjoining upon his peo

To the Editor of the Morning Star.
S1R,
When I left Jaffna many of my friends requested me to communicate to their
the state of the climate, &c. of Manaar, and as it is advisable that I send the ſet
ters directly to you for publication in your valuable and extensively circulated
Periodical it will thereby reach their bands and I would fain hope that it will also

ple not to speak to those that have already abandoned Popery and embraced
true Christianity, nor to have any connection with them either by giving or
receiving of them; by buying or selling, by attending their funerals or wed
interesting to the other subscribers of the Star
dings; or by inviting them to theirs and threatening severe punishments in be The
of Manaar is very unhealthy, especially at this season, and acts in
case they disobey his orders. Besides, when the Catholics see us on the juriouslyclimate
on the constitutions of both Europeans and Natives. The soil is sandy
public roads and streets they abuse us in a most disgraceful manner, and | and steril. Good drinkable water can be procured with difficulty as it is brought
degrade us by using many opprobrious epithets, and at nights they dis º: town for sale from a distant place and yet the water is not so good as in
ila.
turb us by throwing stones at our houses, and shooting at them. These
|
are the benefits that result to us from the Priest’s coming to the place.
Provisions are dear and scarce; as may be imagined, fish can be got in abun
will you therefore, Mr. Editor, through the medium of your valuable | dance; fowls rarely. The people entirely depend upon Jaffna and other countries
Periodical inform us how this evil can be remedied.

Your's

.4 number of persecuted Protestants who have renounced Popery.
Remarks.-Iſ the parties complained of offer personal violence to the
complainants they are amenable to the civil courts, and on conviction there.
of, would no doubt be suitably punished. If the grievances are of a nature

that the Court cannot recognize, we know no better remedy for the evil
than patience and meekness. This is in accordance with the precepts of
our divine master, Matth. v. 10, 11, 12, who there promises a blessing to

those who suffer for righteousness' sake. See also 1st. Peter ii. 20, 21; iv.
12–16, 19.
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for cloth, rice, loaves, plantains, oranges, beetle, arekanut, and other supplies.
The common disease prevalent in this place is fever. During the late epidemic
the disease was found in every house; and in some cases the members of a family
were seized with it one after another till the whole were swept away. The mortally
from the 1st of January to 31st of March 1843 in the eastern Division only, waſ
350, as I have collected from authentic sources. The people speak as much of
the mortality in the western Division.
Manaar is divided into eastern and western divisions. The inhabitan's are nost

ly Roman Catholics and Mahommedans. Few Protestants and heathens are sº at
tered here and there. A Catechist, a native youth of this place, is stationed here
who holds service on Sundays in the Court House, where I had once the pleasure
of attending. The service consisted in reading a portion from the Commen
Prayer and 2 Chapters out of the Bible. The congregation were composed
of5 members including myself and the Catechist. On inquiry among the European
descendants and natives they have manifested a wish to have a missionary among
them; and when I consider that this place is not so insignificant as is thought by
many and that several families who profess Protestantism reside here, I am as:
tonished that this station is not thought important enough for the residence of a
missionary. The people are happy to receive tracts and portions of the Scriptures.
The Government school was opened at this place on the first of April. A few of
the boys who had expected to attend the School died of fever within the last three
months. The average attendance of the boys is 23, of whom five or six can read t
little and the rest are mere beginners. The school at present meets in a room at
the Cutchery but soon will be removed to a more spacious Bungalow which is now
undergoing active repairs for the purpose, when a larger attendance is expected.
By giving a timely insertion of this letter in your popular Journal, you will great
Your most obedient and bumble servant.
ly oblige

•Manaar, 20th April, 1843.

W. LADD
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Rules for The CoNDuct of A CHRISTIAN Life.
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~15, e-à4 & Fºur as ºr safé, a lºan s, Los sºap #35, -º sé
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.
Self—Examination.—Never go to bed before you have called your
self to an account for all the actions of the past day; nothing will contribute
to your spiritual advancement more, than this method, seriously and impar

tially performed. The seeds of vice will hereby be hindered from taking
deep root in your heart and evil habits will nevet be able to prevail
upon you. Recollect as much as you can of the thoughts, words, and actions
of the day past, and inquire whether you have not had vain, unclean, or

revengeful thoughts? Whether you have resisted them or have voluntari
ly indulged them, and consented to them?
As to your words: whether you have been guilty of evil speaking, or have
indulged in passionate and angry expressions; or, by falsehood, have imposed
upon others, or have uttered any profane, immodest, or provoking speeches?
As to your actions: whether you offered your first thoughts to God when
you awaked? whether you rightly performed the duties of closet meditation
and family prayer? Whether you have been diligent and honest in your
business? Whether you have sought to please God in your ordinary actions?
Whether, during your business, you offered short aspirations for his bless
ing? Whether you have said grace at your meals? and whether modesty
and temperance have always accompanied them? Whether, in conversing,
you have avoided vanity, detraction, and pride? And whether you have
taken care to govern your passions,and to make your discourse useful and pro
fitable? Whether your diversions have been moderate and innocent? If you
have received any particular mercies, whether you have been thankful: If
you have had leisure, how you have employed your time? Whether in do
ing good to others, or improving yourself, by reading practical books on
religion? Now thus by recollecting the whole time, and the manner of

spending it from our rising till our going to bed, to which purpose, a very
few minutes before our evening devotions will suffice, we shall very casily
be enabled to answer the preceding questions; so that we may heartily beg
God’s pardon for those sins we have been guilty of, take firm resolutions
of avoiding them for the time to come and show ourselves thankful for those

blessings he has bestowed upon us.
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Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.

The Righteousness and Justice of God.
“All his ways are judgment: a God of truth, and without iniquity; just
and right is he.” Deuſ; xxxii. 4.

“Righteousness and judgment are the habitation of his throne.” Ps
xcvii. 2.

“The Lord is righteous in all his ways, and holy in all his works.” Ps.
cxlv.

17.

“I am the Lord, which exercise loving kindness, judgment and right
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eousness in the earth.” Jer. ix. 24.

“All thy commandments are righteousness.” Ps. cxix. 172.
“Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne.” Ps. lxxxix.
14.

“He shall judge the world with righteousness and the people with his
truth.” Ps. xcvi. 13.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
(Continued from page 72.]
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The benefit which a father should confer on his son is

to give him precedence in the assembly of the learned.
Drew]
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It is pleasant to all the powerful creatures of the great
earth that their children should possess more knowledge
than themselves.
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The mother who hears her son called “a wise man” will

rejoice more than she did at his birth.
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ampton by Steam for India this year, while during the same period of:
year the number did not exceed 127.
Education and Religion.—At the recent opening of the Collegiate In.
stitute in Liverpool, the right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, vice President of the

board of Trade, delivered the inaugural address. In the course of his
remarks he uttered the following valuable sentiments; which we taket
liberty to commend to the attention of the friends of education in this couſ.
try.

*H, firmly

believed that religion should be included in the mate ºf

education, and not only that religion should be one item among many, one
head in the long catalogue of accomplishments, bnt that it should be the

ruling and pervading principle, the principle to which all others were to be
subordinate, and with respect to which, all the foundations of an institutº
were to be regulated, and all its ends directed and arranged. It was

great truth, that education to be valuable and to deserve the name, mis
be religious education, and to be religious must be founded on the definº
He believed that if they could erect a system whº

revelation of God.

should present to mankind all branches of knowledge, save the one tº
was essential, they would only be building up a tower of Babel, which, whº
they had completed would be the more signal in its fall, and which wº
bury those who raised it in its ruins. He believed that if they could takes

human being in his youth, and make him an accomplished man in muſ.
Philosophy, in Mathematics, or in the knowledge necessary for the proſe.
leaf Ast Gar a-a-th ºf Sãan say: 94°rds ºr -º,+**a-L;...&#35 | sion
of a merchant, a lawyer, or physician,—that if with any or all the
Ques ºr **La'i, 59.5s (2005at seasoit. §).5 sm flugees endowments they could store his mind,-if they could endow him with tº
As f a rºuguoru-AjšAsafésir -º/AA35 tor.04A, as Qām Qāse. science and power of a Newton, and if they had concealed from him, a
(Blà.
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rather if they had not given him a knowledge and love of the Christin
faith, he would go forth into the world, destitute of everything, that co
stituted the true and sovereign purpose of our existence.”

| Effect of Temperance in Ireland.—It is stated that three-fourthsºft

JAFFNA.

spirit retailers in Ireland have been ruined by the progress of temperatº
habits among the people.
Roman Catholics burning the Scriptures.—From American Paſº"
we learn, that at a recent meeting of the Roman Catholics in Champiº
erument for its late appointment of Mr. Ambalavanan to the office of Dis. | New York, efforts were made to collect all the Bitles that had been distrilº"
trict Judge of the Islands, as mentioned in our last No. About 50 persons ed among the Catholics in that region. Some persons refused to gº
were present. Mr. Supramaniar Aroonasalam, a priest of the Sivan temple, them up, but about 200 were collected, thrown into a fire, and burned tº
Public Meeting.—We are informed that a meeting of respectable natives
was convened at the rest house in Wannarponne on Friday P. M. the 28th
ult. for the purpose of expressing their obligations and gratitude to the Gov

was elected president, and Mr. Ambalavanan Saravanamootoo, Motary,
was requested to act as Secretary. The Secretary read an address which
had been prepared, expressive of their feelings, which was unanimously a
dopted by the meeting. It was then resolved, that after being circulated
anong the people for signatures, a copy should be transmitted to His Ex

cellency the Governor, and also to Her Majesty the Queen.
Siva School at Wannarponne.—A Correspondent inquires, what has

ashes.

Greece.--The long expected bankruptcy of the Greek Government has

been officially announced. The estiniated deficiency for 1848 is 43%
687 drachms.

Egypt.—The mortality amongst oxen throughout Egypt, still preval's

become of the school “for the defence and propagation of the Siva religion,”
mentioned by a correspondent in No. 20, Vol. II. of the Star, and also
what are the prospects of the Printing Press promised by the same Cor
respondent in No. 22, Vol. II?—Perhaps some one acquainted with the
facts can answer.

-

Turkey—the differences between Austria and the Porte are in prºte
of adjustment by the mediation of the British ambassador.
To the Editor of the “Star.”
SIR,
what Tamil Classics are suitable to be read in Christian
-

-

Schººl,

--

ad
a

-

good behaviour for 10 inonths afterwards, for having insulted one of the
girls of the Varany Female Boarding School.

John Whirº

Yours obediently,

Seminaries?

Warning to the licentious —A rich and respectable native was late
ly sentenced to 2 months' imprisonment with hard labour, and bonds for

.Answer.—We have never heard of a Tamil Classic that was free from falsº

and impure sentiments. We are not enough acquainted with their cº
parative merits to be able to say which are least dangerous to students.

OWERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

FOR SALE AT

Parliament—Sir Robert Peel has announced that no further change in
the existing Corn Law is contemplated at present.—The thanks of both

MR. WILLIAM DE ROOY'S

houses of parliament were unanimously voted to the Naval and Military

SUPERIOR MANILLA CIGARS

forces engaged in the recent operations in China.-Thanks were also voted

to the Governor General of India, and to the military forces engaged in the

IN BOXES,

late operations in Afghanistan.—Sir Robert Peel in reply to some remarks
inade by a member on the North western boundary of the United States,
said, the disposition of the American Government should not be inferred
from the speech or bill of a member of the Senate. Friendly communica

Jaffna 28th April 1843.
oil-Lau%xor.—CONTENTS.

tions were now passing between the two governments on the subject.

-

The late gales.—in our paper of the 28d March, it was mentioned that

the British islands were visited on the 13th January by a dreadſul hurricane,
involving a great sacrifice of life and property.—From papers received by
the last inail, we learn, that the number of vessels lost during the hurricane
was about 180; the number of persons who perished with them 458. The
value of the vessels and cargoes have been roughly estimated at £585,000.
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Trial of M”.Naghtan.—M'Naghtan, the assassinator of Mr. Drum
mond as mentioned in our paper of March 23d, has been tried for Murder || L&#4,5égré sco
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and acquitted on the ground of insanity.
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Lesson III.—HoNESTY.
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It is not right for us to attempt to gain the property of
advantage from them, whatever, by means of deception or
concealment, or any false contrivance of any kind. He

others, without their consent, or to obtain for ourselves any

who does not do this, nor attempt to do it, nor even desire
to do it, is honest. He who does it, or, attempts tº do it,
A figés;&eºw ºf ºf sé, -98; Arshth -ºsit or even desires to do it, is dishonest, and is guilty of great
Asif -ºja º anasound salºu.”
Jaisal-use sound ºe affir" Quirównºušásé, Q& wrong,

I [2

go ºust 1603–MORN ING

[ Christianity allows no lower standard. Its aim and tendency is to bring
every man to walk by this rule of honesty. Whatever a man may do, contrary
to this, is a violation of the command—“Thou shalt not covet.”

How

greatly would the peace and happiness of the Hindus be increased, if only
a majority of them were governed by such principles—Ed. M. Star.]
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The grossest act of dishonesty is stealing—a sin which
is severely condemned and punished by both God and
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man. Many in the great cities and a small number scat
tered over the country are constantly watching for oppor:
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tunities to steal. They are thieves. They are feared and
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abhorred by all. When one of them commits a crime, the
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whole community take an interest in detecting him; and he
is hunted from haunt to haunt by the officers of justice, till
he is taken and sent to prison.” He spends his life in pri
son and in scenes of vice, of quarrelling, and of misery,
the common enemy of mankind.
The next class of dishonest acts are frauds.

Defraud

ing is cheating... There are a great many who will not

steal, being afraid of the prison; and yet they will be guilty
of dishonesty by defrauding those who do business with

them. Though these men may be very secret and careful
in their frauds, yet their characters gradually become

known; they are suspected and shunned by others, and
they never can enjoy, with a quiet mind, their ill-gotten
gains. Whatever comes by dishonesty brings a sting with
it, which destroys all the enjoyment of the possession. It

is far better to be perfectly and inflexibly honest, and then
our consciences will be at rest; we can meet every one
without misgiving or fear, and whatever we have in our
possession we can enjoy—feeling that it is entirely our
(To be continued.)
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What is the grossest act of dishonesty?
How are thieves universally regarded among men?
What is the second class of dishonest acts called?
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* Our readers will readily perceive that this sentence does not apply in
this country. We believe that the great majority of the native community
would sooner receive a bribe for aiding to conceal a robber than engage
in any efforts for his detection. If we mistake not, their sympathies are

Principles of English Grammar.
Bx WiLL1AM Lennie.
Of Gender.

almost always enlisted in behalf of offenders against justice, however guilty
they may have been. And as for the officers of justice, we mean the police

vidahns, if common report is to be believed, they will aid in detecting

Gender is the distinction of ser,

rogues just as far as it appears ſer their interest to do so and no further.
Their assistance is of very little value for this purpose. We are inclined

There
genders;the
are threedenotes
Masculine,
themale
The masculine
sex; as, Feminine, and

to think that their inſluence, as a general thing, is opposed to the interests
of justice. Hence it is owing chiefly to the vigilence of the district judges,
and their immediate agents, when rogues are caught. This state of things
reveals one feature of the wretched influence of heathenism on the morals

of a people.—“None calleth for justice, nor any pleadeth for truth.” Isa. lix,
4.— Ed. M. Star.
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Neuter.

w

A man, a boy.
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The feminine denotes the female sex; as, A woman, a girl.
The Neuter denotes whatever is without animal life; as, Milk.
There are three ways of distinguishing the ser,
1. By different words; as,
Aſale

Female

JMale

Bachelor

Maid, spins

º

Female

JMale

Female

Milter

Spawner
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Beau
Boar

Belle
Sow

Father
Friar

Xountess
Mother
Nun

Boy

Girl

Sister

Goose
Roe

Singer

Hrother
Buck

Gander
Hart

Doe

Horse

Mare

Sloven

Sºut

Bull

Cow

Husband

Son

Daughter

King

Wife
Queen
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Stag

Hind

Jºub

Lad
Lord

Lass
Lady

unele

Aunt

Man
Master

W.an

ter

ºur

Ballock, ox Heifer
or steer

Cock

Hen

Colt

Filly

Dog

Bitch

Mistress

Ll

-
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Songstress
or singer
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(Translation of the foregoing.)
To the Editors of the “JMorning Star.”

It seems that the reason you publish our Koran through the pages of the
Star is, that “it will awaken an interest among yeur Mohammedan friends

and lead them to give circulation to the paper among their own community;”
but there is no reason whatever to suppose that the publication of the Ko
ran will lead many of our community to become subscribers to your paper.
In spite of your opinion, they will withdraw their support. , You do not

publish in your paper, the complete doctrines of Sivaism, Catholicism, and
Protestantism; but you give some occasional articles respecting the nature
and character of these religions, and by publishing our religion through the
channel of your paper, you show your ignorance and partiality. Why do

you publish our Koran? Is it because the Moslems have no other moral
writings than the Koran? Why do you wish to publish a religion pro
ſessed by a certain class of persons through your Star? Besides, as we
do not believe the Koran, translated by our Moslems, how can we believe
the Koran translated by George Sale, Esq: That is not our Koran, but
that of Mr Sale. You say that the Moslems in Ceylon are not able to un
derstand the Koran, and if you publish it in the Star, the Moslems will like
to read it. It is not so: though the Koran published in the Star is a Koran
descended from heaven to the Editors of the Star, the Moslems will reject

it. Truly, there is no reason whatever to believe that the Koran translat
ed by Mr. Sale is the true one. As you entice the poor Sivas through your
crafty and deceitful words, so you try to entice us also, through your blind

sou wisra' ºſſa (5* *@ aw (bºlsa L.f. AEG-4–15As of uli QA; flu

doctrines and ways. This is as if a man should presume to blunt the dia
mond with a worthless piece of glass. You labour for your livelihood.

*********, *A****** ca.º.o.o is ºf 2.5 Ga, Qaa & ºr
******. ***** +1) & a Queul casual sº swo sº, Laos -º/A

Learned men are not given to chattering as you are. If you publish the
religious of others through jº. Star, then it is proper for you to publish

*A** ***** (5s sºles ºf salais y-L CºopG sº #3 or 1934&A)

ours also; or else you should stop publishing our religion.

* ****@*, ***** *d a cafecº asAs.5 ºr sºarez's
*A is Q-tº-sp., ºr w gºsladelib La A&J waſ a gie, Ga.

sist contrary, to our views and our laws to publish our religion (as the Star
is issued under your auspices) then what shall we do? Please publish this

s& 19-u

***-nºsu-Assas Q&n (94e59-ceit LAs, 5& # *AQApes &
-ču waſ fés & sex cº-isu is sue #soa5.ca

& Sº & ſº º & Lalaw?ºv.

in a corner of your next No.
Galle Fort, 17th Feb. 1843.

And if you per

Your Obdt. Servi.

W. M. PAcKERA MALIM1A.
a

mu)(9
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can tell, whether you shall awake again in this world! The
same reasons that prevail upon you to call your family to

On the foregoing communication, we wish to offer a few remarks for the
consideration of our readers.

If the Moslams do not read the extracts from the Koran which are giv

gether to worship God in the morning are equally as strong

en in our paper, other readers of the Star will be interested and instructed
by reading them, and notwithstanding what our correspondent says to the

for performing it in the evening; nay, the conveniency

contrary, we hope that many Moslems also will read them.

of doing it seems to be greater; for then the family is not so

The proper way for our correspondent to prove that Mr. Sale's transla
tion is not correct, is, by giving the true translation himself, and pointing

much dispersed, and they cannot pretend at that time any

business for their not attending.

out the discrepancies between Mr. Sale's translation and the true one. As

our object is not to propagate error, even in relation to those systems of
religion which we consider to be false, we hope our correspondent will
kindly point out the errors of the translation given in the Star, and furnish
our readers with a true and well authenticated version.

&Tuliläroot’ ºn 1542&r.
|

The Bible, which is the standard of doctrine and practice amongst Chris
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L wºr-, e.g. *-Geor sº up a "Gº & sº.
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tians, is already published in Tamil, and may be obtained of almost any ||

missionary, there is therefore no necessity for publishing in the Star, what (5*-* AE is'u. A 34 réðA.ºwa Qassi (; p *-* * ~ 5 & 442 s m (9.3
is already so extensively made known. The Catholics pretend that the coin | *"Qw" ºut L0éso sióð Guº Géroups w śāz Lt. Lô, &#
mon version of the Bible is not correct, but they do not make any efforts Qeſses as: §d sº *(jºb Gucm = #4&#35% acj4As #4, so #3;
to give the people what they esteem the true version. The Sivas do not * As tº L930s fºr a sºa5 @GA; t if issueugº w Qarº, O & Co.a sit of G so
publish their sacred books—the Mohammedans do not publish the Koran *-**** suit **m tº sº cºsisc ºr sº Laos ºf Qaraswäa-Git
and neither the Catholics—Sivas—nor Moslems—wish to have made known

sm ºvguo e-às &

* c = w iso, aſ sº ºr ºu u isoa54 QA re-0.5 L

extensively the books from which they derive their doctrines.
The conduct of Protestants, in this particular, is totally different from * T – Tºa, a sºré Gºjº Lig. 505&#s also pi&Aff r s Garr.o. 3 #17. A
that of Catholics, Sivas, and Moslems. The Protestant freely distributes the **A Qan e- - *ſ, *-ā, sº a A &Gevaſth -a afrás ºr é º 19-eud also p
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amongst men. Thus the opportunity of learning and duly considering the

character and claims of the Holy Scriptures, from which Christianity is de
rived, are afforded to all men.
we ask our readers to account for this difference between Protestants,
and the Catholics, Sivas, and Mohammedans. Since there are many religions

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.

in the world, all claiming to be true; and since, if either one is true, the

“A God of truth and withoutiniquity, just and right is he.” Deut. xxxii.4.

God’s Truth.

others must be essentially false, it is an object of the highest importance to
every man, to learn which is the true religion; for this knowledge is as es

enant and his testimonies.” Ps. xxv. 10.

sential to man's happiness in the next world, as air and water are to his
happiness in this. We cannot obtain this knowledge, if the books from which
the different religions are derived, are forbidden to be generally circulated.
It is not a satisfactory reason for such a prohibition to urge that only the wise

“The Lord is good; his mercy is everlasting, and his truth endureth to
all generations.” Ps. c 5.
"He keepeth truth for ever.” Ps. cxlvi. 6.
“The word of the Lord is right; and all his works are done in truth.”

and learned can understand them. Has not God endowed all men with un

Ps. xxxiii. 4.

derstandings that they may consider, and choose what is good, and reject what
is evil? Why then is this desire on the part of Catholics, Sivas, and Mos
lems, to keep their sacred books in the hands of a few priests or religious
teachers?

Why are the common people forbidden to receive religious in

struction except from them? And why are they taught to regard the inter
pretations of their religious teachers as of divine authority? Are such pre
cautions necessary for the protection of the true religion? Is that which
is true too obscure to bear examination? Is it too weak to stand without

such defences? Is it too good, to be given freely to men? Let our readers
duly consider the bearing of these questions on the claims of these several
religions. It appears to us that a religion resting on the self-interest of the
priesthood would require such regulations for its support; but one designed
for the good of all men, and having God for its author would not.
It is not decorous for our correspondent to say that the former re
marks in the Star are idle and vain.
Does he not know that it is char
acteristic of the foolish to esteem the words of the wise vain? Is he un

willing to have the readers of the Star decide on the value of his communi
cations, and our remarks?—if he can fairly show a want of truth or pro
priety in what we have formerly said, we shall be glad to have him do so.
He should not think, however, to satisfy our readers with his mere opinion
on the subject.

& ſºciogluogºth.—CHRISTIAN.

“All the paths of the Lord are mercy and truth, to such as keep his cov

“All his works are truth, and his ways judgment " Dan. iv. 37.

“Thy righteousness is an everlasting righteousness and thy law is the
truth.” Ps. cxix. 142.

“Thy counsels of old are faithfulness and truth.” Isa xxv. 1.
“Just and true are thy ways, thou King of saints.” Rev. xv. 3.
“God is not a man that he should lie.” Numb. xxiii. 19.

“The strength of Israel will not lie.” 1 Sam. Kv. 29.
“God cannot lie.” Tit. l. 2.
--
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Evening Prayer—Be sure never to lie down at night till
you have reconciled yourself to God by hearty repentance,
and expressed your sorrow if you have offended him; tıll you
have implored the continuance of his grace, and have recom
mended yourself to his divine protection. This is your best

security against the perils and dangers of the night, and who
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5-Augmmºns.—MORNING STAR.
VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 3.

On the 1st day of June 7 o'clock, P. M. beginning near the northwestern
horizon and proceeding eastward, may be seen the six Constellations, Gem
ini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, and Scorpio. In the eastern point of Gem
ini, about 18 degrees S. West of Castor and Pollux, may be seen the planet
Mercury. This planet will be at its greatest elongation, or greatest distance
from the Sun, on the 24th of May; and be stationary on the 6th of June.
It will then gradually retrograde, i.e. apparently move westward, till it is
lost in the Sun's rays. This planet is the more worthy of notice, as it was,
till within a few years, the opinion of the best informed Hindu Astronomers
in this part of the country, that
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age, and that when it becomes visible the world will be destroyed!

intend therefore to take special notice of the movement and periodical ap
pearance of this planet through the year:
At 5 o'clock on the morning of the 2d of June, beginning at the western
horizon, may be seen the five southern Constellations Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, and Aries.
At this time Mars may be seen in Scorpio, about 18 degrees east by
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north of Antares,—which it resembles in its fiery appearance. Mars is in

Gr o! #571 (b.

his retrograde course, and as he is nearly in opposition to the Suu, he ap
pears in his greatest magnitude and brilliancy.
Saturn is in the eastern point of Sagittarius in his retrograde course.
Jupiter is in his retrograde course in Aquarius about 18 degrees south of

Hășºaianulºcumáč,-On obtaining Children.
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the principal star in that Constellation. It will be stationary on the 17th
of June.

Que&GGAECyå Qe7 30392&Qereº.

-

Venus is in her direct course in Aries, near the eastern horizon, about 10

degrees south-east of Arietes, the principal star in that Constellation.
On the 27th of June at midnight there will be an annular Eclipse of the
Sun. This Eclipse will be visible at midday to our Antoeci and at our Antip
edes. In proof of this, the render may be referred to the published notice
of Eclipses, found in any American Almanac for the current year. This
must be a profitable theme for reflection to those intelligent Hindus who
believe that the earth is flat and that the Sun hides behind Mount Meru,
when he leaves our horizon. Some further remarks on this subject may be
seen in the Hindu Calendar, now on sale.

We hope it is not ominous of evil that so many of the planets are either
retrograde, or stationary or in opposition—that Saturn is in Sagittari
als—that Mars is putting forth his prettiest, while hastening to be in con
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junction with the heart of the Scorpion, and that the Sun, is shrouding his

did his fathér obtain him,” is the benefit which a son

glories at midday, over the world of republics!

should render to his father.

Drew.

When men shall say “By what inflictions hard
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In penance borne, gained he his child?” The word
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Requiteth all a father's pains.
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it is to their ideas of propriety. This is not surprising when it is considered the
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the fabulous stories related in their sacred books, have been taught them as a par

the truths of their religion and have been implicitly believed. And it may trul:
§ of
be said—that a person who can believe those stories will believe any thing, i.
confirmation of the truth of these remarks, we give two instances that have
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ries that the people cannot believe?” “Why! who can believe that horses lay eggs’
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occurred under our. observation. At the time the story of Guru, Azodi, º,
being published in Vol. I, of the “Morning Star," an intelligent and respectatºe
native inquired-why, such, stories were published in the star, for 'b i.
not think that the people conla believe them? “Indeed! what is there in these stº

|

Such a thing was never seen or heard of.” “Perhaps not; but do not the prº
believe stories as incredible as this! And if a man were to come to-day from the

**cred city Benares, and report to the people that he saw there sacred elephants
which laid eggs, that produced horses, and buffaloes, and peacocks, would nº
the people believe this report?” “If it were stated to have taken place at Benare,
and the man should persist in saying it was so, I think many would believe it."
“Then it is only necessary to suppose that the horses that lay eggs are at Benare,
and the people may believe that also.” “Perhaps they may.”
About
yearfrom
ago, an
a paragraph
rs, purporting tº
have
beenone
taken
English appeared in the Indian papers,
paper-stating that on such a day of such,
->

mºnth, the wife of Mr. — was delivered of a son and hare: The Editorº.
“Friend of the People" took this up as a true statement and gave it to his readers
in Tamil, and shortly after it was communicated by a Correspondent for insertiºn
in the Star, as being one of the most curious things he had ever heard of.
It is not our object in bringing out these instances of credulity before the put.
lic to raise a laugh at the expense of the Tamil people. it is to hold up before
our enlightened readers an affecting truth concerning their ignorant and benight.
ed countrymen—a truth which, a little while ago, if not now, would have applied tº
them equally, with others, the recollection of which ought to excite their ºn.
gratitude to those benefactors by whose kindness they have been enlightened and
their most benevolent efforts for liberating the minds of their countrymen from

** *** * * *-9:LGA =é947 desa Aée Jºser. A sis

such degrading thraldom.
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We may in a future Number offer some remarks on the connection that elite
between such a state of mind and the false religion of this country. This with

is fluvur (8, 5 & 40 up ºut eaſt 4 ºr LGun a 3 & # *Ogaol-u op;

other traits of Hindu character which we may hereafter notice, offer almost in.
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*Perable obstacles to the intellectual and moral improvement of the people.

Sº

long as they are the slaves of superstition and prejudice—so long as they yield ther

assent to the absurd stºries of the Puranas, and bow themselves soºi and .
to the dominion of a self-constituted priesthood, so long will they grope like blin.
men, and refuse to learn or receive the truth. That such is the case with the grea:

majority of the Hindus, no one will deny. Passion and superstition have usurped
the place of reason. Instead of being governed by a desire for what is exceller,

and useful, they seek the gratification of their appetites and passions, and
supinely in the vain customs of their ſore-fathers.

wals
Those who have been so is:

see Ln tº se – $15u.º.º. 1-7 &so is a # cº; 8 ºr & seri Aja-ty- Lars

ºnlightened as tº be sensible of the truth of these statements ought to unit. ...

5A sm so *Q4 dué e "A šJés Golf.

form plans, for their further personal improvement, and for the iinprovement aſ
their countrymen. We have been informed that it is in contemplation by someº

the educated native youth in Jaffnapatam to form such a union we shaft. gia:
to bear that it has been organized, and, if properly conducted, every encourage.
Jwative Credulity—Under this head, we published in No. 8, page 99 of the Star ment
and assistance in our power shall be rendered to the undertaking.
an account of a supposed miraculous shaking of a heathen temple in this neigh
bourhood, which was found on examination to be the effect of the wind on a pun
-

thall built over the cupola of the temple.

&##Tinarſé GáTºgº).

it has been asserted since that no person would believe such a report and there.
fore it should not have been published as an instance of JNative Credulity. Those
who make this assertion evidently feel somewhat ashamed that the weakness and

(Explanation of a certain word requested.)
& Tu'i unt & t-QA

#8& L915 afy 3 *\p&Qarā dò
#4 o' ºri-85 GA, sº Qoso gº • CŞăses Gun gé s

ignorance of the native mind should have been so palpably exposed. It is true
that those who visited the temple after the supposed iniracle had been satisfacto

rily accounted for, took great credit to themselves for not having been so foolish
as others who had been there before and had reported their belief of its truth; and
they were ready to assert that it was too foulish a thing tor any body to believe.

we still maintain however that this case is a fair specimen of native credulity,
affording lamentable evidence of the facility with which the Hindus will swallow
the grossest absurdities, especially when they are connected with the support of
their religious views. ... In this connection nothing is too astounding for their be
lieſ—the iuore marvellous and ridiculous the thing asserted is, the more suitable
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To Correspondents.

Communications are received and under consideration from “R. P.
witore;” “JM. A. De Zylva;” “J. White;” “J. H. Fairchild;” “g
number of islanders;” “V. Chockalingam.”
Letters are received from Messrs. M. S. Poover AYERs1N GAM, Mup
and Don J. M. Patchuko, Adigar, which will meet with early atten
tion.
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Heavy Rain.—It commenced raining heavily here on Wednesday morn
ing the 17th, and continued with short intervals, for 5 days. The paddy fields

---
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in this neighborhood are covered with water, which will, we suppose do coli

siderable injury to the various crops, raised at this season. We hear that
in consequence of the heavy rains the mails are much delayed. The
Overland was due, we suppose, by the 20th, but is not yet received.
CAL CUT.T A.

The wife of a Koolin brahmin has petitioned a Court of law to constrain
her husband to make provision for her support.

The matter had been re

ferred to native authority who had reported in favor of the demand.—We
believe it is the practice of the Koolin brahmins to marry as many wives
as they please and desert them at their pleasure. A decision of the Court
requiring them to provide for the maintenance of their wives would be an
important check to this species of polygamy.

Death from Lightning.—As Mr. George Aubert was riding on horse

sº scº-9 aftemp was 65*au -ºr Asse-à94.

back from Nagdah Factory to the Ghaut opposite Chinsurah, a storm arose,
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in the course of which, he was struck with lightning and both himself and
his horse killed.
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JMeeting of Mutives.—A meeting was lately held in Calcutta at which
more than 500 natives were assembled—to express their thanks to Mr.
John Sullivan, late of the Madras Civil service, for his earnest endeavors

to improve the condition of the Hindus by removing the obstacles to their
eligibility to high offices under Government. Mr. Sullivan is well known
at Madras as a zealous supporter of every measure that in his opinion is
calculated to improve the moral and inental condition of the people, and he
has distinguished himself by similar exertions for their benefit since his re
turn to England. It will be a pleasure to him to find his labors are appreci
ated by at least a part of the native community. All that is wanting to
raise up many such friends to native improvement and promotion, is, for
the natives themselves to lay aside their prejudices, their self-sufficiency, and
their apathy, and engage in the work of self-improvement. When they
shall have formed for themselves truly able and trust worthy characters the
Government will not be backward to appoint them to any places of honor
and responsibility which they may be competent to fill.
SCHN DE.

Omercote and Meerpoore have both been taken possession of by Sir Charles'
Napier, without any resistance from the enemy. The imprisoned Ameers were
brought to Bombay by the Steamer Nimrod and landed on the 20th April. They
will reside at Maladar Hill for the present. It is said that of the 200 women
composing the senana or female establishment of the Ameers only 30 have chosen

to share the captivity of their lords:—the rest, having their option, preferred to re
main at liberty. Sir Charles Napier was at Hyderabad, busy in regulating the aſ
fairs of his Government. The search for valuable articles continued and with great

success. In one fire place in the women's apartments, gold and coins to the value
of 300,000 Rupees were dug out, and also a box of jewels, in which was found one
pair of ear-rings, estimated to be worth 6,000 Rupees
CHINA.

Intelligence has been received from China to the 9th of March. The im
perial Commissioner Elepoo died rather suddenly at the house of one of the
Hong merchants, at a very advanced age. In consequence of his demise,
commercial negociations will be suspended until another Commissionet
with equal powers has been appointed from Pekin. It is expected that ICey

ing, a near relative of the emperor, will be selected for that office.
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Great Bell lately cast at Rangoon —By order of his Burmese Majes
ty an enormous bell has been cast, lately, at Rangoon, as an offering to the
great Shoey-de-gon pagoda. The work was commenced on Sunday, the
19th March, and occupied four days and five nights. 8,000 men were em
ployed at 500 forges or wind pumps. The weight of the metal was about

800 tons. The people contributed over and above what the king had pre:
pared 617 lbs silver, and 150ibs of gold. It was ordered that the bell should
rest in its mould ſor 40 days, during which period, neither the sound of can

non, musket, nor even that of a rice mortar, should be heard in Rangoon,
lest the concussion of the atmosphere should crack the mighty mass.
TURKEY.
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Innovations on Turkish Customs.-Three remarkable innovations on

sé gavágoségeSãº Qpite ºf Qun Qp.g., &#64

Turkish customs are stated to have lately occurred at Constantinople.
The first occured on the occasion of the procession of the Sultan in the

GL? Q3 ºf Qa&.gio, grälä & Qe reºs (BaušAs a
«Sé a ra # arélazar2alsº ato, ºr à a diglºGun scº

Courbun Beiram from the Seraglio to one of the principal mosques.

That

ancient palace, more especially at the time of religious ceremonies, when
eccupied by the Sultan, is guarded with extreme jealousy by Musselmans,
the available troops of the eapital being gathered around it for its ostensible

protection, and at no former Beiram was any Frank ever known to have
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entered within its walls. At the opening of the Beiram just concluded, and
when a vast population thronged the vicinity of the imperial entrance to wit
aess the procession of the Sultan at sun-rise, Sir S. and lady Canning, in
an English carriage, with postillions and outriders, drove up to the archway,
and, aſter a countersign had been exchanged, at once entered the palace
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with every observance of military honours.
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The second innovation took place in the imperial palace; the Sultan Wa
lede (Mother of the Sultan) having heard much of the Italian Opera, ex

pressed a desire to witness a representation. A small theatre was therefore
erected in the palace, and the director of the Pera Opera was ordered to

prepare Belisario, for the gratification of the imperial harem. This Opera
was selected from its connection with the ancient history of Constantinople.

The representation took place with the full dramatis personae and orches.
tra, in presence of the Sultana mother and all her ladies, together with
many others belonging to the harem; the whole, in consequence of the pre
sence of the male performers, were veiled. One lady was said to have been
so much moved at the fallen state of the blind hero, that she burst into tears,
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and after exclaiming “Allah, Allah, who can refuse charity to such great
misfortunes?” threw her handkerchief, with some piastres at Belisario's feet.
The third was on the occasion of a juvenile Christmas party or fancy

ball given at the English palace by lady Canning, when invitations were
given not only to the Frank, Perate, and Armeman families, but to the as

Sec. and Treas.
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tonishment of every body, to those of respectable Turks. This experiment

proved successful beyond all expectation. The little Pachas and Effendis,
Khanouns, Leilas, &c. conducted themselves with due decorum, and doubt.
less on their return to their respective harems were the innocent instru
ments of a propagandism, to which no body can reasonably object.
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CHAP. 1x.]

Oa. Watural and .1rtificial Language.
[PART II.
1. IN the last chapter we examined into the seat and properties of the
natural voice; we will now notice the mode in which voice is applied, to
forun, first, matural language, and next, speech or artificial language.
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2. Natural language is the instinctive uttering of certain tones of the na
tural voice, to indicate certain feelings of the brain. The hen has a parti
cular tone to call her chickens when she has found food for them; and she

has another tone when she warns them that the hawk is coming. She nev
er mistakes, never uses one language when she means another.

L1-43
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3. Every animal, belonging to the three classes of mammals, birds and
amphibials, is possessed of lungs, and with a few exceptions, named in a pre
ceding chapter, these animals all possess the power of uttering tones, and
have a natural language. The mother and her young ones always under
stand each other. Among a flock of a hundred sheep, each mother will

* * * *, 92-5 ºr- 2 ––8.; sº a Goºss, ** A Liêu Vera
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distinguish the voice of her own little lamb.

w.eº & Gour.

4. This language of nature must be termed instinctive, because the same
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tones are always uttered by animals of the same species. Let a wren be
hatched in a robin's nest, and brought up by the robin, yet the wren would
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not sing the robin's song. Every species of bird has its native tongue, and
by this it may always be distinguished.

5. Animals not only have a language which distinguishes each kind, from
all the rest, but every individual has a different tone of voice to express the
passion or feeling of the moment; especially when under the influence of
grief, fear, or joy. Some, also, have a distinct tone for anger. The cat,
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when enraged at the sight of a dog, squalls in a most frightful manner, and
we can almost recognise the Xantippe exclamation,-"Be gone, you vil
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6. Among quadrupeds, the elephant, horse, and dog appear to possess
the greatest portion of a natural tongue. They are all gregarious, that is,

herding together, in their natural state. In Asia and Africa, the wild ele
phants seen to be regulated by the elders of each tribe.

As they travel

from place to place, the troops are led on by these old patriarchs, the young
and feeble are placed in the middle, and the adult and vigorous bring up

-

the rear. It is by a difference of voice, combined with gesture, that the
leaders give their orders.

7. The wild horses pursue a similar plan of arrangement with the elephant
except that their leaders appear to be appointed or chosen to their station.
This captain-general holds his office about four or five years, when a kind

of new election takes place.
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Every horse appears to have a right to pro

pose himself for office, and the ex-president is not excepted; if no new can

didate offer, the latter is re-elected for the same term of time; if he be op
posed, a combat succeeds, and the victor is appointed commander-in-chieſ.
His speech on the occasion is probably short, but to the purpose.
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[Translation of the foregoing.]
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MR. Poor's LETTER to His LATE PUPILs—No. VII.
My You Ng FRIENDs,

“Them that honor me, I will honor” saith the Lord. “Be it unto thee

according to thy faith.” But “by works was faith made perfect ’’

Talf

STAR.

consisted of seven missionaries and assistant missionaries with their wives
viz. two ordained missionaries, one physician, one printer, one catechi,
one mechanic and school master, one farmer and school

master,

togethe

with three natives of the Sandwich Islands, who had been educated ºn tº

The truth of these declarations is illustrated, in an instructive manner, in

Foreign Mission School. ... Of this mission I need say nothing more tha.

God’s providential dealings with the late Rev. Samuel J. Mills, whom I
have already introduced to your notice in preceding letters, and with whom

that its commencement, its progress and its results, are in full accordance
with the extraordinary part which Mr. Mills was permitted to act in origin.
ating it. It is doubtful whether any mission in any part of the world, sº
the days of the apostles, has been so signally favored of God as the mission

I wish you to become more intimately acquainted.
After Mr. Mills had succeeded, in connection with a few kindred spirits,

to the Sandwich Islands.

in concerting measures for securing the perpetuity and increase of the Mis
sionary Spirit in William's College, he left that institution, and

resided for

a few months, as a resident graduate and theological student, at Yale Col
lege, New Haven (Coan.) His object in this removal was to ascertain by
personal observation and inquiry, whether there were individuals in

that In
It does

Altho' my sheet is full, I have not ſully presented the intended outline of
Mr. Mill's character, as illustrating the nature and fruits of the spirit of
(To be continued.)
Foreign Missions.
Yours very truly,
Tiltipally, May 26th 1848.

stitution, who might be enlisted in the service of Foreign Missions.
not appear that he met with any success whatever, in this particular object.

But the Lord, who “seeth not as a man seeth” led him in a way that he

ºriºi º revu cºin.

knew not; and prospered him, in regard to the general object of Foreign

Morning Prayer to the Holy Trinity.

Missions, in a manner, and to an extent far surpassing all his thoughts and

expectations. Soon aſter his arrival at New Haven, he was made acquainted
with the forlorn condition of Obookiah, a friendless and houseless heathen

youth of 17 years of age, from Owyhee, one of the Sandwich Islands. In his
native country, in a time of civil war, Obookiah had witnessed the murder
of his father and mother and a younger brother, while he himself, in a sur

prising manner escaped the fury of the murderers. After passing through
a series of adventures, he found his way on board of an American vessel,

which happened to be at that time at the Islands, and in which he proceed
ed to the United States. On becoming acquainted with this youth and
learning his history from his own lips, Mr. Mills conceived a strong affec
tion for him,and the attachment soon became mutual. He regarded Obookiah
as a representative of the whole heathen world, for which he had long been

in the habit of making prayers, supplications and intercessions. . It was a
new and an inspiring idea, that it ever would be practicable for him to do
any thing directly for the eonversion of a heathen, while he himself remain
ed in his native country. From a letter written at that time to one of his
confidential friends, it appears that Mr. Mills at once originated a plan for
Obookiah's education, and for his being sent back to his native island ac
companied by missionaries from the United States, if the Lord should smile
upon the means he had devised for his instruction and conversion. On this latter
point Mr. Mills' faith was strong, and his labors abundant. Agreeably to

D. Poos.
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arrangements, Obookiah spent the ensuing winter at Torringford, in the
family of Mr. Mills' father, who, as before observed, was the Pastor
of that parish. In this family he received the attention due to a son, and

Foun; £aroºn Caol-uniºu Gajšrt 11.

in several places. In 1811, at Andover, while spending a part of his time

*n ºvetº a 7A. Aster.
4:3 ºf ºr A &cº. A rººfaşsº arg&sou
aşş ºf L-10,5 .57 i &Q.ceºuſ LS 4A sfe

in laboring on a farm, he gave pleasing evidence that he had become the

sus.gºu is sort f oğs" ºr 8G &Q

by his good conduct and progress in study he gained the good will of all who
knew him.

Subsequently, he pursued his studies with encouraging success

subject of renewing grace. This event gave a fresh impulse to the hopes
and expectations Mr. Mills had already formed, regarding a mission to Owy
hee. From this time and onward Obookiah, in connexion with Mr. Milis,
became a living, connecting link between the heathen world and the Ameri

can Churches. Wherever he went, an interest was excited, not only in him,
but in his heathen countrymen and in the state of heathen nations general
ly.

In the course of a few years, two results appeared, which were evident
ly the consequences of what had been done by Mr. Mills for Obookiah,
(1) The establishment of the “Foreign Mission School” for the education

of heathen youths cast upon the shores of the United States, and (2.) The
establishment of a Mission to the Sandwich Islands.

The “Foreign Mission School” was established in 1816 at Cornwall,
Conn. In 1824, it contained thirty pupils from fourteen countries, more

than one-half of whom gave pleasing evidence of saving conversion to the
Christian faith. Obookiah was a member of this school from its commence

ment.

Here he entered upon a systematic course of instruction, in refer

ence to the Christian ministry in his native land; and was successfully pur
suing his studies, giving great promise of usefulness, till Feb. 1818, when
he was removed by the hand of death!—a youth sincerely beloved and la
mented by all who knew him. His removal was a severe stroke, not only
to Mr. Mills, but to all who had begun to take any special interest in the
infant cause of Foreign Missions.

Obookiah may be regarded by the A

merican Churches as the first-fruits of an abundant harvest of souls in For

eign lands; and we can conceive of nothing of the kind more appropriate,
than that Mr. Mills should have been thus honored of God in being made
the happy instrument of gathering in the first ripe fruit.
A memoir of Obookiah was published in a small Volume 18 mo, and is,
on many accounts, worthy of an attentive perusal.

In October 1819, the year following Obookiah's decease, the first com
pany of missionaries were sent out to the Sandwich Islands. This company
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do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant be
tween me and the earth,” it appears to me that the rainbow had no exis
tence before the time of the universal deluge, and I do not know how to re

8tº us ºf a sº, y r* 2,998) "CŞº 7% ºf #8 º – sº ºf 1.3%rº-g r giya,
53 * 76 +A = 1 ºf so a Q& ſº Q 5°C ºr ra;4&5: L'85.0 L T & A
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concile the above verses with the fact that the rain-bow is produced by the
reflection of the rays of the sun upon the drops of falling rain, the rays the
least refracted producing red; those, the most refracted, violet; and the
intermediate ones, the other colours. I beg you, therefore, to throw some
light upon the subject and make me go on in my reading the Bible which
the Protestants call the Book of books and of which I have entered to know
the truth.
Yours ſaithfully,
-Yegapatam May, 11th 1843.
W. C.Hock A LIN Gw M,

*GA
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A student of the Wes. Eng. Day school, under the Rev. P. Batchelor.
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(Answer to the above.)

It is impossible to say with certainty whether the rain-bow ap
peared before the flood or not. As the causes of it existed from the begin

:::::*.*. zºº.º. *:::::
ºº:
***** -º-º: *T* QP 9- tº L.E. ura s raft ucer8C5 &Astrº aſ
-ºck's gº.
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ning, it may have appeared before that time, and the verse quoted by our

***** * *-* wºo-ºº: Qars-o.º.º.º.o.º. .

correspondent may only imply that it was then first appointed as a sign
or token to remind Noah of the promise which God had made that the

Çºciº- QA C59a sºroir. +2,&º sº-sa aft’.64&5 Qs, ſº sre,

earth should not again be destroyed by water. On the other hand, “although
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might have prevented its occurrence from a foresight of the moral uses to
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which he designed to have it applied after the flood.”
There is no difficulty in receiving either of the above views.

* @*#4°ºrs afé SáeGueñºs. A ºrigº Jºsaurs.
*****@# 869 + 1 & = ºligºaicăgºn Gajr sº efcº (Sãºjš QAF

the causes of the phenomena existed from the creation, yet it does not

necessarily follow that the phenomena itself had actually appeared before.
Even now there is not always a rain-bow when there is rain, and God

We think

the language appears to favor the latter. We subjoin a few remarks from
“Bush’s notes on Genesis” on the miraculous power involved in God's as
surance to Noah that the “waters shall no more become a flood to destroy

*@-º ºute 94 tº sºul *Gººd & so all: Liſt cit aft: (Sãojib al-ā
&-àº'ſ ºos & sº sie; sócalº gº. +, sº e-es aft-Gée -º
**-*." "Sº Cºººººot. -esses ºf sa, Qr rºof slºg

all flesh.”

“It is now above four thousand years since the promise was given to No
ah, and no part of it has ever yet failed. There have been partial inunda
tions and partial suspensions of fruitful seasons, but at no period, from the

deluge to this hour has anything occurred like the desolation that was vi
sited upon the earth in the days of Noah. The conscious security in which
the world reposes, as far as the occurrence of another deluge is concerned
is a matter of devout admiration and perpetual praise. And so will it doubt

less appear if due weight be given to the reflections of Calvin on this fear
ful catastrophe. “The earth, says he, in its primitive and most natural state
was covered by the waters, and it was owing solely to the singular benefi
cence of the Creator that they were forced to give way and leave a space
fit for the occupation of animated beings. And this the philosophers are
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obliged to confess, that the subsidence of the waters below the surface of
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the earth so as to allow any portion of it to rise above them, is an event
contrary to nature. (praeter naturam) Indeed the scriptures speak of it as

G#44 -19°949CŞāA sº 4 and Laffs & £CŞāśāQ & 1 & ºth Lº.

among the divine miracles, Job. xxxviii. 8-11, that the waters of the sea

u14 to * @%&Gour.

should be kept back by forced restraints, as of bars and doors, from rush

ing forth and overwhelming the regions allotted to the habitation of men.”
Commen. on Genesis vii. 11. Considering therefore the real exposedness

*** 9-7 Cº. a-A Lºrd so sº Jº a ge;Q&ºlºup-uth ºf
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of the earth to destruction from the element of water on the one hand and

fire on the other, vast stores of which are treasured up in its bowels, and
continually tending to burst forth, we may well regard our safety as the
cffect of a perpetual miracle of mercy; and every appearance of a rainbow

ought to be a signal for a new acknowledgement of the divine forbearance
and faithfulness. Such according to Maimonides was the custom of the
ancient Jews;—When any one seeth the bow in the cloud, he blesseth God
that remembereth his covenant, and is faithful therein, and stable in his

promise. ‘Ainsworth ' Look upon the rainbow, and praise him that
made it, says the son of Syrac, Ecelus. xl. 11., and to this injunction every
pious heart will promptly respond.”

(Solution of a riddle requested.)
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Errata—in the “view of the Heavens No. 8. given in the last number
of the Morning Star. In reference to the planet Jupiter, read direct course,
instead of “retrograde course.”
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sºurº-CHRISTIAN.
Rules for the CoNduct of A ChristiAN Life.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.
The Sabbath.-This day is set apart from a common for a saered use,
and is to be observed as a day of rest and devotion. We should on this
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day commemorate the resurrection of our Saviour, and the creation of the
world, and should aim to keep the day holy, by abstaining from our ordi

nary labor, by attendance on the public worship of God and by engaging in
the acts of public devotion with reverence and sincerity.
In private, upon this day you should enlarge your ordinary devotions and
should make the subject of them chiefly to consist in thanksgivings for the
works of creation and redemption; withal recollecting the particular mercies
you have received from the bounty of God, thro’ the whole course of your
life. You should improve your knowledge, by reading and meditating up
on divine subjects; you should instruct your children and servants in the
great duties of Christianity; you should visit the sick and needy and admin
ister to them comfort and relieſ; if you converse with your friends and

neighbours, season your discourse with prudent and profitable hints for the
advancement of piety.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
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Scriptural Proofs of the

Doctrines and

Duties of Christianity.
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God's Holiness.

“Who is like unto thee, O Lord, glorious in holiness, fearſul in praises doing
wonders." Exod. xv. ii.

J
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“Ye shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy.” Lev. xix. 2.
“There is none holy as the Lord.” 1 Sam. ii. 2.
“Thou art holy, O thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel." Ps. xxii. 3.
“The Lord is holy in all his works." Ps. cxlv. 17.
holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts, the whole earth is full of his glory."
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mal4

dockyard enjoying themselves, cooking, playing; altogether, forming a sort
of fair. Suddenly I saw the cliff behind the coal-yard vibrate to and fro, and

Died—in Jaffna the 24th of May 1843, the 4th son of Mr. A. ARoo'ſ the smooth surface of the deckyard undulate like a carpet under which the
wind has crept. The huge vessel quivered and shook with such rapidity and
large circle of acquaintance and relations to be moan his loss. . His par force, that it was with great difficulty I could keep my legs. On turning my
‘ents have lost a kind and affectionate son and the public a faithful citizen eyes up the harbour, I saw a hill called JMonk’s hill, as it appeared to me,
The age of the deceased was about 22. Life is short and death is certain. | toppling from its summit, enveloped in a cloud of dust. The water in the her.
Died.—At Colombo on Wednesday the 26th May; at the early a ſe of 25, Mr. J. ' bour ſoamed and bubbled, and in many plaees a white substance rose, as iſ
NAs ALEM CHETr1Aa, one of the wealthiest natives in Jaffna, leaving a

S. Ondaatje, second son of N. S. Ondaatje Esq. Interpreter Miou liar of the hon:
rable the Queen's Advocate. The deceased was a promising youth and was pos:
sessed of very good talents; by his death, his relatives and friends to whom he had
endeared himself by his amiable and excellent disposition have sustained irrepa

thrown up from the bottom. Iłow shall I describe the terror and consterna
tion that in a monent seized upon those that were on the wharf. Some rushed
on board in all directions, and scrambled up the sides of the ship, others in

table loss.

Jutaped overboard; but providentially no accident of a serious nature took
place. When the shock was over, to my dying day I shall never ſorget the
horror that was depicted on the countenances of all.

-

CAL CUTTA.

JMr. JMitford's Legacy.—A case was decided lately by the Lord Chan
cellor of some interest to Indian readers. Mr. Mitford who had been long a
Bengal civilian left by his will the whole residue of his personal estate to
the Governor of Bengal to apply it to charitable, beneficial and public works
in Dacca, for the exclusive benefit of the native inhabitants as they and the

Government might think most conducive to that end.—The property being

their distraction threw themselves into the sea; even some of the sailors

Coining suddenly on the town, the spectacle was perfectly awful. In part

of a long building formerly a barrack, the walls had given way in the cen
tre and the roof had fallen in and broke its back; a new brick wall surroun

ded by a railing was thrown down; the barracks, where a detachment of
the Forty seventh are stationed, a confused mass of rubbish.

large, his relations disputed the validity of this bequest and their counsel stout
ly contended that it was void, in arguments which lasted many days. As

It is impossible to detail every thing; but of all the mills in the island only
three are fit to work. The crop is nearly ready, and one of the finest known

might be expected, every imaginable objection that ingenuity could suggest

for years; and it is feared that a sufficient number of mills even of a tem
porary nature, cannot be got ready to make the sugar before the canes rot

was urged against the unfortunate gift. It was strongly urged that this bequest

might be applied to idolatrous purposes, to the erection of a monument for
the worshipping of idols and other objectionable appropriations of the fund.
Lord Lyndhurst's answer was striking, and deserves peculiar attention.

An enormous quantity of wine and other liquors have been destroyed.
The sea in the harbour rose about two feet; and in several places, a sink
ing, black, bituminous matter rose through the cracks and fissures in the
earth. The loss of life has not been proportionate to the damage done;

“The gift is for the benefit of the native inhabitants. This court would
not consider such an application of the funds as being for their benefit; nor seven persons are known to have perished, but many accidents of a serious
would any other court administered upon equitable principles consider that nature have taken place. Had happene
it
d in the night, thousands would
an application of the fund for the purpose of encouraging idolatry could be have been killed.
for their advantage. Therefore the Supreme Court of Calcutta exercising
At Guadaloupe, the effects were still more severe. Point de Petre,
an equitable jurisdiction would controle, regulate, and rcstrain any such one of the principal towns is entirely destroyed. A fire broke out after the
application.”
earthquake, which added greatly to the distress of the unfortunate survivors.
Dwakanauth Tagore.—The Court of Directors of the East India com It is estimated that several thousan
d persons were killed and about the
pany have presented this gentleman with a massive gold medal, as a testi same number wounded. It is said that of 200 persons assembled in one
monial of their esteem and approbation of his various beneficent acts for
place to witness the drawing of a lottery none escaped. The damage tº
the good of the Indian public. The ceremony was performed on the 10th
amounting probably to several hundred thousand pounds.
ult, at the Hall of the Government House Calcutta, in the presence of a property is immense
How appropriate are the words of the Psalmist:

large company of ladies and gentlemen, by Mr. Bird, the deputy governor.
We take the following extract from his address on the occasion, which we
commend to the thoughtful perusal of such of our readers as are ambitious
of honorable public preſerument.
“Before I present to you this testimonial, I wish to dwell for a few mo
ments on the lesson to be learnt from it. It shows that there is every dis
position in the highest quarters to reward merit in the natives of India and

“Come and see the works of God: he is terrible in his doing towards
the children of men.” Ps. lxvi. 5.

ENGLISH BIBLES AND TESTAMIENTS
just received

From the Depository of the British and Foreign Bible Society;

that there is nothing in an Indian sun to prevent the growth of those quaſi
fications and the exercise of those virtues which lead to such rewards. But

these distinctions are only obtainable after a long course of industry and
perseverance. No one knows better than the distinguished individual now
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Bombay papers of the 2d May state that the search for hid treasure con
tinued to be successful. In the apartments of the women were ſound “bags

of rupees, gold and silver legged bedsteads, bars of gold, valuable armories,
gold saddles with silver stirrups, and brides to match, inlaid with peurls

Beschi's Instructions
of Nature

and precious stones.”
WEST INDIES.

Dreadful earthquake in the West Indies.- A dreadſul earthquake
took place on the 8th of February, at the West India islands
The following account of the effects of the earthquake at Antigua is giv
en by a gentleman who was present and an eye witness of the scene.

About 23 minutes before 11 o'clock, I went on the quarter deck of Her

Majesty's Steamer Dee, which was lying alongside the wharf in English har
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(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson III.-HoNESTY.

An honest man will never take any property which belongs to other per
sons, without their full consent, either expressed or implied. There are a
great many ways in which property is exposed in this world, and must be
exposed, so that those who are dishonest can take it if they please. A great
deal of property is exposed in families, which children may take. Parents
are not generally suspicious of children, and do not always watch them
very closely, to prevent their taking what they like, without leave. And
sometimes children persuade themselves that to take money, or fruit, or any
thing else, from their parents, is not so wicked as it would be to take it from
other persons. But it certainly is as wicked; in fact, in one respect it is
more so, for to the guilt of theft there is added the guilt of ingratitude and
treachery. Is it any less wicked to steal from a benefactor or friend than
to steal from a stranger? Our deceitful hearts always lead us to gloss over
our own particular sins; but conscienee cannot be entirely silenced in re
spect to this. It warns and remonstrates very loudly when the guilty child
is going secretly to the forbidden drawer or closet. It destroys his peace,

it makes him afraid to meet the eye of his father and mother, and it pun
ishes him with its painful stings long after the gratification which his dis
honesty secured for him is over.
An honest child will never consent to gain any advantage or pleasure at
the expence of another person, by stealth or deception. A boy once ask
ed a gentleman to let him ride his horse a little way; and the gentleman
told him that he might ride him to the brook, which was about half a mile
distant, and let him drink. The boy rode to the brook, and there be ſound
another larger boy upon another horse who asked him to ride a little farther
down a pleasant road, which followed along the margin of the brook, say
ing that the owner of the horse never would know it. The small boy
would not go. He had an instinctive feeling that it would be wrong. And
it would have been wrong. It would have been dishonest. He would have
taken something by stealth and deception without the owner's consent. What
is it that he would have taken? Why, the use of the horse for a longer
period than he had obtained leave to use him. The pleasure of a ride as
far as the brook he could have honestly; but iſ he had attempted to extend
the pleasure any farther, it would have been pleasure dishonestly gained.
Questions on Lesson III.
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raº.4.5 a-sºr ºf 3.5&sº Lºuiſ “A
& sºlº A & J #14 º' C. Guſ away &
# -45 saw a cºrºwº, G-1 eveyſh
uſ), aſth Q_G is ausº, sº Gaº.

LaaSojé83 p.gº.gºwa 3% e-º ºff ºu" if Asia ºr ***g
soleuS&jóð - ºr L1 * g;S és ºf guso-u aſ few saw # **
fl. 5.640s a sº aſ # ser.
a smuse-àgéogây oGalà) #Ato-o.
2-4 ºu's Gew sº
Léº 3&réanáGLučSQa. aş ºn ºf wée-ºil-fiscarawn up
|

Is there any reason why it should be considered more wicked?

Is it wrong to gain any advantage or pleasure at the expense of other people
without their consent, as well as to take their property?
Describe the case of the boy going to ride the horse to water.

ºr Garº.—ſpárgaſ31.
5°C; srarua rºw 5°54° 14′y ſh Lo.aºudjºu u gºuoguº ºr
Los -º airs & Qu"CŞºr -ºf-14 flies on cº-º-tre+. -ºſ, ss as Asucº,
§éjaïa is #&so a G s sº Quicº stºº fará sir Qaaſays waſ

A peºgo** 3: -sºulº-Gu at swuu as it sé, Asia & Gº: 19
fluorew Gate 19s tº Quicº ºr * * * * war(S&A's 55 -a 39-f
(5& sº Qa'afu WGew so a # sº a sºvº.u.º. 19.5 Tuam ºr orgh -º
Gs is Quirogar sºw & 194 ºr sº ºn Aéséa-tº-u ş-issés, was

*tan.
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coſts&. *a*4.5 th -a afé & -eless ºf ***eis: As gas sº
assrº-" suin-je, -safestº • Taº-ºr-iāQeſºsºpäGe. Lieu
e.95és/pg&ºv. 193 ºr ** **Gate, sº L********

Principles of English Grammar.
BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.

THE GENDER of Nou N's is earpressed.
2. By a difference of termination; as.

LsPA sea -aº.4 Gaºun Cºſo; o-roº ******-**
escº 4.5 -w-såA.&#Qstrée,840&# ******* OL}of
A geºgā QA, GA.E #Qs a dºey8/095 gºvº a *****
sºr £Oasis ºf cºws”; # ***-ā2-ree ºoº-ºº: .9-54.
sGa -a duty-Guairsva. Cuſrajaſrº H. Qerdogó-ſº
2-fu Qurāa rºut 1905é8.3/0.5.
2.ÉGAs." GL sº ºus aropiń shºian s 3.5G arré opth wº A &

:::::::: :::::::

f: $º:

up; ºur ºf AEA ==Q-9:
2-2 tº Liriºg.sºlº sº; sº-ye ºf -ašev. &G's95 sº-48
sºns,
ºries ºut." Saº
a~gioAgºugé
Gara Qalsº coa, sº
QLſops-pésqarº
&th saiser Q4:49ersºQu
gº Lira is ºr ºf flag Osº sº...w & Tri-y-Gº-pub studiº 20ee.
Eaux-A §).5 s iſ flav; 3,5 Gueſſ &a ſtucco, 5°C Quréºſs s
5 QS

<-2 run awa’s Guit sº aſsºr La Quo-º-ºw * *-9.5A,

3. -**

sea is tº GL re; th9-ropa -a ºn a #4 - *******

C:22::::
*:::: lege-relaºs's ****
Jai º udºt-u • Logan aſ A ºnAé 2*@38.*.*.*.*A *** **
& 94 runſ sm spalásek -Gaº

Qudson A

Lairesſ -º alsº p-n + ºr swu AA & LS&so

-gate.

Female
Abbess
Actress

JMale

Female

JMale

Female

Duke

Dutchess
Electress

Priest
Prince

Priestess
Princess

Empress

Prior

Prioress

Elector

Administra-Administra-'Emperor
trix

tor

Adulterer

Adulteress

Ambassador Ambassadress
Arbiter
Author

Enchanter Enchantress Prophet Prophetess
Executor Executrix | Protector protectress

Governor Heiress
Governess |Shepherd
Shepherdess
Songster Songstress

Heir

Arbitress
Hero
Authoress* | Hunter

(often)

Heroine
Huntress

Host

Baroness

Baron

Hostess
Jewess

|| Jew

|Landgrave

Bridegroom Bride

Benefactor Benefactress' Lion
Caterer
Chanter

Marquis

Cateress

Chantress |Mayor
Countess

Peer

Deaconess | Poet

Sorceress
Sultaness or
sultana

Tiger
Landgravine|Traitor

Tigress

Lioness

Tutoress
Tyranness

Tutor
Tyrant

Marchioness
Mayoress
y
Patroness || Viscount
Peeress
Wotary

Conducter Conductress Patron
Count
Deacon

Sorcerer
Sultan

Poetess

Widower

Traitress

y
Viscountess
Wotaress
Widow

£346–5.
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º

é GAst axiaseva wº Guº Jºsia -quºudG & First-81 nº.5

-a, altº à e Áed Astu%.Eth.

JMale
Abbot
Actor

8. By prefiring another word; as,
A cock-sparrow, a hen-sparrow; a he-goat, a she-goat; a man-servant,
a maid servant; a he-ass, a she-ass; a male-child, &c. male descendants, &c.

-

scº sº ºw Luoſs, Sãº 5C #47 ºth **r-sº -ºše. -ge
it. Seco un Qarcº su đco, -ºº ºv.f. ei Găd aft. ºf -º/*-**
Q is a dº at # fläuääsuorº--ſº sº. e-A ra ºr Loſ é º 5235 gº º
& Quiry-us 5°C ******-āāae-sº-º. gässegº

* It does not appear to be necessary, nor even proper, to use authoress:

for the female name or pronoun, that almost invariably accompanies this
word will distinguish the gender in it as well as in writer, &c.

@iaisºn irºnaºui 45 tº 15 to Tºº);55#5 o LGurăs

AA-lh Guſeiulº-Gº-i-Qajº ºr -aša. *** ****
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- 5 A* 8.00-74-quº salom it.G. Gen.º.o. Q+n stay -º-º-º:
cºli &A.s ºr 9A52-0. A jºudºurs aſ ºr “Lº -gasſe-àº sº
As E. -º-Lº-4 Carlt a 45 ºr-7 sº ****** 22 gº.

gº, Qalā2 a.m. LAfts armé LójáGjtě alsº issou Gua
3.03 ré5920s saflºad &#85 are 4.Goł. @##3

e-A As a sºam Leº -øe ºr leſſ ultuº ºf ; • *@*GAAzágº
ºr film 1905ie Quosº a Geºff sº sº. *:::::::::::::
G.4/sq Qars a G 4 tie-A ºffegi Gºjšaoſ, so u ž öja eral **; eſ

Gao suS-3 saw ºfffl-SG)5 Höðedº alsº sava.
LjºðGa100705 L&#39&QA&avalºus"? LGjáGºthal

sº GG LT is e-A Adel Gaol-i e G sº Queen 4,

GFliji Gºvá 33-ré 311th.

GFI & 3033,11th.
gi Linarøl–.

Liºtt L&#834th alsos episp.gift. apgara,

geº-o-º: & solut age.(B3 artà.

• *Oaºs.
zºa ºr at 19CŞā&QA5 sº coº. es--0gress. ***A*-*s
so -see-sa & 5 GAſ exub is ſtew ulon ul ***-**@**- *
3G, a sº-ca JCŞāés Avº. Đ e.e. tº e-A., sº ºut Gº -aſ a so

1–2 ga & La Gº

in 154GL115 (8 ançã3%;Elfit Fººt-un-E Gudi'ſ GLuiá,
Bi'il Itti- ºuth Gavaifano Grår påløj Gilāsēśń

Osſeº, Q2L *-*-uſ/5

GLtra i.e. sis.º. ºf sº aſ exiºs -º-º-es" – sº sº.""
an uºsº gun tº *** 8.35 * 5 GA; tax 90s pºs. Qs a 3 “.

*g, *r
un-T 8, 18

, e.a.º. 3,3,3's ##9&A -&#35 been s.
**
-g; sºr
a

G5(5

sm - is 5A iſ ºr

© ºf Lés ra ºr

gºd T & LA 91 air

estan &L alsº

cº-tº La ºr

ey L = irraº – sº a sº

gºua, ºr
— 1 A &ua's ºr

ºgº Gaeścierº
£rºssfles &
* Quals
ãº-wº

Logăuan), sº

epºch ur-A82&s, Gaësisë.

-

*#22 ºiá.

Jºram Gäu ºr

afºr sºr

tº Lº-e-às russ

| Gai-º,

sº erus's Q, GA = LGun Qaſ f*@erº-w La-54, 9–70%
tº sº.senatua A&AEu"?

cººrld as ºr

*A*sa #4 ra ºr

a - sº I ºr

13.54 * g Lirº

Loops.A 415 194 ºr ºr Lºr, Éa ºr arGº = a fºur a9.c54&5

º, 32, raºré at a sº

º' ut-a-3 staº

Qaſr ºr
is Lº. 9-1- ºr

+2, as a fi as Lā
gº furt-º-º: stra ºr
As ºf ºval ºr
# A fºua &
gº fuel-isſ g.ºr

GA at

s' cluy-2
# ºf

Ç
2, 19
*Ji-46
(SL'il so sº, Gum a tº LV, ºr Loſ Aiº syl
?

*:::::::::::::::::: ºº::

19As rudramaše—A £3 saroe,00–45 -0.64 & 55,000 ºr LA,
& Aum ulouces sw?

gºr Lê Li, #77 ºr

-

-

Li Qaſs
cº-ºwis, rº
*çãº wars

**Hes.
******
Q: Qi Garºzzº

•º-

-

-

º, ºr uſeſ a sº
sfuel-á sta
5 i Lºt-e-às' wº
***** .
r Le Lé ºf u ºr
Heva, ºr
cº-ºpéger.
gº Es... Galoog LA 4-A Cº ºwe La" & ºs-eleases.
-

le.p. GLogan Lu -w ºut £19. A' -º affe &ºi=u Qurcº sº."
& sewifa.f. e AA on 7
Gjøen a su-A Asia safosios cyl-ā Qasraº QGuſ ºr Quirº-d'aº
set-u fift, ºn isoa & Qaſrāº.

**

(ge | * . . .

*: 34

*ºr a so-éaºui e errºué-77 °
** ***
* Qasra, ſº
*gºr & Gyº
# ºr * 3.5&
gº was aft.; Quevun ºvºi. “-º-º- cº-º-º/ā0s T & s.

ºf Lºr
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-sºutdo; cy's repuck...fºr“Gar,
urs; G sº-Guð3G sereyasu; Alaº-a2+. Add 1974-75 Oriºsi

stra -a 3s; eWºgur rub ºrd Lº-A GAs." A 420Asswä ºri sºº

Asuorº-Oudº aw? -a afé & La rugbar 5), AdãL(94.5.8.28 as a
*** *arudanué Gé mut LQAs -sy&sub Ludºu-assolvº Lº?
fourtſ ºut ºf 48.svěer *;GAstraß4 sit Asia & Gounº cº-sº s
&#3.5LGuêes -a at scº • S.A.s.lºc. , a Qaja od sº a LLL's
8of “Qeſ ºus stucás AoA fºur. La rugº file-,-uca &c. Lee
Áa u ºscient-u ursºr retøsouë Gjøuori se (9.5-16ÅAGs
* *-u-Qass A4 is re??)s siscs on Gee-la-i-Asis
*Gaſ & Lor s 50.5 s.4GAsſaſſissiº Guðarsa strº G = <--gs is
-nºug-ºut--sº flue; rubus"AA" sº egan gés sººrs
unt ºusewa's QLogan pås a Qars a Cºrsal ae, steafG
th -nāarīfs dº. 5 so sum A La rug.set u at # A-A-5 si

Hāgas; 9,444.5 #e3ew tº 64, ºffen Geºasadayuhuº- ºur

GCŞam (5*—u srs ºf Gu Quothur.gw.b Go-or-s LeAsAA afé

sº Jee,&ADGAGAn Qasſº, efºucºcessair urºſuo As4.sa.gºº

sº-u sº air-G strº-urſº sex #5 -º/A#argaragoşā&sa=.
gº islaud º fari sã as ºut-e Qā s- aftefug ºrd Lº
A45 & 1917 ÅAstar Q4 ºutsalºr(SO-a-r-ph -aya's eyla or -º
a runs led wuduº. 8A was ſafe-th a gº-ac, 45, Ga-uſ04
*-ºub Guº Sé slºuſºsofs ºr Go-ore reu Asaad,p24

thuº. Oseº &Gas.

Asā safº Arase s sis. HA. a. s. *ē; º; th: L'ée àſes
afran Gaafałoria srösoars a 190 ºweł0°sºcietà Guh.
JAjay sent-Qays “Lit tº usé Gºalscºefu GaAs,585& fier

isolo & a strº-Gasſ.s' sº win -a+*&#8°sºs Deb.
Lis 496, a hopefańs, GA, seiðurs à8& ‘9/oeae, Lºgºſ
as igg Geh is agá8w 9a, srgeºesºuvº Qau afraoropºſal;

As a rea- th 4, . A La Gºv'ſ “Saf ºur sº.”-tº-vib ſºcºiu

Gan

eth, sº urgeon • Lāºreowºut 84**a**Geºf

**, ºth eye; La ºr sº Gºalscºu Gesä83& sº
GQas a sm c.0a sh9A, sº oth, 19° ed L' &Husáaeºsé
La Gar sº a regula eQa's auß ºr duº- a-ºgés an E. Guess
is ºriogáAs GaAs4&Gauſs Guam tº *** G*warouaº-w sº
& a 24GAffé Garif &#4 uuorºaſt Ga GaAs/AGºv učevruns

40 ub, Lºrrugs, sºar flawlā Guoarswaar-s-pe; Q =res, i.

was . s.G air LA 850-resºu Sw straudia ºenº-award area, sº
soa gues Gascoſº.ºejou ºriejº Q. -sama's ºr 4th sº * Qs rºw 0
as Qalais Qū. -aſsº as Qars ºf a 48&sj4 Orados 705&th. -º
coungpº 56 ºr ºt.0éº-º-º-Gºth 5Ga Guctiºusºu a-ºk (9 ºf

**Tºur Qubº wope res.sudd ºr Asa sºué segue, Lirav-e sſ AA
•ropi Gºjojud" if sys AA, a tº ſºsaurºissé set-u-rucaşgésa
ºui s'iºd **** **ś&8,0.5 GPAs a targ)as a soara wrū
GaAs/Assº-ºare.8&Leº -sm flu-š - area.5°CŞalsº G-cA24-r
**dult-º- ** fluisºr -as ºf A4 &Q's a sirº ºGuest ºf Ast
Gº" was Āge-‘s 9d º.oth, ºne-81: Laat Gallºw rued to 524

or Quor AéAss #.

up-8°4–uº Caº wejQems w8/08/deº4laráðs, gastrea

lega, GaAs, 8Gwusa. A&uip-Gussº Gºsnia's sº ºth -sº

§§As sº Hoagy Gars #86 a Lºuhis fººt-ºue&u 8

** 5CŞalsº sub-SS Garur Sº, -º, a -s fire 83 a cºlòards.

Quay & Gan Gºuroa dopi Gerð scºvgåståuG&A Go-off sº
cºs sealism Gan Sée Gaeirº-u sāºwn GA, LPage–u •="

•waſ Casº a sub-a+Gurwº 4Goº-o-º-n airò da Ásaf

*exie & Fire--ia-º-º-esa -aºluº-Ga, sº sº stra's Guº
agºs.s Asia. Ag+ renuºu 4* *-ré8* Guoan Guroa
•ºoga’ſo a $ºsyth ºf G* a fleet-u sºunſe a-aºri-ſºº'sł.
-a, Asºsau-Gura resº resub udº Gaul. Os---als. to-º, toº.
*Geor Q ºn sºa's Wojäsuº Guesda sea flºa sºfarayºgās Qs
19-Astraycºelua rā ºr & sº Osóš sººººº-ºº Guºcº&AA
J.A. º. º.º. ºG aſ Lāºa with sºon an 844 ºri sãº
Gwelºt ºp-iQ strºs asA&uum ºf sena & swº-4-a-ºranudurs &
Aſsoa alſº stºr Aazil-A fºurLos uſ acée, th £unsuorºgé

sta s a fluisºn & SaºgéQeuluthup- -nº-us-flººse.8GA,
§) sº ağolºucairer ºf Qarmūº &epalusir
M. A. De Zylva.
JNegombo, 5th JMay, 1843.
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Lášum £Liſt gºûl-l.
Lira A •,•Se Q as #A9Qjudiº &Aeºs's sº agrih -a;
an Gevue: A Leg-ºutuº- gua więciºłuń &AAEu 9 a.s.º. Gent–ur
oas.a. Ga'ath Gutiéºss A Lip-up A Lºadºa-Se Qa-ºw-ud
an ºld sew clue (Sé 8Aa).5 sq. ºGs we flºw tº sorº toº
Arg ess an aisaa. 4Goº-o-º-res (8 was jares}cºstſ
*Quaa sw. sag Asſºise-WoëAstrawoudes ºr -assº Gºalſ ºfA

2, #e3e.g. ran Cº-º-º: sº isº subºis&oº. HGoº-O-º-r
air-gésu, *āGenesisc isopºwº-mº sºuſ-Qºº-ºº:
eyes Co-Q-aē-irew-f Gear sup;#8A Qemºaugura”
**, *.sp. ºffésa’asſuo sº. A 5's Gaſcº unºasath weeGuate,
* * * * * Hásos" ºr Q earnissaaeege, Geºrºu §4-5
Q4 m (944, s, Garayå4 Gaſ Luna thuana shun 1947&sejº –u ºr

awará segu, Geº.54-4* *furº -ºsa'a Ge--àst-i-º ºf
um ºr -ass aſ a jesä Qaſrairly-CŞā&sia’s Qais a ºn 8é8*A)
ºuds; A, Gala are isdir award GasAsif's raw up-urs -ºjºa is

** **wē sejée an 845A-4- Qas a Q4.5 -neºusºf snºwsuo
au -º/AW&A's 5& awe-Tucsº fºssant-u sawſuºups had Gº -º

**Ga*ſ, *āsh Asri sãº Gºñé8C54&A re-1927.3égret flew
*eb sièH828&ºw, woºrs of Larur sºap-u e; as a sº
*S*aſ 84*/da, sº as sºca ºre-8-4-404 reirº-gāaos. L
an unaw assan 84-rae Ge -messa &Q-rºusiejęos. wOsr
*cos – a rugº Asud º Guana & cº-ºº: Q4 a GAA =r.--&asu
*** subun CAGur&os. Gorgºrajan–Las &altarsian
usuº, Guard tº aſsar as suscº Galeãdºw. s. Gurewires G
to-toa-- -AC's s sº Garayåsſ flºup-tº-well. G sºlº, Guare
Gauor" sº flušstvº LAAC, Gurăslă şi să ă) sus;&A

***"affe a-4Auo sºa [*****, 2*a*4-géseaſus ra
***un ºu afgarcasſah fºr-65s cºul--eigura maj's
eth ºne-8és & Lºamhe Osº...a stºls. WGä&God. -alºuſ.
*C*45 to gº ºut Gasif unsunuésàOasiſ sin Lair seritablº Lir

•uº ºftenuºub, ºw-8tº-Layú Qe a Qāsa &Aïaº.5 straar

sº-04 sileº Gºgue" ºn suits Guoreth • Las was a rºgida
-º-axes -aºwife ess, sº -ucu-Q&Golfi. a-Goar-sues;
Assué seº-u -º-A8au Quratºr“ ºr tº Ljaj is is a Gera, sº
fuš st- ºr (844 &Gueré-Qun tº sºlº GL8 sr., wutus. g.

Q“coe Lonfés “a flºuis ºwe Lºu Gaº aſ star, as sº a
***u-āosrº-ra rºša Autº Lº G-Woësassiv. $ºosaurs,
-Asif seº-u icº 194-ša Aasa stºué star ºr(SA.s, tº Gu

84th -safeº -4°44 °ACA’s 8asopargapasaw, aſsis&
**** GG5uo" Găc ºrévalºre, sº audaeogée à Luč.5 s. 360

**Garf -adisºrs “gºviñeena isth ss. Oweverth-weſi sºr wer
84 nº 0-9Quas.” “A 805és Al-Asia. Gurar & oth...as
**** *** ****83 Q-rºw ºut-- a rifluus sage rajã
*&#8°*******ose.s. **Ga*, *.h. was rath so-w,
**th alºëe0 a G-4C cºopean -º/ö/ø Litewaafasſà

Gia- "toº “e Caº a -a/aa-ºe LGA:Astºu–3 -º-Lar
Lays, -aſsos.s
**Gºssºw. §º sºlº aráGsm - -asov's
*sſºuh Gu.scºes sº

*Quo...wes rºsésoredº, sensues Gouairº ºGºd
#As 5-coasis sarº, º an º Ge's a “*.*&sc344." Qalsº ºu(SAE
a scº.54s won 4,0s a ~ āº-44 ºr " Qarars sw.ºast Gew saw

Guiraum ºr GPAssºurgent-u ****,
•-u are ºria -a84th Q-a'-i Qarsi, LQas a # sirewºlu
***, *wa Asuit a--ag. de- 6-465 assGuasaurses
e •ºeo-"Gº ºne's sºlº/sºoedsssGeo strº & sons
unrº ºne G so-Asia,GA, Car-". Leº -ºutrew, says: GLº

a scº 2,5-2 agº was "4-º'-'es -a.e. ººº-ººoººº.

CŞana, Qalsº audiºsum sé sºft.* Qasſrººr–trif.

-a alsº a lairasaan-Asad ºf , ea-féAs a verseasº Café;

Gaºist Ge's "f*A*A, As-el-runs ars; a -wes &
•rā840°ººsés -º/Aseanaoan (Sãojºur-islurritºre,
ul fºº toº co-Geºró94 & a sm & = & HägåerdanëGod.
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way.” Ps. Xxv. 8.

£ºsmogluoničāſh.—CHRISTIAN.
Rules For THE CoNDuct of A CHRISTIAN LIFE
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.

“O taste and see that the Lord is good: blessed is the man that trusteth
in him.” Ps. xxxiv. 8.

-

“Thou, Lord, art good, and ready to forgive, and plenteous in mercy,
to all that call upon §:

Ps. lxxxvi. 5.

“The goodness of God endureth continually.” Ps. lii. 1.
“O that men would praise the Lord for his goodness, and for his won

Fasting days.--Most of the mischiefs that happen to us
in life, are occasioned by our ungovernable appetites; the

derful works to the children of men.” Ps. cwii. 8.

to the world; so that
as a means to keep them under subjection and government,

“How great is his goodness.” Zech. ix. 17.

“Men shall abundantly utter the memory of thy great goodness, and
indulging of which by our first parents brought death in shall sing of thy righteousness.” Ps. cxlv. 7.
we should use fasting and abstinence

and as a remedy against those evils which the satisfying of
them to the full often expose us to. Our Saviour in his ad
mirable sermon upon the mount, joins this duty with alms
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self sparingly as to the quantity, and plainly as to the qual

ity of your food. At other times, without avoiding your or
dinary meals, abstain from variety, and what is most nour
ishing and delicate that you may by degrees get the mas
tery of your sensual appetites. On your fasting days be sure
to enlarge your devotions; reflect particularly upon the state

of your soul; bewail your sins, and earnestly beg God’s par
don; contrive, if possible, to do some secret charitylat those
times, which is the best method to make your humiliation
acceptable to God. Be careful not to censure others who
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donot tie themselves up to such rules; do not value your
self upon such bodily exercises, nor think that they will
make amends for the neglect of more substantial duties.
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On the attributes of Christ.
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scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
Goodness of God.

“Q give thanks to the Lord for he is good, his mercy endureth for ever.”
1. Chron. xvi. 34.

“Good and upright is the Lord; therefore will he teach sinners in the
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What bolt can love restrain?

VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–NO. 4.

What veil conceal

July 3d, 7 o'clock P. M. at the North-western horizon, and proceeding eastScorpio,
Virgo, Libra,
may be seen
is in the
wesfirst quarter,
in he Leo,
Sagiarius.
time the MoonCancer,
Atthe
thisconstellations,

ward,
and

One

Ellis

-

are-, -º-San Qºri supée flurºLiao-l
Qa&Lopfulf Sp?40.
H_*Séºoraaf (Spaße tº SzGure-art

the Eastern horizon.

July 4th, 5 o'clock A. M. beginning at the south-western horizon may

grees north-east of Aldebaran. Mercury in his direct course is in the east
ern part of Taurus about 8 degrees south-east of Venus, . Both Venus and
Mercury will be visible at day break on the morning of the fourth of July.
Mercury will be at its greatest elongation or distance from the Sun on the
12th of July and will be visible for about 10 days.

-

Will draw a flood from thine

tern part of Virgo. Mars is very near Antares in the heart of Scorpio in his
retrograde course. Mars and Antares will be in conjunction July 7th A.M.
the planet being less than one degree north of the Star. ...]." will be
stationary on the morning of the 13th and then proceed in his direct course.
Saturn in his retrograde course is in the Eastern part of Sagittarius, near
be seen the constellations, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, A
ries and Taurus. At this time Saturn is in Sagittarius, as before mention
ed. Jupiter is in the western part of Aquarius in his retrograde course.
Venus in her direct course is in the eastern part of Taurus about 10 de

tear drop in the eye of those thou lovest
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Those who are destitute of love appropriate all they have

£155mm cºarāāſh.—Kerraka—Sara-Velakkam.
#.amremºth 4%– 8%- tº: sé gé £3,909 & 4x = 1 tº $.50 lb grap
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to themselves; but those who possess love, consider even
Drew
their bones to belong to others.
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M. A. De Zylva.
.Negombo, 6th June, 1843.
To the Editor of the Morning Star.
Sir,
As the subject of this communication is one of public interest I hope you will
be pleased to give it publicity in the columns of the Star.
As the education of the population of Ceylon contemplated by the Government
is an important measure, by means of which a radical change can be effected in
their intellectual and moral condition, and is calculated to advance them in the

intellectual scale to an equality with other nations, and as the view of the Gov.
•rnment in establishing schools in various parts of the province is to impart the
benefits of education alike to the poor and rich, I beg therefore to ask what was
the aim of the Government it introducing the fee of three pence per month,
which every Government scholar is required to pay in advance for six months.
13 oth this fee and a measure lately adopted (either by the Sub-Committee or Cen
tral Commission, which, I could not ascertain) that boys should provide themselves
with books and stationery is calculated to confine the benefits of education ex

closively to the wealthiest class of people, for children of poor families are de
barred the benefit of education for want of adequate means to defray the required
expense.

W hat? this three pence! What is it? What proportion does this bear to the
magnanimity and liberality of the English Government? or what is it when com
pared with the increased pay of the Government school masters? It is apparent
ly self-evident that all would like to buy articles at a cheap market, if there they
can be got easily. If so why cannot efficient teachers be procured to serve with
half the pay that the present teachers receive and the other half be employed to
defray the expense of books, stationery and other necessary apparatus.
After the suspension of the Government schools at Jaffna was announced 1st
July 1842, we all anxiously expected that the Government schools will be reor.
ganized and remodelled under a new system and with new regulations, and will be
ºonducted with elliciency and care, and the complaints caused by fee and want of

books be removed. But alas! we were sadly disappointed. Before suspension,
the Government supplied the boys with stationery only, which afforded some con.
solation, but this is now discontinued. The numerical state of the boys in Govern
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ment schools at Jaffna, will go to prove the foregoing statements. Before the fee

was introduced, the numerical force of the boys was very great and the average
attendance in each schoºl was not much less than a hundred, but the average
attendance at present does not exceed thirty. The reason for the above the reader
will easily inſer.
Yours most respectfully,
Jaffna, Jºſay 31st, 1843.
A. PHILANTHRorist.
(Remarks on the above.)

The object of the School Commission in requiring Pup'ls in attendance
on the Government Schools to pay a fee of three pence per month, is not,

we suppose, so much to reduce the expenses on the Schools, as to furnish
an appropriate test of the real desire of the people to avail themselves of
the facilities for educating their children which are afforded in these Schools.

A parent who values the education of his children, will be ready to make
some sacrifices in behalf of so desirable an object, and we do not think
there will be ſound one in a hundred amongst the natives in this purt of the

province whose circumstances are so poor that they cannot afford to pay
so small a fee. And those who do not value education sufficiently to be
willing to pay this sum for their children's benefit, have no reason to com
plain of the government for exacting it. Such persons would demand a

Dear Star,

Will you tell us what has become of Philip Pulle Bastianpulle of Jaffa.
We were very glad to read in one of your papers, a notice, stating

that he intended to make application to the Hon’ble the Supreme Court tº

be appointed a Proctor of the District Court of the Islands, and impatient
ſy waited to be benefited by his Studium Legis and acquirements therein.
Did he not make his application to the last sessions and obtain his war
rant? If he did, why does be not come down to his field of labour in the
Islands?
Yours truly,

Caytes, May 15, 1848.

A number of Islanders.

To: Correspondents.-The “Student's Farewell” from “A Native,” and
“Farewell to the Year” from “Delta,” are declined for want of room.
We would recommend the writers to send their articles to one of the Co.

lombo papers. The poetry is pretty, especially the last, and if we had spare

reward for sending their children to school if they thought they could ob.

room for English Poetry, we weuld give them a place.
“Zealous pursuers of Truth” display more zeal than love of truth. We
should infer from the spirit of the article that the writer was much affected

tain it. It is found by experience in every country, that the advantages a

by the statements of which he complains.

We think it is a kindness to

man obtains for himself or ſor his children by his individual exertions are

far more highly appreciated and more likely to be well improved and turn
*d to useful account, than those received gratuitously. If the teachers re.
ceive a higher salary than they ought, for their services, it would be well
to reduce their pay, but it would be no benefit to the people to have the
amount saved by such reduction applied to defray the expense of books, &c.

‘Whe fact adduced by our correspondent, that the numerical force of the

him as well as to our readers not to insert it.

“John White” on “Christian Love” is declined.

Letters are acknowledged from C. W. Paulick Pully, Calpentyn; S. Al
lagacoon Modeliar, Batticaloe; Simon Cathpoeram, Colombo; and A. Case
Chitty, Kandy; which will receive due attention.
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SCINDE.

Sir Charles Napier by the latest accounts was still at Scinde. The coun.
try was flooded by the rains, and much sickness prevailed among the troops
—the Governor himself had had two attacks of the ſever.

Ameer Shere Mohammed was busy gathering troops, and it is said he had

boasted that he would raise an army that would astonish the Feeringhes.
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Galle on the 8th instant bringing intelligente from England to the 6th May.
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The “Hindustan” from Suez and Aden 29th ult, arrived at Point d
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PR IN c Ess.

On the morning of the 25th April, at 5 minutes past 4 o’clock, th:
queen was happily delivered of a Princess. It is said to be a remarkably
fine infant, not so delicately formed as the Princess Royal, and in features,
more resembling the Prince of Wales. This important news was immediate.
ly made known to the town by the firing of the Park and Tower guns, and
the Privy Council being assembled as soon as possible thereupon at the Cour.
cil Chambers, Whitehall, it was ordered that a form of thanksgiving ſor the
Queen's safe delivery of a Princess be prepared by his grace the Archbishº
of Canterbury, to be used in all churches and chapels throughout Eng.
and Wales, and the town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, on Sunday, the 30th
of April, or the Sunday after the respective ministers shall receive the same
The Duke of Susser, uncle of Queen Victoria, died April 26th.
A Post Office treaty with France has been concluded, which is to come
into operation this month. The effect of it is to make a very important
reduction on the postage on letters sent to and through France.
Sir Henry Pottinger is appointed Governor and Coinmander in Chief of

the colony of Hong Kong.

a4

The Solway West India Steamer having left Falmouth on the third of
April and taken in coals at Corunna, as she was leaving the harbour under
full speed struck on a sunken rock, and in 25 or 30 minutes aſter went dow.

SUMIMIARY OF NEWS.

in 15 fathoms water 4 miles from the shore; 18 of the officers and crew

JAFFNA .

MARRI ED–At Nellore on Monday the 19th inst, by the Rev. WIL

and 17 passengers were drowned. The others were saved by means of the

z.1.A.M ADLEY, Church Missionary, Mr. HENRY MARTY N, Govern

boats of the Steamer.

onent General store keeper, to Miss Maria Pilla, daughter of Mr. NAL

The presents which have been sent to Queen Victoria from the emperº
of China consist of golden bedsteads and a quantity of silk of a sort which

1. At a MBIAR SANT10 Goop ILLAY, of Chundicoly.—Communicated.

has never yet been seen in Europe.

There were likewise two ear-drops

MARRI Ep-at Jaffna, by the Rev. WILLIAM ADLEY, Mr. S. KRAUse,
Hate Supervisor, at Walvettetorre, to Miss Eliza B ~ T H C1. Assº, young
est daughter of the late HEN DRIkes Classz, Med Sub. Assistant.
MARRIEp—at Manaar, on the 23d May 1843, by J. CAULF1E LD, Esq.

worth £1,000 each; and a shawl worked in needle work, with every kind
of beast on it known to the Chinese; besides 14 large cases each weighing

3District Judge, Mr. F. E. THE IDE MAN to

a munificent donation to that institution of £6,000 Consols, to enable it

Miss. JAN E M.

BART Ho Lo

Mu Esz the eldest daughter of Mr. A. E. BART Holoniu Esz (JUNIok.)
COLOMBO,

Roman Catholic Bishop of Ceylon.—The Colombo Observer states

14 cwt. and a small box of jewellry.

JMissionary—Afriend of the Church Missionary Society has just made
to commence a mission in China.

The Forty-third Annual meeting of the Church Missionary Society, was
held May 23, at Exeter Hall. The income during the past year had ex

on the authority of private letters that the late Dean of Maynooth College
named Russe LL, had been appointed Bishop of Ceylon; and that his

ceeded £115,000.

Lordship was about to embark with 10 British priests for this island
.New appointments to the Legislative Council.--The same paper

ples on the 10th of April.

states that the Governor has selected the following gentlemen as members
of the Legislative Council, viz.
Mr. DARLEY, of the firm of Ackland, Boyd and Co; Mr. GIFFER
N Ey, Proctor of the Supreme Court and Notary public, and Mr. Dias,
also a Proctor, and of one of the first families for intelligence and respec

tability among the natives.
MIADRA.S.

.Accident at the Powder mills —One of the powder mills at Madras,
blew up on the 12th inst, owing it is said to the carelessness of one of the
attendants—four men in the mills were injured, two severely.
Governor General.—The Governor General left Agra on his return to
Calcutta on Tuesday the 30th May.
VIZ AGA PATAM.

.Method of supporting Idolatry.—A correspondent of the Madras Re

The Hon. George Turnour, late of the Ceylon Civil Service, died at Na.
He was distinguished for his researches in Pa.

li literature.

At Troy, in the United States, a portion of landslid from the side of a hill,

and buried beneath it ten dwellings. Fiſleen persons had been taken cut
dead, and seventeen seriously wounded.
West India Islands-Since the late disastrous earthquake the yellºw
ſever has appeared at Martinique, and raged with fatal effect among the
survivors. 5,000 bodies had been dug from the ruins at Guadaloupe. The
destruction of property by the earthquake is estimated at £ 4,011,000.
A second earthquake was experienced at the north point of Guaduloupe on
the 3d of March.
-->
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD2S BOOK OF NATURE.

CHAP. IX.]

On JVatural and Artificial Language.

[PART II.

(Continued from page 116.)

8. The natural language of the monkey kind, as we have before observ
ed, is more confined than that of most quadrupeds; they never attempt to
articulate sounds; indeed they cannot do this, as the sack or bag at the upper

part of the larynx renders the animal incapable of modulating its voice, and
consequently, of articulation. Thus nature, by the “thin partition” of a
membrane, effectually declares that monkeys are not men;–though some
men are too much like monkeys.

9. Among the other tribes of animals, besides the three classes named,
we occasionally meet with proofs of an inferior kind of language; though it

cannot be called a language of the voice. The hawk-moth squeaks, when
hurt, nearly as loud as a mouse; and the bee and wasp express pain or anger

by a very different tone from the natural hum. It is evident the bees un
derstand each other,-they have a language of tones and gestures,
10. Whether fishes possess any similar means of communicating their
feelings, we do not know. A few of them sometimes utter tones of distress
when taken, and they all possess an organ of hearing, and they live in a
medium, water, in which sound is easily produced and spread. From these
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circumstances, it is reasonable to conclude that fishes have a language,

As uſuop & ©.

though so soft and silvery that man cannot catch its flowing tones.
11. Many animals, which are really dumb, have the power of producing
sounds, by the use of some external organ. The grasshopper has a very
curious apparatus under the abdomen, consisting of little cells, and in them
a scaly substance shaped like a triangle. The cells are supplied with air,

**, *āA-3–# *-i-TA £w idº sº sº. 2 aſ a 1944 (3-5 s
** ******* -9e3 *A*A*.*# 947&#55*A* = 4s-g

and, by means of muscles, the air is made to reverberate against the triangle,
and this produces the notes of the grasshopper's song.

-
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12. In short, from the beasts of the field to the grasshopper, from the

Asſi AA #4 eº 9. § 34 -º-ºps & aggu us icºs alsº @ sal;

birds of the air to the bee, the attentive observer may find, in every tribe
that can walk or fly, a vast compass of natural language; and he can com

H** *** Twº -gãA & Lyuan salt sw.e. Q=rces – Lil cy;

prehend the meaning of a great variety of their tones. But how little we
understand, to what is understood by themselves! Each species is formed

tº 4 ºf J T = A sea tº 19/P 5.9-8.5 p.º.

with similar organs, in a thousand instances more acute than our own, they
have similar wants, and similar pursuits, and where we must observe and

conjecture, and reason, they, taught by instinct, know the meaning at once.
13. Who has not wished he could understand the language of birds?
Some very ingenious fables have been written on this subject. One in par
ticular is worth preserving here. The sultan Mahmoud had, for his grand
vizier, a man who pretended to understand the language of birds. This
sultan was very ambitious, and had made wars on the neighboring nations,
had often been beaten, and indeed had nearly ruined his own country, by
his bloody battles and cruel exactions.

14. One day, Mahmoud was travelling through a desolate part of his
empire, attended, as usual, by his grand vizier. Before them, on the walls
of a ruined castle, appeared two owls. “Go,” said the sultan to his vizier,

“go, listen to what those owls are saying, and come, and tell me.” The
vizier went and listened, but when he returned, was very unwilling to tell
what the owls had said. However, as the sultan insisted on knowing, the
vizier at last replied, “Those two old owls were settling the marriage of
their children; one owl has a son, the other a daughter, and they were re

joicing that your majesty had made for them so many ruined villages.”
The sultan never made war afterwards.
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MR. POOR'S LETTER TO HIS LATE PUPILS–No. VIII,
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Mr. Mills was no less distinguished for his zeal and effort in the cause of Do
mestic Missions, than in the cause of Foreign Missions. He was as fruitful and
successful in good devices for promoting the spiritual welfare of his own country
men, as for sending the Gospel to Foreign lands. In the years 1812 and 1813 he
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made an exploring tour, in company with Mr. F. Schermerhorn; a fellow student
in Theology, through the more destitute parts of the Southern and Western States
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of the American Union. This tour was performed under the combined patronage
of the Connecticut & Massachusetts Domestic Missionary Societies. The general
objects of the tour were to preach the Gospel to the destitute, to explore the

country and to learn its moral and religious state—and to promote the establish
ment of Bible Societies and other religious and charitable institutions. In the ac

complishment of these various objects, Mr. Mills and his companion had extensive
private intercourse with the principal characters, both in church and state, in the
extensive regions through which they passed. In very many places, an unexpect
ed interest was awakened in the general objects of their Mission and in not a few

populous towns and cities permanent arrangements were made for the formation

of Bible Societies and other institutions for ". the spiritual welfare
of the people. The difficulties and dangers to which they were subjected in these
travels were numerous. Many hundred miles of their Journey lay through the
wilderness, which was either uninhabited, or inhabited only by savages. But it
was one object of their journey to ascertain through what channels, and at what
hazard and expense, Christians in the Northern and Eastern States might render
assistance to the comparatively destitute inhabitants, both whites and blacks, of

-**L*-** 5,50pºp (ºaru-AA 3-rººga º ar) 239.p.:

the South and West.
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The success attending the labors of the first tour, more especially the arrange
ments made in various places for future operations, of a benevolent nature, rend
ered it desirable and expedient, that a second tour be made through the same
portions of country. Accordingly in the years 1814 and 1815 Mr. Mills, in com

aja'-i spe; ºw aW48 gas sºrºis & L =rucaşcº cº- geºGal Gu

pany with the Rev. Mr. Smith, a recent graduate from the Andover Theological
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Seminary, made a second tour to the Southern and Western States and Territories.
For this tour they were bountifully furnished with Bibles and Tracts both in the
English and French languages, and with credentials from several benevolent In
stitutions in the Northeastern States.

In the capacity of almoners of the bounty

of others, they were every where regarded as harbingers of mercy and “epistles
of Christ.” The journals kept throughout these tours, and the reports made to the
several Societies by which they were sustained, can alone convey an adequate
idea of what was effected. At the close of the report of the second tour, Mr.
Mills observes, “On a Journey of more than six thousand miles, and passing thro'
a great variety of climates, in perils in the city, perils in the wilderness, perils on
the rivers, and perils on the sea, the Lord has preserved us. Neither can we for
bear to express our obligations to our dear Christian friends in the western coun
try. We were strangers and they took us in. From many we received pecuniary
aid, besides other important services; while the kind attentions and Christian
fellowship of others alleviated our labors and comforted our hearts. In return for
these favors, we have felt compelled to do what we could ſor them. Ever since
we came back to this land of Christian privileges, we have been endeavouring to
arouse the attention of the public and to direct it to the West.” The lapse of years
has shown that the good seed sown in the extensive regions through which these
tours were made, sprang up and yielded a rich harvest of fruit, some thirty, some
sixty, and some a hundred fold. Large accessions, both in men and money were
thereby made to the cause of Foreign Missions. Indeed it is doubtſul whether

Mr. Mills could in any other way have so efficiently promoted this his favourite
object as by means of these tours. And it is in consequence of their important

bearing upon the subject of Foreign Missions and even upon the establishmen:
of the Mission in Jaffna, that fºr inductiºn. formally to bring them to your
notice.

We here have a practical illustration of the truth, that as soon as in

dividuals or communities, can be roused, on Gospel principles, to attend to the
concerns of their own souls, they will become interested in the highest welfare
of their fellow-men, and will be ready to lend assistance to such as are within their
reach, though situated at the ends of the earth.

The formation of a National Bible Soeiety was another object which Mr.Mills
kept continually in view, in his tours though the states, and to which some of his
best energies were for several years steadily directed; nor did be rest until he had
witnessed the full accomplishment of his object.

It was not known at the time,

but has since been fully understood, that Mr. Mills had a far greater agency,
than any other individual, in †: about this important measure. His meth

od of influencing the public mind on this subject was peculiar to himself. It
consisted very much in inducing influential characters in different parts of the
country, to write on the subject, and on various occasions to present its merits to
the local Bible Societies and other organized bodies. After much had been done

in the way of preparation, a convention of delegates, from different Bible Societies
in the United States, were invited to assemble in the city of New York. This

took place on the 8th of May 1816-a of
daythe
long
to be remembered in the annals
American people. It was then and

|

there unanimously resolved by the delegates
in session, “That it is expedient to establish

without delay, a general Bible Institution for
the circulation of the Holy Scriptures, with
out note or comment. And this was the ori

gin of the American Bible Society, now,
second only to the British and Foreign Bi
ble Society; and by the funds of which the
inhabitants of Jaffna, and more especially
the members of the Batticotta Seminary,

have been in part supplied with copies of
the Sacred Volume."
Little did Mr. Mills know what services

awaited him, when he left his plough at
South-Hampton in the 22d year of his age.
It was then the height of his ambition to
find his way to some obscure spot in a for
eign land where he might, spend his days
in pointing the benighted heathen to “the
Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of
the world."
I have adverted to a few of the more im:

portant incidents in Mr. Mill's life. If you
would become more fully acquainted with
his character and with the important servi

ces which he rendered to his own country
and to heathen nations in foreign lands, I

beg leave to refer you to the “Memoirs of
the Rev. Samuel J. Mills, Missionary to the
South western section of the United States,

and Agent of the Colonization Society, de
to explore the coast of Africa. By
ardener Spring D. D. Pastor of the Brick

É.

Presbyterian Church in the city of New.

York," having the following motto in Greek
Wiz, “Love seeketh not her own."

Tillipally, June
27th 1843.

Yours very truly,
D. POOR.
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will “walk worthy of the vocation wherewith they are called;” and

-eń paGa, GA spaws 8stoph Gurj Al Q& Lul &
dº -

with this view they are entrusted with the responsible duty of instructing
their fellow benighted, superstitious country-men. The character and of

Cur-3 gºtº G_n : 3, 1ſ 432 KOLT lºgºugh 2–1 tº Hºsºth

fice, then, of a Catechist, when uniformly and completely maintained, are
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most useful and most honourable.
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“A worthy Catechist,” in the words

of an old writer, “is the father of his village, the guardian of the poor, the
instructor of the ignorant, the proctor of the injured, the friend of all, even
of those who are deaſ to his instructions and despise his profession” if
any human office can be justly called godlike, it should be the office of a

-ºš top ºfQuirº, º f £4%QL tº Lºſ A.

u).

Teacher of Christ's religion. Are then the Catechists of our country such,
and can this be impartially said of them?—are they in the words of Cowper
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devout, sincere,
From mean self-interest, and ostentation clear,
Their hope in heaven, servility their scorn,
Prompt to persuade, expostulate and warn,
Their wisdom pure, and given them from above,
Their usefulness ensured by zeal and love,
As meek as the man Moses, and with all,
As bold as in Agrippa's presence, Paul;
Should fly the world's contaminating touch,
Holy and unpolluted; are they such?”
But native Catechists are proud, avaricious, arrogant, and unjust, and
consequently, they shew that,
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“The sacred function in their hand is made
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Sad sacrilege' no function, but a trade.”

What gave rise, my Star, to these acrimonious reſlections? Is it not their
conduct daily observable in every place? We find them daily, and, con
u) sº.
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sequently, always, more actively employed in their family, in their paddy
fields, and in other secular concerns than in the awful duty entrusted
to them. . Does not this clearly shew the propriety of the statement of a
pious minister, that one-tenth of the heart of Catechists is on the Gos.
pct, and the other nine tenths upon their paddy-fields. If those who
should constitute one of the beauties of religion in itself, and the most ne.
cessary order of all (considering the state of things in this country) ecclesi.
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astical arrangements, should be “decent and pacific,” benevolent in their
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We give insertion to the following article with the hope that it may be
useful to the class of persons whose conduct it so severely reprobates. That
there is ground for such severe remarks in the case of some we fear is too
true. Our readers should however bear in mind, that the faults of a few
may not be chargeable upon all, and it is not therefore reasonable to

suppose that native Catechists as a class bring this degree of scandal upon
their profession.
Again, it is lawful for native Catechists as well as other men to protect
their just rights, and if in doing this they are called to appear in Court, and
while there, conduct their proceedings in a righteous manner, no one has a
right, for this, to accuse them of dishonoring their profession. It is cause of
deep humiliation and sorrow to all who truly love the cause of Christ that
of those natives who profess to be his disciples, so very few are found whose
conduct testifies the sincerity of their profession, and who are willing to
give up all ſor Christ's sake. Amidst this general defection, we hope
there are some of the Lord's hidden ones, whom he will claim as his in the

day when he maketh up his jewels. We trust our Correspondent is one of
them; and that he is inwardly conscious of living a life of faith and holiness;
if not, whatever may be the faults of others, it is out of character for him
to stand up as an accuser of the brethren. See Matt. vii.3–5; John viii. 3–9.
DEAR STAR,
It seems probable, at first sight, that an order of men who devote them
selves entirely to the instruction of their fellow creatures, would be ex
empted from envy and from hatred; as their studies are all peaceable, and

neighborhood, obedient to their superiors, hospitable to all, and virtuous in
Private life, the blasphemous heathen would not have dared remark,
“Is this the path of sanctity? Is this to stand a way mark in the road to
bliss’’’ Is this the way of letting their light shine over heathen darkness
and Roman Catholic superstition, so that the people of both denominations
may see their good works and glorify the God of the true Christians why

should these sentiments be thus severely expressed? Is it not because the
“word of God” is not “committed unto faithful men who shall be able
to teach others also’’ both by their instructions and eramples. Are the
native Catechists of this place faithful men? Are they just? Are they dil

igently and exclusively employed in the work of the Gospel? If they be
faithful, will they disgrace their profession in every way they possibly canº
If they be just, how is it that they make unlawful encroachments upon the
rights of their neighbours, and thereby become involved in difficulties with

heathens and idolaters. If they be diligent in the work of the Gospel,
what time do they find to carry on their law-suits in courts?

When Câte

chists pass by the mission premises, they have a bundle of tracts under
their arm.--When they have passed the said places, where do they go;
They go either to their paddy fields to superintend the workmen there; or

to attend to some other business relating to their family; or as is often
the case, to courts, to give directions to their Proctors, or to receive

further information, how they should proceed with the cases they have
instituted in person. Is this the mode of discharging their duty, Shame!
shame! shame! How often do we see Catechists in Court for days to.
gether?, Solne of them are from Monday to Saturday in Court, and what
time is then employed in teaching?

Now tell them, Dear Star, that they by such conduct, disgrace them.

Their conduct
their labours directed to the diffusion of goodness, and consequently, of shºws they are no way better than heathens and papists. They should
tranquility, both public and private, it is natural to suppose that the better
part of the world would view them with favour, and that even the profli

gate would behave to them with distant respect. But it is a painful thought
:hat Native Catechists and Teachers of this country, who are selected to
constitute this order, come, by their improper behavior, short of this love
and respect, not, indeed, considering that,
“Their own engagement binds them fast
Or, if it does not, brands them to the last.”

The fault is indeed their own; improper levities, compliances, or negli
gences, dininish that dignity which their office, their labours, and their

learning would otherwise maintain. To speak exclusively of the native

deacons, catechists, &c. Inissionaries engage them, in the hope that they

selves, their profession, their country, and their nation.

either hold fast mammon, and forsake God; or, if they love their own and
others' salvation, do the contrary —They cannot halt between two opini

ons—they should be content with their pay, since they are handsomely
paid for the support of themselves and family, and consequently, should
heartily, sincerely, and willingly be engaged in the work of the Gospel.
If they do not, at least, for the ſuture, tell them lastly that the number of
Tracts they have taken to distribute, the journals whereby they have de
ceived their superiors, and every account they have delivered to the mis
siºnaries tº confirm their proceedings, will stand against them in judgment
when the King of glory shall come to distribute justice, “to etery man
according to the works done in the body.”
Jaffna, 27th June, 1843,

Yours very truly,
A NAT 1 v E PR or Esra Nr.
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Rules for the CoNduct of A CHR1stiAN Life.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.

Christian Perfection.—Having in the former chapter giv
en rules in relation to such actions as daily occur in the
course of our lives, in order to persuade Christians to a care
ful performance of them, according to the measures there
laid down, I will now endeavour to convince them, that true
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of men, how few, alas! how very few were qualified ever to
arrive at so noble and worthy an end; men might excuse Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of christianity.
themselves from this duty by the necessity they are under of
JMercy of God in the Pardon of sin.
getting their living by the sweat of their brows, and by their
“Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered.
inability to employ themselves in such spiritual exercises:
is the man to whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity.” Ps. xxxii.1,2.
the providence of God would seem thus to exclude them from Blessed
“Theu hast forgiven the iniquity of thy people, thou hast covered all
being perfect, when his precepts had enjoined to enter in at their sin.” Ps. lxxxv. 3.
(Ps. ciii. 3.
the straight gate. Therefore we may be sure, that the infinite
“The Lord forgiveth all thine iniquities; he healeth all thy diseases.”
“Though yonr sins be as scarlet or crimson, they shall be as snow or as
wisdom and goodness, would never make that method the on wool.”
Isa. i. 18.
ſy means of performing our duty, which was out of the reach
the wicked forsake his way and the unrighteous man his thoughts;
of our capacities, his precept is addressed to men of all states and“Let
let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him; and
and conditions, to be ‘perfect’ as “their heavenly Father is to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.” Isa. lv. 7.
perfect!” And his commandment is not hidden from thee, or aſar
“Return, thou backsliding Israel, saith the Lord, and I will not cause
off; it is not in heaven, that thou shouldst say, who shall go mine anger to fall upon you; for I am merciful, saith the Lord, and I will
up for us to heaven and bring it unto us, that we may hear not keep anger for ever”—“Return ye backsliding children, and I will heal
backslidings.” Jer, iii. 12, 22.
it, or do it? neither is it beyond the sea, that thou shouldst your
“If the wicked restore the pledge, give again that he had robbed, walk
say, who shall go over the sea for us, and bring it unto us, in the statutes of life, none of his sins that he hath committed shall be men
that we may hear it and do it? but the word is very nigh unto tioned unto him; he shall surely live.” Ezek. xxxiii. 15, 16.
thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou may est do it.
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
Continued from page 127.
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Translation of the above.

Thanks be given to the Editor, who with good desire publishes the

Star so that the inward darkness of the people who live on the

surface of

the earth may be removed.
JMy Learned Editor,

º Gas & sour Gulcº a

I had a lively expectation that you will give a favourable answer to the

Guo,50* a sºro-1 – Hé0s" & "Galil cº-res, , -a,ºath Håøujuć
cosuſ. As was a “ ºr ujib Guada is be uſuf * Let tºuarévºs-9-365 §Jaw
a 7.5 swas - twäe c + ulsº colcQue QA 5 & 5 G.F.sºa, as Gººſe r

question which I started in my previous communication in regard to the
non-putrifaction of Francis Zavier's body, but contrary to this and in
spite of the evidence to the fact which I had extracted from a book entitled
“Confutation of errors in religion” you answered in your Star No. 8th.
pagé 97, “when it is established by good evidence that Zavier's body is in
corruptible, then the fact may be admitted in evidence of the truth of the

c5 ºr AA, sº Q edia's el Qa'30aº Leo.g.; ºf 3,5,343 s dr, a
alsº ºud. EA ºr Gen, Hääu-.52 &a +, GA i al-še iſ ey LīāAs of st
* -0.54 cog is e G or ***A uſewa Iruccº **Jä0s its cogoff sºr.
as ºth, Lää45A ºve. Gas a sGut a coal sºn sº, i.e. as
(se. Loſ A&Judaya, sº-º-eir sºrás ºr—iſ ºwth -a air. & gar
& Qale-45 – Lºa, irá ºr ,

G& T sea. Jºgá ºf a 3A, GCés druarGlo,5-pº (SA) Jºh ºf Galfi
utosol-u.

* fu Lošu şC5+ °43&Qas a

Q& 1 - &rs Carsºr
-s $6A reflº Sá tº Qad crava sri sãº sºugpº star s, -a #
G59 a “cº-º-u & T L Gøth *-Lip-tº-dº sº QA; ºn Qp, sº QPA wº

-º-ºw 4-145

gºalſ is ºr smes)&A 82 yaºi souna rºw eco - wº

Catholic fuith,” &c.

In compliance with your request, I adduce some evidence which direct
ly proves that Zavier's body is incorruptible, which I hope you will Publish
in a corner of the Star.
I. From a Devotional book.

II. From a Prayer book made by divines.
III. From a book entitled “Confutation of errors in Religion.”
IV From the verbal evidence furnished by those Priests who have
come from Goa.

V. From some other common persons who visited Goa.
I. From a Devotional book, Chapter xiii. It is explicitly mention

-
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ed in this book that Zavier's body was as a full blown lotus flower, though
buried 3 months before. After three months, when it was absolutely ne
cessary to carry his bones to Malacca, the coffin in which he was interred
was opened and his body was found uncorrupted, and clothed with a new
cloth, just sewed. When his body with the coffin was taken to Malacca,
no sooner had it arrived there than the virulence of a pestilence, which was
raging to a considerable extent in the neighbourhood of Malacca and which
had swept away inany lives, was abated. When his body was buried there;

the grave dug for his interment being somewhat too narrow it was necess
ary to force the coffin hard into the grave, when his face and sides were so

knocked against the grave that they were bruised, and blood issued from the
wound. Afterwards another grave was prepared, in which he was buried.
After four months the grave was opened and his body taken up to be carried

again to Goa when it was found as before that the blood was issuing from
the bruised parts.

His body was put in a coffin mounted with

gold, and on

its passage to Goa, the ship in which it was embarked, being in imminent
danger, and about to be wrecked, the men raised a supplication in the name
of Zavier, when the rocks against which the ship ran were blasted as with
the sound of a cannon. Afterwards without any difficulty they proceeded

on their voyage, and arrived at Goa with great prosperity. The body was
there put on a table, set with gold, silver and gems, and remaineth there till
this day.
Secondly. From Prayers made by divines. The form of the prayer
the people use at present, is, “O blessed Zavier, who performest a great
many miracles! O blessed Zavier, who hast received supernatural gifts, so

in former days; and may now, where the people are in ignorance; but in
enlightened countries, as England and America, even the Roman Catholic
priests themselves are ashamed of such books, and disown them as being
inventions of designing men.

Our correspondent will doubtless be surprised when we tell him that
even his holiness the Pope, and his lordship the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Ceylon, would be ashamed to state publicly that such stories as he has
related are to be believed.

And the reason is because they know there is

not a word of truth about them. We say again, such stories are only de
signed to impose upon the ignorant; and the wicked substitution of such
falsehoods for the pure teachings of the word of God among the people, is
one ground of our complaints against the Roman Catholic church.

The evidence adduced by our correspondent is—
1st. The testimony of three Religious books,
2d. From the Reports of Priests and others who have come from Goa

who assert that they have seen the body.
Before we can believe what is stated in these books, we wish to know

who wrote them; and when they were written, and whether the writers
were personally acquainted with the facts they mention, and whether they
were persons of scrupulous integrity. The testimony of an anonymous
book concerning statements of this nature will not be regarded by a candid
mind as any degree of evidence of their truth. How easy is it for any im
postor to invent stories and publish them as truth, where the people are

so ignorant and credulous as to believe things without reason and without
inquiry.

that thy body may not perish!”
Thirdly. From the book called “Confutation of errors in Religion.”
It is mentioned in this book that 66 years before the arrival of Beschi in
India, St. F. Zavier came to India, with the desire to ameliorate the con
dition of the people by preaching and by setting a good example, and by

turning them from their superstition and ignorance to the light of truth
and knowledge. His body is now at Goa without turning either to corrup
tion or putrefaction.

The literal meaning of the word “Zavier” is, the dead body will never
turn either to decay or corruption.

There is not a shadow of doubt that Zavier came to India through the di
vine appointment. If he came according to his own will, his body will in
stantly perish; but Zavier is one of devoted piety, and a member of Christ's
Church.

Fourthly. The priests who have come from Goa corroborate the state
ment above alluded to.

-

Fifthly. Some persons at Caytes who have been to Goa, corroborate
the statement and say that they have seen the body in the state before
mentioned. Thus Mr. Editor, I have furnished evidence which is clear and

most obvious. I am also informed that there are 6 other bodies of pious men
besides Zavier's that remain in an incorruptible state, viz:
Francisco, in Italy
\
John, in Portugal
| All Catholics and those
Thomas, in Sicily
º profess other reli

Edward, (King of England) in England ſgions unanimously aver
A nun, in Italy
| that this is true.
Mary, in ditto
What I have said is, it seems to me, evidently true, because the Books
from which I have extracted this evidence are just like a golden lamp set

In this way have the ignorant Roman Catholics been led to believe these
foolish stories. The enlightened and pious Roman Catholics do not be
lieve them, and are ashamed that any others should believe them.
With regard to the testimony of priests, and other persons from Goa, before
we can believe their word we wish to know their names and their character. If

they are persons who were never known to have spoken aught but the truth

and whose characters are in all respects good, we may believe that they did
not intend to deceive, by saying that they had seen Zavier's body in an
incorruptible state, with fresh blood oosing from the bruise made so many
years ago in Malacca. But before we can believe that what they say is
true, we should wish to be certain that they were not deceived by the priests

at Goa. How do they know that the body they saw at Goa was Zavier's?
How do they know the blood was not put on the body by the priests for
the purpose of deception?

The Roman Catholic priests have very often

done such tricks, and they may do them again; and persons who are de
sirous to believe such a fabrication may very easily be imposed upon, and
report what they have seen as truth

We do not think our readers can

place the least reliance on this story on the evidenee adduced by our Cor
respondent. It is not evidence that would be received in court for the es
tablishment of such a statement, and what a court wou'd not receive we
may safely reject.
Our Correspondent says, as the country is near, we may go and ascertain
from personal observation whether it is true or not. We answer to this—

we have no time nor money to spare for such an object. And if we were to
go we should fear some harm; for with such an object in view, our presence
would not be very acceptable to the Roinish Priests at Goa. If our Corres

pondent has leisure and will undertake to go to Goa and obtain the body and
bring it here ſor our inspection, we pledge ourselves on seeing it in an incor

uptible state with fresh blood oozing from its bruises—to pay all his expenses,

up in a golden mountain which gives light to all the world. , You may to turn Roman Catholic and devote our paper to the propagation of that faith.
go and ascertain whether what I have said is true or not. It is a country | Not only we, but hundreds of others would be ready to turn Roman Catholics
on such evidence of the truth of their faith. Till we can obtain a sight of
that lies very near to you. There can be no doubt, but that the per
the body and examine it for ourselves, we shall believe what is said of it
sons just enumerated have come through the divine appointment. Our con
to be entirely false, and instead of regarding it as evidence of the truth of the
cience affirms, that those who have coine through the appointinent of God
Roman Catholic faith, it should be regarded as a specimen of the craft and
will preach the truth but will never preach a lie Therefore it is very good
falsehood used by Romish priests to make ignorant people their dupes and
and profitable to learn of this true religion. It is very good to walk by this
way. The learned men, though they know the truth of this, are like mute

slaves.

persons.

Therefore I ask you the Editor how can we make Francis Zavier's hair

*r = uneco gap.º. # 4 &Q, m ºf GurewA

grow, the blood circulate through the arteries, if the case is false and un

GA gººué'A L&Q fap 1 aire; tı, ,

grounded.
Yours &c,

S. ANTHoNY Pull A,

.1 Lover of History.
Remarks by the Editor.
We have not time to say all we could wish on the above communication.

Our readers should take particular notice of this specimen of Roman Cath
olic credulity, and of Romish priestly fraud and imposition. The books
from which our correspondent derives the evidence of the incorruptible
state of Zavier's body, and of the wonderful miracles performed by it, are
such books as the Catholic priesthood would circulate instead of the Bible.
These ridiculous stories of the bodies of saints, might have obtained credit
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To the Editor of the JMorning Star,
Ir,

Pursuant to a Resolution passed at a General. Meeting. I forward to you the
accompanying Proceedings with a request that you will be pleased to give them

T, the Editor of the Morning Star,

early insertion in the coluinns of your valuable paper.

Dear Sir,

May I beg the favor of your inserting the following Algebraical question
in your extensively circulated Periodical? The solution of which, I expect,
will be given by some of your juvenile readers.

I am Sir,

Your's Obediently,
C. PEREIRA.

At a Meeting held on the 22nd May last it was resolved that in Consequence of
the inconvenience attendant in making the Silver Articles for Dr. Misso, as pro

If money be at six per cent
To them who have a mind to borrow

Posed at a previous Meeting, the amount in money subscribed for the purpose be

When shall I be worth a pound,

*śsembled together on Friday last the 9th Instant, viz: the Deputation Messrs, P.
Vanderstraaten, L. R. de Jong, and M. Perera together, with Messrs. Richard
Van-Dort, W. Coulthard, M. $1. H. Alphonso.W. Cramer, P. F. Perera, P.

If I should lend a crown to-morow?

Jaffnapatam,
27th June 1843.

N. B. I speak of Compound Interest.

Yours truly,
Juvenis Discipulas.

Presented to him in lieu of it—in accordance to this the following subscribers

G. de Vos, H. Dabrera, E. L. de Zilva Jiro. de Zilva, Christian Perera, Anthony
Jury Bastian Pulle, W. W. Vanderstraaten, L. A. Rimanaden, Elaris de Zoysa,
Paulo, Fernando, Alwinus de Zilva, J. Ebert with several others and roceeded

to the residence of Dr. Misso, bearing with them Silver Coins in a Sºfº,

|
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Dr Misso having been previously informed of their intention to wait upon him
kindly received them when Mr. M. Perera got up and after a short and neat speech
on behalf of the Subscribers read the following address:
“Sir, –It gives us great pleasure to come forward on this occasion to eulogize
distinguished merit, and to convey our kind acknowledgment for the many and
unbounded services you have rendered to us and our families; we are sensible that
in this town there is not an individual of your profession, nor has ever been, one
who deserves to be complimented with a more general approbation than yourself.
—Your calm and placid temper, the readiness and willingness you have at all
times evinced in attending the sick and the infirm; your firinness and the resolute
manner in the performance of your duties, and your enlarged hospitality to the
poor and necessitous of all descriptions, have rendered you an amiable member of
Society—As gratitude should always be acknowledged for favours conferred, we
deemed it prudent to render you some tokens of regard, but may it not be under
stood, nor do we for a moment suppose that this would in any degree recompense
your invaluable services—It is not in our province to enumerate your professional
talents, but Sir, we presume to say that your abilities in your profession are well
appreciated by those who had the happiness to have come under your medical
care—in conclusion Sir, we affectionately and with pure motives now present you
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with this token of our esteem-Trifling as this may appear, it conveys our kind
remembrance of your past invaluable services.”
“As it is intimated to us, that you are soon to enter into another sphere of life
we would be doing injustice to our own feelings, should we not on the occasion
express our ardent wishes for all the conjugal happiness, length of days, prosperity

in your undertakings, and a prolongation of your continuanee amongst us, and
above all we wish that you and yours' may be abundantly blessed by the great
Head of the Universe."

Dr. Misso then returned thanks to Mr Perera and the company assembled
in nearly the following words—

“Gentlemen, I feel much gratified at your flattering address and the kind tok
ens of your grateful remembrance you have just now presented to me in the name
of the subscribers who have honored me with their presence on this occasion, and
those that are absent—I beg that you will accept and convey my heartfelt thanks
to yourself and others who have been prevented from attending—it shall be my
utmost endeavonr to serve you to the best of my powers so long as I shall been
circled by your society, and it shall be a pleasing remembrance to me when I re
collect that I lived in the affections of the inhabitants of Negombo.—In conclusion,
Gentlemen I thank you for your bearty wishes as respects the life 1 am about to
enter, and in return I wish you and your families may realize similar blessings as
wished for by you to myself."
JNegombo, 26th June 1843.
The company then separated.

Colombo 3rd July 1843.

I shall feel thankful to you to give insertion in the next Number of your

paper to the hereunto annexed inscription quoted from the gold medal pre
quest you will be kindly pleased to translate the inscription into Tamil and

sented to Mr. M. J. Ondaatjee from the Bank of Ceylon; and I further re

to publish it in both languages viz. in English and Tamil.
I am Sir, Your most Obedient Servant
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To the Editor of the “..Morning Star.”
SIR,
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“From the Bank of Ceylon.”
“To Mr. W. J. Ondaatjee, shroff,”
“For his fidelity, accuracy, and good”
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“Conduct in the service of the Bank”
“Since its establishmont.”
J. REID MACKENZIE.
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June 30th 1843.
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H. RITCHIE, Esq. Local Director Bank of Ceylon.
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J. STANTON, Esq. New Manager

CŞa sºlº ºptiSA Assº-Lºver stairewa's ºw.

This mark of approbation was presented to that young man for his faith
ful services to the Bank in the presence of several respectable Gentlemen,
viz:

--

J. R. MACKENZIE, Esq, retiring Manager Bank of Ceylon
And several other English and Native Officers of the same department:
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Shameless obscenities of heathenism.—It is well known to many of
our readers that at most of the heathen temples on the continent there are

paintings and carvings on the walls and on the cars of the idols of a most
grossly obseene character. That they are in keeping with the absurd and
impure ceremonies of idolatrous worship, we fully believe; but, whether

restrained by a sense of decency, or by the fear of the law, or by the wait
of men skilled in this brutalising art, we know not; we have never, till re
cently, heard of, or seen such appendages to the temples and idol cars in
this province, except in regard to one car connected with a temple at Choole.
puram, of which we have more than once heard that the figures carved on
it are shockingly obscene. Recently, however, by the aid of workmen
from the Continent, the patrons of the temple at Suthumale, in this neighbour
hood, have displayed their zeal for the dumb and polluting idols they wor
ship, by having a car constructed and ornamented after the most approved

continental style. This has been done before the face, and with the know
ledge of many men, who boast of their virtues, and claim to be zealous ſcr
the good of their fellow-men. It has been done with the knowledge of o

thers, who are bound to report such things as an offence against the laws:
but not a word is whispered about it by any of these men, not a hand is
raised to prevent these disgusting sights—they all ſeel that in a heathen
temple these carvings are the height of ornament and beauty, and quite
appropriate.—To a pure and holy mind such exhibitions of the genius of
idolatry are conclusive evidence that the things which the heathen sacri
fice, they sacrifice to devils and not to God. Thanks to the Christian Gov.
ernment under which we live, this base spirit of idolatry is restrained by
the laws; thanks also to the judges by whom these laws are administered,
that they are disposed to let the law have force on such shameless doings,
though in the heathen mind they are sanctified by their connection with
an idol. We rejoice to learn that the acting judge of the Jaffna District
Court, hearing the statements above alluded to has instituted inquiries con.
cerning the facts of the case with a view to prevent such immoralities,
and that consequent on this, the proprietors of the temple at Suthuinale
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have changed the character of the carvings on their car.
That the heathen may understand, the prohibitions of the Government
Ordinance on this subject, and the penalty of its violation, we furnish them
with the following extracts from the ordinance No. 8, 1840 Sec. 5. “Ev

BENAREs.

Five insane persons being locked up in one room in the Benares Insane
Hospital; one of them during the night strangled two of his fellow Prisoners

ery person wilfully exposing to view on any street, road, high way or

AFFGHANISTAN.

public place, any obscene print, picture, or other indecent exhibition,” &c.

. Dost Mahomed had reached Cabul and appears to be gradually recover
.# his former sway... He has promised, when he has better arranged his

“shall be liable upon the first conviction, to be imprisoned with or with
aut hard labour for any term not exceeding one calendar month, or to a
fine not exceeding five pounds; and upon the second conviction” shall “be
liable to imprisonment with or without hard labour for any pcriod not ex
ceeding 3 months, or to a fine not exceeding 10 pounds,” &c.
Parr’s Life Pills.—A Notice has been sent for publication in the Star

atfairs, to reward the kindness of Shere Sing, who entertained and aided him.

•n his journey through the Punjaub, by a suitable present.
THE PERSIAN GULF.
Intelligence from the Persian Gulf is, that the Persians are apprehensive
of a war with Russia; from what cause is not stated.

that a new supply of these pills is soon expected from Colombo, and when
received, will be offered for sale, by Mr. Matthuesz. We consider the
statements setting forth the wonderful efficacy of these pills in the little re
commendatory book that accompanies them, not only unfounded, but a
gross imposition on those who are sufficiently credulous to believe them, and
we should not feel justified in giving currency to recommendations of that
character. If it were enly claimed that these pills were used in some cases
with benefit—we should offer no objection to any proper efforts to promote
their sale, but as it is claimed that they are of universal efficacy to remove
all complaints—and promote health and long life, we can only express

and promises when he shall have fully ascertained the facts, to make known

our regret, that there are men who are willing and desirous, for person

this Society held May 3rd it was stated that the total amount of receipts du

al gain, to practice such imposition on their fellow men.
Died, At Calpentyn, on the 5th inst after a short illness, of inflammation

ºng the past year was, £92,476. 2s. 8d. The number of Bibles and

of the lungs, the wife of S. Casie Chitty Esq., aged 29 years.
COLOMBO.

Inundation and Ertensive destruction of Property.—For more than
six weeks the inundation has continued its ravages with almost unabated vio
lence. It is true there have been occasional remissions, and exacerbations

of its rage, but for the whole of that period, it has covered the country a
round. We are totally unable to say what its ravages have been in other
parts of the Island, but from Ruanwelle to Colombo—a distance of about
fifty miles, for a wide extent on both sides of the Calany river, the roads,

fields, and many villages have been a sheet of water. By it a very large
number of poor families are reduced to the most miserable destitution. Many

CHINA.

Smuggling.—Sir Henry Pottinger has publicly assured the Chinese au.

thorities at Canton of his wish to aid them in the suppression of smuggling
which appears to have been extensively carried on by British merchants,
the names of the firms thus engaged.
ENGLAND.

British and Foreign Bible Society.—Atthe 89th Annual Meeting ºf
Testaments issued during the year, was 982,060: the whole number is.
ed from the commencement of the society in 1804, was 15,020,994. Let our
readers contrast this noble liberality of Protestant Christians in aid of the
distribution of the sacred Scriptures, with the course pursued by Catholics,
Mahomedans, and Pagans, in regard to the books on which their faith is foun.
ded, and inquire into the cause of this difference.

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
intends to make application to the Honorable the

of them have been driven ſrom their homes, the houses of not a few of

them have been totally destroyed, or reduced to a mere wreck. Their pigs
and fowls have been swept away; their yams, chillies, plantains, bread

fruit, brinjals, beans, cocºanuts, beetle, matchery, grass, and many other
articles have perished; while their prospect of relief from the two approach.
ing harvests, by which their families were to be supplied with food during
successive months, is in many cases taken away from them.—When it is
considered that many of these persons are poor cultivators of their small
fields and gardens, depending for succor for themselves and their households
on this source; that all this time they have been unable to pursue their ac
customed labours; that others are coolies employed by them for hire who
have thus been equally unable to work for their daily food; that not a few

are widows and destitute females, who have no means of procuring support

Supreme Court to be admitted a Proctor of the Dis
trict Court of Walligamoe.

Tillipally July 4, 1843.
Ponn AMPALAM SINNA cooty.
NOTICE.

Agents and Subscribers of the “Morning Star”

that they may obtain rice, fish and clothing, and that in so many cases

are reminded that payment for the 2d Quarter of
1843 is now due and they are respectfully reques

these labours have been for six weeks suspended, some idea of the distress

ted to remit to the Publisher the sums due from

but by collecting the above specified articles, and selling them at the bazar

that has prevailed, and is likely to prevail may be conceived.—Col. Obs.
MADRAS.

them, at their earliest convenience.

-

The late gale at Madras is said to have been very destructive. Whole
villages have been swept away; more than 10,000 head of cattle have been
CONTENTS’—oju’ll aſſºr.

destroyed, more than 60 lives lost, and property to the amount of inore
than 100,000 Rupees destroyed.

Page, Ga £u Q2 tropée tº

BOMBAY.

Robbery.—As a party of five Sepoys were conveying in charge, a quan
tity of treasure anounting to Rps. 72,000 from Bombay to Mendoosur and
had arrived at Chandore, they were attacked by a gang of robbers who
wounded six persons, one of whom has since died, and carried off Rps. 40,000.
SCINDE,

From the Bombay Papers we learn that Shah Mahomed, brother of the
Ameer Shere Muhoined, had been taken prisoner by Col Roberts, who
made a suddon attack on the position he occupied, and captured him without
the loss of a single unan.

Shere Mahomed had been surrounded at Lukku

send, and it was expected that he also would soon be taken by Col. Roberts,
who was then only two marches north of him. Should this expectation be
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realised, there would probably be no more fighting in Scinde at present.

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines

Ali Mohad, our ally in Scinde, recently obtained possession of the person
of one of the refractory leaders by treachery, and brought him to Sir Charles
Napier. The general, like a gallant soldier and a true Briton declared in
open durbar that the English resorted to no such ignoble and dishonourable
ineans, and set him at liberty.—Friend of India. June 22d.
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ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson III.-HoNesty.
If a man were to hire a horse to go a journey of fifty miles, and then at
the end of that journey, should go on ten miles, intending to say nothing

-a courgºs SaGL1 **A*A uſh e-co-La's A* geº A ºr
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little money but he would lose his peace of mind. . . We must not only
-ele,Qup GegåQ4 rudite Scº #&A. Guſ a -aº Qu"Cºrnºe'Gºth
steal property itself, but we must not steal the use of property, nor take it Larua's seisſh -ga Gar e-fl.i.am sº. *******7thHºr
about it when he returned, he would not be honest.

He would save a

in any way without the owner's consent, either expressed or implied; for
the owner has as perfect a right to the use of his property, as he has to the

property itself, and to deprive him of one by stealth or deception is as truly
dishonest, as to deprive him of the other. There is a difference in the
It is more dishonest to take a thing altogether, than it is
to take the use of it without the owner's consent; but both sins are sub

degree of guilt.

stantially the same in kind.
It is not always necessary that we should obtain the owner’s expressed
consent.

The consent may be implied; for example, if a gentleman were
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riding along a road in a new, country, with wildpasture land upon each
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side, covered with raspberry bushes, it would be right for him to go and
gather as many raspberries as he wished, without asking the consent of the
Swner of the land. The reason is, it is so universally understood, in such
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a case, that any person may gather raspberries that the owner's consent,

CŞ Assog Los & 50 L.E.5 GA = aſsum u' à & Seou Guasi-Guº &

though it has not been expressed in words, is implied. The gentleman
has good reason to know that the owner would have no objection. In the
same manner, if a lady were spending some days upon a visit at a friend's
house, and her friend had gone out one morning and had left her alone in

the parlour, and if she wished to write a letter home and were to take out
a sheet of paper from a drawer, and write her letter, and send it away, it
would not be dishonest.

She would have taken the property of another

person without any express consent, but still consent would be implied.
The lady would know that her friend would be perfectly willing that she
should have the paper, and if her friend were to return while she was writ
ing the letter, she would not feel guilty. and afraid, and attempt to hide the
paper away, as if she had done something wrong.
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In these examples, the value of the property is very small; but, upon the
same principles, property of a greater value may be taken without any dis
honesty, if the circumstances are such that we are sure perfectly sure that
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A man once broke into a house
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we have the owner's implied consent.

and took some provisions when the owner was away, without doing any
wrong. The case was this. He was travelling through the woods, and
got lost. After wandering for nearly a whole day, he came at last to a farm
house in a solitary place. The people had, however, all gone into the field,
far away from the house and had fastened the doors. Now he knew per
fectly well that iſ the farmer had been at home, he would be willing to have

given him some food, as he was almost exhausted by fatigue, anxiety, and
hunger. He accordingly forced open the door and ransacked the house
until he found something to eat; and then when refreshed a little by food
and rest, he went off into the field to find the farmer, and offered to pay
him. But the farmer would not take any pay. In the same manner, if a
man were wrecked at sea, and thrown, together with the ship he sailed in
upon a desert island, he might take all the cargo of the ship and use it ſor

his own benefit, even it amounted to a hundred thousand dollars.
Thus we see the dishonesty of an act does not consist merely in our
taking property that does not belong to us; nor does it depend on the a
mount or value of the property. It depends upon the intention and state

of mind.

If we are not sure, perfectly sure, that the owner would have no

objection to our taking it; if we should feel a little guilty to have him come
unexpectedly, and find us taking it; and if we detect in ourselves a secret
wish to conceal from him that we have taken it—then we are dishonest,

no matter how small the value of the article may be. . But if we have the
consent of the owner, either expressed or clearly and unquestionably im
plied, we are not dishonest, no matter how great the value of the proper
ty may be.
QUE strons on LEsson III.

Describe the case of the man who is supposed to hire a horse to
fifty miles.

go

what is the meaning of ea pressed consent?
What is the meaning of implied consent?

Can you mention any case where a person would have an implied
consent?

What was the story of the man's breaking into a house?
Did he do wrong?
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The ignorant say that love is an ally to virtue only, but
it is also a help to vice.

Drew,

The ignorant say that love is virtue's friend
But know that love the wicked aideth more.

Ellis,
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Virtue will burn up the soul which is without love, even

& art

as the sun burns up the creature which is without love.
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Drew.
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VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 5.

August 3d, 7 o'clock P. M. beginning at the North-western horizon,
may be seen, the Constellations Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
and Capricornus. At this time the moon may be seen in Libra, Mars in
his direct course in Scorpio. Saturn, in his retrograde course in Sagittari
us, and Jupiter in his retrograde course in the eastern part of Capricornus.
August 4th, 5 o'clock, A. M. may be seen the Constellations Capricornus,
Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini. Venus will be in the east
ern point of Gemini, near the horizon. Mercury will be in conjunction
with the sun, August 7th.

On the 26th of August, 7 o'clock P.M., Mercury will be visible in the
Western point of Virgo, two or three degrees north-east of the new-moon.
It will appear as an evening star, about five weeks, which will be a favour
able season for noticing its movements.

L. Loew GGoo-oº-Sé was a S1 raci.e. (3 vs. p4

G&n Qº-ºp) arºple st; Gruom Qu Lºuvºev Šía,
££area ºu Logan tº offsWe... ºGLT.sylf.
The domestic state of that man whose mind is without

love is like the flourishing of a withered tree upon the
hard desert.

Drew,

As in a barren soil a sapless tree
So flourish those in wedded bliss, whose souls
Know not the sweets of love.

Ellis,

*Tāz.
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£ºsmogluoni śāſh.—CHRISTIAN.
Rules For THE Conduct of A CHRistiAN LIFE.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.

Religion was never designed to serve us upon extraordina
ry occasions, to adorn the great solemnities of God’s public
worship; but was given us as the best rule for the conduct and
government of our whole lives; and Christians are not oblig
ed so much to distinguish themselves by their wisdom and
sagacity, as by uprightness and holiness in all their conver
sation. It supposes us men engaged in society, obliged to
carry on the affairs of this life; but in such a manner, that
we may promote and advance the important business of our
eternal salvation; so that as the practice of it is consistent

*** **uſ tº GeºGA rquom Qajº dº sris +g waſ sº a GA, ºr
** G^*Geisle" º'cºe Gaves plu.e. -at-º-cº, orºga
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with trade and conversation, with business and diversion, so

#5-96
&# A CŞLCA & eºs ****a*4 £4–ºuſ A&sjäOsa & airs.

it ought to mix with all these ordinary actions of life; nay,
its proper sphere seems to be to govern them after such a
manner, that while we pass through things temporal, we may
not lose those which are eternal; for, what does the Lord thy

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.

God require of thee, but to do justice, to love mercy and to
walk humbly with thy God?
Whén we call ourselves to an account of our actions, our

design is to examine whether, in those that every day occur,
we have followed the designs of God's providence in our sev
eral stations, and whether we have performed them in such a
manner as his laws direct; and the guilt we contract in either
engaging in such as are forbidden, or in performing those
that are lawful and necessary in an undue manner.
The difference between the goodness of one man and an
other, does not so much depend upon the nature of that em

ployment which he has made his profession, as upon the tem
per of mind with which he governs it. The priest at the al
far may be rejected by God, through his ambition and covet

ousness; when the tradesman in his shop, may sanctify his

God’s wrath against sinners.
“His power and his wrath is against all that forsake him.” Ezra viii. 22.
“God shall cast the ſury of his wrath upon the wicked.” Job. x. 23
“Riches profit not in the day of wrath.” Prov, xi. 4.
“Through the wrath of the Lord of hosts, is the land darkened, and the
people shall be as the fuel of the fire.” Isa ix. 19.
“At his wrath the earth shall tremble, and the nations shall not beahle
-

to abide his indignation.” Jer. x. 10.

“The wrath of God is revealed from heaven, against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men.” Rom. i. 8.
“Indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, shall be upon every
soul of man that doeth evil.” Rom. ii. 8–9.

“The wrathº
of God cometh upon the children of disobedience. Eph. v. 6

“The Lord
be revealed from heaven, in flaming fire, taking
vengeance
on them
that know
not God, and obeyy not the Gospel
of our Lord*
Jesus
Christ.”
2. Thes,
i. 7–8.
pel of

|

“The wicked said to the mountains and rocks, fall on us, and hide us
from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the
Lamb; for the great day of his wrath is coine; and who shall be able to
stand?” Rev. vi. 16–17.

business by justice and charity.
*
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a gold half sovereign in his throat while sporting with some children at the

SUVIMARY OF NEWS.

| house of a friend. The coin was dislodged on the 13th May, having been
JAFFNA.

in the wind-pipe 6 weeks.

The Jaffna Packets for the next Overland Mail will close on the 10th

..Appendages of Royalty.—Establishment of the young Prince of

and 14th inst. at 4 P. M.

The parties engaged in ornamenting the idol car at Suthomalie with ob
scene figures, as mentioned in our last, have been fined 5 dollars each.
We hope this will have the effect to elevate their taste for ornament.

We understand that the heathen temple at Marvitterpuram, near Tilli

Wales, (now about two years of age.)—The Queen has been pleased to
direct letters patent to be passed under the privy seal of his Royal High

ness the Prince of Wales, conferring the following appointments: Thomas
Pemberton Leigh, Esq.-Chancellor and Keeper of the great Seal; Hon.

where the deceased officiated for the last 20 or 39 years. He has left

John C. Talbot, Attorney General; Geo. Edward Anson, Esq.-Treas
urer of the household and Cofferer; James R. Gardiner, Esq.-Secre
tary and Clerk of the Council, Keeper of the Records of the Duchy
of Cornwall, Secretary, Receiver General, and keeper of the signet
for the Stewartry and principality of Scotland; and Edward White,
Esq. to be Auditor of the Duchy of Cornwall.
./lnti duelling Association.—An association has been just formed for
the suppression of duelling. It consist of 326 members, including 21 no

no wiſe or children.

His remains were interred the next day in the es

blemen, 13 sons of noblemen, 16 members of Parliament, 15 baronets,

planade burial ground, when the Rev. Mr. Arndt, the newly appointed

30 Adinirals and Generals, 44 Captains, R. N. 23 Colonels and Lieut. Co
lonels, 16 Majors, 26 Captains in the army, 20 Lieutenants, R. N. and 24
baristers. They denounce duelling as sinful, irrational, and contrary to
the laws of God and man. They also pledge themselves to discountenance
the practice by their influence and example. Capt. Hope, R. N. and Mr.

pally, took fire a few evenings since from a sky rocket shot during

the

festival, and that property was destroyed to the amount of several hundred
dollars.

Died at Jaffna.—On Thursday the 13th day of July 1843, in the seven
ty-fifth year of his age, Mr. Jacobus Bartholomeusz Vanderwerff, Prolocu
tor, or Clerk to the Dutch Congregation of the Fort Church of Jaffna,

Chaplain for Jaffna, read the funeral service.

F. C. G.

Died at Jaffna. –On the evening of 12th July, instant, (in the absence
of his ſa her, on duty at Manaar) Fredrick Henry, only son

of Mr. L. A.

Henry Bartholomeusz, Clerk of the Custom's Department at Jaffna,
aged 5 months and 28 days.

M. Dunmore have become hon. Secretaries to the association.

The Servian Government has at length made its unconditional submission
to the Porte. This unexpected change has been produced by the certainty

CAL CUT.T A.

The Hon. Mr. Maddock has been obliged to undergo the amputation of | that they would receive no support from France, England, or Austria.one of his thumbs in consequence of an injury received a short time since
A fire broke out in the centre of the bazaar at Maynesia, near Smyrna,
from a deer.

A letter from the Himalayas states that an enormous fire broke out in the
pine forest of Kussowlie, which continued to rage the whole of the 18th
and 19th June.

A FFG II AN ISTAN.

It is stated in the Calcutta Star, that Dost Mohammed has completely
obtained the ascendancy at Cabul, and is rapidly establishing his power

on the 20th April, which destroyed 2,000 shops and a vast amount of pro
perty. —- A letter from Thessaly gives an account of an inundation by
which between 4,000 and 5,000 persons perished.— An insurrectionary
movement had taken place at Benevento, in Italy
Baron Strieglitz, a
rich banker, who died lately at St. Petersburgh, Russia, left property esti
mated to be worth between £5,000,000 and £6,000,000. – A new Com

et was discovered ou the 2d May by M. Mauvais, of Paris by the aid of a

and influence.

powerful telescope which is said to be approaching towards the earth.

DELHI,

The Rajah of Ulmor, in imitation of the example of the king of Delhi,
has established a lithographic press in his capital for the publication of a

UNITED STATES.

weekly news-paper.

Mr. W E est ER, Secretary of State, had resigned, and it was reported that
he was to proceed as ambassador to Europe, to negotiate commercial trea

Considerable excitement prevails among the Soonees and Sheahs in the
city of Delhi, in reference to the collision between the two sects on the

ties with England and other countries of Europe.
Mr Cushi N G had been appointed envoy to China.

frontiers of Turkey and Persia.

It is stated that the Siamese twins, who were brought from Siam some
$ or 10 years ago as objects of curiosity, their waists being united by a
fleshy protuberance one or two inches in length, have been married to two
daughters of a farmer in North Carolina. This must prove rather a close

The Rao Rajah of Boondee, a Rajpoot chief, who was on his way to
Brindalum to worship at the shrine has been induced to return home with

out doing so, in consequence of a quarrel which had broken out between the
Hindus and Mohammedans, ſomented it is said by the sandal-wood gates.

uillon.

CANADA.
OW E R LAND INTELLIGENCE.

By the Overland mail which reached Jaffna on the 18th inst intelli
gence is received from London to the 6th June. We give below the most

Sir Charles M ET.ca I.F had been installed at Kingston as Governor of
Canada. No indication had been given of the line of policy he intended
to pursue —28 vessels had been shipwrecked and 5 seriously damaged by

important items.

the drifting of ice in the gulf of St. Lawrence.

ireland is in a state of fearſul agitation—the whole country being roused

through the influence of Daniel O'Connell and others to demand the repeal
of the union, and an independent Parliament for Ireland.

On the part of

the ministry it is declared that the union will be maintained, if necessary
by military force, and measures have been taken to strengthen all the home

West Indies.—The whole of the West India Islands are reported to be
unhealthy in consequence of the raias. Continued shocks of earthquakes
were still felt At Guadaloupe ten shocks were experienced on the 3d
April and one on the 5th.

regiments.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

iſ, Scotland, the long existing division in the Scottish Presbyterian Church,
on the rights and powers of interference possessed by the state, has been
followed by the secession from the state party of 395 ministers, who have
formed a new organization under the title of the Assembly of the Free
Presbyterian Church. About £280,000 have been raised in a few weeks
for the erection of new churches and the support of the seceding clergy.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer had submitted to the House of Com
mons his report on the finances. The total expenditure for the year is
£51,160,000; the total income is £48,740,000; showing a deficiency of
4; 2,420,000—All the calculations made at the beginning of the year have

A Communication from S. TAMod ERAN PULLY is received and under
consideration.

Hereafter Notices of deaths and marriages which exceed 5 lines in

length, will be chargeable as advertisements.-We have not room for long
notices of this kind and our readers except the particular friends of the

parties feel no interest in them. We have taken the liberty to abridge
several notices of this kind that appear in this paper.—
# 2, received from P. Canjemanada a on the 17th inst.

proved wrong—the income tax alone being in excess of what was anticipated.
The expenses of the current year are estimated at £50,100 000 and the
expenditure at £49,387,000. The income from the Post Office is steadily
increasing. The house spent 5 nights in debate on a motion to repeat the
Corn-laws which was at last negatived by a majority of 256.
Custom House Frauds.-Two cases had been decided in the Court of

Exchequer arising out of the alleged frauds in the Custom house One that
of an importer of French gloves, who was sentenced to pay £4,500 pen
alties—another of a silk inſporter, whose penalties amount to £6,000.
.Mr. Brunnel, the Engineer. —This gentleman whose name is immor.
ta'ised by the celebrated tunnel under the Thames, of which he was the
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD'S BOOK OF NATURE.
[CHAP. x.
ſatural and Artificial Language.
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God to the first man. Adam “gave names” to all the creatures, as they
appeared before him, and he was, without doubt, divinely inspired to un
derstand their ratures and the appropriate word by which each should be
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1. Language, we are constrained to believe, was the giſt or teaching ef

distinguished. This was the origin of language.
2. In the same holy Book we are informed that aſter the deluge, the
“world was all of one speech,” and further, we have a history of the man
ner in which this universal language was “confounded,” that is, broken up,
altered, and formed into various dialects.

Let us see if what we know of

the past and present state of language throughout the world corresponds
with the account given in the Bible.
3. There is, in all the languages of the earth, a family character and like
ness, which cannot possibly be the effect of accident. The common divi
sions and rules of one language are the common divisions and rules cf
the whole, and hence every national grammar is, in a certain sense, and to
a certain extent, a universal grammar, and a man who has learned one for.

eign tongue has made some progress towards a knowledge of other tongues.
4. In all countries, and in all languages, there is only one and the same
set of articulate sounds, varying in number from twenty to thirty in differ
ent languages. Every civilized nation and barbarous tribe uses the same ar.
ticulations, the only differenceis, they combine and apply these simple sounds
in a different manner. This uniform system of grammar and uniform cir

cle of articulations make it almost certain that all languages must have been
derived from one and the same source.
Translation of the above.
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º º there sustain them, year after year, for an

indefinite period, and at vast

expence:

The best solution that can be given to this problem, on the principles ef Hin
duism is, that the patrons of Missions are actuated by the hope of gain, the reward
of merit-the same principle that induces a Hindu to endow an idol temple—
to dig a tank or to build a rest house. But this does not reach the case. Every
intelligent advocate of Missions is forward to acknowledge and to proclaim in the
language of inspiration: “Though I bestow all my goods to ſeed the poor and
though I giyº my body to be burnt and have not Charity” (love) "it profiteth me
nothing.” We must therefore look for some other and some higher principle than
the Hindu doctrine of merit or penance fºld F orgava. This higher principle is
indicated in the above cited passage; by the term charity or love; but it is love of a
peculiar kind. It is the love of compassion toward the miserable, the helpless, and

the ill-deserving. . It is love demanding a sacrifice on the part of him who would
erercise it. Wonderful indeed to say, this is true even of that love of God to man
in which Christianity had its origin;" for God so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have ev
erlasting life.”

“Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us and

sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins.” “and not for ours only but for
the sins of the whole world.” What shall we say of love that dictated such a sacri

fice, and what must we think of “our sins" that required such a propitiation’
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The peculiar kind of love of which we are speaking, was no less wonderfully
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man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.” “I have power to lay
down my life and have power to take it again; this commandment have I received
of my father.” “I came not to be ministered unto, but to minister and to give my
life a ransom for many." Again I ask what shall we say of love that dictated such
a sacrifice, and what must we think of the nature of that bondage which required
such a ransom!

Seeing in what manner and at what sacrifice, the Father and the Son have mani
fested their love and compassion, for the redemption of our race, we may the
better understand what is the nature of that Christian love which is shed abroad

Before giving the promised narrative of events which led to the establishment
of the American Mission in the Province of Jaffna, in 1816, I purpose giving you
a brief sketch of the operations of the American Board of Commissioners previ

in the heart of man by the Holy Ghost and which must from its very nature, under
the circumstance of the case, give rise to the Missionary enterprise. For if there
be Christians on earth they have been “born of God”—“renewed in knowledge
after the image of Him who created them,” even the image of Him who spared not
his own Son, but freely gave him up for us all. Again, if there be Christians on
earth, they have been “created a new in Christ Jesus." They have “put on the

ously to that period. After the formation of the Board in 1810, as mentioned in

Lord Jesus Christ.” And the command is, “Let the same mind be in you that was

my fourth and fifth letters, it was a very serious question whether the requisite
funds could be obtained for sending out the four young men who had offered their
services, and who held themselves in readiness to go to any part of the heathen
world, at the pleasure of the Board. That was a new period in the history of the
American Churches, a period that gave occasion for the expression of a great
variety of feeling and sentiment, from different classes of individuals. Some rid
iculed the idea of sending missionaries to the heathen, alleging that the heathen
might well take care of themselves, that God who created them would provide
for them,-and that to send missionaries abroad would be a useless expenditure
of men and money. Others thought that the young men who had oilered their
services were unpardonably rash in their proceedings, and needed to be restrained.
Some, who had a better state of feeling toward heathen nations and who had
been taught to pray for them, believed that the time had not yet come, in the pro

in Christ Jesus; who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal
with God, but made himself of no reputation and took upon him the form of a ser
vant and was made in the likeness of men and being found in fashion as a man, he
humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross."
“Now if any man have not the spirit of Christ he is none of his.” The inference then
is irresistible that “If God so loved us, we ought also to love one another.”, “Bº:
cause he laid down his life for us, we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren."
Whoever therefore has sense and reason enough to examine and to discern the
broadest and the most glaring principle on which Christianity is founded, has the

vidence of God, for successful efforts for their conversion.

Others again, even men of principle and piety, thought the movements in favor

of the struggle, and what the progress and triumph of the cardinal principle ºf
Christianity in America, at the time of which I am now speaking—immediately

of Foreign Missions ought to be discouraged as being hostile to the best interests

after the formation of the Board of Missions. A consideration of the nature of
this love will enable you also to understand how it happens, that the American
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of Christianity at home, -that these young men, who had just completed their ed
ucation and who were ready to go to the ends of the earth in the service of Christ,
were the very men whose services were urgently needed in their native country;
—and while large portions of every community in America were in an uncon
verted state, and while there were numerous tribes of American savages in a state

of heathenism among whom these zealous young men inight expend their strength
and their zeal, it was thought to be unwise to give up a certainty for an uncertain
ty—to leave those upon our own borders and to proceed to the ends of the earth
in search of heathen nations they knew not where. The numerous objections to
Foreign Missions which at that period were urged by different classes of men and
from very different motives, would, if fully presented, fill a volume, and appear very
formidable.

But great is the power of truth; and nothing more was then needed, as subse
quent events showed, but a fair presentation of the truth in relation to the subject
in question. A new impulse was given to the public mind. A spirit of inquiry on
the subject of Missions was extensively awakened, and more enlarged and impres
sive views were entertained respecting the coming of the kingdom of God on earth,
and respecting the agency, which it was the duty and privilege of the Churches
of Christ to put forth in aid of the gracious designs of the Almighty for the redemp
tion of the world.

requisite data for solving the problem to which I have referred. He may fully un:
derstand, how it happens that individuals and communities on the other side of

the globe are personally interested in the welfare of the idolaters of the Province
of Jaffna?

He may in some degree understand what must have been the nature

Churches have patiently sustained the Jaffna Mission at great expence, for
the space of twenty-seven years; and how it happens that a missionary who has
the spirit of his Mäster is not easily to be turned aside from the object of his pur:
suit by adverse occurrences—either by deferred success—the unworthiness of
those in whose behalf he labors, or by the defection and apostacy of those over
whom he once rejoiced.

it then be deeply settled in our minds that the spirit of Missions is eminent
ly Let
the spirit
of Him, “who, though he was rich, for our sakes became poor that
we through his poverty might be made rich.”

in the light of these remarks, it may be easy for you to ascertain how far you
may have apprehended the fundamental principle on which the Mission, in which
you have been nurtured, was established; and also, whether you have imbibed any
portion of that spirit which will constrain you, in your place and in your measure
to act the same part toward your own countrymen who are fully within reach, which
has been acted toward you by those who dwell on the other side of the globe.
Tillipally, August 1st, 1843.
Your's very truly, D. POOR.
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Dr. Buchanan's Researches in the East, Melville Horne's letters on Missions,

and Brief Narratives of the doings and successes of modern missionary societies
of Great Britain, were extensively circulated throughout the country and attend
ed with surprising results.
On adverting to events of that period, I cannot do justice to the subject in hand
without pointedly turning your attention to the broad foundation on which the
missionary enterprise is based. And this I may do, in part, in the way of offer.
ing a solution to a problem, which the more intelligent of your own countrymen
have labored in vain to solve on any principles with which they are acquainted.
The problem to be solved is, How does it happen that individuals and commu
nities of another nation, another government, another language, and situated in
another hemisphere, should be willing to give up their sons and daughters in the
Prime of life, transport them to a benighted, “half civilized,” and heathen coun
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Dear Star,

I beg to tender my humble tribute of respect and obligation to you for
the honor you did me by inserting the article, intended to correct the irreg
ularities observable in the conduct of Native Catechists and Teachers. At

the same time, permit me to tell plainly my brother correspondents, that
the said article, although it embraced a wider extent than was strictly allowa.
ble, was intended for all—by way of caution to “the few” who are

“the Lord's hidden ones,” and of reproof to the many who have deser
wedly brought this scandal upon themselves. Christians in general, we

late 8; 3A, aſ 4-1!--us; as assº ê Gars; a Glar
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know, ought to be like “cities set on hills,” and candles placed upon
candlesticks;” much more, therefore, then, Catechists and those who are
u) 5’

* ****, *m Gaºzuº, said ºff Jºana.

in any way, employed in the teaching of Christ's religion ought to be so.
Unless there be some resemblance of character between Christ and, more

particularly, the teachers of his religion, we can expect to do no good to
the heathen community by whom we are surrounded. The character of
Christ is beautifully portrayed in the following words, by a late Bishop of
London. “He was not only free from every ſailing, but he possessed and
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practised every imaginable virtue. Towards his heavenly Father he ex
G&
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pressed the most ardent love, the most fervent yet rational devotion, and
displayed, in his whole conduct, the most absolute resignation to his will,
and obedience to his commands. His manners were gentle, mild, condes.

cending and gracious; his heart overflowed with kindness, compassion, and
tenderness to the whole human race. The great employment of his life
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was to do good to the bodies and souls of men.
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the said class of persons, then, think for a moment, whether their conduct is,
after every allowance that is to be made for human fraity, similar, in any

In this, all his thoughts

and all his time were constantly and almost incessantly occupied.” Let
measure, to that of their Lord. Happy are those who can find it approach.
ing to be such! The disciples of Christ should try their best endeavours
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to furnish a good and unimpeachable example to the heathens and others
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Star, from your long continued acquaintance with the circumstances o
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iſ they are in any measure disposed to instruct them in the “truths of the
Gospel,” bearing in mind always, that neither precept nor discipline is

so forcible as personal example. You may have observed, my impartial
our country, that those persons whose conduct my former article reprobat.

ed “are,” to borrow an expression from tue respected and experienced
missionary, Mr. Poor, “narrowly watched” by their heathen neighbours
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with the exclusive view of finding fault with them.—Those heathens, nº
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doubt, who have noticed the irregularities condemned in their proceedings,
will attach no weight to their exertions, if there be any, and will pay no
respect either to their persons or to their profession. And besides, when
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there are so many deficiencies to be observed among them, as Christian
teachers, they cannot, when they go about to advise people of ºther de
nominations against the evil practices which are common among them, re
turn without hearing remarks similar to, “Physician, healthyself.” and
“thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam that is in thine own eye;
and then shalt thou see clearly to take away the mote that is in
thy brother's eye.” As I was truly grieved, my dear Star, to ob
serve these and the like inordinate practices in the conduct of imany of the
said order of men, and as I know from experience that mnch of the good
to be done to the ignorant people of this country, depends upon their per
sonal condnct as well as exertion, I expostulated with them, through your
columns. It was all from a pure and sincere desire to benefit my ſellow
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
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ards each other, as an order of Christians in general, and as a Christian
brotherhood in particular, Till then,
I remain, Dear Star,
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Jaffna, 24th July,
Your's very truly,
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Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
God, as a King, Ruler, and Governor.

CHRISTIAN.—sºlariiºd.

“Thou art the God of all the kingdoms of the earth.” 2 Kings xix. 15.
“Thine is the power, and the glory, and the kingdom; and thou arter

Rules for the Conduct of A CHRISTIAN LIFE.

alted as head above all.” 1. Chron. xxix. 11.

Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.

“Art thou not God in heaven? and rulest not thou over all the kingdoms

The goodness and perfection of our ordinary actions depend upon two
things; the first is, that in the general we aim at the glory of God, accord
ing to the apostles' rule, that whatsoever we do, we may do all to the

of the heathen? and in thy hand is there not power and

might so that

none is able to withstand thee.” 2. Chron. xx. 6.

“The Lord is King for ever and ever. Ps. x. 16.
“The kingdom is the Lord's, and he is the Governor among the nations.”

glory of God; the second is, that we do our utmost endeavour to perform

it well, “Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might, for there
is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave whither

Ps, xxii. 28.

thou goest.”
These rules should make us consider the nature of our employments,
whether we can with assurance, and a good conscience, offer them up to

eth over the heathen; God sitteth on the throne of his holiness.” Ps. Xlvii.

“The Lord most high, is a great King over all the earth. –God reign
*

all the offices of devotion with fervour and constancy. Let us converse

xcv. 5.

“The Lord hath prepared his throne in the heavens; and his kingdom
ruleth over all.” Ps. ciii. 19.

“Thou art the God, even thou alone, of all the kingdoms of the earth.”
Isa. xxxvii. 16.
|-

with others courteously and charitably, and by our discourse, edify to the
utmost of our capacity.

(lxvi. 7.

**

“He ruleth by his power for ever; his eyes behold the nations.” Ps.
º Lord is a great God, and a great King above all gods.” Ps.

God, and whether we have that regard to the manner of performing them
as that they may be able to bear the test of a future judgment, for when
once we are laid in the grave, no faults are to be rectified; as the tree falls
so it lies: as death receives us, so judgment will find us. Let us therefore
choose such calling as we shall approve of in a dying hour and prosecute
them with such diligence and industry, with such justice and equity, that
they may stand fair in the accounts of eternity. Let us pray and perform
Let the refreshments of life be always attended

“The Lord is the true God, he is the living God and an everlasting King:
at his wrath the earth shall tremble, and the nations shall not be able to
abide his indignation.” Jer. x. 10.

with temperance, and our diversious with innocency and moderation; and

“His kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and his dominion is from

let us remember in our vacant minutes to send up devout aspirations toward
our heavenly country; which ought always to be kept in view, since our
safe arrival there is the great concerninent of life.

generation to generation.” Dan, iv. 3.
“He is the living God and steadfast for ever; and his kingdom is that

which shall not be destroyed, and his dominion shall be even unto the end.”
Dan. vi. 26.

“He is the blessed, and only Potentate, the King of kings and Lord of
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SUMIMIARY OF NEWS.

readers, as an exemplification of the legitimate ſruits of Hinduism and
Christianity.—About seven years ago, a little native blind girl, was found

JAFFNA.

almost starved on a heap of bricks near the chapel
Supreme Court.—The Criminal Session of the Supreme Court closed

on the 8th inst. On the principal cases the following sentences were pro
nounced.

An old man named Mader Candan, and a woman named Catharine, (a

mid-wife) from the District Court of Tenmiratchy and Patchilapoly, for
poisoning a woman, to produce abortion; and a prisoner from Veddoocardu,
near Jaffna, for the murder of one John Vous, were sentenced to be hung
on Friday the 22d day of September next.
Eight persons at Sangany, for assault, to be imprisoned at hard labour
for a period not exceeding one year.
Two persons from the District Court of Walligamoe, for robbery and as
sault, to be imprisoned at hard labour for a period not exceding three years,

and on their being discharged from the Gaol, to be whipped each by 50 lashes.
COLOMBO.

Robbery—On the 6th ult, the house of the Chilar Modliar, in silver

smith street, was entered in the night and robbed of property to the value
of about £100. There were upwards of a dozen servants sleeping about

to save himself the trouble of her support, had left her there to perish. She
was when first ſound, so exhausted and emaciated that she could not speak.

The missionary took her under his care, and after a long time her health

was restored. She listened readily to instruction, committed hymns and
portions of Scripture to memory, and at length became a sincere Christian
and was lately baptised with seven other candidates and received into the

Church.-Thus it is that Christianity is instrumental of saving the bodies
as well as the souls of those whom Hinduism would leave to perish.
MISC ELLANEOUS.

How old is this Toad?—1n May last, as some workmen were break
ing stones in a quarry in Scotland, they found a toad imbedded in the solid

rock. When discovered it was in a torpid state, but after several minutes,
it gave signs of life and hopped about in a lively manner.
Baptism of the Princess- The ceremony of baptising the infant Prin
cess, was performed on the 2d of June at the royal chapel, by the arch

bishop of Canterbury.—The Princess was named
ALIc E MAUD MARY.

the house at the time.
KANDY.

olent gentleman, seconded by the laudable anxiety of several proprietors of

Liberality of Megroes in Berbice, one of the West India Islands.It appears from the last Annual Report of the London Missionary Society,
that the negro laborers of Berbice contributed during the year 1841, towards
the support of the chapels, Schools, and ministers of the London Mission
ary Societv, no less than $30,797, about £6,416–When will the like
spirit of Christian liberality be seen in the native Churches of India.
Christian Liberality.—A Christian lady, now resident in India, lately

estates to have Christian instruction imparted to their degraded and idol

contributed a casket of jewels, the proceeds of which amounted to £663,

atrous laborers.”

to the funds of the London Missionary Society.

Report of the Plantation Mission, Kandy, from June 1842 to
June 1843.−We have been favored with a copy of this Report and are
happy by a brief abstract, to commend it to the notice of our readers.
The Mission “originated in an anxious concern for the salvation of this
class of our fellow-creatures, (the coolies) excited in the bosom of a benev

“In the month of May, 1842, the Missionaries (of the Baptist Mission
ary Society) encouraged by assurances of sanction and co-operation from
several proprietors of estates, commenced a series of exploratory visits, to
make known to the coolies their benevolent intentions, and ascertain their

willingness to listen to the preaching of the Gospel. The first estate visit
ed, was at Oodaville, about 5 miles from Kandy, where 150 coolies assem
bled and listened with great attention to the exhortations given.” The pro
prietors of estates who were disposed to favor the object, agreed to allow
their coolies “once a week or fortnight, an hour expressly for the purpose
of receiving Christian instruction, in addition to the hours allowed for food
and rest.”

We should infer, from the foregoing sentence, that no regard was paid to
the sabbath as a day of rest, by the proprietors of estates, and that the
coolies were employed on that day as on other days of the week. We
should be glad to know if such is the fact.
“The following are the names of the estates on which stated services

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
-

Letters are acknowledged from O. M. Wapprajah, Galle; C. Perera,

Negombo, enclosing Receipt for £1 10s.;

leyan Missionary, who is one of the Agents of the Star. Sundry commu
nications are received and under consideration.

WHAT Must I do to be sav ED2—We have on hand three commu

nications, inquiring—what religion is the true religion,-and how a mar

may obtain the salvation of his soul. We shall answer these inquiries in
due time, but we would first call upon any one of our numerous Ro

man Catholic correspondents to inform the readers of the Morning star
What a man must do to be saved? according to the teaching of their
Priests, and sacred books. Let the answer be explicit, brief, and support.
ed by good authority,+that it may be easily understood by all our readers.

have been conducted: Oodaville, Alpitty Kanda, Parana Patne, Conda
Some of

these estates have been visited once a week, others, from the distance, on
ly once a ſortnight.”

The labors of the Missionaries appear to have been well received by the
coolies and in some instances permanent good has apparently been effected.
— On the estate of Talwatta, the coolies have been induced to abstain from

propitiatory sacrifices which they had been accustomed to offer to their im.

aginary deities. A cooly on the Gal-Oja and Wattigodde estates having
been bitten by a serpent, was carried into Kandy for medical treatment.
When inquiries were made of his wound he replied: “It is of little conse
quence; I have heard of Jesus Christ. He is my Saviour, and I am will.

A “Roman Catholic” Nega.

patam may obtain the “Morning Star” from Rev. P. BAcHELor, Wes.

@ 1135&t'n 1(5a1555 E10 ºráriºr Gálfi Galár?

selle, Talwatta, Galmadua, Haragama, Balliwindle, Doombera, Pallikelle,

Gal Oja, Wattigodde, Hindagalle, Yahalateme and Deegalle.

§º QL top-5, e a * : 9,5 : 17.5 Salº; b. Lo ####, sº a $.5 or
## sº e-º ºut ºf 9.5 + … F, 55s, * A = E & #2, a 3 were
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ing to die that I may go to him.” Some coolies have requested that pass

*@9 des a 45 # = Lot 4 a 5

ages of Scripture should be written on Ola leaves for them, and they have
been observed to take especial care of them. Three coolies on the Gal
madura estate, acknowledged in the presence of their heathen companinos
that for three months, they had abandoned every heathen custom, and had
been practicing daily prayer to the true God through Jesus Christ. It is
estimated that only about 5 in 100 of the coolies can read.

Go” re-flºº-sº *Cº.; A T3 ºn 5 alºu d -º,-83) #35 oup- -º

Want of funds and native egents restrain the labors of the Mission to
eighteen estates.

The expenses have hitherto been born partly by the

Baptist Missionary Society, London, and partly by subscribers in Ceylon.
The character of the Missionaries who sustain the operations of the Mission
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tified to have seen a notice made, however small the amounts may have
been, of the receipts and expenditures of the Mission.
We would recommend the object to the notice of the Native Evangelical
Society of Jaffna, and shall be happy to receive and forward subscriptions
in aid of the Mission, from the Committe of that Society or from any other

Communications
Pancha Tantra Katei

PATNA.

lates the following interesting facts, which we commend to the notice of our
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is a sufficient guarantie that the money contributed for so worthy an ob
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gº ºnloreſ fraugºth-Gºč réga-SAJ&Gerººp?”

gas sº ºr 5-cºice A4919 & 19 Jaraf-àJesº -seasº A GaWojša ºr

aggged Garº-A559 ºn 5°C; safe"Geºr A*A* AAA*
Güril–ge Geo gºes so-u ºf GerAE iſsºu (ºr sº H) arºu
alsº finals; Guº QL moso-cQaſſes 0, §atarujib gºal ºr fop ºf ra'

o, c.63%ar-ggurageourgusºvº"gº.".
agai-th QL&A sirey # 81 sawth armº-º: as #e3–1 #G5°/p
•º

ă,Gloº
a £37 serºperQ.
& flu-84.575A, ºup- erurasińLasraºu, he'a tº “
GA, sº usee,Sã *CŞāaudrº &Q.FrºssGeº.
e; grad As a #484eréºé87th Gn sºv e-u) as sºv-3)*Asé
Q = q ºr() ºris fla séañalara s gºal. e-bºº (324,000) Quº
Quº.oth -º/A3654, #65se-1-#5°." @ sa&m sº (51,570)
G.L.Tetºn Ques ſoup, Na Gégsºm's to Gure ºr 2- 9) so. 2–03's

garagujā Qaſ ºw04 du-AGA, p-e-º. 2 ºn su-ſa (***)
(ºn tº Sg) opaeju gejse iQ = 1944 tº G-: ** 10s -ºsé0s
t

ar-ole ways ºrwäääeº ºff. gººgeſ a sma fish a sºatº-19
gº.º. p. 29. Pºs tenº's (240,000.)
goeſ ºf a 78°gpºº Cluº-, eggars; aſſacramºu º 9°. e-"
Gºnesseuf eiggs, 365 as Tułºś849**

al-i-Loſ. 81

gar gºal. Gasºmmé (5,753,336) §ge.jøé8, 5.05 tº The
a raºr-m gun fº 9a). e-u);s (4,330,000), gºu, *, *āººtº

cºat th-easan-u º G ºn As a glº 44–73.5% - "Sº' (ºrārū)

gºals aſ a gasº Osgåså0s, sº Assº, Şeh941* ºr
as stanth a g : GQ ess was swap-u lesſ sº a Q-Geyº sy
* GiQas rairQ stopſ; Æuom sºlor a tº GL m sway-A869 tº G-1 4 ºf Q
Quosº worm soa. (A & Bur) a sirer Asº A & FJPA&J #5-9s!, (94.
roper a jºuſºu'ſ AéQ sº sº. 9 GL ſess. Guſso & 19so opsºr
Qºrº, ºr udi gi s m £a rejºu (srºad & ) • CyååJääsſanºer with
algarian As4& sºrº, Asº sºlº-u alsº "A*As 2)a.g. #356 sat is

Gurº 9 gºalºa, 4 Q41944 &A Ast sº. (Asé ºu") ;)*Asésar

Laj. Ger., alºes ºut 74.5 “Aff ºar ~ ***1924–17 dé stºr
& LG&.g. e-upés, 4 º'cºe'QP5 ºf Cu+1}les, sº e-uoisié &

gºlbopae/2011 upp.a. Elsa is a safer locº Levayarajuo,0s.º. ºr

£auly-5.5, £ir Q.Frºs ºr Ly-Qualcor & G is , Gusº. *QPA §a As
& ºt utte à ée 3 Asaoguº Gev aster 45 ºr sºugpub, un, a serum"
alth a wigs-u.94%-23" Aſ sº tº 44; 7.94 Å liſh -ºs-2a uſuf à

& Co.º.º. 8–1–tomºreºu.”. gazewrøalsº wenégésers ºl

gué, Qers args Gw (*ºsos) gataré Q= n &Q*Luru so

A-LLEG-17-ºlub

gºal.g. a Gor JAutº Le Gé04 reºró -º a sul Gar aſ #As -º alsº

*...a...aral, ºn glaſ as ºr (4,331,500) ******@
it.

gº ºf 2,84A, sº

&#90 ºr

logº os Surujë. Q456,º Qpasſrº

gs -een as ºtius;*A*S** -ºs.º.º. -º-arswääß001–0
QPQ?&tº Qasturº GATA4, 8,0-sºº -gg Légera'ises, -º
a gaſ ulcº, i-ºvalam coal

50s tºo sºug-ſºº,”

co, J Qe régº, Sãº º sº feº Afu-Gps ºr 505.45sousa fºr
aSat sºuai, sºft Os tº 9 -º a guácºtt Lºt-elon Joša rºw. -s;
A scººr A&Gº §§ 54 (& irºsos) GT sº Léu ºr As reº &sis (8-99-A As

19,04.5, a G5

gºals, e.g., eSugih um soa º Q4 tº states ºf icº, As ºf

&J.51

-a and afécºOpenA, Gu up; gue sys} is thuu'ſ ºb. fiyº-º-ésºr
, -sex sºuld gººsée ºf Guire war, rägg sače ºf"

#4 # gae, Sau" ºr icos opiº-AEA 3-5 Gure), -ºssº-4820 ur

-au). Øso sé9em ºr 0 Gººrja a 4.03ejº Hº-Jaseº-lºº"
sh. Gaº iſ self. §45° Guosº Bº'+** & A is sº a 1911 Æsºn.

(as a Lºſ ) alth -es ſº tº 1925-1----ecºnd 2.05 acjùGun uº;
(sāaur) #sº & 963 tº Léº 48& 5 (as it iſ so *) or sº usus an
list Lászęswºod us, Gº-1956,ºniº &., gºalſ sºr ºf G*
GLn Läcº-1905& Asſºciš & soºn tº scº & LS ºr Li (A55 &aur) ºr sº tu
a suis C. Leº & Cº. #Gº Awsara!CŞää (araº H) aſ ºr L.
as ºne ºr -ºſie's 4444, G-1 sº. --Quſi Gy.º. (A & "")

ºars...} réal, cº--Ag-Wäcošēē ºf 84*#8° Häää
glaoa, ºe,8. e58°u tººl- away sub-A&afé84 G++

3-2.5g,
24, asex-ºiseia
zºº.”
'safé.4
c.9Lºpuala
réâusień ś83
gº Jº Frenu sºopää
eye revuot 5. 2.85 D9 Gun ** so swäejê Futoſ ºne *

§ assa is 4.4444-5-4

*rum albuuorud

aas;13. effeguſ ºf urºtº-tº-º-º: *#&geºthu ; anº
@ 59–CŞāsū Lagos ºf Qasm &eam féer. 836 a releoLu-Gulf
rigg &asſ, Aengalº

gfilgäggiº'suous tº Gºº-º-º: *

efl. awo-isºsés ºf ea Jirayist, o/āarm sár.

5)&##
era, asibulb wa & s.a. AA is rev48& * **** JG sº d.o. aſ
**way; Gºa'ug-º- +,&º uº" reggaesthºuth ºn sº in s sº

§§

awayws's clu-ra. ****S* réga-Shuth ºf 49–10 G9.5
&; ºn Larsºul-A82 urgaºni & sopé £0.5écºitº.
D. L. C.

Batticotta Seminary.

(§º sº eſcºth.)

Jégº-a!ojée After jøø44/0sºugh gºal spécº 4. Q4 a sº cººr

As & swap-u Locºupés &L is m.º.º is #65 ºr sº tº 9, § a “* A *
war &Q strºev.A., a 5.5, a $80548,294 usanuº Q+ iſ “ sw.º. toº

wres); seráðssºur is ºasi-Gº ulágºus" eva's 5& -º
alsº is sº wºn 19s, ºr-sºujś Q& Teº (9a, a 4 Q = r * @*. -2.É.
GLtraça, is rºse suits -ºja ºr few # *oth as Asa-Gº. 905e (5
an ºrga-9-4 & 5 is it ºf B.E.CŞaji-Gar Gun fusºreſ -º anº. 504sſ

dºor sér. £5,535-19s. H Q-ſhu -ºº-º-eye-º- -ºš Gov ºsſ
*.i.24 ſtain &Gua u, Galascos ÁAsſiſ sº. £4.9th, -a autaréQ's r
& papasaurſe 8.9 b.aalter a 5G w QL, a fla.º. #Qs a rej9,047
-aſsur sojicº uſ! said ºr Lºre-oričásreºrºu-i-45. 2; so surº,

Jatarºs, -ºc solºr (SA.Erés GalCo3 GA484e5é0°ſ
*GGuriº -gauss–à gºal to Quñu -º/Q-sw-4 Qe easi-ºr
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of Geus coal, 5 rifa &. A 3.5 tº -era & =– ºf Gaussººv0 L
es.p. Gaze;34% *&#3; #24. Teº &G – tº -a is sº Q4 ºvt ºf Gaſ

O= Lºu%Q-1705& Gaº.p.s.o.124-e eyes.” Gaº.p.so cases G.
Q– Lº Gaº-acouſ 1; 3 Q = Lº -&G-roº GaA.aao cºlº 5: Gr

a toº sº. £1,743 (ste) sº a 2-et-s, 348-96 sº 95"
& GG tº so; gºº's ºs AQ–17a; 3 -ašA -ºº-ºººs'
Gat -ee, º f f : Lº QL fl 3,53. §3A4 a soa Jej-, -º-º-º-º-

A sººn duº T Lº.

Q-L5G sº a soul is £co-#5*2 -ºxº-aurer, as suf, s =
of Aso Aqia--- a-ao—ºud Gajºwave e-sº, “13 s 2.5. G LT

efecat -ºº ºr 3 tº ºf a ºf a 7 ºr sco,5 = efc53.5" & 5. -as alsº
a diso a 3.54 *-- a coal = ºri st-e Şeº -e-, *** ******
cº-º-º:G.p.h. º. 3.98 Sé/cº-4 5.2°F tºº---- (A tº

1, 1) (Ara T4) arº sº. Agag’s Q-fu 3, 17*** a

L. Q– º – a guan – 4-, aſ – a .

L**** Q-u-# *ě s sºa55ud º gº 2-456-r-s ſºap-às,
son Lao—urer; so A-748, 5.4-li- a-so-so cºaº.asec e_air
|-7355. P-573 ºr 5

1955

As ºf 3 Garsº - 4. Quoruſ ji = reviºuſ&#23. & Geºr sº Coco £ar
assif Salº so t_4 = fl. 53 A co, 11.5 ÅA £a 7° 7'-ºric º & 3G, o
ºf 145 cigá&A G = ** 1143 A * * sºlº op E aſ L & a TC518 - 7 J
ELºog L" tº Q4 13 assº êof 4 & . Gr.svæ à afé & 23°C;

Gyºuſ,
tº ºf

Q-L%.

Lārānu,

ºld

sº s flé ºr

G. razºr

Lärºup

— T

• *-, º&#19.g. co-au ºf flºafssº-L Guitars sº-L —
Q = Lº, en 5 fan L.

* @o #4 GL rº. 33.5 s ºr -ºs is ºr Q = rs...e. s.0-4- 93.5°C;
£3.99.e., ; ; ; ; £e a few sº creºscºsa-L - rea?" & ".

c. 5 flººr

Çut aw: ºr

arcía Liº Galilviºuſ #5 ful 24,13turáil Éir.
I 1957, & G = 7,574, to 7.57 sº.g., so --, *2 ał, LAA = 3, -ºLuc, 24A * **, to?…" cº, CAT tº # ºr, FG= FAfs ºf sº se—u, a
sº a ºf 1932 co-u (; – 7 AA 3 sº, Lc ºf A.E. so-º. Lºh, a 74.5. =

Qas 1 & = #3530.pu 95-9A of 1965–1–8& sº tº 2.4° sº & aw–º
# Li Li sãº. 42.5 t iſ 3 -a at 4 & Qpºsſ ºv. 5* 5 : J L 4-15.9%
[** & Liaº (; J
• avi & Q r. º.º. ººri is ºvſ – .

Gje 3 ºf sº #2355°, -2.5 s "Alfi, Loſ -03 Qs" ºu, *s-QLaj, a

a = i < **, *, a rés ºf sº, -º cº-fi, 93 & 19 sº sess 2-, -ē, s

Principles of English Grammar.

A 6's ºr, Quoq935 a. A £, s 1,34 iſ aj, Ga.; at 4 La sf.g. Qs & E – 7A, 7–
so = sºr. Occaſ A.E = ** – a sco –L L 7.5 g c coa as gang.

BY WILLIAM L E N NIE.

Of the Cases of .\'vuns.
Case is the relation one noun bears to another, or to a verb, or prepo

* 9–1-7. a 2-2 ºn 95°– "cºef- Q-4-segº – sº -6.3, e-as

co-Geº -> * (539– "Gefs) e-co-solº colás T-33, 5**

sition.

Nouns have three cases; the Nominative, Possessive, and Objective."

& – a cºco – u-H4.54 *, *—ev.

The Nominative and Objective are alike.

e-co-ºor C–C5th- tº co-c 15 sea-335 ºn a so-L1 et AA 7
a. *, s ºr 3; 3A sº-º.8 of arsº 294 ra.p.3.9 s sº is 7–––.

The Possessive is formed by adding an apostrophe and s to the Nomin
ative; as Job’s.

~65.

When the plural ends in s, the Possessive is formed by adding only an

• * ~~~92–1734 Ga. 3.2 and 505 Qalcºlòe ºf 62.3 as

apostrophe; thus,
Singular.
.Wom. Lady
Lady's
Pos.

Obj.

Plural.
Ladies
Ladies'
Ladies

Lady

• *-*@*ra; G – 7 unºpy-&2 QL TC ºn is reiði.

Singular.

|

—t

.Vom.
Pos.

John
John's

-

Ouj.

John

-

f £2-H2 C-4-fee #33 C-gº-ra's Lºse-193 c5.
st ºf Le Läää.54 * * –F––Pawso- colºr:##s.

I Grºs-A L -a < 31, 4 & ste & S. Guº &#54 slas.

Ex E R c1s Es

On Gender, JWumber, and Case.

# Father, brothers, mother's, boys, book, loaf, arms, wife, hats, sisters',
bride's bottles, brush, goose, eagles' wings, echo, ox's horn; mouse, kings,

queens, bread, child’s, glass, tooth, tongs, candle, chair, Jane's boots,
Robert’s shoe, horse.

|

Father ºf “ –- ºr- tº 55°. Co-fºs, a sew L. g.
9–1742***a tº gº – sº sºlo Fathers, Brothers, ºr ºl
.5 + º-Tº L → •+C2–1; Gaj4 sole L &L 2. La Fºz,
Mother's «Tº Lº Q-ar-mºscº so a a so—co-Ga,3-2 ºr Lºs
L C – Lu run 2A2°GPA = A +2=res.ºys •
gala; a cres

* The Vominative merely denotes the name of a thing.
The Possessive denotes possession; as, Ann's book.-Possession is
often expressed by of as well as by an ’s

gº ºvá's sºrº fiº ad-š *--in a 5&6 s.5-9.3–17 sº

Father cres -.5 s &also #24; 1 of a -s ºr sisº at 3 e_rst at

* * * ~2-2 ºn 17 stºre's sº affairs evsº-t so----1-2.5 s 2

The objective denotes the object upon which an active verb or a pre G– " " - as sº- ess was, e-AA wºoe rea, arºs.
terminat

position

es.

***

< *, G – “ cºsés has a 2–6, 32-Qas a st-G iſ sº
e-AGA *Á.5 #2 *T* @ -gana, so #5 e-A, 7 #95 i &iscº Caws

f Proper names generally want the plural. See page 7th last note.
+ One method of using the above exercises, is as follows:—
Father, a noun, singular (number,) masculine (gender,) the nomin
ative (case,) plural, fathers, Brothers, a noun, plural, masculine, the i
nominative. Mother's, a noun, singular, feminine, the possessive.
—Spell it.
By parsing in this manner, the pupil gives a correct answer to the ques
tions, What part of speech is father 2 What number? What gender?

©a A &so - *** 70 aggaºag T.s.

What case? without obliging the teacher to lose time to no purpose in

1924, 49* a Gaº-Pºlows. A 2-diºlo sale. QPQP = *-4-

asking them. The pupil, however, should be made to understand that he
is giving answers to questions which are always supposed to be asked.
As the nominative and objective are alike, no inaccuracy can result from

- ***-* +

G#1&avādi Jū.
Gºlijºu'.
Go!, a co 1911 & L.5. 5 J Q-L74Q = 1 & GaGojQ– ui à
T J & tº cºat ºut - 1952 b Qº s ºf sº—42 #1 so
Q = 7 cwº a
G ºr -t 19.g. 5, Q* * * *-C5āe ºf fºr - 5.5 + 1 +.

Q-L549° ºf eig,9–4.jºa; 2 ºn ... *-*-*wº sº.2 saw,

‘g & ºr , -a/-ä aſ an iſ 335-5

= 0-0 – ##42 – Hºw co-col, ºr 753.

ſ
|

Govā45&n #3 IIth.

-****-(2-4°-7GP = e Q-Li Gajj seaQ13. Q-1 was,

(On the Nature of Sin.)

the verb.-Case may be altogether omitted till that time, the cases of pro

Gülä-Sātil iſºlaºui ài Đil 13, tº 1954.533, a Li Gură
to 151GL1518 airpääääufit Failuid Gudi iſ Guujiā3,
LLILL ºveSºuth Gaafan ardro 3,131 & #13 ºffi G3 liſh

Q-14-14-2-2 ºr 43 Q4 Le GQures & Gs', a sor ºf 53.7
sºateſ 1955****** * * 2G-17.5 cºr-9Lºve:-4-35.sºas

u ré G = 7- 032 ºf TA GA 3Geoffs ºf 55 a ‘aj-3s,3a. As
a. * * * * * * **s, *3 *@34-sa-3s, si sã48s.g33 st's

the pupil's being allowed to call it always the nominative, till he come to
nouns excepted. See notes page 30,

– “A → • Saijä 9a fla) ==Gas 65.

& L – º – 5 a.5 -

* * * @* Tº Lu G+! #34 si < s.545ud A445* +44, Öst
1934 soº! #890 a. An Gar ºr - 20 Aulā Qs 34.5-3-1--6
& cº.o.º. §4.6 aſ ā) #A Gaſ & 43G s sué As sº aca.º. trº a
GAA & #e3+3; sta" or 1955 sea a.º. — ºn si è is sº fify is
c5535 - SG gas $350fts & Caribs.o.º.osa ricº Ass 2a, Gsa=&a
at #eo; so-u ºf 5.5 Loris & is sus-0 + 4 ºf #4, a rºws tº 1; 2 ºf

#A.º.e, 93-25--s fºr a-- sou, Li de Lºs A*A - Lºs = 4.5
* – flá,3,5, so, Gsää872° a 2–4–19053 Asia at sº Q4 Jadas
of 5 – 7 s. 69 st @colo flio,953.538,0-9-19s Ga, -gas a sched 5
sº. As Geº 4.5 s 7 & LestāāJA 5*4-45 ° $º Ast sº so, 4-c = us's ºv2 L cº-ºw Q & Téa Gavast 315–3ao, also wra Äso/oals; sº

#&#A c 1452 Ga. 34.5uo,545 #35 cºgwºw i°s 195534-33
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so a 2-3 at ar. Esº a 3&###, a sº Lá,535101C, #–3 tº 32°
# sco, Ger e-º- 55-6A GA = @# so A L7% ºf 7 sout-º-ºf”
.5 aſsº ê is 712, G-7 sº a sºars tº cº, É4 t = a + 2.É.

COMMUNICATIONS.–519–5 filésar.

A ſº H-

& ſays & fis a ſcº aſ T. Lt. Lééa Lora'uºuſ r +2, 2- tº
a-4:5* aga'0AA, sº-As4.5 #35, a gub agor.o.

*

(Why publish Selections from the Koran?)

LééJud" ºutfagº.Sage'34.5 g) ºr Tā sy-a; *a*4 &
-Qurop£6 is 7 & 5 & -2 #5 j =#GA Taşi, Qasr & L-5, Los ASA
*72 & 4 a gut dº 94 *Jºš95uº.5 adjº Lostăcº Fuo L-arºv -º
at 455.5° TA sº-sº aſ £3.5 ºut 7.5,55,5474 -ga C54&5 star
*25As sº Aju-25.5Gee & gulf. Léº Le Tº A co, uſu, Lcºts, 3
Gomuł.

-

succ) = f& L.f. aegu-ša –aſ cº-3,335 cros sucai i fi : + $ 5
• 34, co-4,5 : * ~ *.p.AE Sãº.
-e āa śas 3.04 tº a sº. 34.1732 a sºr aſ ºu.' . . .” - alsº a cº

£535& Láew ſ 5-É ºf G-, 7A, 7Gst £6,50–tº-9 -- = <-2 =
oQa’,ºugar Lali scº–G ºr G - 7 Jøsſºr/d_5 = 2,3,5}.
§eos =Gor LééJurray duti alsº is ºr at 3Å.23 s rºl, ºr sº,
uº. 2 #&. §º Ly-4s tºp-ºf sº L2.0 s ºf ea eſp & a s T fills 2.5
fauaº Gaº pººr. -aſsos uſe ºf Lê šauct a to uſ fle A 3.5 G = Tosh

ji=&uf-se Go?a º Astry so sepauciſ I also a $.5 &#32A 5
&# * * **śssol-isos Lt Q.5ar awesºue'salics; A & Q.css as

sº G-cº-wºº, -a aſ # -c, čº a 783 & #A-4-ua QT's, ºn 3 s Ti F

CL ºf so,

CŞāsē G. Togº, Lágr Lºra' d'uſi coal;5-535; G = 70.3-0

& a .5. *-eſ--& solo Q2.5-popco-u £és' L G5sºr A £e = r
a Ts’ & LeGarass)-905 & 1.5 ſ so, -º a JC affarº aſsop (; Los GA = & so
writé was or 1905ée, Oles-a stä-Gass tº L.f. 193 & -5, $5 a
3Ga5.cffer.f. e-was...}.5Ga alſo; 5 F4 a fºr £5.e55355 La & s
si-Guº & A.Fé@**.p.A, sº colo@-TCŞääu.5 resudojääGeºrg-L
4. £25c).5 airée, ÉG5th, to suito.3 c.57.5 ft flºog #355, §§ 5 #4
&#353°sº aſ GaAi sãº º cº-o #95 re; was ºr A-, -93.5.0.1 ru;

a 54th 9 rars' s m flu & sefa 5 & 2 G – rºsésaw pa Qaſ ºr - 5

Fºop,542 (5 Lao & QPAA's As T. Wojśāsā per. Wºr?ar, a sGs, sº crºl

––– A L13 soºriſ sº st-air ºbey, sº a Gesä sºuth & 93,5 r
317-pº-tº-a%;scºw.0L & Esº, Queep. Alsº saf Qasſ 9AA,
94.5 ! 3) # Earló Lſhºu gºds'Jºsés ºuts LA,54 *s awaja
*AAAs ºf scº #&; ººr. Hºlt—alº, -ºsma sejãº Qpso/proud ut
* cºso-sofº.9.5 ºr -º/A4th–14-#65 -gaña exios rés iſ so ºf Hà
Leº Galsº @ Quosº p * TJ &rA so; 59.51 ±6.5 aſ a so saga, Tujá
Géro?st tº CŞasſº;Q& Cº.: a C5&Gojš.
e-evº. 3).5 suso J #35& Géross Eud £5 L 101 & #&#24 ºut:
– 7.55's ºus, Los Leucº ºf sefa Gaº Guà Lc, 34 Louiſ ºn-s
sf.e. 3 #59 º' LTao–sou -994 at Lºša are arraráscºwº, -º/
aſ sex so-L & LGaA 3 so.54-A55.5 & 1& #45,493 rºe, a 9–7(5
–G– Lesºud.g. ºur Larºv.3 aſ a so sayſ an E. s. 3.5-5 a.38Gold.
A & & LLſ co-1964 sº is LGaA.jºea arºes -aºuſa alsº
Q = & Leº & A3 L iſ sº sr ºr L.f.,535 & fff; GA = Lºco?").

* a 5. §ágſ tº 9.2.É.5 say sº ai =ejº & 3.5 #465% Garo

afs also a $50365A Quit CŞtº 1,5 Lé Flaubalt Dés iſ assº -s;
air sº Æ-63, Lou is AA'ſ Geor a sºlo.5 Fucu.ºr”; A Taco sepa,
cruš-(3£Goº. -9%ar; sºfujue'ſ J Tië.5 L ºf 44, sº ºur uſ ºr
sogº. 99-3.5 &Qasa circº is Ger.: -Gºs &AWco-fºurt rés àga Lä
&L = 5–?cre ºf Qevrº O'Géâs: 2.5.

*a*. G sm Cosfilºsop 4.5 Lºgºſ, ºr sſ flui is ºr a mºst Quo
44; 3 & so I tour on u & #75-) & ray ºf sº, *sj64 assif of fºur
sº aſ a Qarqp scoal ºf s–L4-404 re-1945uctur Seo & 3.5G – I &
as par Qaſsa Leo, Los Lālo.35 m).5it fojšQ &Q4.5, a fl.º.º. cog A.F.
is 7 -Qſb Quiro5–9 dºuble. Fucul.ºrºv quº -ø/AAéºwrujë ºf

**0–1769.5-117A.; Q of £2–17.5.3, a CŞū à # 3-562.svgp349

e'er is 8.3 2.5 ſeafar ºr cropäu A LLsons tº 94 cates = ºr
*# *-*-L -acre Q-C50.93.5/5 stºl-ā Qā cºrº-5,57.93, £ry

Q47° sº sure Gucus; Aſā “Tºsa & Q4 fºr a

sºuse,

3 ºr

** *TGeº. §diaşau rºi -waii śsº sº Queréºa 7& s : Jcn &
•++-cº a ruliá.5–1773.5 -ºs.oy # ºr ºf Luco.2 & ºr aſap; a 33 st
4-tº-seº-aſsoeus & sº flu; Elijá tº tº u & T1953 &n ev, & 7 a sm +
1945 1974 g65Q = u-Gaſtº.
Lé & Judit cºuºutit -a ºf $.5, Q sº dº ºrGalaºſ º-LQās; or Qalafa.
cré safe-à& ºne's Geº.5 c.7 ºr G = "os Quorſ, Q-L7 tº ºr 3.
-plana is of Qat sº.p. (Geo. Sale Esq.) G =cº aſ sº Laff -c. 119

Lº so-Jaºjš.º. 3) # 3-5 sº. Lt co, L'ſ serº; Lo;2.É (M. De
Ryer) ou-Qa' & Lauf -s gººd –tº–19905.5 1917 & #~~Taº –
um is ºw 1907 & #5urco-Vajøş.
8051: Äääcº-L1 co
urééar-ºl. Adjaja &Q cºa Queſ;Oua fºu & £a,2 & 7 ºs ºr
eVs) a).58uſeº LG&eir par Gauleº, Lc, 3-out-º- ºg sº, 32d 7
Gaunt & flu iſ 1953 &ei=Axer.

G50%arā.5 a.34, 33aº, 3G As a flao ºut 5 & 19-9 u.p. – 5
Lê Q. Lafra Gerut 86 -9.4 an As at £33,0s if & ºr **śla, Farº
sº so. 2.5 ºrA GA #5,5A Lejãº-Gºth aſ arº –é #1 cm cºlºuri Garry
a gof. -º/Asgar s Ce4## *š Garašić; Tās & Le sº-c = 3
Gas & sis ºr * is dº QPapić0° 43 5-6 ſº Querº;2–1 li – L.E.
as L-regº, -º/Acos -5344-45th Q-TC-63 ºne Qu'ſ J-34 1r
sº w śG4 f.º.5 Å ºf $35 a-Asa Q& E L Q. c.3.5 # *#GA Taser 71905
tº GL rº. 42 coa un so -ø afé ºr ºf sojudicosº-A23 G L T =
tarLaº sºft & As š is ºr £Tuom sº dº sº QA; ºr -a, due – 24.5's r + 5
Qaraº...a s r. 80486 oth.

staşāo; sº LGuſtaff Gää, a CGai Quest sit #3 & #7435 & 4,
a's ºv. º Sºlà i ſã & Jurº ajuduſ 9 afé or Tºsso -gafae) so – 11
&Gargai safe tº ſee tº uſ ºut ºut alsº gº.s. 57 fué stºr
it-gA at #4 cy, sº fºur axº~& safes, ºr #4&#354 & 5 GA =
ańd'Oistè. Lé £g unraºudult it £ºaré@5uſ, Was Irgun sit #4 ºr 5
gus $4&sou sº 682 afés & ºv. lesueuc.º dº sºn T a §33 ±

** sºunt ºf GAs).5Gsaw Tiêu & sº 43 saw #4, 5,5-die & Cº

Gaas ( Quees. A stew ºf Lö <ru 4–35a]ejºv.

J&J &;Q& LºadjëGoł.
Gaº. -glº-Iran–sou air 834 -º/A5A ai sã Gérosſ Šia
cºs Quor AQLuiſ Cº-A £º-Luoruſ. It us ºf Ffle ut lºad 92G LT

* Gsäää, 2.5G – ra's Asſº's ºr sub-c.5e0.5 saw 14th & Garāās
Gouë. 93.4 m sº sº. Léº-º-º-Ja is 7 g º f * ~0.5co-au º A &
c5-2Csouth cºolbº -ø/A A}sſe at #4 ºr ºf alºes uſuf – aſ A & A
u13 Q4 wagº.i.5, a C&GOa.
Lääger a duº r u pulp-lith a #4&#Q=gp.; EG-7.5, £4.
£434 sº-Lot was a s” • GPA 7.5–9-#65; G = –GäQ+ T & &340)
ls. -ga (5co-us so a Qui - -Gº GP-L- a sºug;8&t a 4-4.5
&# CAA to a few A*AL 19, was 324 ca.º. cº – es: =9|a'05=5
Qallisopair—t sº Gº a Cacº-ºw -ºat & cº. Leºš º 1,33: ºn ré

a sa Laºs crucia Asſes ºup- -a at s kräG sº-QāQ* r *e, 360
3. * * * Liſa is isº-ºº-º-;.5 as a G is roºf.5 s iſ ºr L-º-

– º – sopetoriº -áēg or sºuri st(2,4,5 sº--94-9-3) # alsº a
Jus: a 39 fºoth. -gao,5& Faagi says of selë is 74 ºvts
als at £4.5 C, L iſ fisjubuq- G acºry-A,5&Gou, -º-º-Taaw,

GLA supwal, 4 Jäesſ as also flººr 95 aſ Jās ºf new, **
J 6,535uoſos -505i/35* +G+5.3's ºviru em uéAs-cº ºr ºr
C -G954-4 AE- H.
unaf,5?ct a Lao—#82a Sºojä350.o.º.o. Qat ºr ºr Gs 7486 a

sº 2A AGuaros Lesſets C – so-és crewsfield*****
&T sº Ap.35 Å – H

aſ were; Jº flaw Quea ºf surgeş0th Guraº arº L8.5& Lemos
si-car as ºn L -º ansf.gif&syGlhºur ºf , ºres ºf A = H.
aſ a pºut GA, ºr “Q,PGPATA5& As & H.
-

e.gºu-Lºuis ºn aſsºrã8s, Guſse-Gar 34toråsjøtu

stile & £5.5 # e.

...: Li ſã4 el-Qur.
(On the Trinity of God.)

e-A Largs, sº dº sº solo;. soa -awi seið.
Lam La sº-JäräGjerg & Life; sej904 & Enº eyalº 55
aſ a rºgācā sle,9ars; a 9.3sº afé &Q =Taipº so; # 3.- a r
La cº-º-Wa's rue @*Tā35 ºuré G = 1 H Gue TG = GPA so Tararº
cº-Gan opéopsue 1 L-G-4 ºr Gur.f. ºf Teš 9A. Ticºlorſ, sº – f'
***65-504.1 sº & Lº eva, Guð 505a at 1954&5& s—a Gerº.a. Q = 7

I7S

2 ºu 35mm gºs.—MoRNING STAR.
... argºw. 2; Sira rib & Frécº, L’âG = ru Guom Gº Gursar
gradur aſ awar sm ºf Gus Asſeº.5 FTC arGlorsº opA: are airs

mat3.

G55. wer. *-oſ. to sº. & AEA grºu gº t-aſcºth -a/aajao-au-g

sºuth subcoupus º-ºo?, ?)#Asa'eer & sºes ºf G LG sºar
eſpaiourajag mascº 4909, ºr sºaris; 8% p.a. ſºup-G Lºr
&th a Gersalesrå sessºrſº;-alaealeº-Séjaïºol&#4, #4 reta.
• -º/-äs".5, p. As of a 5&CatCŞe, sº th GaAst sucAaoAsara

ex's GLºst ºffs rsyth La Turcº PAGues #524-4, Q'ºrº
ºr stººza. Qarabs) aſsºr #8w.fuºsºv. -wºuple'sºa'us's uſ

oA ºf A £ tºº sm ºrejºv. §duº-sºciés à &AW cºast sº

Lirr ºrº gaGusoy sº ſo Q = tºes #5 ºr-mer «» ru9.0% ºw?

A 444& Q wers Qāsºués-aſsº. § 58; scº Lºrrug-º sea,
CŞ2 orcºagriyojë353.s.º. co o ºr 4 soa-cºsa'assess as e?

eſcala;Quoroşan mayo; #65; A & coup sess ºf e_{i< & e-A, a 574
so sº., Lºgíso sly, alºur s 352 #et flujan & 4 QAsafarº

•L-stub fi-us" #45 ºu 34.4 ste, with -a 5&sjuſt 28 a 'Lir

awari Gºñi iſ a swä =&sjäs Gasºlos.” G4 & 962 &.

us & sº liº ºff ºf ºuéa-i-Tédéré 844 & L.A. f*A* **

Q&Lºe,

Lotan, parif

gºve, sº a 4&5C334F dº.

L3 As cºur*&sjuſt Làº ºr grºug-uſ&Garth; -ºº 3.55 a 3–
4-5a--a Garth. -wana ºvéa-o-º/AWOutreasuouſ sº -º an a £s
Líššum flui tº £alášiū.
2.99.11s, e-segås wºrld"? sº $444&sjá, -eč8sfulº-Aflies 2–
al, ºr rva & as ecºlºssºs, AAA Gee-A afº Gº" ºr 54 ºr (9.8 -s; 3 ºut 48s) urush area afous -a 3G aurº.
G = cºrº, Gasarge grew in Gu-G stars, sugaeve.9th Liêu
| 1905.5 as ºf 4&s ºff & HGA TA-48 swap-ºut Lºt-Gº -ºg
al, sºy & aes er–99. A pan 11th -a affe arrº Cº-ºº-ºº: sºur #8 ºutru Fū QAsaf Gurth, sucA, 754were £35 ceg st
1–4 m 11th -º-Asfi, sets ºwth tºº.” -algariassifssº &#12 Geº.5 - 48 QA; cf.54 ± 4 soa, Quéalsº s04/ºr -a/A&G LTE, -ă =
L.--studgåøsº p.g. -ºdial-º-º-ººs Quojibures apudulth Gaº WA Gº Tsou with sm sºuth saw Sub -ºº ºssu web uroAss #
se-ejér £5 tº 3.5a,0ſº.” a-w83 p.m. - 8s agº,582 &A
& Aſ Gurū. §dug-19055415 Hot 8.565&#As of u GA est-ºr
co, afts arrº, stifi sãº Air £361, sorºré a-o.8°oth. "A also s sud.EacGeamă&#35 ºn tº 60-carees CŞ.45 a...E. s faul Sirst
Æ35 Galgari: 8a05uor-v, *. Gureyr. G. -ºg. ºr- uvuosº H
a #6 Gaw 9.5 r at ##sº Léº & rayousºukey's Gº & Tºlóław *A coa, -98.05 afts sº Gºy-e GL 7&th est as féléAs = 7335
Gºrs&. ºthefta,09 or cºol.95éeof **- a-0 sugar Lö. st 65 Qaſiºwá.5 and 3.5 rºº Lºudojšć5'suo. ºeuf Gas &A 34 e
&n upéauth sº disſan souevra's syst. * *aſ ca 58,594=1&sjuu
Ic Q cºursºr alsoar -ºſ.º. 504st dra. As B35¢, Lºrrua gº-1' 35°r
4- LºL5&m 44 guts ará's so sousvāa-pairs ºf sh; Ass ###
a dº a $.5 supéðtº Léganui Qe7 6.5A, a #, -ºš sºup- ºr 15 -aa. and hug QAsr a cog ºut ºr ºf Léºdºº Guo &alº advancoso-sº
C5 ſo-u sāord Suu g); La #3 ºad.º.º. # sr Q-curu" ºr alsoga
&Q eſsariſm f 19 Juor 89,5elpff #8 &#& LQ cd also sous" as a
Jº Joã3God. -sa Ga Qºyuger GAs a sºloruſ 6,49419 a. suſtaff P 8.5em; aft scº Geºrº Q=Leo ºus Seo -elass ragean-L
.g. at Joségoir. Gum air to. -ºº ºld. sº ºuth Wareh 5°º GuGérar 19,5744: A & ºs904 & 5 &A-Asiri Åagpú Guſ? st
o,954&Golf. Guiraſ. *, *ā-, *. 38-93° ariſ iso As4Vojš 1944, 30543/09/scar ºr air 8483) # * ºr. speaQ, iſ 5’ → A, 325 ſ
Aff.5', -ºšiair; Áed Aug run ºff-38°53A4, -ºša rude, A -o/ö,
en.wuem Cºrop #65 ºr riſ Gu Cºptºey'ſ Aguith 5°35a, a rº, G+G's "S3
airi, as sºu Lai, Lºrº , e–, a f* **, *,8196° lawſugah £54309a swię sm & airfé & 5 *alsº uſ & Q-isºrs ºf L s—f
A gºds; 4.5 m. ** wop a -c. 8s. Gauſsº-º-º-o: -gãº aºr so Judsor subqaſrif ºstro-ºrarayurid § 3 o'Oswer ſººn ear:
lea 9053,5-p-Hopsºl-rea's”. -ašGº & a sasār-ray(05/5 & alsº ejuſ ejLCarswä *-Aºth 5 e Lisp.co.uºuſ if -sya, sº ºf

4. aša Žºal ºr losſ, scºso-u 5 afut 1905*A*, oe, a rºub:

as suffew ºn .5 syalifax & 9A affers F.&#afs' ºr Lê =eſe sº st
* Hºfºº ºr ºutrit śālaya ºr *dh L & Ash ºr ºuiſ-àCŞăsaris

-ºš º ariſ; sº As waſ fe)&# 80°-19s 985 *Á84,49e sºub &
sopé, a gº tº sudécºè Gar amºub-air ºwnsit. -pagan—u Loºselo
souáscar®-riñ. J.E. 19.5 rajã0s, G+Guosº adject-u to sºun
ult sº a 1955.5.5. Gureyr. Ja-. -º- *@- ºrds ºn 34 reºrg/pal
as arº wall.gººgarajaprès rew so-à. upā. a--a- -A8. o.º. *

arº.a. A -ºso a Quiro5& Asia-9-u also suspewers a # scară şa
#5 & 5 rein Q4 rºads alº-Affé sopsoaso uopop #84 & asſass=
urga tº a sudarº.5 cor-48,594 AAAsa L, isos Áºw-roa
sº Gaſtiré. Lira tº Sa iſ a 14&Asucºne-5.5 iss2-A assºsº a
tº As ºf Eucaruth. -a-.5%; a s?Galásth.

# = # 9, a # surrºr Lifia-Astelays stra, as Ga -awf-eč
c5 rºads tº #94 rôāzār. a-. Qs rºl. Os. Je. sfääriä

--

L gogue: 52Aso says set-u 805*Lułth urrua sº-1 -aſsºr
14, Lás AA resºurg – giàugpiā a-i esrºwag—Gºrºs

VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 6.

£4: La E, ºr à a Qaraja º L6a+A).5. §§A awes & safeGº

September 1st, 7 o'clock P. M., beginning at the wester, horizon, and
proceeding east by south may be seen the constellations Virgo, Libra,

9, 14 Guard & LāsāAsſeºus gnu, Guº strar &AWG us...}.5, aſ
air Jojº good srā smara'ſ 1905é5th. Q.5 as Aé **-*****

Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius. At this time Venus is in Leo,
invisible.

os-GA.64 strº-u Gaſ Gº Gºa”; 520-Gºâu e. g. stºº, s

Mercury is invisible in his direct course in the western point of Virgo, a few

-ag. e.g. a =<run. shopso- u =ruare ºcean-u tº-48*H
ºtsu, u, sº see a lººr-mâgºal flors. *. Guor. º. a-a- unºff; ºr

degrees above the western horizon. The whole month will be a favoura.
ble season for observing the movements of this planet. On the 20th, it
will be at its greatest elongation, 26 degrees east of the sun. On the 26th
A. M., it will be in conjunction with the moon about one degree north.

sºld,0a 1 Gazerº Gurwies, s. Guar. 0°, ºr, s , th ºaks 5’

C5am – resa; sou log2005 a gºurauſſ-às, -ašG = -safe & ºr

Mars is in his direct course in Scorpio, a few degrees south-east of the

sos; so LA 67.4/uoto #5Garuor s. a-. Guoff. a.d. a-, *-* Lar
Lgeºus AEA'ſ sit Guo. a. supés ºp-ºurs a-swäs Gala Gaal
iſ sejº – 1905és Galaºri-rº. G. sº th ºffi Hºsºirs, GA awe-Jø
3.5 subso divuso sis/para&# * ** Qalso } .9As résejº –u-º
acjiru, so Asli Jirº, sºft-Aga, ey's oth sirº sits sºvºsop wo

moon. Saturn in Sagittarius, and Jupiter in Capricornus, both in their retro
grade course.
September 2, 5 o'clock, A. M. may be seen beginning at the south
western horizon, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer.

4-Gh as Fi ſã3A, a rm ºojägGolb. º. is has ca & sers; 5 sub

Lºr-º-n a uſ". s #*, 1943 Gerwiń wop to enfuera's, Guo ass
an ºrA & ºf sº.g. Qs 5&co-auá 69&G's Gurst, Lºſ Asts, s

£155mm afarāsūh-Kerraka-Sarra-Velakkam.

case-u sā-tewater, gºal 14--aſſºs = a farās ºf 5 used ºur
swasari sãa-a Qoir. LoßA Gs say—A8s) sº Qareh Qo0°uou-ſt
sum & LGus Gor. gºes swº, wer. *, *. sunéQasr C L iſ a s sº

sº sº, º sorts, Soj48&th, Assy up sº the G5uhuth sº sudsysſºr

as & sterol-Qº. §§G's rigGs, riggs &#sºrrºs, -a ºf

Spiš, rir sula.04 ſtoj Cºlor a sº Q = 10 is ºut--irit ºf £5.5 Å.f.
-a and GAsraf. Gucayoffésjº. -eaſt sit Lou, -e sºuloſiº aff. 5
Gavrºs is rari; alsº was a 4&arug run-º; ; #8119Ar; fla's fºr

** Let I & 36th. Has Assi GerGrººt-38& Gueñs º-aurs #2
£54 f5G/ou/ugé sº affarā49* Guº $448; Goºd &#5
th. §4&ſr=483ettle- also sºué (583.552A4thu;-3s ºn

aulb

tº ºr- ºr ºr arºuGºb. s r. ſ. **. Osº. 54.55a-u HàAss45.”
GA, p-suſ 24 is #, gyao we show" is a 5 & aspur-304-saº.

gºal-o-º-ºa is reºgºussºw, woº afa Aalifa ºf arº
cº's a -º/-a is 5.94s ſtir. -sangan-u & JGu → ****@*#é

#A Loſ ACPGPa.; A sºurº ºf ºurs!ogăeşū- -aša are tº,

|

a-d # 8*# -ºſ.º. 58,5A sis; 8946 s alsº uſes ºr guer
aSºft, ejº. a- ºr # 85 Å ops Gºrgâşs -ºſ.º. Fé87Geº A-3- As&Qarq; uſans su-ésirs ÆðCŞub. Qedars, sw.s G.
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º

1. Gºre-L385 eşārgā35A QA; 329 is rºsé Fä.0 A A & sº sº
g; as ºr 8.9 sººth. *sfujº, sºur9 gºs Aé is ºr a 4& G1 m lº
| IAg3 4.g. 17819 ºth. up 51 at £19.99.5 Å.5e F. Huº-1-T8 iſſ".

a T3, 6 &#Garru @ dei Gagāšā Qa's Gºśsº-sº "AA
. ...; a gºuth, ºs A, GA-4, 5–ub, 44°ºrth, ***-** *
a dº 2.0 g iſ as dº sº ºrd L05.

gºš Gar 3.5 raou-Saj co-rap. (Puseyism).94% ºoºh ºr
*.sº lorifés ºr sarà. 89A Jº Lirºu les; eafé”:Gu" ºv
Q-op35 §fle 3 -a wist gun sā Qasſa; 33 assºulsº: Q4 ºw
& ºut-- 5 apić5éðA saloº & 19 g = i < *Lºº ºf adjº ſo-º-ur
& Fºol unoasso rcº à a sºr S 2#4 ºr ; at #&A & Lºri Laº -T
Autº-icº;: lºw QuAA athl cºre-flavº 857 & #.
(3 cm)GLär.

*.

Ll 3 at 3 & # 5 # 3 dir.

-;

§e. Guºfaş courapas L., u + iyº 0-fu & Pºle tº st-#3
45. -wagºjägaret ºf i eſp & L = ****, op.º. 19-A-3A4
73.5 lbuq- 14 Auºus errº Lao-Qu%. C. Guru, 5 & 7 & 5

º

&#31.
g-jar, £g arsº in earfă ă ă ăsº sº staff ºap; s oscº 435

-:

care so-Qas rässt & sºrujë sile sºver tº 956-0 #949er
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JAFFNA.

Small Por.—Eight cases of small pox have recently occurred in the Pro
vince of Jaffna, one at Wannarponny, 5 at Soodoomaly, one at Sarasaly
in the parish of Chavagachery, and one at Pt. Pedro. All these patients
are now under medical treatment at the small pox island Serootivoe, and
most of them are in a convalescent state.—Com.

JMissionary.—Letters have been received from the Rev. H. R. Hois
ington, Principal of the Batticotta Seminary, now in America on account of

ill health, dated June 6, stating that great improvement had taken place in
his health, and that he hoped to embark for India next spring.
COLOMBO.

Legislative Council.—On the 14th an address of Congratulation to the

Queen on the recent birth of a Princess was read, also an address in reply
to the Governor's speech. The Colonial Secretary proposed some altera
tions in the Rules regarding the moving of amendments, which, after some
discussion, on the motion being put, were rejected by a majority of 5.
CAL CUTTA.

JMr. George Thompson.—This gentleman who came to India under
the patronage of Dwarkanauth Tagore, to employ his talents, in exploring
the grievances of the natives and in elevating their condition, after electri
fying the good people of Calcutta, and making considerable stir among a
certain class of the natives by his zeal and eloquence, has left Calcutta and

engaged himself to the king of Delhi, to represent and enforce his claims
on the Government, receiving a salary of 1000 Rupees per mensem. The
king has given Mr. Thompson a document in Persian, handsomely engross
ed and framed, in which he is styled, “the wise, the high in rank, the well

wisher of either side, the deputed of the Shah of Hindustan.”
Lord Ellenborough has presented Capt. Scott, commodore of the fleet

which brought his lordship to Calcutta, with a silver tankard, as a token of
his lordship's approbation.

Disgraceful.—A gentleman in the Hurkaru, asserts that the dead body
of a Mr. Higginson was detained by a bailiff for a debt of 25 Rupees. The
Commissioner, Mr. Brietzcke, has determined to investigate the subject
and to visit the bailiff with the severest punishment, if found guilty.

BOMBAY.
CŞuom Old 5-C5 §ov. 4,545&G -ºg sun ºr fºr$405.5 a.54 * * |
•-1195 Grifăşojiāof scº. ºut-gue... (Lord Aberdeen) | Discovery of a Gang of Robbers.—The Police Magistrate of Bombay
has lately discovered the existence of an extensive system of plunder and
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to the harbour cooley. The subject is under investigation and some persons
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|implicated as principals, are under arrest-It is supposed that the late numer
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ous fires in the shipping at that place have been effected by this plunder
ing fraternity.
The Forts of Deepla and Meetee have been taken by the troops under
Col. Stalker. The latter contained eighteen large guns—nine of them
brass.
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Subsequently, Wanga and Newakote were taken. The latter is

330 feet square and contains two wells and good barracks. In conse quence of these successes, the mail communication between Hydrabad and
Cutch, had been completely re-established.
-

OVERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

The Overland mail arrived at Jaffna, on Monday the 21st instant.
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The

intelligence received is of a nature little to interest the majority of our read
ets.
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The princess Augusta of Cambridge (cousin of Queen Victoria) was unit
ed in marriage to the Hereditary grand duke of Meckenburg Strelitz (one of

st a £a.

the German states) on the 28th June.
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The Parliament have granted the

Princess an annuity of £7000 during her life.
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Lieut Col. Fawcett, of H. M. 55th Regiment, recently from China, was

lately killed in a duel by the hand of his own brother-in-law, Lieut Munro,
of the Royal Horse Guards.
The agitation in Ireland has rather increased than abated. A Bill had
been introduced into Parliament restricting and regulating the use of Fire
arms in Ireland, which had passed to a second reading, and the military
force in that quarter had been greatly augmented.
The Queen in consequence of the disturbed state of Ireland has postpon
ed her intended visit this season to that part of her kingdom.
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In Scotland the Free Presbyterian Church appears to be gaining
ground. No less than between 500 and 600 ministers and over 1,000,000
of persons have joined the ranks of the Seceders.
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Lord Aberdeen had in.
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troduced a bill into Parliameut, with a view to effect a settlement of exist.

ing differences but it was thought it would please neither party.
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In the established church, Puseyism is developing itself in the form of a
Q & & 2.

solema attention to wax lights and candlesticks and surplices—and congre
gations are beginning to protest against these novelties. Unless head is
made against the Puseyite movements, a secession in the establishment

£, alºft LoffAtc.

seems inevitable.

The widow of the late lamented Bishop Heber has again married. Her

*78 tº. 3 seaſ oº # *. GAA & 4 g.: Lira tºº. a) riff" awaoſ.

husband is a French Roman Catholic gentleman.
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A rebellion has again broken out in Spain. The Regent of the kingdom
had marched against the insurgents. His position was thought to be most
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exactly how it ought to be done. He agrees, perhaps, with
a carpenter to build him a house, and he does not know him
self what kind of materials ought to be used for all the vari
ous parts, nor how the work ought to be executed. It is so
with the painter, the mason, the blacksmith, and all the other
trades. Those who work at them can, in ſulfilling their a
|| greements with their employers, take advantage of their em
ployer's imperfect acquaintance with the details of their arts.
But it is dishonest to do so. They ought to be as faithful as
if all the world understood every particular of their work and
could judge of its thoroughness as well as they themselves.
An honest mechanic will do so. He may at first not get so
| great a profit, but he enjoys a high satisfaction, his mind is
|| at peace, while the dishonest workman, for the sake of a little
greater gain, wounds his own spirit and arouses conscience
| to complaints, and murmurings, and bitter reproaches.
An honest boy is honest in regard to property, which some
|| other person has lost, and which he has found, and he endeav

Loſ A3P ºr a 5 m an Ast sº far A *Gavir & sº ºr ºr sº a # stfä & so is
1932.0 –iscº Lly-uſ& 5 rif A 3G suosº cº-wls as ºr * * * **, 3
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+ £519,920–££w Lº-urdº Šºćan waſ i sã As ºf e-º- ºr ºld not wish to restore it to the true owner. He wishes to secure
sº tº 4-4.5 acº &of=sir. §§ 51 sº a few on coeure th an ºn 4 it to himself. On some dangerous coasts, where vessels are
#3 & 4,319CJ ##,D set ºf A & JA 8,535 u (WA ºf G* u, a coucut a || liable to be wrecked, men sometimes go and live in huts, to
wr.º. A 2.É As a sa L. lyeva Gé 45.54 at 449 ºr at 4 ºr crew Gerºr be ready to plunder the cargoes, and the trunks of the pass
# Q = 7 a.º. 807 & #. Ød, sº sudd tº el Hurew AAA C*, *aſu & engers, as they are driven ashore by the waves. They have
g =G& ‘La sa vſ. Gooye *udur A & sº a Guo Lºcoa e-ºff.5Gew | no compassion for the unhappy men who have barely es
scº.º. e-aſsourcou e-cºrsou & Quº Cera di Q5 it dº a Ga £4. * caped a terrible death, and have lost nearly all they possessed.
43 u-16.5 Calafi scºróth ºf ÁušAGPa. Gavua ef.e. $8.5.
They only wish to get what is left, for themselves. So they
Batticotta Seminary.

D. L. CARRoll.

leave the sufferers to perish upon the sand, while they break
open the trunks and carry away whatever of the cargo which

ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS,

they can find most valuable. The honest man and the honest
boy have very different feelings. They think of the losers
when they find what is lost, and do all they can to restore
When it is thus distinctly explained to children that it is the
property to the owner.
(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson III.-HoNesty.

sometimes right to consider the consent of the owner implied,
there is great danger that they will often presume that the
consent is implied, where they have no right to presume it.
It will not do to say, “O, I think he will let us have it,” and

so take things where we are not perfectly sure that the owner
would have no objection. Nor is it enough that you know he
would let you have the thing, if you should ask him for it.
You must know that he would be willing to let you have it
without asking for it. A man who had a large orchard, would

QUEst 1o Ns on LEsson III.

What great danger are children exposed to in regard to this subject?
In what way are mechanics sometimes dishonest in respect to their
work?

What does honesty require of us when we find things that have been
lost?

§§ Eór Ganj.-ſpºrmal;1.
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but it does not follow from that, that he would be willing to

wild flowers from his meadow, or a drink of water from his
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consent, then the property must be sacred, whether its value * – 95.4% tº Q–1 tº ué & G s Géa -ga ºf e-à Qs a Gºt in Qa' &
2 * (54 & C opy-us's ºv. e-AA gal G* or Ta'º-gº -øe & =9|

is great or small; as for an example, if, instead of raspberries ** * @##4%a, Qar-º-o: Q4 -º-uru ſº a 19A ºff 3 ºn Ga. Leº
from a farmer's pasture, it is strawberries from his mowing, A3 - ?-p Lo–4 - 5.5 a.º. ºne-u QL iſ G5 ºr st (Sä & #~~n -º- +
Sº
which boys wish to gather, tho’ the value of the fruit is nearly ..6) up ºf mud *-* A iſ awes A tº Q-11 (5* c Qāseum tº. • * Quſſapºs
the same, it may be very right to take the one and yet very
* * * -ta, º a cos are 565 Qasm (8.54 cºunt 1905 tº La Quº.3 p.
wrong to take the other.
An honest child will be honest in fulfilling his agreements. *, *" = ** -ºs ºf 1-#5s sº suelºſ gº i Gastiá Galeº Lira -s;
To fail of fulfilling an agreement, openly and avowedly, is a. * * * * * * sºoºº-uſt 1901: La Cereº.aºlº -ø/A; $4 a Ga. L.; ºff

-*** -º- ºr 65+ 4*-i-r.f. 19 saw La QAs a G * iſ a • A c. As a
unjust; to contrive some secret or artful way of evading what -,
*-*** - Quº Cejić solulass ºf thrác, La G& -sa a.º. r
we agreed to do, is dishonest. There are a great many temp ** ***uo"
-- G& a sin Laº cudº sº sº dº fog & Lºos, &

tations to dishonesty in fulfilling agreements for work: for the *16-78°, -aša e-ºe-aniel's sºv asſausrau
Joſé As eye; ºr
man who engages the workmen to do it, very seldom knows
fl. -ºº: A GA re-ejū-1–74.
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MR. Poor’s LETTER. To His LATE PUPILs, No. x.

Liruth Qa'afu q & stem ºf arº usºr ºf e-º-º-º-ian sau -a.
alsº fan pſ; a 50 &Gurew Gwures -º a 3 -ašf Asºº tº 380

It has been suggested that my last letter contains an unlovely view of

cº, is rufi Laº ºffair Q-TC #45?aran Lé is Jae-Loirs of ººº-Gur
(8 futº-335 § 1 -5 flu or tº e-utu º an A & Lsºrsº. 3/0.5, * Terrulº

* Curly-'5483 p &l.

sº tº 55 Ga, ºver 14 Q4 tº Gaſ Qo-ºp e
4–65 12-iso is coulju ºff sº swulafat,3453 G = faſt 1965 # si sã s
-s:Gers G = 7A ºr so sº. Q. s. Cuº-Qusſº,505 Gaºwanu & Q=E,
woulo. 545 Ga, ºvé à 7 g ºf i &io 5'5-15Asſº-sºrsº spa's #35
A sº Geº -ø #4 Geºwa 96 ee-a-lè Q PA = Qash Lt.A. ess #5
egg; af® is cº-0 bus-3.5 505 &#4's
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Christian love. The objectionable and repulsive point is, that love should
be represented as demanding sacrifices and painful self denials; whereas the

oracles of truth declare that “wisdom's ways are ways of pleasantness;” and
that it is the privilege of those who love the Lord to “rejoice always.” To
this I reply; both statements are correct. Herein we have illustration and
Proof of the Christian paradox taught by the heavenly teacher, “whosoev
er will sare his life shall lose it; and whosoever will lose his life for my

sake, shall save it.” As this principle is fundamental in the Christian sys
tem and must be reduced to practice in every rightly conducted Missionary
enterprise, it may be expedient to give some furtherillustration of the sub

Geºr -o, a 3 ºut; Asā →

•w ºf 4th -gã A Galºv Qu-soa'ſ sº Q fººdy ºpas à 5 & alsº s
craſ ºr udrº s ºr Gass, Q dºus is -a as #5 # Q sºlº-u LA

Jºct. . In doing this, I shall carry out the train of thought which was intro
duced in my last letter; and then inquire whether there be not sufficient off.
sets and safeguards to the exercise of Christian love even in its largest ex

QA fuel a 7.5. -ºw.5 -e Şā Gaºu are up-49° ºn 9.5-5.0
* -ºs.g. #C-54 QA; fur.º. (a shºw #47 a sº, s/53rºus, Q = reo

“Be ye followers of God as dear children.” In the light of this truly

a sºr GPA au QA rºaſsº & Garº (9 ºut, Gu) 50-545th Lºrsºſ

originating in the infinite love of God the Father, “who so loved the world

tent, to secure us against all that may appear to be repulsive or detrimental.

surprising injunction, let us again look at Christianity in its origin, as

*Q+ r sº G Gaza Q& LGA air sºr Æð sº Gay &Q is reºr, are or
<& a Garr (Susºr ºffsw 9 Juš, ; an A &opſºa5.08/pad sº LáAW
5 ºut AshLºrenºw aſ 4 & 5 tº Lääus usin ºf 42&n QAAF and so

that he gave his only begotten son,” &c.; it pleased the Lord to bruise him

=35 -aša Gaºwu), G sit--i Q = <-tº-urid; QA; flu"Assº -a aſ
*** Guo reunues ºf LGL Geoff a dº. -s tº uly-49*Law.5, ºr
ºf Lefs or 1905é8.3.2.5. wºefurse, e.a. s. Argºna CŞū -º

be estimated, are alike unmeasurable and unsearchable; and from the con
templation of which our minds would recoil, were we not favored with further

and to put him to grief, and to lay on him the iniquity of us all! The love
here spoken of, and the nature and extent of the sacrifice by which it is to
discoveries. But when we turn our attention to the result of this peculiar exhiti
tion of God's love to men, we not only become reconciled to it, but are made

aſ “Gºcol-u Ga ºvajº º put tae-à Q sº-y-uſtº -ø/0s. A

to feel, that “the Lord God of Hosts is wonderful in counsel, and excellent

tº s?” tºG...iſ a -sai segº -øya, Galºv. 9 - Q+ iº-A, sº isoa5 & L
3.34 ºf £4 & Fit LoffAAu Gairaraff as arr. Wojä80ſ as Qaras ºn 3

in working.” For in this mystery of love and sacrifice, we discover the
central point from which the perfection of the Godhead will be so exhibit

2-4 5.5; Asā4 & Gaſ & 19, QcAA e-sº soutujiºarai is a t +905é | ed as in the highest possible degree to secure God's last end in creation, to
wit,
an exhibition of himself to his creatures, as will bring to the vir
*Ga* 9-u.E. 5-C5 is rewruopiº sº so scº’s 35-a -a duº-Gua-sºr tuoussuch
intelligences of his vast dominion everlasting joy and blessedness, and
•ºut 1905& Lº sº. Gessº ºpson 1969 -º alsº #354 * * Leº & secure from them in return never ending, but endlessly increasing ascrip
*—#4 off cº-º-º-º- pºsiń, -a as 38,5382 car; 55.434 tions of thanksgiving and praise. It was most appropriate, therefore, when
God the Father sent forth his only begotten Son into the world, that there
<ssi & 4 ºr Lot 4905é35ue. -º a guao ºr u upswipº Lor-w, w Tay, 54.5
L. 9 star 95 sell Say Assºry ºr ºr Q4 rºaſt ºf G aſ Qs ºrož should appear “a multitude of the heavenly hosts praising God and saying
Glory to God in the highest; peace on earth and good will to men.” Sure
+ £GA assºr su. A so guao-5.59 as sºoyºAAA*** A few ºf Lesſ ly
in all this we can find nothing that is either “objectionable” or “re

•A 3 struc Lºšº, Sr. & sº ºf Low F4 re-8-ou arope. Way

pulsive.”—And as little shall we find that is objectionable if we turn our

–6 Gº-oop.º.A.E #3 ºn Aégé.5 arésé947 &c., 30+.
505 is rew ugpa ar QL. p-u ºr lo.u.G-flºpää (9–1705 ºr **** *

attention to another, and to an equally mysterious exhibition of love and
sacrifice. viz. The incarnation and death of the Son of God.

For it was

•º Q–94.5 tº G-1 re-e-eir soft-iā,5 &Q5ur-e ā, Q = q &A gº,
Gure-la L91041, Assor tº Gºo ºr. 2, sº Ló ‘PC5 A tº a sur
Qal& Cº, ºr sº * * Q-6A. A. e-co Leº Laº Lº °–74--asſ-A
& 5 Gist (A.E.C.G. , t , º, ºf Lºw T.&G – tº -a <19–1705 - A

secured to him by promise and by oath, that he should “see of the travail

* * * g Guſ & #3, #24 & 20 sea, A.E #Q = 7&sji=3,…. & so e
& #4, dr & Juab G-cre ºut-ſº-o-uſ; £a'Goo Guru. G5%-ºcoa,

that is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow
—and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory

A.f4 59-1953 &Q's "sºrº + º-, wºn–3.5 stºué Fror & .

of God the Father ” In accordance with this will be the everlasting song:

tº -2.Éay&#A Quettº &oº & Lasa'opé.5, gºod J&Gew Guo 1.5
**@ & co., 1955-59A A34 ºf £3,0soA # * rests; G – "op.3, 4,

of his soul and be satisfied.” It was “ſor the joy that was set before him,
he endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand
of the throne of God.” “He humbled himselſ unto death, even the death

of the cross, wherefore God hath highly exalted him and given him a name

“Unto him that loved us aud washed us from our sins in his own blood, and

FA # & Cº Lºvé G FA § 04: 1 (2,3, § 1 C L ré & LT; uſ...} = 59 p.º. 3

hath made us kings and priests unto God aud his Father; to him be glory
and dominion,”—for, “Worthy is the lamb that was slain to receive power
and riches and wisdom and strength and honor and glory and blessing.”

sº th 9055 Lºcoa L T Los -º air & # 9aº; 1995.&Gures T.E QA rº

This is the Lord and Master whom we are commanded to follow, and whom

Atºs T.E. Loß-oud-19- Jar is dº Lº-L-JJura A •A qui, Lºſ Tuca,

it is our duty and privilege to imitate, “ſor if we suffer with him we shall
also reign with him.” He who is invested with all power both in heaven
and in earth, hath declared; “To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with
me in my throne; even as I overcame and am set down with my Father in

-gañº ºr à 93.5 Q-ſ (53 sº, a 94.5-5 fl. 3.5 -º-º-e); 4.5 &
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his throne.”

We are again brought to the same practical conclusion as before: “If
God so loved us we ought also to love one another.” “Let the same mind”
be in you that was in Christ Jesus. So far as this “mind” prevails annong

men, so far, from the very nature of the case, must Christianity tend to
propagate itself, and to render Missionary enterprises co-extensive with the
habitable earth.

But if it was “for the joy that was set before him,” that the Son of God
“endured the cross, despising the shame,” and iſ it was because Moses
had but a due respect to the recompense of reward, that he chose rather
“to suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of
sin for a season,” may it not with some show of reason be asked whether
this boasted principle of Christian benevolence, be any thing more after all,
than a refined principle of supreme selfishness? This gives me occasion to
say, and I entreat that the saying may sink down deeply into your minds,

Qam As refle & As is, 3 sº Gajºw sºrºugA arº ºr aspſ
•r Asº, Sassºm 1904&oiré àrt
tº oth GLírguſ & e-col-soucis & # sm are thºut 45 ºr élé

that the difference between the selfish and the benevolent,

& aſ sº a Q4, duQ alsº p-u...?

not that the former gains and the latter loses; just the reverse of this is true.

the man whº

loves and pleases himself and the man who loves and pleases his Maker, is

P-5ugºm Iraolás.—MORNING

maſs

The whole matter of final loss or gain, -of a man's acceptance or non-ac

ceptance in the sight of God, is suspended upon the nature of the ultimate
object of his pursuit and the motive by which he is influenced in pursuing that

object. whoever finds his chief pleasure in honoring his Maker and in pro
mºting the highest welfare of his ſellow men, under the influence of love to
God and man, secures for himself all that his nature can receive or enjoy
both for time and for eternity; and this is true altho' in the pursuit of this

object he may be called to sacrifice his ease, his property or his life; while
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The principal studies are, Arithmetic, according to the English system;
Geography, and Astronomy, with some higher branches of Tamil study.
On the Sabbath, the scholars are formed into a Sunday School, and at
tend entirely to studies of a religious nature, after which they remain in
attendance upon public worship.
3. Tamil Free Schools. –The whole number of Free Schools is 30:

of which four are exclusively for girls.
The whole number of boys attending these schools has been 1744, the
Of whole number about 1100 have

every successful effort of a selfish man does but carry him further and further

average monthly attendance 1200.

from the fountain of blessedness aud increase his danger of final ruin.
While the earth in her orbit is prompt to move in obedience to the law
which the Creator has ordained, she accomplishes her high destiny, and
shares to the full in the order and harmony and glory of the system of which

continued in the schools from the beginning to the close of the year. A
very large majority of the scholars, including all except one or two of the
lowest classes, read and commit to memory daily portions of Scripture.

The books used have been Genesis and Exodus, Samuel, and the Gospel

by St. Luke. A compend of Scripture History, Geography, portions of the
she is a part. But iſ in violation of law, she insists upon becoming herself poetical
works of some of the most unexceptionable Tamil authors, and
the centre of attraction to other and far nobler bodies than herself, then

every successful effort she might seem to make, would but ensure and has

several catechisms, containing compends of the facts and doctrines of the

ten her own ruin and tend to introduce confusion throughout the doininions

sacred Scriptures.

of God. But the law of gravitation cannot be of greater importance than the

4. Charity Boarding School for Girls.—This School has been under
the care of Mrs. WARD and contains 17 Scholars.

Mrs WA R D has spent

law of love.

Who then that is wise, will deliberately propose himself as the centre

several hours daily in the instruction of the children. Arithmetic, Reading

of attraction and live unto himself? and who but the selfish and the foolish
can object to self-denials and sacrifices even unto death, when his own e
ternal destiny and the destiny of his fellow men and the honor of his God

and Writing in English and Tamil; the compend of Scripture History, His
tory of Birds and Geography, and the Scriptures, both in English and Tamil
have formed their daily studies. The girls have also been instructed in
needle-work and spinning, and also in such domestic duties as will fit them

Yours very truly,

are at stake.

Tillipally, Aug. 27, 1343.

D. Poor.

for usefulness when they shall hereafter become heads of families.

A commodious building has been erected the past year for the use of the
The following abstract of a statement of schools under the care of the
American Madura Mission for the year 1842, will be read with interest

School, at an expense of Rps. 1000. At times a number of the girls have
been the subjects of deep religious impressions.
DINDIGUL.

by our readers. A few years ago, a printed book in Tamil was scarcely

Rev. N. M. CRAN E and Rev. J. J. Lawn Ence,—Missionaries.
1. Charity Boarding School for Boys.—This School has 45 boys.

to be ſound in the district of Madura, and of course, there were very few
who could read the printed character. The introduction of printed

Near the close of the year, a class of 10 boys was removed from it to form

books, was at first regarded by the people as a dangerous innovation and it

part of the Mission Seminary, at that time established, but the number has

was not till they had obtained printed copies of some of their standard works

been wholly, or in part, filled up by others who have since been adumitted.

and saw how vastly superior in point of convenience and intelligibleness,

a profession of their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, of whom two are now

they were to the ola leaves with which they had been familiar, that this pre
judice was removed. By the summary appended to this Report, it appears

in the service of the Mission as Catechists.

that there were in the Seminary at the time the Report was published 34

Pupils; in the boys' boarding school 134; Girls' do. 34; English Day
Schools 120; Tamil Free Schools, Girls 200, Boys 3,453; number of
Readers 2,000; number engaged in studying the Scriptures 1,499. The

amount expended on these various institutions in 1842, was £1200 5s. 8d.
Since the publication of this Report some changes have taken place in
the Mission—Mr. Ward has been removed from Madura to Madras, and

Mr. Crane from Dindigul to Madura.
We beg our native readers to ponder the question—what ought we

The School was commenced in 1837. Several of the pupils have made

Both Tamil and English studies are pursued in the School.
2 charity Boarding School for Girls, under the care of Mrs. Law
RENc E, numbers 17 pupils, who have been instructed both in Tamil and
English, and also in needle-work and domestic duties.
JA Select School for Pariah Children, of both sexes has been con

ducted under the superintendence of Mr. Law R.E.Nc E. The present No.
of Scholars is 23. They are taught the rudiments of English, together
with a better course of Tamil instruction than they could obtain in the
Free Schools.

Free Schools.—Of these there are 20, containing 554 scholars, of whom
between 40 and 50 are girls. Average attendance 400, of whom about one
halſ are able to read.
Madura.

reasonably to conclude concerning a system of religion—which not only
authorises but impels its adherents to this kind of effort for the good of others
with whom they have no natural connection—to whose language they are
strangers—to whose customs and feelings their own are entirely repugnant.
Does not common sense every where pronounce—that iſ the fruit be good
the tree must be good also? Why then this opposition—this prejudice against
the Christian faith and doctrine? if its effects are good—itself is good, and
we are bound to receive it as from God, and acknowledge his goodness in
the gift.

The studies are the same as in the Free Schools at
TIRUPOOVANUM.

Rev. C. F. Muzzy,

Missionary.

1. The Boys' charity Boarding School, has contained 47 boys, some
of whom have been removed by parents or dismissed on other accounts.
The studies have been reading, writing, and translating both in English and
Tamil; English Grammar, Geography, and Arithmetic, and daily reading
and committing to memory the Scriptures, both in their native language
and in English. One of the larger boys has recently made a public ac
knowledgement of his faith in Christ, by uniting with the Church.
2. A Day School for Girls. taught by a Christian teacher on the Mis
sion compound, and under the care of Mrs. Muzzy, contains between 30
and 40 scholars. The children take their food and sleep with their parents,

Statement of Schools under the care of the American
Madura Mission, 1842.
MAD URA.

Rev. R O Dwight and F. D. W. WARD,-JMissionaries.

but spend nearly the whole day under the superintendance of their teacher.
Mrs. Muzzy also spends one or two hours with them daily, hearing their
recitations and instructing them in religious truth.
8. Tamil Free Schools, of which there are 13 in operation. These

1. English School.—This school has been in operation since 1835 and
contains at present rather more than 100 pupils. Mr. WA ad has usually
spent several hours each day in the instruction of the first class; the other

and the whole number, who have remained in the Schools from the begin

classes have pursued both their English and Tamil studies more immediate

of whom between 100 and 200 read and commit portions of Scripture to

contains 488 scholars, of whom 30 are girls. Average attendence 30S,

ning to the close of the year is 156. About 300 scholars are able to read,

ly under the care of Native teachers, but daily examined by Mr. W. The

memory. Two of the teachers, ſprimerly heathem, are now members of

scholars are principally from the highest classes of the people.

the Church.

The Bible has been in hands of the pupils, and its doctrines and precepts
have been inculcated not only on the sabbath, but from day to day.
2. Central School, having for its object to secure to the more advanced

boys of the Free Schools, a better education than they can elsewhere ob
tain, has been commenced the past year by Mr. Dwight. The boys re
main connected with the Free Schools, but spend a part of each day on
the Mission compound, under the instruction of able teachers.

SIVAGUNGA.

Rev. HENRY CH E R Ry,–.Mission try

1. Boys' charity School.—This School contains 35 boys, whose studies
are similar to those of the other Boarding Schools. Several of the boys
connected with the School, having given satisfactory evidence of eonver
sion have been admitted to the Church.

2. A Girls' Day School, containing 20 scholars, is taught daily on
the Mission premises, and superintended by Mrs. CHERRY. They remain

IS6
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with their teacher the whole day, with the exception of an hour at noon.
3. Wine Tamil Free Schools for Boys, containing 280 scholars, of
whom 250 on an average are daily in the Schools.
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A part of the scholars

from each school are brought to the Mission House daily for examination
and instruction. Sometime since, one of the teachers, a young man of
much promise, became a Christian, was baptized and admitted to the ordin
ances of the Church; in consequence of this, his school was broken up,
and he was not allowed even to enter the school house. He remained firm,
however, amidst all the persecution he was called to endure. After a short
time, the storm blew over, his scholars returned, and he has now one of
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the most flourishing schools at the station.
TIRUMANGALUM.

REv. Willi AM TRAcy, Missionary.
1. Twelve Tamil Schools, of which 10 have been continued through

*-ā ºr 48.54 a £1.0 A.

the whole year. The number of scholars taught has been 371, of whom a
few have been girls. Average attendance 300; of the whole number, 236

R. F.

* -º-to a Gue&_&gés ſº pses aſh

have continued in the schools from the commencement to the close of the

+ º-'-(5-calºr.o.º. ºn uſ a tir, Le Lºgº

year; 140 can read with ease, and between 100 and 200 read and commit
to memory portions of Scriptures, as part of their regular lessons; and the
remainder, together with other studies, commit to memory Catechisms,
containing the principal facts and doctrines of the Bible.
2. Boys’ Charity Boarding School,-41 boys have been connected
with this school the past year, of whom 17 were renaoved at the commence
ment of the Seminary, leaving 24 the present number. In several instan
ces applicants for admission have been refused on account of their age, as
it has not been thought expedient to admit any except those who are quite
young. Since the commencement of the school, 7 of its pupils have made
a public profession of their faith in Christ, and tho’ some of them have been
severely tried, they have hitherto witnessed a good confession, and walked
worthy of that holy name whereby they have been called.
Seminary.—During the past year, it was found that the most forward
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boys in several schools had made such progress in their studies as to render
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it expedient to commence a Seminary, in which they inay pursue studies
of higher order, under the care of one or more of the Missionaries, whose
time will be principally devoted to their instruction.

34 boys have been brought together from the Boarding Schools at Din
digul, Tirupoovanum, and Tiroomangalum, and placed under the care of
Mr. TRAcy, at the last mentioned place. The permanent location of the
institution will be at Madura. The time of the scholars is at present occupi
ed with reading, writing, and composition in Tamil and English, translating
from English into Tamil, and from Tamil to English; Grammar and Geog- |

raphy, History, Elements of Astronomy, Algebra, and Euclid, with one
or two practical works in Tamil.
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Rules for the CoNduct of A CHRISTIAN Life.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson Esq.

I conclude, by offering two rules, whereby you may be
enabled to perform the ordinary actions of your life which

occur every day, after the best and most perfect manner.
The first I shall give you in this matter is, to keep a live
ly sense of God's Omnipresence upon your minds; always
to remember, that he sees all your ways, and is privy to all
your thoughts, and that nothing is hid from his all-seeing
eye. The philosopher could propose to us, as a means of
virtue, to imagine some person of great merit, and for whom
we have a profound respect, always before us, and to accus
tom ourselves to speak and act in such a manner, as that we
might procure his approbation. If such an imaginary scheme
was capable of producing any good effect, what influence
must the presence of an infinite, wise, and holy God have up
on us?

The second rule I shall give you is, frequently to call to
mind the certainty of death, and the uncertainty of that time
we have to continue in this world.

We often hear of some
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body or other that is taken off by sudden death, and that which
befals one man today, may befal thee to-morrow. God has
in great mercy to us, made the hour of death uncertain, that
|*GoGo
& Lºa & Gºrgās; agous “Galous: £3, -gal
we might not be tempted to abuse our time, but might be al # *ÁAQa'
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There is no method more certain to know whether we walk

upright before God, than to consider whether we are in such

u14 tº uſ fºul-Gaerly-w.º.

a condition as to be ready to die whenever God thinks fit:
and the best way to clear this matter is, to reflect whether in
our present circumstances and in the constant course of our

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
-

God a Father to true Believers.

daily actions, death would not surprise us. Now, if we find

“Thus saith the Lord, Israel is my son, even my first born.” Ex. iv. 22.
“Ye are the Children of the Lord your God.” Deut. xiv. 1.

any thing that would trouble us upon its approach, let us
quit it immediately, and do that now, which upon such an

and Israel acknowledge us not, thou O Lord, art our Father, our Redeem

occasion we should wish to have done.

er.” Isa. lxiii. 16.
“Our Father which art in heaven.” Matt. vi. 9.

“Doubtless thou art our Father, though Abraham be ignorant of us,

“Jesus said, I ascend to my Father and your Father; to my God and

£5a);Eauár L;1&rarigºrºu?5ääGaucín ÓGiddirt ºffi'i

your God.” John xx. 17.

be aAlmighty.”
Father unto
ye shall be myy sons and daughters
saith“Ithewill
Lord
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The art of conquering an enemy by means of an affected friendship.
Concluded from page 169.
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What will all the external members (of the body) awaii
those who are destitute of love, the internal member of
Drew.
the body.

What though the body each perfection own
If in the breast, the beauty of the minds
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Sweet love exist not.
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That body which is the dwelling of a soul came in the
path of love; the body of those who are without love is
Drew.
merely bone covered with skin.
That breast alone contains a living soul
Which love inspires; void of this genial warmth
Ellis.

'Tis bone o'erlaid with skin.
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(Abridged from the Colombo Observer.)

through the medium of a Deputy, which he moved might

Legislatire Council. —Aug. 14th The Queen's Advocate be read
moved the first reading of the following Ordinances
The Governor enquired whether the petition had reference
“To amend in certain respects the constitution of the Su to any particular Ordinance now before the council.
| Mr. S. Casie Chitty replied that it had reference to the
preme Court ’’
“An Ordinance to make certain alterations in the consti
tution of District Courts.”
“An Ordinance for the establishment of Courts of infe

| Ordinances in general, and particularly to those affecting the
judicial system.
The Governor stated that there would be no objection

rior civil jurisdiction, to be called Courts of Requests ''

whatever to receive a Petition, provided it was in a proper

‘‘Ordinance for the establishment of Police Courts.”

shape.

“An Ordinance for the creation of justices of the peace.”
“An Ordinance for the creation of clerks of the peace ’’
“An Ordinance for providing in certain respects for the
more efficient administration of justice in criminal cases.”
“An Ordinance to provide for the better holding of In

Mr. S. Casie Chitty observed that he was merely request
ed to present the petition, but that he was not going to sup
port it.

-

Mr. Dias having seconded the motion for the reading of
the Petition it was accordingly read by the Clerk of the
| Council.

quests ''

The motion being seconded by the Colonial Secretary, was . | The Queen's Advocate moved the second reading of the
passed. They were then read in succession by the Clerk Ordinance, “To amend in certain respects the constitution
of the Council.
of the Supreme Court.”
On the fifth clause of the first of the above mentioned Or

The council having resolved itself into a Committee, on

dinances being read, Mr. Armitage presented a petition (un
derstood to be ſrom Mr Langs!ow and moved that it be
read to the Council. The Governor decided that the proper
time for reading the petition would be on the second reading

the motion of the Government Agent. Colombo, the Clerk ºf
the Cºuncil proceeded to read the different clauses.
| cussion.

of the Ordinances, which was fixed for the 17th inst

|

Tuesday flug. 15th.—The proceedings of the last meeting

The first four Clauses were read and passed without dis
After the fiſh Clause had been read, Mr Jºrmitage mov

ed that before the Council proceeded to vote on the Clause,
|| the Petition given by him three days ago be read, and that
| the prayer of it be adopted.
After some lengthened remarks from the Colonial Secre
tary in explanation of the case, and in opposition to the pray

having been read, the Queen's Advocate moved the first read
ing of the Ordinance, “for declaring what witnesses shall
be entitled to the payment of their expenses by the Fiscal
in respect to their attendance at criminal sessions of the Su
| er of the Petitioner the motion that he be heard before the
preme Court.”
In doing so, he spoke as follows:
| council was put and rejected by a majority of one.
The main object of this Ordinance is to regulate the pay ! It was then moved by Mr Armitage, and seconded by Mr.
ment of witnessess summoned before the Supreme Court

Giffening, that the 5th Clause be altogether left out.--

at the instance of prisoners I believe the council is fully
After some remarks by the Colonial Secretary on the du
aware of the great abuse which exists in the summoning of ties of members in relation to petitions they are called to
unnecessary witnesses. I may say in plain terms that such | present, the petition was read by the Clerk.
is the present state of things in relation to this subject, that. The Petition was from R. Langslow Esq. District Judge
if any body wishes to make a trip to the place where the ses- of the South Court of Colombo, praying that the section of

sions of the Supreme Court are holden, either from curiosity

the Bill under a second reading might be omitted, or that he

or idleness, or because he has business to transact there, he

might be heard in person before the council, on the ground

has nothing to do but give some prisoner a hint or a shilling || that it effected the right guarantied to him by the Secretary
to put him on his list of witnesses, and he will have an op of State of succeeding, in case of a vacancy, to the judgeship
portunity of travelling there comfortably at the expense of of the Supreme Court. Remarks were made in opposition to the
the Government —This state of things cannot be allowed motion by tha Colonial Secretary and by the Queen's Ad
to go on.--It is accordingly the object of this Ordinance to vocate, and in favourofit by Mr. Dias and Mr Darley, when
provide that none but necessary witnesses shall receive any the motion was put and rejected by a mijority of three
The fiſth Clause then passed.
allowances from Government; and it lays down the fitting
| The sixth and seventh Clauses were read and passed with
rules for ascertaining who are necessary witnesses.
The Colonial Secretary having seconded the motion for the out discussion.
first reading of the Bill, it was accordingly read
On the reading of the eighth Clause an amendment was
The Queen's Advocate then moved the first reading of the proposed by Mr. Dias and seconded by Mr Armitage, which
-

Ordinance “for establishing an efficient Police in certain
towns,” &c.

-

* The Colonial Secretary having seeonded the motion with
a few remarks, it was read. The council then adjourned to

on being put to vote was rejected by a majority of five.
The ninth Clause was read and passed.

Mr. Giffening proposed the omission of the 10th Clause
which on being put to the vote was rejected by a majority of

Thursday the 17th Aug. After the proceedings of the last nine. Eleventh to sixteenth Clauses read and passed without
meeting had been read, Mr. Simon Casie Chilly presented | discussion.
Mr. Dias offered an amendment on the seventeenth Clause
a petition from certain Landholders, Traders, and others,
praying to be allowed to state certain things to the Council " which was seconded by Mr Armitage. On being put to
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the last meeting, which was seconded by Mr.
ing put, it was lost by a majority of one.

vote the amendment was lost by a majority of five.
The 18th 19th and 20th clauses were read and passed with
out discussion.

Dias.

On be

The 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th clauses passed without discus

siou.

The Government Agent, Colombo— proposed as the date
when the Ordinance was to come into operation, could not
now be filled up, that it should be referred to a Sub-Com
mittee along with the other Ordinances.
The Colonial Secretary – thought that this course would
be attended with some inconvenience, as the Council would

Mr. Dias proposed an amendment on the 9th clause

contending that to delegate to the Supreme court the fram
ing of the Rules and Orders of the District Courts would di
vest the Council of its powers and privileges.
Mr. Giffening seconded the amendment; the motion was

| put, and negatived by a majority of 2.
The 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th clauses were read and pass
ed without discussion. An amendment was offered by Mr.
Giffening on the 14th clause, and seconded by Mr. Dias—
which was carried with only one dissenting voice.
The remaining clauses were read and the Ordinances

have again to go thro’ the whole Ordinances in case the Sub
Committee made any amendments. He thought the best
thing to do would be to refer the Ordinance to the Judges
of the Supreme Court before the third reading.
The Governor –moved that the Committee on this Ordin

passed.

ance do adjourn.

The Court of Request's Ordinance was then read a second
His Eccellency—then moved the second reading of the
“‘Ordinance to make certain alterations in the
of the District Courts ''

Constitution time; the first 12 clauses were passed without discussion.
On the 13th clause, Mr. Giffening moved an amendment,
-

which was seconded by Mr. Dias— “That any party may
The Clerk of the Council – accordingly proceeded to read appear by counsel or otherwise, and the unsuccessful party
the different Clauses.
shall pay costs.”
It was contended by the favorers of the amendment that

The first Clause was read and passed.
On the Second Clause

|

The Queen's Jīdvocate—stated that he had an amendment

the clause as it stood gave too much power to the judge,

tº propose on this clause, which did not affect the principle

which might be mischievously used, and that the presence of
counsel would prevent the judge from abusing his power.

of the Ordinance and he felt persuaded that it was extremely
desirable to adopt it. There were two or three other amend

On the other hand it was contended that the act was thus

ments of a similar nature which he had to submit for the con
sideration of the Council.

These amendments were the results of suggestions from
District Judges and other competent authorities.
The Colonial Secretary—in reading the amendment obser
ved, that it did not affect the principle of the Ordinance, but
only made the matter more clear; District Courts were relie
ved from all preliminary enquiries, which were to be done
by Police Courts and Justices of the Peace.
JMr. Armitage—thought, as the amount of alteration in
volved in these amendments was so great, it would be bet
ter to hand over this and the other Ordinances to a Sub
Committee for consideration.

framed to protect the community from the impositions of

Proctors, who were said to be, at the out-stations, unprin
cipled and vexatious in their proceedings—“without com
punction, receiving bribes from both parties.”—Mr. Moo
yart said he could prove if necessary--that “in the Central
Province a client must first deposit a sum of money in the
Proctor's hands without obtaining any receipt for it, and af
ter prosecuting a suit for any period should the unfortunate
client urge for a settlement and to be ſurnished with the ac
count, he is ordered out of the Proctor’s house.”

On the motion being put the amendment was lost.
The remainder of the clauses were read and passed with.
out discussion.

The Police Court’s Ordinance was then introduced The

The Queen's Advocate — concurred in the expediency of re
ferring the Ordinances to a Sub-Committee.

The Government dgent, Colombo—also thought it very de
sirable to adopt this course. The Ordinances could again
be discussed in full Committee, and the amendments recom

mended either adopted or rejected, and iſ the alternative

proposed be printed in the margin of the Ordinances, the

clauses to the 13th, were read and passed. Mr. Dias propos
ed an amendment on the 14th clause, seconded by Mr. S.
Chitty, “to allow appeal in cases where corporal punishment
was awarded.” On being put the amendment was lost by a
majority of 6 An amendment was offered on the 16th clause
which was also lost.

The justices of the Peace Ordinance was then read and

Council would at once see the amendments.

passed, and also the clerks of the Peace Ordinance.
The Colonial Secretary—observed that the Rules and
Orders required that the Ordinances should be read in Coun
cil before they could be referred to a Sub-Committee.
To save time, it was therefore resolved that the marginal

The clauses in the Ordinance for the more efficient pro
vision of justice in criminal courts, was read to the 31st,

Tuesday 5th Sept—Upon the motion of the Governor, the
Council resolved itself into a Committee.—Cn reading the

when a long and desultory conversation ensued on the lia
bility of naval and military medical officers being compell
ed to attend upon the order of a justice of the Peace, after
which the council adjourned till one o'clock on Wednesday.
Wednesday, 6th August.--The council met pursuant to
adjournment. The proceedings of the last meeting were
read by the clerk. The Ordinance for the holding of inquests
was introduced Mr. Armitage presented a petition from
several medical practitioners and moved that it be read, be
fore proceeding to the several clauses of the ordinance in
troduced. Mr. Darly seconded the motion.
Mr. Giffening presented another petition against the Or.
dinance signed by many respectable persons, and moved that
it be read. Both petitions were then read.

3d Clause of the District Courts’ Ordinance, Mr Giffening
repeated his motion for the amendment he had proposed at

The Colonial Secretary—If any individual can bring forward
any specific grievance, or shew that his individual interest

notes be read.

The Ordinances were then referred to a Sub-Committee
and the following Gentlemen appointed members thereof
Mr. C. D. As
* {
Giffe Nixo
tº t
DARLEY
t

Mr. Dyke
‘‘ A. BULLER
‘‘ A NSTRUTHER

Gibsox

The Council adjourned to this day week.
Thursday ſlug 24 —For want of a Reporter no account is
iven of this day’s proceedings.
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part of a medical man would frequently be the means of

Inay perhaps arise to call for a special remedy—but this screening a murderer from justice - very frequently the prin
asking to be heard by counsel on the part of individuals with cipal proof of a murder rests with a doctor.
JM. Gibson.— Instead of lessening the fine, which to a
out stating any specific grievance would, if allowed, be at
tended by the worst results, and whether individuals had griev medical man would be insignificant, it ought to be made com
ances or were urged by others to suppose they had, we | mensurate with the offence, which as described is of a very
-

should have the Council debating on each Ordinance, clause
by clause.

grave character.

Mr. A, mitage.—I am not for lessening the fine, but rath

The Queen's Advocate. By the Rules and Orders of the er for increasing it; but how is the coroner to distinguish a
Council no one can be heard by CCouncil unless a specific valid excuse from a feigned one? By the present construc

grievance can be proved as the result of the operation of any tion the most trifling cause may be alledged as an excuse
ordinance.
and admitted—a pimpie or scratch on the hand, the want
..Mr. Dias—It is right to allow every man to be heard by

of necessary instruments, a lucky headache, may free the

himself or Council where his interests are likely to be affec

medical mai, from attendance and preserve his pocket.
Mr. Darley —Supported the augument in favor of increas

ted, but as no specific grievance is mentioned 1 cannot vote
for the petition.

ing the fine.

-

JMr. Giffening. I do not support the prayer of the pe

The Gorernment 13&nt for the Central Prorince- I have

tition – I leave the merits of the Petition to be decided by
the Council. The clauses from 1 to 13, passed without dis

heard one medical Gentleman declare that he would rather pay
a fine of £5, than attend a post mortem examination under

cussion.

On reading the 14th clause Mr. Armitage said– I cannot
vote for the 14th clause in its present form. I propose that

many circumstances— therefore to make this, attendance
compulsory I propose that the fine be increased to £ 10.
Jir Dias.—'ſ merely want to have it defined to the Judge

the distance should not be limited, but that the words should
be omitted which limit the distance to which Medical men

how much he may fine the delinquent.
JMr. Gibson–As the infliction of the fine will come before

can be summoned, to 5 miles, and which relate to availing of a competent Court, the court will have at the same time to
the services of military and naval Medical men.
decide on the validity of the excuses offered.
JMr. Norris —The attendance of a medical man in all such
JMr. Dias--I agreed to this clause in the Sub-Committee
but all I have since heard has induced me to change my opi- | cases is of the highest importance, and his failing to do so
nion.
of corresponding magnitude.
The Queen's Advocate—This clause is certainly imperfect
JMr. Darley-Read the amendment that after the word
but it is as perfect as the circumstances of this Colony will | “thereof.” the words “not exceeding £10” be inserted and
allow. If we were as well off for Medical men here as they be omitted, which was carried.
On the i8th clause being read. - Mr. Armitage said I
are in England such a provision would be unnecessary. |
-

should wish to submit whether there is not some unfair
ness in giving the same fee to a native quack who adminis
at ion a Coroner may require. But in this country a Coroner ters decoctions, as to the regular Medical practitioner educa
may have to require the attendance of a Medical man 20 or ted at one of the Royal Colleges—I think some distinction
There, in every village is to be found a regularly educated

and competent medical man ready to perform every examin

30 miles from his place of residence—he must be absent 3

ought to be drawn.

or 4 days from his patients—-to their great risk and to the

jir. Gibson.—I have prepared an amendment which ||
think will meet this objection—I think it will be effected it

extreme detriment of the practitioner.

JMr. Darley —I regret I cannot concur with either of the
honorable gentleman—the amendment involves two points;
1st the distance—2nd the enforced attendance of Medical

military and naval men.
..Mr. Jirmitage—Withdrew his amendment when the two
amendments of Mr. Darley were moved to be substituted.
JVMr. Gibson—I am sure there is every desire on the part
of Government to secure competent Medical evidence wher
ever it is necessary—but it will be absurd to say we can carry
the compulsory system out.—Suppose a coroner issue his
warrant for a Medical man living in Jaffna to proceed to
Hambantotte or Caltura, is it likely this course could be
adopted? We must wait till the increase of Medical prac
titioners will enable us to meet all that is required.

The Governor—Suppose a Man of War arrives in this
Port, the Surgeon comes on shore, the coroner requires his
assistance in making a post mortem examination, but just
at that instant the Captain finds it necessary to put to sea;
is a Ship with 3 or 400 men to go to sea without the Surgeon
because a coroner has ordered his attendance elsewhere.

The amendments were put and lost—On the 15th clause
being read it was proposed by Mr. Dias, and seconded by
Mr. Darley to insert the words “not exceeding” before £5.
The Queen's ºldvocate —This is a very serious offence and
I beg Hon. Gentlemen to bear in mind that a refusal to at
tend an inquest or perform a permanent examination on the

-

the following words be added, “provided he be not the same

practitioner who attended the deceased at his death ºr at
any time after he received the injury of which he died.”
Mr. Armitage, Urged that the fee for a post morten
examination, with analysis of the stomach, should be increas
ed to £5, the fee at present allowed to competent persons.

JMr. Darley–Seconded the motion, and observed that as
the attendance was made compulsory the remuneration should
be adequate, for it frequently happened that these examina
tions from the rapidity with which decomposition set in,
were of the most sickening and revolting character.—On
being put, the amendment was lost.

JM, Darley. Having limited the provision for the atten
dance of Medical practitioners to a distance of 5 miles, we
ought to provide for their attendance a greater distance than
5 miles—I would propose therefore that the following words
be added to the 16th clause “Provided at the request of the
Coroner in the event of a medical practitioner willingly at

tending at a greater distance than 5 miles, he shall be paid
travelling expences for the additional distance at the rate of
2s per mile.”

Seconded by the Collector of Customs.
.Mr. Gibson. —I think this will be unfair towards the mem

bers of the Surveyor General's Department, and of the Com
missioner of Roads who are only allowed is per mile for their
travelling expenses.

mſaº 2
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..}ſr. Darley. —In explanation I beg to say that Govern strengthen the believer, to increase his piety, and to make him devotedly sin.
in the profession of the catholic faith.
ment servants have fixed duties to perform, the gentlemen cere
Now
to the point—We as Roman Catholic Christians, who are
alluded to have most probably their personal conveyances, requiredtotocome
make the Bible the rule of our life, and as unworthy sinners
whereas a Medical man, liable to a sudden call at all hours. whº depend for salvation only and exclusively on the sufferings and mer's
must frequently have to hire a conveyance at an exorbitant of Jesus Christ, can give the inquirers no other answer than direct them to
rate.

..Mr. Norris—I wish to observe that Government servants

that plain and simple one which the apostle gave to the Philippian gaoler
“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou and thy house shall be
saved” This belief or faith should be accompanied by an inward legenera

are paid for their time – Medical men lose their time while
travelling. Amendment passed.

* , and an internal and external conformity to the rules and doctrines of the

On reading the 18th clause it was moved by the Govern
ment Agent of the Central Province and seconded by the

94tholic Church as far as they are not repugnant to the rules of Holy writ.
With this belief also the reader is required to meditate always and conse.

Government Agent of the Western Province to add to the

quently every day on the sufferings and death of Christ, which procured
redemption to lost and rebellious sinners. All other doctrines of the Cath

clause the words “with or without hard labor "

..Mr. Gibson –The fact is, simple imprisonment is no pun
ishment at all—it is only feeding a man at the expence of
Government.

Amendment carried.

tion, an open profession of, and baptism in the name of the blessed Redeem

olic Church are not essential for salvation.
This is the inain doctrine taught by her as essential for salvation. Aſ
ºthers are subservient to this.

That this is the main point of the Catholic

Church and her doctrines, will be fully proved by a Catechism “on Faith,”

On reading the 21st clause the Agent for the Central

which is contained in a book entitled ‘843 on 5–7 af2 = ... tº .” Some of

Province moved an amendment that the word “five” be al

the Protestants as they are not perfectly acquainted with the doctrines of the
Catholic Church, and hence in a great measure prejudiced against it, will

tered to “Ten.”

.Mr. Gibson — I may as well observe that it was fixed at
f5 because it left it in the power of the Police Courts to de
cide the case in a summary manner—if raised to £10, it be
co:mes a District Court affair and the summary jurisdiction
is prevented. Amendment withdrawn.

.Mr. Mooyaart pointed out an omission in the 4th clause
of the Ordinance which had escaped observation—that al
though it was binding on all persons to give information im
mediately a dead body was discovered, still no penalty was
attached to enforce compliance, and moved an amendment
to the 24th clause to remedy the omission.
JMr. Gibson supported the amendment and admitted its ne
cessity. The Ordinance was then passed.

be surprised to see this doctrine as taught by the Catholic Church. To re
move such prejudices from Protestant minds, I thought of subjoining to this
a translation of the said Catechism, but I am afraid I shall not, by length.
ening out these remarks, meet with due attention. I shall therefore reserve

it for another paper, which, if the inquirers are heathens, will fully explain
to them those points which are essentially requisite for salvation.
Hoping that you will give insertion to these imperfect lines.
I remain yours truly,

Jaffnapattam, Aug. 23, 1843.

A CATHolic Boy.

(Remarks by the Editor.)

We are much obliged to our Correspondent for the promptitude with
which he has met the request made in our last number. If he is to be
credited, the Roman Church, is far more scriptural than it is generally
supposed to be; and between it and the Protestant Church there is no im

The Ordinance for the Payment of Witnesses by the Fis portant difference. The Protestant view of the way of salvation is perfect
cal was then brought forward.
On the reading of one clause JMr. Gibson said I merely
wish to add a few words to this clause to prevent any quack

ly agreeable to the Scriptural requirement he has quoted, and to the state
ment that “this belief or faith should be accompanied by an inward regen
eration, an opeu Profession of, and baptism in the name of the blessed Re

getting placed on the same footing as an educated practition deemer and an internal and external conformity to the rules and doctrines
er, which will be effected by an amendment to the effect that
unless the Judge is satisfied that the Medical attendant is a
duly qualified person he is to be paid on the same footing as
Coinmon Witnesse S.

of the Catholic Church as far as they are not repugnant to the rules of
Holy writ.” Reserving to himself the right of judging as to the repugnancy
of the rules and doctrines of the Roman Church with scripture, the Protes.

The Governor asked whether the Native Practitioners took

tant will readily grant his assent to the truth of this statement of the way

out any licence or warrant to practice.
The Treasurer–None; any one may practice who pleases
and the result may well be imagined.

other
doctrines” “are not essential to salvation.” The only point where a dif
ference can arise is in regard to the right of private judgement on the
of salvation, and will unite with the Romanist in asserting that “all

The amendment was agreed to and the Ordinance passed.

Scriptural character of the doctrines and rules of the Church.

Protestants

hold—that this right of private judgement is inviolable, and as lawfully ex

The Council then adjourned till 1 o'clock on Friday, then
to meet for the purpose of receiving the Report of the Sub

ercised in the weighty matters of the soul as in the common affairs off.

Committee on the Police Courts Ordinance.

every man being responsible to God only for its abuse.

To the Editor of the Morning Star.

The Romanists discard this doctrine, and falsely assuming that the Church
(by which it is difficult to determine whether is meant the Pope—or the
Council, or both conjointly, or the universal Church) cannot err in its de

f) EAR SIR,

In compliance with your request I beg to send the following answer to
the inquiry “what a man must do to be saved?” which, if it should meet
with your approbation, I hope you will insert in your impartial paper. But
before I touch upon the subject I should, to do justice to the church to which
I belong, notice one impropriety in the statement that the answer should be
“according to the teaching of our priests and sacred books.” Our priests
and books, your readers should remember, are not, as many of the Protes
tants have unfairly represented them, to the exclusion of the Bible, the rules
of our life. In the conduct of our priests tºere are, we admit, many irreg
ularities to be observed, inasmuch as they do not properly manage the
trust committed to them and are not actively and diligently employed in the

cisions—receive Scripture in the precise sense in which it is interpreted in
the books of the Church, reckoning it a sin of vital magnitude to interpret
it otherwise.

From this point proceed most of the important differences between Ro
manists and Protestants. By this we may account for the activity and zeal
of Protestants in giving circulation to the Holy Scriptures, that all men may
read, understand, and follow the true way; and the hostility of the Roman.
ists to all such efforts, knowing as they do, the great danger that mary cf
their dogmas would be rejected, if the people were encouraged to read the
Scriptures, and exercise their own understanding in determining their

teaching of the purely Gospel doctrines of the catholic church, but they are
not allowed “to establish their own doctrines,” and, thereby, “to make

meaning.

the law of God of none effect.” Nor are our sacred books designed to
supersede the law of God, but on the contrary, as books of inorality to

Liberty of Conscience, is the peculiar glory of Protestantism. Author
ity to bind the Conscience is claimed by the Roman Church and is fun

wn ºntº
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damental to its existence. Gregory xvi. in an encyclic letter dated 15th
Aug. 1832, addressed to all Patriarchs, archbishops and bishops censures

is ºut-- LAA = A £a -ãº 3G+92

the principle of allowing liberty of conscience to the people as “absurd,
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erroneous and delirious, derived from the corrupt sources of indifferentism.”
It is strange that those whose religious faith is sustained by the same de
clarations of Holy writ, and who hold in substance the same doctrine as fund
amental, should in their principles so far diverge as to be mortal antagonists.
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salvation; and though a protestant declare his belief in Jesus Christ, and the
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necessity of regeneration, and obedience of the truth, so long as he refuses
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The Romanist holds—that out of the bosom of his Church there is no
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to allow the Roman church to determine the meaning of Scripture for him, he

is considered a heretic, guilty of mortal sin, and certainly to be lost if he
does not turn to the Catholic belief before he dies.

The Protestant holds, that faith in Christ and repentance alone, are es
sential to salvation, and that if the Romanist sincerely exercises these, his
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errors of belief however numerous and important, will not countervail the
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saving benefits of his faith and repentance. It is therefore believed and
hoped by Protestants, that many Catholics will be saved.
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Our readers, will, we hope, lay hold on the points deemed by both par.
ties essential to salvation, and judge as seems most consonant with reason
and Scripture between these differences. For ourselves we should as soon
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think of asking the Pope to eat our dinners for us and save us the trouble
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well known—that a most awful ignorance of the way of salvation pre
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vails among the lower order of Roman Catholics.—Those who are con
versant with the facts testify—that among them Christ is less honored
than the virgin Mary—and the word of God is less regarded than that of
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Correspondent, at whose door lies the sin of fostering this awful ignor
ance and error among the large mass of its community? From whom do they
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derive their current notions on religious subjects?–From whom else can
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entertained by the lower classes of Catholics on religious subjects, the study
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they derive them but from their authorized teachers? And if such erroneous

sentiments are perpetuated by either the instruction or neglect of instruction
of the authorized teachers of the people, how will they answer to God for
the souls that are lost through their instrumentality. Such notions as are
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and are infinitely outweighed by the good that is thus effected.
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We are most happy to give insertion to the following communication,
correcting the erroneous impression we gave publicity to in a late No. of the

5-39 is is useºwºff tº 6–1 tºo

Star, in our notice of the Plantation Mission, Kandy, that coolies on estates

sā, T.J. A. & sº-u Fºul!? widºwſ toº 6 a.o.

were employed on the Sabbath. We have understood that there are many
Europeans in India who reject the divine obligation of the Sabbath, and
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we have heard of one instance, at least, on the continent, where labourers
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were employed on that day. We are glad to know that such is not the prac
tice in Ceylon, and we hope it may never be. It wou'd be well, however,
for Proprietors of estates to consider whether they are not in a sense acces:
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sory to the profanation of the Sabbath by not removing the necessity. (i.
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it is in their power to remove it and we think it must be) of their laborers
flocking into I(andy “by thousands every Sunday to buy provisions for the
week.” Certainly every one who loves the sanctity and rest of the Sab
bath must feel that nothing is more dissonant to the proprieties of the day
than the scenes of a common native bazar.
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To the Editor of the Morning Star.
DEA R SIR,-1 hasten to correct an erroneous impression which you

waſ 4 & 57 & S-Q & Q = 7& © a # * * * * is sit flu; an ea is

have received respecting the employment of coolies connected with the
Coffee Estates around Kandy, on the Lord's day. Though it is no where
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said, in the Report of the Plantation Mission, that the Coolies were exempt

“d fron working on that day—it being thought unnecessary to specify a **-i-"f . § ºf Gues 5 &Q'aſcº 3,5-dar, 5 sº fl L.A.E #35 Q2;
fact so generally known—I regret that any remark should have led you to
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infer a contrary idea. I am not aware that on any of the Estates in the
central province, belonging to Europeans, or Natives proſessing Christiani
ty—the coolies are required to work on the Lord's day. It is however
much to be regretted that they have not another day or half a day allow
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every Sunday, to buy provisions for the week.

Two or three of the Estates are visited on the Lord's day, but it is evident
that to compass so many as eighteen estates, located in some instances
20 miles from each other,-it is necessary to devote every day in the week
to the work. It is therefore when estates are visited on working days that
the Proprietors allow the coolies one hour's cessation from labour to hear
the Gospel preached.
The expenses of the Mission are about £8 per month, and the subscriptions
amount to not quite half that sum. Hereafter a yearly abstract of donations
and expenditure will be published. It is contemplated to employ additiºn;
al agency as soon as possible and as that will involve increased expence, it
is with Hauch pleasure I notice your willingness to receive donations tow
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ards the object, and I trust many friends of the Redeemer will be found
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willing to aid by their pecuniary contributions the spread of the Gospel a

mong those who, notwithstanding their temporal debasement, have souls as ||

Believe me, yours truly,

valuable as their own.

Kandy, Aug. 22d, 1843.
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Jaffna Legislative Council—We give in this number the proceedings
of the Legislative Council, presuming that many of our readers will be
interested and instructed by an account of its doings. The length of
them has constrained us to publish an additional sheet as a Supplement,
which has occasioned some delay in the publication of this No.

£é@# Geff3A ºr ; #3 *64 sesq53& O

MY DEAR STAR,

Please whisper to the Judge of this District that the dancers from the
continent have again come to Jaffna to devour the wealth and health of
the people and ruin their eternal welfare. Yours most obediently,
Por Hos.

Small Poz —Of the eight cases of small pox noticed in the last num
ber of the Star, 1 is dead, and the other 7 are discharged on certificate.
Five other cases of small pox are reported to have occurred at Pt. Pedro.
A Cheetah lately entered the village of Oodoopitty and seriously wound
ed seven persons; the animal was subsequently shot.—Communicated.

@##" & "EAGL8 2.5utoLº Qa'éans

a t-LG;

GPAE.e. tºur fis, @sa (Ješto -ø/5–3 leſs Agº Lä
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(94.5 #9ers & 8 eşāvā &#9erchart. Sº Lapier
@-ºffsafi-th -90A.gadºpus & as are: e-G
## **ſatī an ºur swifi wasº we seriaz
& Lipt(3—re5, a rāgain Qº sº passés, Ga; 2.

MADURA.

-**@erg,
–333333&sº Geróse ºf 18. Gaº gº as:

18th Aug.—The Church (Am. Mission) at Sevagunga is nearly com
pleted, and a bright ornament it is to the place. One of the workmen fell

woué Gén algºr%uełęſojé632–92 g ºff-sºr
& Cº L0A £5.7 & 2 a.5 e--ſºus-araise;és

Liptóure & Gaſtaña aft GPGP.&#& th

from the scaffolding last week to the ground, a distance of about 40 feet,
and strange to say not a bone was broken, though he was badly bruised.
He was immediately bled, and appears now to be doing well.—The steeple
of the church at Tirupoovanum is also nearly completed. The foundation
of the church at Madura is to be laid next Tuesday.
.Aug. 26th. Cholera has been raging to an alarming extent at Sevagunga,

but is now subsiding. A few cases have also occurred at Dindigal, but the
disease is light compared with what it was last year. The improvements
in and about the ſort of Madura, are carried on with spirit.

Birth.-At Dindigal on the 31st of August 1843, the wiſe of Mr. G D.

AS&#sºu(bº.
NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given that tenders will be receiv
ed by the acting government Agent for the North
ern Province until the 25th September next, from

persons wishing to purchase the right of fishing the

Kittoo, Garrison Writer, of a son.
MA DRAS.

By a recent Government Order all foreigners residing in the Presideney
are required to report forthwith what country they are of the period of
their arrival, occupation, &c. under default of which they are to be placed
under personal restraint.
BELGAUM.

A correspondent of the Madras Record states under date of August 29,
—that a Brahman priest, whose person was considered so sacred, that

when he approached a house, it was hallowed by his presence, had late
ly been detected in an attempt at robbery, and had confessed his guilt.
BOMBAY.

Attempt at Mutiny.—The Bombay papers state that Capt. Cormien of
the ship Benares, which arrived from Bencoolen on the 6th August has

Pearl Banks of Allapitty, in the Jaffna district of
the Northern Province for 4 days with the number

of 15 Boats in the Month of October this year. The
Tenders may be for the whole or for a part of the
number of Boats, and the offers made will be sub

mitted to government, and the decision will be made
known to the parties concerned. .
Jaffna Cutchery,
E. H. SMEDLEY.
31st August 1843.
Government Agent.

#4ams

charged certain Parsee passengers with inciting the crew to mutiny for the
purpose of taking the vessel into a foreign port. The subject is under in
vestigation. It is stated that the friends of the Parsees have offered Capt.
Cormien 5,000 Rupees to withdraw the complaint.
.4 new discovery in the Belvidere case —An old brahmin of the name
-

of Senje Annul, was lately brought before the Police on a charge of con
spiring to defraud the insurers of the cargo of the ship Belvidere (which
was burnt some months ago) to the amount of 70,000 Rps. Information
was given against this man by one of the gang of robbers lately detected.
Errata –The annuity granted by parliament to the Princess Augusta,
is stated in our last to be £7,000.

TO SCHOOL MIASTERs.

WANTED immediately, a SCHOOLMASTER who is

capable of teaching English grammatically, Geography,
with the use of the globes, Mathematics, and Natural Philo

sophy. A Native Christian, who has had some experi
ence in teaching will be preferred.

Apply to the Rev. P. BATCHELOR, Negapatam.

It should have been £ 3,000.
91–Lajzºoi.

CONTENTS.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“A Lover of good character” is declined; iſ a “Witty Moslem,” will
read Chapters xxi. and xxii. of Genesis he will find that Hagar and Ish
inael had been sent away from Abraham and were dwelling in the wil
derness of Paran at the time God commanded Abraham to offer his only
son Isaac. He was called his only son, as being the only one born to him
by his proper wife, and as Ishmael was then entirely separated from the
family interest. “In Isaac shall thy seed be called ” Gen. xxi. 12.
“A Native Protestant” and “A Roman Catholic” will be inserted in a

future No.; the request of “A Student” is under consideration: “A Student

at Mulai,” had better ask his question of his teacher. “Chettampalam Ca
napathe''“J. W.” “No matter who,” “a student” Madura, when we can
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find room; “A Balance” is referred to p. 294, Vol. II. where he will find
certain questions proposed for him to answer, with this remark appended “It
is proper that we require, in behalf of our readers an answer to these questions
before engaging in any further discussions on the subject of our former re
marks”. The reason his former communication was passed in silence was
because he did not take notice of these questions: we would commend them
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.
[CHAP. x.
JVatural and Artificial Language.
PART II.]

(Continued from page 166.)

5. Another circumstance seems to place the matter beyond doubt; there
is the uniform use of the very same terms, in a great variety of languages.
to express the same ideas. For example, the terms father or papa, to ex

Press the paternal character, are the same in all languages, or nearly all
that have ever been used on the face of the earth. Both terms are as com
imon to the Greek tongue as to our own.

6 : The terms for the Deity are chiefly the three following, .41 or
•Allah. Theos or Deus, and God. The first is Hebrew, the second San

serit, the third Persian. The savage and the civilized man, in every quar
ter of the globe, use one of these three terms, and yet these names are ah
derived from the languages of the East, and distinctly point to that spot as
the original dwelling place of the human family.
7. Sir, in our language, is the common title of respect; and the same

term is employed in the same sense throughout every quarter of the globe.

The term name, also runs through all the leading languages of ancient and
8. The radical idea of the word man is that of a thinking or reason

modern ages, Hebrew, Sanscrit, Arabic, Greek, Persian, Gothic, and Latin.
able being, distinguishing him from the irrational creatures by which he is
surrounded. There is not a language to be met with, ancient or modern,
civilized or savage, among blacks or whites, in which the same term (MAN).
under some modification or other, is not to be traced, and in which it does

not present the same general idea, of a thinking or reasonable being.
9. But the most extraordinary act of correspondence between all nations

is to be found in the employment of a decimal gradation of arithmetic.
Wherever any trace of this art is found to erist, the reckocing is al
ways by a series of tens; as soon as one ten is reached, then a second is
always commenced, with the first unit in the scale, one-ten, two-tens, and
so on, till they have reached the end of the second series, when a third is

commenced with the next unit in rotation, and the reckoning is thus con

tinued by tens as far as they have had occasion to count.
Q-cºs suº afte-.
10. Why have not some nations broken off at the number five, and others
19s H sac & A GA =.js arº sº, º sm iſ *s, *@33. Cº proceeded to fifteen before they have commenced a second series; or

*1974 " to
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-

£p & in a 3 Lê is a Fud Laº sº. 5A awoeres 4- • * * ** @

3.91 - a co-o Gs 74% ; salºº tº Ouesses -u uc + ºr a • 35
ºr a 2 & 34. § 274&5 –G ºr “A 5 & 7 & 19054 séan-ciras. *****
& dang-a-Lº,0–º ºutb, şale so-u ***** 44 c6 - “.
6Q.e. ex v. As-à e on Jºº & © 23.3.5.

29-4-40° is a

why have they not had a new name and a new number for every ascend
by the same

ing unit? Such a universal practice must have been inspired

cause—it could not originate from accident, at different times and in differ.
ent places.
11. This decimal gradation in arithmetic, this reckoning by tens, must

Tº

be the result of one grand, comprehensive and original system. But such

** *s, *rop is tºº eyes of 1933.44. ... -º-o-" (#4,
GA, a -a gº, as top-Gaº Q^* * *.* -aša C. *S*****, *.

a system could not have been of human invention. It must have been im

* -øy an et Ouse ºwuyè &A 34 + 2* ºwº-º-º-º-ºis,
eºs ºr - a 19544 Gavas Qa saw. 4 348 e-cºis §eré&aff. A
&Ga Gar-sala gº sºu" is a ran sº s—s sº-Ga, ºf “ ºr
www ag. A shi G4 4. A4-sun & Quº sºw au ejaz a gº a.

parted to the first man, by the same divine communication which bestowed
on him the gift of language. The articulate sounds, the system of gram
mar, and the decimal gradation in arithmetic are a three-fold cord, drawing

back the human mind, through all the changes and dark labyrinths of six
thousand years, to the acknowledgment that the Creator was the first
teacher of man,

º

tº dº sº.
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12. By some means or other, this primary and original language of man
which was divinely and supernaturally communicated to him in the first age
of the world, has been broken up, and confounded, and scattered in various
fragments over every part of the globe.
13. If it were possible for us to meet with an ancient historical record,
which professed to contain a plain and simple statement of such divine com
munications of speech, and then an account of the confusion of tongues, it
would be a book, that if it had no other information, would be amply en

* 69* r * ºr sorth. (Decimal) ºr sº Lº *Lºs A. “A Fut” -ado
** “As ful” ºr sº Q, pººr sºr Gavariº-Lº.

& #G s - a fi A. A rºy &

God, ſor it has the direct stamp and testimony of his works. It tells us that

***@** 7A & 4 soa & LA sº, LA 5 re ºf CQLºop &Quo sºr
ºf CGun £of s &. L.A.&#&G'ſ Gºw a cº, sºfa ºv.
5*-2, 3] 2 & 3, eps.”, sº º 26/s'A cn QL& ºff. LAQAs
* A Q+ iſ a sº of 4. & A. al-G sy 5 & 4 is LA.f. th; floº ºl; L *.*
*, * *-nî L.A.: E, sº on tº L.A.A. f. a sº Ajārs) scº tº up tº jºs
* * (p +54 a Gas 9,755 FG tº 9 ſº Jº.G.L. A.5 tº LA 5 r
* * * * * * ºr a sº wré à-9. Lere; tº cy-A.& Logº. 3.5 s ºr cºhºl

the would was once all “of one speech;”—and we find, in every language, an

G - r £oº & Jr.

titled to our attention.

14. Such a Book (the Bible) is in our hands.

It must be the word of

agreement which shows us that all dialects must have been derived from the
same source.

It tells us that this language was confounded, broken up,

and rendered unintelligible; and so language remains to this day.
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Principles of English Grammar.
BY WILLIAM LENNIs.
Of A DJ EcT1 v Es.

An adjective is a word which expresses the quality of a noun; as, A

Q&n Jºswa & 50 LF coe}. s—a • A sº ºw?", ºs.e. tº -ºu Li, sº s?
*** A £2 up a wºua Hå ø4* aſ alsº º s vs Ap Q-1 & # *CA

good buy.

** 594 a Gäes sº sº.

tive, and Superlative.

*...** we a £urgla Guês Cºth urces; a stºº 532 sºur tºur cº

Adjectives have three degrees of comparison; the Positive, Compara
The Comparative is formed by addinger to the Positive; and the Super

* – 4 &# is unt was uC aſsºr&g,3 • *ā35& ** 380 gº & J fl. 4 ºf

lative by adding est; as, Sweet, sweeter, sweetest."

* (*~44 & ste-A) A runº-é, ºr G-AEA a 9 s sev J &A'sGaGu

er, happiest.f

Dissyllables in y eluange y into i before er and est; as in Happy, happiº
&

200

gº tºſ

2-gºugh m’m goods.-MORNING STAR.
Apr Ectivits compar Ep 1 RRE GULARLY.

Good (well an Adv.)

tetter

best

Bad, evil, or ill

worse

worst

JLittle

less

least

Much, or many

more

most

5 gene e-fi &Q =rés & ºr rary artors er, estaºs & sº **-tt
4-5 & Hºw Gºud-16th. 9 geo-és & sunger e-fle & As **es
Gópº more, most a 4A Q- "A strum 9.g. h less, least at - a
Q+ 7.54%ruſt 19.g. ºf coal; a sot do sº, Liao. Q4 ºut, L3B. -e ā
89erſ ºr, Los T &rarr & ; -ºss F# Gºražuºsº wº As, losſ ºf 5& As *

later

latest or last

ažuºsºeva &, cr—ay.

nearer

nearest or next
farthest

• GPA ºs-Sosaso, L. Gººse ºf 49***** (-e āj e os –)
13& 84. er, est ºffssermº 5 & 1soup9=tºur LQue. e--, *r =
G^*.*, *@* = L =rgopérar, to stre-Lerºops at ; alsº As a goºst ºr,
-**saºsn, Asr tropé ar, Los rescº strºopérar, ar—a .

Positive.

Superlative.

Comparative.

I.-te
Near
Far
Fore

Old

farther
former

foremost or first

old, or elder

oldest, or eldest

Observ Arrons.

Y #sºft & 2.19; a 3,575 -ºs, yer, est Feeps i e = f&#–r

* The Positive expresses the simple quality; the Comparative a high
er or lower degree of the quality; and the Superlative the highest or

*. Gally-isº such ar, -aše Gally-scº 4 sºa, west Gally-iss===
* : *-**Opérar, -e ā-sa-3. e. gp5 ar, a strº-3-ops sr, sº—a.
*~afé & 3.5/5 Gºw most was A Cerwºvá-e-Gaºss 5-5

lowest degree.

Adjectives of one syllable are generally eompared, by adding er and
est; and those of more than one by prefixing more and most; as, JMore
runnerous, most numerous, or, by less and least; as, Less merry, least

“HaoucQ+ulu tº LGA. -ºs.sqpuff & As, Los rejuif $25, st-ev.
& ºvelſ * Gºiáo; ſºul coouſ aucray-sous. -ess Halb La sº, Losſ
HA thuſ * -a wov.5 -º/A&-gé & Lom sw, ar—w.
Quu-féQ4 rºs & Quojuh-m ºut 2-fl-Qeſ ºsers sº S1C = T
Sés & Lºſt. Qures Gunn & a th, Qasr aftºur #84 th, ºr—a.

Inerry.

Dissyllables ending with e final, are often compared by er and est; as,
Pºlite, politer, politest; ſimple, ampler, amplest.

t If a vowel precede y, it is not changed into i, before er and est; as,

*-fléQºm £4 & Quo ſhursº QL ui & Q= 7/5&arrºs'Cyå. -s;

Gay, gayer, gayest; Coy, coyer, coyest.

845° aud, ºr—a.

Some adjectives are compared by adding most to the end of the word;

** Q-L54.94 m ºsér egg see #&aré s 5* +sold so LºCLC
*"Li. e-sº sounds sir, tº earldº sº, foa. So Asº sº, -wa. 54-5As35As

as, Upper, uppermost.—Some have no possitive: as, Erterior, extreme.
-Youns are often used as Jīdjectives; us, A gold ring, a silver cup.-idjectives often become nouns; as, Much good.

a'uana,Guj.

Some adjectives do not properly admit of comparison; such as, True,

Much aſ sº swºos ré £4 4s -ečev.& -esºs & LGAOL rosé.
*exacº º, many s sº tº weir swell-Qais sº-piejº, elder, eld

perfect, whiversal, chief, extreme, &c.
-Much is applied to things weighed or measured; JMany to those that
are numbered.—Elder and eldest to persons; older and oldest to things.

When the positive ends in a single consonant, preceded by a single vow
el, the consonant is doubled before er and est; as, Big, bigger, biggest.

est ºr sº Laos, Losſ ºff & Cº. #35th, older, oldest st ir-sealaeºsos r
9 3.5Loºp alon).5 scºse, La Sa Gum 84 st: Lºlf.
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G#195 GLuié Bâân î.

G#1&20#&m 5th.

(On Tamil Classics.)
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The Second Anniversary of the Jaffna Friend-in-Need Society wº beld
at the Rest House on Wednesday evening the 20th inst, when a Report
of the committee was read and Officers chosen for the ensuing year. "The

*:::

-

c g g : cos 1–2 5 #54 ºf, ºtoſ 8-r-z ‘à

following is the Committee for the year

! S43.

zág, sºwa); &#14 ºn 5 às cº Q3 ºf gue days is sºro dº
-

-

-

(9d).

-

President,

MAJo R Coc B R A NE

Treasurer,

E. H. SM EDLEY, Esq.

Secretary,

REv. P. PERC1 v A L

i.Jº

.******* a #4 ºr a set & Fr.: = , sºr $ sº to ºr ºf s”
& Gas a ger Q, ºr say 3A sº G iſ .

*Ag-"

@ 5.

*::: a.A.A. ašGaº . 4 + L J HA &J ºr 4.5 up G L T & sy

sº sº, eas & Fe. *** - A 54–Gº",

9 argé Arraº Gº:

11

C.O.M.MITTEE.
MR. P. F. Toussa i NT,

". . …

ww.--------

2-2-e- 4 as sºog rap34 & 9ao # 2, 43, shuº H&é à e sºu
4 g fºr 4, as G.L. 9–tº-95 #,A#A Lesſ a G9.55am tº
Gm.
g == & alsº a AA ºr SJ woudt & L = 7-5 & 5 §49& ºf also på

|

J. GRANT Esq. M. D.
Lt. KERsr ERMAN, C. R.

-

G. R. MU 1 UK 1st NA

@42. |

-

-

4*

gau.495, p. 44. LA 63-4-, ºr sº G – #3-4-aa. 49** |
Aerºs",
G@ ||
******, osses GA = 213 Q-32 sº, e.gif Q sº **
- T & ºr
Cº.aat
b ugoal
ºr Sö 1 & 4, 5’-suscº Graftus or C. Quirós, 34*.
Qasra,
haſ
ºr iſ & GA; it r,
& 1 as tº L'Écji ºw, eſpa ºne Ques L. e-g:
-

F. C. G. R. E. NIER
J. DE N1 Esz E

As EER v AD EM Mu priº”
Susa PILLAY MUD ELIA"
Mu Tuv Elo E CHITT *

J. G. GRATIA EN
MUDR. SARAv ANAMoot to
-

It was stated that the receipts of the year * May 31st, were

n

-

Jun.

J. T. ANDERson, Esq.
G. Touss Al NT
C. G. Koch
G. A. GAMB7.

J. A. NAP1 ER, Esq.
REv. MR, A R N DT
MR. F. To Uss AINT

|

**
-

a wr,

...

£98

ls. 9d, and the disbursements £80, 4s. 440, leaving a balance in the hands
|

of There
the Treasurer
of £17,of17s.
are the names
about43d.
70 persons on the liºl of pensioners. In
addition
to
those
who
receive
have GRA***
received 98%"
sional aid during the year. regular
Mazoºpensions
Cocºaseveral
as E, DR.
MR.

G---a as 9,5,920ſ. A sºcian. , sº dº sº; Tºrous say: A
aw Gjerſ; a ,

(8-9]
2::::::: & ºrth Lira. A flew 65, 8a, 5 flºw he'p & ºth Eºſ
2:::::::: * -s/A5up tº ey, sº a 5 A. J. Quo ºr •eseº

SM Edlex, Lt. KERsreamAN, and Mr. Psºcº" addressed the meet."
Several topics of some interest were dwelt on by the speakers. The de
ing.
falcation of some of the subscribers was earne") alluded to by the Treº
urer, Mr. SM EDLEY, and it may be hoped that the well timed remarks
made, especially as they were the evident offspring of the kindliest feelings,
s&as Agure tº is #91;&urs Queſ &
will have their desired effect. The Report dwelt at some length on the
G
epsº. 3, §§49-Qush a Q4, 21.9ssif 2. hinderance the Society meets with from the practice oſcarrying about special
petitions.
It would appear from whº j that from want of inº”
Cyå
tion some charitable persons are in the habit of trusting the word of these
L9 17 Flå a sº. A ſteps:
ºpuſ; &# us r *ÁAOucará.*- vagrants when they state that the Friendlin-Need Society will dº nothing
tº La
Ser(5arſ31,
ſteps; sopuſ;,
arop; gº ºff-1947&alsº f
foºthem, and in many instances by so doing allº" themselves to be in
... :-aſ Zºo : ſº –
4 ºf 4 QL 73 of sº ºf Q- tº, &f Lep posed upon, even by those who are in fact pensioners of the Society. In
dolence, vice, and imposture are thus frequently fostered. If the Gentle
dººr gº.
men composing the Committee are worthy of credit it would appear that
A 3–1 tº so-ºº & Lé, as co-flºa A £LQueſ (9
every case of real distress will be most promptly attended to, not merely
in the course of business at the monthly meetings ºf the Committee, but in
Lºsué
is ºf b,
CŞā &
ºr -a.j9As re-C, 60 alsº a Quºu QA re-C5 the intervals by the Secretary, Mr. Pércival, who is authorized to ad
Asopa,0sr-CŞä
sum ºrth La May a 3A Gurud. A sudd cº-ºrth, Lºrrauð ef
dººr ºr
minister aid. It is gratifying to find hºº large a sum is at the disposal
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of a respectable Committee for the relief of the distressed, and we cherish

- iº 7. sº

the assurance that a benevolent public will "PP” them in their laudable

-

**** aSun Gur & ©5, Fºan Luh
i-D,

-

sr-e Qes.”

st cº-º-ºw? - waſ ,
~~.
GA rºo & Gradº & Fú ºath 3.

26, was ºuf.

work.

*ru*-*gaš-iº,
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&.9/

s., GAAEast
& Gum co–sts
f ...
adaşa; stra) up&G's
may,
a few
saw – stay, GaAs)
'
.

:

Qurg & L Law & sº fl-San LQLaw & rºs, ºráG = <-35th

...:
G1 u)

-

Qu-sº

******

He alſ,

To those Subscribers of the Jºff" Friend-in-Need

-

Society whose Subscriptions are in arrear.

.gsåså Lis cº-urger # 3. Gurzer, sºe ºralsº ºthus
As arºun,
Gras
ozºgeieth 64-gºeist: §d as Gº Gs résuf, º
a sulh ºt-º op & 9-3, e-G = Léº tº
sº
aSch 3
Lord b ,-, ,th; º aff,3,5 ºud tº aSésiré 35th

cºeCŞarLe
Gr,Fé;
Q

-

:- -

-

ºut ºf theº-letº ºthey ºr oth,
Ç

-

º

-

-:

-

Lº-FQups; GA,
r

-

Lºgº
Gr(&

up ºf ſſ

A £1. uſ) raºré in 194 Lej4
-

-

-

-

in mind that no subscription can ºf withdrawn without a written nºtice of
jºintention being given to the Treasure. and all arrears must be set
tled up to the date, at which such communication may,” made.
Rather than adopt the painful cour* of publishing the name: of default
ers, this address is put forward, in the most friendly spirit, and it is confi
dently anticipated that it will have the desired effect.
Epward HUME SM EDLF x >

-

-

...sºas",
wereº ------------ *::
*TA ºr
arºul-Qun,

All persons whose subscriptions are in arrear, ºrº earnestly requested to
pay the same forthwith. The Society has a sufficient income to meet its
expenditure provided those who have voluntarily become subscribers are
not guilty of a breach of faith. This appeal has become necessary from
the ºritical position in which the funds of the Society are placed, arising
solely from the default of some of the Subscriber". It must be borne

-

Treasurer.

•--a-sazai.
-

-

Subscriptions and donations will be most thankfully received by the
Treasurer.
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CHRISTIAN.—35am).5'un fiá4th.
Rules for the CoNduct of A Christian Life.

Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.

-

Some reflections upon the Christian Virtues in general.First consider the necessity of these virtues. All the

VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 7.

Monday Oct. 2d, 7 o'clock P. M. beginning at the western horizon and
proceeding east by south may be seen the six constellations, Libra, Scorp

ineans of religion are useſul in their kind, and acceptable to

God, when performed with a right intention, and after a due

io, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquaries, Pisces.
At this time Venus is invisible, being in conjunction with the Sun.
Mercury is in the eastern point of Virgo near the western horizon and
may be seen if the atmosphere be clear.

manner. Our prayers and our sacraments, our hearing ser
mons, and all other exercises of piety, more or less advance
our Christian perfection, as they tend to recover the image
of God in our souls, and to work in us all Christian virtues;
this being the rate and measure of our Christian perfection;
so that it is not he that says the most prayers and comes the

Mars is in the western point and Saturn in the eastern point of Sagitta

most frequently to the altar, that is the most holy and sanc- ||
tified person; but he that is most like to God, and abounds ||

rius both in their direct course. On the 17th these two planets will be in
conjunction. Mars being then two degrees and a quarter south of Saturn.
Jupiter is in his retrograde course in the eastern point of Capricornus.
On Tuesday 3d, 5 o'clock A. M. may be seen the six constellations, Pis
ces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo. At this time none of the five
planets is visible.

the most with the fruits of the Spirit. An evident proof ºf
On Tuesday the 31st of Oct at 5 o'clock A. M. Mercury may be seen
this is our own experience; how few persons do we meet | in the eastern horizon, near Spica, the principal Star in Virgo.
with that are solidly and substantially good? And yet how

ulany frequent the public solemnities of divine worship, and

£1++11 ºr #5th.—Kerraka–Sarra-Pelakkam.

tie themselves to a rote and form of devotion in their own ||

£30-8 tº. *-3 #” &# = <-84 soa ºn tº $47th waſ cañºs r

closets? The temper of our minds must be changed, our
hearts renewed, our inward affections purified and sanctifi
ed, in order to make our inward actions pleasing in God's
sight Our prayers and devotions and all outward exercises
of piety must be offered with ardent love, and profound hu- |

'ears).9 -gº-ars 48& GeºG = $s.w QAA sap-ué & 24¢ scL
** – #4,#7 & 5 or B, escº tº 8 stå, Assy, Lee wh, 35%. , h, 3
18 ºr * iſ diaſ & T 84 & 5, st sºrº: L(Sub. -wei,Gaº .32 =4&rar
*śāA Go? ---tº-ººse surf Goss of £335%. -a < Cººs

value to
liest means we can use to conduct us to Christian perfection.
Let us therefore immediately set about this necessary work
of improving in solid virtue, and endeavour every day to
Imake some progress in it.
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Yik-king are condemned to death.

suMINIARY OF NEWS.
JAFFNA.

tion.

stead of his father, but his request was refused.

º

Erecution —The two prisoners convicted of poisoning at the last Ses
sions of the Supreme Court, and sentenced to be hung—suffered the pen
alty of the law on the 22d inst. The sentence of the other prisoner who
was capitally convicted has been commuted for seven years imprisonment
with hard labour.

Rep. Mr. Eckard —The Symmetry, in which Mr. Eckard with his fam
ily took passage for England, arrived at the Cape on the 16th June.
shipwreck and loss of the Mails.—The Steamer Memnon on her
passage from Bombay to Suez, with the Overland Mail, was driven upon
a rock near Aden and broken to pieces.

The passengers and crew were

saved, but the mails for England, with the exception of two Madras boxes,
were lost. Letters sent from Jaffna by the Express of June 7th, the mail

of July 3d, and the Erpress of July 6th, are supposed to be among the lost.
MADURA.

Sept. 9.-Judicial Changes.—By a late arrangement of the Governor in
Council, a change has been made in the judicial department, which places two
judges at Madura. The office of sessions judge is to be filled by judge
Hooper. Mr. Simmond is to be, for the present, inſerior judga.

Yu-poo-yun has suffered decapita

The son of this officer petitioned the emperor that he might die in

This new

regulation goes into operation about the middle of the present month.
The Circuit judgeships are l believe done away with by this arrangement.
Cholera still prevails to a considerable extent in the ſort.
MADRA.S.

OVERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

Packets by the last Overland reached Jaffna on the 19th inst. We gºve
below a brief abstract of the most important European intelligence.
In Parliament, Sir Robert Peel had declared in reference to the affairs

of Ireland, that they were prepared to administer them “on the principles
of impartial justice—to recognize the equality of civil privileges—to give a
substantial. and not a fictitious right of suffrage—and to consider the rela
tions of landlord and tenant; but with respect to the established church,
they were not prepared to make one alteration in the law by which that
church and its revenues shall be impaired.”
In the house of lords, “the church endowment bill has passed with ºne
difications, and Lord Aberdeen's bill on the Scotch church, after having
been re-constructed in order to remove the difficulty with regard to its de
claratory portion, has been agreed to.”
The 1rish Arms' Bill, though opposed in almost every clause. has passed

the Commons. The Bill for legalising Irish marriages celebrated by Pres
byterians and other dissenting ministers has also passed. It was generally
expected that parliament would be prorogued early in August.
In Ireland, the agitation of the Repealers continues undimilished; sever
al Government Officers have been superseded for attending repeal meetings
and giving countenance to the proceedings of the repealers.
The Lords of the Treasury have given notice that all revenue officers

who may attend repeal meetings will be dismissed from her Majesty's ser

Police Court–Breach of Privilege—Dignity of the “twice born.”—
A Satanee Brahmin meeting a caste Brahmin who had lately become a

vice.

Sanyasee, with one of his fingers in his mouth, remarked to him that as

the people to Turnpike gates. Parties disguised as females, calling ther
selves by the name of “Rebecca and her daughters” are every night en

he was a Sanyasee it was very unbecoming to him to have his finger in
his mouth, whereupon the Sanyasee knocked his neighbor down, and

pressed him in the dust with his feet. It was proved in court that both of
then were bad characters. The Sanyasee was sentenced to receive two
dozen lashes and to work for three months on the rocds.

DELHI.

Poisoning.—Nine Bunneahs having brought a quantity of tobacco for
sale from across the Ganges, to Munglour, and returning with the proceeds,
in company with two residents of the town, put up for a night in a Bun
neah's shop, and on awaking early in the morning were treated by their
companions with some sweetmeats, in which arsenic had been mixed
In a short time they were all taken violently sick and six of them died.
Their two companions, who had administered the arsenic with the hope of
coming in possession of the gains of these poor men, decamped, but were
subsequently overtaken by the police and brought up for examination.
CAL CUT.T A.

Baptism of a Hindu–On the 23d July, the ordinance of Christian
baptism was administered by the Rev. T. Smith, of the General Assembly's
mission to a young Hindu, a student in the General Assembly’s lnstitution;
several ladies and genulemen were present, with about 200 natives.
BOMBAY.

“How pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity.”—Shame
ful dissensions exist among the Roman Catholic Priests at Bombay. It is
stated in the Bombay Times that the vicar Apostolic has received from the
Society for the propagation of the faith, during the last four years, Rps.

In South Wales, there exists a great excitement from the opposition ºf
gaged in destroying the toll gates, and though the Police have shown the
utmost vigilence, they have not succeeded in interrupting the work of de
molition or in bringing the offenders to justice.
Jìnti-Puseyte meeting.—At a meeting of laymen, Lord Ashley being
in the chair, it was agreed to address a memorial to the Duke of Welling
ton, as Chancellor of the University of Oxford, directing his attention to the
rapid progress of Puseyite doctrines in that ancient seat of learning. The
Protestant association has also prepared a memorial, addressed to the arch
bishop and bishops on the same subject.
The Columbia steamer from Halifax and Boston, was totally lost by ren.
ning, in a thick fog, on a solid rock, a mile and a quarter from land, near the
Seal island light house. The passengers and crew were all saved; also
the mails and much of the property on board.
The Steamer Pegasus, plying between Leith and Hull, on a late trip.
with about 70 persons on board, struck on a sunken rock near the Fern
islands, with tremendous force, and went down before any measures could
be taken for the security of those on board. Only six persons out of the
whole number were saved.

The accounts from Spain announce the surrender of Madrid to the in
surgents, after a brief engagement, in which the troops of the Regent un
der Generals Leoane and Zurbano went over to the insurgent army.—
The insurgent generals entered the capital on the 24th July and the Lopez
Cabinet was re-constituted on that day. The movements of the regen:
were involved in uncertainty. By the latest accounts he had effected a junc
tion with Gen. Van Halen, and had commenced the bombardment of

98,920, of which he has given no satisfactory account.
CHINA.

Sir Henry Pottinger has issued a proclamation, notifying the exchange
of the ratifications of the commercial treaty between Great Britain and Chi
ma. The export and import Tariff and the regulations of trade are also
published, and his Excellency expresses his confidence “that the provis
ions of the commercial treaty will be ſound in practice, mutually advan
tageous, beneficial and just, as regards the interests, the honour, and the
future augmented prosperity of the governments of the two mighty con
tracting empires, and their subjects.” His Excellency further warns her

Seville. The new Government had dispatched a division against hiºn
The emperor of Austria in his quality of king of Hungary, has jast de
cided the long disputed question of the religion of children sprung from mix
ed marriages. His majesty has ordered that children may be brought up
as Protestants or Catholics, as may seem fit to the parents; and in case they

cannot agree, the children are to follow the religion of the father.

conte NTS.–21. Lajºso.
pages, Gaga Qs rapisth

Maiesty's
subjects
against enteringg into any
Jesty
J
y collusion or scheme for the

at ºf

o

purpose of evading or acting in contravention to its provisions, and intimates

Beschi's Instruction, &c.

his firin determination to adopt the most stringent and decided measures a

Al

gainst any parties found guilty of so doing. The Calcutta Englishman re
marking on the scale of duties, and the regulations of trade, observes, “If
these stipulations are honestly carried out the trade with China will be on
a better footing than that between Great Britain and any other foreign na;
tion whatever; and when the immense population and industrious habits of
the people are considered, it cannot be doubted that a very important com
merce will spring out of the facilities now conceded.”
Severity of the Chinese Government.—It is stated that the Chinese

Government are dealing with the utmost severity with the unfortunate of:
ficers who suffered defeat in the late war with the English. Pik-shan and

Koran
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selves or to others, we ought never secretly to neglect or to

-elast–5.5, opy-urs

slight them, to save ourselves inconvenience or trouble; but

we ought to perform them in a thorough, careful, and per
fect manner. This is faithfulness or fidelity.
The difference between honesty and faithfulness may be il
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lustrated thus:-Suppose a boy were to be sent with a smail
basket of fruit, to give to a person who was sick, and who
-

-

| lived in another part of the village. Now, if he was an hon.

s tº sirº (5=3) sº Laf •.a. “Asesi ******** est boy, he would not take any of the fruit himself, but would
Q-Top 5 93.5 Å £º a # *re 855A1sº ***** § $4.5 & carry it safely along without liſting the cover. But suppose
a #35 a Top # ºrGuo w Gr'ſ ºan– uſºgiº AA.gºsosº that, when he had gone a little way, he should see some o
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(s. āºus )& ther, boys playing in the field, and should put his basket down
by the side of the road, and stop to play with them, he would
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be unfaithful. He would not be performing his duty in a

ºfº...?

thorough and careful manner.

Unfaithfulness is very often joined to dishonesty. If a per
ºn slights or neglects his duty from thoughtlessness or forget
fulness, or want of care, he is merely unfaithful. If he does
it with a secret design to deceive and defrauá, he is unfaith
ful and dishonest too. The workmen, described in the last
lºsson, who attempt to defraud their employers by doing
L16) upºpºuf isogh Qafi stub QāG s 5,544 **-*A*re-g their work in an imperfect and insufficient manner, are ex:
afts ºr tº L Teo Guam ºf tº 266 surouces QA’sºrsº,3 **** *** amples of this. They are unfaithful in their work, and also
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dishonest to their employers.

The distinction may be shown, too, in respect to promises;
thus:–If we make any promise, secretly intending, when
we promise, that we will not perform it, or that we will not

ſºulsºrse'ſsº-Pºe feis#9erºe Perform it well, we are dishonest. Even if we afterwards do
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fulfil the promise perfectly, we are dishonest in making it.
But on the other hand, if we make it in good faith, that is,
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honestly interding to keep it, and afterwards, from care.
lessness or design, neglect the fulfillment, then we are un

faithful. Thus there was once a boy who promised his sis
ter that, if she would give him a certain picture-book, he
would make her a boat, to sail on the pond. She understood
him to mean a wooden boat, with masts and sails; and he
intended that she should understand him so.

secretly to make her only a paper boat, which would be good
for nothing; for, as soon as you set it afloat, it begins to
soak up the water, and very soon tips over or sinks He was
dishonest in making his promise. But another boy, who
promised his sister a boat, really intended to make one; but
the time passed away, and he did not do it; other things
interested him; and, though his sister asked him for her

boat a great many times, he never made it. He, now, was
honest in making his promise, but unfaithful in keeping it.
Questions on Lesson IV.
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How
is the difference between honesty and faithfulness illustrated in
the lesson?
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Suppose a person slights or neglects duty from thoughtlessness; is that
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dishonesty or unfaithfulness?
What is said about promises?

Can ing
a person
be honest in making a promise, yet unfaithful in keep
it?
can he be dishonest in making it, yet faithful in keeping it?
Relate the story of the boy who promised his sister a 'boºt;
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ABBOTT'S LESSONS ON MORALS.

(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson IV.-FAITHFulness.

Whatever duties we may have to perſorm, either to our
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On the Christian duty of Brotherly love.
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DEAR STAR,
Encouraged by the indulgence shewed me on two former occasions, I take
the liberty to resume my expostulation with the native catechists and teachers,
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agreeably to the desire expressed by the concluding words of my last letter. You
will, no doubt, agree with your correspondent that fraternal love is not one of the
natural propensities of the human heart; and that a careful cultivation of it is

highly necessary to adorn and beautify all and even the finest feelings of nature:
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The religion of Christ, therefore, has taken every possible measure to recommend
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this peculiar virtue as the ground work of all its excellencies. The highest and

most distinguished doctrine, universal love, is founded upon that fraternal relation
in which all men stand to each other—Children of the great father of the universe
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are commanded to “love as brethren." Brotherly affection is not only expected
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in the professors of this religion, but is an essential part of it. Christians there
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fore, should be strongly impressed with this idea, and be fully convinced of its
weight and truth. Being quite aware that this love which is so plainly and forcibly
inculcated in the Gospel of Christ, who, on account of the great love wherewith
he loved this sinful world, offered himself as a sacrifice to reconcileus to God, does
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not actuate the conduct of the said class of persons, I shall endeavour to set before
them a remark or two on this important truth, whereby they may be enabled to
examine their own minds, whether they cherish such a sense of love and respect
to others as they have for themselves. “Love,” or to use its more appropriate term
Christian charity, is defined by the Apostle to be, the fulfilling of the law of
God.” What does he mean by the law of God? He means the moral law or the
law of the light of Nature, which is also called the decalogue or the Ten Com
mandments. Let us for a moment consider how the assertion of the Apostle can
be maintained: The whole of the moral law was originally divided into two parts.
The first division containing our duty towards God, and the second our duty to
wards our fellow creatures. And these two divisions were admirably summed up
by our blessed Saviour, in the words “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, &c. and thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself;” thereby intimating
that the whole code of the moral law can briefly be observed in the exercise of one
single duty—Christian charity. On this authority, therefore, the Apostle concludes
that the exercise of love or Christian charity, (i.e.) love such as Christianity re
quires us to practice both towards God and men, includes the observance of the
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whole of the moral law without the least detraction from it. Can we say that this
virtue is in any measure practised by the Christians of this country in general,
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and by the catechists and teachers who are immediately employed in the teach
ing of it, in particular? Are they in any way like unto their Master to devote them.
selves entirely to the good of men? If not, since it is impossible, (allowance
being made for human weakness) are they like the apostles, the first propagators
of this religion of love? If that too be difficult, do they in any degree endeavour to
imitate the primitive Fathers and Christians? What a vast difference is observed
among them and the present race of Christians? The reader of ecclesiastical
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history will find that their lives were a continued chain of love both to God and to

their fellow creatures. They lived to the end of their lives in perfect harmony,
concord, and brotherly affection.

When a brother was taken in a fault, they

were not so censorious as we are, to censure him uncharitably and to expose hill,
to the view of the whole world; but they, in obedience to the divine injunctions of
our Lord, reproved him in love, and restored him to the favour of God and faith
in the Lord Jesus Christ, in Christian kindness.” Here we see the Father smi

ling with full face on the professors of true religion: here the Son rejoiceth to see
his followers actuated by such a constraining love of him and is ready to present
the fruits of so amazing a love communicated to them fully by his spirit, to the
father in a golden censor as a well pleasing sacrifice and to intercede for them."
Blessed gift, why art thou not manifested in us? What occupies thy place in us?
Christian love is counteracted by infernal envy. We see the apostles and primi
tive Christians were more concerned in the welfare of others than in their own.

The contrary spirit is displayed by Christians of every denomination in this age
The present, inclusively of the catechists and teachers are more inclined to bite,
devour, and destroy each other, than to help and raise up each other. They are
more ready (the hidden ones of the Lord will excuse me the freedom) to frame

scandalous informations against their brethren than to repel such when directed
by others against them; they are more inclined to blame each other to their supe- .
riors, and to deprive each, (to use a Tamil expression) of “the bread of each 9
ther's mouth,” than to defend each other, and to minister unto the wants of each

other. Their monthly meetings, and their prayer meetings are regular scenes of
satirical expressions cutting words and G5.55 tº Lo rather than any thing of a
religious nature. Instead of unity, peace, and concord as the children of one
father, they live in discord and hatred. May these hellish qualities be removed

from every professor of Christ's holy religion, and its place be supplied by the
heavenly, holy, and constraining love of Christ. Let every Christian, and espe:
cially that class of persons who afforded occasion to these lines, consider that
Christianity is peculiarly a religion of love. Holy love is its heart and soul, Love
was its origin in the breast of the Eternal; love directed its progress, when the Son
of God assumed our nature to atone for sin; love governs its sincere votaries
the constraing love of Christ—and love will swell the triumphal songs of heaven.
Cherish this god-like disposition; this is that which brings to perfection every
other Christian virtue, and where there is not this “excellent gift" there cannot
be any other good quality. I shall, therefore, if the Star would permit me, extract
a few passsages from the pious and learned Mr. Pike, to show in what ways we

are to manifest the fruits of this heavenly disposition. This can be done both to
those who are travelling with us to heaven, and wherever practicable to those who
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are not so, in several ways; viz. By rejoicing with them in their comforts, by sym
pathising with them in their sorrows, and according to our utmost ability, reliev
ing them in their afflictions. In pursuing such labours ºf love, the Christian's
time and strength are to be employed to administer to the comfort of others, as
well as to his own. The apostle Paul said “so labouring ye ought to support the
weak and to remember the words of the Lord how he said it is more blessed to

give than to receive.” So far should the Christian be from heaping up superflui
ties for self-gratification that he is to deny himself for the sake of
the

F.

benefit of others. Christian love to brethren in the Lord is to be shown by bear

ing with their weakness, by subduing a selfish spirit, and seeking their welfare,
instead of being as multitudes of professors are, only intent upon their own advan
tage; the real Christian is to cherish an interest in the welfare of all his fellow pil
grims. Christian love is to be manifested by visiting the sick and afflicted. The
same spirit is to be displayed by forbearing whatever might injure a weaker Chris
tian's soul even though the thing itself should be harmless. Christian love is to
be shewn by attending to those little offices of kindness, which may promote
the comfort of others. Christian love is to be displayed by honoring and es
teeming others above ourselves Christian love is to be manifested by treating
poorer brethren with as much kind attention as the rich.
Christian love is to
be shewn when discords arise, by attending to the direction which the Lord Je
sus has given for their removal; for the promotion and restoration of harmony
and peace, there is not a more important rule than this in the Bible. Were it
regarded, probably the fire of strife would be speedily extinguished in ninety-nine
cases of dissention out of every hundred. The prosperity of churches, the honor of
religion, the peace of individuals, and the comfort of families, would all be advanc
ed. Christian love is to be displayed by not rashly believing unfavourable reports
against brethren and sisters in the Lord,and by forgiving those who may have com
mitted faults or even been the authors of
injuries. Christian love is to
be displayed by hating tale-bearing and by endeavours to promote harmony
and peace. Christian love is to be shewn by a watchful concern to give our
brethren no cause of offence, and if we have dealt unkindly to any by speedily
seeking reconciliation. Christian love is to be displayed by warning brethren
of sin, by friendly reproof, and by earnest endeavours to promote the spiritual

...i

welfare of our brethren in the Lord.

Finally, Christian love is to be manifested

by avoiding divisions and cherishing unity of spirit and affection. Now let all
who are connected with the flock of Christ examine their hearts whether their

conduct is such as this duty requires.

I would call the attention of Catechists

and Teachers more particularly to the preceding extracts unless the shep
herd be on the right road the sheep cannot be. Bearing this always in mind,
I hope, the native Catechists and Teachers will for the future, endeavour to reg
ulate their own proceedings by the rules of the Gospel, to furnish a good and
unimpeachable example to their neighbours and to be earnest in the right dis
i. of their duty, considering that the whole duty of man is to “fear God and
keep his commandments.” “For God shall bring every work into judgment with
every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil.”
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I remain, Dear Star,

Yours very truly,

Jaffna,23d Aug. 1483.
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The following questions are sent for insertion in the Star.

In how many different ways can any fourteen letters of the twenty-six
in the English Alphabet be named?
What is the rarest commodity in the world?
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Rules for the CoNduct of A CHRistiAN LIFE.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion" by Robert Nelson, Esq.
Some reflections upon the Christian Virtues in general.

Secondly, consider their dependance upon one another. All Christian
virtues have so great a connexion one with another, that it is impossible to

be master of one in perfection, without possessing at the same time several
others.

Thirdly, consider those methods which are properest for attaining any
virtue, so that you may not be at a loss in employing your endeavours to
the best purpose, and succeeding in your attempt.
Do nothing that is contrary to the virtue you propose to attain.—This is
the first step that must be made to root out the vice that is contrary to it.
For example, if you propose any progress in humility, never entertain your
self with vain thoughts, never speak in your own praise and commendation,

never contemn or despise any body, &c. This must be your rule in res
pect of other virtues, carefully to avoid such acts as are contrary to the said
virtues.

Practise the acts of that virtue you intend to acquire.—This step is so
necessary, that without it all the others will signify nothing. It is by
writing, that one learns to write; it is by painting and drawing that we
learn to draw and paint; and it is by practising virtue that one learns it and
grows perfect in it. Ask a virtue of God never so long, reflect upon it
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Set therefore immediately about this method, for it is in humbling

yourself, that you become humble. It is in making of frequent acts of the

love of God, that you become enamored with him; it is by patient suffering
without repining, that you may learn patience; and it is by denying your
self, that you become mortified to the things of the world. And let me no
tify you of one thing, that the longer you defer to practise any virtue, the
more difficulty and pain you will find whenever you set about it, when as
on the contrary, the sooner and the oftener you exercise yourself in it,
you will, by experience, find it more easy and delightful.

Scriptural Proofs of the Doctrines and Duties of Christianity.
Persons to whom salvation is promised.

God shall save the humble person. Job xxii, 29.
God saveth the upright in heart. Ps. vii. 10.—Prov, xxviii. 18.
Thou savest them which put their trust in thee. Ps. xvii. 7.
The Lord saveth such as be of a contrite spirit. Ps. xxxiv. 18.
To him that ordereth aright his conversation, I will show the salva
tion of God. Psalm 1. 23.
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His salvation is nigh them that fear him. Ps. lxxxv. 9.
He will beautify the meek with salvation. Ps. cxlix. 4.
Wait on the Lord, and he shall save thee. Prov. xx. 22.

O Jerusalem, wash thine heart from wickedness, that thou mayest be
saved. Jer. iv. 14.

He that believeth and is baptised, shall be saved. Mark zvi. 16.
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved. Acts xvi. 31.
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Legislative Council.—We give a continued abstract of the proceedings
of the Legislative Council, abridged as before from the Colombo Qbserver.
Thursday August 31st.—The Queen's Advocate presented the Ordi
nances that had passed a first reading and been referred to a Sub-committee
for amendment. The second reading of these Ordinances was objected to
on the ground that it had not been expected by the members, and they
were not prepared to discuss them. On the first reading of the “Supply Or
dinances” the Colonial Secretary stated that the Revenue of the first seven
months of this year was in excess of the expenditures for the same period
£19,953; whereas in the same period in 1842, there was a deficiency of

sº sigawa Śar Ewise id; G early-ust 195ésa's ºw.

$4,994.--The estimate of Revenue for 1843 is £347,570; that ſor 1844
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is £362,565. The expenditures for roads and public works have been
raised proportionably. £21,000 had been assigned for the Civil Engineers
tº a fra ºr Lºraſ awaré, Galais (32udes a G set-950s terojº Ap Department, and £20,000 to the road Department.
Friday 8th Sept.—The Ordinance for establishing an efficient Police
SS Gay ºf affain Hasfua sm &A ##e Gucua wºuls -0.5, 5 fluor | was reported on, and referred to its 3d reading on the 12th September.
it cºarés Locoeu’’
Mr. Armitage presented a petition from the Society of the “Friends in
uff ºur an A840 &ar e-tº-laria A, A €3;&# 94 hºun ºu Ceylon” against the Police Ordinance, which after some remarks, from Mr.
Gibson,
Mr. Anstruther, and the Governor, on the impropriety of con
GA-5ucQ-17 (5–0 @ir usair Q+ 10&sgalais QQ-os.ºw files; 8
the
time of the Legislature in hearing numerous petitions, was pass
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Å. “Ordinance to supply a sum of money for the erection of the suspen
sion bridge over the Talata oya river, on the lower road from Kandy to
Badulla and to erect a toll thereon,” was read the first and second time,
and the Council adjourned to the next Tuesday.

lesweGw aa b- *-*-ā ā- L&as a Lao: lá, Qa'idéof sir.

The Ordinance “to provide for the recovery of pecuniary fines, penal
ties, and forfeitures awarded after criminal convictions and for contempts,”
was read a first time, and its second reading fixed for the 12th September.
The Ordinance “for determining the qualifications and enforcing the atten

**asu al-a 10-1,54G wºuiſ Gaº Coso, FAGAn an ºp-on is flºo

dance of persons liable to serve as jurors and assessors,” was read a first
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Ordinance, the Queen's Advocate observed, “Gentlemen who are aware of
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time, and its second reading fixed for the 12th Sept. On introducing this
the working of the jury system here must be aware how lamentably its ef

ficiency is frequently impaired by the counter working of the system of caste.
It is certainly much to be deplored in many points of view that such distine
tions should exist; and as regards their evil influence in trials before the
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Supreme Court, it is a matter of notoriety that the selection of the jury in

quantity of salt for exportation. In 1834 and 1835 the whole quantity

many cases, determines the verdict, and that the trial is merely so much
waste time. At the same time tha feeling of caste is so thoroughly inter
woven with the habits and institutions of the natives of this colony, that it
would be impolitic in the extreme, and would be counteracting rather than

thus exported was 709,000 parrahs and the revenue received on account
of it was £9,864. I think therefore the sum of £500 for such a purpose
is very trifling. £500 is equal to 4 d. per bushel on a quantity of 489,000
bushels, which the collections of one year might amount to.
The motion was unanimously agreed to.

promoting the object which we have in view, were we to offer any such
violent shock to that feeling as to insist upon persons of different castes sit

On the item of £920 for general service, including small repairs to bar
racks, the Colonial Secretary offered an amendment of an addition of £400

ting in the same juries.—The Ordinance accordingly attempts to secure the
impartiality of juries, at the same time that it offers violence to no preju

for the Sepoy Lines at Jaffna, which was unanimously agreed to.
Sixth clause £28,689 for the Commissariat Department.

dice. It provides that persons of different castes shall not be compelled to
serve in the same juries, while it also provides that neither complainant nor
prisoner shall be able to rely with too great certainty on the services of
a partial jury, by enabling the Council for either side to move that the jury

Seventh clause £4,000 for the miscellaneous contingent service of the
Treasurer's Department.
DINDIGAL.

shall be selected from a different caste from that of either prisoner or com

The Honorable Lord Clifford, European Roman Catholic Missionary

plainant, or of persons of British origin.”
Tuesday 12th Sept.—Petitions were presented by Mr. Dias and the
Queen's Advocate against the “Jury Ordinance” from influential natives

of Trichinopoly, arrived at Dindigal on the evening of the 16th inst, and
performed the usual mass on Sunday morning at half past six o'clock.

of the Wellale caste.

Baptism of a Kulin Brahmin.—On Wednesday Sept. 16, the ordinance
of Christian baptism was administered at the London mission Chape;

CALCUT.T.A.

The motion that they be read having been made and seconded, the
Colonial Secretary observed, “that he thought it very right and proper

Durrumtallah, by the Rev. J. Campbell, London missionary, to a young
Kulin Brahmin, named Ralcharan Baneyea, late a pupil in the London So.
ciety's institution at Bhowanipur. He is a member of one of the most res
pectable families in Bhowanipur. This is the third baptism from the pu
pils of that institution within the last fortnight.

that they should be heard, and he for one should be very glad if they could
adduce any facts that could lessen the extreme absurdity of what the Peti

tioners had advanced. It would hardly be supposed that after being sub
jected to European rulers for some hundred years that the natives had been
benefitted so little by civilization as still to cling to the absurd and bigotted

DELHI.

Robbery.—An extensive robbery involving a loss of 18,000 Rupees,
was committed near Biana, a few weeks ago, by a gang of dacoits who
had disguised themselves as attendants on a marriage procession.

system of caste, and as in the present instance desire to divide and sub-divide
caste to the utmost extremity.
He had no doubt that many persons who

did not care to say so openly, would agree with him when he said that there
never was a people more unfitted for trial by jury than were the natives of

BOMBAY.

Ceylon: they wished to be tried by their own castes, by their own friends

Prize Essays.—The Government of Bombay have offered two Prizes

and relations, and would reduce trial by jury to a quibble by jury.”
It was decided that the Petitioners should be heard by Council on the 20th
Sept. but was subsequently deferred to the 23d.
The “Ordinance for the recovery of small debts and for contempts” was
read a second time, a few amendments adopted and then passed.
The “Supply Ordinance” was brought to a second reading. A petition
was presented by Mr. Armitage, from a toll renter, praying for relief, and

for Essays against the practice of female infanticide—600 Rupees for
the best and 400 Rupees for the second best,--to be composed in the Eng
lish language and accompanied with a Guzerathee translation—open to
competition among the native students in any of the educational establish
ments of the presidency.

Baptism of a Brahmin —On Wednesday Evening the 13th ultimo the
Ordinance of Christian Baptism was administered to Narrazen Shashadre

a young Hindu Brahmin, a pupil in the general Assembly's School, by the
Rev. Robert Nesbit, missionary of the Scotch Free Presbyterian Church.
This young man has been five years a Pupil of the School. Two years a
go, when two Parsee converts were baptised in the same place, he was

one from the Government Clerks, by Mr. Darley. The matter of the for
mer was considered not to come within the scope of the Legislative Coun
cil.—On the motion that the latter be read, some conversation ensued, and

it was subsequently dropped.—The Colonial Secretary read a Return of the
Receipts and Expendilure for freight and passage of the steamer Seaforth.
Receipts £2,237; Expenditures £2,506 leaving £269 as the sole cost of
carrying the mails for seven months.-The reading of the different items of
expenditure was proceeded with.
£3,914 for the Colonial Medical Department, including a sum of £400
for the Leper hospital.-4: 1,500 to provide for a Lunatic Asylum.-4:3,000

present and among the strongest opposers, being firmly persuaded that he
at least would never be caught; now he, and also a younger brother have

broken away from their family ties, and against the dislike and opposition
of their relatives have taken refuge with the missionary; and Narrager has
made an open profession of his faith in Christ.
UNITED STATES.

Mr. Legare, the Attorney General of the United States, who had ac.
companied the President on his tour through the northern states, died at

to open the canal between Caſtura and Putlam.–323,000 for a road from

Kornegalle to Kandy.—£1,500 for a road from Colombo to Hanguelle —

Boston on the 20th June, after an illness of three days. The President,
owing to indisposition, and the sudden death of Mr. Legare, had stopped

£500 for donations in aid of works to be undertaken by the inhabitants.

On the third clause of £8,709 for the Revenue contingent service Mr.
Armitage, according to previous notice, proposed to apply a sum of £500
for the improvement of the salt pans at Jaffna. On this motion Mr. Dyke
remarked: I do not know whether Hon. Gentleinen are acquainted with the

in the course of his tour and returned to Washington.
The chief por
ton of Fall river, a nanufacturing town in Rhode island, was burned on

the 1st of July. The loss of property is estimated at $250,000.- The
Hibernia steamer made a late passage from the United States to Liverpool
in the incredibly short space of nine days.-Washington Irving, the dis
tinguished literary character, has succeeded to a large tortune, bequeathed

difference in the natural formations of salt in the Northern and Southern Pro- |

vinces. I speak of the natural formations in contradistinction to the artificial
formations in pans. In the Southern Province, the leeways, where salt forms

to him by a Quaker gentleman to whom he was personally unknown.
Canal across the isthmus of Panama–ft is said the excavation of

naturally, are separated from the sea by a sand bank which cuts off all visible
communication between the sea and the water in the leeway; the sea-water
being supposed to percolate through the sand. In the Northern Province, salt
is formed naturally in extensive flats, the communication between which
and the sea is always open. The salt is formed in hollows in these flats,

this Canal is to be inmediately commenced by Messrs Baring and Co. of
London, who have received from the Government of New Granada the ces

sion of the land required for the line.

in which water is left after it has been dried up in the shallow parts by the

To Correspondents.-Mr. Poor's letter, No. 11, to his late pupils, is in
type; this, with other Communications is necessarily deferred.

evaporation arising from the heat and strong winds. It sometimes, howev.

er, happens, from the water left in these hollows being more than usually
mixed up with rain water, that it dries up without leaving any deposit of
salt. At other times just as the salt is being formed or has formed, a rise
of tide occurs at the change of the moon or from a shift of wind and the
salt is melted away. The works which it is proposed to execute are em.
bankments with some kind of sluice gates to admit of the water being kept
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out or kept in as may be wished; and also small cuts or channels to let the
water in, when it has dried up in the manner I have stated. These banks
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may be very small, and if the experiment should prove even moderately
successful the whole expense might be saved the first year; for a very
large item in the expense of collecting salt is for establishment, which must
be kept up very nearly in the same strength, whether the quantity collect.
ed be great or small. As the quantity collected is increased, so therefore
is the rate of cost per bushel decreased. The object is to increase the
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ABRIDGEMENT OF GOOD’S BOOK OF NATURE.
PART II. I

On Legible Language.

[CHAP. Xi.

1. ARticulare language is of two kinds, oral and legible; the ore
spoken and addressed to the ear, the other penned, or printed and, dºes
ed to the eye. It is this last which constitutes the wonderful and impº
tant art of writing, and distinguishes civilized man from savige man, as

speaking distinguishes man in general from the brute creation

2. Written linguage is of so high antiquity, that a multitude of wise
good men have supposed it was, like the language of the

ard
voice, communº

cated by God to man. But there see:ns no stisfactory ground for such ar,
opinion. It is not possessed universally. No tripe or peºple have ever

(5:4 ºr ºf 33.5 grº Los – H #72, 3,5 a e-–6s. 205 a Juá GA
a p-z- T -1 == A-Lºt-eth 2, #3 r a to sº 353 is al-d assº
• && 3) # a $22,3 ... 92 & cºil -ga-r go.22, 24******
& Fr J., & G 4 art los) -e gº-º-º: 1-alº A "*** * Áº
3f $ 5 # 3.0 was 9 5 §º u". " 3.5-5 dº e - ſº -a < 5 & G = 9
a -1.5 +2 ºr, 32° 5 at afé j cer G is r a # Q = L Lel a “f**
_ ($ Guc. 2) - L - 2 daua is 55** L., a rºws 11, sº º'
5 JA – raw & #ojé5. A "* suſ, L T G →. gº suraja -ºº-ºº:

been ſound without a tongue, but multitudes have been found without ie
gible characters.
3 Another reason, which shows that legible language was not gº" nicated by the Creator, is this: the different tribes and nations which ce

& 53--4 or s 395 Tº ºf 3.33 e53. 49*"C) zºolºº.
Qal-wis 2-5 Ga. G - 12-sº * * * *
Loaf.jara Lºs J.E.2a : - .2 - 173**** -class, sº

south America was discovered. Other nations have marks, or lette‘s.
which represent sounds, like our own alphabet; and some nations have
their legible language partly of pictures or marks which represent thin 5- - and partly of marks or letters which represent sounds. In this manner tºe

A so-c L T & =9|*.5

possess it, have not that unity or similarity in the structure of

its elemen's

which is to be traced in the élements of speech, and which would be *
natural result of an origin from one cominon source.

1. The system of wºiting among some nations consists in Pictures. “
marks, representatives of things. In this way the Mexicans wrote º'
*-

(; ; G = ºr:l. 1'ſ fisjud-A #69 -2.2 -e); L35°23 Gs. 2334
is now written by the \lantchéu, or Tartars in China.
5 E-, -, -a 339s. Guo L-4.3 °A ***..." 2,3 -er a- iſ 5 & 5:5 chinese
3. There does not seein the same necessity for divine interºsitiºn "
formation of writtea characters as in tha of spoken language. When *"
-q=#2-35 the
had
endowed
withathe
giſt oflanguage;
speech, itand
would
be withinsº
the compº
ºn sº gº an EA ºr 2 ºf 323 – 14-7-- *** sºr Gº of hisbeen
powers
to invent
written
the Creator
tº hºwr
g_g=Q = & 5–3 r = r. s.9994 " " "," a agº. 323 intendi that man should do every thing for the improvement of his ow"
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which it was possible he could perform.
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Qs tº sava

had no mode of communication except by the voice, what would be the

...tº assāāsār-e Ga G-: * *: , º, . 94.2 .5
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mode most likely to be resorted to of inparting to a deaf person, or a for
eigner ignorant of our language, a knowledge of any fact or thing we ºught

to communicate to him?
J.
G = rs.js iſ jº.2 Law***** J2A e #74–sº wish
7. The answer is obvious: we should point to the thing, iſ in sight; ii net
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... --Jº. 32 r 3,524 sa, Calafi ſãº # Q= ′ isºle -Anah in sight, we should endeavour to sketch a rude drawing of it, and thus
one sense answer the purposes of another. In this manner, the “”
a u- ~ – 7 a 5 * @** Loſ —— "As © Tew Q.C.; " II. •º Gu ºr 92.133 maš
of a horse, a house, a dog, a tree, or ony single object, may be as easily con

* = 1 -35 - $3,5 = }•Aé 3,52–13 s ºr 3& so- –44;

-is municated as by an alphabet. Two or more houses might be made to sig
town, and two or more trees might signify a wood, and so on.
J/5G, 16-3-4.5 3--4 ##3°.” niſyš. aThis
kind of legible language would be picture-writing; it would
Jar 3936+ + re-33 Azo LQL* — ſº, & 5ás shºre) -º give the symbo's
of sounds Yet it could easily be understood. The Indi
of 9 peopºju’9 s?" -a º Lt L is ºw-9–70A #324.3 - 74.
A = t i-Rº Lºt L. rud.
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ans write in this manner, and the white men as well as

the Indians, can

understand it. Mr. Heckewelder tel's the following story:—
3. A white man in Ohio saw a Shawanee Indian riding a horse which

he,

the wite man, thought was his own, and be claimed it. The Indian culm
ly answered, “Friend, after a little while, I will call on you at your house
... ... will talk of this matter.” A few hours afterwards, the Indian came
... the white man's home, and the latter insisted on having his horse re

a cº-, sca, cºia's esſess sº-ºº-º-º:
Qajaj Leo FA 3 fuct ºf £ 22 A352 G. ºr g L ful rulº & Gulf
Qalsº a lºſſ iſ tº G-floº &. a nº GA. & 5.2 G.5 m ºf ºpth ºf GPA,
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ºc.J.'… ººz & Car &g tº sº.

stored.

º. º. 53 °º

tº the Indian then told him, “Friend! the horse which you claim be:
longed to my uncle, whº lately died; according to the Indian custom, I
has become heir to all his property.” The white man was not satisfied;
| renewed his demand, and the Indian immediately took a coal from the
fire place, and made two striking figures on the door of the house, cne re
presenting the white man taking the horse, and the other himself in the act
ºf scalping him; and then he coelly asked the trembling white man, “wheth

e -&-5 -e ºw-5 at #2 & L T coa; cº - tº LT; 23 SAE & 2 °&
335 s : ºº & Q = dº a cºu% * , ºr 4 m g : c2 = < *s aſ alsº a co º

er he could read the Indian writing.” The matter was settled

tº . . . ...; Q = 7&s= Ga cº-a-.5 -º-º-' (tº ****s
op; afts tº GL -eč, -a < **** --- 5 (5–4–4 coa 5-C5L J tº L

at once,

and the Indian rode off.
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which the advocates of Missions successfully urged upon the

attention of

the American Churches immediately on the formation of the “Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions.”

1. First and foremost may be mentioned the Command of the Lord Je
sus Christ,--a command, given after his resurrection from the dead, and
shortly before his ascension to the throne of God in heaven. “And when
his disciples saw him they worshipped him:—and Jesus came and spake
unto them, saying, All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go
ye therefore, and teach all nations baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all thing:
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whatsoever, I have commanded you; and, lo, I am with you alway even

from the beginning of the world had been hid in God, was revealed to the

unto the end of the world.” “And he said unto them, go ye into all the
world and preach the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is

holy Apostles and Prophets by the Spirit, that the Gentiles should be fel
low heirs of the same body and partakers of his promise in Christ

baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned ” “So
then after the Lord had spoken unto them, he was received up into heav

by the Gospel.” It is now made manifest that Christ, our surety, is “the
Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world,”—that he “hath

en; and sat on the right hand of God. And they went forth and preached
every where, the Lord working with them, and confirming the word with

tasted death for every man,”—that he is “the propitiation for the sins of
the whole world.” On this ſoundation it is that He of God may be made
to every individual of our race, “wisdom, righteousness, sanctification,
and redemption.” This is the inspiring theme on which the advocates of
Missions delight to dwell. Standing on this eminence, they are constrain
ed by the love of Christ, not only to consecrate themselves to his service,

signs following.”

On a careful examination of the foregoing passages, it is evident that the
command which they embody, was not given exclusively to the eleven a
postles, nor to the disciples of that generation; but also to the ministers
of the Gospel, and to the disciples of Christ, of every age and country.

Eleven individuals could not, within the ordinary period of human life,
“teach all nations” and “preach the Gospel to every creature.”

From the sacred history of that period, we learn that ordinary Christians
and Christians of both sexes, rendered efficient aid in the publication of the

Gospel. “And at that time there was a great persecution against the church
which was at Jerusalem; and they were all scattered abroad throughout
the region of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles.

Therefore they

that were scattered abroad went every where preaching the word.” The
Apostle Paul in writing to a true yoke ſellow, says, “help those women
which labored with me in the Gospel, with Clement also, and with other
my fellow laborers whose names are in the book of life.”

It is equally evident that the command to preach the Gospel to every
creature is obligatory upon millisters and private Christians in every age

and country. The command must obviously be co-extensive with the pro
visions of the promise annexed to it.

But the promise annexed extends

throughout all generations. Lo, I am with you alway even unto the end of
the world.

This is further evident from the nature of the case.

“He that believeth

and is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned.”
But how shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard, and how
shall they hear without a preacher, and how shall they preach except they
be sent? But “who goeth a warfare at any time at his own charges?
The laborer is worthy of his hire;” “Even so hath the Lord ordained, that
they which preach the Gospel shall live of the Gospel.” The conclusion

but to enlist all others within the reach of their influence, in the one

But did not the advocates of Missions in America know that the Aea

then are very wise and cunning, that while they would eagerly seize
upon every temporal advantage the Missionary might offer, they
would inwardly despise the message of the Gospel and break away
from every restraint that it imposes? This they knew full well and they
also knew that “God taketh the wise in their own craſtiness; therefore,
4. Another topic, for numerous and eloquent addresses before the

Churches was, -God's revealed designs, and his exceedingly great and
precious promises regarding the universal triumphs of the Gospel of Christ,
not many days hence. This he will effect, in part by the outpour
ing of his spirit for the conversion of many; and in part by the utter over
throw of every nation, and the cutting off of every individual that will not
yield a willing submission to his authority. “For the nation and kingdom
that will not serve thee;” saith the Lord, “shall perish; yea, those nations
shall be utterly wasted.” To this end is He exalted, that at the name of Je
sus, every knee sheuld bow and every tongue confess, that Jesus Christ

is Lord, to the glory of God the Father,” and to the joy of all the earth.
For a further view of the final triumphs of Christianity,+see the second
Psalm and twentieth Chapter of the Revelations,

Yours truly,
Tillipally Sept. 30th, 1843.

D. Pooh.

Principles of English Grammar.

is irresistible that it is the duty and privilege of every Christian, in obedi

BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.

ence to this command of his risen Saviour, to render assistance according
to his circumstances and ability, in the publication of the Gospel through
out the earth. This command, in its fulness and extent of meaning, and
in its important bearings upon the destinies of men, was set forth before the
Atmerican Churches with great power and with great effect. This command
is of fundamental inportance in the mediatorial kingdom of the Son of God.
It is a broad foundation on which to rest the claims of the Missionary en

Or PER son A L PR onouns.

terprise; and the manner in which it is practically regarded, furnishes no
very unequivocal test of Christian discipleship.
2. A second plea, put forth in favor of Foreign Missions, was the per
ishing state of the whole heathen world to whom missionaries were to

be sent On a survey of the different nations of the earth, it was ascertain
ed that not far from five hundred millions, or more than one half of the

A Pronoun is a word used instead of a noun; as; John is a good boy;
he obeys the master.

There are three kinds of Pronouns; Personal, Relative, and Adjective.
The Personal Pronouns are thus declined;
First Personal Pro-

It is demon-wor

ship. For “the things which the gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils
and not to God.” And “all people will walk every one in the name of his
God.” The apostate character and the certain doom of idolaters is a sub
ject presented to us, with great fulness and with fearful interest, throughout
the pages of the inspired volume. It must suffice for the present for me to

refer you to two fundamental portions of Scripture in which the subject of
idolatry is formally discussed; viz, the forty fourth chapter of Isaiah, and
the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans beginning at the 18th verse.
In this latter portion the Apostle Paul has given us a lucid view of the
origin, progress, and fruits of idolatry, as illustrated by the character and
conduct of the nost learned and refined nations of antiquity. The Scrip
tural view of idolatry, as illustrated by the present state of idolatrous na
tions, was urged at great length upon the attention of the American Church
es as a legitimate motive for sending the Gospel to the remotest nations;
for,

3. The Gospel of Jesus Christ discloses the only method which God has
devised and revealed for the redemption of our race. This only method is
capable of universal application. It in all respects reaches the exigencies
ºf the case. The redemption which the Gospel discloses, is a redemption
from the guilt and pollution of sin,_from the power and bondage of the
devil;-and from the pains of hell. This redemption implies a restoration
to spiritual life, a renewing of the soul in the image of God, and full parti
cipation in the everlasting inheritance of the saints in light and glory.—
God’s ancient covenant people, the Jews, supposed that the redemption
promised through the mediation of their long expected Messiah, would be
confined to their own favored nation.

It was not till after the crucifixion,

the resurrection and ascension of the Son of God, that “the mystery which

}

Singular.
Nom.

noun mas. or fem. $. I
2. mus. or fem.
Thou
3.
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He
SheIt
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mine

Plural.
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Poss.
me —We
ours

Obj.

thine

thee——You “

you

his

him
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it.
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its

Obj.
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Erercises on Personal Pronouns.

whole human race, were pagan idolaters! And what is idolatry? It is high
treason against the rightful Suvereign of the universe.

great

object of publishing the glad tidings of salvation to the ends of the earth.

I, thou, we, me, us, thine, he, him, she, hers, they, thee, them, its, theirs,
you, her, ours, yours, mine, his, I, me, them, us, it we.

* Ye is often used instead of you in the nominative; as, ye are happy.
JMine and thine were formerly used instead of my and thy before a
vowel or an h, as, Blot out all mine iniquities, Give me thine heart.
tº Hers, its, ours, yours, theirs, should never be written, her's it's,
our's, your’s, their's: but hers, its, ours, &c.

The compound Personal pronouns myself, thyself, himself. &c. are
commonly joined, either to the simple pronoun, or to any ordinary noun to
make it more remarkable.

These pronouns are all generally in the same case with the noun or pro
noun to which they are joined; as, “She herself said so;” “They them
selves acknowledged it to me myself.” “The master himself got it.”
Self, when used alone, is a noun; as, “Our fondness for self is hurtful
to others.”
In some

table Gra

s, the po

ive case of the different

personal pronouns stands thus; 1st, my or mine, our, or ours —2nd, thy
or thine, your or yours.-8d, her or hers, their or theirs. I see no im

propriety in this method; the one I have preferred, however, is perhaps
less liable to objection.
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VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 8.

November 1st 1843. Wednesday 7 o'clock P. M. beginning at the south
western horizon, and proceeding eastward, may be seen the six constella
tions Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, and Aries.
At this time Saturn is visible in Sagittarius in his direct course, and will
be in conjunction with the moon, nearly three degrees south on the 24th.
Mars in his direct course is in the western part of Capricornus, and will
be in conjunction with the Moon, six degrees south on the 27th.
Jupiter is in the eastern part of Capricornus, in his direct course, and
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will be in conjunction with the Moon on the 27th, at 11 o’clock P. M.

Galliumü.

nearly six degrees south.

Nov. 2d, at 5 o'clock, A. M. Mercury may be seen in the western point
of Libra, near the eastern horizon.
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ment existin greater vigour than in the island of Ceylon. In every thoroggiº
fare, except perhaps the principal streets of the Pettah, the street wou'd ºt

SUMINIARY OF NEWS.
JAFFN.4A.

double the width it is, if it had not been for this objectionable system
Birth —On the 25th inst, the Lady of Rev. S. G. WHITTElsex, of
theobituary–Died
American Ceylonatmission,
of a daughter.
Point Pedro,
on Sunday the 13th instant ºf

encroachments.

the

rate of £400 an acre, and after the title décq was exhibited we ſound that

Typhus Fever, Miss CAR olis E. de Hozor, eldest, daughter of Mr. R.
dé
Hoerr, Secretary of the District Court of Wadelnoratºhy, aged 14
years, 7 months and 15 days—“Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord.”— Communicated.

-

-

there was still more land left than the title deed gave a right to. The selºr
of the land had gradually taken the piece we bought, from the road, an
we were obliged to buy it again at the rate of £400 an acre. Whº a
party wants to make an encroachment, he first puts up a cadjan, then two

-

.iſissionary—The Rev. S. Hutchings, of the American Ceylon Mission,

bamboos to support it; then some cabook and earth beneath; then tiles sup- -

with his
family,
America,
yia St. on
Helena,
in the
English
ship
Tory,
whichtook
waspassage
to have for
sailed
from Madras
the 20th
inst.
His

ply the place of the cadjans; at length a house makes its appearance actually
on the street. If the public were benefitted by these encroachments. I woul
not care; but they are altogether for private benefit and against the public

return is occasioned by protracted ill health.
COLOMIBC).

weal. The clause was carried. The 43d to 47th clauses were read and pass
ed, with a few slight amendments without discussion.

(Abridged from the Colonoo Observer.)
Legislative Council–Sept. 13, 1843. After reading the proceedings
-

On the 48th clause, which provides for the laying of a tax of 10 per cert
on houses for the maintenance of the Police, Mr. Casic Chitty moved ºn "
the rate of the tax be reduced to 5 per cent. It was stated by the Co . .

of yºerday's meeting a committee was appointed to inspect and report on
the state of the Lunatic Asylum.

~

-

The supply Ordinance as altered, was read, and referred to the Law offi
ces of the crown; the third reading of the same to take place on Friday
next.

In conjunction with a neighbour 1 lately bought a piº

of land for the express purpose of widening a road. We paid for it at tie

-

nial Secretary that her Majesty’s Government had determined not to sº. -

tion payment for the Police out of the public revenue, nnd that an assess

ment of 10 per cent was absolutely necessary for the maintenance of an at:-

-

The Ordinance “for establishing an efficient police in certain tºw.”
was reported on by the Sub committee to whom it had been referred. The
first
26 causes with
the Queen's
Sth wereAdvocate
read and moved
passedthat
witha
out discussion.
On the
the exception
Sth clause,of the
new clause be prepared to provide for the repeal of certain police regula
tions now in force at Kurnégale. On the 27th clause, which enacts that
no elephant shall be permitted to pass along any street, &c. within any
towns
except between the hours of 2 and S in the morning, some discussion

equate police, and it had better be given up altogether than to limit tº
assessment to 5 per cent. The amendment was lost.
The 49th to 56th clauses were read and passed, with a few amendinant

without much discussion. The council adjourned to Friday, the 15th S. It
MIA DRAS.

Cholera.-Tho Madras Record of Oct. 14, states that Cholera is prevail
ing to a great extent in the north-western part of Black town; some 20

ensued on the expediency of extending the line, which was closed by the

deaths took place in that vicinity on Thursday evening and Friday morn

adoption
of an amendment
propesed
the Colonial
Secretary—authorising
the employment
of elephants
at otherbytimes
in the town
and neighborhood ol
Kºng, undra written'icense granted by the authority of the Governor. The
2sth clause, which enacts “that when one wheeled carriageshill pass another wheeled carriage going in the same, or coming from an ºppºsite diſºn,
it shall pass on the off or right side of such last mentioned carriage, caus
considerable discussion, apparently from the difficulty.” understanding

1 ng.

the clause, experienced by the honorable members,

The

Queen's Advocate

remarked: “To make the matter more clear, I would adviso honorable
gentiemen to try the same experiment to which we had recourse in the sub

committee. The Government Agent of the western province traced a road
for us, and then sat himself down in a chair on that road, and represented

Death —The son of the late ex-king of Kandy died at Nellore, of f. - .
t

ver, on the 11th inst. He refused all medical aid in his sickness though at:vised by his friends to receive it.
('AI, CUT.T A.

Conversion to Christianity.—The Bengal Hurkaru of Sept. Sth, states
that on the previous sabbath, the ordinance of Christian baptism was ad
ministered by the Rev R. M. Banerjea, to a young Hindu, named Stee
mate Bose, a student of Christ's Church School, in the presence of more than
200 natives. “It is gratifying” says the Hurkaru, “to mark the slow and
steady progress of Christianity among intelligent and respectable Hindus
The young man above mentioned earned the first money prize in the sec

a builóck bandy. I placed myself in another chair in the road, and ſeprº:

ond class given by Archdeacon Deltry, at the last Annual examinstion of

sented a gentlºmon's carriage. " We then drove about, meeting and pass
n; the
eachcause
other,
and do vindicated
what we would,
we always
the accuracy
of
admirably
by the result
on allfound
occasion;
* Mr.

Christ's church school.
AIIMIE DNU GGER

Baptism of four Hindus.--From the “ Dnyanodaya” we learn that
Armitage remarked to the effect that iſ honorable members could not un
Hindus were baptised at Ahmednugger on the 13th August
derstand the meaning of the clause, how could poor bullock drivers be ex fourBaptism
of a Brahmin at Seroor.—From the same paper we learn
pected
understand
it. Itbywas
passed.Agent, Kandy, as the 29th, that a Brahmin, named Ramchunder was baptised at Seroor on the 2d Ju
A newtoclause
was offered
the finally
Government
ly, by Rev. Mr. French, American missionary at that place. The report

and passed,—a uthorising the Police magistrate in cases where an offender
could not be seized or traced, to direct the siezure of the carriage, Carl or
animal in respect of which the offence was committed, and to make the

owner thereof' liable to punishment in case he refused to give information
respecting the party by whom the o'cace was committed.
causes 3 ºth to 32d, read and passed without discussion. The 3% clause
was objected to by the Treasurer on the ground of its giving permission to
a justice of the police or a Superinten lent of Police to ºpense licences by
which the Public peace might be disturbed. Air Cºsie Chitty also objected
to this cause on the ground of its making the flying of kites in any street
-

road or thoroa:hfare, an offence. He thought as the native children had so
few amusements, it was not desirable to bridge their number and hºlid
not consider that much evil was likely to arise from this practice. The
clause was passed. The 34th, 35th, and 36th clauses were read and passed
with a sight amendment, without discussion.

that a Brahmin was about to embrace Christianity, had spread through tº
town, and in consequence, the chapel was filled to overflowing with natives
curious to see how the rite of baptisth was performed.

Secret Religious Societies among the Hindus.-A correspondent of the
“Dnyanodaya” gives an account of the existence of various secret religiºus
Societies among the Hindus. One of them is described as conposed of in a
and women of any caste, who when they meet, must eat meat and drink
spirits, as the conditions of their discipleship. They call themselves
worshippers of the Shakti, and hold their meetings on the II indu no y
days. Such a society is said to exist at Ahmednugger, and respectab."
Brahmins and Wolsen; Marcedees, Wances, Shimpees, Mahars, and Gas

avees, (different castes) all meet together and eat meat and drink spiri's
The followers of false religions are truly characterized as being “earthy.
sensual, devilish.”
LA HORE.

The Gºernment
Agent, Kandy,ofoffered
amendment
to thetº37th
cause-authorising
the Superintendent
i'oliceanin cases
of pºsſilence
di

.Assassination of the Maharajah Shere Sing and others.-The Mia

rect that houses should bº white-washed, which was put into the hands of

harajah, Shere Singh, late head of the Lahore Government was basely mor
dered by Ajeet Sing, one of his officers, on the 15th ult. This act seems to

the Queen's Advocate for proper leg, construction. The 35th to the 41st
clauses were read and passed with a single slight amendment without dis

have been the result of a conspiracy against the Government, formed by

CuSSion.

Dhyan Singh as chief, Ajeet Singh, and Lena Singh Sindanwallah. The two
latter, it is supposed at the direction of the former, drew up their troops for
the inspection of the Maharajah. In the course of the review high words
arose between Ajeet Singh and his highness the Maharajah. As the later .
retired to a garden he was followed by Aject Singh, who presented the \la
harajah with a fine new English gun as a token of his submission. While
the Maharajah was examining the gun he was shot dead by Ajeet Singh,
On returning to Dhyan Singh and reporting what he had done, a dispute a.

-

- -

The Surveyor General offered a substitute for the 42d clause, providing
that in supposed cases of encroachment, owners of lands, when required, shall

exhibit the title deed of their ground. Mr. Caste Chitty and Mr. Gºffen
ing
opposed the clause, on the ground that the Surveyor General ought not
to have the sole power of deciding what is or is not an encroachment, the
other members of the council were in favor of it. Mr. ..?rmitage remark

ºd on this motion. “In no part of the world does the spirit of encroach:
- -

a union of some of the Rajah's chief officers: among the conspirators were

2 T2 u)
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rose between them with regard to the claims advanced by Ajeet Singh to
succeed the Maharajah in the Government; Ajeet Singh watching his op

portunity shot Dhyan Singh dead; then he with Lena Singh Sindanwallah
took possession of the ſort of Lahore, murdered Purtab Singh son of the
late Maharajah, also an infant child of the same and seven attendants Ra
jah Heera Singh, son of the late Maharajah, on hearing of these proceedings,
attacked the Fort and got possession of it.—Ajeet Singh and Leena Singh
Sindanwallah, in endeavoring to escape were taken and killed, their heads

cut off and exposed on two of the gates of the Fort.
Duleep Singh, a youth, son of the former Maharajah Runjeet Singh, has
been placed on the throne, it is said with the approbation of all parties. He
has appointed Heera Singh his chief minister, and General Ventura Com
mander of the forces.

During these disturbances the city was plundered

UNITED STATES.

An immense gang of coiners had been arrested at New York, the chief
counterfeiter being a blacksmith of Boston, worth 60,000 dollars.—The
village of Warrenton, Miss. had been destroyed by fire.—Emigration to
the Oregon territory was increasing.
The troop ship Alert, was totally
lost on her passage from Halifax to England; the passengers and crew were
saved.—Sections of the Episcopal church are in hot controversy res
pecting the doctrines of Dr. Pusey.
A terrific tempest had occurred at

Philadelphia, on the 12th Aug. several bridges, houses, trees, &c. were
swept away, and 27 lives lost—Mr. Cushing, ambassador to China, had
sailed in a steamer for Alexandria, thence to proceed to India by the over
land route.—An American sloop of war reported the discovery of a
beautiful island in the Pacific, 40 miles long, not laid down in the charts.

by the soldiers. It is supposed the interference of the British Government

It is situated in S. lat. 11.05: W. lon. 165-05.

will be necessary to restore quiet.

land, from the man who first discovered it. —The law authorities at

-

OVERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

Letters and papers by the Overland mail brought to Galle by the Hindustan,
were received in Jaffna on the 13th inst. We give below a few items of the most

It was called Eadie’s is

Washington have decided on the surrender of Mrs. Gilmour, accused of
murdering her husband, in Scotland, to the British Government, under the
10th article of the Ashburton Treaty.

important intelligence.

The Queen's visit to France—The Queen and Prince Albert in prosecuting their

officºșāsū.

marine excursion, crossed to D Eu, a town on the French coast, where they were

received by Louis Phillippe, his Queen, their sons and other royal personages,

Ø& sºft & Spiš As affe afº is serulopérar sant—19tars; an u ºr

with great cordiality and splendor of preparation. Her Majesty was expected to

unt Álavop ºr fig sº, Q-7 Cº Gar tº Lász wear esºu.5 -sas

return to Brighton on the 7th Aug.
Parliamentary—Parliament was prorogued by the Queen in person on the 24th
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August After a brief reference to the principal subjects which had occupied the
attention of Parliament, and the announce thent of the friendly disposition of “all

drarait & dr

foreign powers," allusion is made to the disturbances in Wales, and to the discon
tent and disaffection of the people in Ireland. . In regard to the former, measures
had been taken to repress further outrage, and inquiry instituted into the causes
of the late acts of violence and insubordination among a people “usually distin

guished for good order and williog obedience to the law.”
In regard to the latter, the earnest desire is expressed to administer the laws
in strict justice and impartiality, and “to co-operate with Parliament in effecting
such amendments in the existing laws as may tend to improve the social condi
tion and to develop the natural resources" of the country. . For the attainment of

these objects, as well as for the strength and stability of the empire, the legisla
tive union is declared essential; and the determination is taken to maintain it in
violate.

Temperance.—Father Matthew, the celebrated Irish Temperance Advocate was
in England zealously engaged in disseminating his principles. He had adminis
tered the pledge to about 40,000 persons, chiefly Catholics.

Puseyism and Anti Puseyism.—A crowded public meeting was held Aug. 8:
in Marylebone, for the purpose of cºnsidering the best means of opposing and
counteracting the progress of Puseyism in the established Church. Letters were
read from several distinguished gentlemen and clergyman appologizing for their
absence and expressive of their cordial concurrence with the object of the meeting.
Addresses were made and resolutions passed, condemnatory of the Puseyite doc
trines.--"The Oxford journals state that a paper containing the signatures of near
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ly 1,000 of the clergy to a protest against Puseyism has been withdrawn from cir:
culation in consequence of the earnest remonstrances of several bishops.”— Lord

Dungannon. Lord Courtenay, the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, and a large num
ber of other gentlemen, have sent in an address to the Vice chancellor of the Uni

versity of Oxford, deprecating the course of the latter, in regard to Dr. Pusey's
condemnation. The Vice Chancellor, after examining the address refused to re
ceive it, and administered a serious rebuke to the gentlemen concerned.

The Steam ship Bentinck.—This fine vessel, designed to run between Suez and
Calcutta alternately with the Hindustan, was to have left Southampton for Cal.
cutta on the 24th August. She is 2,000 tons burthen, and has elegant accommo
dations for 110 passengers.

Letter from the Queen of Tahiti.—A letter has been received in Eng
land addressed to the Queen, from the Queen of Tahiti, soliciting the pro
tection of the English Government against France.
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IRELAND.

In Ireland four additional Magistrates had been dismissed by government for
attending repeal meetings. Mr. O'Connell had made public his plan for an Irish
Parliament. The money collected by the repealers averaged about 1. 1 (00

E. H. SMEDLEY.

tºubio.
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per week. At a weekly meeting in Dublin it was resolved to procure a statue of
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Mr. O'Connell. Mr. O'Reilly, town councillor, said in support of the motion—
“Though Queen Victoria commands our most steadfast loyalty, yet O'Connell rules
our hearts, and is the king of vur affections, and never did any sovereign sit on so
glorious a throne.”
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SPAIN.

The regent of Spain unable to maintain his ground against the insurrectionists
was obliged to take refuge on board the JMalabar British man of war, and on be

ing refused a landing in Portugal, proceeded to England, where he was received
with great respect. The Government of the military chiefs had caused a re-ac
tion at Barcelona, Valencia, and Cadiz, and the establishment of a central Junta

is loudly demanded. The Regent had issued a Protest against all the acts of the
new Government.
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The Leipsig papers state that the Sultan has it in contemplation to confiscate Panchangum
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Abbott's LEsso Ns on MortALs.
(Adapted to Hindu Readers.)
Lesson IV.-FAITH FULNEss.

&#4 ºr sº stºº Lºrff &G; º or ºw: ***** Loſ A
The temptation to unfaithfulness is greatest in those duties or services
gºod Gāa śapp 11th ºccuujib & Tºtº & **s, *.04s 22&sº which are somewhat indefinite in their nature; and it is in these that we
sº-ruca -asos ºf 7 ºff & L tº 44; 3 = <-ºffsir, sº wººfer ought to be particularly on our guard. If a teacher should give to a boy,
s as #4, # * (53 ster tº Q4 rººf A # 5 ºr cºfferiº & LT for a lesson, four examples in arithmetic to perform, and to get the answers
in the book, and should say that when he had done it, he might go
afés sa,9ard; 39 sounios to 94.2s 944, duri A4A ºf given
out to play, it would be a very definite task; and the temptation to unfaith
#A scºre, Sãº sea GP = #Pop #53 sº 9 ºf see #4. "A

Gºre

fulness would be comparatively small. But if he were to give him for his
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gasps ºr 3 sºr Q gºëstº Saureau-ās affe & ºth fºr the difficult words in it, as a spelling lesson, this would be indefinite and
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fa, sº are sum up ºf A. so. 3 saw a GuA,” suzº G son 3 QA iſ 9.95. “

vague, because it is very uncertain, first, how many of the words the boy
would have to consider as difficult words; and secondly, how much he

GA =Qom sº oGld. , 42.19 sub 9.5/55# **uds & ºr ****
º, 1 g is ris sº-àe; sº so cous ºr Leafssog Guo Tº-fº

ought to study them. If the boy was in haste to go out to play, he would
be inuch more likely to slight this lesson than the other. It is generally best

A glºº &Q's reis GG 1744 ºfficerºs ºf cº-º- *** alſº st-és
Ga s ºr so s sº cº-3- G-17 cos Jay & wº ºf sº, 3 seagº
# £fulº, a LGAft ***E*@ # a Ge? G =glº-4-45: GAA's
-º-h 33 coso says sº-écº sºujo 5, sº coeeve Galt º ºg

well defined in their nature, and clearly and distinctly expressed. Thus the
temptations to unfaithfulness are lessened.
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sell as a 3.5 stºria;# = n elevrº 5,553 fiblesſ ºn ºf a Ga sjo,
tº Lº QA; frºm is ris & eos #94 m × 9 -a at ##

assroºsie &

therefore that all commands, and all agreements and contracts, should be

QU EstroNs on LEsso N. IV.

In what kind of duties is it that the temptation to unfaithfulness is
greatest? What example is given of a distinct and well-defined engage

ment? What example is given of an engagement that would be indefinite
and vague?
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Soon after the formation of the Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
thics ºf sGartGº- Guor tº e.g. £3, at 9 m #5urf & Qars; L.E #4 ºf
| it was deemed expedient in reference to permanency and efficiency of operation,
Luh.
Patº. -984. Twop.º.o. ºOLA.2.5.
to apply to the Legislature of the state of Massachusetts, for an act of incorpo.
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ation,-that the Commissioners might become a body politic—known in law, as
haying chartered rights and privileges “for the purpose of propagating the Gos.
Fºl in heathen lands.” This circumstance gave occasion for agencral discussion
of the merits of Foreign Missions both in the senate and house of representa
tives of the state. It was a matter of some curiosity to hear the sage objections
that were formally urged against an act of incorporation, by those who were
wholly uninterested in the object for which the Board of Commissioners had been
formed. One circumstance connected with the discussions of that period bas rest

COMMUNICATIONS.–519-35;1+ air.
Gaviãºrá, 3.3m35uu.
On Tarnii Grammar.

G#13.3.LGLuiá čáš53.

ed in my mind to the present time, and may appropriately be made the theme of

As & CG-11 a lºse-26-7c) sel-e G-7s ºpiº.2 ºf, Guº-y

my present letter.
A member of the legislative assembly, after urging various
objections to the policy of attempting to convert the heathens, before our own
country was thoroughly christianized, pointedly uttered the following sentiment:
“In my humble opinion, we have no more religion in the country than is needed
for home consumption—and certainly none for exportation." To this it was
pertinently replied, that religion is a commodity of such a nature that the more
we export the more we shall have at home.

Jºãº aº ; GA tº # Quc, C, 44 s, a 7.
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This noble sentiment is in full accord

sº cost.

ance with the maxims of revelation—"there is that scattereth and yet increaseth,and
there is that withholdeth more than is meet and it tendeth to poverty;” “the lib

*** -
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eral soul shall be made fat, and he that watereth, shall be watercă also himself.”

aw eps: G2– arº.

This principle of the divine government has been in a signal manner illustrat.
ed by God's providential dealings with the American Churches from the first kind.
lings of the foreign missionary spirit to the present time. Though this is a copious
subject. I must Content myself with selecting and concisely stating a few only of
the facts which must be regarded as palpable proofs of the truth of the foregoing
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The readiness of theological students to offer themselves as missionaries for
foreign service, occasioned some alarm in the Churches, and gradually roused
the attention of the more influential portion of the community, to the importance
of extraordinary and systematic measures for educating pious young men for the
Christian ministry. Many who were from principle opposed to the foreign mis
sion enterprise, were greatly interested id bringing to light the Inorel destitution
of large sections of the American Union, and in presenting the immediate and
pressing demands for a far greater number of Christian teachers than could be found
in the country. This state of feelings, which was an obvious result of the mis
sionary spirit, gave rise to the measure of organizing a society on an extended
scale, for the purpose of educating pious youth, with direct reference to the Chris.
tian ministry. This society was based on the principle, that saving conversion
by the Holy Spirit-athorough education both academical and theological, and self.

i-ºva 7.
&4
acé à 2 Cum slº - flá Guſ sus, Li alſº a 7 sº Lº a G-ré +, −s:
GLT sy. -ºx & GA G L T & E.
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consecration to the service of God, for the work of the ministry, are the requisite
qualifications for those who should be sent forth as the heralds of salvation, wheth

G-cul, a ao ºf a ud-D-2a1ad fuji also #.

society was to seek out and receive under patronage, as great a number of youth
of good promise, as to their piety and talents, as could be sustained by the funds of
the institution. In their selections they were not confined to any particular de
nomination of Christians, nor to any section of the country. They freely, but
with systematic efforts and a due discrimination of character and qualifications, be
stowed their patronage upon young men of different Christian communities from
all parts of the United States; a large majority however of the beneficiaries have
been in connection with Presbyterians and Congregationalists. The society at an
early period ºf its existence, obtained great favour in the estimation of the Chris.
tian community, and has received a large share of public patronage. . It was or
ganized in Boston in 1815, and was in the year following incorporated by the le.
gislature of Massachusetts. It was denominated the American Education Society,
“for the purpose of educating pious young men for the gospel ministry." The in
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the state of New York.

second and third stages, eighty dollars, of which twenty dollars shall be appro
priated for each quarter.
3. Appropriations in money shall be made in the form of loans; for which young
men, whether of age or not, shall give their notes, at the time of receiving them,
in the following form.
“For value received, I promise to pay the American Education Society, or cr.
der, — dollars in five years after my preparatory studies for the ministry shall
have been closed with interest from that time."

(Resrdence and date)

A.

B.

Hence it appears that if a student be entirely dependent on the funds of the
society (which will rarely be the case) for his whole course of study he will incur
a debt of tº 0 spanish dollars to be paid within the term of five years from the
time of entering upon protessional duties.
Yours truly,
Tillipa!!y .Wozenber 2d, 1843.
D. Pook.

& eºs
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its principles. It is sustained by sixty-three branch sºcieties formed in different
parts of the American Union, but principally within the limits of New England and

education, shall be sixty dollars—fifteen dollars for each quarter; to those in the

e3".
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stitution is national in its character, and in the best sense of the term Catholic in

It would be impossible within the compass of a letter, to give you even an epitome
of the history of this society. Tnc following is an extract from the sixth chapter
of its rules, which treats of the subject “of appropriations” to beneficiaries. Intro.
ductory to this extract, I should observe that according to the regulations of the
society, beneficiaries, who are supposed to have had a common school education,
are required to pass through a nine year's course of instruction, preparatory to
an entrance upon the duties of the sacred office; i. e. two years are allowed for the
preparatory course for entering college.-four years for the scientific course at
college, and three years for the stndy of theology. It was in reference to these three
grades of instruction that the following appropriations are graduated.
1. The amount appropriated to young men under patronage shall be the least
with which they can be carried forward, consistently with health and a thorough
education, after making suitable efforts to assist themselves, and receiving the aid
of other public funds and of friends.
2. The annual amount of appropriations to the young men in the first stage of
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Rules for the Conduct of a Christian Life.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.
*ſeditate upon the particular Christian virtue you are aiming at
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and pray to God for it.—When one has seriously for a long time medi
tated apon a thing and considered its necessity, beauty, and usefulness, it
is more easily loved and adhered to. This is common to virtue, with all

other things that are amiable; and if you often dwell upon the

excellency

of any virtue, if you consider its necessity and advantage, the example
-

of Jesus Christ and the saints that have practised it, you will find it much
more esy tº exercise, whenever an opportunity presents itself to that pur

* -sejº º G- r * * * rºss-frº jū
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Pºse. Let therefore the solid virtues i have recommended, be thes bject

of your frequent meditations, for by the vigorous and constant application
of your minds to them, you will find yourself animated to acquire them. to
this, we must join our hearty prayers to God; and in order to be heard,

La sº capa Gs, GA asses'ſ geºsé Gee'ss; ºogº you must ask with such faith as consists in firmly believing, you shall receive
gzaº, GA-Gasºluščºgu? &#42*.*-*@*10*** the thing you desire, when you have performed those conditions, upon
& sºcie & -55 A*-. s —a crej994's 26-73 sº-c33
which God has promised to bestow it. You know courage is necessary
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to do violence to ourselves, and to overcome the difficulty there is in thº,
practice of religion; and it is from God only we can expect this strength
and assistance, who must often be applied to for the influences of his Holy
Spirit,
that we may be able to mortify our passions, and abound in every
virtue.
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To the Editor of the “Star.”
DEAR SIR,
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It is requested to demonstrate that the sum of the squares of the segments
of two chords cutting one another within a circle is equal to the square of
the diameter.
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2 ºu Emirabás.-MORNING STAR.
SUMINIARY OF NEWS.

L'Écore & #85&.
until'il II ºn th:

JAFFNA.

* cºrso - -º cº–a tº 64G s r. co -19.5 saw # scº, *ā stºr

Return of Mr. Dyke.—Mr. Dyke arrived in Jaffna on the 1st instant
and has resumed his duties as Government Agent. Consequent on this Mr.
Price resumes his duties as Judge of the District Court at Jaffna, and Mr.
Burleigh returns to the Malagain Court which has been suspended while he
has been acting for Mr. Price, at Jaffna.

&G stay ºu.º.o.d4 ºr #3A cºwº so-Qus; A & 544.5/5 = ºr $*
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1:G-1 Qa&#3.5 Lº QA roy 2) via Qp vis-à-3.54 *ścoA, #53
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cºw (9 as a tire Gaſ & als f : aes g).53 far sº ºf 5.5 g) a sºrº
–43 sºa5.5 ºn-0&of=Qars.ad -gã LašA-4-uſ, 94 rºa,
GP9-11” ºf Laws).5~ āsº Lao.5GAT Ib.

Gäſtgill unila ová'íláš.
Q = Top-59s a Géºjš945, 9-safé & cºfºus-G-Irº Q & #4 r
tº # ºr Lyss LA # devel L. Jay tº 4GL rº Q fift sit 4 sº figuº Sir
& Quas Lacºb Guo,5–14- ºr flayCŞā65&Q =~4-4 ºf: G-3 (.5 %

Overland Mail.—The Jaffna Packets for the next Overland Mail are
advertised to close on the 12th and 18th inst, at 4 P. M.
COLOMBO.

(Abridged from the Colombo Observer.)

Le G1s1. A rive Cou Ncil.—Friday 15th Sept. After reading the Pro
ceedings of the last meeting the supply ordinance was read a third time and
passed.
The Committee resumed its sitting on the Police Ordinance. The

Queen's Advocate presented the amendment to the 37th clause respectin:
the whitewashing of houses, which was originally proposed by the Govern
ment Agent, Kandy.
This excited a long discussion; it being contended on the one hand—that
such powers were necessary to the Police superintendent to secute the put

lic against the spread of pestilence and other contagious diseases, which
was of greater importance than all the objections that could be urged a
gainst his having such power. On the other hand it was maintained—that
the powers it proposed to give to the Police superintendent were arbitrary
and prejudicial to the rights and feelings of the community.
On being put to vote, the amendment was lost,-His Excellency having

Jaca, Sãº 19.3 L/45 fluff a u ęcy ºur & even alºuf, På gas &

promised to bring forward a separate ordinance, making provision for the

...AL 3 d" to a £5° un & L LA - ESP coud sº suit is a Lê Los A. Louaw
ºffs 1 & #. gºuy-335 to AQA cº,04 ul jºb Quguan Jºº. -A5
GA isſºso a G-1.55. Sir. J G ºr ºf ºur sº ºr ss).5& Ló 95.

cleansing of towns in cases of pestilential diseases.
The Council adjourned to Thursday the 21st September.
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Thursday 21st September.—After hearing the proceedings of the last
meeting, the Council resolved itself into a Committee for the consideration

of the Jury Ordinance. The Petition against the Ordinance, by the vellalas,
which was presented to the Council at its Session on the 12th of Septem
ber, was again read; also counter petitions from the Fishers and Moors. Mir
Stewart was heard as counsel for the vellalas, against the Ordinance. Aſ
ter referring to the wise adaptation of the existing Jury Regulations to
the state of castes and classes amongst the people, and their satisfactory
operation in promoting the ends of justice, he adverted to the contemplate ºf
Ordinance, as one tending to abolish existing distinctions and do violence
to the cherished feelings of the community, and urged against it—first tºe
injury the smalgamation was likely to cause to the social condition, hairs
and feelings of the class for whom he appeared as counsel, and second y
the injury it was likely to cause to the administration of justice. His argu
ment under the first head, if we rightly understand it, was based chiefly ºn
assumptions which probably carried conviction to none but the parties in
terested in his success.

Under the second head he contended that the ends

of justice would be defeated, as the Jury when composed of different class
es, would be prevented by the feelings they held towards each other from
having that deliberate and harmonious consultation which is so important
a feature of the Jury system aud so necessary to its success in securing the
ends of justice.
He was followed by Mr Morgan, in opposition, who exposed the evils
of the systein in question and denied the injustice which it had been alleg
ed would be done to the rights and feelings of individuals by the propes ºf
amalgamation. Mr. Stewart replied to Mr. Morgan. The council fixed the
following Thursday for the second reading of the Ordinance.
The Bill providing for the erection of a suspension bridge over the Tala
ta Oya, on the lower road from Kandy to Badulla, was read a second time

—and the third reading fixed for the following Thursday.
The Colombo observer has the following renarks on the proceedings of
the natives in relation to the Jury Ordinance: “It is not surprising to find the
names of the old and prejudiced vellalahs attached to the Petition in favor of
classification, but the philanthropic mind will be pained to learn that the
junior members who have enjoyed the benefits of the more liberal educa
tion afforded in the Colony, and have had constant intercourse with Euro
peans—young men who profess on the maxims of civilization and Christian
ity, to lament the existence of the system, have united in the struggle to in
crease the ſetters of caste.—Their principles were unequal to the trial—

the seed has alas! yet fallen only into stony ground.”
LA HORE.

Since our last intelligence has been received that Rajah Leena Singh who
took possession of Lahore was murdered by Sirda Leena Singh at a confer
ence the two had together —The recent melancholy events at Lahore exer:pliſy the unhappy condition of Prince and subjects in a Government not
amenable to law.

*A*/A -32 - Hºà3& -a++9.4 = Gasºr; L.E. ºils. A G = S.A
G55; Q – 4-4 of ºr -0.4-1949-4 ºr at # as ºr a ra cos 19 a cº,5A ſcº,

To Correspondents.—The Communication from “A Christian” does not
seen called for by the circumstances of “A Native Protestant.” We are

at #42 aſ sº ºf LL-aſh JJG uſe ºf Ju-e-off el-Ti sãº.

however glad to learn the Letters of the latter have been read with proft.
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PART II.]

On Legible Language.
[CHAP. XI.
Continued from page 214.
11. Picture-writing can only express embodied forms, things so call
ed; it could not express pure mental conceptions, abstract ideas, and such
properties of bodies as are not submitted to the eye; as, wisdom, power,
benevolence, genius, length, breadth, hardness, softness, sound, taste, smell.
and so on.

12. Our next attempt, therefore, would be to remedy this deficiency; and
the common consent of mankind in ascribing peculiar internal qualities and
virtues to peculiar external forms, would enable us to lay hold of such

forms to express the virtues and qualities themselves. Thus the figure of
a circle might be made to signify a year: that of a hatchet, separation, or

division; an eye might represent watchfulness; a harrow might represent a
ploughed field; a rose-bud might stand for odor, and a bale of goods for

***d as 4 × 4 +&#93 T & Hé@** @A&Jä & Lºvat 34 cis

Cominerce.
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~4Åsmus G& cº-s ºſsulº is ref Šálay Ju 5,534 rºw ºaſir sarº A L
**** As Oswº-w uſ soué (; sets & G = 1 to a tº # 3-5A

13. By the same principle, compound ideas might be expressed by a
combination of characters; the figure of a man in the midst of a square,

e-Lº,564 & #449***
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star Lassy
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which should signify an inclosure, might denote a prisoner, the union of

two pictures, one representing a mouth, and the other gold, might signify
eloquence This kind of mixed characters is called allegorical or emble
matic writing.
14. Legible language would now be much improved, but still it would

require great labor to write it. The next object would be to abridge this
labor.

Instead of drawing the whole figure of a man to express his idea,

it might be signified by the legs alone, as a simple acute angle, which is the
written character for a man in the Chinese tongue; the whole figure is sup
posed to have been, at first, employed.
15. In like manner, the hand formerly represented by a perfect drawing
of the organ, might be contracted. Ingenuity set to work, would soon find
a way to express the auxiliary parts of speech; prepositions might be ex

4-4-0 sºls. -a ai = + -º a 45° cºp roles Gs is rāsā suuu
&#94 reval aloparsog, a is - Sa Liz - L.G. 18. A rig
* * * * L e-AA sºcps.º. 9.3 ºuth GL Taº Japarson Astés a

its relative situation.

-ºše tº #24. T & G sº. Eréé" eter 4cos, ºr 26, revé Qer

sibly become converted into arbitrary characters, which, to those acquaint

** Aur L* is ºr c.a. A saff sºr er is ºf a & aſ 4,5& aré Fa'
***AG-7 dé seriº-éeau, Leº co-aid; Q = LGAsſº. As a # 5

them.

** *** arriº a.a. Q4–4–1 isoers; a sºa a-LG;&e di -º

pressed by some simple mark, whose precise meaning would be known by
16. In this manner, picture-characters, or images of things, would insen
ed with the meaning of the different marks, would answer the purpose as

well, and would have an incalculable advantage in the facility of writing
17. We have now reached the utmost pitch of perfection which
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gible language of things is, perhaps, capable of attaining. It would be a very
tedious process. If a distinct character were to be employed to represent
every distinct idea, the number of distinct characters would be almost in
finite; if a few distinct or simple characters only were to be made use of to

represent such ideas as are most common, and the rest were to be express
ed by combinations of these, though the number of distinct characters
would be in some degree diminished, the memory would still have a diffi
cult task to retain them; and the combinations would, in a thousand in
stances, be embarrassing and intricate.
18. Under this pressure of evils, there can be no doubt that a contem

plative mind, in whatever part of the world placed, would soon begin to
reflect on the possibility of making characters to signify sounds or words,
rather than images or things. It would be perceived that the distinct arti
culate sounds in any or in every language are not many, and in every lan
guage are the same, or nearly so.
19. It has been stated, in a former chapter, that the alphabetic marks or

characters need not be more than from twenty to thirty, in order to express
every simple sound which the human voice is capable of uttering. By com
bining these alphabetic characters, every separate word, or intermixture of
sounds, might be given, till a written language would be formed, addressed
to the ear, instead of to the eye, symbolical of oral language, and possess
ing the whole of its accuracy and precision.
20. I have drawn asketch of what would be the case provided mankind
were, at this moment, to be deprived by a miracle of all legible language,
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isted in its earlier ages. The art of writing would commence with pictures
or marks of things addressed to the eye, and after passing through various
stages of improvement, would finish in letters, or marks of words address.
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ed to the ear.

(Translation of the above.)

3. LGLörliai Găil; 131L133 Birč.

ujá. 215371ſt–2. L53.
-º-º-º-ruh sºari, 3 & #353 GA; T cºco Lt. Lºº.
a mu)38. Léº & fisfies a.
to s. stapº ºff tº 64; LL Groºts.º, Leo a.o. 5 Germ sº Gº
tº # £rcº G G =##45 a 4-sº so; -ºs.o.º. -º-Quu? sºulant-u
Q_rGd: # ºr uprāāa ºf cºaré.358.3 p6.5us; A = *A grâ sur Geº

Lou Lot ºf Gurzºar sº quº, scº 4.5 tº Guffo ár sº uſus, LöGe
###1-#4 afé º so?u & & mºst ºf €5-A ºf 3353 GArgos º
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wa-. 2; sois uſ sº, sirº, º&#95 & sopa, 4 ºr flap/da – as acrº
tº a Q4-3 Aerº Le ſº a shru-u.º. ººza -6.4 ºuc at 4 lb -& & Lö

Leef, r u QA ſcº Sarāgā 3 º' gºs; ºrc's sº e-drarts ºve.
** #4 e5ue four sé scº ºs ºrcys & Lºtt- rew sº-aē =
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& G-sºose of a fºré aſ a cºrdſ d at #355 Fr Ast a sºr Lores s
Q5.3ao.5 -gēev.5 crew ºfAiso A wom. Åsgå, is re-6-6-4- S J G L &
A.E., wº.º. is CŞā.553 º' -gãº, a sºrºri sºr ºaſe a ré

sºfs Harriº 8-9s ego of u. Calafºuſ...}.5%QL map.s. -a-4:
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ujū Şa'ſ fly-ºcrºc.já35th.

*-*. §12-14-c Lºt-Qaſ #Adeºdºsa'9s)?a ºf GA suſ. A
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304 dºejū -sye ºg á is ºse e-sk. Quº so su.º. 9 Juracaja Gays:
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L@#& 9,245,535 -qfe'ſ
-ºša.º.

gºvey. Gºº & sewees

of L--> -e, -ºg # 5&#35 G+Gw

ºvu.e.

sea..º.º it ºr
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§§A Qs&# sacréejeº, 5’s ºw
Qars &A sm cº-º-Gesù.
Qes. Lewa & Qedalse Gºvić,2am G5 Assf, Asafiur as a Tir

º-cºieş2A - wie, Gosne & esſes ºf 4,05u H in £flure, alº
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ºfa 4&5+ š,5–1 ºf $f aſapºs;s g.º. 44 ° al-4 ºf # *ſ-02AE
*...a Lº aſ a vſ Géºé QA; flºº.
tos. 3) # Uru. A so; #Q& Tºrſº Am Gar, a Qu TC5 ºr stºr ºth sºap
3.25 & Lºri #849e so Qajaf Cu(SA.E. GGob. s 755.5 rºot ºf
5-Gaº-e-A.E #G#Carros Loaf,5?s # 8A f.; sº so -ø/-º as ºr
***** *wu's soa542–1-4-153300s. Lapaé is " …6+. 2)
was 8–1–1, 5*49 – sº 5 #4 Gefä, ºriggés Galapá, -gãº

**-ſ G5ue.

5*** * sou-with, Lc,52.5 Q- rst Lou A sº,545, 45 tº (Say...fair L-ſr
Sº, -º- - -th ** also guy cº-e-AEA is unafºrdſ sº GL*a**~

th. -gãafteås & agazā GAAEA, #9 stréeriosa & ará Q4 sº

G-4 AEA, #4 &Qars Las GL = 1 -Qº.
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Mr. POOR’s LETTERS TO HIS LATE PUPILs. No. XIII.
Subject of the last letter continued.

Principles of English Grammar.
BY WILLIAM LEN NIE.
Of RELATIvr. Phonouns

My You NG FRIEN ps,
On looking at the twenty fifth Report of the American Education Society, I
find that in the course of the year preceding, the Society rendered pecuniary
assistance to eight hundred and ten young men in the three stages of their educa
tion; that the income of the Society for the year, was 63,113 Spanish Dollars, 58
cents; that the amount refunded in the course of the year by beneficiaries who had
completed their course of study, was 6,633 Spanish dols, and 30 cents; that the
earnings, for that year, of the beneficiaries then under the patronage of the Socie
ty, amounted to 21,739 Spanish dollars 51 cents. This sum was earned princi
pally by school keeping in vacation, and by other productive labors, in hours of
recreation, in term time. The ingenuity of those who are thrown upon their own
resources in obtaining an education, is put to a very profitable test. The course
of manual labor and industry to which they resort, to procure the requisite funds
for board and tuition, forms no unimportant part of their education. Such a course
of labor is highly favorable to physical, intellectual and moral culture. Its ten
dency is to bring into exercise the powers of the whole man; to produce a sound
in a sound body, and thus to prepare the individual for future labors and ex

º

A Relative Pronoun is a word that relates to a noun or pronun before it,
called the antecedent, as, The master who taught us, &c."
The simple relatives are who, which, and that; they are alike in hoth
numbers; thus,
JWom. Who

Poss. Whose
Obj. Whom
Who is applied to Persons ; as, The boy whof.
Which is applied to inferior animals, and things without life; as, The
dog which barks; the book which was lost.
That is often used instead of who or which; as, The boy that reads;

the book that was lost.

What is a compound relative, including both the relative and the ante
cedentf; as, This is what I wanted; that is, the thing which I wanted.
Obs E R v At 1 ons.

In asking questions who, which, and what are all called interrogatives;
as, Who said that?

What did he do? K. p. 86. JVote.

ploits.

The twenty fifth Report, to which I have alluded, contains a summary of the
doings ofthe Society for a quarter of a century,the period of its existence. From that
suininary it appears, that funds have been raised to the amount of eight lacs, and
sixty six thousand Spanish dols; that the whole number of young men aided by
the Society, is three thousand three hundred and eighty nine; that about one half
of this number had completed their studies and entered upon the duties of the sa
cred office, of whom sixty six had enlisted in the service of Foreign Missions and
have been sent to the four quarters of the globe.
The whole number of ordained ministers sent forth by the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions from the commencement of their operations
to the period of the twenty fifth Report of the American Education Society, is one
hundred and fifteen.
We have now the requisite data before us, for meeting, in one important point
of view, the charge brought against the conductors of Foreign Missions of drain
ing the country of its ministers. On balancing this account it appears, that

The relative is always of the same number and person with its ante
cedent, but not always in the same case.

Which has properly no possessive case of its own. The objective with
of before it supplies its place. Our best writers, however, now use whose
as the possessive of which; as, “A religion whose origin is divine.” Blair.
*The relative sometimes refers to a whole clause as its antecedent; as,

The bill was rejected by the Lords, which excited no small degree of jeal
ousy and discontent; that is, which thing or circumstance, ereited, &c.
f Who is applied to inferior animals, when they are represented as
speaking and acting like rational beings.
# What and which are sometimes used as adjectives; as, “I know not

while the Board have sent abroad one hundred and fifteen ministers of the Gos

by what fatality the adversaries of the motion are impelled,” &c.— Which
things are an allegory. Which here is equal to these.
Whoever, whosoever, and whoso are compound relatives equal to He

pel, a single Society, which is unquestionably the offspring of the Foreign Mis
sionary spirit, has already presented to the churches, to the country, and to the
world a thoroughly educated corps of sixteen hundred strong, and have in a

who, or The person that.
Whatever, whatsoever, with whichever and whichsoever are some
times adjectives, and combine with nouns: and sometimes compound rela

course of training upwards of two thousand more.

But this gives but a partial view of the income arising from the outlay in the cause tives equal to that which,--These compounds, however, particularly
of benevolence. That same spirit, which gave rise to the American Education So whoso, are now generally avoided. Whatever and whoever are most
ciety, gave an impulse to the public mind, which resulted in the establishment of used.
numerous institutions of different grades with direct refer cnce to the two ſold ob |
ject of meeting the growing demands for Christian teachers in our own country,

and for furnishing Missionaries for foreign service.
In proof of this, a single fact must suffice.

Since the formation of the Ameri

can Board of Commissioners thirty five Theological Seminaries have been formed

in the several states of the American Union. In the year 1842, 32 of these Sem
inaries contained one thousand and ninety students.

•S. Qa' & sha) ºr sºn scor ºil &as 3A Grºs
Gºvāāswä3T1 (i.
G#T&so;#311th.

I have not now at hand the

13:551#G#1&Suáð—FúListºlºgi.
means of ascertaining the number of Academies and Colleges established simul
taneously with these thirty five Theological Seminaries; but we may suppose from
*lhué,
E.S. 39.5 ºus of 300m 90-s ºwe LtGA Assés
the nature of the case that they were in due proportion. But you will perhaps
Gps
ºf
535th
QLCŞāG*.sºud 9,9.5464 sºlº fºu saloº ºcé
think that the Americans are quite over-doing the matter of raising up Padres.
I could wish that they were deserving of such an honor; but this is far from being G5th ºff Qen ºvirub. sudécºup-tº-93A. a-- 7.584 iſſuit, ºr—a.*
the case. A pastor in America has aunple employment, who has the cure of one
A ºf HeleußA Cl943.5° ar" as who, which, and that. §es
thousand souls. The population of the United States, as appears from the last
sºr
ºvsis QL-aºréCŞā35uñ Q-7.5, a ud.
census, is in round numbers 17,000,000. Now if you will use your Arithmetic,
QLuff. who
Qafu'ºu. whom
a-sol -- whose
which I trust you have not wholly forgotten, you will perceive that 17,000 pastors
would be but a moderate supply for the country. But the Education Society has
Who ars, Lº waſ AsO435& Suguſt 84 = tºué8&A'.5. The
by a quarter of a century's effort, brought torward but about one-fifth of this num
ber. For the last ten years the increase of population in the United States has boy whof (reads) aſ sas,” sºul-Qa's Le Gun ºv.
been on an average, a little more than 400,000 a year. The mere increase of pop
Which aſ a Lº sweviñº ºrgaoyish e-19ſsamAs Quiros&s
ulation, therefore, requires an annual increase of four hundred ministers, i. e. more
Geogáà &A smus stre+AG-r
than one per day. Hence, notwithstanding the extraordinary efforts of the church &#35up SaGun 854 &LQur.
es, there is still a deficiency of suitably educated ministers for meeting the de sºr LA; A & un, ºr—a).
mands of the country. But if there be now a deficiency, how disastrous and a
That si sã Lº QLC tºur ºth who pºev.5, which sº sº
larming must have been the state of the country, in the absence of those extra
Lºc & L&a re tº SaGuſtaše buſº as º.º. at £48s alsº
ordinary and systematic efforts of which I have been speaking. We should then
have had an illustration of the other part of the divine maxim that “there is that
usir, as reº op G-rºw 44; sub, ºr—a.
withholdeth more than is meet and it tendeth to poverty.'
What a sº L.E. eth Lââ tº 1945 so; uſub sº & Gass Quo'ſsou:
In speaking of the American Education Society, I have particularly noticed the
up-àe lºgºff Qaſr-fºwif ºbus sº, ſuf; as #35 Gales
of refunding by the beneficiaries what they had received as a loan. On
ooking over the Reports of the Society, I perceive that the mere refunding of ly-ust 1904.5.8.5 Asir “ , ºr—a. (-a ºn a 45) st-icº Gaeirº-L
money is but a part of the returns which have been made by beneficiaries. As
an appropriate expression of obligation to their benefactors and of interest in the As a 1935A, -aša & Qun CŞQars,” Lusth.
institution which has raised them to their present standing, not a few of them have .
L|Dorºnt-.
become permanent contributors to the funds of the Society, able advocates of its
•Sealſ: G-mº who, which, what sº ºusa's dº eSe:SAAF

Y."

interests, and efficient assistants to indigent youths of fair promise by introduc

ing then to the notice and patronage of the Society.
In all this, the Society, having obeyed the command of their Lord, have rich
experience of the promise annexed: “Give, and it shall be given unto you; good
measure pressed down, shaken together and running over'shall men give into your

boson. This command and promise are no less applicable to individuals than
to .National Soeieties.

Tillipally, Wov. 21st 1843.

Your's very truly,
D. Poort.

a Qarsi.o. Qerºcoe, Lºs-Aar. -sysosé, Qars ºr a diff ºa
Qars, sº Q4 tº Asm ºf st—ev.

*lºuš,5219,0As, ev.5 stereºf ºth ºl-48&th ursº ºth ºrd
Gum &é scº Cp* Quorºsau-Qurā Ācā35th. & Sé wºug-rº
tº 56 a Gaº wºucun -92 ſ.s.

Which stº Lºs GPºpsocurité Qarās e-º-ma

gº-Tſū-E
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Gaº.aspicuºsºv.

Aaróg gas cºsts of sº sº; Cºré,

& Cº. Q4 Lø, GQL roy & Gajš.psolo Geffé.5, a so-soud Ga

g-wºodës 4 ºf Lt Jo; #33 oz. ge.º.º. ºO-1769.5 ºun
As -aguiº, a gravi ºf Lifs & whose sº uses which sº a 3 e alsº a Gajasolourse, SuGur&#8ofeº. Gºa
eaa or ºr GasOuds; a Blair Qarsaw Gof. Which arº uses
E. LAA arºs º Lás A.E. C. HA’srºot-sountº, As sº sº *th

*é strewaligarth. ašGAQars; al-Asſ' ºr a 9 ºuth-, *"
•ºf Liriº eyeath ºres ºf these), wäa.s. 5): Gur #15 (sſ
*) arº-oth (a 3GA2arsº.oth) Qars ºrA&aa i ! is Qar-s-s
a-l-ºvá, Qaſs.sº GoGur, e-lºad a # of 7 & 8,906 un ?--1920 &
G**Jojãs.s? -ºs, so-u sup-a,004 saf Sºund swords sw? -eſ

******ś.5 gfiscaal ºblongfie;6; if a sº, Qe devºu,

Lé sº, 9.5°, tº LA 15 mre.º. tº L4 = ***uth urifº

epäästä.S* f is dº or a $40 &a Ger.: 3 strº G st-L.5 s figuſt
assuſ’ strar & L' ſº fººd a serás & La Soad ºf QA; flu;945& Cº.gy
th990s.o. Oeira.gº tesgäuoreoc & Gurev gºalf sºcjagić

* ºrbus,sº S.A., & aurº solo QPQſ are Gudava -gãº GPº

*6th ºur or réa.º. ºfarger e-tropa-u up.ºO of yº wie,

olor ºurs # ºr 994 A.A. fur de Sauererth So Hèserſ &
a & arºult-E. J.A. Qe7e5* sava rääuäspawith icºs
seaseducasir-régist. Aés, ºr-a-º. (asra.f)-aša'é

** *-i-rºl ºf Leja, Gay & 4 & 3.3, a risis. Fire'ſsàurgjº an
#Asalºº & Gasoa º ºsºruot tº acºré93 Gael–75 Q = 7&ay
Gaº Ques uſ f. §a fle-A83, a #4 alsº unºv,; tış Çaf Qe
~4-#4 Taoswºopa, sº fºur #3 &. gavi sãºvosis.a stä

sn'ſ auth a sºrt—ré8,50/D* 2 Quit Gjørreå.

f sº wig ºr 64 & Loaflasovº Gurevº Gus 8,045r eaſº Gº
&A, a reaſº; Q = sºme LQEG-ra, who sº Lº -mease icº
tº Sagu'ſ G#4 tº L03& Ap.ºſ.

ſt What, which as Lºa geogatºr a flâQeſ Assyrs & SaGar
&#4 ºuſ gºals. 9&G, .44; 39.5&#&GLºs Anaſta®ers ºroe
Quog,9&& wave-º-º-rif sGard; p &Guº. 94 ºn flui s'eye'
and aun Jojääsä war. Which sº L.f. §éal-āść, these arº –
Asāº; #5548& 2.5.
Whoever, whosoever, whoso arºusa Qart-féºw& ºthu
#A c. 1945.5 s arrº. §soa, he who -a < *.* the person that arº
Lusee #Q sm A\CŞāg sº ſper. Whatever, whatsoever a ºn Laoa, ul
18, whichever, whichsoever arsº Lenauss &a Gajºr a flaserſ

ués” & L A.F.4 ºff;...&#9 ºr ciró, as , G- GL1 isºaſ"?
**. ºacá859-rap.g. £as a rºojäguage&Q-TCŞair af
soul-sºlº Q Qasse-ricsſo; as #4& g). Qurop.º. 5) geºGº
-gºvé.5 slip-usſº-u §eir air soutº L iſ fºur #4 ºr

&a fla
*—th a #4, ſºde'Ga £4&son & Gaſ &L'Éuſ & G-2 reosys
*A*-ā4 & Hrairó cºopé.5 s ſºap sopää.f. adjä.5' Qal'a' i.f.
wer fe?Auorui eſcº 4,5uom 1954Goofs &. §also a 4 gºax0a tº
*Loſt tº avºriš, 8 fºalf-Guo, sire A & G sºls tº 195utºut-- a

ºf flat all-ros -ºud-e GeOslº, a guºu%80% sir.
** Gºº Geop.fº Garcise-up tº 3 sojºur-953, agrééjà

*9-17694, 194s:044+0Lºreſ.Voice;4. As-- #, -ath

Gº, Quli seg-sfºr s.a. ages par-3a Gatºr QA re-felºuš

4-4-#, Gjeaf Cp*.sah 9am can Qasr $6 g;3555 a 3.54 *@Şaf $4.5 Lowruń sm &Gam G.71 Gaº L& Q = rsa.gºv.19;3

As CSA, strº that which arº LA 394 r88C534 & 2s. 88a,th
gºš, ; 9,5r-ifs& Qughurch coucajº slewiselu09s. Anº. 9
gas is rares, whoso sº; L.E classe L6G + p.s. Whatever,

*CŞā554.4 lb soul ºr && swalh and Qum GSQa' &A).35 Guſrev r
th. *śrasºudur,3&ao a 4&5 GP sº ep 39A0p;soAs4% Assireſ S2,3

whoever arºuses. OLCŞūurse coucuțth SaGum Géa tº LQGº Awar.

Gj tº

CoMMUNICAtions.—flº-Asia ar.

*Tºšāurif a. 3 & urgåsog aſſari&th. Aar såå strum.º.º is

Gursaſága ºwair? § 2.9-ſq945, fiyaaºrt-r-jauðsea ºf 3
&A and Asé As a dº eVar sufusºrs ºff &Q's drCar Quoes tº 194 ruder)
*&#35 airée Cluairaff-Scy&Qoff. -ºº-º-Gu 19, rude sér º
the #48053805 ed. * 53 stud4.513&º Gutº. § were majºr

(About the impositions of a professed 'Nyane in Jaffnapatam.)
*-āust geo-sºus-mº.º. 3 & coſtulaſ & cº;

udso/p + trºëce, GuoGeo are ºr oria tº GLT Gor. 9-9 & 5 ºf
ºšāurir ºf Gawºr sº *-95 &#A sopé saw.f. ºf a Jºã ºf

Quº Goº. 8s, sº G straSaGa ºr a Juſhitar stopæðertº

831ſt Gaj,

* * * ºr Guo?v= f&#&so sGu sº ſº assºrGar “5,” 4-3 say
wn us” ºr º Lewiſ all-GA=4 secºš.5 sm an user Fasº.giffuſ

Leº's ºat-Québarth a 14-Éaesuſ tº alga riſ.

Qa' & Laſt alsº awrº is flºo affāq;#809, sº win -º aff ºf sucer

1–0%um 801ſ th; Gºffs, st/ ºg ureat iſ a C5uº. ºecyeo–ºu
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SIR,

Will you please to insert the following query in the Mor
ning Star, and require an answer from any of your readers.
The intersection of one line with another is a point. It is
evident then that a line is composed of points. But if a
point have no magnitude at all, how can the addition ofpoints

Q = 7 ºr aſ if is Gars...w is Louis GAD &.

£5%;5&.
afe.g. #5 so-5,5&# Ga. A S355 Ga.; at #5 ºn 23 Fe?&S 5
º, sir.cº is coes, ºf afficer/ph9 + šA & 635+ stroef of
restà, u," e.g. #35 ep,540 ous,” sºlu-š + "wº enau să şā)
jºucopºſpad a 5 & 4 a Gev, ºr run.gif&# & soAs Asian suffed
evå av s ºwn aſsºrs, āeº A & sº- ºrituccº CG ar.

produce a line which has length?

This is of a mysterious

nature to my understanding, and seems to be a violation
of the self-evident truth, the sum of a number of cyphers is
R. Niles.
Yours, &c.
cypher.
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To the Editor of the JMorning Star.
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it, and to show reason for so doing,
Walligammo, 9th Jan. 1843.
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A SURVEYoR.

In a compound is a four sided square house, a side of
which is 30 yards and near to it a rectangular garden. The
number of square yards in the area of the garden is a mean
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I pray you to insert the following question on surveying
in your valuable paper and request any Surveyors to solve
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number of square yards contained in the aforesaid square

| increased by the number contained in the house. Required
the area and sides of the garden.
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contained in the garden and house together. Also the num
ber of square yards in the square described on the diameter
of this garden is a mean proportional between 10, and the
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VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.–No. 9.

(The last for the year and most worthy of notice.)
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Dec. 1st, 15 minutes before 7 o'clock, P. M. Beginning at the South

western horizon and proceeding eastward, we may observe the six constel
lations, Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, and Taurus.
At this time Venus may be seen in her direct course in Scorpio, near the
western horizon.

Saturn, in his direct course in Sagittarius.

Mars and Jupiter, in Capricornus, very nearly in conjunction:-Mars
being one and a half degree, south of Jupiter, both moving in their direct
course, eastward, but Mars is outstripping Jupiter in the race.

GAA alſº sºlº.

ECLiPSES.

1. A partial Eclipse of the Moon, visible throughout India on the 7th of
(From the Aurora No. 18.)

1331; act and sº.--TEN CoMMANDMENTs versified.

December, commencing at 8 o’clock A. M.
2. A total Eclipse of the Sun, on Thursday the 21st commencing at 25

(Continued from page 225.)

little north of Pt. Pedro. For particulars of these two eclipses, see the Ta
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minutes after S o'clock A. M.–The line of central eclipse will pass a very
unil Calendar for the current year.
The Moon will be in conjunction with
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On the same evening Venus and Saturn will be in conjunction,-Venus
being a little more than one degree South.
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shall have the rare and beautiful sight, of the five planets as evening stars,

—all moving in their direct course in the following order,-beginning near
u).

the western horizon, viz: Mercury, Saturn. Venus, Jupiter, and Mars.
“The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament showeth his

handy work. Day unto day uttereth speech and night unto night showeth
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On the evening of the 31st, Mereury may be seen near the western ho
rizon, as soon as twilight is gone. —On the evening of new year's day we
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knowledge.” It is to be hoped that none for whom these Views have been
prepared, are to be found in the number of those against whom, the weighty
charge is brought, that, though “they rise up early in the morning, and con
tinue until night—they regard not the work of the Lord, neither consider
the operation of his hands.”
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blishment of the Council in that island, there has been, on the one hand,

CEY LON.

more attention to economy; on the other, an increasing effort to acceler

Under this head the Friend of India of the 2d November, has an inter ate public improvement by the construction of roads, by digging canals, and
esting article, filling three and a half columns, which we would gladly trans by giving all legitimate encouragement to the spirit of enterprize.
for to our pages but for its length. It would seem from this article as also
“The sudden start of improvement which this colony seems to have taken
from one lately published by the Madras Spectator, that our Indian neigh has no parallel, we believe, in any Indian settlement. The old lethargy
bors are directing their attention to the affairs of Ceylon with more than which characterized its residents, appears to have been at once exchanged
for habits of energy and enterprize, which have done more to develope its
common interest. It was not till lately that the interests of Ceylon Were resources in four years than had been done in the previous forty. The
much thought of or its important advantages to British capitalists much re increase of colonists, and the influx of European capital, both from Eng
garded by European residents in India. The visits of the Calcutta steamers land and India, appears from all accounts to have been steadily progress
to Galle, with a few weeks’ residence at Neuralia of several distinguished ing for some time.
guests from the palatine city, seem to have had no little influence in extend
“But there are other subjects of interest, more particularly to the
ing the knowledge of its resources and awakening the attention of moneyed service here, connected with the administration of Ceylon, which ought
men in that quarter. The delightsomeness of the air and scenery of Nuer

alia form no small share of the attractiveness of our lovely island to the re
sidents of the plains and marshes of India. “It is difficult,” says the Friend
of India, “to fancy anything, not merely more free from inconvenience

but more positively delightful, than the journey from Calcutta to the Sana
tarium in Ceylon.” One has only to “embark on a steamer at Calcutta,
with a hundred of his fellow countrymen, and women, and enjoy a delight

ful sea voyage to Galle, where he meets with a comfortable inn and a
stage coach which drives him at once to the new paradise.” The visitors

not to be overlooked. This island is essentially part and parcel of
Hindustan, and is separated from the main land only by a narrow
strait. Its population consists of natives in the same stage of civilization,
possessed of the same domestic habits, and governed by the same feelings,

as those who reside on the continent. Notwithstanding the difference of
religion, there is not more difference between the ryot of Ceylon and the
ryot of Madras, than between the latter and the ryot of Bengal.
It is a
dependency of the crown, and there the ministers of the crown have been
for some time past carrying forward unostentatiously, the experiment of
governing an Indian possession, upon principles entirely distinct from those
adopted in the countries entrusted to the Company.

The two systems are

from Nueralia who returned by the Hindustan, “are extravagant, if that diametrically different both as it regards legislative and administrative ar
be possible, in their praise of that residence.” The agricultural improve rangements, or the construction and the allowances of the public service.
ment of the island has taken India by surprise. “These circumstances have The fundamental principle of the civil service in that island is not the
created a new interest in the prospects of the island among the community retention of patronage as a remuneration for the labour of governing it.
There, in a country which little exceeds one of our largest zillahs in pop
at this Presidency, (Calcutta) and there is every hope of its being foster ulation and revenue, and for which the Company would consider five or
ed and increased.”

six civilians an ample allowance, the civil service embraces thirty-seven

The successful introduction of Legislative administration in the go
vernment, and the fixed tenure of land, are supposed to be the main

causes of the rapidly increasing wealth and prosperity of the island, and are
advantageously contrasted with the different state of things in the Company's
possessions.
“We cannot doubt” says the Madras spectator, “that the know
ledge of the existence of this useful system of legislative government has
had its degree of effect in inducing the embarkation of so many capitalists
in agricultural pursuits in Ceylon, as has been the case of late years, while,
to look homewards, our own vast tract of territory has in comparison been
almost entirely neglected. The aversion to such adventures in India, and
the willing preference given to Ceylon, arises, we know, chiefly, from the

differing
tenures of land. In this country all that can be obtained from the
government is a lease of waste lands of 21 years' duration. in Ceylon,

individuals, with a host of functionaries not included in that list. That ser

vice is not formed into a distinct class, which it is deemed necessary to
qualify by a specific system of education for public employment. All the
civil, criminal, and fiscal business of Ceylon is conducted by men trained

at no college similar to that of Hayleybury. Nor is there a greater differ
ence between the training of Judges and Collectors for Ceylon, and that of
Judges and Collectors for Bengal than exists also in the matter of their al

lowances. The whole body of civilians, thirty-seven in number, the secre
taries, the Government Agents, the Judges, the Magistrates, the Fiscal of.
ficers, receive no more than £27,000 sterling a year; a sum less than that
enjoyed by two of our Secretaries, two members of the Board of Customs,
and two of the Board of Revenue.

Then, the crown has also contrived to

obtain the services of a Chief Justice, equal in legal attainments to any of
those who have adorned the Bench in Calcutta, and for less than one third

on

of their pay.

The salary of Sir ANTHo NY OL1 PHANT is less only by

the contrary, land may be purchased outright and held in fee simple as the
absolute
property
which, and
withhand
all the
improvements he
effects upon
it, he of
canthe
be purchaser,
sure of enjoying,
down to his children

£500 than the mere retiring pension of Sir Edward RYAN.
“It is scarcely to be supposed, that the administration of India will be

after him. But still there is a further inducement to the preference of Cey

ter. There is every reason to believe, that whatever party may be in pow

lon in the knowledge, that the Council offers a sure means of keeping at

er at the time, the ministry will endeavour to dispense altogether with the
Court of Directors as an instrument of government, and place India in the
same direct subordination to the crown, as its other colonial possessions.

tention fixed on the construction of roads and those other facilities to traf

fic which are so indispensable to the prosperity of the agrigulturest whose
produce is only to find its market on the sea coast.” We again quote from

maintained upon its present footing after the expiration of the present char

The design so palpably manifested by the present ministry of reducing

the Friend of Índia. “The Legislative Council of Ceylon does not consist
like that of India of four or five members, but of seventeen. Of these ten
are members of government, while only seven are appointed from among

the Court of Directors to a cypher, and of concentrating all real power at
the Board of Control, seems to prefigure the turn which circumstances are
likely to take, when the construction of the future government of India,

the colonists. This preponderance of official influence in the Council, of

comes under discussion in 1853. Should the administration of that day be
prepared to take the government into its own hands, there is every reason
to suppose that the system will be modified in some respects after the mo

course enables the government to carry any measures it may propose; but

in such a colony as Ceylon, or in such a country as India this construction
of
the Legislative Council seems to be the dictate of prudence.” “The ob
ject of such a Legislative institution when first bestowed on an eastern pos
session should be to dissolve the mystery in which the administration is
shrouded, to create public confidence by unfolding to public view the springs

del of that which has been introduced at Ceylon; that the selections for the
civil service will be made upon a broader basis, and from a larger circle;

that the exclusive education of Hayleybury will be at once repudiated, and
the establishments which furnish our members of parliament and statesmen,

of action, and gradually to prepare the community for taking a larger share

our barristers and judges, our clergy and bishops, will be deemed sufficient

in the Government.”

“This is an amazing advance upon the theory and

for the education of the civilians; that the number of covenanted servants

practice of a simple—we do not mean unjust—despotism. And in Ceylon

will be augmented and their allowances reduced, and that the whole Indian
service, instead of continuing to represent the peculiar and anomalous cir
cumstances in which the Empire of the East arose, wººl be recast in the

it has been found to work well. Though frotii its numerical majority gov

ernment is omnipotent in the Council, yet it is obliged,to explain the reasons
of the measures it adopts; their utility as well as their details are openly

canvassed, and public opinion is brought to bear on them. Since the esta

tmould of that modern colonial system, which Lugland has been gradually
maturing in her foreign possessions
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SUWIMIARY OF NEWS.
The spire of the Fort Church, Jaffna, was struck by lightning on the
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evening of the 13th instant, which shattered the top and did considera- |
ble injury to other parts of the building.
On the 21st instant an in

quest was held by the District Judge of Jaffna on the bodies of two fe
inales, mother and daughter, which were found in a tank at Wannar
ponne.
It is supposed they drowned themselves in consequence of
family difficulties. ––By a letter from Madura of November 11, it is
stated that the cholera still continues in the fort; 15 to 20 deaths per
day; chiefly fatal amongst children. The people are loud in their out

-º-,

****, *-i-º-à-º-ººses, -gaſ safe Ly-āalip-1905&les
-**-***** *wēºt-Lº -ø/35 tº ºars ºf G, 4. 942–

cries to Kali (the supposed patroness of the cholera) but those most engag- |
ed in propitiating her anger are often the first to be taken off
"The
Friend of India of the 19th ult. states that a daring robbery was commit
ted in Calcutta in the shop of a native jeweller, and property to the amount
of 2000 rupees taken.—The report of the assassination of Rajah Hee

ra Singh, as mentioned in our last, was without foundation.
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The affairs
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of the Lahore Government coutinue in a state of great confusion.
Calcutta papers state that the Governor General is about to proceed a
gain to the north west Provinces—Capt. Somerset, his military secretary

tº #119 gºeira*. -ass Gate 193, -ašA 3 assº ê #e3365

having already taken his departure. The revolution in Gwalior, and the dis

# **asºlu º AºS. Aſ sué struclu-l-m-º, grºup duº

tracted state of the Punjab are supposed to be the immediate causes of this
procedure.—Mr. George Clerk, late Lieut. Governor of the north-west
Provinces, is dangerously ill from a concussion of the brain caused by a fall
from his horse.
Mr. Thomason is gazetted as Mr. Clerk's successor in
the Government of the N. W. Provinces.
Intelligence has been receiv

°, -ae's so-u *GPA 5.9% ºw-9.svil 35.58–G-17 tº 63 A dºg
£4-9ſié0a ºp Qafuº G = <-0 A's agº, a) ºf sw lot º'cº isGolf.

ed from China to the 29th Aug. via Bombay. The Formosan authorities had
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confessed their guilt in regard to the murdered crews of the Jinn and the

103,101,–Cholera 1N MADURA.

JWerbudda, and had been delivered over to the Board of Punishments. The

opium trade continued to flourish under foreign flags. A Board of health
had been appointed to investigate the causes of the great unhealthiness of
Hong kong.
A violent storm has lately been experienced at Vizaga
patam, which is stated to have put nearly the whole town under water. It

. . *** *** **sjid-Loirs, GA = }•Auſco-1, lesſ, a LG9.

happened fortunately that there were no ships in port. Of the Dhonies
there some were lost.——The theater-going folks of Calcutta received
quite a shock during a late performance, by the dress of one of the lady ac

#A Gº" lysºč ºr fig ºf 36.5 & e-Gº, Q402 agpier was
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tors taking fire. She was severely though not dangerously burnt —An im
mense flock of locusts passed from the north west over Delhi on the after
noon on the 27th ult——By a letter from Constantinople of Aug. 17th, pub

On the 1st of January, 1844.

lished in the London Chronicle, it is stated that the mountain Nestorians, a

bout whom so much interest has latterly been excited in England and A.
merica, had been attacked by the combined forces of the Pacha of Mosuſ and some powerful Kurdish chiefs and almost annihilated—their vil

Will be published, in Singhalese and English.
(Price two-Peuce,)
|

No. 1, of

lages and churches being burnt —crops destroyed—and inhabitants of both
sexes put to the sword. This massacre is said to have been instigated by
Roman Catholics and other emissaries, jealous of the progress among these
simple hearted mountaineers of Bible instruction through the efforts of A
merican missionaries

Tin E COMMENTATOR,
A nagazine, to be issued inonthly, and to be devoted to the dissemination of
religious and other useful knowledge

The Commentator will comprise within its pages, a plain and practical Exposi
tion of the New Testament Hints to Native Preachers, Sketches of Sermons, Short

Correction.—It was ignorantly stated in our last number that the Mal
lagam Court had been suspended while Mr. Bu R L E 1GH was acting for Mr.
that Court was regularly transacted at Jaffna. We did not know before
that Courts were removable; but supposed in cases like the one alluded to,

Dissertations on the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, Extracts troin Budd:
histical works, and Comments thereon, Observations on past or passing events,
and a variety of other subjects.
It is hoped that Christian Missionaries and others who feel desirous to promote
the spread of Truth, will contribute to its pages, and endeavour to extend its cir

that the business was transferred to another Court.

culation.

PR1c E at Jaffna.

We are now given to understand that the business of

To Correspondents.—A correspondent inquires the meaning of the
word “Selah,” as used in the Scriptures. It is a musical term, supposed
by some to mean the same as da capo, repeat; by others to signify a rest

or pause. It is not properly a part of the text, and no regard need be paid
to it in reading the scriptures.
Mr. “No matter who,” of Batticaloe, is informed that for want of room
united with a doubt as to the benefit to our readers of publishing his coin
munication, we have, on further consideration decided not to publish it.
If, as he professes, he is desirous of ascertaining the truth of Christianity,
he cannot do better than to study the character of its ſounder Jesus Christ,
as contained in the Gospels of the New Testament. He who carefully pe
ruses them will be convinced, if his mind is properly prepared to receive ev

it is intended to present most of the articles in both the Singhalese and Eng:
lish Languages, though occasionally it inay be thought unnecessary to usert a
communication in imore than one of them.

The Commentary will be written in a plain and concise style; and published
without the text of Scripture; so that it may be used with either of the Singhalest
versions now in use, or with the English version.

The work will be illustrated with occasional wood engravings.

Communications to be addressed to the Editor, Baptist Mission
House, Kandy; by whom subscribers’ names will be received; also by
the RE v. E. DANIEL, Colombo, and any of the native preachers.

of Latºn.—conte NTS.

idence; if he reads with prejudice, he would not be persuaded though one
rose from the dead.”—If he do not know which to choose from the num

ber of Christian sects, let him follow the instruction of the Bible without
regard to sect.

The communicator of two enigmas is informed that they cannot be pub
lished unless we are first supplied with solutions.
Two articles from Roman Catholics at Colombo are under consideration.
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Nagari. This consists of not less than fifty letters, of which sixteen are vowels.
and thirty-four consonants, all arranged in the order of the alphabet with a sys

& L G → *-*.*.*.* ºr és aſ adjun Levs we uſ so º ºr also a #

tematic precision.

G*s?AA alsº use. Qaſ s.a. GA; T & P. Loa Gao ºf
* *-* (**m tº Lºve, so ſp.: = + 355* is ºrgas3, Q sºr Qajaj e ſuch

spoken This correct and elegant alphabet extends, with a few trifling variations

The vowels take the lead, beginning with those most easily

|

A 34 a G-4 & G = tº uſ, so # = Q = ºut, º f is # Q = soaº Q2 tº

|

from the Persian gulf to China.

15. Such is a brief history of the noblest art which has ever been invented by
the unassisted efforts of human understanding: an art which gives stability to
thought, forms a cabinet for our ideas, and presents, in imperishable colors, a
** 35 tº 1- sº a A •24 ºn tº 4.4 FA & J Lea & a sºft.*.* tº GL & | *Peaking
portraiture of the soul. Without this, hard indeed would be the sepa
-a, a ra ºr w w is a Lº fed Lt G L ºf 39.9 Å 3:53 s ºr to ºf a riſ & ration of friends—the traveller would become an exile from his native home.
|
16.
Without
a legible language, what to us would be the wisdom of past ages or
•947&sr -º, aſ *** wu º L.A. f.; a waſ 19 sº a so or ; so, alſo the history of former
states? The chain of nature would be broken through all its
225A = a +46-1 widºu, Guºf -a alcº #swº sor a sºr:Q s m LJ; links, and every generation become an isolated and individual world. While the
***-*. Twº -as a “ ºf $947-4 ºn 4,54 ara, a s.j. GA iſ a ru,594, | language of the lips is fleeting as the breath itself, confined to a single spot and a
ſingle moment, the language of the pen has an existence as firm as the everlasting
uº. 45.5, 54 ºr aſ a u Lºvta º Aº (5alſ it.
hills, and can only perish with the globe itself.
17. Legible language is the great sun of the moral world: it warms, stimulates,
ABRIDGEMENT of Good's Book of NATURE.
irradiates and develops and matures the best virtues of the heart, and the best
faculties
the intellect.
But for this, every thing would be doubt and darkness
PART II.] Legible Language.—The subject continued. [CHAP. XII. i and
deathofshade;
all knowledge would be traditionary, and all experience local,
1. To show that the picture-style of writing, was the first kind invented or and civilized life would relapse into barbarism, uninstructed by science, unregu
used, we may refer to the Egyptian sculpture. And here also we can find speci
mens of the different kinds of writing adverted to, namely, the pure hieroglyphic, lated by laws, and unconsoled by revelation. Should we not, then, justly charac

it as the noblest art ever invented by the unassisted efforts of human under
or simple picture-style; the mixed, allegorical or emblematic; the abbreviated or ||terize
standing?
contracted, and the alphabetic.
2. The magnificent ruins of Persepolis, the capital of ancient Persia, has its
monuments and buildings covered with characters of some kind or other, imita
(Translation of the above.)
tive, emblematical or alphabetical. In many instances, there is the pure picture
-

style: then we meet with abbreviated emblems, or rather what seems to be letters;

3. tº GLörl Jali G3 tº 151L:53 BIS.

at any rate, affording proof that the ancient Persians had, at this period, made
some advance from characters for things towards characters for words.
3. In America, as we have before shown, picture-writing is found every where,
amid the most savage tribes. The Mexicans had acquired such a degree of per
tection in this style of writing, that on the first arrival of the Spaniards on their
coasts, expresses were sent off to Montezuma, the reigning monarch, containing
an exact statement of the fact, together with the number and size of the different
ships, by a series of pictures alone, painted on the cloth of the country.
4. The written language of the Chinese is altogether a language of things, and
was formerly very largely, if not entirely, a language of pictures. Their picture
writing, however, was not, like that of Mexico or Egypt, an exact representation
of the thing treated of, but rather a slight outline. This kind of style is now be
come obsolete; but the characters now in use are abbreviations of the picture.
style, and we can frequently trace the parent image.
5. Attempts have been made to prove that the picture-writing of the Egyptians, |

u02. 2153,11th–2 . L15 $.
* -º, F1's as @, . . . .45 —p sº ºv.& 3, Gură jºu.' .. ..ſº 11–
Qs G93.5. ** **ś , gos's Laºs -ºud9 alsº: 63.9, aſ Geº.5 Å
GA = A A 1 if ****** * *A&E sº, c. Lºri Asa w -es, a sºfº
Gº2=rs wºuc – **" trugueſts. Ll-Qaap; so.5 -ad co.º.
£iſ 4 ºf Lo" ºr Le are a #,

********,

* * * ~ iſ scº, e.g. sº assºr Life ejº,

*(jii is on salub &A &f A £350-so sá

<5 rate 5

ſſ ºf air.

*-

gº

gp3s
ºf 5 !-7 flº Jr & 31, 43,535 ºr Telet s = ? - 1.9
Gufi &L', °– sº-º-º-ºrigi, sº fºreſ ºr -ºšso a tº

L7 f.; sº ºf £ew La #4 m ºr -2&ºv.& Gun ºut ºr, -2 coso.º. 65.3' ºr
Each possesses a distinct style, derived from an attachment to | -º- +" artſ ºf .-a º so.º. ºf a fl. 9s; (; L rº. 41 ºr -a < * g h = ºr
G.4 m flap 5 & sif.sº th *" —“--Ée of £9; 248 fl.1 & 51-Law & 3 4. r
distinct classes of images, for the most part of a local nature.
6. In the Egyptian system, we find the crocodile, ibis, ichneumon, the lotos *&#24. Qa's 4 a flu-š + efºg gjá4, ºr Lt-a. Twº ºf 4 so ºf 3
and papyrus, birds and other animals with human heads, and men with the heads
the Chinese, and the Mexicans has proceeded from one cominon source; yet it

cannot be so.

t

-

of birds and dogs.

In the Mexican system, we find the rabbit, {ane, reed, flint

house-fly, &c.; in the Chinese, we have cross, crooked, parallel anºl angular lines,
as the abbreviated symbols of pictures; which Dr. Morrison conjectures were

copied from the tracks of birds on the sands, and from the lines on the bodies of

*" ºn 15 # 4 &. º.º. accº ſº.” * (5* = Loſt ºf G5.0 L L co-a-d ºr 5 s
| * **** -a, -*a** 349-3. Guº alsou, as " ºr & Socº, Li fºr
•rsºnſ ******** -º,3652; Leo, u. ºr -o, sº fiz ºf sº a

aſ ſaiso, so us; 45 m (ºc * GPA ºn A aſ Qp.: a $20 4635% + 3 (; 45,3,p ºf
sº
7. Each system had a distinct origin, according as mankind, in these different Q & 1 & © e'e--" iſ a Carº –, a 3 a coal is (; or 5 J ºr -e. A £
parts of the world, and under different circumstances, have ſound a necessity of soulsº a e)is 4.
recording facts and ideas in remote periods of antiquity; and each has an obvi |
" *" is sº Guo?evºs ré ºr JJ strº Lº Qa. 194.5 + & -a; a
ous tendency to run into arbitrary or alphabetical characters, though of different
| fläsſt sº so L6Gevº º H = n & L if •
ºus evºor sºard, 2)
forms and descriptions.
3. The system, whose origin we can most satisfactorily trace from history, is -če ºf wºes, 6. Queiði (; 4 m is iſ , , ; if ev6's GPA.; aſ ºr 4.5
shell-fishes.

the Phoenician, using the term Phoenicia in a very extended sense. In this way
we inean not only the whole coast of Palestine, of which Tyre and Sidon were the

&Qevela ºral eig ºr Loſt ºn -*.** auco-3A iſ a G. L., & 60, so r

chief cities, but also the whole country of the Canaanites and Hebrews, under
whatever name it may have passed at different periods, as Syria, Assyria, Sido.
nia, Aram; also as touching upon, or rather crossing Mesopotamia, Babylonia,

**-*(5*A* r -> si e º flaw of sº, Jasºn • 352 #8 ºn a gºr
°“***** **-*-* ºut 484 -field as trus& sº sº.; als
aſ Gu Qores 8 g . . (Montezuma) a sº- acji 35 sº-, *.*.*.

and Chaldea.

9. All these countries spoke the same language, or at least, dialects of the same

***autaſe. -** **-se H5*.*.*.*.* to -º anaye-46s), 5 A as

language, that in no case differed farther from each other than the Scottish differs

* – ºsCorse are ºf sº a tº a coal scº. -Q5'--Quoa, as Ga, ºr ºn
***º-j £a.05u A Lºve-cos, G. r. Aſ ºf L, a s.j. *A : ".5

from the English; and all used the same alphabet or alphabets, that possessed as
little variation. Hence there can be no doubt that, in whatever part of this quar

A sº--'Aas." -ºslaveral Gºpi. Qas a sº La T. Jr.

ter of the globe alphabetic characters originated, they were readily and rapidly
introduced into every other part.
10. There is some degree of doubt whether Greece derived its letters from Egypt
or Phoenicia. The best authorities incline to the last opinion.
11. That the Romans derived their letters from the Greeks is unquestionable;

and hence the first invention of writing seems to rest with the Phoenicians, and
wear able to trace it to within one hundred and sixty years of the flood.

12. The proper Phoenician alphabet consisted of not more than thirteen letters
at first: it afterwards had three added to it, making sixteen in the whole, and in
this number it seems to have been earliest employed by many of the adjoining

-

*. **T** * @pa cuſ • axe, Leº Li if, saw *.5'QPQ?a.º. 15
-ºšAs š + c 0–1 (5 sº i = a -6 to Lºsexuſ 193-slº.’ ºp. 5
•º wiga QPQ; a.º. 16's ºwn FC55 & 7 ºud L65.5 u iſ ºw ºsie *
|

- a coań uſ ºw.5 – 1–4 & sw ******* 1953.5.5.,
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•r-e---

* ***.e. ** – A 4-A Gººf; ºn Cºo-use, stagur se, & GPL. Q , r
CŞ* **, *ſ, *i--r Leo -s, ş, 5A, C, QLTCŞ, as ºf ºr -** –uſ or 3

countries, and is known by the name of Samaritan or ancient Hebrew.

13. The Chaldeans introduced some kind of change into the form of the letters,
and added six, since the Samaritan alphabet did not seein sufficiently full to ex
press all the articulations of their speech. In this manner, with various changes,

the Phoenician alphabet can be traced throughout every part of ancient and mo.
dern Europe, every region of Africa where writing of any kind is practised, and
in the western countries of Asia.

14, But Asia, in many of its empires and provinces, had another alphabet, the
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(Brief descriptions of the most remarkable birds, illustrated
by cuts on a comparative scale.)
THE

CONDOR.
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The bird whose picture is given above, is the largest known of the vul
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ture kind. It bears some resemblance to the eagle, and naturalists were for
a time doubtful whether it properly belonged to the eage or the vulture
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tribe.
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Before any well-authenticated description of this bird had been re

ceived, the most marvellous stories were told of its extraordinary size aud

power. Some ol the old Spanish historians, believing the exaggerated tales of
the Indians concerning it, state that it measured eighteen feel in the extent
of its wings and was of so enormous a size that it could not enter a forest:
that it would attack men, and even carry off a stag; and that the rushing
of its wings as it approached the earth struck men with terror and almost
deafened them.

But later and more accurate observation has determined
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The young ones are said to remain with the female during one year. For
some months the young are without feathers, their bodies being covered
with a fine curling whitish hair. At the age of two years the plumage is
of a yellowish brown, which gradually changes to a bright black interming
led with grey.
The Indians of Peru sometimes amuse themselves by catching the Con
dor alive with their lassos." For this purpose a cow or horse is first killed,
when down come the Condors and are permitted to gorge themselves. Then
the Indiuns with their lassos easily capture them. The bird makes incredi

ble efforts to escape and sometimes succeeds, after vomiting freely. Some
times a poisonous substance is mixed with the food that is thus othered them

when after their meal they appear as if intoxicated. This bird is exceed
ingly tenacious of life.

Humbolt relates that at Roibamba he saw soune

Indians first strangle one with a lasso, then after hanging it on a tree, pull it
forcibly by the feet for some minutes. As soon as the lasso was removed the
Condor arose and walked about as iſ nothing extraordinary had happened.
Three balls were then discharged at it from a pistol, at less than four paces
distant, all of which entered its body, wounding it in the neck, chest and
abdomen; but the bird still kept its legs. Another ball broke its thigh, and
brought it to the ground; but the wretched creature did not die till aſter an
interval of half an hour.

* The lasso is a long rope with a running noose in one end, which the Indians
throw with great dexterity over any animal they wish to capture.
o
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the falsehood of these statements and presented us with the true dimensions
and character of this bird. It is considerably larger than the eagle, measur

ears, Q = ′ coićGLT sca ºGä &-º p.º. --849 to-1 & 2

The head and neck are bare of feathers; round the lower part of the neck
is a broad white ruff of downy feathers. The tail is short and wedge-shap
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ed. The legs are excessively thick and powerful, of a bluish grey colour
intermingled with whitish streaks. It has as yet only been found in South
America, and most commonly in Peru and Chili. There on the cliffs of

pop 5.5; A 2-AA.cº -ø84 tº 0– a 4 e-é's ºth, & coff,90ſ & Fit
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the Andes from 10,000 to 15,000 feet above the level of the sea, in the

Gu Qasi ºn 3 #40 €ces a £2 & 3 ºr ºpt 1965é8° ſo.º.

region of perpetual snow, they may be seen in companies of 3 or 4 sitting

L. g. Q , 52, Lefés may syū QLöln-1 ºth 55, ºval GPA ºut

ing in the extent of its wings from 9 to 12 feet. The beak of the Condor
is straight at the base, but the upper mandible becomes arched towards the
point and terminates in a strong and well-curved hook. The basal half is
of an ash brown and the remaining portion towards the point is nearly white.

§u

on the naked rocks. It resorts to the plains only when impelled by hung
sm Ga ºf a tº seller 68° ſpa. = -&#35 (; 10 º' ºs-ºw- QAsr
er. Two of them will together, attack the lama, (a small species of camel,)
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heiſers, and even the puma, (the South America lion,) repeating their at
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continue their bloody banquet till they are quite gorged. The eggs of the ofä35°, Loš. G-d 19 gas Q-Tº Cº * tº #Q sº ºré own Loſ Gas
Condor, which are white, and three or four inches in length, are deposited
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Education Society, particularly of the manner and amount of assistance
granted to their beneficiaries. The greatest amount which the rules of the
Society allow to be loaned to an individual, in reference to the three sta
ges of a nine years' course of study is 680 Spanish, or 2050 rix dols. It
is not supposed that this sum will, by any means, meet the exigencies of
the case. The student must have other resources. It will however give
you some idea of the value put upon a classical education in America and

of the strenuous efforts made by indigent young men, who would rise to
this honor and privilege. Their circumstances in obtaining an education
are in striking contrast with those under which you were educated and
brought forward to your present standing. , Your good fortune, (to use a
heathenish expression in a Christian sense) is owing—(1.) to the sovereign
pleasure of God, in selecting you from the mass of your country men; (2)
to your unknown benefactors in America, who made bountiful provision for
your support and education; (3.) to the strenuous efforts of the Missionaries,
who sought you out in early childhood that they might be instrumental of

inparting to you everlasting treasures. The immediate occasiºn of all
this was, the degraded state in which your countrymen were found, owing
to the prevalence of idolatry and its attendant evi's.
When the Boarding Establishment was commenced, it was with fear and
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trembling that your parents committed you to our care. The question wa
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ty Boarding Schools, is based? When we undertook to house, clothe,
board and educate you, and to do what we could to place you in eligibie
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at that time warmly debated in the country, whether we had not come to
kidnap you; either to send you to Kandy to assist in the war then in progress
or to send you as sepoys to some foreign country.

And what else could

the people have thought, while wholly ignorant of those Gospel prin
ciples of benevolence, which I endeavoured to illustrate in my 10th and
11th letters, and on which the missionary Enterprise, including the Chari

circumstances for obtaining a liclihood, we had no thought or expectation

that you would ever reſund any part of what might be expended on your
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MR. Poor's LETTER To His LATE PUPILS–No. XIV.
My You N G FRIENDs,

For many years I was employed as your Tutor, in assigning you new
lessons and in testing your ability to learn them. It often afforded ine

pleasure and encouragement to see that you were able to surnount the ob.
stacles that lay in your way, and to acquit yourselves well, even in diffi
cult tasks. You were pioneers in the field of science, as it regards your
countrymen, and every stage of progress you made you were making way
In my whole course of tuition with the first

for a host to advance.

classes,—the members of which now stand prominently before me while

penning this letter, it was an inspiring thought that every theoretº you de;
monstrated, and every problem you solved was an onward and upward
step, something new in the land; an additional raw was darted from the

account. But now “the true light shineth”—now, that we have turned
out Schoolmasters, Catechists and Preachers, -Interpreters, Translators
and Private Tutors, Writers, Book-makers and Printers, Notaries pub
lic, Surveyors and Engineers, Vaccinators, Surgeons and Physicians.-Mudeliars, Proctors and a Magistrate,_and a host of literary characters of
various grades—who all, to the envy of their countrymen, are stationed

in the high places of the land, and reaping bountifully the fruit of the edu
cation which they gratuitously received.—Truly a change has come over
the land which I did not expect to see in my day, and it brings with it du
ties and responsibilities of no ordinary kind.
On looking over the records of the Boarding School establishment, from
its commencement in January 1818, to the time in which the first class, in
Batticotta Seminary, was formally and honorably dismissed in September
1828 l find that a few of you were housed, clothed, boarded, ſurnished with
books, and educated, from the funds of the American Board for more than

ten years, and that many of you were in like manner sustained for a
period of from five to ten years This is a dispensation of Providence
with you, in which we Missionaries, have had an important agency, but
the consequences of which we cannot control;-consequences, affecting
not only yourselves, but your posterity; not only for time but for eternity.
What then is to be expected from a class of the community thus sought out,

and thus signalized? Will you reſund to your benefactors in America, what
they have expended on your behalf? This you cannot do. They do not wish
you to do it. They would not accept it at your hands. What they have giv
en, they have given freely, and without thought of a return of this nature
from you. The donations they have made from year to year for your support
they have regarded as free will offerings to the Lord, and as appropriate
expressions of compassion for the perisising heathen for whom Christ died.
Will you then make some befitting compensation to us the Missionaries,

who have had the immediate oversight of you, - who have spent our lives

in the labor of fostering and educating you? This also you cannot do.
What we have done
sources of light and knowledge, which could not but tend ultimately, to || We do not require it, nor desire it at your hands.
in this matter, we have done heartily as unto the Lord and not unto man.
dispel the clouds of incatal and moral darkness in which your countrymen
were shrouded.
Not for your sakes, be it knºwn unto you have we done this, so much as
-

Every measure of success, in the higher and more difficult branches,
was something toward the favorable solution of a problem, on which we,
who had espoused ourselves to the heathen for better or for worse, were

deeply interested. The problem was one relating to the native intellect, T.
as to its capabilities for the higher branches of learning . That problem, I

am happy to think, has, within certain limits been resolved in a manner
creditable to the national character. Seeing that it went well with you in that

important particular, I cannot but hope that you may with safety be brought
to higher grounds of trial,—and even with credit to yourselves, be put
to tests of a severer nature, and of a higher order. In reference to this sub

ject I beg leave to turn your attention to a train of thought, awakened
in my mind, while giving you some account of the doings of the American

for the sake of the generations that may descend from you;-that the mighty
current of population in the land, which we ſeat is now disemboguing t

self in the lake of perdition, inay be changed,—that it may by the wonder
working power of the Almighty be turned back and be made to flow, a
broadcr and a deeper stream, into the ocean of eternal bliss. Now I perceive
you take courage, and with some sincerity request me to tell you what you
ought to do. But this I cannot do. It is, from the nature of the case, your
province to determine this. It is mine, only to endeavor to rouse your at
tention to the fact that much is expected from you both by God and unan.
For “to whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required.” It is
expected that you will be men of another stamp; that you will take the
lead, as Natives, in the important work of enlightening and reforming your

countrymen; that in this also you will be pioneers, as you were in the field

>
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of science, andin opening new pathsfor securing a livelihood and the honors
of this world. I therefore meet you on higher grounds and on noblem prin

ciples, than those on which the American Education Society deal with their
beneficiaries, in requiring them to reſund what has been expended on their
account. I make my appeal to your sense of obligation to Hin who bring
th “the blind by the way that they know not” and who hath placed you
upon the eminence on which you now stand. I appeal to what you have
imbibed, or ought to have imbibed of the spirit of Him who though he was
rich, for your sakes became poor, that you through his poverty might be
made rich, and who made it the duty and privilege of American Christians

to bestow upon you the rich boon you have received at their hands. And
then, finally, I appeal to your sense of gratitude to those far distant bene
factors, whose charities you have received, whose names you bear, and

who are desiring no other returns from you than to have it in truth report
ed, that you are imitating their example and are doing to others as they have
done to you. Though it does not belong to me to specify what you ought to
do, to meet the reasonable expectations of God and man, I will in conclu
sion hazard three suggestion. (1.) That each one take counsel with himself,

and makes such good devices, as he may be able to execute within his own
sphere, in aid of the cause of Christian benevolence to which he is indebted
for his education;(2.)That any appropriations you may see fit to make in aid
of the object in your native villages, the missionaries, who live in the vi

cinity of those villages would with much pleasure expend, as the almoners
of your bounty, and in furtherance of your benevolent designs. (3) Aid, in
the form of subscriptions or donations, to Bible, Tract, or Missionary So
cieties, would be a very appropriate expression of your sense of obliga
tion for the favors you have received.

The suggestions contained in the

letter, though primarily addressed to my late pupils, may not be unworthy
the attention of the cominunity at large: for I apprehend that the time is

at hand when very many who have derived substantial benefits ſron mis
sion establishments, and whose illinds are partially enlightened, will gradu
ally withdraw their patronage and support from the prevailing systems of
idolatry and falsehood, and bear their full part in bringing the whole country
into subjection to the rightful sovereign of the universe.
Yours very truly,
D. Poor.
Tillipally, November 30th, 1843.
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Secret Prayer.—Let secret prayer by yourself aloud be
constantly performed, before the work of the day be under
taken. It is much better to go from prayer to business,
than from business to prayer, in regard to the mind's freedom

from distracting thoughts. Because also, if the world gets
the start of religion in the morning, it is hard for religion to
overtake the world all the day after.
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Rules for the CoNDuct of A CHR1stiAN Life.
Abridged from “the practice of True Devotion” by Robert Nelson, Esq.
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only call yourself to an account for your sins, but also for
your virtues, to see how you advance in your spiritual state,
Christian magnanimity.—Paulinus, Bishop of Nola, having
what occasions have presented of practising any virtue, and spent
his whole estate in redeeming Christian captives, at
how you have behaved yourself in relation to them; and this | last offered his own person to redeem the son of a poor wid
not only in general, but particularly in respect to the virtue ow; but the barbarians were so moved with this striking
you design to acquire, and is the subject of the day's medi instance of benevolence that they sent him back, and releas:
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the putting it in execution, immediately ask God's pardon,

and call upon Jesus for fresh strength. In the evening,
when you recount the actions of the whole day, particularly
reflect upon the progress you have made in the same virtue;

compare the advance you have that day made, with the profit
you reaped the day before, form new resolutions to neglect
nothing that may possibly tend to make you perfect in this
Virtue.
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The whole design of living in the domestic state and
haying up (property) is (to be able) to exercise the ben
evolence of hospitality.
To honor guests with hospitable rite,
Domestic life and all its various joys
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To man was given.
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It is not fit that one should wish his guests to be out

side (his house) even though he were eating the food of
immortality.
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Extracts from a letter of Rev. J. R. Eckard to a friend in Jaffna, describ

to Capetown with some of the passengers, but we staid at
Simon's town I was far from being well. At Simon's Bay
were the “Isis.” a fifty gun frigate; the “Thunderbolt,” a
a passenger, from Colonibo to Dover.
Tugust 15th, 1843, Ship “Symmetry” at Sea, North Atlan war steamer, the “..Acorn,” an English gun brig, -an old
hulk-which was pointed out as the “Badger,” the first ves
tic Ocean, N. Lat. 32° W. long. 40°.
sel which lord Nelson ever commanded. There was also
We had, on the whole, very light winds much of the way a schooner, captured some weeks before by the “Cleopatra”
from Colombo, till, on the 2d of June, we came to the edge of gun brig. This infamous vessel was a Brazilian slaver.
the Logullas (or more properly L'aguilhas) bank In cross When captured, she had 400 negroes on board: of these
ing the equator we had calms for nearly two weeks; then nearly 200 died before they could get into Simon's Bay,
a tolerable run through the trades, in sight of the island of so wretchedly and cruelly had the Brazilians crammed
Rodrigues, and one or two hundred miles north of the isle of these miserable beings into the small vessel. The officer in
France, Bourbon and Madagascar. Crossing the entrance charge said that the shrieks of the negroes were heart-rend
to the Mozambique channel, we might have met with stor ing as they were piled up between the decks—some dead
my times, but we had very pleasant weather and we hoped that and others dying. When the poor creatures heard the first
we were to complete our journey in a quiet way, so far, at | gun fired at them by the “Cleopatra,” they understood that
least as passing the Cape was concerned; but on the 2d of deliverance was at hand, and rushing up in a body on deck,
June these hopes were scattered. The sun rose in a sky cov tore the fowls from the coops and devoured them raw--such
ing some incidents of the voyage of the Symmetry, in which he was

-

cred to the east with ragged clouds. The western heavens was their starved condition. At Simon's town, we learnt,
were blood red, the wind strong, the sea high. We, the pas that, by being becalmed on the equator, we had escaped
sengers, were insensible to these signs, partly because we did gales as bad as those we encountered. The harbour master

not know of what they were signs and partly because a noble told us that “horrible gales” had prevailed. Had we been a
Dutch East India man was near us--so near that the red | little earlier, we should have had twice or thrice as many
jackets of the sailors could be clearly seen. The sea was storms as we escaped, and might have been detained by those

too high to admit of our speaking; though we were close to | gales as long or longer than we were by the calms. This was
each other. Soon our attention was attracted by one com a fine commentary or the murmurings which were “not loud
Captain to take in first this sail,

but deep,” with some of our number, when the tropical winds

then that; still there was no great storm for a while, and such

would not blow, but left us at full leisure to catch the sharks

mand after another from the

as noticed what was going on where surprised to see such pre and dolphins of the Indian seas.
cautions taken for a gale that was not violent. But soon it ... But the comforts of Simon's Bay could not last forever.
came in its terrible fury; and oh! the sea! the wind was tre | We left false bay, doubled the Cape, and then—another
mendous; but it was nothing to the ocean. We were on the storm!—for five days we had no bad counterpart to our first
edge of a current so strong that in 24 hours it actually driſt gale. On the first day of this gale, for a while, the water on
ed us 60 miles

against a furious gale, right in the teeth of

effect was frightful. The sea rose in wild masses which look

our decks was three feet deep—but we were in the hands of
a merciful and Almighty Father, and not only did he pre
serve us, but through all these tempests, he permitted M. and

ed more like sea monsters rushing in to devour us than the

| myself to feel that confidence which arises from a sense of

the wind

When this current met the opposing wind, the

swell of the ocean in a gale

A merciful providence pro

being in the hands of infinite Goodness

When we got up

tected us through the 48 hours of the gale so that none of to the 30th degree of south latitude we had yet one gale
these raging waves struck us with its fulness.

A fair blow

more.

Soon afterwards we came into the S. E. trade

from one of them would have left us floating without bul winds and went swiftly onwards to St. Helena—the prison
warks or masts. We had but a single specimen of what the

and the first grave of Napolean.

ocean could do. The ship arose on a short, but high, wave

We anchored in James Bay under the enormous precipi

and them made a furious plunge forward and downward. As

After this we had another very severe storm, when the wind

ces, and soon were visited by Mr. Carrol, the American
Consul. We all went ashore. M. and myself, with Jane
and Anna, dined with Mr. Carroll. Previously to this we
walked through James Town, which is smaller than I had
thought In the aſternoon we went on board and sailed that
same night. Since then we have met with no adventures,
but have had a good run until now we are abreast of Savan

was as violent as before, but the sea all rushed in one direc

nah.

she did so another wave struck our jibboom. This strong
spar, six inches in diameter, snapped like a rotten stick. By

the same shock our fore and main top gallant masts and roy
als were carried away —When the storm abated on the 3d
day, in the afternoon, we saw far off the blue hills of Africa.

tion and not in the dangerous confusion which marked the

.ſlug. 26th — A few days ago we passed the Azores. Only

former gale. In consequence of these gales the Captain two of them were visible, viz. Coro and Flores. We were
resolved not to put into Table Bay, as he designed, but to not near enough to make any observations on either of them.
put in at Simon's Bay, which is far safer at this season. We

were detained 5 or 6 days there whilst a gale blew over us.
We spent 24 hours on shore at Simon's town—a small town,
which is however well

supplied with hotels, shops, &c. since

Simon's Bay is the winter station for ships of war and others
at the Cape. . The adjoining country is mountainous, and
on the summits of some of the distant mountains there was

snow.- At Simon's town, at the “British Hotel,” we had the

snug comforts of a carpetted parlor, a coal fire, glass win
dows, and at night a feather bed in the second story. It was
about as comfortable as a good tavern in one of the smaller

Pensylvania, or New England towns. The Captain went

They are rocky, volcanic but fertile. An American ship
went past us. Captain Mackwood said she was a whaler
going to complete her crew. The Azoreans are good whale
catchers and the American ships which fish in these seas
sometimes come out with just men enough to navigate them
here and make up the number requisite for taking whales
at the islands. That the ship we saw was an American was
inferred from her build, which, by the way is conceded to
be of superior beauty in the American ships.
London September 26. We arrived at Dover on the 13th,
landed and came on to this city next day. To-morrow we
sail for New-york in the Toronto.
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told me yesterday, that Gospel which now made him so happy, so eager."
the
prospect of death by this same disease. “Precious in the sight of the

JAFFN.A.

The Right Hon JAMEs A. St EwAR r Mackenzi r, late Governor of

Lord,” &c. He is to be buried by Mr. Best, who arrived last evening.

Ceylon died at Southampton on the 25th of September. He is supposed

MA DRAS.

never to have recovered from the jungle fever with which he was here at

Hindu folly and Superstition.—From the Native Herald of Nov. 25th
we learn that the priests of the temple at little Canjeveram, lately reported
that the brass idol which is usually carried out on festival days, was mov
ing from its pedestal in consequence of old age, and they required 15.0"0
Rps to be expended for fixing it again on a firin basis. 5,000 Rps. have

tacked, while making an excursion into the veddah country with a view of
ascertaining what could be done for the elevation of that degraded people.
He will long be remembered in Ceylon as the warn friend and liberal ben
efactor of every enterprise for the moral and intellectual improvement of
the native inhabitants of the island.

been advanced ſor this purpose from the Pagoda fund, and

the rest was

The Weather.—On Wednesday the 29th ult. we had a strong dry wind
from the north;-Thursday, the wind increased with some rain; Friday,the
wind veered to the north-west, and was accompanied with rain; Saturday
the wind was westerly, and wind and rain continued on the increase till
Sunday noon, and became rather furious, blowing down trees and hedges.
Sunday P. M. the wind got round to the sonth, and wind and rain subsided

raised by subscription.—Think of this, readers of the Morning Star;-15,
000 Rps for fixing a brass idol on its pedestal! Money enough to carry
nearly 100 of your children through a six years' course of education at Bat
ticotta. When will you begin to inquire regarding the sums filched from
you by your priests for such vain purposes—“Why is this waste?”

in the course of the night —The amount of rain must have been great, as

The number of passengers proceeding by the Atalanta steamer from
Bombay to Suez in November, is eleven; the number engaged on the Hin

the liew road between Manipy and Changane was overflowed in several
places; and the old road from Changane to Batticotta, which we passed on
Monday morning, was, for half the distance, under water from 1 to 3 feet
deep. Many of the natives will have suffered much from the flooding of
their houses.—This suffering might, however, in most cases, have been a
veided iſ proper drains had been cut through their premises by which the
water might have been conducted to the tanks and low grounds without
obstruction.

CAL CUTTA.

dustan amounted to sirty.
It is stated that 20,000 labourers have embarked for the Mauritius since

the Indian ports were opened for emigration.
Mrs. Leach, the actress, whose clothes took fire during a recent theatrical
performance at Calcutta, has since died of her wounds.
The Hon. Mr. Clerk, late Lieut. Governor of the N. W. Provinces, who

was severely wounded by a fall from his horse, is reported to be out of dan

The Operland Mails are advertised to leave Jaffna on Thursday the 14th
and Monday the 18th inst. the Express for the Seaforth, to leave on Wed
nesday the 20th inst.

JMissionary–Arrival of Rep. J. R. Eckard and family at London
—By the overland mail a Letter has been received from Rev. Mr. Eckard
of the American Ceylon Mission, dated London Sept 26. stating the safe
arrival at Dover Sept. 13th, of the Symmetry, on which he embarked at
Colombo April 15.-Mr. Eckard proceeded to London on the 14th, and
was to sail for America in the Packet Ship Toronto, on the 27th of the
same month, having spent about a fortnight in London. The perils of the
voyage are graphically related, and we are happy to add to the interest of
this number of our paper by giving a few extracts which may be ſound on P.

| ger.

OBITUAR P.—Calcutta papers announce the death of the Hon. J. R.
Morrison, Esq., Chinese interpreter to the British Plenipotentiary, and son
of the late Dr. Morrison, Missionary to China.
Death of a JMissionary.—The Itev. W. Bowley of Chunar, died very
suddenly a short time since, of an affection of the heart, while preparing to
go out to preach. He had been in India upwards of thirty years, and was a
most laborious and faithful missionary.

Freight for Periodical publications by the Peninsula Company's steamers
is reduced to 2s. per Ib. and the hope is expressed by the company that
greater reduction may be effected when the communication between Suez
and India is established.
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Land sales in the JWorthern Province.—15,877 acres of crown

land in the Northern Province are advertised to be brought to sale as
speedily as possible.

Of these 500 or 600 acres were sold a few days since

at upwards of 20 shillings per acre.—The upset price was 10 or 11 shil
lings—The first planters who came here had their pick at 5s per acre.

BOMBAY.

Accounts from Scinde state that sickness is greatly increasing among the
troops stationed there; nearly the whole of the officers and above 400 rank
and file of the 21st N. I. were in hospital. It is said that three-fourths of

The Bentinck Steamer, Capt Kellock, arrived at Galle on the 14th Nov.

all the men, Europeans and Natives, are suffering from fever. Fifteen
Officers out of twenty-two of H. M.'s. 28th were in the sick list. Major

leſt on the 16th, and arrived at Madras on the 18th, from which she sailed

Parker, of this Regiment, while under the influence of delirium occasioned

on the 19th, ſor Calcutta.

by fever, had shot himself. No relief is hoped for till the change of the mon
soon.—Bombay papers state that Capt. Beynon, of the ship Harriet Scott,

THE COMMENTATOR.—By a Notice in this and the last No. of the
Star it will be seen that a Periodical with the above title is about to be

was murdered by a party of Malay convicts, which the vessel had been en
gaged to bring from Penang to Bombay. This unfortunate occurrence toek

issued at Kandy in the Singhalese and English Languages . It is with much

place soon after the ship had leſt Penang, which immediately returned there

satisfaction that we regard the multiplication of such vehicles of instruction

under the direction of the chief officer, and the prisoners were delivered over
to the civil authorities. The wiſe of Capt. Beynon is expected to arrive
at Bombay by the next steamer from Suez.

and information to the natives of India. The projectors of the above work
have our best wishes for its success and usefulness.

COLOMI}O.

The amount of Imports at the port of Colombo for the Quarter ending
October 1843. is £170,331; being an increase over those of last year dur
ing the same period of £72,775. The amount of Erports during the
same period in 1843 is £66,226, being an increase over those of 1842
during the same period of £16,706 –It has been stated to be the in

tention of Government to suspend Mr. LAN Gslow, judge of the District
Court of Colombo No. 1. south, in consequence of alleged unnecessary de
lays and other difficulties connected with the proceedings of his court. A
memorial petitioning against his suspension has been presented to His Ex
cellency, the Governor, by the members of the Colombo bar; a public meet

Bombay papers state that a flight of locusts, apparently 1600 cubits broad
and from six to ten miles long, passed over the Bombay harbor on the 13th

Nov —The United states Frigate Brandywine, deputed to convey the lion.
Mr. Cushing, Ambassador from the United States to the Court of China,

from Bombay to China, has been lying for some weeks past at Bombay, the
commander and officers of which have received the most gratifying atten
tions from the Governor and gentry of the place. A Ball and supper was
to have been given on board the Frigate on the 15th ult.
OWERLAND INTELLIGENCE.

The Overland Mail of this month has been uncommonly delayed in its

ing was also convened at Colombo on the 18th inst. when resolutions depre

arrival in Jaffna, owing, we understand, to the blunder of the Post Master

cating Mr. Langslow's suspension, were passed, and a memorial adopted, to
be presented to the Governor, which is now in circulation for signatures.

at Mannar, who sent the Jaffna mails to Colombo. We believe an express

MA DURA.

'ov. 11,–The Cholera from all accounts is still continuing its ravages.

Two or three Hindu Britons have fallen by it. Mr. Wm. Burby died of
Cholera yesterday.

Dindigul JWow S.—Jegganathum, head Catechist of the S. P. G. F.
P. here at Dindigul, died last night, of Cholera. He wished me not to pray
for his recovery but that God would take him to himself. He witnessed
a good confession, declaring that the foundations of his hope were not in
himself or his work, but in Jesus Christ alone. His abhorrence of sin was
one reasou why he wished to depart and be with Christ. He has been 27

years a Catechist and oſten in times of Cholera preached to others, as he

arrived some 12 or 14 days since with letters or papers for the Government
Agent, but that nothing ſurther than this was received here till the 12th
inst. Intelligence from England was received however thro’ the Colombo,
and Madras papers several days ago, from which we give below an abstract
of the most important items.
The Queen and Prince Albert, with their suite, leſt France on the 7th

of Sept. and in six hours and ten minutes arrived off Brighton, and landed

in the course of the afternoon.-On the 12th of September Her Majesty and
Prince Albert, with their attendants, embarked on the royal yacht, and on
the 13th arrived at Ostend, in Belgium, where she was received and enter
tained by king Leopold with all the splendor of ceremony he could com .
mand. On the 15th the Queen visited the ancient city of Bruges,—the in.
habitants of which being apprised of her intention, showed their welcome
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by stretching pieces of new linen (one of the staple manufactures ofthe place)

*2.É65*$19& Coco s. Lajºr e. ºwe FA.E. • 'Asºm sº. wº

from house to house over the streets thro' which the royal cavalcade was to
Pass, which gave a perspective appearance of a wide-spanned roof of stone;
and this, harmonising with the ancient architecture of the houses on either
side, seemed to form one long entire gallery. The walls were decorated with
festoons and pillars, composed of linens of all colours, worsted yarns and
boughs of trees. On the 16th the Queen extended her progress to the ancient
city of Ghent. Here the people had planted rows of fir trees on either side of
the streets, from which festoons of white linen were suspended. The civil and
military officers of these cities were severally presented to her Majesty by
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king Leopold.—On the 18th her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied by
evojso-L

the King and Queen of the Belgians visited Brussels, where they were receiv.
ed with demonstrations of gladnessfrom the people—the whole city being su
Perbly illuminated in the evening; on the 19th, the royal party proceeded to
-intwerp, which was also magnificently illuminated in the evening. On the
20th at 10’clock the Queen and Prince Albert embarked on the royal yacht
under a roar of cannon from all the forts and shipping in the river, and the
next morning arrived at Woolwich, where her Majesty landed about a quart
er before eleven, and soon aſter proceeded to the palace at Windsor.
in Scotland, the most violent opposition, amounting to serious breaches of
the peace,has been manifested by the people, to the settlement among them
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of ininisters connected with the old assembly under the state patronage.

The riots in Wales are said to be increasing in extent and violence.—The

* Geº ºf A * * * * aſ a sºrce ºf Lº-Fs ºf sº a fig is is 4

excitement in Ireland had a little subsided, for want of new topics of inter
est in the harangues of the Repeal advocates.
Revolution in Greece.—King Otho, of Greece, who appears latterly to
nave exercised his Government with little regard to the wishes of his sub
jects, has been compelled by them, much against his will, to dismiss his late
ininisters, who were chiefly Bavarians, and accept of others nominated by the
people; also to convene a national assembly for the purpose of forming a
new constitution.—The new ministry had entered upon their duties with
great zeal and efficiency.
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Kingston, in Jamaica, one of the West India islands, has suffered severely
rom a fire, which broke out at mid-day on the 26th of August, destroying
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nearly ten thousand houses and property roughly estimated at £350,000.
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Interpreter of the

His next appointment was that of Interpreter to the District
Court of Jaffna, in 1834.

The deceased was equally honored and respected in life
as he was lamented in death, and his mild and pacific con

duct endeared him to all who had the pleasure of his ac

•9922, Q_ ! ? GA 1.3 ºut iſ 4.5 # ºf cº.º is ir.
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In the year 1823 he was selected as

Hon’ble the Supreme Court during the Northern Circuits:

quaintance. Truly it may be said that he had not a single
enemy.—He was a man of great uprightness, and rectitude
of conduct—and his sense of integrity certainly knew no
bounds. –He was an exceedingly good English scholar;
and the correct and faithful manner of his interpretation
several times called forth the eulogium and praise of his su
perior as well as of the Judges of the Supreme Court. He
was indeed a faithful Christian, and an “Israelite in whom

there was no guile to be ſound.”
His funeral was attended by several Burgher and native
-

Gentlemen, as well as by a large concourse of people (al
tho’ the weather was rather unpropitious for the occasion)
all anxious to testify their respect to departed worth–His
remains were interred at the Wesleyan Mission Church
yard, The Rev. P. PERcival officiating on the occasion.
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BRIEF Notice of THE LATE MUDELIAR Soosepulle.
Remember man thy birth;
Set not on goods thy heart—
Naked thou cam'st upon the earth
And naked must depart.

|

This world’s vain wealth despise;
Happiness is not here:
To Jesus liſt thy longing eyes
And seek thy Treasure there.—
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the District, from the effects of which it will be sometime
before they can finally recover. This melancholy event
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A brief account of the worthy Mudeliar's life and servi
ces will not perhaps be uninteresting to the many persons
to whom he was so well known, and whose public services
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The deceased was born on the 18th Dec. 1799, and was

appointed to the situation of Interpreter of the sitting Magis
trate’s Court of Point Pedro, in 1819.
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As a neº. ºO Lorčevº Loſelë, DG. ge:3.
To Correspondents.-We wish a personal interview with a “Native
Protestant” before acceding to his proposition regarding the next Vol. of
the Star.—Several Communications are unavoidably postponed.

Noric E. Correction—In our paper of the 9th November was inserted
in Tamil, a notice of a marriage between Philip Fonseke Gabriel Pulle and
Miss. Gratia Silva, daughter of Pedro Silva Pille. This notice was receiv

ed from Colombo, through the Post Office, and signed by several persons.
We had no suspicion at the time but that the notice was authentic. It ap
pears, however, from a communication since received from a friend of the

young woman's family—that this notice of marriage is a base fabrication, got
up by some enemy of the family to bring shame upon the girl and her par
ents. We sincerely regret that our paper has been the means of giving
circulation to so wicked an imposition. The shame of the proceeding will
however recoil upon the authors of the mischief—who must either be
lost to all self-respect and belong to the dregs of society——or they will car

ry in their bosoms the consciousness of having practiced, incognito, a mean
and cowardly trick, of which any decent person would be ashamed. We
shall hope to guard more successfully against such impositions in ſuture.
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& sº Qem & 6), 6 Sº 491. As rºup& Co. Gaºls, e-g

To our AGENts ANd subscriberts

a stra ansé & #Qur’. Läärd H. &miš is air Qasr (Bås

AND PATHONS.

Ga, ºn 4.a fleygoalt L&#60s& fifla ré2=100L

We beg to remind the Parties above addressed that the

year brings with it, to them, the obligation and
7& 5, ºrganssoul’ LoveSt #4 of ºth -93& closing
privilege
of remitting to the Publisher of the Morning
Gºse #e air Quccº Guo gº h c_1 gºulê Sa (9uésaw tºu

.# as

Gauls cº, LT&6, ars' son CŞā aſ a spa ºu flæ4 sº
Lake ºr “ Asts ºr a rifle&r Gu%),004 tº eaWQur's

grate Lifial gºve-rºy&

Ertéâr 500L. QP.&to

e-Asa, Asº wans&out Su & a 52*iºurueso flip #3 &
GaGAs4Séjà). Gräsei ºff rada ºu A.p.A. § as tº ſt

Star the sums due on their respective subscriptions. Bills
have already been distributed to some of the Subscribers,
and in a few days will be to others. None will be inten
tionally neglected. We hope all will cheerfully and prom
ptly pay what is due from them. It should be distinctly
understood, that in the charges for the paper, no estimate
is made for bad debts—or for time wasted in reiterated

éo G & gºlf Spå As a #sºr &Geºff -0. #33 & ##1% applications for payment; and we trust it will be seen that
LGaum #&@araš Lansºu #8 -gãua CŞºp-gº a # there was no occasion for it. Several of our Agents, how
ever, make loud complaints of their inconvenience and
trouble in collecting their dues, and one of the most valu
Gººd. gaveur éé sº a steuSeá &Gawęg faciº -93 able and efficient of them has resolved to resign on this ac
& As Loºp; g, Lct (BºGum is cº-audi Quo& Glo count. We are sorry that any should be found such stran
&th flæð.g. #'cè2673ſlam 204 Qe ºasiſ) is ºwe SAE gers to the sweet and exhilirating feeling experienced by
Qala. A grade, e&# Qe tº LGalața (0%) lead ſo fluteſ him who faithfully fulfils his pecuniary obligations. May
we recommend to all delinquents to try it once, and if they
4-ºut, urifés & Quo. &m a soa sout-ºff a £e Gjá do not find themselves happier men for it—enjoying more
Qe waysO4 ºffs aG5 b see Lä aſ pâGjæſo Le u self-respect—as well as more of the respect and esteem
a cºor Gū). adsſourºuéâm a # sypé@@pu, a mºl). of others, we shall be greatly mistaken.

scº scº, Loewe goaluon uth &#3&reguerul.305é

Will the Star be discontinued?—has been asked from

-syaf scir Qān Qāºth Lºrth QPapà3) & 20¢95, alsº a several quarters. We answer—not, if its subscribers will
aré àGºudſ &ga & ºffés-Léºn-tº-uga SGB39.3 p all pay their arrears—not, if its friends will exert them
-ga. Qutuq tucº- Iscº e QuotºG LTGP.2 ##34 selves to extend its circulation—not, if all who can, will
©e soap ºffa,00Locº.jp. QA; fl. 1747. #39.93 sº lend a helping hand to sustain it. It is a satisfaction to
a gºes ºf 514.g., áušté e-sºº (BL& &ritucie-Gºa -s; know that its continuance is a matter of so much interest,
• **Gar e-4 u oral QA;& 4.4.4, aſ #5 ºr Lºfts,” L
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-géevº ſºa5–4. Saáš 53 & #2) untºuto & va.p.)
erºs an 85.6, 95&A Lutºruso us #35uomº
aféeſ àGjá Qaa (Béeº (Bº gº.ºth e-Austr
soe ºu a-flásiº law ºff ºffeyev aloja usn Lao
< **a* Qasſlaps/55.5 ºut ourq945, Loráð.5
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that very many among our native friends, as well as others,
would sincerely regret its dissolution. Let all its friends
then, meditate what they can do to help its continuance.
It is published now at an annual pecuniary loss of about
£50. We have 750 Subscribers; but their Subscrip
tions will pay only half its cost. How long the parties
who sustain its pecuniary liabilites will be willing to sus
tain them alone, we cannot now say...—It is but fair that
those for whose benefit the paper is designed, should do
what they can to relieve it of this embarrassment. Let
every Subscriber then exert himself and procure an addi
tional Subscriber, and the work is done. Or, let those who

appreciate the object and are able to befriend it in this
manner, subscribe for 10 or 20 copies and circulate
them where they will be read with profit. It must be
said, to the shame of some individuals, who have shared

most largely in the benefits emanating from the source
that gave origin to the Star, and who are now, by the
qualifications supplied them from this source, in the re
é seaQun Lºuth &alf ºf gra &o savu aim ºut Logº ceipt of from 50 to 100 Rix Dls. per month, that they,
instead of pursuing the honourable and praise-worthy
Low G-fle-tSøi.e. Qvalewae arê9 an 8.5–1.5 s & course
recommended above, actually borrow the paper
eaſ a Qault sub. g3un! Jaffair Qeſtrugalºrºglu from other Subscribers to obtain its perusal. Alas! that
e-mudsoundo @um.ºutsoulſtºuégº, -º a # saròja. they should have advanced no further in their sense of
obligation and responsibility.
Jº, arsalara Q&n judo!
Should any Gentlemen, friendly to the object of the
Ass a so *4&jé a riflust a grasojºus #saflójudgeu
paper, have it in their hearts to remit Donations or Sub
#sºr Q38 Sºº Liravaš-Sãº Loßpº Lipág, Sir scriptions in aid of its support, they will be thankfully
**@ Qe ºut Helº Q5é@54.
received and acknowledged.
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With the next No. will be given a Title page and Index
of the Volume and a Prospectus of the paper for 1844.
The following Agents of the paper are authorised to
receive remittances of Donations or Subscriptions.

2 *1G3'

On the 1st of January, 1844.

Will be published, in Singhalese and English.

|

(Price two-Pence,)

JAFFNA—THE Mission ARIEs.

No. 1, of

MANEPY—Mr. J. Ev ARTs.

THE COMMENTATOR,

BATTICOTTA—Mr W. Wolk.

A magazine, to be issued monthly, and to be devoted to the dissemination of
religious and other useful knowledge
The Commentator will comprise within its pages, a plain and practical Exposi

WANNARPONY–Mr. S. TAMBIAH Pili,y.
NEGOMBO-Mr. C. PeFERA.

tion of the New Test ment, Hints to Native Preachers. Sketches of Sermots, Short

COLOMBO—MR. P. CANJEMANADER pilly.
KANDY —Rev. C. C. D.Awson.

TRINCOMALIE–Rev. Geo. Hole.
BATTICALOE—Mr. S. A. ALLEGEcoon Mood.
MOOLLITEVO—Mr. A. McFARLAND.
MADURA–Rev. R. O. Dwight.
DINDIGAL—Rev. J. J. L.AwkeNCE.
NEGAPATAM—Rev. P. BATCHELoR.

Dissertations on the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, Extracts from Budd
histical works, and Comments thereon; Observations on past or passing events.
and a variety of other subjects.
It is hoped that Christian Missionaries and others who feel desirous to promote

º spread of Truth, will contribute to its pages, and endeavour to extend its cir
Culation.

it is intended to present most of the articles in both the Singhalese and Eng
lish Languages, though occasionally it may be thought unnecessary to unsert a
communication in more than one of them.

The Commentary will be written in a plain and concise style; and published
without the text of Scripture; so that it mey be used with either of the Singhalese
versions now in use, or with the English version.

TRIVANDRUM-J. Roberts, Esq.
MADRAS–P. R. Hu NT, Esq.

-

The work will be illustrated with occasional wood engravings.
Communications to be addressed to the Editor, Baptist JMission

House, Kandy; by whom subscribers' names will be received; also by
the RE v. E. DANIEL, Colombo, and any of the native preachers.
Mº (DTHCE.

Not Ice is hereby given that a re-Sale of the fol
lowing rents for the year 1844 will be held at the
Cutchery on Monday, the 18th inst.
Toll rent of the Colombogam road.

The following Books among others may be had at the Book
Depository, Wesleyan Mission, Jaffna.
Johnson's Dictionary, Imperial octavo.

Colombogam and Kalmone Ferry rent.

Bagster's Pocket Bible.

Araly Ferry rent.
Toll rent of the Chavagacherry road.

Grahams's Domestic Medicine.
Latin Dictionary.

Toll rent of the Sangane road

Carpenter's Spelling Book.

Jaffna Cutchery
3th Dec. 1843.

E. H. SMEDLEy,
.ſlsst. Agent.
of 533358.

Lennie's Grammar.

Wesley's Hymns, Sermons, &c.
The Singing Master.
Solly on the Brain.

-

a;-alméº Fºo {}< q & 9).3%.93 G2.É Q&réjevº,
Lºbép Gº = e^27, Ça Irº- (), a £aguirgu

&# = -89° a e 43 ºf Sãº SA sº-93 as AAAsir
a 3393 =&L9547.

Lock's Essay on the Understanding.
Liston’s Practical Surgery.

N. B. Various publications belonging to the Tract So

ciety, and also Bibles of different sizes may be had at the
same place.
–9 & Talº.
--

Garageous.*&p #Q&G gué@##& s.
Geºggi-Astº 24th esºpºruſ; earp.;3ar
62 =3); #30 a.
-og º CŞā.£&p=G&m &fé@54 sana.

A Christian Schoolmaster, for an English School at
Point Pedro.

Applications and testimonials may be sent to Mr. Per

era 33G ºf G&J guéºé & 2 s.
*# = n &@*05 £," Gjæss, e.
Lººtºur ºwą : *@*# Sãº #29 ºn tPºrtf 3&@
lo-fi syſ tº dº. £43
E. H. SMEDLEy,
aſ 33.35.&

WANTED
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olt-i amºn.—Conte NTS.
Beschi’s Instruction,

239-240

Abridgement of Good's Book of
Nature
The Condor
Mr.
s Letters
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PART II.) Literary education of former times; especially (Chap. xiii.
that of Greece and Rome.
1. We have taken a brief survey of the nature of oral or spoken language, and
of the means derived in different ages and parts of the world to render the tran
itory ideas it communicates permanent, by means of pictures or symbolical signs;
so that what is once spoken may conveniently be copied or written down, and
treasured up for future ages.
2. We will now trace, hastily, the progress of education in Greece and Rome
especially, as the people of those countries were more celebrated than any of the
ancient nations for their literary and scientific acquirements.
3. Among the Greek states, that of Athens was by far the most renowned for
its love of letters and science: and the age of Pericles may be selected as afford
ing the fairest specimen of the manner in which education was conducted. This
era may be regarded as contemporary with the reign of Artaxerxes the First, of
l’ersia, and Alexander the Second, of Macedon, the rebuilding of the temple at
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fiant-uss Asſes Guou: #35 off (8 segå & 14, a 19 so JéQ sº $ tº Lirº ar.;

Jerusalem, under Nehemiah, and the establishment of the decemvirs at Rome.
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4. The elementary branches of education were acquired among the Athenians,
sometimes by private instruction, but more generally by public schools. For the
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first five or six years, however, not the smallest effort was made to improve the
mind. The whole of this time was devoted to sports and pastimes, for the pur

pose of giving strength to the body; and these exercices were always continued.
under particular regulations, and constituted a very important part of Athenian
education.

5. The general circle of study among the Greeks comprised the scven liberal
arts of grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy.
The two first were commenced earliest, and occupied by far the greatest attention
of the scholar. They were never permitted to study any language but their own
because they regarded all other nations as barbarians.
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6. The education of Athenian females was, for the most part, very limited.
Those of the middle rank of life were seldom taught anything more than to read,
write, sew, and prepare wool for clothing, and superintend domestic concerns.

Even those of the higher ranks, who were educated with the utmost refinement,
besides the general knowledge just mentioned, were only instructed how to take
some part in the public festivals and other religious ceremonies of the country,

such as carrying the sacred baskets on their heads, or Joining the hymns or sacred
dances.

7. There were but few private libraries, and these were scantily supplied.
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Books were rare, and very expensive; Plato gave a hundred minae, or three hun
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dred and seventy-five pounds for three small treatises by Philolaus.
8. The Romans at first devoted themselves altogether to arms
agriculture,
and paid no attention to the improvement of their native tongue. and
But after their
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Conquest of Greece, they became imbued with the love of its philºsophy, and
rhetºric, and
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ultimately made eloquence their chief and favorite study. Their
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far more extensive than even Athens could boast.
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9. Still the Greeks were their masters in polite literature, and almost all the
distinguished Roman youth were sent to Athens to complete their education, long Cuſcº à fe;45.
.*. * I fluos º so a #354 &A £uſ ºr Lip-tº-4 is ºr -e); GA=G&
after that city was a Roman province. Cicero advises all his young friends who
showed a love of study to go to Greece, “that they might drink from fountains uff & sugate, 4 ºf sº, º fiº e i = & a′34 afºgº & s 54, #Q = 7&t
rather than rivulets."
10. Elegance and accomplishments seem to have been the object of attainment -ºud º Aº Q-CŞūuſ ºth -adusV-àssfs an Ast & Säs ºu.-with the Romans as well as Greeks, rather than deep, physical and analytical Lerºia-—#4 of 5 Liº-3.540s rew -m iſ scº. -º a #4 + L 4-#3
science. Rome had no institution for a general course of science, and the mass An AAE ***** age-A-5535 Geº ºf ÅrsA & 5 is ir udsºr sway u
of the people were ignorant and degraded. Rome added but very little to the Aao AA GA réal sºr ºf 394 a crºp.5,535–13 La stor ºr un
Qe r
stock ºf learning she derived from Greece, nor had much been added at any sub
*A pºlf -pairs & Gºd tº 9191-A Astºu–rueso cºr-GAA is i.

sequent era till within the last twº centuries.
ii. After the fall of Rome, in the fifth century of the Christian era, the Goths
and vandals held possession of the fairest places of the earth, and the thousand
years of ignorance and barbarism commenced in Europe, called the dark or mid
ăle ages. During this long and awful lethargy of the human mind, many single

* Grºßeº Hejº ºurás-ºſcºe Q sº sº a 21- sºr
uſ tº 0.54 *4 & 5 sºr Gs 7 # 5 ºr 4. Q & waſ $4.5 suff, it iſ as Gr. 5)
sia's sº uſ tº 0.4 sºar as ºut 65–5–4 = +&T war se, SJA rer

individuals of transcendent talents arose at scattered intervals, like single stars || leſs * -º-º- ºops & sºr ÁCŞ.93.5 lb as A # 5 ºr -º/AGA Gar

breaking through the thick gloom of a mid-night storm; but though the light fell || uff ºff.a. iQs tº ej i < j} ºn lºan &#42 ºf gºeira)* ur-Gi- ſº
brightly for a moment, it could not dispel the gross blackness of ignorance and
vice, superstition and hypocrisy, which enveloped the miscalled Christian world. | * a LEGLeon ºf A a 1953 & 4.
12. In the fifteenth century began the revival of letters, and so wonderful was
soon the change in the human mind, that it seemed as though God had, a second

@. &Gaés à 4 & arapaso surer up-tº-9 & 4 tº Lº-A.E. aff
Arif sº. -Assault alsº ºwässerts, -a wisſ Jub, Asgåsarao

time, said, “Let there be light, and there was light!" Discoveries in science and

#7 it, sº ºn a $1 b, gºalſ; & Laºso Ás,

the arts were constantly increasing; among the most important may be named
those of paper and clock-making, printing, telescopes, gun-powder, the mariner's
compass; then, too, science established the fact that the earth was a sphere, and

that the planets revolved around the sun.
13. The Reformation, and the scientific discoveries of lord Bacon seem to have
fixed the permanency of knowledge among the human race, nor can we conceive
it possible another period of mental darkness can ever prevail in the Christian
world.

14. Compare the intellectual education of the people of Greece and Rome with

the real, practical and useful knowledge of the nations of Europe, and especially
that possessed by the republicans of the United States of America, and how great
is the contrast! Then the classical or ornamental branches were cultivated in
courts, the speculative or philosophical in schools, but there was nothing for the
citizen, the artist, and the mechanic.
15. Now academics, societies, schools and lyceums are for the common people,
the knowledge flowing around them they are taught to appropriate; and ū. are
awakened their own energies and resources, while they reflect, with increased
lustre, the light in which they are walking.
16. But with all our learning, let us never forget that Christianity is the most
perfect kind of knowledge. It is the Christian religion only which can make us
essentially and permanently useful, good, and contented in this world; and to its
blessed promises alone are we indebted for our hopes of immortal life. In our
study of the Book of Nature, therefore, our thoughts should be constantly elevat
ed to the Source from whence all things material and immaterial have had their
origin; and while we read his
and power in his works, let us bow our
hearts in humble adoration and ſervent love before the God of Nature."

5.

(Translation of the above.)
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MR. POOR’s LETTER TO HIS LATE PUPILs—No. xy.
My You N G FR 1 ENDs,

In my last letter I observed that the problem, relating to the Native in
tellect, had, “within certain limits,” been solved in a manner credita

ble to the national character. This saving clause—“within certain limits,”
is worthy of some special attention. Sentence can be prouounced no fur
ther than the experiment has been carried and the result accurately noted.
It is to be borne in mind

1. That you have been brought but to the threshhold of the temple of
science; and that your appearance at the threshhold is, at best, but an un

certain index to the manner, in which you would be able to acquit your
selves, were you to enter in and attempt to survey and to fathom any of
the great departments of human knowledge. Hitherto you have been con
versant with but the rudiments and first elements of the several sciences,
that have claimed your attention. The heights and depths of them remain to
be explored. The very names of the subdivisions and collateral branches

gºax, is as ºp-e 5,481GPub,9aº-cCŞā ºth, 9°4'4A =Gaºui
ºb op'ssor ºr ea flu is Ger A*Ga**wujud -wºº aqf eſſ" &A

of these sciences would appear but as barbarous terms to you in whatever

§ºurser.& G = 1 ºr a 4-Qa' -- 2*, *a***

2. The encouraging progress you made in your classic course and which
gained for you the favorable judginent to which I have alluded, was made

£g #4 art 1906 & sw.

Qs, souré Gáu-za 4 +/5A's 9As-a-v **** wº siggag-ad
As a $49-ys ºuvAutº Lº-0 Åaula isa ---aſ udais As45.
toº. Fauſt syGPA ºu &#39.5/5/03pth, Galá isºr st-à p <34.5,

language they might be expressed.

under the influence of an artificial stimulus.arising from that very pe
culiar concurrence of circumstances, under which you received your edu
cation. This must in all fairness, modify, in some degree, the opinion that

a row)/5 = ºr(999-#45 tº Lº-L- Fir; Áºr Gä & J & 4, & B Leaf A *m. Å,

might be formed of the national intellect, by what appeared in your case.

.#35& Gar A&vos Taº. - -a sm a.º. Lo A LGum is A -º/Alsoa #
Qasſroºf, slºws); ºw84-4--Asiru is rew , alsº 4-u.º. -ºš

In speaking of this subject to your benefactors and friends in America, it
is an appropriate remark, that the system of education we have hitherto
pursued, is, both in an intellectual and a moral point of view, of the na

sor £55,57s5,945 sº).5 to rà éés A – guil Su also is 3.5G counsraşºjQer
cº-gu, Galoog is a whº als. Gºffé.5e009-o-º-o: &#w #4 Gavºr
19-u-Asſ & Gaway (548& Ada.
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ture of the hot-house cultivation. To render this allusion plain and perti
nent to those who live in this hot climate, for the sake of illustration, I
may observe, that were the grape vine of Ceylon to be transplanted to a
hot house in New England, it might, by means of an artificial climate and

cultivation, be made to put forth the semblance of the delicious grapes of
this island.-but it is well known that New England is no country for grapes.
The few found there are both dwarfish and sour.

sº sawn so fluidisc 1 -- ºg re-réserrarer Lu-º- tº a GLGAs

3. It remains to be seen what will be the results of the mental culture,

* -º/Gueff is a a so-3.5 Q= 7 air- e-cº so cut ar, Q = ºran sé

and the mental stimulus which you received while under instruction in con
nexion with the Mission. We witnessed with pleasure your progress in
learning; but was a love of learning, and a thirst for knowledge acquired
which will serve you in after life: The pressure under which your progress

cºſ Áº rºw, *--Gut sudmar-ºld so au;Quaffs...w...Qe) + 900-94:.
QC, LºrfáðJ. Curop.º. 5*.**@* * *A*CŞā8, p w =GA = A asſa,
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was made is now withdrawn; and is your course direct, in the further ac
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quisition of knowledge, or, is it retrograde? If under the pressure of want
you parted with your class books on finishing your course of study, was it

iture, in furtherance of these benevolent designs, ſrom which the Morning
Star originated? What value have you set upon the Publication, either as

that you might, as soon as your means would allow, procure other books,
and such as are more appropriate for qualifying you for higher services in

the means of your own improvement, or of imparting light and knowledge
to your countrymen? What contributions have you made to its pages with
in the three years of its existence? What have you done to extend its cir
culation within the sphere of your influence? And what shall be its ſuture

your several callings? While under instruction, you learnt that man is an
animal,—an intellectual and a moral being. While it is admitted that the

destiny, so far as your own influence is concerned?

wants of our inferior nature are more immediately pressing and imperious,
it is pertinent to inquire, whether it be any part of your monthly or yearly

You will, I am persuaded, bear with me in this Treedom of inquiry; in
asmuch as it is not the pure metal that exclaims against the heat of the

arrangement of expenditures, to make systematic provision for the immor
tal spirit, for the cultivation of the intellect and the improvement of the
heart? What may be the extent of your libraries and what value do you

crucible in the hands of the refiner.

Yours very truly,

Tillipally, 21st December, 1843.

D. Poo R.

place upon the books you possess?

In the “Calcutta Christian Observer” for the month of August, a formal
inquiry is instituted as to “What has become of all the young people who
“have enjoyed the great advantages of the various institutions which have

Galilančušār āşşää.
48. Iſråseº -3.5 ºr or Lê Qu A Law ºr 0+af.ºy # 8a;+ ºf ºth
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“been established expressly for their benefit: that few of them rise above the
“level of their less favored countrymen seems to be an anomaly; especial
“ly when it is remembered that Bengalee youths, when at school, manifest
“an extraordinary degree of mental acuteness, and a great facility ſor mas
“tering the most obtruse subjects.” This is a testimony given respecting
the educated Natives of Bengal, by one deeply interested in their welfare,
and intimately acquainted with the facts of the case of which he testifies.—
1 purpose in some future letter to give a formal reply to the foregoing
question, and show by an induction of particulars what has become of cer
tain classes of young persons, who have enjoyed the advantages of the insti
tutions formed for their benefit. For I have the impression that we Tamuli
ans have some thing to say and to show, on this subject, that will be for
the encouragement of those who are fellow-laborers with us in the cause
of native education. If I understand the state of things in Bengal, compared
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with that on this island, educated natives of all classes here, have. if faith

ful to themselves, a fairer prospect of rendering their literary attainments
immediately available for useful purposes,and of rising to comparative emi
nence in Society than in Bengal. I must not however conceal the fact,
that I have many apprehensions, in common with the writer whose remarks
I have quoted, that there may be grievous disappointments respecting
the recently educated .Natives of India. It is a jealousy for the honor
and reputation of those with whom I have been more immediately connect
ed, that induces me to use great plainness of speech, whenever this topic

a Gaºlº Gum also sui is a sºruſ #4 ºr,

is presented; aad I shall be inuch mistaken, if they do not duly appreciate
my motives and give me ſull credit for a continued interest in their welfare.
I shall close this letter by turning your attention to one of the many tests,
which may assist you in determining the amount of intererest you take in
your own mental improvement, and in the improvement of your fellow

countrymen.
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Paper, the medium through which I nm now addressing you. “A JVews
Paper,” says the last number of the “Friend of India,” that passed through
my hands, “a JVews. Paper is the first intellectual want of civilized
man.” A News-Paper furnishes a greater amount, and a greater variety
of useful information, at a cheaper rate, and in a more convenient form,
than any other publication of human origin. If a man has life and intelli
gence enough to read any thing profitable, he will read a News Paper.
Hence, in all civilized and enlightened countries, the News-Paper may be
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ranked next in order to the Bible and Almanac. In all such countries News

Paper literature is a staple commodity, every where in demand. It is a
fair index to the literary and moral taste of the educated classes, who con
tribute to the pages of the News-Paper, and also to the degree of intelli
gence existing in the community at large. By means of the News-Paper

there is an uncensing interchange of thought and ſeeling, throughout the
country, on all subjects of business and politics, science and literature,
Inorality and religion, and passing events of every description, which are
of common interest.

The “Morning Star” is the first News-Paper published in the Tamil || sº sºlo 2. ~ * * * **a -&#34&# **ś0 s.68.0/53 s a “ GaGoºs
language on the island. It has made more annual revolutions than any
other luminary of its kind in Southern India. It originated in the benevo.
lent wish of the Mission to secure to your benighted countrymen the ad
vantages of a literary News-Paper and to render further assistance to those
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of you, who are beyond the reach of their intmediate influence. To carry
out the benevolent designs of its projectors, the Paper should be ably ed

ited, extensively circulated, and attentively read. But by whom is this

La cºach sº ſº,50 * u, an * * * * * Leº sha,C&oires. 9. §§ur
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three-ſold object to be accomplished in such a land as this, where no “in
tellectual want” of a News-Paper is felt?—and where new channels are
to be opened, and new roads constructed, through which the carriers of
News-Papers may pass? It is obvious that the literary character and repu
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tation of the Morning Star will be, to an important extent, identified with
the literary character and reputation of those for whose welfare it was pri
marily designed, and on whom confident reliance for co-operation was plac
ed. Permit ine then, in view of these remarks, pointedly to inquire, what
you have done, either in the way of personal effort, or of pecuniary expend

-
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On the Christian duty of being anxious about the salvation
of others.
DEAR STAR,

Love, such as was discussed in my last communication, I think, should,
if it is properly exercised, awaken, in the heart of every true and sincere
disciple of the Lord Jesus, a feeling of deep solicitude for the salvation of
others. Of this the apostle Paul was a noble pattern. The love which he
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exercised towards God and his fellow ruined creatures inevitably led him
to the expression, “Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for

II. Can pity move? pity must move here. You live in a ruined world
-described by God as a world “dead in trespasses and sins”—even all

Israel is that they might be saved.” In the remaining part of the same

dead.—Could you spend an hour in a prison filled with malefactors doomed

chapter, (which learnestly recommend to the perusal, particularly, of those
who are professedly the teachers of Christ's religion) the apostle allows

to die would not the mournful spectacle melt your heart into compassion
and your eyes into tears? A mournful spectacle surrounds you—a dead

their zeal for God and religion; but shows how mistaken it is; he compares

world—millions

the severe terms of justification under the law with the gracious covenant of
the Gospel; he contends that this covenant is offered both to the Jews and
gentiles according to the ancient prophecies; that the apostles, therefore,

hasting to the grave with a sure and steady step, and unless taught of God,

inust needs preach to the gentiles in order to convert them to Chiistianity,
and that the success of their preaching upon both people is agreeable to the

of rational and immortal beings, all lost; all dead; all

all hastening to the death that never dies.—All dead, all doomed to die,

and all as sinners doomed to hell.—It is true, heavenly mercy discloses a
path to life from these regions of spiritual death; but ah! how few regard
these saving dictates' excepting only that happy few.—the high and low,

scripture predictions. It is a wonder, then, that those who possess the

the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief

word of God and profess to be “the teachers of the ignorant” and su

captains and the mighty inen, and every bond man and every free man,
and the bridegroom and the bride, and the ancient and the young, are all
dead to God and dead in sin –Can you be yourself a Christian,if you strive.
not to snatch some of the firebrands from these flames? Can you look at a

perstitious, are not anarious about the salvation of the ignorant and su
perstitious millions around them. Because. it is clear that every thing jus
tifies solicitude and condemns indifference. Unconcern about the souls of
others, indifference to their salvation, is a most irrational as well as a

most guilty state of mind. The apostle, considering that “he was not made
for himself only,” and, hence, that “he should have a tender concern for
the happiness of others,” spared no labor “to impart to them” the knowl

edge of the Gospel.
We should also, before we proceed to apply these remarks to the state
of things in this country, notice that it is a circumstance peculiar to the
Gospel of Christ, that the virtues we ure required to practice, namely,

faith, hope, charity, &c. are all of them so inseparably connected with
each other that where there is any one of them, there we may be sure to

find all of them, or where there is any one of them wanting, then will
all be wanting, and therefore, there will be no true religion—no sincere
love and devotedness to the Saviour—and, in short, no Christianity at all.—
From these considerations it becomes clear that the subject of our present
discussion is a quality which should be manifested by every true disciple of

Christ, who professess to be influenced by, and to obey the dictates of a
religion of love. Now to turn directly to the Catechists and teachers—
Are you not professors of this religion of love? Do you, then, in any meas
ure manifest the consequences thereoſ’

Are you anxious about the salva

tion of your fellow ruined and sinful creatures? Can you, if the apostle
Paul were with you, sympathize with him in the anxiety he expressed for

parent or a child, a brother or a sister, a husband or a wiſe, and think this

beloved relation is sinking to eternal death, and not feel anxious to lead
them to the Saviour's ſold?

... III. If love can constrain you to exertion, you must be active.—Can you
iſ truly a Christian, contemplate the costly sacrifice, and nameless agonies
of the Son of God, and yet remain indifferent to the prosperity of the cause
for which he died? Can you behold the Father of eternity resigning the
Son of his love, in compassion to you and to others, and yet be careless
about the conversion of a perishing brother? Did the Son of God sacrifice
so much for your eternal happiness, and should you not anxiously render
to him all the services that you can crowd into a few fleeting mortal days:

Do you believe that the Son of God abode in this vale of misery, this world
of death, for more than thirty mournful years?

Do you believe that here

he encountered every human woe, and all this for you? Do you believe
this, if you feel little concerned about the prosperity of the cause for which

he lived and died?—The tongue may say, “Yes;” but a cold heart and
inactive life more truly answer, “...Vo,” you believe it not; you have but
the shadow of belief.-Do you believe, though sin, death, and perdition
were your righteous doom, that a divine hand has snatched you from the

fire—has woven for you a garland of unſading glory—has prepared for

the salvation of others? Is not the state of things the same at present, as
in the days of the apostles?—Do you not “bear record” to your country

you an everlasting rest beyond the scenes of toilsone life? Can you believe
this and remain inactive: “God forbid” that you should ever act so
base a part—though, alas, it is acted by multitudes.

inen “that they have a zeal of God.”—There is not, I should think, a
single individual in this province, who is to be charged with the awful crime
of denying the existence of a God whom he regards as his Creator, Preser
ver, and his future Judge, and, on this account, who does not seek to

all those who are in any way engaged in the work of the Gospel,

Hoping these lines will, by the blessing of God, be read profitably by
Jaffna, Nov., 18. 1843.

I remain, Dear Star,
A NAT 1 v E PRot Esta N.T.

Yours very truly,

serve him in some way or other.—If this were not the case, we cannot in

any other way account ſor the origin and practice of religious customs and
usages among our countrymen. On the contrary you will find in every
mind, some inclination to serve God. Among the heathen, much of the na
ture and properties of God is known by the light of nature – his infinite pow

(On the attributes of God.]
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er, wisdom and goodness are inanifested to the minds and consciences of
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all men—“for God hath shewed it unto them,” partly by imprinting these
notions of himself upon the hearts of all men, and partly by the book of
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creation, in which his glorious attributes are written in large and legible

characters; and among the papists, although their notions have received an
air of Christianity, there remains much of the same blindness and bigotry
as among the heathen—and hence, we see, the one goes to fall down be
fore “wood and stone,” and the other raises his hands in supplication to
the saints.” Thus they manifest a zeal to serve God, but their zeal “is
not according to knowledge.” For they, “becoming rein in their own
imaginations,” and being lost in the most irrational conceptions and false
reasonings, “serve the creature rather than the Creater,” and, thereby
“do not glorify him as God.” Is it not, then, the duty of those who are
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I. All the obligations you lie under to the God of love should stimulate
your zeal to promote his glory in the salvation of your fallen fellow crea
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tures. Snatched yourself from the burning pit, should you not strive to
snatch others from the flame? Redeeming love has displayed to us a sal
vation precious as the blood poured out by Jesus Christ upon Calvary—
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costly as the wealth of heaven which he resigned—free as the air we
breathe—and lasting as the eternity of God.—Redeeming love has blessed
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us for both worlds—given us wealth for poverty—comfort for misery—
hope for despair—forgiveness instead of condemnation—the love of God in
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stead of eternal separation from him —and heaven instead of hell. But the
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Giver of these mercies bids us communicate the tidings of them to others.
“Let him that heareth say, come.”–Can we be truly influenced by the love
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displayed in the Gospel, if we do not labor and strive to benefit those who

are perishing around us?
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PROSPECTUS
OF THE MORNING STAR FOR 1844.

| In announcing the intention of the supporters of the

ugg(330 Shueil (Bairé. Q& gºth Leoš GaGoy Morning Star to continue its publication through another
year we have only to add, that the paper will be conduct
ob gravāgāś Sãulti-Qatifadir. Qutuq-Gu Lº ed
on the same general plan as heretofore. Its columns
Guðjøl aſ a sºrºroptè usesaloriº Guséputy. will be filled with original and selected articles, on Educa
num's arºsarrá, a ty. Lara Q&cºrº-3-ºlé fěevº 74 tion, Science and Religion, and other subjects of general
15 Sihuel Gégalth, as adjaol-u upgraſsé Gºnel interest, with brief notices of past and passing events. We
shall aim to furnish all classes of our readers with as great

# &#aºrums, sirflušežar aſbA.º. Sagg & Q& a variety of interesting and instructive matter
if Ganto. 4,605uré girraws-SQ&aſaou Quo: patible with the narrow limits of our paper.

as is com
We shall
Guests.ºgº. 93sor&#s darGay-ºffeffé sº-º: | probably have, hereafter, less of selected and more of ori
guarí 50arë gulfi arélécºol-u -ºl Stºll.Sa mu;.24 ginal matter than heretofore. It is also our intention to
enlarge somewhat our News department.
gº ºu()arisolar&aſh stäSá strá305éâGoyth'
It should be understood that the Paper has a two-ſold

arºssguarar as filésar adj9pal(5–3 ºrvº's object, which, in a sense, entitles it to a double claim on the
ASAE 94 grºſºft Garðuo& 4, Ismāsafe,0LTQ945, patronage and support of the public;-viz: To embody in

effairá guarº; 4,40srºarrauty Seº (3.5
drawalés(948 & filás?ar *@*.* Sirga &@#
tºla Gº aruo tº -º-Sº, Sarulomewuly 19&spitä -gºal

ed: gºals are rifluºundé àinian GlobA.º-ºes
Eulº, Jaegº. gagsveć65 are:03.65% “9.

a permanent form the best and least (morally) exception
able specimens of Tamil literature and language the coun
try affords, and to afford a medium of communication with
the native mind for those who feel interested in its im
provement.

We have before stated that the present number of our
subscribers is 750.

these from 100 to 150 are Europe
gå gºat Queña Bašáluòesyl-& aft.p.3G)=n cºa (b. ans or descendants ofOfEuropeans; 250
to 300 are natives

aésairſ ºly Lara sé9arãºpuš Gafé.ºu."

educated to read English; and the remainder are natives

#4.g4 5&gures affarpº Sa ºrcé,0°ugarth. having only a knowledge of Tamil. This statement will
serve to show the comparative claims of these different
as a goséð wºº alom art -gãºwa sañuera classes
on the Editor of the Star to consul their differ
t

prºSaháelº-Vºl-alisair grºsór Qāla C5-6.2.465

ent tastes and wants, in the division and appropriation ºf

a &aara Sršºu(biºlusiaſolar&a suaſi-cºrºña the matter at his disposal. Besides this division, which
eng lººr. G. §s&#656 arrað Qeriºus lituato. refers to the intellectual condition of our readers, there is
another to be regarded, of no less importance, in respect

Qi JGoſſ ſpl.
As ºf; asſº ansourºuésar Gée in. Leſſes. Fée; 5 C5 £º
& résajuº,

sumº warfésuatsiariséQaſrāreth gºsaféansour ºu

to their religious belief.

We have among our readershed:

thens, Mohammedans, Roman Catholics and Protestants,

besides a considerable number, who, we suppose have a
sort of deistical faith. We wish to adapt the matter in
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our columns to the edification of all these;—not to encour

SUMMIARY OF NEWS.
The close of the Year.—The closing year should remind us of the close
of life, to which we all are hastening, and lead us to a serious review of

age them in adhering to an erroneous faith, or to cater to
their vitiated appetites, but to give them that kind of read

our past lives.

ing which we consider best adapted to arouse their minds

purpose have we lived, thus far? Have we regarded the life that we now

to thought and inquiry on practical and religious subjects.
Some of our readers have complained of the uninteresting
character of many articles that have been inserted. Such

iive in the flesh as the infancy of our being—the season of our preparation
for the eternal world—the all-important period that is to give complexion
to our future being and decide our destiny for heaven or hell? Have we

should consider how wide a difference must exist in the

we certain that our happiness would be secure if the characters we now

tastes, dispositions and intellectual capacities of the various
classes enumerated above; and that one person will often

possess should remain unchanged forever? Are our desires and, affections
placed on objects most suitable to our immortal nature and high destiny?

be greatly interested in what another may look at with en

tue and piety?—What sacrifices have we made for the good of our fellow

tire distaste; and that which he is disposed to make a sub

It were well, on this occasion, to ask ourselves, to what

rightly improved it by making the needſal preparation for eternity? Are

Are we ardently pursuing a course of self-improvement in knowledge; vir
men, whom we are commanded to love as ourselves? Do we walk in the

fear of God all the day, and do and say only those things that we think are

ject of complaint, another will be disposed equally to com

pleasing to him? Or, have we cast off fear and restrained prayer, and de

mend. We beg to assure our readers that we shall do the
best that circumstances permit—to please all—to interest
all—and to improve all;-and we shall hope for the con
tinued aid and co-operation of our friends and patrons in
furtherance of our object.

offering to him the incense of pure and acceptable worship? Do we by daily
repentance, faith and good works, shew that we have been renewed in the

We do not think it necessary to state more particular

temper of our minds and that the spirit of God dwelleth in us? Let us re
member that “if any man have not the spirit of Christ he is none of his,”

voted our time and thoughts to pursuits of pleasure and selfish ambition?
Will our Bibles bear witness for us that we have been diligent in the study
of those truths that are able to make us wise unto salvation? Will our past

sabbaths testify, that we have honored God by frequenting his courts, and

ly our arrangements for supplying the columns of the pa
per the coming year, both because the details of our

and that by Him only can we obtain eternal life and glory.

plan are not yet fully decided on, and we wish to leave it

Visit of a U. States Frigate to Colombo —The United States Frigate
Brandywine, Commodore Parker, having on board the Hon. Mr. Cushing,
U. S. Envoy to the court of China, anchored in the Colombo roads on
Friday evening, the 8th inst. The next day, Mr. Cushing and the Com
modore landed under a salute from the Frigate and were received with a
similar honor from the guns of the Fort. The Governor's carriage was in

open to such modifications as circumstances may render
expedient.
The favors of Correspondents will be thankfully received
and those of suitable character will be inserted as far as
our circumscribed limits will allow.

The Agents of the paper are requested to send in their
orders for the next year by the 5th proximo.
Terms of the Paper.
To single subscribers, one shilling a quarter.
To single subscribers by mail, (including postage)—one
shilling sir pence a quarter.
To Agents, who subscribe for ten copies and upwards less
than twenty, and pay in advance, nine pence each, a quarter.
To Agents who receive the same by mail (including pos
tage) one shilling three pence a quarter.
To Agents, for twenty copies and upwards, sir pence each,
a quarter.

To Agents for the same by mail (including postage) one
shilling a quarter.
ADWERTISEMENTS will be inserted at the rate of

one penny and a half a line for the first insertion, and one
penny a line for the second and subsequent insertions, reck
oning the type at Brevier size.

Notices of Deaths and Marriages exceeding in length five
lines, will be chargeable as Advertisements.
CORRESPONDENTS should address their communi

cations to THE Editon of The MoRNING STAR, JAFFNA.

Communications must be post paid to receive attention.
AG ENTS OF THE PAPER.

JAFFNA–The Mission ARies; MANEPY-Mr. J.
Evarts; BATTICOTTA—Mr. W. Volk; WANNAR
PONY–Mr. S. TAMbi AHPILLY; NEGOMBO-Mr. C.
Per ERA; COLOMBO – Mr. P. CANJEMANADER pully;
KANDY —Rev. C. C. Dawson; TRIN COMALIE–
Rev. Geo. Hole; BATTICALOE—Mr. S. A. ALLEGE
coon MU peli Ak; MOOLLITEVO—Mr. A. McFARLAND;
MAl) URA–Rev. R. O. Dwight; DINDIGAL–Rev. J.
J. Law RENCE; NEGAPATAM—Rev. P. BATCHELor;

TRIVANDRUM-J. Roberts, Esq.; MADRAS–P. R.
HUNT, Esq.

COLOMBO.

waiting to conduct them to the Queen's house. Mr. Cushing went on
Monday to Kandy.—The Frigate sailed for Canton on the 20th inst.
CAL CUTTA.

THE BEN GA1. EE SPF cºrator Is DEAD-says the Editor of the
Friend of India. The Conductors have lost a thousand Rupees within

little more than a year, and, though their object was not gain, they have
felt

º prudent to desist from an undertaking which entailed a positive loss

‘On thein.

The object of the Journal was to discuss subjects connected with the

welfare and improvement of the country.

It was conducted with consid

erable ability, the Bengalee style was chaste, and as idiomatic as transla
tions can be rendered, and the English composition did no little credit to
the native Gentlemen who furnished it. Its politics were of a liberal cast.
It looked for support therefore, both pecuniary and editorial, to the numer

ous youths who had received a liberal English education and who were sup
posed to have been thereby raised above the level of the vulgar prejudices,
and to have imbibed that European thirst for knowledge, which increases

with the supply. In both respects, the conductors have been miserably
disappointed. Altho’ there are hundreds of native youths who have re
ceived a liberal education, and are now employed in situations of trust,
influence and profit, both under Government and by private individuals,
they have taken so little interest in this enterprise, and have so complete
ly failed to contribute to it, either by pen or purse, as to allow it to die a nat
ural death.

Some how or other, there seems to be the same disinclination

to progress among those who have been made ſamiliar with the finest mo
dels of European literature,which has characterized the disciples of the Ve
das for twenty centuries, and kept the Hindus in a state of constant inferir
ority. Those youths whose minds have been imbued with the thoughts of
Shakespear, and Milton, and Addison, and Johnson, and enriched with the
study of inental and natural philosophy, seem to have dismissed all desire
for improvement the moment they had gained the prize and obtained a sit

uation. The “Englishman” seems to think that they are above taking a
Journal published both in English and Bengalee, and subscribe only for the

English News-Papers: unhappily he is mistaken. After twenty years’ la
bour in giving English instruction to native youth, and Planting hundreds
of them in situations of ease and comparative affluence, there are not one

hundred and fiſty-five who subscribe to the English newspapers of the Pre
sidency, including the Friend of India. The national and hereditary le
thargy has overpowered their spirit, and improvement is at an end.
It is now twenty-five years since the first News-Paper was published in
India, and the number of Subscribers to all the native Journals little exceeds

fifteen hundred. In no enterprize has so much talent and zeal been en
barked as in that of the Native News. Papers, with so humiliating a result.

The listlessness of this people is absolutely incredible, and appears to be
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incurable iſ any thing could have been supposed capable of breaking up
the sleep of ages, it must have been the spirit-stirring Gazette; yet the na
tion sleeps on as in the days of Vekramaditya. Let us fancy for a moment

51&#1'151##113.41%.

D. Riggs, Averankal; Candon Poodan, Canabeka; H

the same stimulants to have been thrown among the Chinese, and the same

Bushnell; A. D. Eddy; GA ºs ºf Lê fia-- 9ir º:
s & C. L. C. u-ry tº Lifewº; *A fºº #35; A # 5 & 3Gs.
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strenuous efforts to have been made to inſuse intellectual life and animation
* to them which have been so lavishly employed on the Hindus and how
"itherent would have been the result. We are sorry, very sorry, that the
“Spectator” is dead, both for its own sake and for its influence on ſuture

(5%; -****5-cub ºf 82°42's = < p &is in A āsº-sars
'''“rts, but we are not sorry it is dead before Mr. Gro. Tºompson leaves | *.*@***A*. -ºsos e º L Li Fa'aaS-6 a sº(3-3 3.1416
* cºntry it will serve to open his eyes to the deep lethargy which per | Q+ui,' aſ up.
* des the section of “enlightened natives” whom his eloquence roused for

To Correspondents.

* * into a kind of galvanic action, which has been succeeded by as pro
"und a slumber as that which existed before his arrival.

|

He will now be

The Hymn for Christmas—by our friend F. C. G. is not

destitute

of poetical merit:-but in the croweded state of our columns, we are ob.

*le to comprehend the difficulty of introducing permanent improvement a

liged to decline its publication.

*g a body which shows so few symptoms of vitality.
Robbery ct Calcutta.-The “Hurkaru” states that an extensive rob.
hery of shawls of the value of 20,000 Rupees has recently been committed

an

i" Calcutta. We are happy to learn that the Police have succeeded in dis

•

LI. Bloºr & hit .35.

covering a part of the stolen property, and that other property stolen by the

until it 11&n it.

silºne parties has come to light.—Friend of India.

*team persus Wind —The Hindustan, Captain Redman, which leſt
"adras on the 12th October, was only reported yesterday. She has made

-

otºl-ſpin.af.
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one of the slowest passages on recordſ, having been forty-two days in the
passage. The “Bentinck.” Steamer came up in 3 days.
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LA HOR E.

The Delhi Gazette gives the important intelligence that Rajah Golab
Singh his at length arrived at Lahore, with 20,000 of his well disciplined

*-2 gº -a-. §3, Cefsw a fuža soul flazGaº'e?..."

He

#3 & 4–sues s is s?so *a*.*.*.* iſ LL rºser.& s' dias's, Aºu

mountain soldiers, and has assumed the Government of the Punjab.

2. Gacy-AA's Gaº Qa5 g cut 4.3 cm 4 + · così Qeº20 urs

was at once refused to accede to the pecuniary demands of the refractory

Qudsº-w L m (5th = <r.

troops of Heera Singh. which have been urged with such insolent importu

*ā. 9. Out £ea tºugarfs & arº 5 as grºs ºjºu

nity. and will doubtless put then down by force. Ali the foreign officers

& afé--É saf/5 s/’65uo s"A Su. if A £4 ºr ºf A total aid. 8

including General Ventura are to quit the service.
OVF. R LAND INTELLIGENCE.

i’uºkets by the Overland mail for November, reached Jaffna on Saturday
the 23d instant, having been brought by the Seaforth, which reached Co
lombo, on the 19th instant.

|

In Ireland, a great Repeal meeting had been announced to take place at
or near Clontarf, on Sunday the 8th of October. The day before the meet

*8. He w =9 couc 24 m A &f alsº ºff Leº &er 19,3 Q = • cºaj. Ge
ñā.5, -e, aſ “sº *A*A305& 35L6 Luy-tº-4 ºr ºd śG = 4-4 tº
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i g. the Government issued a proclamation ſorbidding the meeting and
fireatening the penalties of the law on all who should attend. Previous to

* is fresh troops had been despatched to Ireland, and extensive military pre cº-fºuca ſte is 5 CŞ(5 on ſt Q = u2.5 s ºf saw soulay-ºf -e ºs-w 2.58
Jºrations had been made in Dublin. to give effect to the proclamation. The | so-u-A.º. 5 (5s iuſ AQL (5s,if 9. Lé A. & sterº, Laºs’s’s
Cominittee of the Repeal association met immediately aſter the proclamation | sir. -a – 190 – A & e Gerr Q = <!-- see Luor se, up, Lew.f450 5*
*Pºeared, and issued a counter manifesto, declaring that as the resolution
-

ºf Government had been so long delayed, it would be impossible to give
the proper notice to the people, but calling upon the Repealers to return
10 their own dwellings and not to run the risk of a collision. Great efforts
"Yere made to prevent the assembling of the people, and messengers were
despatched by Mr. O'Connell to all the towns and villages which were ex
pected to send their contingent to the gathering. On Sunday morning,

however, immense crowds, ignorant of the proceedings of the previous eve
ning, came into Dublin, and the streets were filled with groups anxiously
reading Mr. O'Connell's proclamation. The road to Clontarſ was covered
with troops, and bore the appearance of a campaign, while thousands of
Persons proceeded towards Clontarſ to see the military display and appa
rently intineneed only by feelings of curiosity. Notwithstanding the excite
*ent of the scene, the whole passed off without the least accident or distur
hance, and before dark the people had quietly dispersed, and the troops had
returned to barracks,

Subsequently Mr. O'Connell and several others were indicted on a charge

cºtlon 4 aut,
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Bench on the first day of the ensuing term.
In , Wales, the violent proceedings of the Rebeccaites are continued,

Q = 5 & GL 1 -

r if s r.
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though with some abatement.—Having destroyed all the toll gates, they
now act as incendiaries, burning ricks of hay and other property of the

9|LLaſcºt.—conteNTS
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rise, of £240,515; the stamps, £18,886; the taxes, £16,663; the crowu
lands, £7,500: the income tax, £1,743,069; and a decrease in the cus
toºns, of £414,469; and in the Post office, £8,000.
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ºncurable. If any thing could have been supposed capable of breaking up
the sleep of ages, it must have been the spirit-stirring Gazette; yet the na
tion sleeps on is in the days of Vekramaditya. Let us fancy for a moment
the same stimulants to have been thrown among the Chinese, and the same

*T*Eſilºn; £uţă31ſt.
D. Riggs, Averankal; Candon Poodan, Canabeka;

strenuous efforts to have been made to infuse intellectual life and animation

Bushnell; A. D. Eddy; Q =ways aſ Lºaf'... gºir Loſ
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intº them which have been so lavishly employed on the Hindus and how

8,574 sh; alsº ºr sº fº 35,03 & 49.9 9054&35 *ar #4 e5?

diſſerent would have been the result. We are sorry, very sorry, that the
“Spectator” is dead, both for its own sake and for its influence on ſuture

"florts, but we are not sorry it is dead before Mr. Geo. Thompson leaves

the country. It will serve to open his eyes to the deeplethargy which per
wades the section of “enlightened natives” whom his eloquence roused for
* time into a kind of galvanic action, which has been succeeded by as pro
found a slumber as that which existed before his arrival.

He will now be

able to comprehend the difficulty of introducing permanent improvement a

(5%; -*** 25+th ºf 8,3-mass was p fºssi, a #4 C-ser
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To Correspondents.

The Hymn for Christmas—by our friend F. C. G. is not dest
of poetical merit:-but in the croweded state of our columns, we are

liged to decline its publication.

mong a body which shows so few symptoms of vitality.
Robbery at Calcutta.-The “Hurkaru” states that an extensive rob.

bery of shawls of the value of 20,000 Rupees has recently been committed
in Calcutta. We are happy to learn that the Police have succeeded in dis

L1%ani & #13,3.

covering a part of the stolen property, and that other property stolen by the

tuTſit'il II ºrit.

same parties has come to light.— Friend of India.
Steam persus Wind —The Hindustan, Captain Redman, which leſt
Madras on the 12th October, was only reported yesterday. She has made

one of the slowest passages on record, having been forty-two days in the
passage. The “Bentiack.” Steamer came up in 3 days.
LA HORE.

The Delhi Gazette gives the important intelligence that Rajah Golab
Singh has at length arrived at Lahore, with 20,000 of his well disciplined
mountain soldiers, and has assumed the Government of the Punjab. He
has at once reſused to accede to the pecuniary demands of the refractory
troops of Heera Singh, which have been urged with such insolent importu
nity, and will doubtless put them down by force. Ali the foreign officers
ncluding General Ventura are to quit the service.
OW ERLAND INTELLIGENCE.
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Packets by the Overland mail for November, reached Jaffna on Saturday
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lombo, on the 19th instant.

In Ireland, a great Repeal meeting had been announced to take place at
or near Clontarſ, on Sunday the 8th of October. The day before the meet
rºg, the Government issued a proclamation forbidding the meeting and
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rently inflnenced only by feelings of curiosity. Notwithstanding the excite

ment of the scene, the whole passed off without the least accident or distur
bance, and before dark the people had quietly dispersed, and the troops had
returned to harracks.

Subsequently Mr. O'Connell and several others were indicted on a charge
of conspiracy, &c. and gave recognizances to attend the court of Queen's
Bench on the first day of the ensning term.
In Wales, the violent proceedings of the Rebeccaites are continued,
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